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FOREWORD

With many national nuclear society conferences, with ENS TOP and General conferences, held
annually, biannually or at five years intervals, all important aspects relevant to the safe and
reliable operation of nuclear power plant are covered in depth. It was felt, however, that
considerations were from the point of view of large nuclear systems and that the interests and
priorities of the countries with small or medium nuclear systems are not necessarily identical,
partly due to the small size of the system and partly due to the limited human and material
resources. A good response to the first Croatian Nuclear Society conference "Nuclear option
in countries with small and medium electricity grid", in Opatija 1996, which focused on the
specific needs and interests of nuclear user countries with small or medium electricity grids,
supported our belief in the legitimate need of such conference.

A follow up conference in Dubrovnik is based on that experience and on the same philosophy
of serving the needs of small or medium present or nature user countries. Session topics reflect
some current emphasis, such as accommodation of Kyoto restrictions on CO2 emission, or
liability and insurance for nuclear damage.

In order to achieve best safety and operational standards these countries with limited human
and material resources must put greater emphasis on their rational and efficient use.
Consequently the world wide developments on innovative reactors' systems and improved
concepts for fuel utilisation and waste disposal are of substantial interest. Appropriate
selections of reactor technology, fuel cycle and decommission strategies are of paramount
importance. There are very successful examples of achieving safety and good operational
records, so the exchange of experience and co-operation amongst that group of countries is of
great value. As in the future use of nuclear energy there will be many more countries with only
small or medium nuclear systems, exchanging specific experience and co-operation between
the like countries will be an additional value to the now prevailing equipment supplier -
national utility relationships.

With over 90 contributions from many countries we feel that conference has made an useful
effort to cover the needs and interests of the present and future user countries with small and
medium nuclear systems.

We acknowledge our indebtedness to International Atomic Energy Agency and European
Nuclear Society for their support and encouragement.

To all those who through their efforts and participation contributed to the Conference success,
we express our thanks.

Programme Committee Chairman
Prof. dr. sc. Vladimir Knapp
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FOREWORD

Croatian Nuclear Society in co-ordination with European Nuclear Society is organising the
international conference where we would like to review and assess the nuclear option in the countries
with small and medium electricity grid. A particular attention will be paid to promoting regional co-
operation.

The International Atomic Energy Agency has recognised the importance of this subject and the
Conference is organised in co-operation with the International Atomic Energy Agency.

Authors' contributions include the research results presented in 86 papers. All the papers are
published in these Proceedings and are divided in 9 sessions.

We would like to express our gratitude to over 150 authors and co-authors that put an extra
effort into completing their full camera-ready papers.

We would also like to thank the reviewers and all those who have helped us with the
organisation of this Conference.

The Conference will start with invited lectures. In order to make as much time as possible for
round table discussion we have decided to reduce the number of oral presentations per session. At the
beginning of each session the Chairman will give a short review of the corresponding papers
belonging to this session which will be presented in the common poster session.
It is foreseen that the following round table discussion will be organised during the Conference:

• Nuclear Energy for Medium and Small Countries,
• Liability and Insurance for Nuclear Damage,
• Regional Facilities and Co-operation in Fuel Cycle,
• Co-operation in Nuclear Engineering Education.

On behalf of the Organising Committee we are inviting you to ensure the success of this
International Conference by asking stimulating questions and providing answers which will serve as
guide-lines for the future activities within the peaceful application of nuclear energy.

We welcome your decision to join us in Dubrovnik. We sincerely hope that you will take home
pleasant memories of your stay in Croatia.

Zaoreb. 3.6.1988.

Prof.dr.sc. Nikola Cavlina
Organising Committee Chairman
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STRATEGY AND PROSPECTS FOR
NUCLEAR ENERGY IN EUROPE

Dr P C Upson
Managing Director, Technical - Urenco Limited

President, European Nuclear Society

Synopsis

Nuclear power has, for many years, played a vital role in helping the European Union

meet its energy and environmental objectives. Today, however, power station

construction programmes are at a virtual standstill, with little or no prospect of a

restart in the foreseeable future; some member states have, in fact, taken the

decision to phase out nuclear when plants currently operating reach the end of their

life, if not before.

Against this unpromising background, the nuclear industry is taking vigorous steps to

improve its competitiveness, ensure the safety of nuclear plants operating in parts of

East Europe, win business in a challenging export market and develop new

technology that will build on already high standards of plant performance and safety.

In reviewing the overall situation, the author touches upon the factors and

circumstances that are likely to impact favourably or unfavourably on the industry's

efforts to secure its long-term future and ends by summing up the prospects for

success.

EL-1.1



STRATEGY AND PROSPECTS FOR
NUCLEAR ENERGY IN EUROPE

Dr P C Upson
Managing Director, Technical - Urenco Limited

President, European Nuclear Society

The title of my address tells me that I have, perhaps unwisely, undertaken to
speculate on the future of nuclear energy in Europe. This being the case, I think I
should at least start on relatively safe and familiar ground by briefly outlining the
current status of nuclear in the European Union. This will allow me to draw attention
to the problems which have emerged over time, and which are a already being
addressed by a nuclear industry that is anxious to satisfy the demands of a powerful
commercial world, an ever cautious political community and a sceptical but, I believe,
increasingly receptive general public.

Today, 151 nuclear plants are supplying about one third of Western Europe's
electricity at increasingly competitive prices. In 1996, France continued to top the
generation league by producing no less than 77% of its electricity from nuclear
plants. They were followed by Belgium (57), Sweden (52), Switzerland (44),
Spain (32), Germany (30), Finland (28) and Britain (26). It is worth noting that in
Britain, in 1997, nuclear energy overtook coat for the first time as Britain's principal
source of electrical power. Nuclear accounted for 35%, relegating coat to second
place at 33%.

Encouraging though these statistics are, they conceal a less than satisfactory overall
situation from the nuclear industry's point of view. With the exception of France,
where work on Civaux 2 PWR is nearing completion, power station construction is at
a standstill in EU member states and there is little prospect of new orders being
placed in the foreseeable future.

Reasons for this can broadly be described as commercial: low demand and surplus
capacity, competition from alternative sources, especially gas, and political: the
imposition of national moratoria, decisions to phase out nuclear, public concerns.
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Commercial challenges, which are bound to intensify with the liberalisation of the
electricity market, are well understood and the industry is demonstrating that they
can be successfully met. Plants in Belgium, Britain, Finland, Germany, Spain,
Sweden and Switzerland, have other completed or embarked upon uprating
programmes to increase plant capacity. Equipment upgrades and steam turbine
replacement, as well as fuel improvements, are lowering operating costs. These
projects are serving to enhance the industry's competitive position and, at the same
time, ensuring that the majority of the plants involved will operate for 40 or 50 years.

Political factors are more unpredictable and present greater difficulties, if only
because they are usually beyond the industry's control. Moratoria, and phase-out
policies are examples of these. The latter, in particular, have a demoralising effect
on the workforces involved, adversely affect competence, disrupt long-term planning
of both power utility and nuclear supplier, and greatly unsettle those industrial and
commercial enterprises which may have some to depend on nuclear for clean,
reliable power at a good price. Additionally, they send out the wrong signals to
potential recruits to the industry by appearing to confirm that nuclear has no future.
Of course, nothing could be further from the truth.

The situation in Sweden perfectly illustrates the phase-out policy. There, the minority
government is ordering the shut-down of Barseback-1 nuclear power plant by 1 July
under a new law which allows closure of any plant in the country. Fiercely opposed
by the power sector, trades unions and wider industry alike, the decision is being
taken for what are said to be purely political reasons, and in spite of opinion surveys
that show an 80% public approval of nuclear power.

Needles to say, nuclear suppliers cannot be sustained on plant upgrades and
maintenance alone; they must look for new business elsewhere if they are to
survive. The main focus of attention is East Asia, where there is economic growth
and a strong commitment to nuclear power. China and Korea, which have ambitious
programmes and, to a less extent, Taiwan, are offering the best opportunities for new
plant orders.

Reactor vendors are also working on various sponsored programmes to improve
safety at East European plants and in the former Soviet Union. Typical projects have
included the provision of simulators and training, improvements in reactor nuclear
measurement and control systems, installation of emergency power supply, quality
assurance advice and radwaste treatment plant.
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These important initiatives, on whose success the future of nuclear energy may
ultimately depend, have not been without their problems. Lack of resources, political
and economic instability in certain countries, and the absence of civil liability
legislation - a factor which, till now, has deterred equipment suppliers from playing a
full part in the improvement process - have slowed progress.

Whilst it is widely acknowledged that there have been improvements over the past
decade, particularly in safety culture, there can be no room for complacency. Certain
plants in East Europe continue to represent an Achilles heel for the industry and it is
imperative that appropriate resources and support be directed, as a matter of
urgency, toward ensuring that no further accidents or incidents occur.

Nowhere is the industry's faith in the future being more clearly demonstrated than in
the development of new technology for the world market. Recognising the fact that
present day licensing requirements will not permit the mere replication of today's
plants - successful though they are - three European countries are investing heavily
in a new generation of reactors that promise to operate more economically and to
even higher safety standards.

In Sweden, ABB Atom has developed an advanced boiling water reactor based on
experience gained from Forsmark-e and Oskarshamn-3, while Framatome in France
and Siemens in Germany, through their subsidiary Nuclear Power International, are
developing the European Pressurised Water Reactor (EPR).

The EPR, being a product of cross-border co-operation, must be of special interest to
the wider nuclear community from a licensing standpoint. To enable the reactor to
be built in both countries, there is a need to harmonise regulatory standards if costly
changes to meet separate requirements are to be avoided. The lessons learned and
experience gained from the harmonisation process will prove valuable.

An important hurdle to the eventual construction of the EPR in Germany has been
overcome with the recent Bundestag approval of changes in the Atomic Law
governing the country's future use of nuclear energy. Central to the revised law,
which is awaiting Presidential signature, is a provision allowing federal authorities to
grant a framework licence (non site-specific) for the new generation reactor. The
German State governments will remain the licensing authorities for all site specific
nuclear construction projects. In practical terms, the changes would allow all the
main general safety considerations to be examined and resolved at national level
before the site specific licensing process begins. Based on past experience, it is a
procedure that will save billions of Marks and achieve security of investment.
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The industry has responded well to the commercial pressures that have been placed
upon it, but it would be over optimistic to expect the actions taken to yield results in
the short term. The consensus view appears to be that there is little hope of renewal
of Europe's nuclear power plants before 2010 to 2015, owing to a lack of demand,
and the attraction in a deregulated market, of small and flexible gas-fired units which
can meet most potential increases. In this context, it remains to be seen whether
Governments, with interests in ensuring diversity and security of supply, will
intervene in the free market process by regulating gas use.

Whilst the case for diversity is important, it is unlikely to be as persuasive in changing
political and public attitudes towards nuclear power as the full realisation of the
environmental impact made by burning fossil fuels at conventional power stations.

Nuclear energy produces negligible amounts of CO2 and greenhouse gases and,
therefore, contributes significantly towards meeting internationally agreed targets.
To illustrate this, the replacement of Barseback by a coal fired plant would increase
CO2 emissions in Sweden by 7 million tonnes a year. Were coat burning stations to
replace the nuclear plants of France and Germany, an additional 495 million tonnes
of CO2 would be emitted into the atmosphere.

The climate change argument underlines the medium and long term importance of
nuclear technology and the industry must lose no opportunity to spell it out to what, I
believe, will be an increasingly receptive political community and general public.

As a fuel cycle man, it would be remiss of me if I concluded this address without
saying a few words on the subject. I have mentioned that improvements in fuel
performance have played an important part in keeping down the price of electricity
produced at nuclear plants, but this is only part of a bigger success story.

• Europe is world leader in fuel cycle technology, from mining to spent fuel storage
and reprocessing.

• France and Britain possess more than half of the uranium conversion capacity of
the OECD countries.

• Fuel fabrication suppliers have about one third of world capacity.

• Europe is self-sufficient in enrichment.

• Three European companies can produce mixed oxide fuel (MOX); currently,
twenty nuclear plants in Belgium, France, Germany and Switzerland are using it.
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Success does not always come undiluted. Certain aspects of the fuel business, and
I refer, in particular, to the long term storage of radioactive waste, has for many years
provoked strong reactions. As you know, radwaste is managed by the nuclear
industry and it is not surprising that most countries with nuclear programmes have
central low level waste facilities and active R&D programmes which focus on the
storage of high level waste.

There is no urgency in selecting and building a permanent facility - indeed, a period
of interim storage which allows the fuel to cool and reduces the level of radioactivity
will cut costs of both the containment and final installation. However, industry is
urging governments to identify storage sites now in order to demonstrate the
long-term sustainability of nuclear energy. Until the politicians pick up the courage to
do so, opponents will seek to exploit public fears, with a view to impeding or halting
the operation of nuclear plants.

Concerns surrounding the control and protection of plutonium, arising from the
implementation of disarmament treaties, are of more recent origin. A G-7 study
concluded that using military plutonium as fuel for civil nuclear programmes is the
safest, most economic solution to its disposal. The experience of European
companies in fabricating MOX will prove invaluable in achieving this aim.

In this address, I have reviewed some of the practical steps which the nuclear
community is taking to meet the many challenges which it has been called upon to
face. Some of these challenges, the safety improvement programme in East Europe
and the liberalisation of the electricity market, have resulted in a fitter, leaner and
more competitive nuclear industry, capable of a degree of cross-border co-operation
that would have been unthinkable not so many years ago. Though this represents
excellent progress, more measures need to be taken to prepare the ground for new
plant construction. These include stabilisation of the regulatory regime to reduce
market volatility and encourage investors; harmonisation of regulatory standards to
facilitate the licensing and construction of imported technology without incurring
unnecessary "first of a kind" costs; modification of the planning process relating to
large scale projects to reduce delays, uncertainties and costs; encouraging the
political community to recognise the strategic and environmental importance of
nuclear power.
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During the next century, we can expect to witness an alarming increase in world
population, accompanied by an escalating demand for energy, resource restrictions
and rapidly worsening environmental problems. It is not for these reasons alone that
I believe nuclear energy has a continuing role to play. I am optimistic for the future of
the industry because of the people who make it work, whether they be at a power
station, research centre, fuel facility, or nuclear manufacturer. Their skills and their
dedication to high quality and standards have brought our technology to the level of
maturity and sophistication it enjoys today. I am confident that, in spite of the
financial constraints that will inevitably be placed on it by a liberalised electricity
market, the same qualities that are the hallmark of the industry will guarantee its
place in the new millennium.
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Abstract
The demand for electricity in developing countries of the world is expected to grow rapidly in
the coming decades as these countries undergo the process of industrialization, accompanied
by increased urbanization, and seek to improve the living standards of their growing
population.

The continued heavy reliance of the power sector on fossil fuels will result in an increased
dependence of a number of the developing countries on energy imports, with consequent
balance of payment difficulties and implication's in terms of reduced energy security, cause
severe degradation of the local and regional environment, and will also lead to increasing
emissions of greenhouse gases.

Increasing the share of hydropower in most of the developing countries is constrained by the
limited potential of hydro resources as well as environmental considerations. Other renewable
energy technologies such as solar PV and wind power are not expected to play a significant
role in the commercial supply of electricity in the foreseeable future in the most part of the
developing world.

Thus nuclear power as a non-fossil alternative with a proven and mature technology may be
called upon to play an increasing role in the future supply of electricity to developing
countries. The paper discusses the main factors that are likely to affect, both positively and
negatively, the deployment of nuclear power in developing countries and presents the results
of the recent IAEA projections on nuclear power capacity growth up to the 2020. The paper
also briefly reviews the prospects of nuclear power in Central and Eastern European
countries.

/. Introduction
The population of this already crowded planet is growing by almost 250,000 individuals per
day - or in one year by ninety million, a figure which approaches the combined population of
France and the United Kingdom. Within the next 35 years, the global population will
increase by about half South Asia's population will grow by two thirds, and that of Sub-
Saharan Africa will more than double. Most this increase occurs in the rural and remote areas
of developing countries Who will provide the incrementally new population with energy?
How will these relatively poor masses pay even for the minimum energy service they require?
What will be done to relieve the inevitable stress on the environment? These are very
difficult questions to answer. What is clear is that population growth represents a colossal
challenge for the world energy sector. The latest statistics tell us that average annual world
energy consumption per capita in developing countries is of the order of 0.71 tons of oil
equivalent (toe). Therefore, a yearly increase of almost 65 million toe will be required to
meet the needs of the growing population in the rural and remote areas of developing
countries, deprived of a well-developed energy infrastructure. Additional US$ 8 billion will
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be needed every year to satisfy the elementary energy needs, if conventional energy supply
schemes are to be used in the years to come [1 - 4].

The governments of developing countries put great emphasis on the improvement of living
conditions in rural areas while respecting cultural traditions. A better basic energy supply
structure, the creation of small-scale industry to recruit labor and to hinder migration to urban
centers are the major concerns.

Over the past few decades, scientists and environmentalists have improved their
understanding of the impact of conventional energy systems and resources on the
environment [1, 3]. Formerly, it was thought that the negative effects of the misuse of energy
resources and technologies would be felt locally by distinct populations and that these effects
would be manageable. In recent years, it has become clear that environmental pollution
caused by releases into the atmosphere of radioactive dust and/or greenhouse gases, has no
regard for frontiers. Ozone depletion and atmospheric warming have begun to undermine our
confidence in our ability to control and remedy their effects. The global impact of traditional
energy systems on the environment is fast becoming one of the world's most pressing
problems.

The United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) - known also as
the Earth Summit - which was held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, was called to focus on the most
fundamental and important challenges to the preservation of the natural human environment.
At the Earth Summit, it was considered essential to develop environmentally sound
technologies and industrial practices.

In chapter 9 of Agenda 21 of UNCEC, it was agreed that "Energy is essential to economic
and social development and improved quality of life. Much of the world's energy, however,
is currently produced and consumed in ways that could not be sustained, if technology were
to remain constant and if overall quantities were to- increase substantially. The need to
control atmospheric emissions of greenhouse and other gases and substances will increasingly
need to be based on efficiency in energy production, transmission, distribution and
consumption, and on growing reliance on environmentally sound energy systems, particularly
new and renewable sources of energy".

At the global level, climate change is the overriding concern. Of all the environmental
challenges facing us today, global warming is the most persuasive. The Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reached consensus conclusions in June 1990 that increased
atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases may result in an additional warming of the
Earth's surface. In order to stabilize atmospheric concentrations at present-day levels,
immediate reduction of global man-made emissions of the long-life greenhouse gases carbon
dioxide (CO2), nitrous oxide (N2O) and the halo carbons - mostly chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)
- by more than 60%, and methane emission by 15 to 20%, is necessary [1-4] .

2. Energy Outlook & Nuclear Power Potential

Provision of adequate energy services is essential for economic development and human
welfare. This has resulted in a three fold increase in the world demand for energy between
1960 and 1995. And electricity being a clean and versatile form of energy, its demand has
been increasing even faster.

There are large disparities among countries with respect to their levels of energy and
electricity consumption, owing to the fact that most of the growth so far has taken place in
only that group of countries which forms today's developed or industrialized world.
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Developing countries with about three quarters of the global population account for a mere
one quarter of the global energy and electricity consumption. As a result the average levels of
per capita energy and electricity consumption in developing countries are about one-tenth of
those in industrialised countries. Hidden under the statistics is the fact that about two billion
people in developing countries do not have access to electricity or other commercial forms of
energy.

The regional disparities in energy consumption are expected to get much reduced in the
coming decades. According to the projections made in 1996 by the International Energy
Agency (IEA) of OECD, the primary energy demand in developing countries is expected to
increase by a factor of 1.9-2.1 between 1993 and 2010, with their demand for electricity
increasing by a factor 2.4-2.5 during the same period [5]. The corresponding increases
projected for the industrialized countries are by factors of 1.1-1.2 and 1.2-1.4 respectively.

A relatively longer-term perspective is provided by the 1995 study of the International
Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (TIASA) and the World Energy Council (WEC) [6].
The study projects that, depending on the level of economic growth and the extent to which
efficiency improvement measures are adopted, the demand for primary energy in developing
countries will increase 3 to 5 fold by 2050, with an accompanying 5-7 fold increase in their
demand for electricity. By 2050 the shares of developing countries in global consumption of
energy and electricity are expected to become as high as 58-68% and 43-53% respectively.

The present pattern of electricity supplies in developing countries, like that of industrialized
countries, is heavily dominated by fossil fuels (68% versus 62%). However, while nuclear
power contributes about 22% to electricity generation in industrialized countries, the
corresponding share in developing countries is less than 4%. The main energy options
available in the foreseeable future will remain the same as at present, namely fossil fuels,
hydropower and nuclear power. Only a minor contribution may be expected from renewable
sources of energy other than hydropower, as all these sources are, in one way or the other,
severely constrained: geothermal energy is subject to resource constraints in most parts of the
world; wind power, photovoltaics and solar thermoelectric conversion are intermittent
sources of energy that do not remain economically viable if provided with energy storage or
back-up supplies; and biomass based electricity generation has large requirements of arable
land for raising plantations, which puts it in direct competition with food production in most
parts of the world, particularly in thickly populated developing countries with limited arable
land.

Nuclear power is an economically proven and well established energy option that forms an
important component of the electricity supply system of many countries today. The share of
nuclear power in electricity generation in 1997 was more than 40% in 8 countries and more
than 25% in 17 countries. Among developing countries, South Korea and Taiwan China are
meeting about one third of their electricity requirements through the use of nuclear power .

By the end of 1997, 437 nuclear power plants with a total generating capacity of some 352
GWe were in operation in 32 countries and another 36 units with a generating capacity of
close to 27 GWe were under construction in 14 countries. Nine developing countries
(Argentina, Brazil, China, India, Mexico, Pakistan, South Africa, South Korea and Taiwan
China) which are now making use of nuclear power have 38 operating reactors with a total
capacity of about 23 GWe. Of the 36 units under construction in 1997, 19 were in developing
countries, including two in a country (Iran) which does not yet have any operating nuclear
power plant.
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Besides the 10 developing countries which now have operating or under construction nuclear
power plants, a number of other developing countries have demonstrated interest in the use of
nuclear power in the medium or the long term. Among these countries are Algeria,
Bangladesh, Cuba, Egypt, Indonesia, Malaysia, Morocco, North Korea, Philippines, Thailand,
Turkey and Vietnam.

Nuclear power has the potential to meet a large part of the future electricity needs of both
industrialized and developing countries in an environmentally congenial manner. The extent
to which various developing countries make use of nuclear power for meeting their future
electricity requirements will depend on a variety of factors such as:

• size of indigenous resources of fossil fuels and hydropower and constraints on their
exploitation;

• need to reduce energy import dependence and ensure national energy security through
diversification of supply sources;

• economic competitiveness of nuclear power and availability of adequate finances for a
capital intensive technology;

• environmental consideration at local, regional and global levels;

• size of the national grid and availability of appropriate sizes of nuclear power plants,

• indigenous technological capability and desire to assimilate an advanced and demanding
technology,

• public acceptance of nuclear technology and overall international environment in favour
of or against nuclear power, and

• international cooperation in the field of nuclear technology.

The following discussion provides an overview of most of these considerations.

3. Factors Affecting Choice of Nuclear Power
3.1. Energy Security and Need for Diversification of Supplies

Developing countries which do not have large easily exploitable hydro power potential and
are also short of indigenous fossil fuel resources are not only facing economic hardships and
balance of payment difficulties due to the high cost of their energy imports, they are also the
most vulnerable group from the point of view of energy security. Nuclear power can be of
particular advantage to such countries by helping them to reduce their energy import bill and
by providing them with a certain measure of energy security through diversification of supply
sources for power generation. These considerations have played a key role in the decision of
developing countries like South Korea and Taiwan China, as well as of industrialized
countries like France and Japan, to go for nuclear power on a large scale. In all likelihood,
they will also be major determinants in the decision of other countries placed in similar
situation.

While being of great importance for energy resource-poor countries, the diversification of
electricity supply system using nuclear power has also considerable appeal for developing
countries richly endowed with hydro or petroleum resources. Due to its low operating cost
and high availability factor, nuclear power is especially suitable for meeting base load
electricity demand. It is this aspect mat makes nuclear power particularly attractive for
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countries which have a large component of hydropower in their electricity supply system and
are thus vulnerable to vagaries of the weather (e.g. Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Peru, Turkey).

Besides its advantage as being an essentially pollution-free energy source, an important factor
underlying the interest in nuclear power of countries well endowed with oil and gas reserves,
would be their desire to save on domestic consumption of these fuels and use such savings for
export. Indonesia is a case in point.

3.2. Economic and Financial Issues

Economics of electricity is an important factor in the choice of electricity generation
technologies. As compared to fossil fuel fired plants, nuclear plants are more expensive to
build but much less expensive to operate. The specific capital cost in terms of $/kW installed
of a nuclear power plant (in the 1,000 to 1,500 MW range) is typically about two to three
times that of a oil or gas fired plant and one and a half times that of a coal fired plant.
Because of the much longer construction time for nuclear power plants, interest cost accrued
during construction aggravates its capital cost disadvantage. Smaller scale nuclear power
plants are, at least initially, even more expensive than current commercial size nuclear power
plants. Economies of scale achieved through high production (not size) volumes, however,
are likely to lower the specific capital costs below current commercial technology but, at the
same time, realize a higher level of operating safety. The operation and maintenance costs of
all the plants are comparable but the fueling cost of nuclear plant is much lower - only one
quarter to one third as much as that of a fossil fuel fired plant. The net result is that electricity
generation costs per kWh from all the four types of plants are comparable. The relative
economics of electricity generation from nuclear, coal, gas and oil fired plants in different
countries may however vary as the plant construction cost, interest rate, discount rate, O&M
cost and fuel cost for each type of plant will depend on'specific country situation.

Technological progress and changes in environmental protection and safety regulations will
have an impact on the competitiveness of nuclear power as compared to fossil fueled power
generation. Further gains are to be expected in the efficiency of gas fired combined cycle
technology, resulting in reduced fuel requirements and hence lower electricity generation costs.
Similarly, reactors of advanced designs which are now under development in several countries
are expected to have lower construction costs and improved fuel cycle efficiency, leading to an
overall decrease of nuclear electricity generation costs.

The implementation of environmental protection measures and policies, including more
stringent atmospheric emission limits are likely to increase the costs of fossil fueled power
plants that will have to comply with those regulations by adding pollutant abatement
technologies and/or relying on higher quality fuels (e.g. low sulfur coal) that are generally more
expensive. The cost of nuclear generated electricity will not be affected by such measures.

Financial Issues: The high up-front cost of nuclear power plants is a serious deterrent for
capital-short countries even in situations where nuclear power has clear economic merit and also
looks appealing on energy security and environmental considerations. Because of its higher
investment requirements as compared to that of an equivalent fossil fired plant, a nuclear power
plant has to compete for scarce financial resources with the investment needs of other
developmental sectors such as education and health. This has delayed the initiation of nuclear
power projects in several countries, prolonged the construction periods of many and, in some
cases, even necessitated the abandonment of work on partly completed projects.
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Until recently the power sector in most of the developing countries used to be an exclusive state
owned monopoly. It still is in many cases. The state-owned utilities are generally required to
provide electricity to the under-privileged sectors of the economy at subsidized rates. Besides
reducing the self-financing capacity of the utilities, this also undermines their credit worthiness
for raising capital through foreign borrowing. The net result is that capital intensive projects
have to be abandoned in favor of less costly projects irrespective of their relative economics.

With the increasing current trend towards privatization and deregulation of the electricity sector,
the financing of nuclear power plants in developing countries is becoming even more difficult
because of their high up-front costs, long construction times and the higher economic risk
associated with investments with long amortization periods. Private investors are generally
more interested in quick financial returns on their investment rather than in long-term economic
advantages. And local, regional or global environmental benefits are not an issue of their
concern, at least under the current national regulations and policies.

The overall financing environment for nuclear power, even in a deregulated and privatized
power sector regime, would become more favorable once the new generation of smaller,
modularized reactors with reduced capital costs and shortened construction times become
available on the market and also if the governments decide to include consideration of
environmental externalities into the cost of electricity generation.

3.3 Environmental Concerns

Global warming: While the fear of global warming resulting from an increasing concentration
of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is a major global concern, it is the industrialized countries
which are responsible for more than two thirds of the current CO2 emissions. These countries
have now agreed in a meeting held at Kyoto in December last year to accept binding
commitments for reducing their CO2 emissions, compared to the 1990 level, by at least 5% by
the year 2010.

Although at present developing countries have been spared from making any similar
commitments, the stabilization of global CO2 concentration at some acceptable level will not be
possible unless they too make an effort to contain the CO2 emissions. Thus, with the passage of
time, developing countries are likely to become under increasing international pressure to slow
down and gradually stabilize their emissions of CO2, not withstanding the need for increased
energy services to support their socio-economic development.

Developing countries will then have to make full use of all the three main options that are now
available for reducing CO2 emissions, namely energy efficiency improvement, shift to low
carbon fossil fuels and increased use of non-carbon energy sources.

Improvement of energy efficiency is certainly a very welcome option every where as it reduces
the overall energy requirements and also helps to cut down the emission of all types of
pollutants, not just CO2. But there is a limit to which efficiency may be improved in a cost-
effective manner.

Among the fossil fuels, natural gas is the least carbon intensive form of energy, followed by oil.
But with industrialized countries also seeking to shift more and more to less carbon intensive
fossil fuels, developing countries short of indigenous petroleum resources may well find
themselves out bided in getting sufficient share in the limited future supplies of oil and gas in
the international market.

The role of hydropower and other renewables in meeting the future requirements of energy and
electricity in developing countries is also expected to remain rather limited in the foreseeable
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future in view of various environmental, economic and technical constraints associated with
these non-fossil forms of energy.

Thus, with its demand for energy services rising rapidly, an increased use of nuclear power by
the developing world will have to be an essential part of its response to the climate change
problem.

Local and Regional Environmental Degradation? Of more immediate concern to developing
countries is the issue of degradation of their local and regional environment. A number of large
cities in developing countries are now facing increasing levels of smog caused by NOX

emissions. And regional acidification due to emissions of sulfur and nitrogen oxides has already
become a serious problem in parts of major coal consuming countries, China and India. This
problem is expected to aggravate further and spread to a number of countries in South and East
Asia, as the fossil fuel consumption in these densely populated countries increases. Based on
local and regional environmental considerations, the use of nuclear power will then become
even more attractive to these countries than it is today.

It may be pointed out here that, although some radioactive materials are released to the
environment during normal operation of a nuclear power plant and other nuclear fuel cycle
facilities, the amounts released are very small and limited strictly by regulations to levels far
below those of any health significance, as laid down by international organizations (ICRP and
IAEA). How small such releases are may be judged from the fact that, in some cases, even the
amount of radioactivity released from a coal-fired power plant exceeds that from the normal
operation of an equivalent nuclear plant.

3.4 Advanced Technology
Nuclear power is a multi-disciplinary advanced technology that has many spring-off benefits for
developing countries but also several prerequisites before they can reap the benefits. For
example, a nuclear infrastructure needs to be established to cater to the highly demanding
requirements of design and engineering, precision manufacturing, nuclear materials
processing and fuel fabrication, radiation monitoring and quality control; a regulatory
mechanism needs to be established and institutionalized in accordance with the international
norms; and, above all, a corpse of highly qualified and skilled technical manpower needs to
be developed through advanced science and engineering education and on-the-job training in
specialized institutions, both at home and abroad, so as to man the infrastructure facilities and
regulatory institutions. The benefits include improvement of indigenous technological
capability, improved quality control in local industries, introduction of safety culture in major
technological undertakings, development of highly skilled technical manpower, greater
emphasis on science and technology in the educational system. Important as these benefits may
be to many developing countries, they are unlikely to play a significant role in the decision of a
country to go for nuclear power unless its need is already well justified based on considerations
related to economics, environment, energy security, diversification of energy supply, etc.
Its being an advanced and demanding multi-disciplinary technology may also be a deterring
factor against the use of nuclear power in the decision of those developing countries which do
not have the necessary technological infrastructure and human resources to assimilate a
complicated advanced technology. This problem may however be partly alleviated if nuclear
plants and associated infrastructures in such countries are built and operated by fully competent
outside agencies e.g. under Build, Own and Operate (BOO) scheme or even otherwise.

3.5 Special Needs of Countries with Small Grids
Most of the nuclear power plants completed or initiated in industrialized countries in recent
years are based on large units in the range of 700-1500 MWe. Some units in this very size range
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have also been built or are now under construction in some developing countries with large
interconnected grids (Brazil, China, Iran, South Africa, South Korea, Taiwan China). Smaller
units on which construction started since the beginning of 1990 are of sizes 650 MWe (South
Korea), 600 MWe (China), 440 MWe (Slovak Republic), 300 MWe (Pakistan) and 220 MWe
(India).

The grids of a large number of developing countries are quite small and can not accept large
reactor units of size 700 MWe or more. Many of them can not accommodate even unit sizes in
the range 300-700 MWe. At present nuclear power plants of unit size below 300 MWe are
generally not considered to be economically competitive with fossil fired alternatives. The use
in India of the 220 MWe unit of indigenous design has been an exception. But even India now
plans to forego this size in favor of an indigenously designed larger unit of 500 MWe capacity.

There now seems a revival of interest in the design of medium and small reactors (SMRs) of
size from 700 MWe down to a few tens of MWe. The primary purpose of SMRs in unit sizes
above 150 MWe will be base load electricity generation in an interconnected electricity grid but
it will be possible to use most of them as co-generation plants supplying both electricity and
heat.

Very small reactors (< 150 MWe) will still not be suitable for grid applications because of their
relatively higher electricity generation costs. They will be meant for specific applications such
as captive generation of electricity and/or heat in industries, district heating, desalination, oil
extraction, propulsion of vessels or for energy supply of concentrated loads in remote areas.

As many as 50 new SMR designs are in different design stages at present. All these new
generation designs seek to achieve improvements in reactor safety, reliability and economics.
However, barring a few exceptions, not much development effort is being directed to bring
these new designs to fruition. Potential technology developers are waiting for signals from the
market place, i.e., demand pull, before committing additional R&D resources.

In 1996 the Agency performed a questionnaire on the SMR market potential. Based on the
responses received from various countries, the overall market is estimated at about 60 to 100
SMR units to be implemented up to the year 2015. About three quarters of the SMR market
potential would lie in developing countries. The survey also indicated that a very substantial use
of SMRs below 300 MWe unit size would be for sea water desalination.

3.6 Public Acceptance
Following the Three Mile Island accident in 1979 and the Chernobyl accident in 1986, nuclear
power has been facing increasing public opposition in countries of North America and Western
Europe. Although various other factors (e.g., slow growth of electricity demand, existence of
surplus power generation capacity, reduction in petroleum prices, easy availability of gas and
development of more efficient combined cycle gas technology) have also been responsible for
the stagnation of nuclear power in these countries, the part played by adverse public opinion in
the slow down, moratorium or even abandonment of nuclear power in some countries can not
be downplayed.

The current public opposition to nuclear power in industrialized countries stems from three
main issues, namely, operational reactor safety, safe disposal of high level radioactive waste and
risk of nuclear proliferation. These issues need to be, and indeed are, addressed by technology
development work to improve safety and the non-proliferation regime through safeguards.

Reactor safety: As far as operational safety is concerned, the past performance record of nuclear
power has better than that of any other major power generation technology including
hydropower. Suffice it to say that, based on the past experience, an objective comparative
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assessment of nuclear power and other major options for electricity generation with respect to
human health risks associated with the operation of their full energy chains puts nuclear power
among the least risky power generation technologies. Still the fear of a nuclear accident and the
release of radioactivity therefrom, are on the minds of many. The only workable remedy would
be prolonged nuclear power operation without any other serious accident or major release of
radioactivity into the environment. The nuclear industry is working hard towards this end.

The safety of all operational and under construction reactors has already been beefed up and is
continuously being upgraded further, although this has a negative impact on their capital costs.
The advanced reactors based on evolutionary as well as innovative designs, now under
development, will have even greater operational safety due to the incorporation of features such
as inherent or passive nuclear safety.

Waste disposal: Safe disposal of high level radioactive waste from a nuclear power plant and
associated fuel cycle facilities is not a problem that can not be handled by present day
technology. The quantities involved are quite small - only some 30-40 tonnes per year for a
1000 MWe nuclear capacity operation, as compared to 3-4 hundred thousand tonnes of ash
containing several hundreds of tonnes of toxic heavy metals (e.g., arsenic, cadmium, lead,
mercury) produced annually by a 1000 MWe coal fired plant. Suitable technical solutions to
safe disposal of high level radioactive waste have already been found through extensive
research and development in many countries. It is due to public skepticism or opposition
coupled with lack of political will that these solutions have not yet been put into practice. Until
some appropriate policy decisions are taken, the present practice of storing such waste above or
below ground will have to continue.

Non-proliferation: The risk of nuclear proliferation is a political problem rather than one linked
with nuclear power. For years the IAEA has been operating an effective safeguards system to
check any possible misuse of nuclear materials from the safeguarded nuclear facilities under its
control, to prevent illicit trafficking of nuclear materials and to ensure strict adherence to
various treaties related to international non-proliferation regime. It may be hoped that these
measures - further strengthened - will minimize the risk of nuclear proliferation.

The public opinion in developing countries is generally not opposed to nuclear power at
present. However, it is possible that, with the passage of time, the public opinion there too
sways in the other direction. Such a shift, if it comes about, could well have a negative impact
on the decision of governments in developing countries to go for nuclear power or to increase
its use. On the other hand, a revival of interest in nuclear power in industrialized countries
would pave the way for increased support by both governments and public in developing
countries in favour of nuclear power.
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3.7 International Cooperation

Enhanced international cooperation in technology transfer and financing of nuclear power
projects will be a key factor in the deployment or increased use of nuclear power in many
developing countries. The technology of nuclear power was largely developed in industrialized
countries and it is those countries which still posses and control most of the know-how of this
rather sophisticated technology. Only a few developing countries, most notably Republic of
Korea, China and India, have so far been able to acquire/develop a sufficiently high level of
self-reliant capabilities in various technological aspects of nuclear power plants and related fuel
cycle.

New entrants in the field of nuclear power will need international assistance/cooperation in
practically all aspects of nuclear power technology: plant design and construction, training of
manpower for plant operation and maintenance, supply of spare parts, provision of services for
the front-end of the nuclear fuel cycle, fabrication of fuel locally, setting up of an appropriate
regulatory regime etc. Those already making some use of nuclear power but now interested in a
much greater deployment of this technology will also need similar support to varying extent.
But, even more important, they will need international cooperation for the gradual development
of self-reliant indigenous capabilities in various aspects of nuclear power technology through an
effective transfer of know-how at reasonable terms. With public opinion in many industrialized
vendor countries not being favourable to nuclear power at present, it is difficult to say if such
international cooperation will be forthcoming. It is also too early to assess the extent of mutual
cooperation that may develop among developing countries themselves to facilitate greater
deployment of nuclear power in these countries.

4. Nuclear Power Outlook up to 2020

The IAEA keeps the nuclear power projects and programmes of its Member States under
regular review and makes projections of nuclear power capacity in the world and in different
regions over a period of next two decades by taking into account various technical, economic,
environmental and policy factors. These projections are not predictive and do not reflect the
whole range of possible futures from the lowest to the highest feasible, but provide a plausible
range of nuclear capacity growth by region and worldwide. The most recent projections of the
IAEA provide high and low estimates for nuclear capacity out to 2020 [7].

In the low case, owing to the large number of units that would be shut down at the end of their
scheduled operating lifetime and the slow pace of new capacity additions, the nuclear capacity
in the world would start to decrease after 2010 and would be some 320 GWe in 2020 as
compared to 352 GWe in 1997. In the high case, the total installed nuclear capacity worldwide
would reach some 575 GWe in 2020.

While the nuclear capacity in industrialized countries and in Eastern Europe region would
decline in the low scenario, that in developing countries is expected to increase in both the high
and low cases. In the low case, it would increase more than three fold - from about 23 GWe in
1997 to some 70 GWe in 2020. In the high case, the projected increase is more than 6 fold - to
a level of some 150 GWe by the year 2020. Three highly populated and rapidly developing
countries: China, Republic of Korea and India account for most of this increase: some 40 GWe
in the low case and 80 GWe in the high case scenarios. The growth of nuclear power in other
developing countries is expected to be rather modest.

It may be pointed out here that, even in the high case, the production capability of the world
nuclear industry would exceed the demand for new reactors. A higher rate of nuclear power
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development would be technically feasible and economically viable in a number of countries.
However, a substantive revival of nuclear power programmes would require policy measures,
including a removal of the de facto moratoria in several countries and the introduction of
mechanisms for providing funding support to nuclear projects in developing countries, which
seem unlikely to be implemented in the short term.

5. Prospects of Nuclear Power in Central and Eastern Europe
As this conference is being held in Eastern Europe, it is appropriate to say here a few words
about the prospects of nuclear power in this region.

At present there are 69 nuclear power plants, with installed capacity of 46 GWe, operating in
11 countries of Central and Eastern Europe and meeting about 10% of the electricity needs of
this region. Reliance on nuclear power varies considerably among different countries:
Lithuania gets some 80 percent of its electricity from nuclear reactors; five other countries:
Ukraine, Bulgaria, Slovak Republic, Slovenia and Hungary get 40 - 45 percent. Although
Russia, the largest user of nuclear power among the East European countries, gets only 13
percent of its electricity from nuclear power plants, its two largest industrialized regions: the
Central European region and the North-West European region, rely heavily (some 40%) on
nuclear energy in their respective electricity sectors.

In the past, the main reason for nuclear power development in all East European countries has
been the lack of indigenous energy resources combined with local environmental concerns.
Although Russia has significant fossil fuel resources, they are located far from the above
mentioned industrialized regions and are largely being used for exports in exchange for hard
currency. The same considerations will also play an important role in the future use of nuclear
power by the countries of Eastern Europe.

All the reactors now operating throughout Central and Eastern Europe are Soviet designed (of
WWER or RBMK type) with the exception of two, one in Romania (CANDU) and one in
Slovenia (PWR). After the Chernobyl accident the primary endeavor of the international
community and the IAEA has been the assessment and improvement of the operational safety
of the Soviet designed reactors, particularly of Chernobyl type (RBMK) and old WWER
reactors.

In addition to the operational safety of their existing nuclear power plants, the countries of
Central and Eastern Europe are faced with problems associated with the management of spent
fuel and, in the long run (30-50 years), with the disposal of radioactive waste. The challenge
for each country will be to develop a national infrastructure for the back-end of the fuel cycle
and to find satisfactory geological conditions for a repository within its own territory. There
is considerable scope for cooperation among the countries of the region for addressing these
issues in an economic and environmentally sound manner.

Despite the above challenges, none of the East European countries has decided to phase out
its nuclear power plants. On the contrary, the operation of the existing units may be extended
by 5 to 10 years. In the near term Russia, Ukraine and Slovakia are planning to commission
the reactors - four in each country - that have been under construction for long periods of
time. Similarly Czech Republic and Romania are planning to complete their reactors under
construction - two in Czech Republic and one in Romania. Some countries including Russia
also have ambitious plans for building additional nuclear power capacity based on new
generation of reactors.With the potential for future nuclear power projects uncertain, the
region's nuclear capacity is projected by the IAEA to decline in the low scenario from 46
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GWe in 1997 to about 35 GWe by 2020 and, in the case of the high scenario, to increase to
around 63 GWe over the same period (5). Of course the prospects for realization of the high
scenario nuclear capacity will depend heavily on economic growth in the Central and East
European countries, as well as on their ability to mobilise the necessary financing.

6. Concluding Remarks

From this presentation it should be clear that nuclear power could have considerable appeal
for the developing world, particularly for countries with large population and fast growing
economies but not adequately endowed with hydropower and clean fossil fuel resources.
Whether these countries will be able to make use of nuclear power in the coming decades will
depend heavily on the extent of international cooperation in financing and technology sharing
by the industrialized countries as well as on the effort of the nuclear industry to respond to the
needs of their new clientele.

The latter aspect calls for the development of a new generation of reactors with improved
economics and enhanced safety features. This effort should include development of modular
small and medium reactors and particularly aim at reducing the construction periods and
lowering the capital costs of nuclear power plants. The world's nuclear industry seems to be
fully capable of meeting these challenges and its production capabilities are also large enough
to meet the worldwide demand for new nuclear capacity as embodied in the Agency's high
scenario.

Assuming these two changes are forthcoming, nuclear power will continue to play an
important role in meeting the global electricity needs in the coming decades in spite of its
continued stagnation in the western industrialized countries. However, the focus of the
activity for new capacity additions will shift from the industrialized countries to the
developing world, with the East European region also providing a significant market for new
nuclear capacity. This development will also be helpful to the western industrialized countries
if they, in their quest for a suitable carbon-free technology, at some stage find it necessary to
redeploy nuclear power.
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Abstract

The Macedonian Power System (MPS) used to be apart of the former Yugoslav Power
System, and it was connected to the European system by 400 kV transmission lines. At the
present time, the MPS works isolated from the UCPTE, only connected to the Yugoslav and
Greek power systems. The connections with the Bulgarian and Albanian power systems are
on a lower voltage level. The reliability and stability of the MPS needs to be improved.

Macedonia is located in the central area of the Balkan, where the transmission
systems from other Balkan countries are crossing. In the near future, the Macedonian Power
System needs to be linked to the European system. To prepare for the energy demand at the
beginning of the 21-st century, when the local coal reserves get exhausted, Macedonia needs
to start with activities for substitution of the existing coal-fired thermal power plants with
nuclear plants. This paper discusses the activities for global development solutions in the
area of power generation.

1. INTRODUCTION

After Macedonia proclaimed a political independence in 1991, the Macedonian Power
System was separated from the former Yugoslav Power System. Presently, the MPS is an
autonomous power system with local connections to the power systems of Yugoslavia and
Greece. In the new conditions, the reliability and stability of the MPS has deteriorated along
with the economic conditions in the region.

This paper makes an attempt to resolve some problems associated with these
conditions and the proposes necessary actions for faster development of the MPS.

The existing power generating capacities can satisfy electricity demands until the end
of this century. By the beginning of the 21st century Macedonia should consider starting with
construction of new power plants.

The established coal reserves in Macedonia will be exhausted in the period from 2015
to 2020. Taking into account that most of the potential locations for building hydro power
plants have been utilized, nuclear power plants remain as a viable option for replacing coal-
fired power plants and covering the increased electricity demand.

2. POWER GENERATION

The current electricity generation in Macedonia is based on:
a) coal-fired thermal power plants with total installed capacity of 800 MWe,
b) crude oil-fired thermal power plants with capacity of 210 MWe, and
c) hydro power plants with total installed capacity of 422 MWe.



Although all hydro plants in Macedonia have hydro accumulations, their contribution depends
on the local hydrology which is very unfavorable. Table 1 gives the basic information about
the existing power plants, as well as for the power plants that are in the MPS development
plan.

Table 1. Power Plants Characteristics in the Macedonian Power System
Power Plants Installed

(MW)
Planned net
production

(GWh)

Net production
in 1997
(GWh)

Real/planned

(%)
Existing Hydro

l.Vrben
2.Vrutok
3.Raven
4.Globocica
5.Spilje
6.Tikves
Small hydro

Total existing

13,5
136,4

17,8
40,2
80,3
92,8
41,0

422,0

39,7
336,0
43,1

185,2
265,0
155,0
126,0

1.150,0

37,1
378,8

44,3
191,6
297,6
140,7
131.9

1.222,0

93,5
112,7
102,8
103,4
112,3
90,7

104,0

. 1063
Planned Hydro

l.Kozjak
2.Matka II
3.Galiste
5.Veles
7.Gradec
6.Boskov Most
Total planned

82,0
37,8

196,6
94,3
56,8
45,0

512,50

155,0
62,0

243,0
301,0
231,0
148,0

1.140,0
Existing thermal

Coal
l.Bitola
LOslomej
Crude oil
l.Negotino
Total existing

800,0
(3 X 225) 675,0
(1 X 125) 125,0

210,0
210,0

1010,0

5.200,0
4.400,0

800,0
1.150,0
1.150,0

6350,0

5.028,7
4.392,9

635,8
6.3
6,3

5.035,0

96,7
99,8
79,5
0,5
0,5

793
Planned thermal

Gas
1.Skopje
Nuclear
1. Mario vo

Total planning
EXISTING
(H+T)

150,0
(1 X 150) 150,0

1200,0
(2X600)1,200,0

1350,0
1.432,0

1.000,0
1.000,0
8.000,0
8.000,0
9.000,0
7.500,0 6.257,0 83,4

To satisfy the energy demand expected at the end of the 20th century, there is a planned
increase of the installed capacity of some of the power plants in operation, and construction of
HPP Kozjak. With this increase in capacity, the flexibility of the operating plants will be
improved and the expected energy demand will be met.

In the remaining period of this century, the planned net generation in the thermal
plants (coal-fired) is about 5,2 TWh. The planned net generation in the hydro plants is about



0,8 - 1,5 TWh. Therefore, the total produced electrical energy is about 6,0 - 6,7 TWh. The
oil-fired power plant (210 MW) used to have a role of the reserve (standby) unit.

The annual electricity production and import for the last 33 years are presented in
Fig.l. The first 20 years are characterized with a dominated energy import, while in the last 13
years the domestic electricity production has been increased significantly. For the remaining
part of this century, the maximum electricity production will be provided in the coal-fired
power plants. So, the increasing electricity demand will be met by the energy produced in the
oil-fired thermal power plant. Until now, the oil-fired power plant Negotino has been kept as a
"cold" reserve, but it is expected to change its role into a "hot" reserve.

TWh TWh

65 85

import
90 9 5 T(year ) 00

= i hydroman coal ^S3 oil E

Fig. 1 Net Annual Electricity Production in Macedonian Power System (1965-2000)

3. TRANSMISSION

The location of the present and future power plants and the transmission lines in
Macedonia are presented in Fig.2. A transmission line that is crossing from North to South is
the basis of the 400 kV connection link to the neighbor systems of Yugoslavia and Greece.
The connection from this line to the thermal plant Bitola (3x225 MW) is realized at the same
voltage level. A new transmission line between the thermal plant Bitola and the main
consumption centre around the city of Skopje is recently completed. In the near future, a new
400 kV transmission line between substation Bitola and the substation Amindevo in Greece is
planned to be constructed.

There is no direct line to the Albanian Power System, but an indirect exchange of
energy could be realized trough the Yugoslav Power System with doubled 220 kV lines. The
MPS is connected with the Bulgarian Power System by two local 110 kV transmissions lines.
Both transmission lines are without any significant role in function of the Macedonian and
Bulgarian Power Systems.

The solution for connecting the systems of Bulgaria, Macedonia and Albania in the
direction East-West using 400 kV lines, as suggested in the current development conceptual
plan, is not yet completed. In the west part of the country, where the mainly hydro power



plants are located, and in the east part which is a significant electricity consumer, the 400 kV
transmission network is not built. The current transmission loses are about 2%.

BULGARIA

Fig. 2 Map of the Power System in Macedonia (Power Plants and transmission lines)

4. CONSUMPTION

In the past, the industrial development in Macedonia was not accompanied by a
corresponding development of the energy resources. As a result, the industrial capacities in
Macedonia are currently suffering from a shortage in supply of electrical energy. Therefore,
the industrial energy consumption has been constantly falling in the past decades, from 39,0%
in 1985 to 23,1% of total electricity production in 1997. This trend is expected to continue in
the next years (Fig.3 and Table 2). It is also expected that towards the end of the century the
industrial capacities in Macedonia will decline caused by problems in supply with electrical
energy. This trend will allow for normal supply to the electricity distribution, where a further
increase is expected.

In the past 20 years (from 1977 to 1997), the general consumption has been increasing
by about 6%. In the period from 1989 until 1994, a small change in the rate of increase
occurred due to well-known political and economical events. As we can see from Fig. 3, from
1994 the rate of increase of the general consumption stabilized at about 6% again.

The continuous increase of the low voltage consumption will cause another problem
from the aspect of the system's flexibility. On the other hand, with development of air-
conditioning consumption, the daily minimum demand during the summer period will
increase. TMs fact is important for determination of unit size for the new power plants.

All these analyses show that the Macedonian Power System needs additional power
plants to be constructed in the period starting in the first decade of the next century.
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Fig 3. Annual Electricity Demand in Macedonian Power System (1965-2000)

Table 2. Status of balance and forecasting i
Year

Al. PRODUCTION (1+3)
1. Thermal power plants
2. Self consumption of TPP
3. Hydro power plants
A2. NET PRODUCTION (1-2+3)
B. IMPORT
GROSS AVAILABLE (A2+B)
C. ELECTRIC POWER UTIL.

1 .Minning, Substations
2.Loses

D. NET AVAILABLE (A2+B-C)
E. EXPORT
F. CONSUME (1+2+3+4)

1. Householders
2. Industry
3. Metallurgy
4. Transport

1980 1985
'« Macedonian Power System

1990 1995 1997 2000
E(GWh)

1.908,48
451,43

51,48
1.457,05
1.857,00
2376,40
4.233,40

438,69
14,81

423,87
3.794,71

0,00
3.794,71
1.215,31
1.016,30
1.548,47

14,63

3.458,51
2368,38

180,77
1.090,13
3.277,74
1.990,70
5.268,44

542,21
82,18

460,03
4.726,23

0,00
4.726,23
1.621,66
1.246,83
1.845,57

12,17

5.638,57
5.14831

419,00
490,26

5.219,57
40,14

5.259,71
615,45

93,00
534,45

4.642,26
0,00

4.642,26
1.970,37
1.266,25
1.378,27

27,36

6.06837
5.267,44

434,00
800,93

5.63437
11634

5.750,70
747,80
105,20
646,60

5.002,91
0,00

5.002,91
2.842,66

937,34
1.209,56

13,33

6.691,98
5.470,00

435,37
1.221,98
6.256,61

72,78
6329,39

945,53
147,72
797,82

5.383,86
0,00

5383,86
3.031,46
1.091,83
1.244,10

16,47

8.000,00
6.850,00

500,00
1.150,00
7.500,00

0,00
7.500,00
1.228,00

155,00
1073,00

6.272,00
0,00

6.272,00
3.642,00
1.300,00
1.310,00

20,00

5. ELECTRICITY DEMAND AND PRODUCTION FORECASTING
Kozjak is the only new hydro power plant (Table 1) that will be constructed in the

period until 2000. If we assume that in the next couple of decades, one hydro power plant will
be built every five years (from the plan of potential hydro power plant locations in
Macedonia), the total electricity production from the hydro power plants in Macedonia will be
around 1140 GWh per year.

As^in the previous years, due to political reasons, the construction of the oil pipe line
from the Solun sea port in Greece to the refinery in Macedonia, is not for expectation in the
near future. In addition to the oil price, problems associated with oil transportation by train,
provide no reasons for considering construction of new oil-fired power plants in Macedonia.
Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that utilization of the existing oil-fired power plant



Negotino is the only oil-fired power plant that is expected to operate in Macedonia in the
future. Only 40% of the capacity of the new gas pipe line could be available for electricity
production, i.e., about 320 million m3 gas per year, which corresponds to about 1000 GWh per
year. Utilization of the new open-pit coal mining Oslomej-west will provide coal for about 15
years, i.e., maximum up to 2015, for the coal-fired power plant Oslomej. At that time the life
time of the plant equipment will reach 35 year. According to an estimation of the coal reserves
in the existing coal mine Suvodol, the mine should provide coal only until 2015. With
opening of the new pit mining "Brod Gneotino," which is 16 km away from the existing coal-
fired power plant Bitola, it is possible to continue electricity production in this power plant up
to 2020. After closing the currently used pit mining "Suvodol", the pit mine "Brod Gneotino"
will be available for supplying coal for additional 6 years for one 225 MW unit. According to
the current coal reserves statistics in Macedonia, there are not significant lignite reserves for
open pit mining exploitation. Consequently, it is not possible to build new thermal power
plants. Coal import is not a viable option because Macedonia does not have a sea port. On the
other hand, the electricity demand is continually increasing, especially the distribution part
which increased by 6% per year in the period from 1977 to 1997. If we suppose that the
average yearly increase will average about 3.5% (4% for distribution and 1.7% for industry),
the electricity demand in 2020 will double (Fig.4). This demand can be satisfied by building
new gas and nuclear power plants, as shown in Fig. 5. Obviously, in addition to utilizing the
full capacity of the oil-fired power plant Negotino, and the new gas power plant, it will be
necessary to make significant imports of electricity in the period from 2000 until 2010.

TWh

TTTtTTf
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T(year)
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Fig 4. Forecasting Annual Electricity Demand until 2025

If no decision is made, and no preparatory activities are taken in the next several years,
there will be a significant deficit in electricity after 2010. After shutdown of coal-fired power
plant Oslomej in 2015, and shutdown of two units of the coal-fired power plant Bitola, the
condition in the Macedonian Power System will become very critical.
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Fig 5. Forecasting Annual Electricity Production until 2025

Fig. 5 clearly indicates that 2010-2015 there is a need of a major power plant in
Macedonia. Taking into account current trends in the world energy production and
consumption, and the possibilities for electricity import into Macedonia, it is obvious that
there is a need to start preparing for construction of a nuclear power plant after 2000. In area
of Mariovo, on the river Crna, there is a good candidate location for a construction of a
combined hydro-nuclear power plant. This combined power plant should include two nuclear
power plants, each one with about 600 MW capacity, and a pumped-storage reversible hydro
plants.

6. CONCLUSION
Considering the problems associated with fuel transport, fossil fuels cost, and market

instability, Macedonia is not in a position to use liquid fuels as basic energy source for
electricity production. This leads into a conclusion that priority must be given to processing
liquid fuels in the domestic refinery, especially light oil derivatives for efficiency
improvement. The option of constructing an oil pipe line does not resolve the energy problem
in Macedonia. In this way, the reduced production of crude oil in Macedonia will create an
opportunity for using gas as energy source for heating.

Consequently, rejecting the option for using new oil-fired power plants in Macedonia,
the only two options for electricity production available in Macedonia are: using coal from
domestic production, and using nuclear power plants. The remaining coal reserves amount
approximately to 7,5 million tones of lignite in per year, which satisfies the current
Macedonian needs. However, any increase in the rate of utilizing the coal reserves in
Macedonia by constructing additional coal-fired power plants, will reduce the available coal
reserves. With existing trend of exploitation, active reserve's life time is estimate to about 20
years. The predicted life of the new coal mines with significantly worse exploitation
conditions than the existing, is about 20 years, which is sufficient for supplying only one unit
of 225 MW from the TPP Bitola.



Assuming that the nuclear option will be selected in Macedonia, following the period
2010-2015, the shear in electricity production will be: 40% from lignite power plants, 40%
from nuclear power plants, and 20% from hydro, gas and oil power plants together.

Using nuclear power plants in Macedonia at the beginning of 21st century, will results
into several advantages: it will prolong the coal lignite exploitation, and will provide a smooth
introduction of nuclear technology in Macedonia. This is a compromise that has an additional
environmental advantage, i.e., the current deteriorating pollution from coal-fired power plants
will be reduced, thus bringing Macedonia in line with the current environmental trends in the
world.
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Abstract
Each energy resource is connected to certain environmental impacts and risks which must be
taken into account. In recent years attention has been focused on the climate change effects of
burning fossil fuels, especially coal, due to the carbon dioxide which this releases into the
atmosphere. If the electric energy produced in nuclear power plants were produced in coal-
fired plants, the global CO2 emissions would rise for more than 2.000 million tons, a
significant value in comparison with 4.000 million tons which is recommended as a target for
emission reduction by the year 2005 at the Toronto Conference on the Changing Atmosphere.
Possibilities for carbon dioxide emission reduction which would be the result of the nuclear
option acceptance are discussed in this paper.

Introduction

Human activities, including the burning of fossil fuels, land-use change and agriculture, are
increasing the atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases which tend to warm the
atmosphere. These changes are projected to change regional and global climate and climate-
related parameters such as temperature, precipitation, soil moisture and sea level. Although
the exact consequences of the mentioned human-induced factors are still uncertain, the
scientific community agrees on the fact that mankind is undoubtedly able to influence the
Earth's climate. The possible effects of increased greenhouse gases concentrations are still
highly uncertain. However, the world community is unanimous in the opinion that climate
changes must be addressed on global scale. Several international conferences were held in
order to reach an agreement on binding obligations to limit greenhouse gases emissions,
primarily carbon dioxide, the most recent being the third Conference of the Parties in Kyoto
(1-10 December 1997).

The final Protocol commitments consist of an overall emission reduction by the industrialised
countries of an average 5,2 percent for the period 2008-2012 below 1990 levels for carbon
dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide, and below 1995 levels in the case of the HFCs, PFCs and
SF6 [1]. The EU, USA and Japan have to reduce their emissions by 8%, 7% and 6%
respectively. Some industrialised countries, namely Australia, Iceland and Norway, will be
allowed to increase their emissions; Russia and Ukraine have to stabilise their emissions at
1990 levels. Countries that are undergoing the process of transition to a market economy have



agreed to reduce their greenhouse gases emissions below levels in the base year or period
which was established pursuant to decision 9/CP.2 of the Conference of the Parties at its
second session; Croatia is one of them. Although the Protocol leaves many issues to be
resolved at a later stage - accounting for greenhouse gases sinks, emission trading, etc. - it is
generally appreciated for containing legally binding commitments, providing industry the
level of certainty it needs to anticipate climate change policies.

Energy and climate change
Approximately 75% percent of the world's carbon emissions are the result of combustion of
fossil fuels for energy production. Unfortunately, no emissions abatement technology is
commercially available for carbon yet. Among the fossil fuels, coal has the most carbon per
unit of energy, natural gas has the least and petroleum is in the middle. Over the past two
decades, total carbon emissions from energy consumption rose by about 50 percent, trailing
energy use which rose by more than 70 percent [2], Table 1. For each of the five-year periods
the percentage difference in energy consumption and carbon emission rise is also given. An
important reason for the slower rise in carbon emissions was the development of nuclear
power generation, primarily in the industrialised countries. :

Table 1 World energy consumption trends and associated carbon emission

Mtoe

106tC

1970

5.300

4.200

1975

6.300

4.800

%

19

14

1980

7.450

5.300

%

18

• 10

1985

7.950

5.600

%

7

6

1990

8.750

5.800

%

10

4

1995

9.200

6.010

%

5

4

Today the industrialised countries of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) are responsible for more than 50 percent of global carbon emissions
(Table 2), [3]. If energy consumption levels in the non-OECD countries were to match those
in the OECD on a per capita basis, world energy consumption and associated carbon emission
would increase about three times relative to current levels.

Table 2 Energy consumption and associated carbon emission in 1995

Mtoe

TOE per capita

carbon, Mt

OECD

4.487,4

4,15

3.129

non-OECD

3.650,5

0,78

2.880

global

8.137,9

1,41

6.010

if global energy consumption were
at 1995 OECD level

23.962,8

4,15

16.708

There are two important factors influencing the expected global energy demand rise (Figure 1,
[4]): population growth and economic activity expansion. The largest shares of world
economic growth and population growth are expected in areas where current energy use is
small relative to that in the industrialised countries of the OECD. However, substantial gains
in income In both developed and developing areas of the world are expected to be achieved
without comparable gains in energy requirements. Energy intensity of economic activity is
projected to decline steadily world-wide. Further declines are expected reflecting expanded
use of energy-efficient technologies. Substantial uncertainty is associated with any long-term
projection of energy demand - sources of uncertainty include economic growth rated, energy
prices and the intensity of energy use in developing economic systems.
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Figure 1 Projection of future energy demand

The future carbon emission calculations in this paper have been conducted under the
following assumptions: population is expected to increase by more than two billion people
between 1990 and 2010 (this increase is almost exclusively attributable to increases in the
non-OECD population); in the non-OECD countries, energy consumption per capita is
projected to grow slightly between 1995 and 2010, from 0,78 to some 0,85 Mtoe per person;
energy consumption per capita in the OECD grows slightly faster, from 4,15 to 4,8 Mtoe per
person between 1995 and 2010.

Electricity production is far from the only source of CO2 and other greenhouse gas emissions.
In some regions of the world, emissions from the industrial sector exceed those of the electric
power sector; emissions from the transportation sector are significant as well. Carbon
emissions from the agricultural, residential and commercial sector can also be important. In
general, electricity generation accounts for 25-35% [4] of global carbon emissions at present.
However, the alternatives to petroleum for transportation are limited by issues of cost and
infrastructure; there is greater opportunity for switching between electricity production
technologies. For that reason electricity has a special place in the search for strategies to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. It tends to be associated with particularly large and
noticeable energy supply facility decisions, attracting special social and political attention,
and these decisions tend to be unusually capital intensive and more centralised than in
industry or transportation. Therefore, it is necessary to consider future energy supply options
in the context of sustainable development, which provides growth but does not degrade the
environment in the long term. It should be noted that impact reduction by the electric power
sector needs to be combined with that by other sectors if ambitious global targets are to be
reached.

Possible role of nuclear energy

Because energy-related emissions are among the leading causes of carbon dioxide emissions,
influencing climate change, there will be growing pressure on all countries to reduce the
amounts of coal and oil they use. Nuclear power is the only fully developed non-fossil
electricity generating option with the potential for large-scale expansion. It can contribute
substantially to meeting the sustainable energy challenge. The most difficult problems
associated with nuclear energy often appear to be political rather than technical.

The possibility for carbon dioxide emission reduction resulting from nuclear power use will
be given special attention in this paper. For illustration, let us consider a 1.000 MW power
plant, 5.000 hours annually in operation, with the efficiency of 35%. Heating value of a ton of
oil equivalent is 41.686 MJ. Carbon emissions per unit of fossil fuel equal 0,93 tC/toe, 0,82
tC/toe and 0,57 tC/toe for coal, fuel oil and natural gas, respectively. Table 3 presents
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approximate carbon emissions from such a plant, depending on the fuel used. It must be noted
that the values shown here correspond only to the operation of each of the plants and that
certain amounts of carbon are being emitted in other stages of power plant's life cycle.
However, the most significant emissions take place during the electricity generation stage,
except for the nuclear power plant cycle.

Table 3 Approximate carbon emissions from a 1.000 MW power plant, 5.000 h/yr, 1.000 t/yr

carbon emission (1.000 t/yr)

coal

1.150

natural gas

700

oil

1.000

nuclear

World electricity production is going to rise irreversibly, reaching the value of more than
1.800 Mtoe [4] in the year 2010, Figure 2. Under the assumption that the input fuel mixture
follows the current trends, around 1.230 Mtoe will be gained from fossil fuels, i.e. coal,
natural gas and oil. Some 33 percent of total electricity will be produced from non-carbon
fuels, i.e. hydro (18%) and nuclear (15%) power.

• Fossil

D Hydro

B Nuclear

1980 1990 2000 2010

Figure 2 World gross electricity production

When calculating future carbon emissions resulting from fossil fuel combustion a projection
of coal, oil and gas mixture must be given. It is expected that the share of oil in power
generation is going to decline, accompanied with expansion of natural gas use [4], Figure 3.
Furthermore, as the observed time period is relatively short in terms of major technology
breakthroughs, no change in electricity generation efficiency is supposed.

1980

500 Mtoe

56%

2010

1.228 Mtoe

59%

18% 26%

flCoal
• Oil
O Gas

33%

Figure 3 Fossil fuels input to power generation

The global carbon emissions in the year 2010 will equal some 8.800 Mt [5] with more than
3.100 Mt originating from fossil-fuelled power stations (Table 4), which is a significant value
compared with the total carbon emissions. If all the electricity were produced in fossil-fuelled
power plants and under the assumption that each of the fossil fuels would maintain its
projected share in power generation input, the total carbon emission from power sector would
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be some 33% higher, i.e. around 1.000 Mt of additional carbon would be emitted in the year
2010.

Table 4 Projected carbon emissions from electricity production, year 2010

coal

oil

gas

total

electricity produced (Mtoe)

725

98

405

1.228

primary energy (Mtoe)

2.175

294

1.215

3.684

carbon emission (Mt)

2.185

245

700

3.130

If nuclear-intensive development scenario were adopted, and some 20 percent of total
electricity were produced in nuclear utilities instead of in fossil-fuelled power plants, nuclear
power plants would account for around 90 additional Mtoe electricity produced. In terms of
carbon emission, this figure equals from 150 to 270 Mt carbon, depending on the type of fuel
substituted.

Possibilities for carbon emission reduction in Croatia resulting from
nuclear power use

Croatia is a country undergoing the process of transition towards a market economy. Such
countries are also obliged to reduce greenhouse gases emission relative to the base year
emission levels. However, to make the transition process less demanding, these countries are
allowed to establish a base year or period other than 1990, depending on national economies
trends and prospectives. Due to the war which was imposed to Croatia and subsequent
decrease of economical activities, it is expected that Croatian authorities will choose 1990 as a
base year for emission levels reduction.

Table 5 presents carbon dioxide emission in Croatia in 1990 with each sector percentage share
in total emission [6]. It must be noted that the electricity sector situation in Croatia is
somewhat specific: namely, several Croatian power plants are located outside Croatia, i.e. in
other former Yugoslav republics. Emissions originating from these power plants must also be
taken into account.

Table 5 Carbon dioxide emission in Croatia, 1990

CO2, t/yr

• only TPPs to

thermal power
plants*

3.748.700*

15,7

cated in Croatia

industry

7.763.535

32,6

fuel production
and distribution

439.070

1,8

general
consumption

4.264.151

17,9

mobile
sources

4.525.270

19,0

total

23.807.167

100,0

Around 3.313 GWh of electricity consumed in Croatia in 1990 was produced outside the
country in lignite fired power plants owned by Croatian Utility [7], which caused additional
3.730.500 t of emitted CO2. It is expected that the emission level relative to which future
reductions will be calculated will be established by adding this value to the emission
originating from power plants located in Croatia. If so, the 1990 CO2 emission level for
Croatia will equal 7.479.200 tons and the needed 5% reduction will be about 7,1 Mt.
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The average annual increase of future electricity consumption in Croatia for the petiod 2001-
2030 is expected to be within 1,8 and 2,3 percent. The projected power system development
based on the assumption that future consumption will follow the lowest of the forecasted
paths is highly unlikely because it presumes consumer-side efficiency increase which is quite
improbable in the near future. However, the estimations in this paper are all conducted under
this assumption in order to illustrate what this, the most environmentally friendly scenario,
means in terms of future carbon dioxide emission. The base year is 2001, with 2.840 MW
installed capacity and 15,6 TWh production. At the end of the observed period, i.e. in the year
2030, the needed capacity will be 4.840 MW and the annual consumption 30,3 TWh.

The base case scenario is governed only by economic considerations, with no other limitation
but natural gas availability. Namely, it is expected that future natural gas supply will not
exceed 850 Mm3; additional 200 MW in gas-fired TPPs will be owned by independent power
producers. New power plants will be needed because of future increase in electricity demand
and existing power plants decommission. Existing utilities retirement is favourable in terms of
CO2 emission because most of these plants are coal-fired high carbon emission facilities. The
planned capacities, the type of fuel and the year of entering operation for the three discussed
cases are presented in Table 6.

Table 6 Years of new capacities addition during the observed period for each of the analysed
cases

fuel

capacity, (MW)

base case

case II

case 111

* independent power

imported coal

330

2003*, 2006*,
2024,2028

2003*, 2006*,
2026,2030

2003*,2006*

producers

480

2022

-

-

natural gas

100

2013

2013

2013

200

2003*

2003*

2003*

300

2011,
2014

2011,
2015

2011,
2014

nuclear fuel

600

2016

2016,2022

2016,2022,
2026

hydro

throughout the period

580 MW

341 MW

286 MW

The expected carbon dioxide emission in the observed period is presented in Figure 4.
Estimations show that at the turn of the century CO2 emission will be somewhat higher than 5
million tons. If decisions on power sector investments were based only on economic
considerations (base case), at the end of the observed period the annual CO2 emission would
be over 12,2 million tons which is intolerable in terms of planned emission reduction.
Obviously, future power system development decisions must take into account other aspects
beside power plants economics. Nuclear power is the only fully developed large-scale
electricity production option which is able to cut down carbon emission. In case II, with two
NPP installed, carbon dioxide emission in the year 2030 would not exceed 8,8 million tons.
The reduction relative to the base case is significant, but not satisfying in terms of the Kyoto
Protocol. Besides, after the year 2025 there is a substantial increase in CO2 emission due to
installment of two additional coal-fired plants (Table 6), a trend which must be changed.
Therefore, a third case (case III) in which three NPP are projected has been introduced. In this
case carbon dioxide emission is even lower and by the year 2030 will be reduced to the year
2000 level, i.e. to some 5,2 million tons, which is, at the same time, well below the 1990
emission level. However, the rise in emissions after the year 2030 is unavoidable and can be
noticed in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Carbon dioxide emission between 2001 and 2030 in the discussed cases

All the above mentioned figures are presented in Table 7. It must be kept in mind that the only
purpose of the discussed cases is to assess nuclear power impact on carbon dioxide emission
and not to anticipate future power system expansion.

Table 7 Comparison of CO2 emission in the analysed cases with 1990 level and cumulative
emission during the observed period (t)

base case

case II

case III

emission in
2030

12

8.

5

.184.694

785.280

176.251

cumulative
emission (Mt)

236

204

189

emission in
1990

7.479.200

5%
reduction

7.105.240

cumulative emission
1990 emission level

224

for the
(Mt)

5%
reduction:

213

As can be seen in Table 7, only the case with three installed nuclear power plants ensures the
5% emission reduction relative to the 1990 emission level. Another important issue is the
cumulative emission over the observed period. When compared to the cumulative emission
for the 1990 emission level between the year 2001 and 2030, it can be seen that some 10
percent reduction can be achieved if two NPP were installed (case II) and more than 18
percent reduction in case with three nuclear power plants.

It must be noted that all calculations here have been conducted under the assumption that the
1990 carbon dioxide emission level for Croatia will take into account emissions originating
from Croatian power plants located outside the country. If that will not be the case, none of
the analysed cases will be able to achieve goals in future emission reduction. Namely, the
1990 CO2 emission would equal some 3,7 Mt, the 5% reduction would be around 3,5 Mt and
the associated cumulative emissions would equal 111 Mt and 100 Mt, respectively.
Throughout the observed period emission remains higher than 4 Mt in all three of the
analysed cases. It has been calculated that even if four NPP were installed and the first entered
the operation already in 2010, the CO2 emission in 2030 would be 3,3 Mt. However, the
associated cumulative emission is 152 Mt, which is higher than desired cumulative emission.

Conclus ions

In facing up to man-made climate change, human beings are going to have to think in terms of
decades and centuries. Many of the effects of climate shifts are still highly uncertain and will
not be apparent for two or three generations, but it is already obvious that a number of human
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activities give rise to the so-called greenhouse gases atmospheric concentration, which could
eventually lead to rise in mean temperature at our planet.

The two most important factors enhancing environmental impacts of human activities are the
expected population rise and the continuous rise of social standard, especially important in
undeveloped countries and countries in transition. Because energy consumption is strongly
related to the quality of life, and because energy use is one of the leading causes of carbon
dioxide emission, future energy supply options must be thoroughly evaluated. Among various
forms of energy necessary for modern life, electricity is the most capital intensive and
centralised. Because of that, electricity sector has perhaps the most important place in the
search for strategies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Around 75 percent of total carbon emissions is attributed to fossil fuel consumption, in which
electricity has its share of some 40 percent. If carbon emission is to be reduced, non-fossil fuel
options for electricity production must be embraced. Today the only two large scale and
economically competitive non-fossil electricity generating options are hydro and nuclear
energy, the latter having the potential for large scale expansion. Nevertheless, although the
technology is fully developed and commercialised, the political questions remain unresolved,
primarily safety issues and waste disposal problem. Renewable energy sources, i.e. solar,
wind, geothermal, tidal energy and biomass, also present a low-carbon electricity production
option. However, due to economical considerations their present deployment is relatively low.

In assessment of potential nuclear power role in CO2 emission in Croatia, three scenarios
differing in the number of nuclear power plants installed have been evaluated. Under the
assumption that future carbon dioxide emission levels will have to be 5 percent lower relative
to the 1990 emission levels and that the 1990 emission level will also take into account the
emissions originating from Croatian power plants located outside the country, only the
hypothetical case with three nuclear power plants installed offers a possibility to reach and
keep the desired emission level before the year 2030. In terms of cumulative emission, the
case with two installed NPP allows for around 10 percent reduction relative to the cumulative
emission if the annual emission were kept at the 1990 level throughout the observed period.
At the same time, if three NPP were in operation, cumulative emission would be some 18
percent lower. It must be noted that the only purpose of the discussed cases is to stress out the
difficulties the Croatian power system will have to face in terms of future carbon dioxide
emission and not to anticipate its future expansion.
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SOUNDNESS OF KRSKO NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PERFORMANCE
IN TERMS OF ENERGY AND FINANCE

Abstract

Compared to existing conventional thermal power plants in the Croatian electrical power
system, as well as to alternative (potential) imported coal and gas fired thermal power plants,
Krsko NPP (nuclear power plant) generates electricity with lower production costs. This cost
margin in favour of the Krsko NPP represents the soundness of this nuclear power plant in
terms of energy and finance.

Introduction

Krsko NPP is a power generating facility jointly owned by power utilities of Croatia and
Slovenia. Having gross electrical output of 664 MW and net output of 632 MW, it has been
generating power since 1982. Power and energy generated in Krsko NPP are equally shared
(50:50) by Croatian and Slovenian Power utilities in line with jointly invested construction of
the plant.

Since Krsko NPP (i.e., its Croatian half) contributes to the Croatian electrical power system
(EPS) by some 10% in power and about 20% in energy supplied, the contribution/
soundness of Krsko NPP in terms of energy and finance deserves to be thoroughly analysed.

In terms of energy, the contribution is measured by the share of power and energy generated
in Krsko NPP in the Croatian EPS. In terms of finance, the contribution of Krsko NPP is
measured by a margin in production costs and price of electricity which is in favour of the
NPP when compared to existing conventional thermal power plants in the Croatian EPS, as
well as to potential new TPPs firing imported coal and gas.

1. Krsko NPP contribution in terms of energy and finance compared to existing TPPs

Total electricity demand in the Republic of Croatia in the 1990-1996 period that was supplied
from domestic sources (Krsko NPP included) is given below (Table 1.1, Figure 1). In the
given period, 93% of total demand was supplied by domestic generating facilities, while 7%
was imported.

Table 1. r. Electricity generation in
domestic sources

Year"

Figure 1: Structure of electricity
generation in domestic sources

1990
1991

GWh Share %
TPPjNPPi Total \HES\

3650! 4030
5305! 2330

1992 I 4293! 3772

2190!
2360!
1876!

9870
9995
9941

37,0
53/1
~43,2

TPP\NPP\

40,8|
J3.3}
37M

"1993 i 42871 4231J 1875! 10393f4f,2i A0J
1994 I 4889j
1995T5164
"i 99677190

2568s 21961 9653150,61 26,6
274d[2279[ j 50;

22,2\
23,6\

18,01
22,71

2523|2180j 11892160,51 21,2\18,3\

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

ilHES STPP ;i;NPP
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Figure 2: Comparison of costs

PLOMIN TPP
JERTOVEC TPP
OSIJEK CHPP

Operating hours

RUEKA TPP
- ZA GREB WES T CHPP
INTERV. TPP

• SISAK TPP
ZAGREB EAST CHPP

-KRSKO NPP

Generation costs of electricity in TPPs of Croatian EPS, as realized in 1996, are compared in
Fig.2. The curves pertinent to individual TPPs show their distinctive features in terms of
energy and finance. Fixed costs normalized over average engaged plant output are attached
to y-axis, while operating hours of individual TPPs are given on x-axis. Data show that the
highest fixed costs per unit of engaged plant output are incurred in Krsko NPP, and the
lowest in Jertovec TPP. Taking into account fixed costs per unit of engaged plant output and
hours of operation in the year (variable costs) leads to total costs, which are the lowest for
Krsko NPP. (The costs of Jertovec TPP are thereby neglected because of relatively low
electricity generation in only 206 operating hours.)

Curves given in Fig.2 show some characteristic key points on the time axis - the points
defining some characteristic total costs. For example, for 3200 and more operating hours per
year Krsko NPP has the lowest total costs. For less than 3200 operating hours per year other
TPPs have total cost lower than Krsko NPP. TPPs characterized by curves of higher
inclination have also higher variable unit costs (fuel).

2. Power Generation Costs of Krsko NPP

Power generation costs and price of electricity generated in Krsko NPP (Croatian half) in
1996, are given in Table 2.1.

Table: 2.i_Power generation costs and price of electricity (KrSko NPP - Profit and loss account for 1996)
Item "T Costs. J Price of electr.

f Amount f Structure 1
_ ! (OpOJJSDJLi (%) ! (USc/KWh)

r''Gross'output'332"MvV " ' ~ ~ " " " "
''..Net generation of el. 2179,7 GWh _ _

III Cosi^, ~ '~_ "
1. Variable costs

_:...^?5JZ?_??(?.?^j!
-waiefliseiax

89.216
17.616

9.217
8.19JI

~~206

100,00
19J4
10^33
A1?
0,23

Ml
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Table

i 2.

!

2.1: contd.

Fixed costs
- depreciation
- operation and maintenance
- interest on construction credits**
- interest on working capital cred..
- other financial expenditures

Costs
Amount i Structure

(000 USD) | (%)
71.600 |
20.374 \
40.872 f

7.398 f
1827 !
1729 i

80,25
22,84
45,81

8,29
2,04
1,27

Price of eiectr. !
USc/kWh !

3,28 !
0$3\
1,88
0~34
6,08
0,05

* NPP decommissioning costs as defined by Slovenian law (0,61 SIT/kWh)
** interest on construction credits, accounted in HEP (Croatian utility)

3. Activities planned for KrSko NPP till the end of its lifetime

3.1. Investments

In the 1998 - 2063 period, the following activities are required to be performed in Krsko NPP:
steam generator replacement, construction of spent fuel and radioactive waste disposal
within Krsko NPP site boundaries, construction of spent fuel and radwaste disposal outside
Krsko NPP, partial decommissioning of the NPP, isolation and guarding, as well as final
decommissioning of the NPP.

Table 3.1. Investments in
Year

1997.
1998.
1999.
2000.

2008-2009.
2010-2022.
. 2023. I •

2024.
2025.
2026.
2027.
2028.

2029-2052.
L 2053.

2054.
2055.
2056.
2057.
2058.
2059.

! 2060.
I 2061.
i 2062.

2063.
TOTAL

Steam |
generator

replacement

16.597
27.662
27.662
38.726

110.646

Krsko NPP, 1997-2063.
Disposal and storaqe

Low and I
Intermed. |

Level
Radwaste
permanent

3.380
12.960
33.300
36.700
13.660
20.000

120.000

Spent fuel
within

Krsko NPP

500
870

-i!:!;;:;;:;::;»7Q:;;
4.640
4.640
4.640
4.640
3.770

35.510

Spent fuel
and

Radwaste
outside

Krsko NPP
i
|

2.704
10.368
26.648
29.360
10.920
20.000

60.000

000 USD
Decommissioning

Partial
Decomm.

5.000
10.000
14.000
16.000

500

50.000

Isolation |
and Guarding !

of NPP

Final !
Decomm. j

i
i

1.500
1.500
1.500
1.500
1.500
1.500
1.500

I

|

15.000
30.000

I 50.000 I
I 40.000
! 25.000

45.000 ! 160.000
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Figure 3: Krsko NPP investments structure and schedule 1997-2063.

000 USD

1 "^003,009,

Final decommissioning
Isolation, guarding

Partial decommissioning
SNFandRWdisp.outs. Kr.

SNF disp. within KrskoNP
LILRWdisp. perman.

SG replacement

Years

4. Power generation costs and price of electricity in alternative facilities.

Soundness of Krsko NPP performance can be determined by comparing its characteristics in
terms of energy and finance with those of alternative (new) generating facilities. For this
purpose, power generation costs and price of electricity have been calculated for existing
TPPs - Sisak TPP and CHPP Zagreb East (TE-TO), for potential new sources - imported
coal-fired TPP and gas-fired TPP, as well as for the case of importing electricity at price of 8
USc/kWh.

Table 4.1. Characteristics of alternative power plants
in terms of energy and finance

Item

I Net output MW
j Operating hours per year

I. Net efficiency^ %
dfifc heat rate kJ/kWh

)/GJ '
ruScMVh_

I Inv. capitalcrasteTo3 USD
! Credit terms for financ.inv.

TPP
imported coal

"TPP

_357 j
66OOT

357

2358!
40

9000_ .

.6600 !

""50

JJEi
4,00

734.800!
M

"34Z066
8%, 12 years I 8%; 12 years]

Based on data given in Tab.4.1, power generation costs and price of electricity are calculated
and given in Tab.4.2. In order to compare these costs/prices for Krsko NPP and alternative
sources in the period 1998 - 2023, it is assumed that electricity will be imported at price of 8
USc/kWh till the year 2003 (when commissioning of an imported coal-fired TPP and a gas-
fired TPP is scheduled). Furthermore, assumed annual price increase was taken into
account - for imported coal 0.7 percent, for natural gas 2.1 percent.
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Table: 4.2a.

Year

1998
i 1999
1 2000
1 2001
i 2002
! 2003
i 2004
! 2005
! 2006
I 2007

2008

2009
2010
2011
2012

i 2013
! 2014
I 2015
I 2016
! 2017
I 2018
I 2019
! 2020
! 2021
I 2022
! 2023

Power generation costs
KRSKO NPP
VC I FC*
9047 ] 84689
9047
9047
9635
9635
9635
9635
9635
9635
9635
9635
9635
9635
9635
9635
9635
9635
9635
9635
9635
9635

9635
9635
9635
9635
9635

83564
82652
91584
90047
88388
86663
84869
81708
77025
82924

82984
66824
60982
60982
53005
51541
51541
51541
51541
51541
51541
51541
51541
51541
51541

TPP import coal
VC I FC
221400 I 0
221400 ! 6
221400 I 0
235791 ! 0
235791 i "0
46028
46351
46675
47002
47331
47662
47996
48332
48670
49011
49354
49699
50047

' '50398
50750
51106
51463
51824
52186

52552
52920

157514
151740
145982
140223
134465
89426
83667
77909
72150
66392
61509
55751
92503

' 92503
92503
93469

. _ _
93469
93470
93469
102364

000 USD
TPP gas

vc
221400
221400
221466
235791

235791
76929
78545
80194
81878
83598
85353
87146
88976
90844
92752
94700
96688
98719

' 160792
102908
105070
167276
169529
111829
114177
116575

FC
6
6
0
0
6

76105
73410
70730
68056
65369
45043
42362
39682
37002

34322
"" 32652
29372

, _ _ „ . _ _

" 47063
47063
47516

* 47517
47516
47517
47517

Import I
VC !
177266 j

17726°" '
177200 I
188633 i
188633 i
188633 i
188633 i
188633 ;
188633 l

188633 !

188633 i
188633 ;
188633 !
188633 !
188633 !
188633 !
188633 !
188633 i
188633 ;

188633 I
188633 !
188633 j

188633 i
188633 !
188633 :

51776 ! 188633
VC= variable costs
FC = fixed costs

' Raising of funds for disposal and storage of RW and NF, as well as decommissioning of the NPP ace. to
proposal of Croatian Utility (HEP)

Table 4.2.b Costs and price of electricity (for the period 1998-2023)
j Item

i Discounted costs W USD
i Discounted energy G W h
! Discounted:' elprice UScTkWh
Discount rate 5%

Krsko NPP

1.192.467
33.505

3,56

TPP
import coal
2.521.235

33.505
7,53

TPP
.gas

2.428.373
33.505

7,25

Import !
8USc/kWh I
2.680.499

33.505
8,00

Figure 3: Costs comparison - Krsko NPP versus alternative sources

4.000.000

3.500.000

3.000.000
v>

« ° O 2.500.000

1 8 3
O «? o
O 00

2.000.000

S S o 1.500.000
=3 ?
5
£ 500.000

1.000.000
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5. Conclusion

Based on analyses performed, the soundness of Krsko NPP performance in terms of energy
and finance (i.e., its contribution to Croatian Electrical Power System) has been determined
and compared to existing and new potential thermal power plants, as well as to electricity
import option.

The results show that total generation costs of Krsko NPP (Croatian part) are:
• lower than those in existing thermal power plants of Croatian EPS, if the NPP operates

more than 3200 hours per year,
• lower than those in a potential new imported coal fired TPP, regardless of the number of

operating hours per year,
• lower than those in a potential new gas fired TPP, if the NPP operates more than 1500

hours per year,
• lower than those in case of electricity import, if the NPP operates more than 2500 hours

per year.
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Abstract

On the basis of electricity consumption forecast and scheduled retirements of the existing
power plants, projections of the needed new generating capacities in the period 2001-2030
have been made. Since introducing non-hydro renewables in Croatia is still technically and
financially constrained, only fossil-fired (coal and natural gas) and nuclear power plants,
together with several hydroelectric facilities, are chosen as system expansion candidates.
Depending on the natural gas limitations and the decision whether to include nuclear power in
the developing options or not, two nuclear and two non-nuclear cases were analyzed. The
optimal power system expansion plan for each case was found by means of dynamic
optimization, on the basis of plants' annual production costs. The electricity generation mix
for each case was found and corresponding emissions of SO2, NOX, particulates and CO2 to the
atmosphere were calculated. It is analyzed how the hypothetical introduction of a CO2 tax
would affect plant's annual costs and the capacity mix in the optimal solution.

Introduction

Sustainable development of an electric power system assumes a compromise between its
economic benefits on one hand and environmental impact on the other hand. Although
demand-side measures should also play a role in providing energy services, the most reliable
path for covering the growing energy and electricity needs is to invest in new electricity-
producing capacities, i.e. in the supply-side. To treat all supply options equally and to include
their environmental impact in decision making, external costs have been'designed, which
should represent monetary values of environmental damages caused by a certain electricity-
producing technology. If external costs of a supply option are added up to its real costs, the
obtained total costs can serve as a criterion of comparison among options. Environmental
impacts of electricity generation can also be partly accounted for by imposing emission
charges or taxes. The CO2 tax, frequently mentioned as a measure of climate change
mitigation, would increase the competitivness of nuclear power relative to fossil-fuelled
plants.

The combined economic and environmental evaluation is rather complex and requires
internationally verified computer tools and input data. One such tool is DECADES, developed
in Argonne NL USA and sponsored by the IAEA. The optimal expansion plan of the Croatian
electricity system till the year 2030 was determined, the main input parameters being the
existing power plants characteristics, electricity consumption forecast in the observed 30-year
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period, as well as characteristics of the candidate future plants and their energy chains.

The Croatian power-generating system at present

Croatian electric power system, with total installed power of 3671 MWe, can be considered
small. At present, more than 50% of total installed power accounts for hydroelectric and less
than 10% for nuclear power plants (Figure 1). Thermal capacities comprise mostly heavy oil
or combined oil/gas fired plants. In the year 1997, the electricity consumption was about 12
TWh, still lower than the pre-war value of 14,5 TWh [1].
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Figure 1 Structure of the Croatian generating system according to the fuel type

According to the referent scenario of economic growth, Croatian GDP should rise by an
average annual rate of 5% in the period 1994-2030 [2]. The planning period in this analysis
starts from the year 2001 and lasts for 30 years. The electricity consumption increase in that
period, required to support the economic growth, is expected to be averagely 2,3% per year,
which is in accordance with the high consumption scenario in [2]. The corresponding peak
load is assumed to rise from 2840 MWe in the year 2001 to 5700 MWe in the year 2030
(Figure 2).

DPeak load

MW
Fixed system total
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Fixed system
thermal (+add/ret)
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Figure 2 Peak load forecast till 2030

Due to plant retirements, installed thermal capacity is decreasing over the planning period, so
after the year 2022 all the existing thermal power plants, including nuclear, will be retired.
According to the forecast, capacity shortage would appear around the year 2010 and in 2030 it
would reach 3700 MW, unless new capacities are added. It is rather certain that one
supercritical coal plant (350 MW) and one combined-cycle natural gas plant (200 MW) will
be added in the year 2003, as well as another 350 MW coal plant in the year 2006. Those three
facilities are expected to operate as independent power producers. Together with the existing
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facilities and those scheduled for retirement during the planning period, they constitute the
fixed system, i.e. the set of new units with the fixed schedule of additions or retirements.

Candidate power plants for supply system expansion

No revolutionary technologies were selected for candidate power plants, rather those with
already available performances. Among thermal candidates, there are three combined-cycle
gas power plants of 100, 200 and 300 MW, with efficiencies over 50% and investment costs
of around $600/kW. Further, there are two pulverized coal power plants, 330 and 480 MW,
with supercritical steam technology, achieving efficiencies as high as 45% and 46%. Required
investment costs are around $1300/kW. Nuclear technology is represented by nuclear PWR
and CANDU reactors, characterized by the highest investment (around $2000/kW) and the
lowest fuel costs among thermal candidate plants. Fuel and technologies characteristics are
given in Table 1. Six hydro candidates are grouped into run-off and storage types. Their
investment requirements vary between $1600/kW and $5700/kW.

Plant
name
P100
P200
P300
U35O
U500
N660
N980
N715
NVVI
PODS
DREN
LESC

OMBL
KJRCI

Table 1 Characteristics

Fuel and
technology

gas CC1

gas CC'
gas CC1

coal super2

coal super2

nucl. PWR
nucl. PWR

nucl. CANDU
hydro run-off
hydro run-off
hydro run-off
hydro storage
hydro run-off
hydro storage

Full load
(MW)

100
200
300
330
480
600
900
665
140
44
39
40
63
7,9

Efficiency

(%)
53,3
55,9
58,1
45,2
46,0
30,9
35,0
32,2

-
-
-
-
-
-

of the candidate plants

Fuel cost
($/GJ)

4,5
4,5
4,5
2,2
2,2
0,5
0,5
0,3
-
-
-
-
-
-

Invest.
($/kW)
722,6
621,0
559,0
1358,8
1257,0
1832,7
1838,0
2138,6
3230,3
3491,2
3457,1
2345,4
1578,0
5684,0

O&M fix.
($/kWyr)

11,16
11,16
11,16

36
36

69,6
60
90
8,4
8,4
8,4
8,4
6,6
6,6

O&M var.
(mills/kWh)

2
2
2

4,7
4,7
7,3
7,5
11,7

-
-
-
-
-
-

1 combined cycle
2 supercritical steam

Generation system expansion scenarios

Electricity consumption in the planning period (2001-2030) is assumed to rise averagely by
2,3%, at the end of the period reaching 35,7 TWh and peak load of 5700 MW. However,
future supply mix will depend not only on the consumption growth rate, but also on the
availability of energy sources and locations for the new generating units. Since energy
reserves in Croatia are scarce, except for limited hydro potential, structure of future energy
sources will be determined by international energy market. Therefore, four cases are created
within the given expansion scenario, differing in the availability of natural gas and inclusion
of nuclear power (Table 2). Cases 1 and 3 are nuclear, i.e. nuclear plants are given the chance
to enter the optimal solution. Cases 2 and 4 are non-nuclear, which means that nuclear plants
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are not even included in the set of expansion candidates.

Table 2 Four cases in the expansion scenario

Case No.
1
2
3
4

Availability of natural gas
max. 40% of added capacity
max. 40% of added capacity

approx. 850 million m3

approx. 850 million m3

Inclusion of nuclear power
yes
no
yes
no

The objective function

The dynamic optimization, with the plant's annual production costs as the objective function,
searches the optimal expansion plan for each of the four cases, in other words estimates the
cheapest mix of additional capacities required throughout the planning period. Annual
production costs are obtained by summing up the yearly portion of the discounted investment
costs, the fuel costs and the operation and maintenance (O&M) costs. The optimal solution is
constrained by the quantity of natural gas and allowance of nuclear power inclusion.
Additional capacities are chosen among the expansion candidates.

Annual production costs ($/kW-yr)

400

0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8
capacity factor

Figure 3. Annual production costs of the
expansion candidates

Annual production costs are linearly
dependent on the plant's capacity factor
(defined as the ratio between the real and
the maximal electricity output during the
year). According to the Figure 3, natural
gas plants have the lowest production costs
in almost the whole capacity factor range.
They are followed by coal and nuclear
LWR power plants, while the CANDU
reactor is the most cost intensive
regardless the capacity factor. If the
capacity factor is higher than 80%, coal
and nuclear plants can compete with gas-
fuelled ones. Also, the capacity factor
should be at least 70% if the nuclear LWR
plants are to be cheaper than the coal-
fuelled ones.

The optimization results

On the basis of the annual production costs, probabilities of hydroconditions (75%, 15% and
10%), user-defined technical parameters (loss of load probability < 1%, reserve margins. s= 15-
40%), as well as economic parameters (discount rate = 8%, costs of energy not served =
$l/kWh), dynamic optimization was conducted and optimal expansion plans were found for
each of the four cases. Capacity additions and pre-defined retirements throughout the planning
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period for each case are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. Similarly, electricity generation for
the estimated expansion plans is shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7.

Case 1: nuclear, 40% gas Case 2: non-nuclear, 40% gas

2001 2006 2011 2016 2021 2026 2001 2006 2011 2016 2021 2026

O HYDRO G LWR BGAS BOIL BCOAL

Figure 4 Optimal expansion plans in the cases 1 and 2

When the capacity shortage appears, the gas plants are the first to be added to the system,
due to their lowest costs. Actually, if no natural gas constraints are set, the optimal expansion
plan would consist of gas plants only. Only after the gas constraint has been reached, coal and
nuclear plants start competing for the inclusion in the optimal solution.

The optimal expansion plan in the nuclear cases includes two nuclear LWR units of 600
MW each, in years 2015 and 2023 (case 1), i.e. in years 2016 and 2022 (case 3). The natural
gas constraint in the case 1 (i.e. maximum 40% of the capacity added fuelled by gas) limits
the gas capacities to 1500 MW, while in the case 3 (i.e. 850 million m3 of gas available in the
period) allows for maximally 700 MW in gas plants during the period. The gas shortage of
800 MW in the case 3 is compensated by two 350 MW-sized coal plants and some extra hydro
power. In the non-nuclear cases (2 and 4) the situation is rather different. To compensate for
1200 MW of capacity that otherwise would be covered'by nuclear power, the non-nuclear
cases have to reach for much more coal and gas plants. The capacity added in case 2 is
composed of 1500 MW fuelled by gas and 2200 MW by coal, while in the case 4 coal is
represented by 3050 MW, and gas by only 700 MW. Since case 4 assumes the highest share
of coal-fuelled units, it is also the least environmentally sound alternative.

Case 3: nuclear, 850 M m gas Case 4: non-nuclear, 850 Mm 3 gas

2001 2006 2011 2016 2021 2026 2001 2006 2011 2016 2021 2026

O HYDRO Q LWR BGAS 0OIL «COAL

Figure 5 Optimal expansion plans in the cases 3 and 4
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Hydroelectric power plants in all cases cover approximately the same electricity supply, i.e.
about 40% of the total generation in the year 2001, which till the end of the period decreases
to about 20% of the total. The rest of the electricity needs has to be covered by fossil and
nuclear facilities. The largest differences, both in capacity mix, electricity generation mix and
emission levels, appear between the nuclear and the non-nuclear cases. In the nuclear cases (1
and 3), nuclear plants cover about 25% of the electricity supply in the second half of the
period, while in the non-nuclear cases they do not contribute at all.

Electricity generation (GWh) - Case 1 Electricity generation (GWh) - Case 2

2001 2006 2011 2016 2021 2026

• HYDRO OLWR

5000 I

0

2001 2006 2011 2016 2021 2026

a GAS 0OIL BCOAL

Figure 6 Electricity generation mix in the cases 1 and 2

Electricity generation (GWh) - Case 3 Electricity generation (GWh) - Case 4

2001 2006 2011 2016 2021 2026

• HYDRO BLWR B GAS

2001 2006 2011 2016 2021 2026

0OIL BCOAL

Figure 7 Electricity generation mix in the cases 3 and 4

Various mixes of coal, gas and nuclear units differ in theirt air impact (Figure 9). The
uncontrolled SOX emissions, meaning that no SOX abatement devices were installed in the
candidate coal plants, amount to 14 kt in the year 2001 and rise to 60-130 kt in 2030,
depending on the case (the upper value refers to the case 4). If the coal plants are equipped
with wet scrubbers for desulphurization, SOX emissions would decrease to 10% of the
uncontrolled value. The controlled SOX in the case 4, the most polluting one, are also shown in
Figure 9.

Since the observed coal and gas plants contribute approximately the same to NOV

emissions, cases 1 and 3, i.e. 2 and 4 differ very little in NOX levels. In 2001 NOX emissions
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amount to 10 kt, and in 2030 reach 20-30 kt, the upper value referring to cases 2 and 4.
Emissions of particulates follow the similar pattern as the SOX emissions, only they start from
3001 in the year 2001 and end up with 22001 (case 1) to 4800 t (case 4) in the year 2030.

SO* emissions (t) - uncontrolled NOX emissions (t)

160000

140000

120000

100000 . .1 Case 4 - controlled SOX

80000

60000

40000

20000 L

0

2001 2006 2011 2016 2021 2026 2001 2006 2011 2016 2021 2026

- Case 1 -Case 2 •Case 3 -Case 4

Figure 8 SO% and NOX emissions in the planning period

Emissions of CO2 in the nuclear cases are by 60% lower than those in the non-nuclear
cases. CO2 emissions, amounting to 4800 kt at the beginning of the period, reach at the end a
value between 11000 kt and 20000 kt, again depending on the case. The 11000 kt corresponds
to about 2 t CO2 per capita in the year 2030 (the population growth is assumed to be 0,8% per
year, according to [1]), while the 20000 kt would be close to 4 t per capita. These quantities
would come from the electricity sector only. It is known that electricity sector on the global
level contributes to the overall CO2 emissions with some 30% (in Croatia this share was 15%
in the year 1990, [3]), so the CO2 emissions caused by the whole economy would be 6-12
tonnes per capita, if not larger.

If CO2 charge on coal plants were introduced, even four nuclear units would enter the
optimal solution (Case 3A). This case will be discussed later in text.

Particulates emissions (t) CO2 emissions (t)

0.0E+00
2001 2006 2011 2016 2021 2026

- Case 1

2001 2006 2011 2016 2021 2026

-Case 2 -Case 3 •Case 4 ;

Figure 9 Particulates and CO2 emissions in the planning period

Maybe even more important than the absolute values of emissions is how they relate to
each other. Electricity generation mixes and the corresponding relative emissions are given in
Table 3. Case 1 is taken here as the referent case, with the emission levels equalling 1,
because it causes the lowest overall emissions. Case 2 (non-nuclear) compared to Case 1
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(nuclear), both with the same natural gas constraint, leads to substantially higher emissions:
SO2 is higher by 91%, NOX by 54% and CO2 by 66%. Unlike that, Case 3 compared to Case 1
(both are nuclear, but the primer has 800 MW less power installed in gas) increases the
emissions by a lesser factor: SO2 by 34%, NOX only by 5% and CO2 by 17%. Case 4, which is
the most polluting one, would lead to 128% higher emissions of SO2 than in Case 1, 58%
higher NO, and 84% higher CO2.

Table 3 Electricity generation mixes and the corresponding emission levels in 2030

Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4

Case 3 A*

Shares in
coal (%)

31
57
41
68
11

electricity generation
gas (%)

20
21
11
10
16

nuclear (%)
25
0
25
0
51

SO,
1

1,91
1,34
2,28
0,32

Relative
NOX

1
1,54
1,05
1,58
0,51

emissions
Partic.

1
1,81
1,31
2,14
0,38

CO2

1
1,66
1,17
1,84
0,45

* modified capacity mix, if CO2 emission charge for coal plants were imposed

Reduction of CO2 by means of emission charge

One of the climate change mitigation measures would be CO2 emission charge, since it would
increase the costs of fossil-fuelled plants and make them less competitive, particularly in
relation to nuclear plants. Figure 10 shows how the CO2 charge of $10/tonne would affect the
costs of the candidate coal and gas plants. (This value equals one third of the value suggested
by the World Bank for the evaluation of the CO2 environmental costs.) The costs of the 300
MW gas plant would not be affected that much, so the gas plants would still keep the priority
of inclusion in the optimal expansion plan. Unlike that, the total costs of the 500 MW coal
plant, obtained by adding the annual CO2 charge to the annual production costs, would
increase rather a lot, by 15-20%. Therefore, if the capacity factor is higher than 50%, nuclear
LWR plant becomes more cost-efficient than the coal plant (Figure 10, left). That fact is
reflected in the optimal capacity mix.

Total costs ($/kW-yr)
Case 3A: nuclear, 850 Mm3 gas +

+ COj charge = $10/t

C02 charge = $10/tj

P300

P300 + CO2 charge
U500

U500 + CO2 charge

- - - N660

0 0.2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1 capacity factor

2001 2006 2011

; DHYDRO DLWR
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2026

• COAL

Let

Figure 10 How the CO2 emission charge affects the optimal expansion plan

us consider the case 3 again (nuclear option allowed and max. 850 Mm3 gas available),
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but with C02 charge of $ 10/t imposed on both candidate and scheduled coal plants. In that
case, called 3A, even four nuclear units enter the optimal capacity mix (Figure 10, right),
while without the charge only two of them. Of course, the total coal-fuelled capacity in the
new optimal solution decreased by 1350 MW in relation to the case 3. Thanks to that, CO,
emissions decreased by more than 60% (case 3A compared to case 3, see Table 3). Other
emissions decreased as well: SOX by 75%, NOX by 50% and particulates by 60%.

CO2 charge increased the system production costs observed over the whole 30-year period
by some 5,7%. However, if CO2 expenditures are calculated in, total costs in the case 3A
(with four nuclear plants) are 1% lower than in the case 3 (with two nuclear plants). Thus,
deployment of nuclear power would pay off better than large shares of coal in the electricity
generation mix, since the latter would lead to substantial CO2 emission charges.

Emission reductions on the supply side could also be achieved by wider use of renewable
technologies. Due to their intermittent nature, however, renewables can only influence the
amount of electricity generated (and consequently the level of emissions), but can not reduce
the required capacity of thermal units, particularly if constituting less than 10% of the total
capacity within the system.

Conclusion

Projections of the required new generating capacities in the period 2001-2030 have been
made. Power system expansion candidates were searched among coal- and natural gas- fired
plants, hydroelectric facilities and optionally nuclear power plants. Apart from the annual
production costs, the optimal expansion plan was influenced by the availability of natural gas
and the treatment of nuclear option (ban or permission for entering the set of candidates).
According to these constraints, two nuclear and two non-nuclear cases were analyzed. The
largest differences, both in the optimal capacity mix, electricity generation mix and emission
levels, appear between the Case 1 (nuclear, max. 40% of new capacities should be gas-fired)
and the Case 4 (non-nuclear, max. 850 Mm3 of natural gas is available for electricity
generation). In the Case 1, nuclear plants cover about 25% of the electricity supply in the year
2030, while in the Case 4 they do not contribute at all. Emissions in the case 4, which is the
most polluting case, are several times higher than in the case 1: SO2 and particulates more
than twice, NOX about 1,5 times, and CO2 about 1,85 times higher.

One of the climate change mitigation measures could be CO2 emission charge, since it
would increase the costs of fossil-fuelled plants and make them less competitive relative to
other supply options. In this analysis, the optimal solution would include four nuclear plants
instead of two, after the CO2 charge of $ 10/t is added. As a result of that, CO2 emissions
would decrease by more than 60%, SO, by 75%, NOX by 50% and particulates by 60%.

If CO2 emission charge is imposed to electricity generation facilities, the optimal capacity
mix would change and shift towards nuclear plants. That would be even more true if emission
charges for other pollutants (SO2, NOX, particulates) are also introduced.
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Abstract

Kyoto conference is setting the targets and limits for CO 2 emission. In the same time
energy consumption is increasing, especially in developing world. If developing countries
attain even a moderate fraction of energy consumption of developed countries, this will lead
into large increase of total CO2 emission, unless there is a strong increase of energy
production by CO2 non-emitting sources. Of two major candidates, solar and nuclear
energy, the second is technically and economically much closer to ability to accomplish the
task. The requirements for a large scale use of nuclear energy and the role of IAEA are
discussed.

Introduction

The effect of the so called greenhouse gases, i.e. gases which absorb and reemit long
wavelength thermal radiation from planet surface, on Earth climate has been known for a long
time. Arrhenius in 1896. estimated temperature increase of 4 degrees for doubling of
atmospheric CO2 concentration. He also, later, estimated that absence of CO2 in Earth
atmosphere would lower planet's surface temperature by 21 degrees, making it uninhabitable.

Climates on planets Mars and Venus provide clear confirmation of the greenhouse
effect. Atmosphere of Mars is very dilute CO2, with very small reflectivity. Temperatures on
Mars are consequently very low. Oppositely, very high surface temperatures, about 500 °C,
are observed on Venus, which has also almost pure CO2 atmosphere (97 %) but of high
density, and therefore of high reflectivity for thermal radiation. According to experts in the
field, the effect of CO2 on Earth climate is one of the best established theories in atmospheric
science.

A concern about the effect of human activity on global climate via greenhouse effect is
more recent, about 25 years or so, whilst higher degree of scientific community awareness of
the problem can be placed into mid eighties, when extensive report by US Department of
Energy has been published in 1985 (1). Additionally, public and scientific concern about the
effects of human activity on climate has arisen after Antarctic ozone hole discovery.

In the past twenty years a task of calculation of climate changes corresponding to
changes in concentration of CO2 and other greenhouse gases has been recognized as a
problem of enormous complexity. Geophysical data required for its quantitative resolution are
inadequately or partially known.
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Knowledge of atmospheric and ocean circulation is required, data on biological carbon
cycle and its temperature dependence as well as on albedo temperature dependence. With
inadequate data and limited calculational capability the predictions of climatological model
were given with considerable uncertainty. To illustrate the status of quantitative capability of
climate model in 1985, conclusions of the important Villach conference initiated by WMO
(World Meteorological Organisation) and UNEP (United Nations Environmental Program)
can be quoted:

• Most advanced experiments with General Circulation Model give increase in
equilibrium mean global surface temperature in the range 1.5 to 4.5 degrees for
doubling of atmospheric concentration of CO2 , or for corresponding increase of
other greenhouse gases. Because of the complexity of the climate system and
imperfection of climate model; inadequate account of atmosphere - ocean
interactions, and of clouding effects, values outside this range cannot be
excluded. Speed of climate change is determined by inertia of oceans, so the
equilibrium corresponding to CO2 doubling would be reached after several
decades.

• From the change observed in this century it is estimated that a temperature
change in the range of 1.5-4.5 degrees would cause sea level rise from 20 to 140
cm. Significant melting of Antarctic ice is not expected in the next century.

New and important knowledge about greenhouse effect has been added in the period
1985-90. Analysis of air trapped in Antarctic ice in depths up to 2000 m provided evidence for
temperature versus CO2 concentration correlation in the past 150 000 years. This, so called
Vostok core experiment, was the result of many years of ice drilling at the Soviet Antarctic
base Vostok and analysis of samples by Soviet and French scientists. Vostok core data also
indicate the presence of mechanisms which multiply the temperature changes corresponding to
CO2 concentration increase.

Further very important measurements were performed in the ERBE (Earth Radiation
Budget Experiment) project in USA. Important results obtained by satellites launched in
1984., 1985. and 1986. were based on two decades of development of satellite
instrumentation.

ERBE project produced data on Earth surface radiation heating and cooling and on
their imbalance dependence on latitude and position. Regions at low latitudes receive more
solar energy than polar regions. Outcoming thermal radiation from earth surface is more
evenly distributed. This leads to positive energy balance at low latitudes and negative in polar
regions. These energy imbalances between received and emitted energy drive atmospheric and
ocean circulation, whose knowledge is essential for climate modeling in the so called General
Circulation Model.

ERBE project has established that clouds provide negative feedback effect in climate
change and identified them as a major source of uncertainty in the three-dimensional climate
models.

Further progress in establishing sounder and wider data base came from the projects
initiated by World Meteorological Organization (WMO), as parts of World Climate Research
Program (WCRP), such as International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) and
World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE).

In order to review scientific progress, summarize conclusions and present policy
options, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was established by WMO and
UNEP in 1988. IPCC has so far produced several reports and updates. Their first report
presented in 1990 estimated the global temperature rise in the range 1.3.-2.5 degrees by the
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year 2020. Later reports have displayed increased caution in view of the sensitivity of
computer models on the initial assumptions. Furthermore, another important factor in the
temperature equation was discovered; the cooling effect of sulphate aerosols. Relative to the
greenhouse gases, the effects of sulphate aerosols, resulting from coal burning, are local and
short term. Thus it influences industrialised Northern Hemisphere more than Southern
Hemisphere. The role of Antarctica is, however, still a source of dispute. Some scientists
believe that even if the main ice cap did not melt, the Ross Sea shelf might. This could have
unpredictable effects on the ocean currents around the continent. Others, such as the scientists
working since 1990 on the Sea RISE (Sea Level Response to Ice Sheet Evolution) research
program, believe that mass of Antarctic ice could grow with the increase of global
temperature.

However, these uncertainties are nothing that should be taken as comfort. They show
that we are playing with something we do not understand very well. But if we wait until we
are sure, and if it turns to be as bad as most scientists think, that would be very unfortunate for
mankind. The process of climate change has a long time constant; thus corrective measure can
have an effect only after many decades, even centuries. Mankind must therefore prepare in
time for unfavorable outcome.

The panel, IPCC, currently estimates that if the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere
were to double its preindustrial level of 280 ppmv (it is now about 30% above it), further
temperature increase between 1 °C and 3.5 °C by the year 2100 would be the result (2).

Attitudes of scientific community

A number of respected international organisations have noted the climate problem and
voiced their opinions. Out of the large number we present here only the "Appeal by American
Scientists to Prevent Global Warming" delivered in 1990 to then US President Bush by
President of Union of Concerned Scientists. It expresses clearly and with authority the attitude
of US scientific community: Appeal was signed by a large number of prominent American
scientists, including 49 Nobel Laureates and 700 members of National Academy of Sciences
and a number of other distinguished climatologists and physicists. The appeal supported by so
powerful group of scientists cannot be ignored:

Global warming has emerged as the most serious environmental threat of the 21st
century. There is broad agreement within the scientific community that amplification of
the Earth's natural green-house effect by the buildup of various gases introduced by
human activity has the potential to produce dramatic changes in climate. The severity and
rate of climate change cannot yet be confidently predicted, but the impact of changes in
surface temperature, sea level, precipitation, and other components of climate could be
substantial and irreversible on a time scale of centuries. Such changes could result in
severe disruption of natural and economic systems throughout the world.

More research on global warming is necessary to provide a steadily improving data base
and better predictive capabilities. But uncertainty is no excuse for complacency. In view
of the potential consequences, actions to curb the introduction of greenhouse gases,
including carbon dioxide, chlorofluorocarbons, methane, nitrogen oxides, and
tropospheric ozone, must be initiated immediately. Only by taking action now can we
ensure that future generations will not be put at risk.
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The United States bears a special responsibility to provide leadership in the prevention of
global warming. It is the world's largest producer of greenhouse gases, and it has the
resources to make a great contribution. A thoughtful and vigorous US policy can have a
direct, beneficial effect and set an important example for other nations.

The United States should develop and implement a new National Energy Policy, based on
the need to substantially reduce the emission of carbon dioxide, while sustaining
economic growth. The cornerstones of this policy should be energy efficiency and the
expansion of clean energy sources.

In addition to appeal, recommendations were given on ways to reduce CO2 emission:
• in traffic, by reduction of petrol consumption and by introduction of more convenient

fuels
• by increase of research support for energy saving technologies
• by development, comercialisation and wide use of alternative energy sources
• by nuclear energy program, with emphasis on health and safety, inclusive waste

disposal concept and nuclear proliferation safeguards.

Kyoto compromises and problems

From the mega meeting in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 (UN Conference on Environment
and Development) things have changed. Environmentalists adept in use of media have turned
the Rio Conference into a big media event. In this they have been very successful, but in the
same time this did not serve too well those whose primary concern was for environment rather
than for publicity. As a result of too much publicity, the conclusions and agreement were
written more for public announcements and effects than for serious environmental policy.
Stabilisation of CO2 emissions on the 1990. level by the year 2000 was agreed upon, without
specifying who will carry the burden, who will have to reduce emission, and how much.
However, New York 1992 agreement on Framework Convention on Climate Change opened
the road for advance.

Conference of the Parties to the Framework Convention on Climate Change held in
Berlin in 1995 should have produced proposals for specific measures required to fulfill the Rio
de Janeiro goals. However, attempt to turn general framework into specific measures and
obligations soon revealed differences and confronted interests strong enough to put a big
question sign over Rio de Janeiro targets (3).

A gap between North and South was evident. A group of Small Island States in
greatest risk from the sea level rise asked for 20% reduction in CO2 emission. This was not
supported by OPEC countries and by main industrial countries. Most of G77 countries
(developing countries) together with China wanted no new commitments: the global reduction
of greenhouse gases would have to come from the industrial world. This standpoint was
considered unreasonable by US, notwithstanding the clear statistical data which show emission
per head of the population in US to be about 10 times that of poor half of mankind.

Berlin discussions had an implicit lesson for future talks and agreements; that only an
agreement which would distribute the burden of emission control in proportion to emission
per head can be generally accepted. A right to develop, by what means are available, cannot be
denied to developing countries. Any limitation of greenhouse gases emission which would
slow development appears unacceptable to countries whose energy consumption and CO2
emission per head are only a small fraction of the figures for industrialized countries.
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Such was the international climate before the Kyoto Climate Change Conference,
attended by 159 countries. Some kind of agreement at Kyoto was reached only after formal
conference deadline has passed (4). It calls on America to curb its emissions by 7% no later
than 2012, the European Community by 8%, and the rest of developed countries by varying
degrees. Developing countries have been asked only to establish facts about their emissions.
The problem with this agreement, although it may appear to be some kind of a start, is that it
does not reflect any real consensus between rich and poor, North and South. Annex I of the
Protocol lists the 38 countries with specific obligations on CO2 emission, to reduce in 32
cases. The Protocol becomes obligatory when ratified by 55 countries, parties to Framework
Convention. Before Kyoto conference American Senate has stated that it will reject solution
that does not require that developing world takes a part of the burden. Thus Kyoto agreement
looks to be severely handicapped, even if it is ratified by American Senate, which is questioned
by many. Should it not be ratified than Kyoto could be a complete failure.

Party

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria1

Canada
Croatia1

Czech Republic1

Denmark
Estonia1

EC
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary1

Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Latvia1

Quantified emission
limitation or reduction
commitment

108
92
92
92
94
95
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
94

110
92
92
94
92

Party

Liechtenstein
Lithuania1

Luxembourg
Monaco
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Poland1

Portugal
Romania1

Russian Fed.1

Slovakia1

Slovenia1

Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Ukraine1

United Kingdom
USA

Quantified emission
limitation or reduction
commitment

92
92
92
92
92

100
101
94
92
92

100
92
92
92
92
92

100
92
93

CO2 emission limitation or reduction commitment, 1990 reference year Kyoto Protocol

If may be salutary to recall the past rhetoric versus reality. At Toronto in 1988 a target
was adopted to reduce CO2 emissions by approximately 20% by the year 2000. So far CO2
emission has increased by about 16%. In 1992, Rio conference set a target for industrialized
countries to return to their 1990 levels of CO2 emission by the year 2000. Since 1990 OECD
emission has increased by some 8%. As for the future, World Energy Council (WEC) low to
medium forecast is that global use of electricity will increase from 1990 levels by 50% to 75%
by 2020. In agreement, International Energy Agency (IEA) projects CO2 emission in 2010 to
be in the range of 36% to 50% above the 1990 level.

1 Countries that are undergoing the process of transition to a market economy, reference year optional
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Can Kyoto accord be saved?

Any naive and simple optimism about the conflict between industrialised and
developing countries is out of place, because it is caused by some general facts of distribution
of wealth and resources amongst the nations of the world. Let us give some illustrations.

In 1992 2/3 of world population shared with only 1/4 in energy consumption.
Developed 1/3 of world population used 3/4 of energy, with corresponding share in global
CO2 emission. To be more specific we can look at the figures for CO2 emission per head of
population (World Watch Institute).

US
Russia
Germany
Japan

18.4
11.6
10.5
7.8

Mexico
China
Brazil
Nigeria
India

3.4
2.4
1.4
1.0
0.7

CO2 emissions per head of population (tons/person)

If China and India, with total population in excess of 2 billions, were to rise their
annual energy consumption per head to one quarter of the American figures, assuming use of
coal plants, this would result in some 5 billion tons of additional CO2 emissions.

Since total US CO2 emission is on about this scale, American concern about
developing countries sharing the burden is easy to understand. US reduction would mean very
little when compared with such increases. Although assumed consumption increase in
developing countries will not take place by 2010 or 2012, it will take place, as it must, if later.
Their right to development cannot be denied. So both sides have justifications and arguments
for their positions. The seriousness of situation can be understood by reference to IPCC
calculations of correlation between annual CO2 emissions and of CCb atmospheric
concentrations. Atmospheric concentration would continue to grow for a very long time, up to
several hundred years, even should the current CO2 emission be stabilized. From the
preindustrial level of 280 ppmv, CO2 concentration has currently reached the level of about
360 ppmv. To attain stabilisation of atmospheric concentration at any level below 750 ppmv,
CO2 emission in the long run must fall below 1990 level. To stabilise concentration at 650
ppmv, which is more than double preindustrial level, CO2 emission peak in 21 century should
not exceed 11 billion tones of carbon. Total anthropogenic emission in 1990 of approximately
8 billion tones of carbon, leaves clearly little room for both development and population
increase. Should we than conclude that solution does not exist, until the date when it may be
forced by much more evident proofs of the problem through increased use of nuclear energy,
on the line of proposals by American scientists in 1990.

Can nuclear energy help?

From the technical point of view this is not a question. If present 400 plus nuclear
reactors producing electricity were replaced by coal fired plants, this would give rise to
additional emission of about 1600 million tons of CO2. So, nuclear energy is already giving a
contribution to CO2 emission reduction which is not small even compared with 4000 million
tones which the 1988 Toronto Conference on the Changing Atmosphere recommended as a
target reduction for 2000. It is also not small compared with our estimate of additional
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emissions from China and India, on their way to development. But the question we must ask
is: can we imagine such intensive nuclear development in countries like China, India,
Indonesia, Brazil, Mexico, etc.?

When we ask the question on possible contribution of nuclear power to the energy
production in developing countries, we must first note that nuclear power has so far
contributed very little to energy needs of these countries. By far the largest part of 430 or so of
commercial power reactors are located in developed countries, and only occasionally in
developing countries closely associated with developed nuclear countries.

Very briefly reasons can be given:
1. Nuclear power stations represent capital intensive, complex new technology for which

most developing countries are technologically and industrially not well prepared.
2. Unresolved political differences between two nuclear superpowers resulted in the past that

nuclear proliferation considerations gained increasingly more weight over the idea "Atoms
for Peace" of early fifties, intended to help wider use of nuclear energy.

Clearly, in times when CO2 emission is becoming the main environmental issue of the
future, refusal to asses objectively the present status and the potential of fission energy for
mitigating global warming would be bordering on irresponsibility. On the other hand,, just to
recognize its positive potential will also not suffice.

From the technical and technological point of view, various more immediate, or long
term measures can be visualised which would deal with weak infrastructure and developing
industry. Smaller plants would be useful, perhaps also of shore or inside plants positioned or
built to sell electricity to the host country. However, the technical problem is not the main one.
This can be corroborated by looking again on the examples of China and India. Both countries
have been and are building nuclear power stations. They posses scientific and technical
capabilities for acceptance of nuclear technology; no major problems should be expected.

The limitation comes from the lack of capital - a problem for any developing country.
Large nuclear power plants cost typically one billion USD more than a coal power plant. A
country with large reserves of coal will not select the option which in conditions of scarcity of
capital must inhibit its development. Selection of nuclear option in order to control CCb
emission, a sacrifice at the expense of other development, cannot be asked or expected, from
the countries whose emission of CO2 per head of population is very small compared with
industrialized countries.

However, should international financing cover the cost differentials between nuclear
and coal plants, countries like China or India could opt for large nuclear programs without
sacrificing their overall development.

To finance replacement of planned coal power plants with nuclear, on the level of 10-
15 plants per year, would require 10-15 billion USD annually. The scale selected is one which
would make an impact on CO2 emission if continued over several decades, and which is
within capabilities of world nuclear industry. Financing on this scale would be a task for major
world financial organisations such as World Bank and others.

In view of the fact that this coal replacement scheme would be motivated by global
environmental interest, rather then by the interests of particular developing country,
supporting credits should have non profit interest rates.

It would be very interesting to compare these sums with the estimates of the cost of
reduction of CO2 emission for the countries listed in Kyoto Protocol.

Estimates at present give wide range of results reflecting the range of assumptions. For
OECD countries macroeconomic models suggest cost for substantial reduction below 1990
emission level as high as several percent of GDP. For specific case of stabilizing emissions at 1990
levels, most studies estimate that annual cost in the range of - 0.5 % of GDP (equivalent to gain of
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60 billion USD at 1995 GDP level), to 2% of GDP (equivalent to a loss of about 240 billion USD)
could be reached over next several decades (5). Taking, for the sake of discussion, mid-range value
of 90 billion USD as the annual cost for reducing and keeping emissions in OECD countries at the
1990 level, we could accept the nuclear replacement for planned coal power plants in developing
countries as a cost effective way of global CO2 emission control.

Of course, it is not implied that nuclear reactors are the only possibility to produce energy
without CO2 emission. Solar and wind energy, perhaps also some other sources, have their place,
and, hopefully, larger future share in energy production. Any contribution will be welcome.
However, even the most optimistic estimates cannot foresee main part of the future consumption
covered by wind and solar energy. This cannot be claimed for nuclear power either, for many
decades at least. Contribution from all these sources will be required to expand world energy
production while controlling CO2 emission. The point here is that present and possible future
contribution from nuclear energy should not be ignored. Its potential, as a technically and
economically proven and immediately available source, should be clearly presented by nuclear
community to all concerned.

IAEA should take the initiative

We believe it to be fully within the mandate of IAEA and its basic tasks as given by its
Charter:
1. to state with full publicity and to inform UN Assembly and other relevant organisations

and bodies, such as WMO, UNEP, IPCC and others about the potential of nuclear energy
to reduce CCb emission. It should also be made clear that reduction of CCb emission by
nuclear energy would not create other risk to environment.

2. to make the study of all important technical aspects of a large scale program of
replacement of planned fossil (coal) plants with nuclear power plants. A program which
should have a serious impact on CO2 emission, reduction of at least 1-1.5 billion tons a
year, would require annual replacement of 10-15 000 MW(e) of planned coal plants with
nuclear power plants, over the time span of several decades. Figures are selected so as to
indicate the program scale large enough to have serious impact on CO2 emission and still
within present capabilities of world nuclear industry. More realistic scenaria should be the
subject of proposed study. A study should consider technical, manpower and
infrastructural requirements in the countries candidates for replacement schemes:

• to evaluate the capital required to cover cost differentials between coal and nuclear power
plants, assuming specific annual construction rates and specific financing dynamics and
parameters.

• to consider organisation forms of technical and financial management of the program.
• to present the report to UN Assembly and inform other relevant organisations. The report

should include proposals about the possible organisation and management forms.

Clearly, the recipient countries willing to participate in the program would have to be
NPT signatories and would have to accept the present and future proliferation safeguards. But,
it would not be an one-sided obligation, as it was for too many years. For IAEA the fossil
plants replacement program would mean greater accent on its initial mandate, i.e. to support
peaceful use of nuclear energy outside of nuclear weapon countries.
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To develop proposal, define targets and strategy, to prepare implementation must take
few years. But if, in few years, present uncertain predictions of harmful effects of CO2
emission become certainty, it will be excellent to have a plan for action in preparation. IAEA
could initiate it and thereby do a service to all.
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Abstract

Kyoto convention signed in December 1997 will, pending ratification, introduce legal

obligations to countries of Annex I of the Convention to reduce CO? emission. Reductions will

be obligatory for a number of small and medium European countries. Croatia will have to

reduce its emission to 95% of the 1990 level. Possibility to meet this target without the use of

new tmclear facility is doubtful.

Kyoto convention

Representatives of 159 countries have met from 1-10 December 1997 in Kyoto, on the

Third Conference of Parties to the Framework Convention on Climate Change. Main task of the

conference was to agree on the obligatory controls of greenhouse gases emissions, particularly

on CCh. In view of the opposing views, between industrialized and developing countries, which

came to surface clearly in Berlin meeting in 1995, an accord was difficult to achieve. It was, in

fact, reached only after the official conference time. According to the Convention Protocol

Croatia should reduce its CO2 emission by 5% relatively to the year 1990 (or selected year in the

1980-1990 interval). Reduction should be implemented by 2008-2012.

Similar limitations apply to several European, so called "transition" countries all of which

would have to pass through intense economic development in the next 10-20 years in order to

close the development gap relative to the more developed European countries. This development

will have to be supported by corresponding development of electricity production.
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Electricity requirements

For the countries with well-defined long-term development strategy increase of

electricity demand can be deduced from the implied development plans for various sectors of

industrial production, transport and domestic consumption development plans, etc, with the help

of several computer models. This is, however, very difficult or impossible for a number of, so

called, transition countries, mainly in Europe. These countries are at presents passing through

transition from planned to market economies. Their earlier markets have been determined by

associations which have ceased to exist. They have now the task to restructure their industries in

search of new markets. This difficult period is marked by slow development, even stagnation, by

great difficulties in deciding on appropriate long-term development strategy. Consequently, it is

also very difficult to determine future electricity demands. Elements required for conventional

planning are lacking. One thing is certain, most of these countries are way below of lower values

of GDP per capita of West European countries, so they have to plan high development rates if

they want to reduce the present very large gap in per capita DP values.
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Annual Energy Outlook, ElA, US DOE

Electricity production should cover these fast development rates, but it will be practically

impossible to establish reliable relationships between desired GDP increase and required
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electricity consumption increase. Only some general guidance can be obtained from examples of

past economic developments. Unless these are well documented any attempts to draw parallels

may be meaningless. Systematic surveys exist for US, and a correlation is given between GDP

per capita growth and of growth of per capita electricity use. Figure shows that for period 1960-

1980 growth of electricity use was faster then GDP growth. At that stage US were passing

through an increase of relative intensity of electricity use and through restructuring of end use of

energy in favour of electricity. In view of their comparatively low industrial development, most

of the transition countries, inclusive Croatia, must be closer in their relationships to those of US

in that period, rather than to those prevailing after 1980, when the electricity growth was slower,

approximately on the level of GDP growth.

Economic data' and Kyoto limits, transition countries (1995)

Country

Albania
Armenia
Azerbaijan
Belarus
Bosnia
Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Croatia
Czech
Republic
Estonia
Georgia
Hungary
Kazakhstan
Kyrgyzstan
Latvia
Lithuania
Macedonia
Moldova
Romania
SRYugosIavia
Slovakia
Slovenia
Tajikistan
Turkmenistan
Uzbekistan

Population
(million)

3.2
3.7
7.5

10.3
2.9

8.4
4.8

10.3

1.5
5.4

10.5
16.5

.- 4.5
2.5
3.7
2.1
4.3

22.7
10.5
5.3
2.0
5.8
3.9

23.0

GDP
Per capita

(USD)
690
358
210

2160
524

1543
3492
4340

2319
108

4273
2271
1228
1954
1648
700
390

1570
1510
3019
9352

815
1610
443

GDP
Growth

%
8.5
6.4

-3.5
-3.0
35.0

-9.0
5.0
4.5

3.3
9.0
0.8
1.0
2.0
1.5
1.5
3.0
4.0
3.8
5.5
6.0
2.5

-10.0
4.5

-1.0

Kyoto
Limits

%

92
95
92

92

94

92
92

92

92
92

Installed
Nuclear

Power (MW)

376

3538
332

1648

1729
70

2370

650

1632
332

New Nuclear
in Constr.

(MW)

1824

650

1552

1 Economic data: Business Central Europe, Annual 1996/97, The Economist Group
2 Population less than 30 million
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Very high per capita electricity consumption in US allowed saving when the cost of

energy went up at the end of 70-ties. At the low level of consumption in Croatia such reserves

do not exist.

To return to Croatia as specific case. According to The Economists Annual Survey

(Europe's Emerging Markets, 1997) Croatia had in 1995 GDP per capita of USD 3492. Average

annual growth by about 7% would be needed to reach GDP per capita of about USD 9500,

which would be close to the GDP per capita of Slovenia in 1995, (USD 9352). Poland, Slovakia,

Czech Republic and Hungary had similar values of GDP per capita as Croatia, other transition

countries lower.

Also, from The Economist surveys it can be concluded that countries having a high rate

of GDP growth also display similar or higher growth rates of industrial production. This is

plausible, as sustained GDP growth would not be compatible with large import of industrial

goods.

On the basis of above arguments we conclude that a 7% annual growth of GDP per

capita would require similar growth of electricity consumption. Data from Croatian Chamber of

Commerce give the GDP increase of 6.5% in 1997, whilst the electricity consumption in Croatia

rose in years 1996 and 1997 by 5.73%, respectively 6.15% (Preliminary Data, 1997, Hrvatska

Elektroprivreda, DD), even with small and inadequate industrial growth, indicating that

electricity consumption could soon grow even faster than 7%.

Accompanying CO2 emission

A growth of electricity consumption with annual rate of 7% between 1995 and 2010

would mean electricity consumption increase by 176%, respectively from 11404 GWh in 1995 to

31475 GWh in 2010. An increase by about 20000 GWh appears an excessive target from

technical and financial considerations. Assuming reduced average growth rate for the period

1995-2010 of 5%, total increase would be more realistic 108%, which is taken as starting point

to evaluate future CO2 emission. In this case additional production to that in 1995 would be

12305 GWh. Production level in the year 1990, to which Kyoto convention refers, was 14749

GWh and additional consumption to this figure would be 8971 GWh. Should additional

production come from fossil power plant, this would approximately double CO2 emission from

electrical energy production, as in 1990 electricity production in fossil power plants amounted to

7343 GWh.
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Certainly, use of gas and of better coal technology would ease the situation somewhat,

but not so much as to avoid conclusion that additional 8971 GWh could be produced in fossil

power plants only with large increase in CO2 production over 1990 level and thus in

contravention of Kyoto obligation. In order to attempt quantification of CO2 emission increase,

we shall use the information that in Croatia electricity production contributes with about 17% to

total CO2 emission (about 50% of electricity in 1990 came from hydroelectric plants).

Should we, to the fossil power plants production of 7343 GWh in 1990, add 8971 GWh

by 2010, as required in order to achieve average 5% increase in electricity production, we would

be thereby doubling CO2 emission from electricity generation, and total CO2 emission in Croatia

would increase by about 15%-20% over 1990 level.

Sources of CO2 other than electricity production are many, nonelectric energy use in

transport, industry, residential etc. In many of them, if not all, emission increases related to the

increase of GDP per capita can be expected. Although we do not attempt here any evaluation,

these increases will add to 15%-20% from electricity production. Actual addition will be

dependent on various measures for rational use of energy. Their implementation can reduce the

increase of CO2 emission but is unlikely to arrest it. Reduction of emission, to make room for

emission from new fossil power plant is very difficult to imagine.

Conclusion

It would be a serious mistake to see the solution of dilemma in the perspective that

Kyoto Convention will not be implemented, because leading industrial countries are opposing it.

American Senate prior to Kyoto conference issued a statement that it will not accept the solution

which does not oblige developing countries as well, to share the burden of CCb reduction. As

Kyoto Convention does not contain such obligations, should American Congress act according

to this statement, this could mean the end of Kyoto accord. However, a consensus of the large

majority of scientists is that a serious threat to climate cannot be avoided without serious and

substantial reductions in CO2 emission, as clearly shown in IPCC calculations in 1992 and later.

Therefore, even should Kyoto accord fail, very soon, perhaps in two or three years new

convention will be signed. Should this future accord introduce some limits on developing

countries as well, a reduction of obligation to countries from Annex I in Kyoto should not be

expected.

We should, thus, conclude that the long term strategy of electricity production in Croatia
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must start from the premise that our legal Kyoto obligation is a constraint that has to be

respected. The main conclusion on the basis of discussion presented is that without the

construction of the nuclear power plant before the year 2010, it would be impossible to both

respect our Kyoto obligation and to sustain 5% growth of electricity production.
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ABSTRACT

Krsko nuclear power plant is jointly owned by Croatia and Slovenia and is one of the
pillars of Slovenian power system. The utility supplies more than 20% of Slovenian
electricity demand. In 16 years of its operation, Krsko NPP showed very high standards
of safety and operational availability. It operates under auspices of Slovenian Nuclear
Safety Authority and fully complies to national legal frame and international standards
and requirements. In 2000 the nuclear power plant will undergo a major refurbishment,
replacement of steam generators and additionally the utility will be equipped with a new
full scope simulator. Slovenia set up a fund to collect money for the decommissioning of
the Krsko NPP.

INTRODUCTION

Governmental energy policy for nuclear power is outlined in the Resolution on the
Strategy of Energy Use and Supply of Slovenia (Strategy), adopted by the Parliament in
1996:

The objective is to maintain a high operational safety level of the nuclear power plant
at Krsko, both during its operation and after shut down, as well as to gradually establish
conditions for its safe decommissioning.

To improve the operational safety and output while the plant is operating, all
economically justifiable measures recommended by international missions need to be
implemented.

KRSKO NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

Status of the Plant

The Krsko nuclear power plant (NPP) with a net electrical output of 632 MW is jointly
owned by Slovenia and Croatia, each state holding 50%. The plant is equipped with a
two-loop Westinghouse pressurized water reactor (PWR). The planned annual electric
power production amounts to 4400 GWh. Construction of Krsko NPP began in 1974 and
commercial operation was launched in 1983. Its designed lifetime is 40 years.
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Operational and Safety Performance

Main operational and safety indicators show that Krsko NPP is comparable to the best
ones in Western Europe and North America. The technical and organizational structure,
as well as education and training of professional staff, meet high international standards,

The safety design of Krsko NPP is based on the requirements of the US Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) of 1973. Krsko NPP has closely followed the
recommendations of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) based in Vienna
and has been subject to surveillance from the very beginning of its operation. National
regulatory body is the Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration (SNSA). Experience
gained through Three Mile Island and Chernobyl accidents have been closely integrated
into plant's safety system, training and operation.

Technical Data

As already mentioned the Krsko NPP complies to all Western standards, concerning the
safety and technical availability. Table 1. shows main technical characteristics of the
Krsko NPP.

Net production in 1997 (TWh)
Load factor in 1997 (%)
Availability in 1996 (%)
Number of automatic scrams
Unplanned scrams in 1996
Planned manual scrams in 1996

4.758
86.17
81.32
1
3
6

Table 1. Performance indicators for the Krsko NPP

The availability of the Krsko NPP depends directly on the steam generators' performance
and service life. Operational problems due to degradation of the tubes of the steam
generators in Krsko NPP are comparable and widely known in similar NPPs elsewhere in
the world. By end of 1996, 16.24% and 10.06% respectively, of the tubes of both steam
generators were mechanically plugged due to the excessive degradation on the generator
tubes. Once degradation affects more than 18% of the heat exchange area, the power from
the NPP will be gradually reduced, ultimately leading to an early shut down of the
reactor. In order to enable further stable and safe operation of the Krsko NPP, a major
refurbishment is planned for the year 2000. In Krsko NPP, the two steam generators will
be replaced and in the same, the rated power will be uprated by 6%, that will give
additional 45 MW of generating capacity. The Krsko NPP will be one of the last NPPs of
this type, having replaced the steam generators. The NPP will also be equipped with a full
scope simulator in order to provide better training possibilities to its professional staff.
After the replacement of steam generators, it is expected that the annual production will
reach 5 TWh, due to increase of installed capacity and lower planned service period.

Radioactive Impacts of the Krsko NPP and Radioactive Wastes

Average effective doses per worker in 1996 was 2.26 mSv, that is 4.5% of the upper limit
for the workers that are exposed to ionized radiation. All liquid and gaseous discharges in
1996, according to SNSA's 1996 report, were beyond limit values.
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Low and intermediate radioactive wastes (LDLW) are stored on site of the Krsko NPP.
The old steam generators will also be stored on the site in a specially constructed
building. The spent fuel is stored in a pool inside the NPP. Supercompacting of the
existing LELW, which has been undertaken in co-operation with Westinghouse and
modification of waste processing should yield significant reduction of the volume. With a
so-called reracking process, the existing capacity of the pool with the spent fuel will be
enlarged and both LELW and spent fuel could be accommodated until the end of projected
life-time of the plant.

The Krsko NPP is one of the main pillars of the Slovenian power system, generating base
load electricity. Total installed generating capacity in 1997 was 2401 MW, thermal share
was 42%, hydro 32% and nuclear contributed with 26%. In terms of electricity
generation, nuclear contributes with 40% to the total production in Slovenia. 50% of the
electricity generated in the nuclear utility is exported to Croatia.

To replace the nuclear power with a coal-fired plant it would require 4.4 million tons of
local coal equivalent. This amount of coal would release 21600 tons of SO2 and 507600
tons of CO2. Replacing the Krsko NPP with a gas-fired plant would have less hazardous
impacts on the environment, though the price of the electricity would be significantly
higher. This of course would have negative consequences on the national economy.

Institutional arrangements

SNSA is responsible for the nuclear and radiological safety in nuclear installations, trade
and transport of nuclear radioactive materials, safeguards and protection of nuclear
installations, liability for nuclear damage, licensing of operators and all activities
pertaining to nuclear technology. Co-operation with IAEA is particularly intensive.

In order to provide for the final disposal for radioactive wastes in Slovenia, the Agency
for Radwaste Management (ARAO) was founded by the Government in 1991. The tasks
of ARAO include preliminary work on safe radioactive waste disposal, the planning
oversight and completion of the final disposal project (site selection, design, construction)
etc. The Agency prepared the strategy for the high level radioactive wastes and for the
spent fuel. Environmental studies and research work on environmental impact of the
repository are carried out. Since the radwaste repository is a very sensitive issue, special
attention is and will be devoted to public relations in order to establish a comprehensive
public acceptance for future repository. Various editions on radwaste management,
special lessons in schools, advertising nuclear power in daily news, are activities
undertaken by ARAO. For the time being the entire research activity of the ARAO is
mainly academic, in other words they are not undertaking in situ investigations, because it
could cause protests of the communities being possible involved as potential sites for
radwaste repository. The government should set clear options for those are in the country,
having potentials for final repository.

Decommissioning of the Krsko NPP

One of the key issues during the operational life-time of a NPP is the concern, how to
assure sufficient finds for its decommissioning and the final radwaste storage. The costs
for decommissioning of the Krsko NPP and a repository for high and low level radwaste
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and the spent fuel in Slovenia will be covered through a fund established in 1995. A law
has been adopted by the parliament that imposes on the Krsko NPP to collect a surcharge
of 0.61 SIT/kWh on electricity produced in Krsko. A study has been accomplished that
specifies the methods as well as the decommissioning schedule after the end of plant's
operation. The Government assumes that the decommissioning will not take place before
the end of the designed lifetime of the utility in 2023. After replacement of steam
generators there are fairly good chances that the lifetime of the Krsko NPP could even be
extended beyond its designed lifetime. The decommissioning plan, that was also adopted
by the Slovenian Government, is subject to biannual update in order to include new
technological findings and to recalculate the surcharge, necessary to be collected to assure
safe closure of the Krsko NPP.

As in many other countries in Europe, there were several attempts in Slovenia for an early
shutdown of the Krsko NPP. Initiatives in 1995 and in 1996 to organize a referendum
failed to obtain the required majority in Parliament. It seems that the anti-nuclear
movement stepped back and the arguments showing the role of the Krsko NPP in the
energy strategy and its safe operation in 15 years had a positive impact and were well
accepted by the majority of Slovenian population. We believe that with the new
refurbishment efforts the Krsko NPP will achieve even higher operational and safety
standards and will supply cheap electricity to both neighboring countries, Croatia and
Slovenia.
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PROJECTED COSTS OF GENERATING ELECTRICITY

By J. Plante, Cost and Economic Analysis Manager
International Operations Division of Framatome

Source : NEA/OECD (1997 Report)

1. Introduction

Every three to four years, the NEA undertakes a study on projected costs of
generating electricity in OECD countries. This started in 1983 and the last study
(1997) has just been completed. All together five studies were performed, the first
three dealing with nuclear and coal options, while the 1992 and 1997 included
also the gas option.

The 1989, 1992 and the present study have been jointly undertaken by the NEA
and the IEA in association with the IAEA and UNIPEDE. It must also be stressed
that some non-OECD countries took part in the study.i.e.: Brazil, China, Hungary,
India, Romania and Russia.

The goal of the study is to compare, country by country, generating costs of
nuclear, coal-fired and gas-fired power plants that could be commissioned in the
respondent countries by 2005-2010.

2. Methodology and common assumptions

• As previously, the constant-money levelised lifetime cost method was used for
calculating generation costs, since it is adequate for an economic comparison
of different types of power plants to be commissionned at a given date in the
same country. It also gives an harmonised framework for all countries.

• All costs are expressed in US dollars of mid 1996. One must recognized that
this implies to convert in US dollars all costs given by each country and
expressed in national currency units. Such choice is mainly motivated by
convenience for presenting summary tables on a common monetary basis.
This way of doing is however dangerous, especially for non-adverted readers,
since it may easily lead to some cross-countries comparison which would be
meaningless.

This is due to the fact that exchange rates do not necessarily reflect
purchasing power parities. Moreover fluctuations of exchange rates over time
may easily reverse the result of a cross-countries comparison within a short
period of time and in fact, some classifications that could have been made at
the time the 1997 study was performed are no longer true one year later.
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The other common assumptions are :

- Plant commissioning date
- Assumed service life
- Load factor
- Discount rate

2000/2005
40 years
75 % at equilibrium
5 and 10 %

3. Country specific assumptions

3.1. Investment cost and schedule

The overnight construction cost figures vary from one country to another.
Some countries gave an average figure for a type of plant while others gave
several figures related to specific plants; The herebelow table summarizes
the cost ranges, being understood that for each type fo plant one single
figure has been selected for a given country (hence averaging values for
countries having given several figures).

Nuclear
Coal
Gas

$ 1 277/kW to $ 2 566/kW
$ 772/kW to $ 2 678/kW
$ 402/kW to $ 1 514/kW

The ranges of values are very wide and may be explained by :

- design changes to match specific regulatory and siting requirements
- plant size
- single or multi-unit site
- series effect
- exchange rate volatility

Total Capita! Invesment Costs includes overnight costs, contingencies, interest
during construciton (IDC) and decommissioning costs.

Their values are shown in the following table :

Nuclear

Coal

Gas

5 % discount rate
$/kW

1 718 to 2 828

966 to 2 819

440 to 1 558

10 %dicountrate
$/kW

2 098 to 3 057

1 039 to 2 964

468 to 1 603
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3.2. Operating and maintenance (0 & M) costs

Projected 0 & M costs in 2005 are as follows :

Nuclear
Coal
Gas

$ 29/kW to $ 115/kW
$ 18kW to $ 83/kW
$ 6/kW to $ 50/kW

3.3. Fuel costs

The given figures relate to present costs as well as to projected costs up to
year 2045.

For Natural Uranium the costs range from $ 42/kg to $ 117/kg in 1996 and
from $ 42/kg to $ 165/kg in 2045.

4. Results and comments

4.1. Generation costs. Absolute figures

Not suprinsigly, generation cost figures show extreme values among
countries but exchange rate fluctuations relativize absolute figures :

Nuclear

Coal

Gas

5 % discount rate
US mills/kW

27/57

24/55

24/76

10 % dicount rate
US mills/kW

43/76

34/74

25/78

4.2. Generation costs. Percentage spreads

with 5 % discount rate

Investment

O & M

Fuel

Nuclear (LWR)
%

44/71

16/35

13/27

Coal
%

25/49

8/27

34/62

Gas
%

13/33

5/30

53/81
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With 10% discount rate

Investment

O & M

Fuel

Nuclear (LWR)
%

61/81

9/23

8/18

Coal
%

40/64

6/22

24/51

Gas
%

21/44

3/26

46/75

This shows how large is the investment share in the generation cost of
nuclear origin. Hence efforts to reduce the investment costs of nuclear power
plants are very important.

4.3. Nuclear /coal and Nuclear/gas ratios by country

Tables 1 and 2 show such ratios. It is clear that countries having a nuclear
program combining the advantages of series effect, site effect, productivity
effect have a much better chance to benefit of a competitive nuclear option.

It remains that over the past 15 years the trends of generation costs are not
favorable to nuclear in a nuclear/coal or a nuclear/gas comparison (see Table
3). Although the generation cost of nuclear power have not increased (as an
average) the generation costs of coal or gas fired units have considerably
decreased due to the combined effects of decreasing fuel prices, decreasing
investment costs and increasing efficiency. As a world-wide average, and at
5 % discount rate, all options are more or less economically equivalent. At 10
% and again as a world-wide average the nuclear option would not be
competitive.

This shows how important it is for the nuclear industry to reduce it costs and
for the countries that want to include nuclear in their energy mix to developp
the conditions (i.e programme of standardized units) that allows the nuclear
option to be competitive...
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TABLE 1 - Nuclear/coal generation cost ratios with common assumptions
(on average value by country)
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The Role of Nuclear Power in Slovak Republic
Safety Upgrading Program for WWER Reactors

Alexander Toth, Slovenske elektrarne, a.s., Director of Nuclear Safety and Radiation
Protection Department

General overview
The Slovenske elektrarne, joint stock company (SE) is the dominant electricity generator in
the Slovak Republic with a total installed generating capacity of 6,147 MW at the end of
1997, which represents approximately 86% of the total installed capacity of power plants in
the SR. In the year 1997, SE supplied 25,246 GWh (88%) of the electricity consumed in
Slovakia (of which 14% was imported). SE generated in their own sources 21,170 GWh, from
which 51 % at nuclear, 29 % at thermal and 20 % at hydro-electric power plants. In addition,
the Company produced 11,937 TJ of heat, used mainly for residential heating but also for
industrial purposes.

Fig. 1 Fig.2 Power sources of SE
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Trtwmal Power Plant

Heating Plant

* Nuctear pov^r plant
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- Ratfwaste treatment Facility

^ Hydro power plant

O Dispatching Centre

Besides one nuclear power plant in operation in Bohunice site (4 units WWER 440/2x V213,
2x V230) and one under construction at Mochovce site (4 units WWER 440/V213), three
thermal power plants and 23 large hydro-electric power plants, the Company owns and
operates the national high voltage transmission grid, which consists of: 1,514 km of 400 kV
and 962 km of 220 kV transmission lines, 21 transformer stations and 3 other switchyards of
400 kV with 8,110 MVA of installed capacity and the central dispatching centre.

Management of Slovenske elektrarne, aware of dominant position of company on Slovak
energy market, declared the main company goals, which includes following targets :

• safe, ecological, reliable and economical operation of electric and heat energy
sources and power system
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• ensure - in accordance with governmental program of economy development -
balanced consumption and production of energy (do not exceed 15 % share of
electricity import)

• increase safety of nuclear sources and keep them on international acceptable level of
nuclear safety

• apply Least Cost Planning methods in development plans and design energy sources
with reasonable costs for future

• decrease long term ecological impact in according with international commitments of
SR

• intensify co-operation UCPTE and CENTREL countries and gradually integrate
power system of EU and Slovak Republic

The development of power production base structure in the former Czechoslovakia back to the
seventies can be described as follows:

• nuclear energy sector development started in the 70-ties with an extensive
development in the 80-ties at Bohunice and Dukovany sites

• growing power consumption up to the year 1990 followed by a decrease in the
beginning of the 90-ties due to economy transformation process.

The 1991-1996 Slovak Republic power production and consumption diagram highlights the
following:

• indispensable role of the nuclear energy sector in power production base represented
over by a 50% permanent share in the SE power generation (about 40% of total
consumption in Slovakia)

• increased power generation from hydro power sector in 1993 as a result of a
successful commissioning of the Gabcikovo Hydro-Power Plant

• permanent increase of electricity import since 1994, which covers the rise of electric
power demand caused by recovery of Slovak industry and economy

Fig.3 Fig.4
Production structure and development Production structure and development

Twh of electricity consumption in former CSFR GWh of electricity consumption in Slovakia

1992 Czech and Slovak Power Dispatch Centre Annual Report

Recent development of electricity consumption in Slovak Republic and forecast for future
shows the shortage of electricity, which is necessary to cover by import. Review of current
production base forces SE to take a decisions how to replace those sources, which will reach
the end of their life time in a near future.
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To ensure a safe, reliable, ecological and
economical electric power sources for future,
SE company elaborated ,,Production base
Development Program". This program is
based on Least Cost Planning (LCP) models
of Electricite de France and Integrated
Resources Planing (IRP) methodology which
allow to define optimal production base
development conditions. At the beginning of
Investment planning method is defining of

Fig.5 Production Base Development methodology long-term marketing based on state
government program, proposed growth of GDP and state legislation. Results of marketing
study are used by economic study which shows the optimal alternative of electric power
system development program financial sources.

As result of all these studies is elaboration of several variants of SR energy system
development. Management of SE decided to implement variant with the lowest costs - variant
No.2. Production base development program of SE according variant 2 represents completion
of Mochovce NPP in accordance with current international nuclear safety standards, nuclear
safety upgrading of Bohunice V-l NPP and modernisation of technological equipment and
safety systems of Bohunice V-2 NPP, reconstruction and implementation of large ecological
projects at thermal power plants and effective usage of hydro potential of Slovak Republic.
Program includes a participation of SE on combined cycle units construction, co-operation
with independent power producers and analysing of renewable sources.

Fig.6 Different variants evaluated by LCP methodolo
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Electricity generated at nuclear power sources will still play very significant role at energy
power system of Slovakia. As it was shown the power generated in recent period and also in
future by the nuclear power plants represents approximately 50% of the Slovenske elektrarne
electric power generation. Due to such high level of commitment of nuclear power in the
overall power generation system, a special attention is given to safe and reliable operation of
the existing NPPs.

Bohunice V-1 Units Nuclear Safety Upgrading
Safety upgrading and operational reliability improvement was carried out by the Bohunice
NPP staff continuously since the plant commissioning. By now, more than 1000 minor or
major modifications have been implemented, either by the NPP maintenance staff or by the
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contractors. A number of IAEA and other international missions took part on the safety
evaluation of the Bohunice NPP since 1990. Suggestions and recommendations of these
missions were accepted by the utility and Bohunice NPP management, and a number of them
have already been implemented.

General safety upgrading strategy at Bohunice NPP takes into account deterministic as well as
probabilistic principles, although the probabilistic approach gains the more significant role in
recent years. On the basis of combination of both approaches prioritisation and scope of
measures to be implemented are taken.

In the 1990 - 1993 period, the following extensive projects have been realised:
• successful annealing of Unit 1&2 reactor pressure vessels during 1993 annual refuelling

outages, carried out jointly by the Bohunice staff and the Skoda company
• installation of a large number of diagnostic systems on technological equipment
• development of Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) study in co-operation with the

Electrowatt.

Based on findings of safety assessment missions invited by Bohunice NPP in 1990 -1991, the
Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission (CSKAE) issued a lists of 81 safety upgrading
measures to be taken in different areas. These improvements are referred to as the "Small
Reconstruction of the Bohunice V-l NPP". As a result of the "Small Reconstruction", a
total cost of which was 2,0 bil. SKK ($ 67 mil.), the standards of both the nuclear safety and
operational reliability have been significantly improved and the Core Damage Frequency has
been decreased from 1,7 .10 / reactor.year down to 8.8.10 / reactor.year.

Fig. 8 PSA results and goals of Bohunice V-l safety
upgrading

Fig.9 Improvement of Bohunice V-l hermetic zone
tightness
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During the period of the Small Reconstruction the development of a Safety Report for the
Gradual reconstruction has been completed. Based on this report the SR Nuclear Regulatory
Authority issued the Decision No. 1/94, in which requires 59 upgrading measures in different
areas to be addressed. The development of Basic Engineering of the Gradual Reconstruction
has been contracted to the Siemens AG. Implementation of safety measures are provided
through contract with the consortium REKON (which consists of Siemens AG company and
Nuclear Power Plants Research Institute Trnava) and other Czech, Russian and Slovak
companies. By the Gradual Reconstruction the Bohunice NPP intends to fulfil the following
targets:

a) deterministic targets:

• to cope with the new defined maximum DBA (LOCA 2 x O 200) by a conservative

approach, and coping with B D B A (LOCA 2 x O 500) using the Best Estimate Method
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• the confinement leaktightness and accident localisation system must assure that dose
equivalents (50 mSv for the whole body and 500 mSv for thyroid) are not exceeded in the
monitored vicinity of the power plant during DBA LOCA 2 x 0 200, and 250 mSv for the
whole body and 1500 mSv for thyroid during BDBA LOCA 2 x 0 500 using the BEM

• seismically upgraded engineered safety features to withstand 8° MSK-64

b) probabilistic targets:

• safety systems must have failure probability less than 10"-* / year

• Core Damage Frequency (CDF) lower than 10~4 / reactor .year

• the failure probability of the reactor trip system should be less than 10~5/year
The process of safety upgrading, which takes place gradually during extended refuelling
outages and overhauls in the course of 1996 through 1999 (the origin of the term ,,Gradual
Reconstruction" include implementation of the following modifications:

• integrity of reactor coolant system
• modifications of the emergency core cooling system including residual heat removal

in case of a seismic event and provisions for a sufficient boric acid concentration in
the reactor coolant system (separation to 2 x 100 % ) primary side Bleed and Feed

• confinement integrity and installation of isolation valves at the confinement
boundary pipes

• confinement strength at maximum overpressure during LOCA 2 x 0 500 mm
• backfitting of the accident localisation system to cope with accidents within the

confinement
• hydrogen monitoring and hydrogen recombinators inside the confinement
• modifications of the sprinkling system (separation to 2 x 100 %)
• building up the essential service water system for safety related systems
• electrical systems (motor-generators, diesel-generators, emergency power supply

system, internal consumption power supply, power transmission, redundancies of
switchboards and consumers...)

• secondary side Bleed and Feed (emergency feed-water pumps and the steam
generators steam dump systems)

• significant seismic upgrading of the technological equipment
• fire protection improvements
• modifications of the ventilation systems.

The total estimated cost of this extensive upgrading program is SKK 5,5 bil. ($ 180 mil. ).

By implementation of the above measures achievement of an internationally acceptable
nuclear safety level and maintaining the designed operational life-time at the V-l NPP is
anticipated.

Bohunice V-2 Units Nuclear Safety Upgrading
Since the commissioning of Bohunice V-2 NPP more than 300 hardware modifications and
software improvements have been carried out. As a main result of first comprehensive
program for safety enhancement, developed in 1986 and updated in 1987, is implementation a
number of measures at hardware installation, redundant power supply, instrumentation and
control, fire protection, seismic reinforcement area.

For further safety enhancement of Bohunice V-2 units are appointed following targets:
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• increasing of nuclear safety to the currently acceptable level according to standards
issued by Slovak Republic Nuclear Regulatory Authority (SR NRA) as well as IAEA
recommendations

• creation of conditions allowing extension of Bohunice V-2 units lifetime to 40 years
in compliance with the SE Production Base Development Program

• build up conditions allowing increasing of nominal installed capacity of these units

Probabilistic approach has become a basis for any further upgrading considerations also at V-2
units. It is based on PSA studies produced by Bohunice experts in co-operation with the
Nuclear Power Plants Research Institute Trnava and RELKO, Ltd. The PSA methodology
was reviewed, approved and highly valued by the IAEA Peer Review Mission in January 1995
in terms of the input database and in terms of technical approach. Calculated CDF based on
Unit 3 PSA model is 6,41. 10"4 / reactor.year. Implementation of symptom-oriented
emergency operating procedures (in co-operation with Westinghouse) and emergency feed
water system modifications should decrease the CDF to 7,84 . 10"5 / reactor.year. From
probabilistic point of view were determined targets listed bellow:

_3
• safety systems failure probability < 10 /year
• Core Damage Frequency < 10 / reactor.year

• probability of radioactive emissions into the environment exceeding limits for

population

• reactor protection system failure probability

< 10"5 /year

10"5 /year

Fig. 10 Planned investment costs of V-2 units upgrading To reach these appointed targets the

Program of Upgrading and Safety
Improvement of Bohunice V-2 Units
is prepared. However, time schedule
for the implementation of nuclear
safety enhancement programs at the
Bohunice V-l and V-2 Units has to
take into account the requirement of a
uniform distribution of financial costs
and human resources at Bohunice site
in the future. Therefore there are
several periods of safety upgrading
process of Bohunice V-2 units
running:

1st stage - resolving necessary actual issues, represents modifications with lower
costs, which is possible to implement while Gradual Reconstruction of V-l NPP is
running, new safety evaluation of the Bohunice V-2 units - identification of safety
deficiencies and prioritisation of measures
2nd stage - period of implementation measures from Decision of SR NRA No.
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•>nd ,rd4/96, 2" and 3r category safety measures presented in document IAEA WWER-
EBP03/96, measures from Final Safety Analyses Report (updated after 10 years of
operation), elaboration of preparatory and safety documentation for further stages of
reconstruction - Initial design,
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3 rd stage - implementation of measures included in Initial design and measures
concerning to increasing of nominal installed capacity
4 ' stage - implementation of measures regarding to reach designed and extension
of lifetime of Bohunice V-2 units up to 40 years

General Bohunice Projects
As a result of all projects mentioned above which are already implemented a number of them
with a general effect on Bohunice site safety is evident:

• Quality Assurance Program and Personal Training Program - in co-operation with the
Nuclear Electric Pic. and funded by the UK government

• Multifunctional simulator - development of a simulator with international co-operation
with CORYS, BELGATOM and Siemens, funded by the European Commission

• Installation of a number of diagnostic systems (evaluated as a ,,Good Practise" by OSART 96)

• AKOBOJE Site Security System - implemented by CEGELEC-TERMATOM

• Teledosimetric system - monitoring of the 15 km radius area around the Bohunice site
(evaluated as a ,,Good Practise" by OSART 96)

Fig. 11 Bohunice NPP diagnostic systems Fig.12 Bohunice NPP teledosimetric system
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Mochovce Nuclear Power Plant Safety Installations
Completion and commissioning of the Units 1 and 2 of the Mochovce NPP at June 1998 and
June 1999 is a strategic goal for meeting the future power demand and key environmental
issue. Completion of Mochovce Unit 3 and 4 is under consideration and it is a subject of
independent study, which has to show effectiveness of this source of energy compare with
other kinds of electricity sources.

Our interest to operate only nuclear power plants with high standards of nuclear safety we
can declare on preparation of completion and commissioning of Mochovce Nuclear Power
Plant. Wide co-operation of our company with International Atomic Energy Agency and west
European institutions and companies has been started with aim to fulfil the nuclear safety
requirements for Mochovce NPP. Based on recommendations of safety analyses reports listed
below the program of safety enhancement of Mochovce NPP was developed:
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IAEA, WWER - SC-108, Safety Issues and their Ranking for WWER 440 Model 213
Nuclear Power Plant, (7 April 1995)
IAEA, WWER - SC-102, Mochovce Safety Improvement Review Mission,
(8 September 1994)
RISKAUDIT report No. 16, Evaluation of Safety Improvements Mochovce Nuclear Power
Plant, (20 December 1994)

Fig. 13 Time schedule of Mochovce NPP completion and commissioning
1996 1997 1998 1999
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Set of 87 safety measures was prepared to implement at Mochovce Unit 1&2. Ranking of
these safety issues, according the IAEA SC-108 report, shows that there are no issues from 4th

category, 8 measures from 3rd category, 49 measures in 2nd category and the rest - 30
measures in the 1st category. All these measures are devoted to increase safety in different
areas: reactor core coolant systems, primary circuit component's integrity, instrumentation and
control systems, electric power supply, internal and external hazards, fire protection,
operational instructions, etc. More than 70 % of these measures, mainly form the more serious
category 3 and 2 will be finished before start up of the Mochovce Unit 1.

Conclusion

Implementation of Slovenske elektrarne Production Base Development Program, where all
these safety upgrading projects of nuclear power sources at Slovak Republic are included will
ensure first of all safety of nuclear power sources on internationally acceptable level,
operational reliability of nuclear power units, balanced consumption and production of electric
energy in Slovakia and decrease of long term ecological impact in according with
international commitments of Slovakia. This is the way, how management of Slovenske
elektrarne, a.s. wants to meet the goal declared above: safe, ecological, reliable and
economical operation of electric and heat energy sources and increase and maintain safety of
nuclear sources on internationally acceptable level.
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Experience and Prospects of Nuclear Heat Applications

District heating, process heat, seawater desalination

by G. Woite, T. Konishi, J. Kupitz, International Atomic Energy Agency

Abstract

Relevant technical characteristics of nuclear reactors and heat application facilities for district
heating, process heat and seawater desalination are presented and discussed. The necessity of matching
the characteristics of reactors and heat applications has consequences for their technical and economic
viability. The world-wide operating experience with nuclear district heating, process heat and seawater
desalination is summarised and the prospects for these nuclear heat applications are discussed.

Contents
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4. Prospects
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1. Introduction

Nuclear Energy is playing an important role in electricity generation, producing 17% of the
world's electricity. Nuclear power plants (NPPs) are proven to be safe, reliable, economic and have only
a minimal impact on the environment when they are properly designed and operated. Most of the
world's energy consumption, however, is in the form of heat. Nuclear energy can provide a clean
alternative to the burning of fossil fuels for the production of industrial process heat, for district heating
and for seawater desalination. This would provide energy supply diversification and reduction of
environmental and climatic impacts which occur from combustion of fossil fuels. In several countries
nuclear heat is already being used for district heating, process heat and seawater desalination. But the
nuclear option could be better deployed if it would provide a larger share of the heat market.

There are now about 60 reactors and .over 500 reactor years of operational experience with
nuclear district heating (DH), industrial processes and seawater desalination. There appear to be no major
technical or safety concerns with nuclear heat application systems. The design precautions to prevent the
carry-over of radioactivity into the heating network or into the desalted water have proven to be effective.
These findings are important for future applications of nuclear heat for district heating, process heat and
seawater desalination.

Nuclear economics usually favour large units. This has led to the development and predominant
deployment of large-size reactors in industrialised countries with large interconnected electrical grid
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systems. However, integration of large reactors in small or medium electric grids would not be viable.
Thus, there has been and there continues to be a market for small- and medium-sized power reactors
(SMRs). Most SMR designs currently under development are not scaled down versions of large
commercial reactors, and they are intended to be economically competitive. SMRs would in many cases
fit the requirements of countries with small or medium electric grids and nuclear heat applications better
than large reactors. The IAEA is therefore closely following up the development of SMR designs and
applications [1,2].

2. Characteristics of reactors and heat applications

In the following, characteristics of heat applications and nuclear reactors are highlighted which
are important for their coupling. These include:

Siting aspects
Magnitude of demand for heat, electricity and/or desalted water
Availability and load factor of the reactor and heat consumer
Temperatures of heat supply and application process

Siting: Nuclear reactors are usually constructed at a considerable distance to densely populated areas,
both for regulatory and public acceptance reasons. On the other hand, heat must be supplied from a
nearby source (usually less than 10 km) because of the high cost of heat transport. The need for a
pipeline, thermal insulation, pumping, and the corresponding investments, heat losses, maintenance, and
pumping energy requirements make it impractical to transport heat beyond distances of a few kilometres
or, at most, some tens of kilometres. There is also a strong size effect. The specific costs of transporting
heat increase sharply as the amount of heat to be transported diminishes. Compared to heat, the transport
of electricity from where it is generated to the end-user is easy and cheap, even to large distances
measured in hundreds of kilometres.

Since water transport costs less than heat transport, seawater desalination plants may be sited
more distant to population centres than district heating plants and the same applies to industrial
complexes. In these cases, the siting requirements are easier to match with those of a reactor.

Magnitude of demand: Due to the economies of scale, the magnitude of the heat, electricity and/or
desalted water demands is very important for the economic viability of the application. Cogeneration of
electricity and heat is the most frequent supply option. Power reactors in the cogeneration mode are in
most cases optimised for the generation of electricity as the main product, with district heat or process
heat as a by-product (usually less than 10% of total energy generation). SMRs would in many cases fit
the requirements of small or medium electric grids and nuclear heat applications better than large
reactors.

The required availability and achievable load factor of the reactor and heat consumer are
another important criterion for matching. The required availability of the heat source varies among the
applications: Close to 100% availability are required for industrial process heat and, during the heating
season, for district heat. The required availability may be less for desalination where potable water can
be stored and/or be obtained from other sources at times when the heat source is not available. The
achievable load factors are close to 100% for industrial process heat and less than 50% for district heat.

Nuclear power plants have achieved average lifetime availability factors of 70% to 80%. The
frequency and duration of unplanned outages can be kept very low with good preventive and predictive
maintenance. Availability and reliability of a reactor, however, can never reach the nearly 100% required
by most industrial heat users and district heat systems (in winter). Consequently, as for fossil-fuelled heat
sources, redundancy is needed. Multiple unit cogeneration-generation power plants, modular designs, or
back-up heat sources are suitable solutions.
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Nuclear reactors are capital intensive and have relatively low fuel costs. The influence of the
fixed cost component is predominant in the final cost of energy. Therefore, base-load operation with load
factors as high as achievable is needed for competition with alternative sources. This is only possible
when the demand of the heat market to be supplied has base-load characteristics, or when the combined
electricity and heat market enables overall base-load operation of a nuclear cogeneration-generation
plant.

Regarding the temperature ranges available from reactors, up to about 300°C are obtained in
light- and heavy-water reactors, up to 540°C in liquid metal-cooled fast reactors, up to 650°C in advanced
gas-cooled reactors, and up to about 1000 °C in high temperature gas-cooled reactors.

The temperature requirements of applications range from about 70-130°C for desalination and
100-150°C for district heating to over 1000°C for some industrial processes. The lower process heat
range up to about 200 to 300°C includes the pulp and paper as well as textiles industries. Chemical
industry, oil refining, oil shale and sand processing, and coal gasification require temperatures up to 500
- 600°C. Non-ferrous metals, refinement of coal and lignite, and hydrogen production by water splitting
require temperatures between 600 and 1000°C. The range above 1000°C is dominated by the iron and
steel industry.

3. Operating experience

The technical viability of using nuclear heat for the supply of hot water and/or steam for district
heating and industrial processes has been demonstrated both in dedicated nuclear heating plants and in
heat and power cogeneration plants. Nuclear heat application systems have been in service for over 20
years without any serious problems. Extensive experience has been accumulated, mainly in the low
temperature range, with district heating, seawater desalination and process heat supply.

3.1 Nuclear district heating systems

Dedicated nuclear heating systems were designed and some built and operated in Canada, China
and Russia. The plants in Canada (Slowpoke-3) and China (NHR-5) were for demonstration purposes,
whereas the Russian plants are to supply settlements in northern Russia.

Most of the nuclear reactors supplying district heat at present are cogeneration plants, in which
the main product is electricity and only a fraction of the reactor power is used for nuclear heat
applications. The heat output capacities range from about 20 to 240 MW(th). For thermodynamic
reasons, the extraction of low temperature/low pressure steam from the turbine leads to low heat cost to
consumers, provided the cost of transmission and distribution is not a dominating factor. Nuclear
cogeneration plants for electricity and district heating were built and operated in Bulgaria, Germany,
Hungary, Russia, Slovakia, Switzerland and Ukraine. Over 500 reactor-years of quite satisfactory and
encouraging operational experience has been accumulated. The plants have operated safely and reliably.
No incidents involving radioactive contamination have been reported.

The NPP Kozloduy in Bulgaria has supplied heat to the town of Kozloduy since 1990. The
Kozloduy NPP consists of four WWER reactors of 408 MW(e) and two WWER reactors of 953 MW(e).
The reactors had some problems of safety and reliability; however, no relevant problems with district
heating were reported.

The Greifswald NPP in Germany (former GDR) has supplied up to 180 MW(th) for district
heating until its decommissioning in 1990.

The Paks Nuclear Power Plant in Hungary consisting of four WWER-440 reactors is supplying
heat to the town of Paks. The secondary circuit steam leaving the steam generators is monitored by
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gamma detectors. The water pressure in the heat exchanger is kept higher than the steam pressure to
prevent contamination of the hot water system.

The Bohunice Nuclear Power Plant in Slovakia produces electrical energy and low temperature
heat for heating and industrial purposes. It is shown by operating experience that the heat supply from
the nuclear power plant to the town of Trnava is reliable, safe and economically competitive.

The district heat extraction from the Beznau NPP (2 x 360 MW(e) PWR) has been operated
reliably and successfully since its commissioning in 19983/84. The peak heat load is about 80 MW(th).
The district heating system supplies about 2100 private, industrial and agricultural consumers. Since the
consumers are spread over a relatively wide area, the heat cost to them is higher than with individual oil
heating, but is largely accepted as a contribution to environmental protection.

The most extensive experience with district heat supply from nuclear cogeneration plants has
been gained in the Russian Federation. A research reactor at Obninsk has supplied heat since 1976 and is
still in operation. The NPPs of Bilibino, Belojarsk, Balakovo, Kalinin, Kola, Kursk and Sankt Petersburg
are supplying heat from steam turbine bleeders through heat exchangers to district heating grids of towns
with typically about 50 000 inhabitants, situated between 3 and 15 km from the NPP site. The heat output
capacities range from about 50 to 230 MW(th).

In Ukraine, the NPPs Rovno and South Ukraine have supplied heat to district heating grids since
1982 and 1983, respectively. The design characteristics and operating experience are similar to the NPPs
and heating grids in the Russian Federation.

The design precautions to prevent the transfer of radioactivity into the district heating grid
network have proven to be effective in all these countries. These design features include one or more
barriers to radioactive substances, e.g., in the form of a leak-tight intermediate heat transfer loop at a
pressure higher than that of the steam extracted from the turbine cycle of the nuclear plant. These loops
are continuously monitored, and devices are provided to isolate potentially contaminated areas.

District heating systems require a back-up heat source when the main heat source is unavailable.
Therefore, at least two nuclear power units or a combination of nuclear and fossil-fired units are used for
district heating grids.

3.2 Nuclear desalination systems

Integrated nuclear desalination plants have been operated in Kazakhstan and Japan for many
years.

In Aktau, Kazakhstan, the liquid metal cooled fast reactor BN-350 has been operating as an
energy source for a multi-purpose energy complex since 1973, supplying regional industry and
population with electricity, potable water and heat. The complex consists of a nuclear reactor, a gas
and/or oil fuelled thermal power station, and Multi-Effect Distillation (MED) and Multi-Stage Flash
(MSF) desalination units. The seawater is taken from the Caspian Sea. The nuclear desalination
capacity is about 80 000 nvVd A part of this capacity has now been decommissioned.

In Japan, all of the nuclear power plants are located at the seaside. Several nuclear power plants
of the electric power companies of Kansai, Shikoku and Kyushu have seawater desalination systems
using heat and/or electricity from the nuclear plant to produce feedwater for the steam generators and for
on-site supply of potable water. MED, MSF and reverse osmosis (RO) desalination processes are used.

The individual desalination capacities range from about 1000 to 3000 nvVd. The experience gained so far
with nuclear desalination is encouraging.
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3.3 Nuclear process heat systems

Experience with nuclear process heat systems was gained in Canada, Germany and Switzerland.

In Canada, steam from the Bruce Nuclear Power Development (BNPD) is supplied to heavy
water production plants and to an adjacent industrial park at the Bruce Energy Centre. The nuclear
steam and electricity generating complex BNPD has operated successfully for over 20 years. It includes
eight CANDU nuclear reactors, the world's largest Heavy Water Plant, and the Bruce Bulk Steam
System (BBSS). The BBSS can produce 5350 MW(t) of medium pressure process steam. The cost of
steam is reported to be significantly lower than the cost of heat from burning natural gas, which is the
closest competitor. In 1995, Unit 2 of the Bruce A NPP was laid up. Because of lack of demand for heavy
water and technical problems with Bruce A, the heavy water plant and units 1,3 and 4 of Bruce A will be
laid up in 1998.

The six private industries established at the Bruce industrial park are (1) a plastic film

manufacturer, (2) a 30 000 m^ (7.5 acres) greenhouse, (3) a 12 million litres/year ethanol plant, (4) a
200,000 ton/year alfalfa dehydration, cubing and pelletizing plant, (5) an apple juice concentration plant
and (6) an agricultural research facility.

In Germany, the Stade NPP PWR, 1892 MW(th), 640 MW(e) supplied steam for a salt refinery
which is located at a distance of 1.5 km since December 1983. The salt refinery requires 45 t/h process

steam with 190°C at 1.05 Mpa, i.e. 30 MW(th) or 1.6% of the thermal output of the NPP. Since 1983, the
steam supply by NPP Stade had very high time availability, and the operating experience with process
steam extraction is very good.

In Switzerland, the 970 MW(e) PWR of Gosgen provides process steam for a nearby cardboard

factory since 1979. The process steam (1.37 MPa, 220°C) is generated in a tertiary steam cycle by live
steam from the PWR. It is then piped over a distance of 1750 m to the cardboard factory. A maximum
process steam extraction of 22.2 kg/s is possible which corresponds to about 54 MW(th) or about 2% of
the total thermal power of the PWR.

4. Prospects

The prospects of future nuclear heat application are specific to geographic areas, fields of
application, and reactor types and sizes.

Nuclear district heating will only be viable in very,cold climate, i.e. parts of North America,
Europe and Asia. Nuclear desalination could become viable mainly in North Africa [3], the Near and
Middle East, and in some other water-scarce regions of southern Europe, China and American
Continents. Vital preconditions for the viability include access to nuclear technology and at least a basic
nuclear infrastructure. Public acceptance must be obtained, too. Besides internationally accepted safety
precautions, some additional design features must be adopted for nuclear plants intended for seawater
desalination or district heating to prevent the ingress of radioactive substances into the product water or
the heating grid.

Concerning reactors, the usual approach for large size reactors is to build multiple unit stations.
When used in the cogeneration-generation mode, electricity would always constitute the main product.
Such plants have to be integrated into the electrical grid system and optimised for electricity production.
For reactors in the SMR size range, the possible share of process heat supply would be larger, and heat
could even be the predominant product. This would affect the plant optimisation, and could present more
attractive conditions to the potential process heat user. SMRs are more suitable for countries with small
or medium electric grids and could be better adapted to cogeneration-generate electricity and process
heat than large reactors.
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4.1 Economics

At cogeneration plants, which constitute the vast majority of nuclear heat supplying plants, the
main product is electricity. Heat delivery amounts usually to less than 10% of the total thermal power.
The cost of the nuclear electricity will thus be decisive for the economic viability of a nuclear
cogeneration project, with heat supply as a by-product. The energy cost attributable to heat supply is
usually calculated from the lost electricity generation and the electricity generation cost. This power
credit method is also applied in a computer spreadsheet developed at the IAEA [4]. Besides the heat
and/or water production cost, the cost of transport must be evaluated and compared to alternatives. The
cost of distribution will be the same for the alternatives.

Nuclear heat applications were found economic in a number of study cases, but not under all
circumstances. The energy cost due to lost electricity production in cogeneration plants is usually low,
but the heat transport system and other necessary installations may be quite costly. Among other
conditions, a large and fairly steady demand for heat or desalted water is favourable for economic
nuclear heat application.

In spite of the positive experience with operating nuclear district heating systems, new projects
were found uneconomic in several cases (e.g. in the Czech Republic), mainly because of the high
investment and operating cost of the required hot water pipelines from the NPPs to the consumers.

4.2 Current development activities

Long and extremely cold winters have led the Russian Federation to early deploy nuclear district
heating. It is now using its extensive experience to develop advanced heating reactor design concepts.
The construction work at Voronez and Tomsk, both using AST-500 heating reactors, was suspended.
Some nuclear cogeneration plants may be constructed to replace existing district heating plants which are
approaching the end of their design life. The modular transportable nuclear power-and-heating reactor
design ANGSTREM would use a fast nuclear reactor cooled by a lead-bismuth eutectic. The project may
include seawater desalination and/or refrigeration. In China a demonstration plant using an NHR-200 is
being constructed in the North East region of China. More information on heating reactor designs is
contained in [5].

Freshwater shortages in arid and semi-arid regions as well as in rapidly growing coastal areas
necessitate improved water management and deployment of additional resources, including seawater
desalination. In the field of nuclear seawater desalination, there are currently relevant ongoing development
activities in Canada, China, Egypt, India, the Republic of Korea, Morocco and the Russian Federation.
Canada is promoting the coupling of a RO desalination facility with feedwater preheating to a CANDU
reactor. Morocco and China are studying the use of a small 10 MW(th) heating reactor from China for the
production of about 8000 m3 of potable water per day in Morocco via a MED process. Egypt is studying the
feasibility of nuclear desalination on its Mediterranean coast. In the Republic of Korea, the design of a 330
MW(th) advanced reactor is in progress as a cogeneration demonstration nuclear plant for electricity
generation and seawater desalination. In India a hybrid MSF/RO desalination unit is planned to be coupled
to an existing PHWR. In the Russian Federation a small floating nuclear desalination plant is under
development using a nuclear reactor originally developed for icebreakers. India, Korea and Russia are
offering their projects for international co-operation.

An International Nuclear Desalination Advisory Group (INDAG) was established in September
1997 to provide advice and guidance on the Agency's activities in nuclear desalination. A Coordinated
Research Programme (CRP) on 'Optimization of the Coupling of Nuclear Reactors and Desalination
Systems' was initiated to address relevant technical issues of nuclear desalination.

Temperatures between 500 and 1000°C are required by a number of industrial processes,

including chemical processes, oil refining, oil shale and tar sand processing, coal gasification, non-
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ferrous metals, refinement of coal and lignite, hydrogen and methanol production. Research and
development to use nuclear heat for such processes were performed in Germany and USA but are limited
to the laboratory or small scale demonstration. Although some experience is available from these early
high temperature reactor (HTR) developments, significant research and development is still required for
their large-scale deployment.

Such R&D efforts are underway in Japan and China which are currently constructing HTR test
reactors to investigate high temperature applications. Initial criticality of the Japanese High Temperature
Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR) is expected in mid-1998. The Chinese High Temperature Reactor
(HTR-10) is scheduled to go critical in 1999. The Russian Federation is undertaking a design study of a
modular helium cooled reactor with an outlet temperature of 750-950°C. Indonesia and South Africa are
also interested in utilising high temperature gas reactors. The IAEA is coordinating three research
projects in this field: (1) Heat transport and afterheat removal for GCRs under accident conditions, (2)
Design and evaluation of heat utilization systems for the HTTR, and (3) Evaluation of High Temperature
Gas Cooled Reactor Performance.

5. Conclusions

Most of the world's energy consumption is in the form of heat. Several countries have
implemented programmes to use nuclear heat from dedicated heating reactors and cogeneration plants.
This is an environmentally benign alternative to the burning of fossil fuels for district heating, seawater
desalination and industrial process heat. There are no technical or safety impediments with using nuclear
heat. An additional future potential is high temperature process heat generation for industrial purposes
such as coal conversion and hydrogen production.

The IAEA is continuing activities in nuclear heat application, in particular concerning SMR
development and nuclear desalination. This includes international information exchange in order to
facilitate the sharing of knowledge and experience, performing studies and assisting Member States in
building nuclear infrastructures and implementing demonstration projects.
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Abstract:

Due to the development of electric power system and considering an increase of electrical
energy consumption, needs for larger units in new power plants are obvious. Connection of large
nuclear power plants to the grid, depending on their power and location, usually requires
significant investments in transmission network development and construction. Considering the
capacity of the 400 kV transmission network in Croatia, this problem is evident. This paper deals
with the possibilities of nuclear power plants construction, as one possible option in electric
power system development, and their interconnection to the electricity grid.

1 Introduction

This paper is based on the preliminary results of the long-term development plan for Croatian
Power Supply Industry (Master Plan). That study is made with parallel usage of two models that
are used for electric power system development planning. That models are: WASP (made under
the sponsorship of IAEA) and SIPRA (made in Energy Institute "Hrvoje Pozar", Zagreb). Two
different models were used because we tried to decrease a model influence on the results of the
study. Results, which are presented in this paper, should be considered as typical for both models.
Very good convergence of the results was accomplished, and the differences between results of
that two models are not of greater significance.

Only the most typical and interesting results are presented in this paper, considering the needs
and possibilities of nuclear power plants construction as one possible option of power system
development, although many possible cases are processed in the Master Plan.

Transmission network is essential part of every electric power system that determines its
features and quality. Transmission network's main task is a connection of a generation facilities
and large groups of consumers which are more or less distanced, intending to transmit an
electrical energy generated in any electric power plant to the all nodes in a network, over more
possible ways. The transmission network, depending on its configuration, accomplishes most
economical and favourable combination of electric energy generation and safely consumer
supply.
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Interconnection of neighbouring electric power systems with high voltage transmission lines
enables more economical and safely operation. With interconnected electric power systems
generation facilities are more economically used in different areas, differences and characteristics
of power systems are less obvious in relation with interconnected systems which is of greater
significance in power systems with large share of a hydro energy. Interconnection between power
systems offers a number of advantages compared to the situation of independently operated
subsystems through: sharing of common generation reserves and optimised expansion of
generation, optimised generation unit size, reduced total spinning reserve, reduced operational
cost, improved system reability, increased quality of supply, etc.

The main transmission network objects are high voltage transmission lines and transformer
substations. Investments in a transmission network development are less part in overall power
system investments but not irrelevant one, so careful and detail studies of its characteristics and
abilities are very important in optimising its future development.

Possible constructing of larger nuclear power plants and interconnection to the Croatian
electricity grid request for transmission network reinforcements, especially for 400 kV network.
Present configuration doesn't allow safely transmission of larger nuclear power plants generation,
independently on their locations.

2 Electric energy consumption

The first step in long term power system development planning is electric energy consumption
foresight. Period between 2000 and 2030 has been observed. MAED model, which determines
energy demand for different sectors including electric energy, was used for that purpose.
Different consumption sectors researches (transport, tourism, agriculture, etc.) were the basic for
that analysis. That researches were made by specialised organisations under the co-ordination of
the Energy Institute "Hrvoje Pozar".

Depending on the long-term economical development scenarios and rate of GDP growth,
several scenarios of electric energy consumption were made. This paper deals with referent
electric energy consumption scenario that is determined by the GDP growth rate of about 5 %.
Considering that electric energy consumption is determined in the Master plan we will not
describe which suppositions are included in that electric energy consumption scenario. Yearly
consumption and peak load are presented in the table 1.

3 Present Croatian electric power system

Present Croatian electric power system has 17 hydro power plants (without those with installed
power under 5 MW), with overall installed power of about 2000 MW and with average yearly
production of about 6150 GWh. We've supposed that all hydro power plants will be in operation
(with some reconstruction) until the end of a studying period (until 2030).

About 1500 MW of installed power in thermal power plants (with Croatian part of nuclear
power plant Krsko) is in operation. The main fuel for thermal power plants is liquid fuel.
Considering the years of thermal power plants constructing, we've supposed that all thermal
power plants will be out of operation until the end of a studying period.
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For the first studying year (2001.) TPP Plomin 2 (210 MW) and the new unit in CHP Zagreb
(190 MW) are included in the present power system.

Table 1 — Yearly consumption and peak load for the referent scenario
Year

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

w
"to t a lGWh

15610
16144
16678
17212
17747
18269
18792
19314
19837
20360

P™
MW

2841
2923
3006
3088
3171
3247
3324
3400
3477
3553

Year

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

w
" to ta lGWh

20884
21408
21932
22456
22980
23425
23870
24314
24759
25203

P m a ,

MW

3622
3691
3759
3828
3897
3942
3987
4032
4077
4122

Year

2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030

w
" t o t a lGWh

25705
26206
26708
27209
27710
28228
28746
29264
29782
30300

max

MW

4182
4243
4303
4364
4424
4507
4590
4674
4757
4840

4 Power plants candidates

Following hydro power plants are observed as a candidates for constructing:

Table 2 — Hydro power plants candidates
Hydro power
plant

Novo Virje
Podsused
Drenje
LeSce
Ombla
KrCic

Sign

HYD1-1
HYD1-2
HYD1-3
HYD1-4
HYD2-1
HYD2-2

Installed
power
MW
140
44
39
40
63
7,6

Yearly
generation

GWh
650
215
185
94
172
37

Total
investment
10**6 USD

395
134
117
82
106
38

Combined cycle, coal and nuclear power plants with different installed power are also observed
as candidates for constructing. Thermal power plants characteristics are presented in the
following table:

Table 3 - Thermal and nuclear power plants candidates
Power
plant

TPP Gas 100
TPP Gas 200
TPP Gas 300
TPP Coal 350
TPP Coal 500
AP600
CANDU-6
LWR 900

Sign

G100
G200
G300
C350
C500
N660
N715
N980

Installed
power

: MW.
102
204
306
350
500
660
715
980

Investment
costs

USD/kW*.
640
550
495

1150-1475
1100-1375

1600
1650
1600

Fuel
costs

USD/GJ
3,9
3,9
3,9
2,2
2,2
0,5
0,27
0,49
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We can see from the previous table that investments for coal power plants are not fixed. When
we had collected a data for power plants investments we saw that they are very dependent on an
information source. All examinations were made with two extreme values of coal power plants
investments (the lower and higher value), in order to see the results sensibility for a coal power
plants investments.

Considering the new power plants fuels it's obvious that we shall have to import it, because
Croatia doesn't have it in a greater quantities or not at all. Natural gas is specific problem because
uncertainties in an available quantities for electricity generation at this moment.

Economical and energy value calculations of different power plants candidates have shown that
gas power plants have the greatest economical and energy value with starting suppositions.
Problem of available gas quantities should be considered, as well as maximum acceptable share
of gas power plants in the electric power system, because of diversification and safely supply of
consumers. Several cases were observed considering different available quantities of the natural
gas for electricity generation. Available quantities of the natural gas were combined with different
investments for the coal power plants in those cases. All eight examined cases are shown in the
following table:

Table 4 - Examined cases considering natural gas available quantities and coal power plants
investments

Coal power plants
investments

lower value

higher value

Available quantities of
natural gas

-••",* f ' -*;- « ' ' '
unlimited quantities of natural gas
gas power plants up to 40 % of installed power
in a new power plants
gas (700 + 150)* 10**6 m3 till 2010.
extra 800* 10* *6 m3 after 2010.
gas (700 + 150)* 10**6 m3 till the end
unlimited quantities of natural gas
gas power plants up to 40 % of installed power
in a new power plants
gas (700 + 150)* 10**6 m3 till 2010.
extra 800*10**6 m3 after 2010.
gas (700 + 150)* 10**6 m3 till the end

Case

caseOl
case02

case03

caseO4
case05
caseO6

caseO7

caseO8

Calculation for the first five cases (caseOl - case05), based on a costs criteria's (target function
is a minimum of total costs of the electric power system in whole calculation period) has shown
that there are no places for a nuclear power plants. One or two nuclear unit type AP600 is
included in the caseO6, caseO7 and caseO8 (all cases are referred on the higher coal power plants
investment value). Structure of new power plants, as well as commission time schedule, are
shown in the following table.
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Table 5 — Structure and the commission time schedule for new power plants
Year

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030

caseO6

G300

G300

2xG300

G200

G200
G100 + N660

HYD1-1
N660

HYD2-1
C35O

HYD1-2

caseO7

G300

C350

2xG300

G100

C350
N660

HYD2-1
N660

C350

HYD1-2

C350

caseO8

G300

G200

G100
C500

C500

HYD2-1
N660

C350

C500

C350

HYD2-2
HYD1-1

5 Transmission network reinforcements

Transmission network configuration problems have been noticed at the beginning of a political
and economical independence. Developed as a part of electric power system of ex. Yugoslavia
with well meshed network, Croatian transmission network characterised by the longitudinal
structure with very long 400 kV and 220 kV lines which connect greater consumers areas was
separated after the former state disintegration. Specific shape of the country with longitudinal
structure of transmission network was the main reason for our experts to determine the following
directions for transmission network development:

• Electric power system of Croatia should be developed and reinforced as a self-sufficient
system that accepts present realities, perceivable development and interconnections with
neighbouring countries.

• A framework of the electric power system should be 400 kV transmission network, which has
to be reinforced in order to safely connect consumers area with power facilities.
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• New 400 kV transmission lines should be built as double circuit lines considering a specific
country shape.

• New 220 kV transmission lines should be avoided in accordance to network development in
European countries.

SRJ

«CO kV Doubta iyjMn> to*

Q kV Doubt* lyH*m kn«

Figure I — 400 and 220 kV transmission network in Croatia (expected configuration after the restoration)

Connection of greater generation facilities on the transmission network with present
configuration doesn't allow safely transmission of their power to greater consumers areas.
Possible transmission over neighbouring countries (Slovenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina) is
reasonable if it is founded on economic interests, but unfortunately present experiences with
unavailability of Bosnian network (and questionable future reliability), and ELES (Slovenian
transmission company) restrictions of transit for Croatian needs (up to 300 MW) justify the
conception of self sufficient electric power system. In that way defined electric power system
development strategy is in accordance with globalisation and enlargement of electric energy
market, because strengthened connection between UCPTE and the south-east countries will be
achieved. New power plants locations will strongly determine a future development of 400 kV
transmission network, and it is expected that it will be necessary to reinforce it in its whole
length. New lines as double circuit lines strategy will have to be economically justified for some
lines, considering a forecasted consumption raise, possible size and locations for new generation
facilities, as well as expected transits in the future.
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Following picture shows acceptable transmission network configuration after the connection of
two nuclear power plants at Dalj and Prevlaka locations. For the connection of the nuclear power
plant (660 MW installed capacity) Dalj it's necessary to build a double circuit 400 kV line to
transformer station 400/220/110 kV Ernestinovo, and to connect eastern part of electric power
system to the western part with new 400 kV and 220 kV lines. Safely transmission of NPP
Prevlaka generation will be ensured with new 400 kV line to the region of Dalmacija (Obrovac
and Konjsko transformer stations) and new 400 kV line to the TS 400/110 kV Tumbri.

These preliminary results should be assured with more detail calculations of power flows,
short-circuit, and transient and dynamic stability of the Croatian power system interconnected
with the UCPTE. Different locations for new nuclear power plants wouldn't change strategy of
400 kV network strengthened in its whole length, but different solutions for some lines and
possible building of new transformer stations 400/x kV could be more visible.

SRJ

400 kV Oouble system tn«

220 kV

220 kV Doubl* system Bn.

Figure 2 - Possible configuration of 400 and 220 kV network for NPP Dalj and NPP Prevlaka connection
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6 Conclusion

Third United Nations conference about global climate changes, which was held in Kyoto at the
end of 1997, has obliged Croatia to reduce an emission of green house gases for 5 %. Energy in
general, and electric energy sector is the most significant source of green house gases, so it is
expected that great part of reduction could be accomplished inside it. Considering the electric
energy sector, reduction of green house gases will go in two main directions. One is increasing of
energy effectiveness, and the second one is an introduction of renewable energy sources and
nuclear energy. Aspiration for green house gases emission reduction will open a chance for
nuclear energy option. On the other side, measures for increase of energy effectiveness will
reduce a rise of electric energy consumption, and the renewable sources will take over a part of
generation that could be reserved for nuclear power plants. Although, as far as we could know,
nuclear power plants will be one of the most effective measures for reducing green house gases
emission, which could introduce them in the electric power system of Croatia.

Transmission network, especially 400 kV network, will have to be reinforced in its whole
length, when larger generation facilities (especially nuclear power plants) will be connected to the
power system. Reinforcing of 400 kV network with double circuit lines will have to be
economically valued. Described network configuration will allow safely transmission of a new
power plants generation to larger consumer areas, and the network will be capable to support a
considerable transits on the south-east and north-west line. Exchanges and transits will be based
on the economic interests, and the power system independence will be achieved.
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Today, nuclear energy seems challenged by fossil energies, especially gas.
However, the 1997's French government survey over energy options still places
nuclear energy at the top of the list. The reasons why and how safe nuclear energy
is still competitive are detailed in this paper.
Most recent datas from EDF's reactor will be discussed in terms of environmental
and electricity production issues. The methods and management used to attain
these results are explained for the different phases: design, construction, operation,
and maintenance. The beneficial aspects over industrial development and local
employment will be underlined. The influence of nuclear energy on EDF's financial
results are shown, from past programme to today's operation.
As most of french reactors are designed to adapt their output to the changes of
load in the national grid, results are, as a conclusion, discussed in a small and
medium electrical grid perspective.

Foreword

Deregulation in the electrical market tends to treat power plants as mere
commercial products. Our opinion is that this market is driven by the power of
technical progresses. This assertion is based upon the experience we have gained as
an electrician.
The global approach of the french nuclear standardized programme is based upon a
rational and economical analysis and continuous progresses, implying carefully
monitored partnerships with our different industrial providers.
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These methods have shown, through recent international comparisons, that they
lead to sustainable competitivity and safety of nuclear power stations.

1 - The methods experimented by EDF through its programme

Competition presents some advantages, like, over a specific contract, to lower
prices. EDF pratices competition between its providers. EDF is also in competition
with other electricians, and this will expand with the application of the european
directive upon electricity. We are confident, because we benefit from a performant
nuclear fleet.

Competition has also its limits, these are quickly reached in the case of long term
and heavy investments, like those of a nuclear programme.
At the beginning of the nuclear programme, in the early 70s, EDF thought to raise
competition betwen PWR and BWR. Although this seemed common sense, the
results of our first and last competition for nuclear steam supply system showed a
clear advantage in favor of Framatome offer for the PWR. What happened?
Framatome, through the Westinghouse license and as a NSS vendor, had taken
part in the early sixties to the construction of Chooz A (250 MW), which was
constructed and later operated in partnership between EDF and Belgian
electricians. The experience it acquired was profitable, in terms of localisation, and
appreciation of the productivity gains achievable in a standardized serie.

Quite rapidly, EDF's engineers and economists realized that it would be much
more costly to launch a programme through successive bids and different
technologies.
In fact:
• time spent over the preparation and analysis of the bids
• the necessary adaptations of our engineering organisation and project

management to different technologies
• the difficulty to attain the critical mass of return of experience if different

techniques were chosen
• the obvious problems in terms of rational operation and maintenance of an

heterogenous nuclear fleet
• the dispersion in the efforts of industrialization (certification, equipments

qualification) that would be induced

appeared, once cumulated, as redhibitory at the scale of France. The mere
mechanics of a systematic competition had shown its limits, compared to the
advantages of a continuous approach in which the producer, EDF, could invest all
the experience it gained through operation and maintenance.

2 - EDF global approach allows to get a sustainable trend for competitivity
and safety of nuclear power plants

The global approach of EDF demonstrates the fact that nuclear energy is a
precious investment. This global approach follows a specific pattern:

• undertaking a truly standardized design and construction of NPPs
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global design of the NPP is made by the electrician, through its own priorities,
which are to get a safe, abundant, and competitive kWh.
the contrats are separated in different providing items, from the detailed study
of all systems, such as valves, pumps... allowing scale economies and long term
relations with the different vendors
the local nuclear industry, which is a demanding industry compared to other
technologies, was therefore encouraged, with the aim to organize an highly
competent and certified nuclear industrial network of firms, big and small
construction works were supervized by EDF project management, local
employment from the erecting firms highly favoured through training
programmes in civil, mechanical, and electrical fields. Nuclear energy is so
demanding that these people found easily industrial jobs after construction in
their own area, as they could boast from a real pratice of quality insurance and
safety procedures. This concerned as much as 30% of the 1500 workers needed
at the maximun activity peak of a 2 units NPP construction.

commissioning tests are undertaken following this time the functional
structuration of the NPP. That means that the commissioning tests concern the
different functional systems (for example intermediary cooling reactor system),
once transferred from erection phase to commissioning phase through severe
controls from associated EDF's engineering and operation teams, undertook
with the different providers which equipments are used in each system. EDF has
the full responsibility of commissioning tests, and has gained by this mean a
profound knowledge of each NPP serie. This experience was immediatly
recycled in the design studies of the next serie, and also in the evaluation of
improvements and modifications that could be made in the following years to
enhance competitrvity and safety of the commissioned NPPs.
the operators were trained using simulators. Such investments are highly
profitable in terms of safety, especially safety gained through the tracking down
of human errors.
maintainance means have been systematically organized on a serie scale, and
could therefore be mastered with a global view of NPPs needs in tools and
replacement equipments. It must be stressed that logistics is a very important
part of possible economical gains in running NPPs.
return of experience in operation have been systematically analysed in
partnership with vendors, and Safety Authorities; the amount of experience
reached is now 750 reactor-year in PWR field.
research and development programmes could therefore be developed in
partnership with providers, with the aim to progress in the obtention of a safe,
abundant, and competitive kWh.
return of experience serves to the design of new series, like the N4, which
computerized assisted operation I&C could not have been so complete and
advanced if it had not been designed upon the 700 year-reactor experience
acquired in operation.
return of experience serves also to study the modifications that can enhance life
duration of NPPs. Today, EDF aims at a life duration over 40 years, and is very
confident about it, as all crucial components are identified, and solutions exist
for all questions, like reactor building's air and steam tightness, vessel ageing,
SG replacements.
return of experience also helps the electrician to ask relevant questions to
vendors. For example, fuel cycles were at first designed to last 12 months
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fallen from 178 m3 in 1990 to 112 m3 in 1997. Return of experience plays a major
part in these progresses, though starting from a fairly sound situation.
Liquid and gas emissions have fallen from 12,57 Gbq (900 MW series) and 8,1
Gbq (1300 MW serie) in 1991 to, respectively, 1,8 Gbq and 1,5 Gbq in 1997. As
return of experience was applied to the 1300 MW serie design, we can see through
the differences between 900 MW and 1300 MW series in 1991 the effect of a good
design inspired from return of experience. The subsequent convergence of the 2
figures is also a fruit of this return of experience, as better organisation, adapted
practices and tools can dramatically implement an old design in this aspect.

The collective average irradiation dose of workers in EDF's NPPs has fallen from
2,35 man. Sv in 1990 to 1,43 in 1997. These progresses are due to better pratices
based upon specific plans in each NPP, resulting from close study of all factors and
individual pratices. All needless expositions were tracked down, works on
radioactive parts have been analysed and planned with the return of experience of
the pratice of the ALARA method in steam generators replacement. Steam
generators replacements themselves used to take place in about 100 days ten years
ago: now, it takes only 35 days. This improvement takes its roots in EDF's return
of experience analysis.

4 - What about small and medium grid?

EDF's NPPs follow the load of the grid, and still presents a better availability than
the US and Japan fleet which are operated at full power as WANO figures show.
ID France, the majority of the NPPs are working with automatic generation
control, thanks to the modification of control rods. The experience feedback is
very good, as the availibility of theses plants matches the ones of 100% power
operated PWR, internationally. This shows that load following has a sense,
technically and economically, for any PWR NPP.

EDF has had some interesting experiences with NPPs in small and medium grids.

First was in the early 70s, with the belgian 870 MW PWR called TIHANGE, the
french-belgium counterpart of the previous CHOOZ A partnership. TIHANGE
was equipped with two TGs, in order to avoid risks of connexion of such a big
power for the state of the grid at that time. Moreover, this partnership was
conditionned by the interconnexion of the french and belgium grids, to make sure
that a loss of TIHANGE on the grid could be replaced by french electricity.
Experience showed that interconnexion is a very good palliative solution, but that
the 2 TGs is not a competitive solution.

DAYA WAN, in the early 90s, is a 2 timeslOOO MW PWR NPP in south China,
constructed and commissioned under EDF responsability. Although far away from
our own fleet, this plant benefits directly from its return of experience, and the
maintenance organisation, especially replacement equipments. This means that:

• modifications aiming at improving operation safety and competitrvity of such
NPPs are proposed by EDF to their Chinese counterpart, CGNPC, which makes
its own selection in connection with Chinese safety authorities.
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• undertaking of EDFs fleet originated modifications can be realized through
highly skilled and experienced french firms, accustomed to work with a very
demanding electrician, EDF.

DAYA WAN's availability has been 72,6% in 1996, the collective radiation dose
was 0,51 man.Sv, to be compared to the international average of 1996: 1,51
man.Sv. The Chinese nuclear authorities CNNC consider that this, with their own
300 MW PWR model in QIN SHAN, are the signal of the successfull beginnings of
nuclear equipment in China.

In fact, nuclear in small and medium grids has a meaning when:

• the grid is interconnected with other grids, which is the case in Europe, where
interconnexion is expanding east at a fast pace. This allows to implement the
outages of the NPP with energy importations, also, this allows the NPP to
consider the advantages of exporting its electricity through the interconnected
grid. Daya Wan has a commercial agreement with Hong Kong's China Light &
Power on that respect.

• the NPP is connected to a technical network of other NPPs, of the same model,
if possible, or, at least, of the same kind. Fortunately, the PWRs are quite
numerous on a world scale. This connection is the necessary base for technical
exchanges. In Eastern and Central Europe, one best knows about WANO
organisation, and twinning programs with western NPPs. EDF plays a major
role in WANO, as a 57 PWR units operator should. It is also involved in 8
twinning programs with 8 Eastern Europe's NPPs. Problems and solutions have
to be discussed with the operator's point of view and electricity generation
always in mind. I stress here that this is, precisely, our job. Return of experience
analysis is used to identify the progresses achievable, and how we can achieve
them, considering life duration advantages and the costs of modifications.

• the local industry is involved in the NPP's life.- This is quite demanding, because
Quality Insurance and working regulations are very important in this industry.
Still, we experienced that this demand in itself is driving local firms to
excellency. More confident about themselves, these firms, although rather small,
can do very well in the fields of nuclear cleanliness, and specialized maintenance
like the one for valves. Their skills are appreciated in other industrial fields. In
fact, we have noticed that in France, around some of our NPPs, a real local
industrial network can appear, connected with other industries like oil refining
industry, chemical industry, metallurgy, where small firms familiar with quality
insurance and the respect of the working regulations and disciplin are badly
needed in maintainance. Actually, it can go as far as the gathering of the
constraints of all the industries able to give orders to these small firms, in order
to check if there are some common modes. And there are indeed.

Conclusion

Some people consider that free market competition is a sufficient driving force to
bring out progresses in electricity generation. Actually, considering technical
progresses in industry, we have experimented that very demanding technologies
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between two outages for replacement by third of the heart. Economical
calculation showed a few years ago that it would be more profitable to extend
the period between outages to 18 months, through another layout and
enrichment of fuel. Starting in 1996, this modification has been applied to 15
1300MW units over 20, with a 4% enriched uranium The units are still capable
of following the load of the grid, but we will discuss this point at the end of this
conference.

The benefits over the cost of the kWh of this global approach is quite obvious.

International studies have shown that:

- EDF investment price for NPP is half in France than in countries which had no
standization policy and where electrician preferred not to involve deeply in
engineering and design, leaving it to turn key contract vendors, and this is true also
now, if we compare N4 serie with ABWR (Kashiwazaki Kariwa) and Sizewell B's
PWR

- EDF operation and maintenance costs are half the costs of US, German, and
Japan operators. They follow an average -2% slope since 1992.

3 - EDF's financial results show that choosing nuclear energy under such
conditions is an highly profitable and safe choice

EDF is a public utility which ensures the production, transportation, and
distribution of electricity. It enjoys the privilege to be one of the most appreciated
company in France by the street man (83% of approbation and recognition).
It produced in 1997 a total amount of 454 billion kWh, 65 billions being exported
through the european grid. In this total, 376 billion are originated from NPPs, 61
billion from dams, and 17 billions from thermal power plants.
Deprived from fossil energy resources, France had to develop a consistent nuclear
fleet, which is now producing 78% of french electrical output. Within 20 years,
France could thus dramatically improve its energy reliability, from 27% of external
dependance in 1973 up to 51% in 1997. This evolution presents a singularity in
Europe, as the tendancy is just opposite in other countries.

Kwh distribution prices has fallen of 20% during the 1986 - 1996 period, and, from
1997 up to 2000, this trend will accelerate, as prices will lower of 14% in four
years.
The EDF nuclear fleet is the source of 70% of the firm's cash flow.

Availability of the EDF nuclear fleet is very good and regular, to be compared with
PWR's WANO 1996 international figures: US average is 83%, Japan average is
77,9%, and with this mode of calculation, EDF is rated at 84%.

Environment benefits in terms of CO2 emissions is also very clear: France emits 78
tons of CO2 per Gwh, to compare with Danemark (868 tons/GWh) and Germany
(669 tons/GWh), to take the top of the EEC list.
Environment effects in terms of radioactive emissions have been sustainably
controlled: the average volume of radioactive waste produced per nuclear unit has
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like nuclear energy can be organized in such a way that long term investments can
match with competitivity and progresses. We have also experienced that it brings
out interesting development in industry, in the fields of quality, certifications, and
R&D. This is a driving force to be taken in account if we want nuclear energy to
play a major part in the next century, especially when considering the greenhouse
threat and the preventive actions recommended by the EEC and the KYOTO
conference.
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Abstract

There is considerable interest by Member States in the continued development of
small and medium sized reactors (SMRs) as a significant energy source for the future. The
support for this programme within the IAEA was recently reaffirmed at the 1997 General
Conference. Although the generation of electicity has been predominant focus of existing
SMRs, there is increasing interest in using these plants for other applications such as
desalination, district heating and hydrogen production from the reforming of methane.
Addressed herein is a review of ongoing SMR development activities within selected
Member States, an overview of the Agency's SMR programme and a discussion of selected
SMR designs with emphasis on their safety attributes.

1.) Introduction

Throughout the past two decades, the major focus for nuclear power was the design
and construction of generating plants of ever increasing size. This was well and good for
many industrialized countries which could readily increase their electrical grids in l,000MWe
increments. However, there have been recent societal and industrial changes which have
resulted in an increasing emphasis on the development of SMRs. Specifically, many Member
States, particularity those from developing countries, are taking stronger actions in
developing their energy infrastructure to provide a better standard of living for their citizens.
Often, the size of the electrical grids servicing these countries is not capable of accepting the
additional capacity of a large nuclear plant, so nuclear power has not been a viable
consideration for these countries. Also, there is an emerging interest in utilization of nuclear
power for co-generation applications of electricity generation and desalination or for
industrial processes or district heating.

2.) Characteristics of Energy Use

Worldwide, about 30% of total primary energy is used to produce electricity. Most of
the remaining 70% is either used for transportation or converted into hot water, steam and
heat. Nuclear energy is now being used to produce about 17% of the world's electricity. This
includes 442 nuclear reactors, with a total capacity of about 351 gigawatts-electric (GWe).
Yet, only a few of these plants are being used to supply hot water and steam. The total
capacity of these plants is about 5 GW thermal (th), and they are operating in just a few
countries, mostly in Canada, China, Kazakhstan, Russian Federation and Ukraine.

For heat applications, specific temperature requirements vary greatly (Fig. 1). They
range from low temperatures, just about room temperature, for applications such as hot water
and steam for agro-industry, district heating, and seawater desalination, to up to 1000°
Celsius for process steam and heat for the chemical industry and high-pressure injection
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TEMPERATURE RANGES IN PRODUCTION AND USE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY
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steam for enhanced oil recovery, oil shale and oil sand processing, oil refinery processes and
olefine production, and refinement of coal and lignite. The process of water splitting for the
production of hydrogen is at the upper end. Up to about 550° Celsius, the heat can be
supplied by steam; above that, requirements must be served directly by process heat, since
steam pressures become much higher than 550°. An upper limit of 1000° for nuclear-
supplied process heat is set on the basis of the long-term strength capabilities of metallic
reactor materials.

Water-cooled reactors offer heat up to 300° Celsius. These types of reactors include
pressurized-water reactors (PWRs), boiling-water reactors (BWRs), pressurized heavy-water
reactors (PHWRs) and light-water-cooled, graphite-moderated reactors (LWGRs). Organic-
cooled, heavy-water-moderated reactors (OCHWRs) reach temperatures of about 400°, while
liquid-metal fast breeder reactors (LMFBRs) produce heat up to 540°. Gas-cooled reactors
reach even higher temperatures, about 650° for the advanced gas-cooled, graphite-moderated
reactor (AGR), and 950° for the high-temperature gas-cooled, graphite-moderated reactor
(HTGR).

As noted before, the primary conversion process in a nuclear reactor is the conversion
of nuclear energy into heat. This heat can be used in a "dedicated" mode of operation for
direct heating purposes. In this case, no electricity is produced.

The other mode is co-generation of heat and electricity. Parallel co-generation is
achieved by the extraction of some of the steam from the secondary side of the steam
generator, before the entrance to the turbine. Series co-generation is achieved by the
extraction of some or all of the steam at some time during steam expansion in the turbine,
when it has the right temperature for the intended application. During this cycle, the
extracted steam also has been used for electricity production. Series co-generation is ideally
suited to industrial processes related to district heating, desalination and agriculture.

More than 80% of the world's energy use is based on fossil energy sources, namely
coal, oil and gas. Burning these fuels is known to cause serious environmental problems
from emissions of sulphur oxides, nitrogen oxides and carbon dioxide.

To help solve such problems, one approach that has been proposed is the integration
of energy systems. A typical example for one future integration is the application of nuclear
heat for the reforming of natural gas. Synthesis gas, methanol, hydrogen, heat and electricity
would be produced from natural gas and uranium, using what is known as the HTGR-
reforming process. In the process, natural gas is decomposed into mainly hydrogen and
carbon monoxide. The main products are methanol, a liquid carbohydron, and hydrogen.
Side products are heat and electricity.

Another example of this integrated approach is seen in the oil industry. Several
studies have been performed on the use of nuclear power as a heat source for heavy oil
exploitation. They have shown that under favourable oil market conditions, the nuclear
option presents economical and environmental benefits, as compared to conventional
methods.
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A third example is the integration of coal and nuclear energy in the steel industry.
From the technological point of view, this is the most ambitious integration. It involves
gasification of hard coal heated by hot helium from an HTGR. The intermediate products are
synthesis gas and coke, which is used for iron ore reduction. The final products are methanol
andpigiron(l).

3.) Reactor Size Ranges

The choice of ranges is somewhat arbitrary but there has been the usual practice to
take the upper limit of the SMR range as approximately half of the power of the largest
reactors in operation. Accordingly, reactors up to 700 MW(e) are currently considered as
SMRs. Other limits are defined by continuing to take similar reductions. The ranges adopted
therefore are:

Very small reactors <150 MW(e)
Small reactors 150-300 MW(e)
Medium reactors 300-700 MW(e)
Large reactors >700 MW(e)

For heat-only or co-generation reactors, the range limits are applied to the electrical
equivalencies of the thermal power. For very small heat-only reactors, for example, the upper limit
adopted is 500 MW(th).

It is understood that very small, small, medium or larg reactors are relative concepts, related to
the power level of the largest reactors in operation. That is, at the time when the largest reactors in
operation were of the order of 200 MW(e), the corresponding upper limit of the SMR range was
100 MW(e), when 600 MW(e) units came into operation, the SMR range increased to 300 MW(e),
and so on. As there are no ongoing efforts to further increase the power level of the largest units,
the currently accepted SMR range is assumed to prevail for a considerable period.

Applying the current definition of the SMR range, a third of the operating nuclear power
reactors would qualify as SMRs. However, it should be noted that at the time when most of these
plants were designed and built, they were considered large reactors according to the then-prevailing
definition of the term.

The above defined ranges for medium, small and very small reactors expressed in power levels
(MW(e)), are to be interpreted more as orders of magnitude and less as precise numbers. The large
variety of reactors with different characteristics which are included in each of these ranges, are
intended to respond to different requirements and uses, which need to be taken into account in order
to facilitate the assessment of the potential market.

Medium size reactors are eminently power reactors whose objective is electricity generation.
They can also be applied as cogeneration plants supplying both electricity and heat, but the main
product remains electricity. As such, they are intended for introduction into interconnected electric
grid systems of suitable size (at least 6 to 10 times the unit power) and operated as base load plants.
If operated in the cogeneration mode, the heat supply would be up to about 20% of the energy
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produced. Economic competitiveness with equivalent alternative fossil-fueled plants is expected to
be achievable under most conditions.

Small reactors are either power or cogeneration reactors which may have a substantial share of
heat supply. Due to the size effect, small reactors for electricity generation only, or operated in the
cogeneration mode, are not expected to be economically competitive with medium or large size
nuclear power plants. They are therefore intended for special situations where the interconnected
grid size does not admit larger (medium or large size) units and where alternative energy options
are relatively expensive.

Very small reactors are not intended for electricity production under commercially competitive
conditions as base load units integrated into interconnected electrical systems. Clearly, very small
reactors of current designs are not to be regarded as competitors of large, medium or even small
power reactors, of which they are not scaled-down versions. Very small reactors address specific
objectives such as the supply of heat and electricity or heat only (at either high or low temperature)
for industrial processes, oil extraction, desalination, district heating, etc., propulsion of vessels or
for energy supply of concentrated loads in remote locations. They could also serve as focal projects
and very effective stimulus for the development of nuclear infrastructures in countries starting a
nuclear power programme.

The consideration of the specific objectives of the reactors corresponding to each power range
has major relevance for the assessment of the respective markets (2).

4.) Programmes for SMR Development in Member States

Nuclear energy is playing an important role in supplying a significant portion of the world
electricity demand. Supply of heat power has been utilized in seyeral parts of the world for district
heating, process heat application, and seawater desalination. It should be noted here that over 50%
of the world energy demand is utilized for either hot water or steam production. Such processes
could be carried out more efficiently and cleanly utilizing nuclear energy. In spite of the slow down
or stoppage of nuclear programmes in many Member States in the last decade, utilization of nuclear
power is picking up momentum at various bases in South East Asia, Eastern Europe and former
Soviet Union and the Americas.

South East Asian countries believe strongly that nuclear power will be a principle source of
energy for years to come. Small and medium reactors form a major part of this activity. The
People's Republic of China has a well developed nuclear capability having designed, constructed
and operated reactors. In many cases, these reactors can be regarded as SMRs and the skills needed
to implement them are the same as those needed for terrestrial power plants. China has some
10,000 nuclear engineers in three major centres in different parts of the country as well as other
centres which make a major contribution. There is a particular interest in district heating reactors to
help ease the current enormous logistic problems in distributing 11 billion tonnes of coal around the
country each year. In the SMR range a 300 MWe PWR is in a operation and two 600 MWe
reactors are under construction. All three reactors are of the evolutionary reactor type. Longer term
plans call for development of a 600 MWe passive system. A 5 MWt integrated water cooled
reactor has been built and operated for several winter seasons for district heating. A 200 MWt
demonstration heating reactor project has been started. A 10 MWt high temperature gas cooled
reactor for process application is under construction. Technical, safety and economic objectives of
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the programme have been defined. The test Module HTR is been constructed at INET and is
expected to go critical by 1999. The system is used to accumulate experience in plant design,
construction, and operation. Several applications, such as electricity generation, steam and district
heat generation are planned for the first phase. A process heat application, "methane forming", is
planned for the second phase. China is also constructing a 300 Mwe LWR in Pakistan.

India has some early reactors of the CANDU type developed by Canada but has adopted a
prime policy target of self reliance in nuclear power development, based on heavy water moderated
reactors. Four units of the 220 MWe PHWR type are under construction. Additional similar units
and two units of a scaled up 500 MWe type are planned. The main objective is to make maximum
economical use of the uranium natural resources in the first phase. The second phase is planned to
utilize fast breeder reactors fueled by plutonium generated in phase one. A 500 MWe prototype is
in a detailed design stage. India also has large reserves of thorium which exceed their reserves of
uranium. The heavy water reactor with its very good neutron economics is well suited to the
thorium/U233 cycle and a programme of R&D work for phase three, aiming at utilization of the U-
233/Th cycle in an advanced heavy water reactor, has been initiated.

Japan has a high population density and a shortage of suitable sites for nuclear reactors due to
the large fraction of the landmass covered by mountainous terrain. This has led to a preference for
large reactors on the available sites to maximise the power output from them. In spite of this, there
is a very strong and diverse programme of reactor development supported both by the big industrial
companies, by the national laboratory and by the universities. Three large industrial companies
have developed their own LWR designs in the SMR range and the Japan Atomic Energy Research
Institute (JAERI) has several more innovative designs. At the end of 1996 two large reactors were
under construction. The MONJU fast breeder reactor (280 MWe), a prototype demonstration plant,
is currently undergoing a safety review as a follow up of the incident in 1995. Several different
designs are currently being worked on in the SMR range; namely SPWR, MRX, MS 300/600,
HSBWR, MDP, 4S and RAPID. SPWR and the marine reactor MRX are integrated PWRs. The
MS series are simplified PWRs. HSBWR is a simplified BWR. MDP, 4S and RAPED are small
sodium-cooled fast reactors. Preliminary investigations have shown a high level of safety,
operability and maintenance. The economics of these systems have been promising. These systems
are expected to form part of Japan's next generation of reactors.

Japan has also a development programme for the gas cooled reactor of the small and medium
size range. A High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR) has been under construction
since 1991 at Oarai. The 30 MWt reactor will be the first of its kind to be connected to a high
temperature process heat utilization system with an outlet temperature of 850 C. The system will
be used as a test and irradiation facility and also utilized to establish the basic technology for
advanced HTGR for nuclear process heat applications. The system is expected to go critical in
1998. However, the main trend in power generation is still taking the line of larger (1000-1300
MWe) evolutionary light water reactors. The guidelines of the programme put user-friendliness,
improvement in operability, and flexibility of core design as prime design objectives.

Korea has twelve nuclear power plants (10 PWRs, 2PHWRs) in operation and has an ambitious
programme for the further deployment of nuclear power. The country is not well blessed with
indigenous sources of fossil fuel and has to rely on imports. Furthermore 80% of the countryside
consists of mountainous terrain which encourages the installation of large stations to make
optimum use of the available sites. Most of the existing plants are of the PWR type, but, since
April 1983, PHWRs (679 MWe) have been added to the grid to give some diversification in supply
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and operation. Six large size PWRs (1000 MWe each) and two medium size PHWRs (700 MWe)
are under construction. Large size PWRs (1000 MWe) are expected to form the main component
of nuclear power installation in Korea until well into the next century. The optimal combination of
PWRs and PHWRs will help to maximize the usage of the uranium resources through the
utilization of spent fuel in the future. This choice has been the first phase of a strategy of reactor
development in Korea.

The mid size plant of the PHWR would form part of the Korean power source, but the standard
nuclear power plant, KSNP, with 1000 MWe rating is expected to form the main stream of the
power generation industry in Korea. On the basis of PWR technology, an advanced integral reactor
(SMART: System Integrated Modular Advanced Reactor) is being conceptually developed. The
power output of the reactor will be in the range of 100 to 600 MWe depending on the purpose of
utilization, such as desalination and power generation. It is expected that export of nuclear
technology to the rest of the world will form part of Korean trade. Streamlining of standardization,
modularization, prefabrication, and substantial reduction in the construction schedule of small and
medium size reactors will make Korea a potential nuclear power exporter in the 21st century.

In the Russian Federation there is substantial experience from the development, design,
construction and operation of several reactors in the small and medium sized category. These
reactors have been used for electricity generation, heat production and ship propulsion. Reactors
that have been used for icebreaker and submarine propulsion are planned to be made available
for other applications not only within the Russian Federation, but also to other countries that are
interested in their application for electricity generation for remotely located areas of for non-
electric application.

Currently a project is being implemented that consists of two reactors (KLT-40) mounted on a
barge. These reactors have been earlier used for propulsion of icebreakers. The barge is
supposed to provide electricity to Perek in Northern Siberia.

Barge mounted reactors may become a near term solution for other countries that need
energy, but do not yet have the infrastructure for the introduction of large nuclear power plants.
The barge mounted reactors could be operated under the supervision of the vendor and be pulled
back to the vendor's location for maintenance and refuelling, thereby avoiding the need for on-
site refuelling.

Besides KLT-40 (up to about 160 MWth) there are other small sized reactors under design for
mounting once barge including the NIKA 75 (75 Mwth), UNITHERM (15 Mwth) and RUTA-
TE (70 Mwth).

The CAREM-25 reactor is under development in Argentina by the Atomic Energy
Commission (CNEA), which has subcontracted the design and development of the reactor to
INVAP SE. The design and development of the fuel elements is carried out by CNEA.

The power level of CAREM is 100 MW(th), approximately 25 MW(e). The intended use of
the reactor is electricity generation, industrial steam production, seawater desalting or district
heating. The reactor is also intended to bridge the gap between a research reactor and a larger
nuclear power plant, by serving as a focal project for infrastructure development and the transfer
of technology, in order to facilitate the launching of a nuclear power programme in a country
with no previous nuclear power experience.
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The main features of the reactor are light water cooling by natural circulation, low enriched
Uranium fuel, integrated and self pressurized primary system, and passive heat removal system.
The achievement of high levels of safety, simplicity and reliability are the main design criteria.

The basic design of CAREM-25 has been completed. The detailed design of the reactor is
being performed, and there is a comprehensive research and development effort going-on. This
consists of various relevant studies and of testing rigs and installations, such as a critical facility,
natural convection loop, full scale hydraulic control rod drives, protection system simulator, etc.
A preliminary safety analysis report has been completed and presented to the national Regulatory
Authority. It is intended to construct a first project in Argentina.

5.) SMR Activities of the IAEA

The IAEA, under the auspices of the Board of Governors, has a dedicated SMR project. The
coordination of this activity is through the Division of Nuclear Power and has as its basic objective
to provide the venue for the international exchange of information on the development of
technology and designs of SMPRs in order to enhance their performance, safety and economics.

Included in this project is the development of an educational simulator which operates on a
personal computer and simulates the responses of a number of reactor types to operating and
accident conditions. The purpose of this simulator is to provide students and young engineers,
particularly from developing countries, with a visual aid in comparing the operational response
characteristics of different reactor types. This simulator is not meant to be a detailed operator
training tool nor is to be used in licensing, but rather it is a means to secure an overview of reactor
response characteristics primarily for those interested in gaining a better comparative understanding
of how different power reactor types respond to operational and accident conditions. This computer
simulator is currently in the process of being expanded, but presently includes a number of light
and heavy water power reactor plant types in the SMR range. A series of Technical Committee
Meetings/Workshops and Expert Missions are being conducted to provide input to Member States
on this simulator.

The Agency is also coordinating the development of a users manual directed specifically for the
introduction of SMRs, particularly in developing countries. A final TECDOC is anticipated which
will be written in a manner that Member States can use as an important reference in forming the
specific nuclear power requirements for their country. This activity is being closely coordinated
with the Agency's nuclear power desalination programme due to the significant co-generation
application potential for these plants.

A significant concern in the initiation of a SMR programme by a Member State is the
corresponding operating costs and the technical infrastructure required to support the programme,
hi this regard, Advisory Group and Consultancy meetings are currently taking place to collect SMR
operating experiences, including O&M costs and to secure information on staffing requirements
from existing SMRs and from vendors to provide guidance on numbers, disciplines and
qualifications of staff required by these plants.
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The need for the Agency to place a higher priority and to strengthen SMR activities is also
receiving greater attention by Member States. A recent example of this increased interest was the
incorporation of the SMR programme in General Resolution GC(41)RES/14 of the 1997 General
Conference which coupled to the application of SMRs with the desalination of water. The SMR
project is being closely coordinated with the Agency's desalination programme. It is also evaluating
the possibilities of providing a broader choice of nuclear power options to meet individual Member
State needs and applications. Included in this evaluation are power reactors originally designed for
ship propulsion for the possible co-generation applications of electricity generation and
desalination; the introduction of reactors which can be periodically returned to the vendor for off-
site refuelling to control non-proliferation of nuclear materials; and the development of the small
gas cooled reactor coupled directly to a gas turbine. Also under consideration is the development of
a comprehensive report on the status and emerging prospects for the international development and
application of SMRs.

6.) Examples of SMR Designs

AP-600

The Westinghouse Advanced Passive PWR AP-600 is a 600 MWe design which is conserva-
tively based on proven technology, but with an emphasis on passive safety features. It has been
designed by Westinghouse under the sponsorship of the US Department of Energy (DOE) and the
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRT). The design team includes a number of US and foreign
companies and organizations. The AP-600 passive safety-related systems include the passive core
cooling system (PXS), the passive containment cooling system (PCS), and the main control room
habitability system (VES).

The passive core cooling system (PXS) (Fig. 2) protects the plant against reactor coolant system
(RCS) breaks, providing the safety functions of core residual heat removal, safety injection, and
depressurization.

The PXS uses three passive sources of water for safety injection: the core makeup tanks
(CMTs), the accumulators, and the in-containment refuelling water storage tank (IRWST), These
injection sources are directly connected to nozzles on the reactor vessel. Long-term injection water
is provided by gravity from the IRWST, which is normally isolated from the RCS by check valves.
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Figure 2. AP-600 Passive core cooling system

The PXS includes a 100% capacity passive residual heat removal heat exchanger (PRHR HX),
(Fig. 3) which is connected through inlet and outlet lines to one RCS loop. The IRWST provides
the heat sink for the PRHR HX. Once boiling in the IRWST starts, steam passes to the containment.
This steam condenses on the steel containment vessel and, after collection, drains by gravity back
into the FRWST. The PRHR HX and the passive containment cooling system provide indefinite
decay heat removal capability.

The passive containment cooling system (PCS), shown in Figure 4, provides the ultimate heat
sink for the plant. The steel containment vessel provides the heat transfer surface that removes heat
from inside the containment and rejects it to the atmosphere. Heat is removed from the outer
surface of the containment vessel by natural circulation of air. During an accident, the air cooling is
supplemented by evaporation of water which drains by gravity from a tank located on top of the
containment shield building.
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Figure 4. AP-600 Passive containment cooling system

To contain core damage, the AP-600 design provides the operators with the ability to drain the
in-containment refuelling water storage tank (IRWST) water into the reactor cavity in the event that
the core has uncovered and is melting. The objective is to prevent reactor vessel failure and
relocation of the molten core debris into the containment.

WWER-640

The organizations involved in the design of the WWER-640 (V-407), shown in Figure 5, are:
OKB "Gidropress", the Russian National Research Centre "Kurchatov Institute" and LIAEP.
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The WWER emergency core cooling system (ECCS) includes the following automatically
initiated subsystems:
- subsystem of hydrotanks with nitrogen under pressure
- subsystem of hydrotanks under atmospheric pressure
- subsystem of deliberate emergency depressurization

The passive emergency core cooling system provides long-term residual heat removal in LOCA
accidents accompanied by a station blackout. In the first stage, the nitrogen-pressurised hydrotanks
will be actuated. When these are empty, the tanks holding cooling water under atmospheric
pressure begin to operate. Active elements of the system needed for the function of emergency heat
removal are provided with electric power from storage batteries.

The design basis for the passive residual heat removal system (PHRS) is a also station blackout
situation, including loss of emergency power supply. The PHRS consists of four independent
trains; each comprising a steam-water heat exchanger, piping for steam supply and condensate
return, and battery-operated valves. The heat exchangers are installed in a tank of demineralized
water. They are connected to the secondary side of the steam generators in such a way that the
steam from the steam generator will flow to the heat exchanger where it condenses, transferring its
heat to the water. The condensate will flow back to the steam generator. Coolant motion occurs by
natural circulation.

The system for passive heat removal from the containment includes coolers, storage tanks of
cooling water and connecting pipelines. Steam released to the containment condenses on the heat
exchange surface of the cooler giving heat to the water of a storage tank via natural circulation.

Construction of a first pilot plant at the Sosnovy Bor site, the Leningrad nuclear power station
site, outside St. Petersburg is under consideration.

RM^OO

Figure 5. WWER-640 Reactor building
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Indian AHWR

A 220 MWe Advanced Heavy Water Reactor (AHWR) is being developed at the Bhabha
Atomic Research Centre in India. The AHWR (Fig. 6) utilises heavy water moderator and light
water coolant with a fuel cycle based on thorium, and a safety approach based on the incorporation
of passive safety systems.

Boiling light water in vertical tubes in the reactor core enables heat removal through natural
circulation so primary circuit pumps are unnecessary. The required flow rate is achieved by locating
the steam drums about 32 m above the centre of the core. An experimental programme is underway
to confirm the analysis leading to the loop height and to study the thermalhydraulic stability of the
primary heat transport system (PHT).

The top of the primary containment shell contains the Gravity-Driven Water Pool (GDWP).
The inventory in the GDWP is sufficient to cool the reactor for three days following an accident.
The GDWP inventory is connected to the core through a series of rupture discs and does not
involve the use of external power, moving parts or instrumentation.

Isolation Condensers (IC) positioned in the GDWP will transfer decay heat to the GDWP during
short, planned reactor shutdowns or following a reactor trip. This is achieved by diversion of the
steam flow between the steam drums and the turbine to the IC condensers. Another set of
condensers in the GDWP will cool the primary containment following a Loss of Coolant Accident
(LOCA). Simple experiments have demonstrated the feasibility of the passive containment cooling
system and more detailed experiments are in progress.

GRAVITY DRIVEN
"WATER POOL

PASSIVE CONTAINMENT
ISOLATION

ACCUMULATOR

Fig. 6. Advanced HWR
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Emergency core cooling is provided from accumulators pressurized with nitrogen, with
separation from the PHT system achieved with rupture discs that rupture when post LOCA
depressurization of the PHT reaches a pre-set level.

Passive containment isolation following a LOCA is achieved by U-bends in the reactor building
air supply and exhaust ducts. In the event of a LOCA, pressure acts on the GDWP inventory and
pours water, by establishment of a siphon, into the ventilation duct U-bends, thus providing seals.
Experiments have confirmed the effectiveness of this innovation.

South Africian PBMR

Eskom, the state electric utility of South Africa, has initiated a detailed economic and technical
evaluation of the Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR) as a potential candidate for future additions
to its electric generation system.The requirements set by Eskom for the installation of new
generation capacity include a capital and operation cost which must match (or improve upon) that
being achieved by their large coal stations. This currently represents a retail power cost to the
customer of approximately two US cents per KWh. Other requirements for the plant include an
availability approaching 90%, location and plant size to match the load, public acceptance and
environmental cleanliness.

High temperature gas cooled reactors (HTGRs) feature a high degree of safety through reliance
on passive safety features. All HTGRs incorporate ceramic coated fuel capable of handling
temperatures exceeding 1600°C with core helium outlet temperatures approaching 950°C under
normal operating conditions. Consequently, the primary focus for this reactor type is to investigate
the generation of electricity via the direct coupling of a gas turbine to the HTGR (resulting in a net
plant efficiency approaching 47%), and to evaluate the application of this high temperature primary
coolant for industrial applications such as steam and CO2 reforming of methane for the production
of hydrogen and subsequent synthesis to other fuels such as methanol.

The conceptual design of the South Africian PBMR features a helium cooled pebble bed
reactor with a power output of 103MWe(228MWth) coupled to a closed cycle gas turbine power
conversion system consisting of two turbo-compressors, a turbo-generator, a recuperator,
precooler and an intercooler all located within three steel pressure vessels. The three
turbomachines are equipped with magnetic bearings and the recuperator is of a fin-plate design
for compactness. The overall net efficiency of this Brayton cycle system is expected to be -45%
based on a reactor outlet helium temperature of 900°C and a maximum system pressure of 70
bars (Figure 7).

The PBMR reactor basically builds on German reactor designs utilizing the experience
from the Thorium High Temperature Reactor and the AVR. These plants utilize a steam cycle in
contrast to the Eskom design for a direct cycle helium turbine. The choice for a core design
limited to 228 MWth with a diameter of 3.5 meters and the use of graphite constrictions for
nuclear control and shutdown outside of the pebble bed provides conservatism in maintaining
the maximum accident fuel temperature to 1600°C. Also, the PBMR is to use a multiple pass
regime for on-line constant fuelling of the reactor.

Other design considerations for the PBMR include the components for the power
conversion unit (PCU). The Atomic Energy Corporation (AEC) of South Africa, in
conjunction with 1ST, is developing the initial design for the two turbo-compressors and the
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power turbine. GEC Alsthom of France is providing the preliminary design of the electric
generator and the associated exciter. The three rotating shafts of the PCU are to be supported
by magnetic bearings. The recuperator is of the compact perforated fin-plate type with the
precooler and intercooler being of conventional finned tube design. The thermodynamic
loadings of the precooler and intercooler are anticipated to be nearly identical which may
allow for interchangability of components. The electrical generator will basically be of
standard design with the additional requirements of operating in a vertical configuration on
magnetic bearings and with a high pressure helium atmosphere. However, these requirements
are not considered to represent significant design concerns.

Conclusions

The IAEA has witnessed a considerable renewal of interest by Member States in the
development of SMRs. This is particularly evident in the developing countries where large
power plants are not a viable consideration due to the size of the existing electrical grid. This
interest was strongly expressed in the 1997 IAEA General Conference and subsequently
reaffirmed at the March 1998 meeting of the Senior Expert Group in Vienna.

Many Member States have active programmes associated with nuclear power
development in the SMR size range. These programmes involve a wide variety of reactor
designs and include plants whose status ranges from being in long term operation to currently
undergoing initial conceptual design. The vast majority of these plants are utilized for the
production of electricity.

Although nuclear power seems to be focused predominantly on the generation of
electricity, the wide range of plant types provides the possibility for nuclear power as an
energy source for other applications such as desalination, district heating, and industrial
processes such as hydrogen production through the reforming of methane.

The IAEA has an extensive programme to help support Member States in their
national SMR efforts. This programme has, as its basic objective, the requirement to provide
a venue for international exchange of information on the development of technology and
designs of SMRs in order to enhance their performance, safety and economics.
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ABSTRACT

NPP with simplified boiling reactors with coolant natural
circulation is developed by RDIPE. Removal of residual heat
releases under any emergency conditions is supposed to be
put into effect with maximum application of passive sistems
and devices.

Simplification of design and as high as
possible application of the passivity
principle in the reactor and safety systems
is one of the ways to enhance safety and
economic competive ability for NPPs,
especially for small and medium size
power generation systems.

NPP with the VK-300 reactor
designed for medium NPPs produces
both power and heat and successfully
implements high degree of simplicity and
passivity.

The reactor is of direct-cycle type with
natural circulation of boiling coolant. An
average coolant enthalpy void fraction at
the core outlet is 12 %.

The reactor integral arrangement,
coolant natural circulation, direct-cycle
flow-chart, as low as possible amount of
equipment located outside of the reactor
vessel (no steam generator, circulation
pump and pressurizer) allow the primary
containment of a very small volume (by
two orders of magnitude smaller than in

PWR) to be used. This, in its turn,
permits heat to be removed from the core
and containment by means of passive
safety systems.

The plant incorporates 2 units.

Basic characteristics of the reactor:

Power, MW
thermal
electric (in the

course of heat
generation)

(under condensation
mode)

Heat generation,
Gcal/h

Steam parameters at
the reactor outlet

pressure, MPa
temperature, °C
flow rate, t/h
moisture content, %
Fuel loading in

terms of uranium, t

750
165

250

400

7.0
285
1370
0.12
31.5
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Uranium 4.0
enrichment, %

Average uranium 43.5
burnup, MW- day/kg

The reactor design (Fig. 1) is given in
[1,2].

The reactor features arrangement of
the control and protection system (CPS)
drives on the reactor vessel cap. It permits
decreasing its height at the expense of
reducing (by approximately the length of
absorber movement) the space between
the vessel bottom and the core. Besides,
the upper arrangement of the drives
obviates the necessity of a large
compartment under the reactor vessel for
extracting the drives for examination and
replacement. The design of the cyclone
separators permits arrangement of the
GPS drive links between them.

Relatively small loading on the
evaporated water surface permits assuring
steam separation from moisture entirely
within the reactor vessel. The separation
occurs in three steps.

The first step of separation
(hydrodynamic one) takes place in the
upper part of the lift pipes. It is well
known that, when steam and water
mixture gets up a vertical pipe, major part
of the water (up to 90%) is in near the
wall layer, moreover, water film
thickness is approximately 20-25 mm.
Special holes in the pipe walls (in their
upper part) are envisaged for draining the
water to the downcomer section. The
water largely drains through the holes to a
cavity between the pipes and then enters
the downcomer section and is directed to
the core inlet.

The second step of separation (gravity-
inertial one) occurs in the upper part of
the lift section - i.e. the space above the
lift pipes. On emerging from the lift
pipes, the steam and water mixture flow
is gradually expanded actually to the
vessel internal wall, simultaneously the
flow rate decreases and major part of

water (by gravity) enters the downcomer
section and is directed to the core inlet,
while the rest part of the water and steam
mixture is fed to the cyclone separator
inlet. Although a certain portion of steam
(-19% from the amount generated in the
core) is entrained in the downcomer, it is
condensed by feedwater supplied from a
header via vertical pipes directly to the
downcomer section.

All in all 55% wt. of the steam and
water mixture emerging from the core is
drained to the downcomer section after
separation steps 1 and 2.

The third step of separation (inertia
one) is realized at the expense of the
steam and water mixture twisting in
cyclone separators. At the outlet from the
separator the steam moisture content is
reduced to the value acceptable for
supplying it to the steam turbine, i.e.
0.1%.

The main advantage of the flowsheet
of in-pile steam separation adopted,
compared with the systems in the BWR
reactors (and SBWR design) consists in
the fact that it reduces hydraulic
resistance and does not necessitate
creating a great lift, which in case of
gravity circulation can be provided only
by increasing the height of the lift section
and, as a consequence, the height of the
reactor vessel.

Systems of passive action are
employed for safety assurance in case of
emergency situation.

So as to maintain the coolant level in
the reactor above the core in case of an
accident involving loss of tightness in the
primary circuit pipelines, as well as to
localize the radioactive coolant and
assure its recycling in the reactor on being
cooled, a primary containment vessel
(PCV) is envisaged, which has quite a
small volume (~ 1500 m3).

The plant siting within a massive rock
permits manufacturing the PCV bottom
part as a cylindrical cavity in the rock
lined with concrete and metallic liner
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(Fig. 2). The upper part of the PCV is a
ferroconcrete structure bound by tie
beams with the rock. The PCV cap is
metallic. In the middle cylindrical part of
the PCV the reactor is accommodated and
in its periphery annular part - the steam
and water primary circuit pipelines are
arranged equipped with fast-acting valves
and fittings. The valves and fittings in
case of emergency provide cutting off the
primary circuit pipelines from the turbine
and feedwater supply system, which
pennits directing the coolant from reactor
to emergency tank (ET). In case of the
pipelines loss of tightness inside the PCV
the coolant is fed under water layer to the
ET via a pipeline (not equipped with
valves and fittings) connecting the PCV
cavity and ET. Another pipeline laid
inside the PCV serves for the condensate
return to the reactor.

In case of in-house power loss or
primary circuit pipelines loss of tightness
beyond the PCV, the coolant is fed from
the reactor to the ET, but to the surface
heat exchanger, and on being cooled, is
returned to the reactor.

Heat removal to the final absorber -
atmospheric air - occurs via an additional
water circuit, one of its heat exchangers
being located in the ET, the other one
(water-air) - in the air pit in the rock.
Circulation occurs by gravity.

Thus, in case of a standard set of
design basis accidents the passive
emergency cooling systems assure a
reliable cooling down of the reactor

unaided by operator during an unlimited
time period.

The function of the plant protection
from external effects (fall of an aircraft,
acts of terrorism) and confining of
radioactive gas releases within the plant
(as a result of large accidents) is assured
by the plant siting in underground
tunnels, separated from the atmosphere.

Results of numerical analysis are also
given for design and representative severe
accidents. It is shown that probability of
severe fuel damage does not exceed
2x10" 1/reactor.year (according to the
International Nuclear Events Scale it is an
accident of less than the fourth level -
within an NPP).

The cost-efficiency analysis of an NPP
for the Krasnoyarsk Mining and
Chemical Combined Factory
demonstrated that specific investments to
such NPP are substantially lower than
those to an NPP with advanced PWRs.
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LEGENDS OF FIGURES

Fig. 1. VK-300 reactor
1 - CPS drive; 2 - Reactor cap; 3 -

Separators; 4 - Reactor vessel; 5 -
Upcomer tubes; 6 - Core barrel; 7 - Fuel
assembly; 8 - Iron-water shield; 9 - Core
baseplate.

Fig. 2. Primary containment vessel and
emergency cooling systems of the reactor.
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Abstract

Armenia is operating one single NPP (Medzamor-2) with a VVER-440/V-270 type reactor

which provides about 40 - 50 % of the overall electricity of the country. The CEC has

entrusted a Consortium of Western Technical Support Organisations (TSO) to support the

Armenian Nuclear safety Authority ANRA in their activities. A specific problem is the NPP's

operation in an isolated electrical grid. In May 1997 a couple connection with the grid system

of Iran was put into operation. Several automatic shutdowns of this line, however, resulted in

frequency fluctuations of the grid and affected safe operation of the NPP. As a reaction the

responsible Armenian organisations defined and implemented short term measures. The

Consortium has also investigated these problems and has given recommendations for

improvements especially related to demonstration of safe operation of the NPP.

1, Introduction

The Armenian NPP comprises of two units with VVER-440 type reactors (model V-270).

Unit 1 was put into operation in December 1976, unit 2 - in January 1980. The gross installed

electrical capacity of the units is 407 MW each.

In early 1989, after the severe earthquake of 1988 of Spitak (Armenia), both units were shut

down. In 1993 the Armenian government decided to renew the operation of unit 2 of the

Armenian NPP. This decision was the result of a severe energy crisis following the collapse of
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the USSR. The Armenian NPP was put in operation anew with direct support of Russian

specialists and IAEA experts in late 1995. Before the collapse of the USSR, the Armenian

NPP operated as part of the United Caucasus Energy System (UCES), which in its turn was

connected with the United Energy System of the European part of the USSR. The power

capacity of the NPP made less than 10 per cent of the overall power capacity of the United

Caucus Energy System. The electrical grid of Armenia itself is even smaller. The electrical

power stations included into the energy system of Armenia are listed in Table 1. In early 1989

their total generating power capacity was 3552 MW. The percentage distribution of produced

electrical power was the following: thermal power stations produced 49 per cent;

hydroelectric power stations - 28 per cent; the nuclear power station - 23 per cent.

Armenia's Power Generating Facilities in 1989 Table 1

Name

Hrazdan

Yerevan

Vanatzor

Sevan/Hra
zdan

Vorotan

Kumayri

Dzoraget

Yerevan

Medzamor

Type

Thermal

Thermal

Thermal

Hydro

Hydro

Hydro

Hydro

Hydro

Nuclear

No of Units

8

7

7

5

3

1

3

2

2

Total
Capacity
(MW)

1100

550

94

556

404

3

24

7

815

Percen-
tage, %

31

15,5

2,6

15,6

11,4

0,1

0,7

0,2

22,9

Date of Comm-
issioning, y

1966-74

1963-67

1964-76

1936-59

1970-84

1923

1932

1932

1976-80

Fuel

Gas/no.6
Oil
Gas/no.6
Oil
Gas/no.6
Oil

Nuclear

2. State of the Armenian energy system before re-commissioning of the NPP

When re-commissioning Medzamor unit 2, the situation in the Armenian energy system

appeared different compared to the status before shutting down. The NPP now was supposed

to be operated in an isolated energy system with deteriorated dynamic characteristics. Due to a

deficit of energy carriers (gas and black oil), the standby reserve was reduced. The

contribution of the Sevan Cascade hydro stations to the power regulation was limited due to
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strict reduction of water outcome from the Sevan lake. The connection to the UCES was

interrupted. The demand for electrical power in the Armenian energy system in summer night

time ranges 330-360 MW, in winter the demand grows up to 1060 MW. In these conditions,

the NPP would have to cover a larger share of the changing daily and also of the yearly load

demand. Before the restart of the NPP, the frequency in the power system fell sometimes to 44

Hz. The Nuclear Safety Authority ANRA gave its permission to restart the NPP with the

condition that the frequency in the power system would kept stable within 49.5 Hz<fgrid<50.1

Hz.

To meet this requirement, a number of measures were developed and introduced. In particular,

AFU Stage I (AFU - automated frequency unload) and AFU Stage II were introduced. AFU

Stage I is actuated when the frequency falls down to 48,6 Hz with a minimum operating time

value of 0.3 s, and AFU Stage II is actuated at the same frequency but step by step and with

time hold of 4 s and 48 s. After these activities were executed, the frequency in the power

system remained in the range of 49.3 - 49.5 Hz.

In case the power system collapses, the priority to provide electrical power for the emergency

power supply system of the Armenian NPP will remain with the Yerevan hydro station which

has two hydro generators with a capacity of 22 MW each. If the frequency falls down to 45

Hz, an automated emergency protection system is actuated which disconnects all consumers

and connected power plants except the Armenian NPP and a number of consumers in the city

of Yerevan.

3. Situation at the Armenian NPP

The Armenian NPP was designed for the basis mode operation. The available control systems

does not practically limit the unit's manoeuvring capabilities. However, due to the low level of

automation the possibility for quick changes in the unit's operation mode is directly dependent

on NPP operating personnel actions. Failures cannot be excluded.

If one Armenian bigger power plant's unit is switching off and if the control system of the

grid is not reliable enough, there is a danger of frequency fall to a value lower than the

allowed limits. On the other hand, there are frequency limitations to the operation of NPP's
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equipment like the turbine aggregates, some equipment of the reliable electrical supply

systems and others. The violation of these limitations for the turbine generators, e.g., may

result in mechanical damage of turbine blades. For the electrical equipment this may result in

switching over to a mode of emergency operation. In consequence, such violations may cause

an emergency shut down of the reactor installation. In other cases this might lead to the

unavailability of non interruptible safe electrical supply.

4. Incident of May 7,1997

In May 1997, a high voltage electrical line (EL) was put into operation connecting the

Armenian energy system with a part of the Iranian one. This line provided one-way supply of

energy with a capacity of 120 MW to Armenia. When the capacity increased beyond 120 MW,

the EL was automatically shut down. This resulted in frequency fluctuations in the energy

system. The changes of the main parameters of the Armenian NPP reactor installation are

illustrated in Fig. 1-4. The diagrams illustrate the event of May 7, 1997. The load flow

exceeded 120 MW, the EL was shut down, the total power capacity of the energy system at

this moment was about 1000 MW. The frequency fell to 48.4Hz in 60 sec (Fig. 1). The

Armenian NPP turbines' control system reacted immediately to the power deficit and

increased the power production by 30 % of NnOm (Fig. 2). This shows that the sensibility of

the turbine speed regulators of the Armenian NPP was higher than that of the regulators of

other power stations of the Armenian energy system. To avoid a severe fall of pressure in the

steam generators and actuation of Scram (AZ-1), the operator manually reduced the power of

one of the two turbine generators, TG-3 (Fig. 2, 3). When the frequency reached 48.6 Hz,

AFU-1 was actuated, the frequency fell again by 0.2 Hz, and then it increased. The frequency

stabilisation took 40 min, approximately. If during this event the NPP had been scramed, i. e.,

there would be a total loss of 400 MW in the energy system. In this case the system would

have collapsed unavoidably. It would have taken several hours at least to revive the energy

system and to restart the NPP. In case of a loss of off site power of the unit, emergency power

supply of the Armenian NPP's important consumers is provided by diesel generators unless

power supply from the Yerevan Hydro Power Plant is provided. The transient which occurred

during severe frequency fluctuations resulted in: pressure fluctuations in the reactor

installation, coolant temperature fluctuations, reactivity fluctuations, fluctuations of the

coolant flow in the core.
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The analysis of the event showed that the reactor installation parameters remained within the

operational limits. The mentioned deviations from the limits, together with an anticipated

single failure, however, may lead to the damage of the components of the reactor installation

or fuel roads, or both of them together.

For a safety evaluation of Medzamor NPP during unstable operation of the energy system

ANRA applied for technical support to the European Commission.

5. Independent Support of Riskaudit in the Analysis of Frequency Instability in the

Armenian Energy System

CEC contracted a Consortium of Western TSO's for technical support to ANRA in their

activities. The Consortium is leaded by the German GRS and French IPSN. This are two

organisations with experience in safety evaluation of NPPs of this reactor type starting with

Greifswald NPP in Germany but especially on Kozloduy NPP, Bulgaria. Here the Consortium

carried out evaluations of the modernisation programmes for Kozloduy units 1-4 and

supported the Bulgarian Safety Authority in monitoring and licensing the execution of the

safety upgrading activities. This experience is being transferred to Armenia. One of the tasks

for ANRA support was the evaluation of the NPP Modernisation Programme. Another task to

evaluate the influence of grid instability on NPPs safe operation.

Regarding the first task the purpose of the safety evaluation was: to verify the completeness of

the suggested modernisation measures on the basis of international knowledge and enriched

by specific data obtained from the utilities, to check up the adequacy of these measures,

considering that Western European practices are acceptable, if transferable to VVER type

NPPs and to prioritise all upgrading measures of the programme.

The basic philosophy of the Consortium's approach was:

the more frequent the expected occurrence of the initiating event is;

the more serious the potential consequences are;

the less reliable the safety functions is,

the more urgent and necessary is the need for improvement.

Regarding the second task the Consortium evaluated as a specific problem the operation of

the Armenian NPP in an isolated energy system. Two basic conditions were discovered:

NPP operation under low frequency and its impact on NPP safety;
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impact of the failures in the energy system on NPP operation (mainly,

under unstable and interrupted communication with the joint energy systems).

The Consortium's experts carried out investigations together with the specialists of ANRA,

the Institute of Power Engineering of RA and the NPP. This resulted in a series of

recommendations.

6. Riskaudit's Recommendations based on Safety Evaluation on the Armenian NPP

regarding Energy System's Instability

The investigation of the grid instabilities showed the following results:

• There is a real probability for short term and long term excursion of the Armenian grid frequency,

which effect the safety status of the Armenian NPP.

• A detailed analysis of excursions of frequency to the safety relevant systems of the Armenian

NPP should be performed. Actually such an analysis does not exist.

On the basis of international and national evaluation criteria's recommendations are made to

improve the safety of the Armenian nuclear power plant and the stability of the Armenian

grid. Specified recommendations and questions for clarification were given on examples of

frequency instability problems to the Armenian Nuclear Regulatory Authority (ANRA):

1. It is recommended that the NPP, Grid Administration, Institute of Energy/Energy Strategy

Centre and the Armenian Nuclear Regulatory Authority should consider the assessment

regarding effects on the Armenian nuclear power plant concerning the grid stability

problems as a preparation on advanced discussion about grid instability problems. The

goal of that discussions is to guarantee NPP nuclear safety by grid stability.

2. The NPP has to be analysed concerning the different plant operational conditions, grid

voltage levels and frequency instabilities on basis of international and national regulation

requirements. On basis of licensed administrative or technical measures these

requirements have to be fulfilled by the utility.

3. The utility should implement the recommendations deriving from their own analysis

concerning frequency stability.

It should be make sure, that NPP-safety-analysis treads the following questions: Which
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safety relevant equipmen are effected by frequency instabilities? In which way are they

effected and is it acceptable? What are the consequences of low grid frequency (reduced

performance or failure during sustained operation e.g.) within the safety system?What will

happen in case of reduced MCP flows at sustained operation condition concerning low

grid frequencies? What will happen in case of increasing frequency regarding the

operation of the MCP? What will happen to the turbine generator in case of sustained

operation at low grid frequencies? What will happen while operating on load following

mode and an additional load transient occurs with the old safety relevant equipment of the

NPP?

4. The verification of all important data by an independent approved expert organisation

should be requested. This expert organisation should be national and international

approved. It is recommended that western experts support Armenian expert organisation

is this task.

5. The authority should participate in all important discussions on the process of solving the

problems of grid instabilities and problems of safety questions.

7. Measures taken by the Armenian Energy system Administration in 1997

In mid 1997 there took place very intensive discussions between the specialists of the

Armenian Energy System, NPP experts and ANRA staff. In the result there have been

developed and implemented a number of measures to improve the energy system's reliability

taking into account the operation of the NPP as a part of it. These measures included

following activities:

• The static coefficients of the Armenian turbines speed regulators were verified;

• AFU minimum operating values were reconsidered and changed;

• Automated Frequency Load Systems for HPP were put into operation;
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• Ways of power supply of the Armenian NPP in the situation of the energy system collapse

were reconsidered, corresponding procedures being developed and issued. A direct

connection was established between the Gymush HPP and the Armenian NPP;

• New automated systems were installed to regulate the load flow on the EL Iran-Armenia.

The results of these measures are illustrated in the diagrams of Fig. 5 showing the event of

February 21, 1998. The actuation of an automated protection at one unit of the Razdan HPP

with a capacity of 150 MW resulted in the unit's shut down. Two other turbines of this HPP

took over 50 MW, and the remaining 100 MW were covered by other turbines of the energy

system. The frequency in the energy system was stabilised within 7 minutes after beginning of

the event.

8. Conclusion

After introduction of additional improvement measures, the frequency in the energy system of

Armenia is presently kept at 50 +0.1 Hz. This is a first major improvement. But in principle

the problem still exists. The instability of the energy system causes deviations of the reactor

system parameters, though the range of these changes is smaller and the frequency in the

energy system is normalised in shorter time than before.

However, further activities are obligatory and in a next step it is necessary:

• to verify by mathematical models the influence of instability of the energy system on the

safe operation of the Armenian NPP;

• to make an in-depth analysis of the safety system components' work under an unstable

operation of the energy system;

• basing on Riskaudit experts' recommendations, to develop additional measures to improve

safe operation of the energy system and the Armenian NPP as part of it.
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Fig. 1: Frequency in the Armenian grid, Data: 07 May 1997
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Fig. 4: Pressure in the primary circuit
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Abstract

As a consequence of the international crisis that has shaken the nuclear industry
almost all over the world during the late 1980s, new academic contributions, which could
settle a new basis for the nuclear energy in Brazil, have been scarce. This paper aims to
partially fulfil this gap. We discuss some perspectives for the nuclear option to regain some
prominence in the Brazilian energy matrix. Recent developments in the nuclear industry,
including advances in plant design, have been opening interesting markets for small and
medium nuclear power reactors (SMNPRs). We access the suitability and feasibility of
such new technology in the Brazilian isolated electricity grids. We conclude by saying that,
although the difficulties are still huge, SMNPRs may be a good strategy for Brazil to
revitalize its nuclear policy.

Introduction

After the boom of the 1960s and 1970s, the international nuclear industry has, to a
large extent, plunged into a long period of deep reflection. Most of the technological,
economic, political and energetic promises that had sustained the strong development of
nuclear energy have proved baseless. The cost reduction expected from higher levels of
economies of scale has been questioned. Increasing capital costs for building new large
nuclear plants have been making the financing of such units something very hard. In
addition, large nuclear plants (1,000 to 1,200 MW(e)) have been loosing competitiveness
as compared with other energy alternatives based on fossil fuel and, primarily, on natural
gas. Most of these difficulties have appeared due to increasing political problems for
licensing new nuclear units. Higher direct costs and longer construction time, very often
associated to bad management and higher operational costs, have substantially diminished
the competitive advantage of nuclear vis-a-vis to other energy options. We are very far
from the dream proposed by the American President Eisenhower when he has launched his
"Atom for Peace" program in the 1960s, seemingly offering to the world an unfailing
source of energy.

During this period of reflection, the nuclear sector has been making important
improvements in all the steps that constitute the industry. Those include improvements on
projects, engineering and construction, as well as the definition of better regulatory and
licensing procedures. Among the different research axes that have been proposed, the
downscale of the plants to much smaller units (300 to 600 MW(e)) dare the traditional
opinions that usually favor "the big is beautiful solution". However, new concepts of
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SMNPR seem to have been progressing in several countries and mainly in the United
States. By accelerating construction times and increasing reliability through new systems
of passive safety, SMNPRs can overcome the cost problem of scale, becoming a serious
option for the nuclear industry of the 21st century.

We have therefore decided to analyze whether or not such new concepts of SMNPRs
may make sense and be a viable solution for the Brazilian energetic reality. To achieve
that, we have focused our attention on a very specific segment of the Brazilian electricity
system, that means, the so called "isolated grids". In the following section, we describe this
segment. Then, we access the suitability and feasibility of such new nuclear technology in
a very sensible area of the Brazilian territory.

Principal characteristics of the Brazilian electricity system

With an area of 8.5 million km2, a population of 158 million inhabitants and a GDP
of US$740 billion, Brazil consumes about 272 TWh/year of electricity (that means 1,722
kWh/year per capita). As shown in the figure 1, the national electricity grid is constituted
by a South/Southeast/Central-East integrated system, which accounts for about 79% of the
national total electricity consumption, a North/Northeast integrated system, which accounts
for about 19.5% of the total consumption. Those integrated systems are strongly based on
hydropower generation. In addition, we also find some more than 300 small and very small
isolated systems, mostly situated in the Amazon region, which account for 1.5% of the
total consumption (Carraro, 1998).1

Although small as compared with the two large integrated systems, the isolated
systems in the Amazon region are expected to expand at much higher rates. The total
electricity consumption in all the isolated systems is expected to grow from 5 TWh/year in
1997 to 13 TWh/year in 2007. This represents an average annual grow of 10%, which
compares with the average annual grow of 5% expected for the whole country. Currently,
the isolated systems are primarily based on small, inefficient, strongly subsidized and
expensive diesel power plants. Those units cost about US$ 400 million/year for the
country. They also weigh heavily against the national trade balance since Brazil is a major
diesel importer (Carraro, 1998).

As shown in the figure 1, among the isolated systems four sub-systems prevail: (i)
the isolated system of Amapa whose major consuming center is the city of Macapa; (ii) the
isolated system of Manaus in the state of Amazonas; (iii) the isolated system of Rio Branco
in the state of Acre; and (iv) the isolated system of Rondonia whose major consuming
center is the city of Porto Velho.

By the end of 1999, there might be operating a new 230 kV transmission line
connecting the cities of Rio Branco (Acre) and Porto Velho (Rondonia). At the same time,
other small cities in the south of the state of Rondonia such as Vilhena and P.Bueno (which
are currently supplied by independent power machines) may be hooked up into the larger
isolated system of Porto Velho. There will therefore be three major isolated systems in the
country. For the perspective of this text, only the isolated system of Manaus and the new
isolated system of Porto Velho/Rio Branco are real and possible targets for SMNPRs.

1 With the construction of a new 1,000 MW, 500 kV transmission line connecting the cities of Imperatriz,
Sobradinho and Miracema, in the Northeast region of Brazil, to the city of Brazilia, in the Central-East
region, the two large integrated systems will be hooked up into one so that they may exchange electricity
each other. This line is expected to start operating in December 1998.
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Figure 1: Basic characteristics of the Brazilian electricity system

Isolated system of Manaus

Isolated system of Amapa

Isolated
system of Rio

Branco

Isolated system of Rondonia

Transmission line interconnecting
the N/NE integrated system to the

S/SE/CE integrated system.

Source: (Carraro, 1998)

Pressures of energy demand in the two major Brazilian isolated grids

Both the Manaus isolated system and the Porto Velho/Rio Branco isolated system are
edging their collapse. The city of Manaus has experienced a strong urbanization process
with the arrival of many industries and a fast modernization of households. Its electricity
supply is deficient with blackouts occurring almost every day. Furthermore, the future may
reserve even more problems since the population is still growing rapidly and the city needs
to attract new investments and create new jobs to compensate to the end of past economic
privileges that used to support the regional economy. Without substantial improvements in
the metropolitan energy infra-structure, Manaus will hardly find a new sustainable
economic route. New investors will be expelled and the city will likely dive into a long
term economic crisis that might turn into social conflicts.

Incited by the governmental policy that has willed to promote a eastward occupation
of Brazilian borders, the states of Rondonia and Acre have become during the 1970s and
1980s the Brazilian most advanced agriculture frontiers. The regional population has
multiplied many times in less than ten years as well as its energy and electricity
consumption. Although migration incentives have been substantially reduced in the early
1990s, the regional economic boom is still far from diminishing. In particular, the cities of
Porto Velho and Rio Branco are experiencing a precocious urbanization expansion,
keeping attracting people from the South and Southeast regions of the country which are
enforced to leave their lands and open more room for mechanization.
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The electricity supply in all the Porto Velho/Rio Branco isolated grid is expensive
and not reliable. Again, a deficient energetic system may represent a huge obstacle for a
sustainable economic grow in the region. Moreover, it may put additional pressures on the
local environment, which is already strongly punished with huge forest burning due to the
advance of the agriculture frontier. The environment would hardly accept additional
pressures owed to a wild use of the forest for energy purposes.

The supply options in the two major Brazilian isolated grids

If we take into consideration the last "Indicative Plan" of the Brazilian government
for the expansion of the national electricity system (see Carraro, 1998), we may easily
apprehend that differently from the two large integrated systems, which will see a
substantial increase of thermopower generation, but will continue to be mainly hydropower
system, the Manaus and the Porto Velho/Rio Branco isolated grids will keep being
supplied by thermoelectricity.

It is true that Brazil still has a huge hydroelectricity potential (about 259 GW) that
can be explored. Most of those resources (about 50%) are located in the Amazon region
and could by far fulfil the regional energy needs. However, given the inappropriate
geographic conditions in the region, which is not very suitable for big dams, which would
certainly flood huge areas of tropical forests, we may not expect that potential to be fully
developed. Furthermore, most of those potential projects are located at very long distance
from the two major Brazilian isolated grids. Hence, we may expect the Amazon region to
become a large exporter of hydroelectricity to the rest of the country while keeping the
thermoelectricity basis in its own isolated systems.

Regarding the Manaus isolated system, power generation is strongly based on diesel.
The system holds the hydropower unit of Balbina, but this plant's capacity to generate
energy is far less than initially projected, proving once again the difficult of building
hydropower units in the region. The governmental "Indicative Plan" for this isolated grid
initially previews three 90 MW thermoelectric plants based on natural gas. Those units
would respectively be available by the years 2001, 2002 and 2002 (see table 1). The gas is
supposed to come from the natural gas fields of Jurua and Urucu, which has been
discovered and are being developed by Petrobras, the Brazilian national oil company. With
a production of 4 to 5 MM nrVday, Petrobras actually expects to supply with natural gas,
during more than 20 years, a plant of 460 MW that should be built in Manaus. The major
issue here is to overcome the long distance and the high transportation cost that separate
the market and the natural gas fields in the middle of the jungle.

In what concerns the Porto Velho/Rio Branco isolated grids, the energy alternatives
besides the present diesel systems are still more restrained. The governmental "Indicative
Plan" initially suggest a gradual shift from diesel to natural gas with the construction of a
series of small and middle size thermoelectric power plants based on gas (See table 1).
However, as well as the case of Manaus, the whole plan will depend upon whether or not
Petrobras will be able to cross about 500 km of tropic jungle with a 12 inches gas pipeline
that will bring the natural gas from Urucu and Jurua fields to Porto Velho and Rio Branco.
In the perspective of Petrobras, the project would only be economically feasible at larger
power capacity, that means, a plant of about 230 MW in Porto Velho and another of 100
MW in Rio Branco (Vertis, 1997).
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The perspectives for SMNPRs in the two major Brazilian isolated grids

Taken into account the demand and supply pictures presented in the last sections, it
seems for us that SMNPRs could find important market niches in the two major Brazilian
isolated grids. A 300 MW nuclear power plant could dispute against the natural gas option
both in the Manaus isolated grid and the Porto Velho/Rio Branco isolated grid. A 450 MW
plant could dispute against natural gas in the Manaus isolated grid, but it would likely be
already to big for the Porto Velho/Rio Branco system. It is very difficult to discuss about
costs and prices of whatever large scale project in such inhospitable place. International
standards for costs can certainly not be adopted straightforward for plants to be built in the
Amazon region. We had better preview some multiplication factor to correct current values
found in the literature.

Nevertheless, we may try to define what is the bottom line for the economic
competitiveness that those nuclear plants must present to be considered as a realistic
energy option for the region. Currently, with diesel plants, the average cost of electricity in
the Brazilian isolated systems is about 110 to 130 US$/MWh. By shifting to natural gas
and supposing an average cost of 3.0 US$/MMBtu for the gas, those costs are expected to
decrease to about 60 to 70 US$/MWh, which is still too expensive, but represents already a
great reduction of costs and subsidies for the country. In our perspective, this should be
the bottom line for any SMNPR. If initial studies may prove us that this line is something
achievable, it would certainly be worthy to deepen the economic research on this option.
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Conclusion

This paper has presented a very simple study regarding the potential competitiveness
of SMNPRs in the Brazilian isolated electricity grids. As we have shown with much more
details in another previous work (see Dos Santos, 1992), the revival of the nuclear industry
in Brazil is not a very easy task, having several political, economic and environmental
barriers that must be crushed before a new national nuclear policy for energy uses can be
defined and sustained in the long term.

However, we did find what we can call the economic bottom line for SMNPRs to be
competitive in the Brazilian isolated electricity grids. If we can generate electricity with a
modern and reliable nuclear technology at 30 to 50 US$/MWh, in a very wild region where
construction costs tends to escalate without control, the energy cost in the major isolated
Amazon regions would be driven to similar lower levels usually found in the rest of the
country. That would improve the general competitiveness of the whole region. In this case,
SMNPRs would likely become a serious and very defensible options.
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ABSTRACT

The functionality of the equipment important to safety is deteriorated during its service
due to ageing and harsh environment conditions. Since the environment is a potential for
common cause failures, the purpose of Environmental Qualification (EQ) is to demonstrate
the capability of safety-related equipment to perform its safety function in aged conditions
and under extreme conditions after design bases event (DEE). EQ is one of the steps in
licensing process according to US regulatory documents and standards (10CFR50.49, RG
1.89, NUREG-0588, IEEE-323). This paper presents the efforts in establishing the EQ
program in the Krsko nuclear power plant

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION BASICS

Requirements for implementing EQ in nuclear power plants are prescribed by various
national and international standards, codes and guides. Domestic EQ regulations and
standards do not exist, so the United States regulations, guides and standards are applicable to
NPP Krsko. The most important and well known are listed in references and briefly described
bellow.

The general regulations applicable to the nuclear power plants addressing equipment
qualification can be found in the General Design Criteria of Appendix A and Appendix B to
10CFR Part 50 and in 10CFR50.49, the EQ Rule. The EQ Rule was issued in 1983 and
applies to the environmental qualification of electric equipment important to safety located in
harsh environmental areas. As defined by the EQ Rule those equipment are devised in
following three categories:

a) safety related equipment required to remain functional during and following design
basis events (DBE);

b) non-safety related equipment whose failure during postulated DBE could prevent
satisfactory accomplishment of safety functions;

c) certain post-accident monitoring equipment.
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The principal NRC documents providing guidance on the equipment qualification are:

- DOR Guidelines

- NUREG0588

- Regulatory Guide 1.89

- Standard Review Plan (SRP) Sections 3.10 and 3.11

The criteria in these documents differ and may overlap. Determining which document
applies to the qualification of a particular item is a function of the plant's age, whether the
equipment is presently installed or being replaced, and the licensee's specific qualification
commitments. The DOR Guidelines generally apply to installed equipment in plants that
became operational prior to 1980. The Category II criteria of NUREG-0588 apply to the
plants that became operational after 1980 and originally committed to the requirements of
IEEE 323-1971. Compliance with the criteria contained either in the DOR Guidelines or
NUREG-0588 does not necessarily mean that the equipment is qualified to the criteria of
10CFR50.49. The Category I of NUREG-0588, the regulatory guide, and the Standard
Review Plan meet the intent of 10CFR50.49 and principally apply to plants committed to the
requirements of IEEE 323-1974 and replacement equipment in all plants.

In November 1977, the Union of Concerned Scientists petitioned the NRC commissioners
to upgrade current standard for environmental qualification of safety related equipment in
operating plants, so the NRC Division of Operating Reactors (DOR) issued IE Bulletin 79-
01B on June, 1979. Enclosure 4 of this bulletin was the Guidelines for Evaluating
Environmental Qualification of Class IE Electrical Equipment in Operating Reactors,
commonly referred to as DOR Guidelines. The DOR Guidelines were originally intended for
use by the NRC to evaluate qualification of existing equipment in reactors operating prior to
May 23, 1980. However, the DOR Guidelines soon became the qualification criteria
document applicable to these facilities.

NUREG-0588, "Interim Staff Position on Environmental Qualification of Safety-related
Electrical Equipment" was issued in 1979 to provide guidelines to the NRC staff for
qualification of IE Class electrical equipment for new plant and plants under construction.
Like the DOR Guidelines, the NUREG addresses only environmental qualification and
seismic qualification is not discussed. NUREG-0588 established two environmental
qualification categories based on 1974 and 1971 versions of IEEE 323 standard and clarifies
their criteria. Category I apply to equipment whose qualification is based on IEEE 323-1974
and Category II apply to equipment qualified to the earlier version, IEEE 323-1971. Per
10CFR50.49 qualification must be established for new and replacement equipment using the
Category I guidance.

The NRC issues Regulatory Guides to provide clarifications and suggested compliance
methods for the requirements established by applicable regulations (e.g., 10CFR50).
Regulatory Guide 1.89, rev.l, should be considered as NRC's formal guidelines regarding
compliance with the EQ Rule (10CFR50.49). The regulatory guide develops the clarifications
and guidelines based on IEEE 323-1974 standard. Most of the information provided by the
guide is extracted from NUREG-0588 Category I with one significant difference: consistent
with the EQ Rule the guide permits ongoing qualification and revisions of qualified life based
on the results of surveillance and testing programmes.

Standard Review Plan, Chapter 3.11, addresses qualification of electrical and mechanical
equipment for both harsh and mild environments, according to the information and
methodology presented in IEEE 323-1974 and NUREG-0588. Chapter 3.10 on seismic and
dynamic qualification addresses mechanical and electrical equipment and their supports.
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Industry standards applicable to equipment qualification can be classified into three
categories:

- General technical guidance for seismic and environmental qualification and
replacement parts

- Specific technical guidance on environmental qualification of specific equipment
types

- Quality assurance guidance

IEEE 279, fully issued in 1971, was the first nuclear standard developed by IEEE. The
standard contains requirements for design, qualification, manufacture, and installation of
reactor protection system. In paragraph 4.4, Equipment Qualification, IEEE 279 calls for
verification of system design capabilities through tests or analysis. This requirement initiated
the development of generic standards on environmental and seismic qualification (IEEE 323,
IEEE 344, and IEEE 627) and of "daughter" standards addressing qualification of specific
equipment items.

IEEE 323 is commonly known as the definitive qualification standard for electrical
equipment. The standard was originally issued in 1971, and it specified that qualification may
be achieved through analysis, type testing, operational experience, or a combination of these
method. The 1974 standard expanded technical requirements, including the concept of ageing.
IEEE 627, as a result of joint ASME/IEEE agreement, covers the qualification of both
mechanical and electrical safety system equipment. The standard was intended to be the
generic industry standard qualification while IEEE 323 would apply specifically to electrical
equipment. As a generic standard, IEEE 627 provides broad concepts applicable to
qualification. IEEE 344 provides specific guidance on the seismic qualification of electrical
equipment.

According to the regulatory documents following EQ requirements can be summarized:

• each NPP shall establish a program for qualifying electrical equipment important to safety,
• all electrical equipment which must be qualified is classified in three classes according to

the 10CFR50.49,
• each NPP licensee shall prepare and maintain list of equipment important to safety,
• each equipment important to safety shall be qualified by testing an identical item of

equipment under accident conditions with supporting analysis to show that equipment is
acceptable,

• a record of qualification including documentation must be maintained in suitable form for
the entire period of installation and use,

• replacement equipment must be qualified in accordance with 10.CFR50.49.

To achieve EQ each NPP have to determine equipment operating requirements and
associated environments, use this data to establish qualification requirements, qualify
equipment by test an/or analysis.

Qualification process alone depends on type of equipment, location of equipment, service
conditions under which equipment must perform its safety function and duration of harsh
environment. First two things are determined during master equipment list preparation and
last two things are subjects of EQ conditions determination. The following parameters have to
be identified and/or analysed for EQ :
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« operating tune,
* temperature,
* pressure,
* relative humidity,
* chemical spray,
* radiation,
* ageing,
* submergence.

One of the requirements stated in 10CFR50.49 is to produce EQ documentation which
is used to describe status of equipment in NPP during and after EQ. Form of EQ
documentation is not strictly prescribed but EQ documentation usually include some of the
following documents:

EQ Master List: contains safety-related electrical equipment located within area
subjected to postulated harsh environment.

EQ Worksheets: contain detailed information on equipment and on operational
requirements of the equipment.

EQ Diagrams: provide "as-built" record of qualified equipment and associated
equipment installed within harsh environment (importance of interrelationships). EQ
Diagrams are prepared for each piece of equipment subjected to 10CFR50.49 requirements.

Qualification Documentation Review Package (QDR): provide a detailed review of
the EQ documentation for each type of 10CFR50.49 equipment on EQ Master List. QDR is
final and complete EQ document which includes necessary information about status of the
equipment. QDRs shell be maintained and regularly updated.

KRSKO NPP EQ PROGRAM

NEK is commited to establish EQ program based on the above mentioned requirements
and it is already assured through the various activities during the past years. First of all the
mayor effort has been devoted to prepare Master Equipment Component List (MECL). This is
the list of all equipment including component type and number, location, safety class, function
and other relevant parameters.

NEK EQ Program Manual has been prepared by Parsons Power and it contains the
detailed description and procedure for implementing and maintaining Equipment
Qualification.

Other activity necessary for implementing EQ is the preparation of EQ Zones. This
work has been performed by Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing from Zagreb
(FER) and revised by Parsons Power. The EQ Zones define environmental parameters
(temperature, pressure, humidity, submergence, radiation dose) in the various plant locations.
They were prepared based on the location where the Design Bases Accident (DBA) or High
Energy Line Break (HELB) can occur.

Those three documents, together with the various trainings for personnel involved in
EQ, represent the sound basis for the start of overall NEK Equipment Qualification Program.
Also, NEK took advantage in use of generic EQ documents (EPRI/PSE EQ Data Base and
GLS PQE/GQE software), as well as the EQ programs from similar US plants (Kewaunee).
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Scope

The scope of equipment included in the process of the NEK Environmental
Qualification comply with the requirements of 10CFR50.49, the EQ Rule:

- safety related equipment: NEK is relied upon this equipment during and
following DBAs,

- non-safety related equipment: equipment which is not essential to
safety and which failure could prevent safety related equipment to
accomplish safety function

- post-accident monitoring: instrumentation equipment required for post
accident monitoring per RG 1.97.

Based on the generic scope of the equipment and the EQ Zones, determining
environmental parameter, the equipment requiring qualification is extracted from the MECL.
Figure 1 shows the logic diagram for determination of the equipment included in EQ program,
based on the above requirements.

START QUALIFICATION

Component is Class 1E or
Reg. Guide 1.97

YES

i
Component is located in a
harsh environment zone

I
YES

iComponent performs LOCA or
post-LOCA function

NO

I
Component is located in a
harsh environment zone

NO •

YES

i
EQ REQUIRED | - Y E S —

Component performs HELB
function

N

NO

i
INCLUDE COMPONENT IN EQ LIST
AND PERFORM QUALIFICATION

EQ NOT REQUIRED

DOCUMENT BASES IN
ANALYSIS OR CALCULATION

r

EQ NOT REQUIRED |

Figure 1. Determination of equipment covered by EQ

NEK EQ Documentation

Together with EQ Master Equipment List and EQ Zones, the basic elements of NEK EQ
program are EQ Documentation Packages (EQDP). The structure of the EQDP is as follows:
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• EQAR (Equipment Qualification Assessment Report)
• SCEW (System Component Evaluation Worksheet)
• Exhibits

EQ Assessment Report (EQAR) compiles the following information and requirements:
- connects similar equipment to the relevant environmental parameters,
- compares EQ Zone and Test Report parameters,
- evaluate installed equipment to the tested equipment
- assures that the equipment is capable to perform its safety function in harsh

environment after ageing during normal operation
- provides requirements for the installation of the new equipment and for the

checking if already existing equipment is correctly installed,
- defines qualified lifetime of the equipment and subcomponents
- provides maintenance requirements (surveillance intervals and subcomponents

replacement)
- defines EQ requirements for components procurement

System Component Evaluation Worksheet (SCEW) describes the details for each
component from the EQ List, compares test and ambient parameters and provides the
information about the date of component installation or replacement.

Other support documents - exhibits, that are not part of the EQAR or SCEW, include
additional documentation, such as: test reports, evaluation of test reports, various analyses,
communication with vendor and supplier, vendor catalogues, purchase orders, NRC Bulletins,
Notices, Circulars, etc.

EQ data base

The basic step in the preparation of the EQ data base is the importing and indexing of
the EQ list. After that the parameters of the EQ zones shall be included and the data base will
be connected to the GLS PQE/GQE base (generic base, and test data). The new SCEW is
automatically created upon the inclusion of the new component in the EQ data base. On the
base of the EQ list, EQ zones and test reports the EQAR is created. Evidences of the other
data, that cannot be the part of the EQAR, should be the part of the EQ data base (GQE -
Generic Qualification Evaluation, Test reports, communication with the vendors, purchase
orders, analyses, etc.). The structure of the EQ data base is presented in the Figure 2.

EQ List
Room ID
GQE ID
Purchase Order No. -

Procurement

Purchase Order No.

Rooms
Room ID
Zone ID

Zones

Zone ID

Test Data

GQE ID

Figure 2. Structure of the NEK EQ data base
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Impact of the EQ on the other NEK processes

Maintenance

The requirements for installation, procurement and maintenance should be defined in
the EQ packages. The EQ requirements will be included in the maintenance procedures, and,
if EQ package is changed, the EQ team initiate, if necessary, the change of the maintenance
procedure. EQ data base shall contain the data that are subject of the maintenance (date of
installation, the last changes and the planed changes). This data base should be maintained by
the EQ team (revisions of EQ packages) and maintenance team (informs in the case of the
maintenance actions).

Procurement

The equipment "Purchase Order" shall contain the equipment description (model,
function, qualification standard...) and information of operating and accident ambient
conditions. The vendor should supply the certificate which assures that the equipment comply
with the order requirements, as well as the qualification documentation (tests, installation
requirements, material analyses, maintenance requirements, etc.). Only qualified equipment
and qualified replacement parts may be used as the EQ components. Components, that are
qualified according to the Category II requirements, shall be replaced with the components
that are qualified by the Category I requirements. The procured equipment shall be properly
placed in the warehouse, according to the required procedure.

Modifications

The modification engineer shall check if the modification has the impact on the EQ or
the parameters of the EQ zones. If this is the case the EQ engineer shall order the review of
the modification package.

Future NEK activities

In order to establish the complete and operating EQ program, the future activities are set
to achieve the following aims:

- revision of EQ zones,

- reduction of EQ list,

- use of the GLS software and adoption of NEK base to that software,

- revision of EQ manual,

- constituting the Check List and plans for Walk Down,

- repeat Walk Down (review MECL data),

- providing missing test reports,

- qualifying and marking the equipment on the base of the Walk Down
and test reports,

- include EQ maintenance requirements in the maintenance procedures,

- providing procurement requirements to the Procurement Department,

- including EQ in the process of modification.
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CONCLUSION

It was concluded that NEK EQ list should contain about 200 - 600 components (based
on the EQ List of similar plants) and, additionally, it shall be revised to include "Operating
Time" and "Safety Function" of the equipment. Also, it is necessary to revise the EQ zone
parameters (in some zones parameters are too conservative). To establish EQ program NEK
will wait to replace certain number of short-lived components to avoid the qualification of
each component. Also, it is important to order the testing of the equipment that cannot be
qualified in any other way.

NEK EQ program is similar to generic (EQDB), as well as to the already performed EQ
programs, so the future steps will be taken to make contact with the plant of similar age and
characteristics to make similarity analysis.

The NEK EQ program and project will demonstrate NEK's recognized safety and
improvement programs by bringing NEK into full compliance with regulatory and industry
EQ requirements.
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ABSTRACT

Availability improvement and control of maintenance costs are two key issues to insure the
competitiveness of current and future Nuclear Power Plants.

EDF operating experience represents approximately 700 reactor.years. This experience has
enabled the firm to undertake an ongoing process to improve the performances of power
plants in operation or at the design stage.

This process is sufficiently general to be applied to NPP of any power range installed on large,
medium or small electricity grids. It also can be implemented at each step of the plant life,
design, construction, operation or on the occasion of a refitting program

The studies yet completed have allowed EDF to significantly improve the performances of its
56 NPP in operation and to start and to conduct the design of future units with more ambitious
but realistic objectives.

1- Introduction
Improvement of availability and control of maintenance costs are two key issues to insure the
competitiveness of current and future Nuclear Power Plants because they are two major
contributors to the kW.h cost. (Figure 1).

That is the reason why Electricite de
France has undertaken an ongoing process
to improve the performances of its
56 nuclear power plants in operation.

A similar approach has been engaged to
take into account availability and
maintenance for next generation designs.

This resolute process of improvement was
made possible thanks to a significative
operating experience feedback which
represents approximately 700 reactor.years.

kW.h
cost

Fuel Cost

Capital Cost

Availability

Planned
Outages

Forced
Outages

Operation &
Maintenance

Cost

Operation

Maintenance

Training

Logistics I

Figure 1 : The main contributors to the kW.h cost

2- Improvement in availability and maintenance costs of current plants
Following a drop in availability during the early 90s, the Nuclear Operation Division has
launched in 1992 several initiatives aimed at maintaining EDF among the best operators in the
world. In parallel, a constant effort to control, or even to decrease O&M costs was engaged.
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2.1 Availability
Evolution of the availability factor of EDF PWR units is represented in figure 2.
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Figure 2 : Evolution of Availabilty Factor

The early 90s was characterized by a low availability factor, mainly due to problems on
Reactor Pressure Vessel heads of 900MW series and to the refueling outage management
policy.
The first problem has induced an increase in outage extensions while the second has
lengthened the planned outage duration, as shown in figure 3.
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I w Planned Outage D Outage extension • Forced Outage |

Figure 3 : Evolution of unavailability factor

A strong Improvement Policy was then implemented by EDF to solve these different
problems, and availability recovered strongly up until 1993 and has maintained this good
performance since then. (Reference 1).

Among them, can be noted

• " Operation Safety Improvement Initiative" which was to put operation back at the
heart of the process,

• "Maintenance-Safety Improvement Initiative" which aimed at optimizing outage
operations, by achieving better planning in the preparation of outages and by defining
an optimized maintenance program,
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• "Corporate Resources-Site Engineering Improvement Initiative" pooling resources,
taking a multidisciplinary approach to problems and carrying in-depth examination of
experience feedback,

• "Information System", which is an essential tool used by everyone in their work,
particularly for planning outages and all maintenance activities.

As part of these efforts, Nuclear Operation Division has also introduced new work methods,
which mainly consist in applying a project approach to problems which are strategic.

Lastly, also part of these efforts, the "Availability-Outage Monitoring Project" is designed to
secure a long-term 3% gain in availability (based on 1995 figures), by reducing the reference
outage schedules for the 900 and 1300 MW series by 12 and 18 days, respectively, while at
the same time enhancing the quality of maintenance work and safety at plants.

The efficiency of this initiative is illustrated by figure 4.
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Figure 4 : Evolution of Refueling outage duration
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Implementation of these different initiatives has led in 1996 and 1997 to a mean availability
factor close to 83% which is an excellent performance considering the 54 units in operation

2.2 Operating & Maintenance costs

Maintenance of the French Nuclear plants is one of the most important activities for their
safety and availability. The maintenance costs account for a significant part of the electricity
generation cost: in 1997, these costs roughly amounted to 10 billion French Francs.

The importance given to their reduction or control is easily understandable.

2.2.1 Evolution of O&M costs

The evolution during the last 6 years of the relative value of direct Operating & Maintenance
costs is represented in figure 5.

This figure shows that these costs are roughly decreasing since 1992 at a mean rate of 2% per
year (regardless of inflation.
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Figure 5 : Evolution of direct O&M costs
(in cF/kW.h, basis 100 in 1992)
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These good results have been obtained in spite of some extra costs due to :

• carrying out of the first major ten-yearly inspection of all 900 MW units and some of
1300 units,

• resolution of technical problems associated with the use of Inconel 600 ; the Steam
Generators on XX units and 12 reactor vessel heads have been replaced,

• increasing of routine maintenance activities, which is necessary as units accumulate
operating hours in order to ensure a high level of safety and availability.

2.2.1 Implementation of the "OMF" approach

An optimization method of the maintenance choices has been set up : named "Optimisation de
la Maintenance par la Fiabilite" (OMF), the object of this method is to optimize the
maintenance choices within a structure of an improved control of Safety, Availability and
Maintenance costs. The OMF is derived from the RCM method (Reliability Centred
Maintenance) still widely applied in the field of aeronautics

The OMF is a general method of optimizing the choice of equipment maintenance according
to their failure rate contribution to the operation and according to the economic performances
and reliability data performances.

This approach leads to the development of equipment maintenance programmes from
elementary systems and their functions and no longer from types of equipment.Thus these
programmes take better consideration of the consequences and the severity of the equipment
failure.

An OMF analysis of a plant system is carried out in three stages :

1. Assessment of stakes, which enables one to assess the main stakes for each
equipment and leads to the definition of critical components subject to preventive
maintenance,

2. Assessment of performances, which allows fixing equipment performance with
respect to reliability and maintenance costs. This stage is based on the operating
experience feedback,

3. Maintenance optimization, which aims at optimizing the preventive maintenance
programmes concerning the equipment specified as critical.
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The OMF application to the EDF operating nuclear units aims at:

• optimizing the existing Preventive Maintenance Programme,
• defining the initial maintenance programmes on the equipment for which they are

required but have not yet provided,
• suitably adapting the equipment maintenance to the significant evolutions (variation

of reliability data, modifications ...)•

After some pilot studies completed in several units, the EDF Nuclear Operation Division is
now systematically implementing the OMF methodology. The major gains expected are a
reinforcement of safety and availability and a O&M cost saving of more than 5%.

3- Performance improvement for new designs - The CIDEM Project
Considering its plant operating experience, the analysis of foreign practice and the
development of new design approaches and tools, EDF is convinced that it is also possible to
improve new plant design, operation and maintenance without increasing investment costs too
much.

EDF has then decided to implement the CIDEM project (French acronym for Design
Integrating Availability, Operating Experience and Maintenance), an analytic and systematic
process for studying new projects, aiming at design optimization including investment,
maintenance, availability and radiation exposure objectives [3].

This approach aims at a single goal : to minimize the kWh production cost incorporating
investment operation and fuel cost, based on experience from French and foreign units.

This process, already widely practiced in other industries or services (aerospace, defence,...),
uses concepts known by the acronyms RAM (Reliability, Availability, Maintainability) RCM
(Reliability Centered Maintenance) and ILS (Integrated Logistic Support).

The first CIDEM application is centered on the future French nuclear unit construction
program, known as the REP 2000 Program, particularly within the framework of the design
studies of the new French-German Nuclear Island (European Pressurized Reactor, EPR) but
the approach could be applied to other Reactor type or fossil-fired units in particular for its
methodological aspect.

3.1 Main goals
Based from EPRI/Utilities Requirements Document and European Utilities Requirements, a
number of goals intended to maintain the overall costs of the future generating units at a
competitive level relative to the other generating modes were set for the REP 2000/EPR
project. These goals are :

• availability of at least 87%
• annual radiation exposure less than 0.5 Men.Sv/unit/year for the EPR Nuclear Island
• maintenance costs equal or less than those of current units.

To ensure that these objectives can be achieved, it was necessary, very early in the program, to
define and implement a design study process based upon :

• analyses of the operating experience from the EDF park, from foreign power plants,
in particular the German Konvoi series, and other nuclear industrial facilities,

• the techniques borrowed from maintenance engineering and from the field of
dependability studies (mainly reliability, availability and maintainability analyses on
structures, systems and components).
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• an organization of the Concurrent Engineering type, bringing together specialists
from the different branches involved in the program.

3.2 A Concurrent Engineering Organization

The CIDEM studies are managed by a team grouping engineers from the 3 EDF Divisions
involved (Engineering-Generation-Research), in charge of activities coordination,
implementation of some specific tasks (allocations definition, validation of results, writing up
summary documents or specifications). This team works in close collaboration with the
vendors and the German and other European Utilities involved in the REP 2000 programme.

3.3 The CIDEM Studies yet completed
The CIDEM studies for the REP 2000 Program were started at the beginning of 1993. A
number of results have already been obtained in the various fields covered by CIDEM. The
most significant results have been obtained in the availability field [3].

3.3.1 A variability studies

Definition of a methodology for availability assessments

The CIDEM Project group has developed a calculation method for assessing, in a simple and
user-friendly manner, the availability of a nuclear power plant.
The main causes of unavailability for a Nuclear Power Plant are :

• forced outages during operation,

• planned outages for refueling and maintenance,

• outage extensions for works or unplanned events.
This last case is not yet studied but some R&D activities are planned in this field.

Considering these causes of downtime, the methodology allows the calculation of three kinds
of unavailability :

• theoretical availability which represents the best technically achievable, and only
considers refueling and regular maintenance outages,

• target availability, which, in addition to the theoretical availability, takes into account
planned outage extension for special works,

• realistic availability, which, in addition to the target availability, considers unplanned
events encountered during the outage. This last kind of availability is used for cost
assessments.

An EXCEL speadsheet based on this formula allows the 3 kinds of availability to be
calculated

Forced outages

A very detailed analysis of current plant has been completed. This analysis showed a forced
outage rate objective of 2% is achievable, provided that some reliability improvement are
made for critical components, particularly the turbine-generator.
Additionally, a series of studies on an existing system benefiting from significant operating
experience was undertaken. The 1300 MW units "Feedwater" system was selected. These
studies confirm the operating experience analysis results : the critical components in this
system are the feedwater flow control valves.
A sensitivity study was also conducted to assess the influence of different system designs on
the availability of the feedwater system. The results were used for defining the new design of
the future Nuclear Plant Feedwater system.
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Refueling Outage

The specifications of the EUR (European Utilities Requirements) and those of the EPRI
recommend an outage duration for PWR units of less than 25 days. Within the scope of the
EPR (European Pressurised Reactor) very detailed comparative studies of the French and
German operating experience were conducted and resulted in a refueling outage schedule of
19 days (from breaker to breaker). The related requirements, allowing one to reach this
objective, were drawn up by EDF and the German Utilities involved in the EPR and have
been sent to the designer, NPI (Nuclear Power International).
A simplified schedule directly issued from this study is presented in figure 6.

OUTAGE TOTAL DURATION
(breaker to breaker)

COOLDOWN-RCS OPENING-REACTOR CAVITY FLOOCTNG

RCCA DISCONNECTION-FUEL UNLOADMG

REACTOR CAVITY DRAMMG-SG VISIT-CAVITY FLOOCMNO

MSPECT1ON AT RPV NOZZLE LOW LEVEL

RCCA RESHUFFLING t FUEL ELEMENTS MSPECTIOH

MAINTENANCE & REOUAUFICATION OF FtflST TRAM

PARTIAL MAMTENANCE OF SECOND TRAM

PARTIAL MAMTENANCE OF THIRD TRAM

PARTIAL MAMTENANCE OF FOURTH TRAM

FUEL RELOADING

RESTART OF THE PLANT (UP TO CONNECTION TO THE GRID)

12 13 14|15

LEGEND
cmncAL •

20

Figure 6 : EPR Refueling Outage Schedule

Other planned inspections

Turbine-Generator overhaul
The studies have not yet been completed. Two scenarios are under study at the moment:

• general overhaul of the turbine-generator every 5 to 6 years,

• breakdown of the inspection of the generator and the turbine cylinders on each
refueling outage.

Some other investigations are performed to optimize the handling and maintenance facilities.
The related requirement will soon be provided.

10-Year Regulatory Inspection
The scenario proposed for the 10-year regulatory inspection outage of the EPR units uses the
schedule of the shutdown and start-up phases adopted for the refueling outages.
The schedule of the works common to all these types of inspection (particularly maintenance
and testing of switchboards adopted for the refueling outages) has also been reused.
For the other phases of inspection, works, testing (reactor coolant system hydrotest,
containment pressure test), in the first analysis, the reference schedules for the 10-year
inspection outage of 900 and 1300 MW French units have been adopted. The allocation for
the EPR project is 49 days.

EPR availability assessment

Based on the hypotheses defined above, three cases corresponding to operating cycles of 12,
18, 22 months were investigated.
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The results are given in the following table

Fuel cycle length
(months)

12

18
22

Theoretical
Availability

91,6%

93,2%

93,8%

Target
Availability

89,1%
91,5%

92,3%

Realistic
Availability

87,1%

90,2%

91,2%

3.3.2 Maintenance studies

Preventive Maintenance

This field is covered by three kinds of study :
• operating experience feedback
• maintenance engineering and policy
• maintenance methodologies.

Today, in the first field, five studies of operating experience have been completed, such as
Feedwater pump drive systems.
Six studies concerning maintenance engineering and policy are now complete, such as "Initial
maintenance, aims, and strategy within the scope of the REP 2000 programme".
As regards maintenance methodologies, the main activity consists in defining an adapted
OMF/RCM process adapted to the design stage ; one case study has been carried out : it
concerns improving the reliability of Emergency Diesel Generator on 1300 MW series .

Maintenance aims and strategy for REP 2000 components

Early in the project, the main maintenance objectives and the strategies to reach them were
defined .
For example, a component standard exchange strategy has been chosen to reduce the work
burden during the outages. Overhaul of these components will be postponed and performed in
the plant workshop after the start-up of the unit.

4- Conclusion
The competitiveness of nuclear energy in relation to fossil fuel power is an essential goal for
Electricite de France. The studies already completed in the fields of availability and
maintenance have allowed EDF to significantly improve the performances of its 56 NPP in
operation and to start and conduct the design of future units with more ambitious but realistic
objectives.
The success of the different initiatives implemented both on current plants and on those under
design, is one of the major concerns of nuclear energy in France
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ABSTRACT

Electricite de France carries out several analyses on NPP component behavior every year.
However, these analyses are conducted separately by specialists of only one kind of
component and regardless of the time factor.
Seven years ago, a working group from the Nuclear Operation Division completed a detailed
examination of component behavior of the 50 NPP then in operation, over a ten-years period
(from 1980 to 1990).
These analyses have been centered on main components only.
Today, another working group is extending the previous work to a 15 years operating period
(1980-1995) The new working group will integrate this operating experience in a
computerized process to facilitate access to all the information contained in the data base. This
system will be based on a site server allowing a user-friendly connection, and updated
periodically.

1- Introduction

With a park of 58 nuclear units made up of 3 series (900 MW 34 Units, 1300 MW 20 units,
and 1500 MW 4 units), experience feedback remains a very important factor for EDF. This
experience feedback is not only important for the operation of the 58 units at the present time,
but also for the design of the first units likely to replace those in-service when they become
obsolete.

Suitable processing of the problems experienced on the different units makes it easier to
inform operators of events and incidents on other sites. This information is mainly
forthcoming by yearly reports, event files, computer files and internal information logs.

2- Experience Feedback Principle

Sound experience feedback is based on the following 8 principles

• collecting together events, incidents, damages etc.,
• selecting, to retain only events of interest,
• analysis of incidents to be made, locally and nationally,
• analyses should be checked and validated,
• improvement should lead to enhanced operating performance of existing units, and

design of future units,
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3-

transmission of information must be impeccable (analysis is of no use unless it is
communicated),
storing analysis files should give quick and easy access for all those affected by
experience feedback,
enhanced use of experience feedback must be reinforced by a communication
programme both internal and external to the firm.

Experience Feedback Process at time of commissioning Nuclear Units

When the first 900 MW were initially put into operation, collection of information was
recorded solely in the form of paper documents. Plants drafted the following written
documents:

• DOC 221 : operating incidents
• DOC 222 : damage to equipment
• DOC 223 : critical events (safety).

The plants also drafted an annual report giving results on Safety, operating incidents, and
damage to equipment. These documents were processed at national level ( 2nd level analysis),
to learn lessons from operating experience.

The results of this work were published in the form of annual reports covering equipment
behavior, operating incidents, incidents affecting Safety, etc.

4- The Experience Feedback Process today

The evolution of experience feedback, setting up engineering on-site, the RCM approach and
mastering costs has led EDF to make SAPHIR the common tool for collection and storage of
experience feedback, as well as the favored national tool for communication. (Figure 1)

SAPHIR-STRUCTURE I

Maintenance
Works

A22 Maintenance
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Controls
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TECHNICAL
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Internal & external
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Data Base

Figure 1 : Structure of the SAPHIR System
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SAPHIR is a structured data base, divided in two types of history bases.

The LOCAL HISTORY BASES, BHL (1 per site) are responsible for storage of data which
allows local users to analyze data concerning their own site.

There are two types of BHL input data:

- EVENT-RELA TED associated to the MANAGEMENT OF SITU A TIONS:

Corresponding, at the very least, to the functionalities of the previous existing system.
This allows acquisition of elements linked to SITUATION declarations, either of operation of
Safety : Events and Incidents involved in-service or maintenance, Damage and Anomalies,
etc.

- TECHNICAL, associated to the MAN A GEMENT OF INTER VENTIONS :

Storage of maintenance activity reports :
Work Orders issued from the Work Management Process.

The NATIONAL HISTORY BASIS (BHTV) allows analysis of situation on all sites on a
national scale, and completing them by Analyses at national level, if necessary.
This data is accessible to the different EDF departments.
BHN also authorizes access to certain data for collaborators outside EDF : Safety Authorities,
and vendors (Framatome).

Unfortunately, this method is only an event management base, and it does not give access to
practical analyses from the sites, or nationally.

5- Applying Experience Feedback to the REP2000 Programme

Within the framework of the future French nuclear unit construction programme, known as
the REP 2000 Programme, EDF wondered what practical form for the designers this
experience feedback, from nuclear units in-service, should take. In the course of 1991, several
work groups drafted synthesis documents covering radiological protection, equipment
behavior, operating incidents and fire risk. These reports covered the period from 1980 to
1990. In 1996, a new work group was instructed to update these documents, and widen the
scope of the reference period, to cover 1980-1995.

5.7 Evolution of Experience Feedback Synthesis Documents

The documents drafted in 1991 were available only in an inconvenient paper or microfiche
form. These aids turned out to be unsuitably difficult to update, and did not make circulation
of information any easier for the engineers in charge of the design of new installations.

In 1996 it was therefore decided to take advantage of this updating obligation to change
medium. After studying the advantages that a computer network would bring (easy to consult,
uniqueness of data), the decision was taken to adapt these documents to make them directly
accessible from PCs linked to the firm's Intranet network.

5.2 Document Description
Practical compilation of an experience feedback data base for the use of the designers must be
sufficiently synthetic, while giving access to detailed information without inundating the
reader.
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5.3 The 1990 Version

In 1991 it was decided at the time to exclude data directly originating from the plants (or 1st
level analysis) to the benefit of summarized data compiled on a national basis (or 2nd level
analysis). These second level analyses had the disadvantage of classifying by speciality
(rotating machine, electricity, instrumentation control, etc) and each report covered only one
year at a time.

It was therefore decided to split information up by equipment and subject to make follow-up
easier over a long period - the documents issued from this breakdown were called Analysis
Sheets.

Each topic or component generally comprises one Analysis Sheet per year. These sheets have
been grouped into synthesis files. A sheet called Synthesis Sheet is compiled on the basis of
the contents of this file. It shows, in one to twenty pages the behavior of a component or a
topic over 10 or 15 years of operation. When it was decided in 1996 to record this knowledge
base on computer, this principle was maintained.

5.4 The contribution of the 1995 version
The 1995 version has been completely overhauled to make remote consultation of all the
documents possible through an Intranet server.

Brief description

For the moment the present version can only be consulted from 3 sites located at Tours, Lyon
and Paris. In the long-term it is intended that this server be consulted from any computer
station of the Firm.

All the files are installed on a computer server installed at Lyon. This data base represents
approximately 750 synthesis sheets in the 1990 version, and 1200 in the 1995 version. The
analysis sheets represent 8,850 pages in the 1990 version and 14,000 pages in the 1995
version. All these sheets have been introduced either by manual input for the new sheets or
through scanning for the previous 1990 version.

The system is fitted with a navigation system which facilitates search for Synthesis Sheets by
alphabetical section or by means of the firm's own classification code.

One of the innovation of this system comes from the use of hypertext links which enable
creating a linkage between certain words of the Synthesis Sheets and the associated Analysis
Sheet.

These links enable the reader to consult more detailed data which are mentioned on the
Analysis Sheets.

Each Synthesis Sheet contains a bibliography which, by simply clicking on the mouse,
facilitates access to the corresponding Analysis Sheet.

The principle of the navigation system between Analysis Sheet and Synthesis Sheet is
presented in Figure 2.
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» DC motors GGR (Turbine Lubrication. Jacking and Turning System)

For future units, it will be necessary to give up the dc motor in continuous operalion, and install an
inverter, linked to a three-phase asynchronous motor (solution retained for the N4 scries). In lact
observations made regarding lubrication of the shaft line show thai this type of motor is not suitable
for the required lunction (permanent operation, with wear of brushes and rotor poflulion requiring
considerable upkeep).

• Other motors

These motors do not have a device for draining the used grease- The use ol Icaklight lifetime
lubricated rolling bearings is lo be recommended lor this type of machine.

• Motor-driven lubricating pumps electrically coupled lo the turbo-generator shaft

Fire risk is to be taken into account in probability studies and for Ihe new design. Study of
constructive solutions minimizing fire risk on Ihe oil tank (explosion-proof motor).
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: EPN Sheet BE N° 45 Meeting 14.09.89

: Code AMN : 066 Drafter: Martin-Onraet

: 69

AMN 066 Operalinq anomaly in dc GGR molors of Ihe 600. 900 and 1300 MW series

n of the Problem

(1000 r.p.m., functional identification GGR 004 MO) is fitted lo one ol the oil tank pumps
(-generator set of the 600 MW coal, 900 MW and 1300 MW units.

operates continuously on its nil flow rate absorbing in the region of 40 % of its nominal
called upon, exceptionally and mainly in the case of anomalies on Ihe other lubricating
27 to 40kV) up lo 100 % of this power depending on the series in question.

ns made on all Ihe unils rn question alter several years of operation lead one to suppose
>tor technology is probably not suitable for this type of operation.

reduced power in fact causes a current density in Ihe brushes very much lower than the
.• :|--fl|l-$;ij"fected (very aggravating speed of wear factor). Besides, as Ihe motors have closed
wi'wii'&^intHation with transfer ol calories through the body, the atmosphere which bathes the
system of rings and collectors is not checked at alt and its cleanliness deleriorales with the wear
and tear of the brushes, which itself accelerates with collector pollution.

The dusl produced by the accelerated wear and lear of the carbon brushes finaHy leads to loss of
machine insulation, which is detected by the dc supply panel, and this insulation can only be
restored after a thorough cleaning (cost: 20 to 30 kF). So as to delay this, plants are then called
upon to schedule Irequent preventive maintenance of their molors : every six weeks for most sites

FESSENHEIM indicated at the start of operalions rapid wear of brushes ol its GGR molors bul
decided, successfully, to reduce the number of brushes to 8 considering their permanent underload.

From the start, the machines at BUGEY were fitted with 8 E49X brushes supplied by SHUNCK
ELECTROGRAPH1TE. This site has not had any specific problems.

Figure 2 : Navigation Process - Links between Analysis Sheet and Synthesis Sheet
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6- Conclusion

In the 1995 version, the application gives access to the maximum amount of extremely useful
and detailed data, as the initial local information has been enriched by analyses at national
level, and completed by meetings of experts. Use of a computer network has enabled making
the same information available to all the engineers with access to the server which supports
this application. Use of hypertext link details the information field without having to return to
numerous records which are sometimes dispersed.

The hypertext navigation system and the system structure allows rapid access to detailed
information among the 16,000 pages of this data base.

This base should be operational at the end of 1998. However, a version comprising both the
1990 version of the synthesis sheets and 25 % of the synthesis sheets in the 1995 version,
should be operational in the spring of 1998.
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ABSTRACT

In order to decrease the percentage of plugged tubes, i.e. to avoid exceeding of plugging margin
in the future, NE KrSko introduced in 1993 Sleeving as the repair method of degraded steam
generator (SG) tubes.

TIG welded sleeves developed by ABB CE to span defects in roll transition zone or just above
the tubesheet (RTZ sleeve) and around tube support plates (TSP sleeve) have been installed
during 1993 and 1996.

In this document both type of TIG welded sleeves are presented including design, installation and
examination. Plant specific qualification process and experience from both sleeving campaigns
are presented too.

At the end there is described new developed ABB Reactor weldless type of sleeve (PLUSS
sleeve) which is selected by NE Kr§ko as a preferable sleeving option that could replace plugging.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The operation of Pressurized Water Reactor (P WR) steam generators results in some instances
with localized corrosive attack on the inside (primary side) or outside (secondary side) of the
steam generator tubing. Such corrosive attack interfere to tube wall integrity in two ways - like
reduction of tube wall or cracking. Based on applicable codes and regulations, degradation up to
40% of wall thickness (plugging or repair criteria) does not require any corrective action because
SG tubing has been designed with considerable margin between the actual wall thickness and the
wall thickness required to meet structural requirements but exceeding this value tube has to be
repaired or plugged.

Shortly after start up (since 1985), NE KrSko was faced with degradation processes in SG tubing
inspectioned by Eddy Current (ECT). Up to year 1993 NE Kr§ko used to perform only plugging
on tubes exceeding plugging criteria because steam generators have been designed with plugging
margin of 18% (percentage of tubes which could be plugged without decreasing of power).

Approaching to the plugging margin NE Kr§ko maintenance staff started to think about sleeving
like relatively new repair method instead of plugging to keep plant operability on 100% of power.

At NE Krsko steam generators the most of tube defects are placed at the top of the tube sheet area
(TTS) and at the tube support plates (TSP) intersections, both on the "hot leg" side. Some service
companies developed sleeves for the tube repairs in these locations. Fig. 1 shows a NPP Kr§ko
SG's structure (Westinghouse D-4 model, with tubing 3/4" OD x 0.043", ALLOY 600 MA).

From technical point of view, sleeve is part of tube with outside diameter very close to the inner
tube diameter inserted into the parent tube with a minimal gap. Sleeve spans defect between two
joints - welded or mechanically expanded or in combination of these two ways. Both joints have
to assure leak-tightness to prevent reactor coolant leakage from primary to secondary side in
steam generator.

At that time (1993) industry was offering several types of sleeves which could be divided into the
two main groups based on technology: welded and mechanically expanded sleeve. There are two
types of welded sleeves and they are related to the welding processes used for joint: TIG and
LASER. Also, for weldless types there are several technics used: explosion, hydraulic and rolling
expansion.

Evaluating techniques and sleeve types, industry and plants experience and references NPP KrSko
has chosen for the first campaign TIG welded sleeve designed by ABB CE.
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2.0 DESIGN OF TIG WELDED SLEEVES

ABB CE has developed and designed two different welded sleeves: RTZ (roll transition zone)
sleeve for spaning defects in top of the tube sheet and TSP (tube support plate) sleeve for defects
placed at tube support plate intersections.

Alloy 690 was selected for sleeve material due to increased corrosion resistance and perfect
welding properties.

2.1 RTZ Sleeve

RTZ sleeve design is shown of Fig. 2 bellow. Hydraulically expanded region at upper part of
sleeve assure contact with the tube necessary for welding using TIG process. Lower sleeve joint
is achieved using hard rolling combined with friction and sealing by carbide layer called
microlock.

Tube
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RTZ Welded Sleeve



2.2 TSP Sleeve

Fig. 3 shows TSP sleeve with expended regions above and below tube support plate. Leak tight
joint is achieved by welds.

.Tube

©
©

,Weld

Tube Support

Figure 3

TSP Welded Sleeve

3.0 INSTALLATION

3.1 RTZ Sleeve

Process starts with cleaning of tubes in region where sleeve will be installed. Cleaning is
performed by steel brushes and stream of air. Verification of cleanliness is done by visual
examination using endoscope.

After sleeve insertion in to the position follows expansion of upper joint with very preciselly
controlled hydraulic equipment. TIG welding process without filler material is used to weld upper
joint. In case of rejected weld it is possible to make rewelding. Upper weld is examined by NDE.
Finally, lower joint is done by mechanical rolling same as at installation of mechanical removable
ABB plug.

Post weld heat treatment is option. Basically, if sleeve is installed for longer period heat treatment
is necessary but for shorter time of operation sleeve is fully safe without this step which consumes
significant time on critical path of an outage.
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RTZ sleeve can be installed in about 90% of tubes. Tubes on periphery is difficult to sleeve
because of channel head geometry and tools capability.

Installation process which is very complicated requires nearly 100 specialists and supporting
workers (jumpers) during 24 hours work, and 20 tons of remote controlled equipment as
manipulators, lighting, air-conditions, computers, cameras, different tools etc. Steam generators
have to be drained and dried on primary and secondary side. Both atmospheres have to be strictly
controlled because success of welding depend on inside humidity conditions.

3.2 TSP sleeve

TSP sleeving process differs from RTZ sleeving process because both joints (upper and lower)
are welded.
Because of this, NDE and heat treatment take longer time and production rate of TSP sleeve
installation is approximately 20% less than RTZ sleeves installation.

Today, development of tools enables TSP welded sleeving up to the 5-th tube support plate and
sleeves can be installed in 95% tubes.

4.0 EXAMINATION

The critical moment after installation is NDE. Three methods are used for sleeve welds
examination. Visual testing is performed by remote controlled endoscope. Experience learned us
that this method provides the most reliable informations about weld quality in conjunction with
other NDE methods. Data recorded on video tape can be very useful to make easier ECT,
especially to distinguish surface indications, like roughness, from defects to be plugged. During
both sleeving campaigns NE Kr§ko performed pressure test (water standing test) because this
very simple method is capable to detect leakers missed by NDE (case in both campaigns).

To check sleeve to tube weld fusion and completeness ultrasonic testing (UT) is applied using
immersion technique.

Final decision about weld acceptance is based on ECT which establishes baseline data. Today,
for this method are developed very sensitive probes which are capable to detect very small
defects.

5.0 QUALIFICATION

Sleeve to tube assembly and functional integrity has to be maintained in normal conditions during
operation as well as in accidental conditions. ASME B & PV code defines comprehensive and
extensive testing program for material and design to proove sleeving like safe repair method.
Laboratory testing program is consists of tests like cleaning, expansion, welding, different leakage
tests performed on full-scale loop test setup, than fatigue, collapse, corrosion, axial load test,
NDE etc.
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6.0 EXPERIENCE FROM OUTAGES '93 AND '96

To perform successful sleeving campaign plant staff for steam generators maintenance have to
be perfectly informed about sleeving processes through specific training program prepared by
contractors to get necessary knowledge and experience. This job has to be well prepared from
plant side. That means that for each tube which is sleeving candidate some measures and
checking have to be performed.
The most important restriction is sludge height. Welding performance in sludge area is very
difficult and usually results with rejected joints. Therefore, eddy current sludge measurement will
realise tubes with minimum 12 mm sludge level below positions of future weld joints.
In addition to all restrictions of technique it is not recommended to sleeve first two rows because
in next inspections it will be very difficult to examine those tubes with ECT.
Calculation showed that sleeving campaign is the most cost benefit for number of over 200 tubes.
It is not good decision to install more than one sleeve in one tube. Expenses per saved tube are
much higher and in next outages, parent tube between two sleeves will be very difficult to inspect.
In both campaigns NE KrSko decided to return also some plugged tubes into operation. These
tubes have been deplugged on the"hot leg" side and examined on full length. Tubes with only one
indication were added on sleeving list and directed for deplugging on "cold leg" side. In tubes
with more indications plugs have been installed on "hot leg" side back. Deplugging tubes just on
one side decreases cost and time.
Taking into considerations all mentioned restrictions and experience sleeving campaign can be
optimized.

7.0 ABB WELDLESS SLEEVE (PLUSS SLEEVE)

Last two years NPP Krsko has been in very close contact with ABB Reactor during developing
of new sleeve type without welding. An idea is to make joint between tube and sleeve performing
just expansions. Concept of new pressure boundary created between sleeve and tube is based on
different yield strengths of materials. Sleeve material (ALLOY 800) has lower yield strenght. The
elasticity of the tube is much higher, but its real spring back effect is blocked by the plastically
expanded sleeve resulting in a contact pressure between tube and sleeve. This contact pressure
provides all codes and regulations requirements at ambient temperature as well as at load
parameters and accidental conditions.

With 6 expansion zones below and 6 above TSP, or 6 expansions above and hard rolling below
TTS, joints are assured. Such configuration is capable to fulfill all requirements. Fig. 6 shows
PLUSS Sleeve design.
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N Stem

Figure 4

Pluss Sleeve

8.0 SUMMARY

Good experiences with installed welded sleeves since 1993 is confirmed by fact that up to last
inspection no one indication is found in sleeve region. Next target is to keep plant operating on
full power till year 2000 when steam generators will be replaced.

Krslco plant is just passing through PLUSS sleeving licencing process waiting for positive
decision from URSJV*. With new sleeve plant will get possibilities to save tubes degraded also
up to 10-th TSP as well as drastically reduce cost and time for outage. This sleeve is perfect
solution for short tenri repair, because this method does need welding, heat treatment, extensive
NDE and it is close to expenses to mechanical plugging. While RTZ PLUSS sleeves are already
in operation in Belgium and Korean plants, NE Krslco will be first one which will install TSP
PLUSS sleeves.

* Slovenian Nuclear Authorities

References: ABB CE
ABB Reactor

ABB Reactor

"Reports on Testing and Qualification of the Sleeving Process"
"SG Tube Repair for W Designed Plants with 3/4" Alloy 600
Tubes Using PLUSS Sleeves, GBRA 040 721 B
"Scope of Products, Steam Generator Services"
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'Department of Nuclear Physics and Technology, Slovak University of Technology,
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Abstract

Gramma spectroscopic analyse and first experimental results of original irradiated reactor

pressure vessel surveillance specimens are discussed in . In 1994, the new "Extended Surveillance

Specimen Program for Nuclear Reactor Material Study" was started in collaboration with the nuclear

power plants (NPP) V-2 Bohunice (Slovakia). The first batch of MS samples (after 1 year, which is

equivalent to 5 years of loading RPV-steel) was measured and interpreted using the new four

components approach with the aim to observe microstructural changes due to thermal and neutron

treatment resulting from operating conditions in NPP. The systematic changes in the relative areas of

Mossbauer spectra components were observed.

1 INTRODUCTION

The reactor pressure vessel (RPV) is probably the most important component of a nuclear

power plant (NPP) and its condition significantly affects the NPP's lifetime and operational

characteristics. One of the basic requirements in nuclear reactor technique is ensuring the sufficient

safety margin and reliability of used materials during their operational mechanical, thermal or radiation

treatment [1]. In framework of Extended Surveillance Specimen Program 24 specimens, designed

especially for MS measurement, were selected and measured in "as received" state, before their

placement into the core of the operated nuclear reactor. Mossbauer spectra, which correspond to the

basic material samples, show typical behaviour of dilute iron alloys and can be described with three

[2,3] or four sextets. Comparison of different Eastern and Western types of RPV-steels were presented

in details in [4]. Their relative areas are close to the theoretical values calculated from a random

distribution model of impurities in a b.c.c. structure (5% of 12 elements in total). Results confirmed MS

sensitivity to detect also small differences in chemical composition or preparing technology of RPV
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steel samples. In comparison with western types of RPV steels such as A533 Cl . l and A508 C1.3, the

doublet fraction ascribed as Mn and/or Cr- substituted cementite is completely absent in 15Kh2MFA.

Here are formed probably mainly O23C6, O7C3 and VC carbides. [1,4]. These spectra will be

compared with MS spectra of in real operating conditions irradiated specimen (1-year into the nuclear

reactor NPP Bohunice unit-3 and unit-4). The first batch of them was measured. The irradiation level

of these specimens reached the maximal value presented in Table 1 is comparable with the real RPV-

steel irradiation level after 5 years reactor operation (WER-440).

Table 1 - The maximal irradiation levels of studied specimens reached at the 4h unit at NPP V-2

Energy of neutrons

>0 .1MeV

> 0.5 MeV

>1.0MeV

Neutron

5.1

2.8

1.5

flux [mV]
xlO16

xlO16

xlO16

Neutron fluency [m~2]

1.2 xlO24

6.7 x 1023

3.6 xlO2 3

2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Room temperature Mossbauer spectroscopy measurements were carried out in transmission

geometry on a standard constant accelerator spectrometer with a 5 7Co source in Rh matrix. The

absorbers consisted of 25-40 u.m thick foils. Due to higher neutron embrittlement and ageing

sensitivity of W E R 440 (V-230) nuclear reactors, our study has been focused on the Russian

15Kh2MFA steel. The chemical composition of studied RPV-steel is shown in Table 2.

Table 2 - Chemical composition of used RPV steel 15Kh2MFA :.

Element

Base material 0

Weld (%)

C Si Mn Cr

'o) 0.140 0.31 0.37 2.64

0.048 0.37 1.11 1.00

Ni

0.20

0.12

Mo

0.58

0.39

specim

V

0.27

0.13

ens

S

0.017

0.013

P

0.014

0.043

Co

0.019

0.020

Cu

0.091

0.103

As the most suitable fitting model we used the four components fit with fixed sextet No2,

which corresponds to the pure oc-iron with hyperfine field B = 33,0 T. MS parameters as areas under

sextets (Ax) and hyperfine fields (Bx) of RPV-steel specimens are selected in Tables 3 and 4 and the

typical spectra in non-irradiated and irradiated state are depicted in Fig. 1 and Fig.2.
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Table 3 - Comparison of RPV-steel specimens in non-irradiated and irradiated state at 3rd unit NPP

Bohunice (abbreviations BM-N stand for: base material - not irradiated,

BM-I base material - irradiated,

WM-Nweld material - not irradiated,

WM-I weld material - irradiated).

Specimen

J%L

A4 B4

k716 BM-N

k716 BM-I

k719BM-N

k719BM-I

k723 WM-N

k723 WM-I

Accuracy

24.3

31.6

25.7

31.8

17.2

23.8

±0.8

35.0

25.1

31.2

23.8

41.9

34.0

±0.8

33.3

37.3

36.1

38.1

34.1

35.3

±0.8

7.4

6.0

6.9

6.3

6.8

6.9

±0.8

33.8

33.7

33.9

33.8

33.8

33.7

±0.1

33.0

33.0

33.0

33.0

33.0

33.0

±0.0

30.6

30.7

30.6

30.7

30.6

30.6

±0.1

28.5

28.6

28.4

28.2

28.5

28.4

±0.2

Table 4 - Comparison of RPV-steel specimens in irradiated and non-irradiated state at 4th unit NPP

Bohunice.

Specimen

k729 BM-N

k729 BM-I

k731BM-N

k731 BM-I

k735 WM-N

k735 WM-I

Accuracy

Al

1%)
27.9

31.6

24.6

28.4

18.1

23.0

±0.8

A2

I%1
30.5

25.0

33.3

28.0

44.0

38.2

±0.8

A3

l%]
35.5

37.3

35.4

36.0

31.1

32.7

±0.8

A4

J%)
6.1

6.0

6.7

7.6

6.8

6.1

±0.8

Bl

01
33.8

33.7

33.8

33.7

33.7

33.7

±0.1

B2

m
33.0

33.0

33.0

33.0

33.0

33.0

±0.0

B3

EL
30.6

30.6

30.6

30.6

30.6

30.6

±0.1

B4

m
28.4

28.0

28.3

28.2

28.7

28.4

±0.2
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Fig. 2 - Comparison of Mossbauer spectra ofRPV-weld material in non-irradiated and irradiated slate

The most significant change is observableJtLareas under first two components. The deterioral

mechanism of RPV-steel specimens owing to fast neutron bombardment is shown in decrease of the

ratio of pure oc-iron component presence. The significant percentual decrease of about 9,9%, 7,4%,

7,9%, 4,5%, 5,3% and 5,8% is observed in all of 6 specimens. As it was expected, the value of

Mossbauer effect is lower of about 4% in the case of irradiated specimens. The total specific activity of

the first batch of specimens (sample k716 BM-I with the weight of 25.6 mg) was 3.2 xlO7Bq/g). It is

caused mostly due to presence of ̂ Co and 54Mn as presented in Table 5 and Fig.3.
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Table 5 - Activities of the most detected miclides in RPV-steel specimen k716 BM-I (25.6 mg)

Nuclide

Activity [Bq]

Error

Sbl24

6438

±71

Co 58

1673

±45

Co 60

160750

±206

Cr51

22622

±293

Fe59

47952

±175

J131

37660

±2443

Mn54

544790

±312

Na24

143

±12

8-

7

6-

r
to

2-

1-

o

k716 BM-I

Cr-51

J~~^~~^l
. , , 1 j , 1 1 , 1 n-

Sb-124

—r—T i 1—i—

^/-Mn-54

Co€0
Fe-59 \ ^ < 7

-1 1 1 1 1—1 1—T 1 1 1 P T 1 1 1

250 500 750 1000

Energy (kev)

1250 1500

Fig. 3 - Gamma spectroscopy spectrum of irradiated RPV-steel specimen k716-MB-I.

In order to study some microstructural changes in irradiated nuclear RPV-steel samples using
positron-annihilation technique, a new three-detector set-up, suitable for a positron 1-Dimensional
Angular Correlation of Annihilation Radiation (1D-ACAR) study of ^ C o - containing materials, was
developed [5]. This equipment was arranged especially for the irradiated RPV-steel specimens
measured in framework of "Extended surveillance specimen program".

3 CONCLUSION

The obtained results from the present measurements indicate that MS is effective technique for

the evaluation of microstructural changes in RPV-steels and, in combination with other spectroscopic

methods (Positron annihilation techniques, Transmission electron microscopy, ...) can contribute to an

increase of NPPs operational safety. Interpretations of the results obtained from angular correlation
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PAS technique are in agreement with the findings from the Mossbauer effect experiments. It will be

very interesting to study the second batch of the specimens, which was taken out of reactor after 2

operating years in July this year.
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Abstract

CGI procurement is a process whereby parts are bought without imposing Appendix B
Quality Assurance requirements on the supplier, and than dedicated for use in safety-related
applications. The dedication process involves 1) based upon required safety function, an
engineering evaluation to identify critical characteristic of the item and specification of
acceptance criteria; and 2) quality control activities to ensure the item(s) supplied meets the
acceptance criteria specified.

CGI Dedication supports the supply of certified components/parts for the plant operation in an
environment where the number of nuclear qualified suppliers diminishes. It requires a more
active role of the plant personnel, therefore presenting an additional burden on human
resources, but at the same time increases the technical KNOW-HOW and improves the
confidence of test and inspection data presented in the certificates. Very often it is also cost
beneficial.

This paper is a continuation to last year presentation of the introduction of this method into
NEK's procurement process and presents the current approach and some practical examples.

Introduction

In order to properly describe the process of commercial grade items dedication and utilization
in NEK nuclear safety-related applications we must understand the definition of the term CGI
(commercial grade item) and the background for that definition.

Commercial Grade Item as defined in 10CFR21 Rev.l 1978 is an Item satisfying ALL three
criteria:

• Not subject to design or specification requirements that are unique to nuclear facilities;
and

• Used in applications other than nuclear facilities; and
• Is to be ordered from the manufacturer/supplier on the basis of specifications set forth

in the manufacturer's published product description (for example Catalog).
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Commercial Grade Item as clarified by Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI, former NUMARC)
• An item is a commercial grade item if its critical characteristic can be verified during

dedication process.

In the developed programs and procedures the above definitions and clarifications were
adopted and NEK specifies commercial grade item as an item whose critical characteristic can
be verified during the dedication process and has no nuclear specific requirements, is
purchased "off the shelf (catalogue shopping) and generally used by the industry.

Dedication

Dedication is an acceptance process undertaken to provide reasonable assurance that a
commercial grade item to be used as a basic component will perform its intended safety
function and, in this respect, is deemed equivalent to an item designed and manufactured
under a 10CFR Part 50, Appendix B, quality assurance program. This assurance is achieved
by the purchaser through identifying the critical characteristic of the item and verifying their
acceptability by inspections, tests or analysis.

The dedication of the commercial grade item should not be mixed with the qualification
process. The dedication process serves to verify that the item received is the item required
(purchased). The qualification process serves to demonstrate and verify that the item will
perform it's designed function.

Commercial Grade Item

r

Technical Acceptance
Evaluation -f- Process

r

Dedicated Commercial
Grade Item

Item Purchased as a Basic Component to
10CFR50, Appendix B Requirements

fig 1. Dedication process

Technical evaluation

For determination of the critical characteristics and acceptance methods and criteria, NEK
procedures were developed and are utilized for "Item Functional Safety Classification", "Like
for Like", "Equivalency" & "Material Substitution" evaluations.
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Acceptance process

NEK Procedure "Specification and Dedication of Commercial Grade Items" (ESP-2.207) sets
for the NEK acceptance process practices through the following methods:

• Special tests and inspections Method 1
• Commercial grade survey Method 2
• Source verification Method 3
• Supplier/item performance record Method 4
• Combination of two or more of the four methods

These are four different ways to verify critical characteristic as developed by EPRI and
endorsed by NRC. The optimal method(s) is selected based upon the technical evaluations,
vendor available data and if available equipment performance history data.
Because of lack of historical data Method 4 is currently not recommended as an acceptance
process at NEK but it can be used for sampling plan optimization when commodity items are
purchased as CGI and are subject to a statistically based dedication acceptance process.

Implementation

During the development and introduction phase the following activities were performed:

Establishing of Policy and Strategy
ED-10 "Program for the procurement and dedication of commercial grade items"
(1996.) sets for the NEK commitments in CGI utilization.

Tool developing
PROCEDURES ESP-2.201, 2.202, 2.207 and 2.211 (1996.)
MIS computer applications - SCM and PSM (1997)

Personnel training
EPRI Nuclear Procurement Training (1996.)

Appointing of CGD coordinators
TO.VZ disciplines, SKV QA & QC, ING.MOD & ING.POD (1996)

Surveys
Survey of Slovenian laboratories (1996)
Survey of NEK resources (1996)

These activities were performed with internal resources except the development of ED - 10
and procedure review (EPRI CGID Report & Guideline Project Manager), training (EPRI
Licensed Instructor) and survey of local capabilities (Electro Institute Milan Vidmar) for a
total cost of 60 000 $. This investment had a very fast return in cost savings obtained in the
initial purchase orders (e.g. see examples).
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NEK experience

Responsibility for preparation of the CGID packages, coordination between internal &
external resources involved in CGID process and final approval of CGID packages remains
with the Engineering Support Department (ING.POD).
In order to support the introduction of CGID at USA nuclear power plants a Joint Utility Task
Group was initiated through EPRI (JUTG) with the purpose of standardizing the methodology
(Nuclear Energy Institute Strategy), preparing initial guidance and supporting documents.
NEK used the same concept, methodologies and incorporated "lessons learned". Especially
helpful were the item generic EPRI CGI Joint Utility Task Group Commercial Grade Item
Templates (total 139).

For every complex item type to be dedicated a generic Instruction is developed which outlines
the required inspections and tests.
For every purchase order item a specific dedication plan is prepared. The plan includes:

• safety function
• critical characteristics
• acceptance method and criteria
• sampling plan
• internal & external resources

Technical evaluations, specifications, design data, drawings, product catalogs and all other
resources and information sources are utilized.

Using NEK resources and domestic support from June 1996 until April 1998, 10 generic
instructions and 70 dedication packages were prepared and implemented. They included
among others: relays, terminal lugs, fuses, various types of gaskets and o-rings, seal retainers,
various types of bearings, valve stems, pump impellers etc.

Examples:

I. FUSE
II. RELAY

III. DIAPHRAGHM

I. FUSE FNM-1 LICO/BUSSMAN CGD-96-005-AM

Item Description: FUSE NEK Part Number: FNM-1
Supplier/Manufacturer. LICO/BUSSMANN
Supplier/Manufacturer Part number: FNM-1
End-use(s) (NEK component ID's) : 125 VDC Panels No. DCT%
Quantity ofCGI's in lot being accepted/dedicated: 400

Prepared CGID package includes:

• Instructions for inspection and acceptance testing of Fuses
No. IIT-96-001-ZG Rev.O
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• Commercial Grade Evaluation/Dedication Plan No. CGD-96-005-AM
• Sampling Plan No. SSP-96-001-AM

Safety Functions:

A fuse must carry the design basis load current(s) without interruption. Interruption of the
current would adversely affect the function of any safety-related equipment downstream of the
fuse. Additionally, the fuse may be required to isolate a fault or overload condition to prevent
degradation of the IE circuit.

Critical Characteristics:
Marking and Identification Manufacturer BUSSMAN; DUAL ELEMENT;
Manufacturer Part Number FNM-1;
Dimensions Overall Length 38.1mm ± 0.76mm

Outside diameter of ferrule 10.3mm ± 0.15mm
Current carrying capacity 110% rated current (15 min. minimum)
Current clearing time 135% rated current(60 min.)

200% rated current(2 min.)
Resistance 0.35 Q - 0.45 Q

EPRI Acceptance Method

Method 1 - Special tests and inspections (during receipt)

Sampling Plan
Visual Inspection including
Marking and Identification 100%
Dimensions 32 items
Current carrying capacity 32 items
Current clearing time 6 items
Resistance 100%

Acceptance results:

Tests and inspection were performed in accordance with the sampling plan and 2 fuses were
found with failures (100 % inspections - lose ferrule and resistance out of tolerances). These 2
fuses were rejected.

Resources:

All Critical Characteristic have been verified with internal resources.
Price comparison:

Basic component, HUB inc., Offer #034.90.1, 05.02.90, price/item: 31 $
CGI, LICO, PO #NEK-3569,31.06.96, price/item: 2 $
External resources costs: price/item : 0 $
Internal resources costs: price/item: 6 $

Cost benefit: (31 - 8 ) * 400= 9200$
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II. RELAY, Control, Type NBFD22S MERIDIAN CGD-97-001-AG

Item Description: RELAY, CONTROL (ANTY-PUMP), TYPE NBFD22S, 250 DC,
COIL 125/130 VDC, CONTACT 1,1 AMP

NEK Part Number: NBFD22S
Supplier/Manufacturer: MERIDIAN ELECTRIC/WESTINGHOUSE
Supplier/Manufacturer Part number: NBFD22S
End-use(s) (NEK component ID's) : 6.3 kV Type 75-DHP-500 CIRCUIT BREAKERS
Quantity ofCGI's in lot being accepted/dedicated: 5

Prepared CGID package includes:

• Instructions for inspection and acceptance testing of Relays-Control
No. IIT-97-001-ZG Rev. 0

• Commercial Grade Evaluation/Dedication Plan No. CGD-97-001 -AG
• Sampling Plan No. SSP-97-001-AG

Safety Functions:

Safety function of the relay is to enable closing of the circuit breaker. Safety function is
performed through relay's normally closed contact, which is part of breaker's starting circuit.
Normal function of the relay is to prevent breaker's multiple closing, in the case of continuous
starting signal.

Critical Characteristic:

Manufacturer and P/N : Westinghouse, Manufacturer Part Num. NBFD22S
Nameplate data (model rating): Manufacturer Catalog Page -1
Configuration (Contact arrangement): Manufacturer Catalog Page - 3
Dimensions: W 1 11/16"

D 3 1/8"
H 4 1/32"

Contact movements : free moving, no sticking
Pick-up Dropout Voltage : Pick-up: 90 VDC, Dropout: 80 VDC
Insulation integrity : 1500 Vrms, no break
Contact operation : Continuity, No Continuity
Coil Resistance : 1000 Q ± 10%

EPRI Acceptance Method:

Method 1 - Special tests and inspections (during receipt)

Sampling Plan

All Critical Characteristic have been verified on all 5 items 100%, except Insulation Integrity,
where sampling was utilized (3 of 5 items were tested).

Acceptance results:

All 5 items have passed the tests and inspections.
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Resources:

All Critical Characteristic have been verified with internal resources, except Insulation
Integrity, where testing was performed by Electro Institute Milan Vidmar, Ljubljana.

Price comparison:

Basic component, Westinghouse, Offer #44779, 30.01.1997, price/item: 1559 $
CGI, MERIDIAN ELECTRIC Inc.JPO #NEK-5417,19.02.97,price/item: 68 $
Internal resources costs : price/item: 200 $
External resources costs: price/item: 300 $
Cost benefit: (1559-68)*5 -(5*200 + 3*300)= 5555 $

III. Diaphragm BR100TNK SAVA KRANJ CGD-96-005-AZ

Item Description: DIAFLOTE DIAPHRAGM NEK Part Number: BR100DIA
Supplier/Manufacturer: SAVA-KRANJ
Supplier/Manufacturer Part Number: BR100DIA
End-use(s) (NEK component ID's): BRlOOTNK-001 & 002
Quantity ofCGI's in lot being accepted/dedicated: 2

Prepared CGID package includes:

Equipment Spec. G545, rev 0
Commercial Grade Evaluation/Dedication Plan No.CGD-96-005-AZ

Safety Function:

Diaphragm must prevents air from dissolving in the water and prevents the hydrogen and
fission gases in the water from mixing with the air.

Critical Characteristic:

Reinforcement material chemical composition: Polypropylene
Coating compound chemical composition: Natural Rubber 75-95 MV
Total weight: 1668+/-170 g/mE2
Gauge/thickness: 1.9+/-0.24 mm
Tensile strenght: min. 1325x880 N/5cm
Gas permeability (He): less than 4x 1OE-4 mbar 1/s
Configuaration/dimensions: per Manufacturer drawing #66864-502
Leak test: p=30cm v.st. const, per 4h

EPRI Acceptance Method:

Method 2 - Commercial Grade Survey
Method 3 - Source Verification
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Sampling Plan:

All Critical Characteristics have been verified on 2 purchased items - sample 100%

Acceptance Results:

All purchased items have been manufactured in accordance with Technical Specification SP-
G545, Rev.O and applicable procedures for fabrication, testing and inspection. All
test/inspections reports and results have been accepted and in accordance with original design
parameters.

Resources:

All Critical Characteristics have been verified with internal resources.

Price comparision:

Basic component, PGS Proposal 009.94, dated June 13, 1994, price/item: 80 000 $
CGI, SAVA-KRANJ Ponudba, 28.6.1994., price/item: 60 000 $
External resources costs: 0 $
Internal resources costs: 10 000$
Cost benefit: (80 000-60 000)*2 -10 000= 30 000$

NOTE: Some activities performed with internal resources are a one-time issue (Instruction
& Plan development) and therefore an increased cost benefit is to be anticipated in
future procurements.

Lessons learned

During the development phase, based upon the experience at USA Nuclear Power Plants,
NEK established early phase limitations/prerequisites:

• Simple items
• Qualified product not available
• Not above, but the following can be fulfilled (design data, acceptance criteria

available):
• Identified critical characteristic (including seismic) can be verified against known

acceptance criteria
• Test/inspection equipment and qualified personal is available
• Significant cost reduction

• Purchasing to specific application
• Available resources

This proved to be a wise decision, for the method proved to be efficient with a positive
development trend (item complexity and involvement of internal resources - staff, inspection
& test methods & equipment) and was not suffocated by starting overambitiously with a to
complex item.
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The following benefits were identified:

• intensive transfer of know-how,
• increasing awareness of part functions within components,
• full confidence in certifications,
• internal resources development
• cost effectiveness

Conclusion

In the current environment of reduced nuclear vendor support and increased regulatory
requirements the Commercial Grade Dedication process has proved to be a viable solution for
acquiring nuclear safety related items without specific nuclear requirements (e.g. not
applicable for ASME III & XI items).

It is the intent of NPP Krsko to increase its usage and continue its gradual development,
bearing in mind the still existing limitations and prerequisites:

• Lack of manufacturers data (acceptance criteria, part function within component)
• NEK Laboratory (Clean room) and M&T equipment
• Manpower (resources and expertise)
• Budgeting
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ABSTRACT

Systematic analysis of operational experience by assessment of internal and industry events

and the feedback of lessons learned is one of the essential activities in the improvement of

the operational safety and reliability of nuclear power plants.

At NPP Krsko we have developed a document called "Operating Experience Assessment

Program". Its purpose is to establish administrative guidance lor the processing <>l operating

events including on-site and industry events.

Assessment of internal events is based on the following methods: Event and Causal Factor

Charting. Change Analysis, Barrier Analysis, MORT (Management Oversight and Risk Tree

Analysis) and Human Performance Evaluation.

The operating experience group has developed a sophisticated program entitled "Operating

experience tracking system" (OETS) in response to the need for a more efficient way of

processing internal and industry operating experience information. The Operating Experience

Tracking System is used to initiate and track operational events including recommended

actions follow up. Six screens of the system contain diverse essential information which

allows tracking of operational events and enables different kinds of browsing. OETS is a part

of the NPP Krsko nuclear network system and can be easily accessed by ail plant personnel.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In order to improve the level of nuclear/industry safety, as well as operational reliability, NPP Krsko

has developed a systematic approach to identify the problems that could in any way affect any of these

fields of nuclear power plant operation. In order to prevent reoccurring events we have developed a

program which is able to handle all aspects of equipment and human failures. Operating Experience

Feedback program is based on several procedures which administratively cover the whole process, from

early discovering of an event to final completion of the recommended corrective actions. Besides the

administrative procedures, highly sophisticated software has been developed in order to improve

efficiency in processing both on-site and off-site events. The program uses numerous generic

information such as categories, system codes etc. This paper will briefly explain the whole process.

2. OPERATING EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK PROCESS

What

Happened

How

it happened

Behaviour

(actions)

Effectiveness
Monitoring

Why behaviour

was exhibited

I Cause

Procedure "Operating Experience Assessment Program" [1] is a basic procedure the purpose of which

is to establish administrative guidance for the processing of operating experience issues. The operating

experience feedback process includes: early event detection and reporting, screening for the

significance, root cause analysis, recommendation of corrective actions, and monitoring of the

effectiveness (Fig. 1).

Basically, root cause analysis starts with the

question WHAT happened, which means that

the first step in the analysis is to gather

information about equipment and human

performance problems, symptoms and

defects in man-machine systems interfaces.

HOW it happened is a question which

gathers information about human behaviour

and the mechanism of failure. The last

question WHY will give the actual cause of

the event or reason for inappropriate action

Figure 1: Operating Experience Feedback Process or equipment malfunction.

Data collection/
Equipment
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IRoot Cause
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Plant
Management
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Performance

Implement

Actions

Corrective Action

Recommendation

Human'
Equipment
Performance

KOC
Approves
Corrective
Actions

Correct Causes
of inappropriate
performance

The administrative procedure "Deviation Report" [2] defines the way of reporting all deviations from

normal operation and condition of the equipment, system or plant, as well as deviations from optimal

human performance. Special consideration is given to reporting of potential problems ("near misses")

and ideas for improvement of equipment and/or human performance. A Deviation report is drafted as

a form and can be generated by any person in the plant.

The in-depth root cause analysis according to the procedure "Root Cause Analysis" [3] is performed

by a trained root cause investigator. It results in recommended corrective actions.

In NPP Krsko root cause analysis is based on the following methods: Event and Causal Factor

Charting, Change Analysis, Barrier Analysis, MORT (Management Oversight and Risk Tree) and

Human Performance Evaluating System. The recommended root cause techniques for a particular event

cause are presented in Table 1.
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METHOD

Event and Causal
Factor Charting

Change Analysis

Barrier Analysis

Human Performance

Evaluations

MORT

WHEN TO USE

Used for multi-faceted
problems such as reactor trips

or plant transients. Helps

identify gaps in the
investigation information.

Used with singular problems.

Especially useful in evaluating

equipment failures.

Used for procedural or
administrative problems. Also

good for human performance
problems.

Used whenever people have

been identified as being

involved in the problem

cause.

Best technique for large,

complex problems.

ADVANTAGES

Provides visual display of

analysis process. Identifies

probable contributors to the

condition.

Simple 6-step process.

Provides systematic approach.

Thorough analysis.

Provides a pre-set series of

questions to ensure a

complete investigation. Fully

integrates the contributions of

people, procedures and

hardware. Also includes a look

at Management System
contributions.

DISADVANTAGES

Time-consuming and requires

familiarity with process to be

effective.

Limited value because of the

danger of accepting wrong,

"obvious" answer.

Requires some familiarity with

process to be effective.

None if process is closely

followed.

Complex analysis.

REMARKS

Requires a broad perspective

of the event to identify

unrelated problems. Helps

identify where deviations

occurred from acceptable

methods.

A singular problem technique

that can be used in support of

a larger investigation. All root

causes may not be identified.

May also be used for

equipment failures.

Requires individual trained in

HPES technique.

Requires individual trained in

MORT technique.



Each investigation is followed by an official Event Report which is reviewed/approved by the Krsko

Operating Committee. Approved recommended corrective actions are further followed until they are

fully implemented.

3. OPERATING EXPERIENCE TRACKING SYSTEM

The data-base system entitled Operating Experience Tracking System (OETS) [4] is developed as a

part of theNPP Krsko Information System. The Operating Event Tracking System is used for tracking

Operating Events, both on-site and industry events, which occur from time to time during normal

operation of all Nuclear Power Stations. The basic requirement is to record all the phases from the

initiation of an event to the completion of all actions associated with that event. The OETS is

connected with other plant data-bases such as work order data-base, modification data-base,

documentation data-base, etc. Thus, when a worker opens his work order for one component, he

automatically sees all events (industry and on-site) associated with that component.

The system has six Basic Screens (Appendix 1), which allows creating records, entering and editing

data. They contain most of the relevant information concerning the event. Through those screens it is

possible to browse the events according to a different query demand. For most fields pick lists of

various codes are defined for easier information retrieval, to help ensure data consistency, and to help

effective "trend and pattern analysis". There are also numerous other browse screens that allow

browsing according to a "pre-set query" with a greater variety of query-parameters which has to be

defined.

The "trend and pattern" analysis using Operating Experience Tracking System is performed on the

keyfield basis, for example:

system involved in event,

component involved in event,

activity that was being performed at the time of the initiating root cause,

fault category (i.e. mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, instrumentation deficiency, environmental,

human factors), etc.

The whole process is explained briefly in the previous section, but for a better understanding a

Operating Experience Status Flow Chart is represented in Appendix 2. That status reflect certain

milestones during the Operating Event process.
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Appendix 1: Six basic screens

DEVIATION REPORT INITIATION SCREEN (OET0001)

oetOOOl

Dev No:

Equip Ho :

Descript ion:

Probable Cause:

Immediate Act:

Recomnendation:

Dev Rep
Author:

Deviation Report Initiation Screen

Type: | Cat: H Date: HHHHi Time-' H

Sys: • Trti: • § Bid: H

Deviation Igne

Create
record

NumLck

Cat:

<OPT>

Status: • •

• I Disc: |

Jump/
Opt ions

DEC

<ListXReplace>
Clear
record

OPERATING EVENT INITIATION SCREEN (OET0002)

Operating Event Initiation Screen

TypeJ
Title:
— Plant Statistics
Plant

TriCode:
Eq No:
Corom:

Trip No:
Trnt

Gen Lost:
Bid:

Event Input
Time By

Event
Closed

Plant Conditions

Plant Activities

Event Consequences

<ListXReplace>
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Appendix 1 cont'd:

EVENT SCREENING (OET0003)

oet0003

QET Type:
Title:

— Screening Information
Screener Assign!

Due Date:

Event Screening

Cat: • IN Source:

Dept:
Complete Date:

Assign Date:

— Screening Results
Screen Basis:
INES Bating:

Screen Results:

Reviewed by:

Safety Related:
Direct Actions:

Initiator/PSA:
Transfer to Main OET:

C| Review Date:

JRSJU Not if:
URSJU Rep:

Reason

Create
record
NumLck

List/
Edit

<BGN>
Jump/ • Smart

Options! menu

<ListXBe
Clear
record

DEC

EVENT EVALUATION (OET0004)

Event Evaluation

Cat: H IN Source:

— Evaluation Information
URSJM Rep: • • NoJHURSJUDue Date:
Prsn Asgn: ^Bl H^UHHHB^IBH Dept:

Eval Due Date:

— Evaluation Results
Recomm Actions:
KOC Sent Date:

Approved by:
Eval Comments:

URSJU Date Sent:
| Assign Date!
Eval Cmplt Date:

Event Rep No:
Approvd Date:

Rep Type

KOC Meet No
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Appendix 1 cont'd:

ACTION DETAIL (OET0005)

Action Detail

Cat •' H IN SourceET Type: | No:
Title:

Actions
Act Cat: | Act No: • Type:

Reconn Action
Sta:

Action Comment

W/0: •
Act Asn:

— Assignees
Assigned to

Sta: • EEAR:
Act Due:

Sta: ^ H Doc:
Act Cmpl:

Shf.
CanceI:

Department Compl

Count:
Create
record
NunLck

<BGM>
Jump/

0»t ions

<ListXRe
Clear
record

EVENT CAUSE/SUMMARY (OET0006)

Event Cause/Summary

DR No: • • ! Cat: • IN Source:ET Type: • No:
Title:

Final Event Summary

Event Observed Cause
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Appendix 2:

Operating Experience Status Flow Chart

Industry events Ou-site events

?, IAEA, -
Wesdpgtiause, IKPOReports:

PHASE

OPEN (Open)
CLOS (Closed)

NEW

SCA (Screener assigned)
SCC (Screening complete)
REF (Refered to similar OET)
DISC (Discard)
CANC (Cancel)

DAA (Direct actions assigned)

EVA (Evaluator assigned)
EVC (Evaluation complete)

RPI (Report issued)

RAA (Report/Actions approved)

CLOS (Closed)
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1.0 ABSTRACT

Intranet servers enable real business functionality such as publishing information, processing
data and database applications, and collaboration among employees, vendors, and customers.
Across all industries, intranet is rapidly reshaping company-wide communication,
productivity, and innovation - and saving significant time and money in the process.

IntraNEK can provide information in a way that is immediate, cost-effective, easy to use and
rich in format. First Home Page of intranet in NPP Krsko was published early 1997. Until
now, we published USAR-Updated Safety Analysis Report, Flow diagrams (the most
frequently used series of drawings), with normal option which give internet/intranet (prompt
access to any part of USAR and Technical Specification, prompt access and zooming
capabilities to Flow diagrams, full text searching common/advance...) and Safety Screenings
Data Base. Safety Screenings Data Base is typical example of connection of Data Base (in our
case popular and well know ACCESS) and PC based WWW server.

Those first applications (on a one-to-many basis) show how IntraNEK brings an immediate
payback to NPP Krsko, eliminating the costs of producing, printing, and shipping necessary
information and reducing bulky, easily outdated paper-based documents. USAR and drawings
are published on HP-UX platform (Netscape WWW Server) and Safety Screenings Data Base
is published on PC platform (Microsoft WWW server) and show us how hardware become
transparent and how intranet reduce cost in client software, regardless of their choice of
hardware platform.

We do believe that this new technological solution should also be used in the nuclear industry,
since intranet could meet and exceed all required QA and QC standards and regulations.Jn the
paper we are going to present the examples of future applications and we will described the
necessary preconditions which have to be fulfilled before IntraNET could be used as an
official tool and source of information in the design and engineering services within NPP
Krsko.

2.0 INTRODUCTION

Due to complex technology and high/strict QA requirements all nuclear power plants have to
deal with high amount of information/data, that has to be properly controlled, stored and at the
same time available to all the participants involved into the process of maintaining and
operating the plant. As a result of such high requirements and amount of information,
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significant amount of plant resources is used to assure that correct and precise information,
which reflect the current status of the plant is always available to all plant personnel.

Whole process of document control (procedure, specifications, NEK USAR, drawings,
standards...) is covered within NPP Krsko by internal procedure ADP-1.1.016 reference [3].
ADP-1.1.016 prescribes instructions related to identification, collection, transfer, processing
and storage of controlled documents. Other, to this subject important internal procedures are
[1] (Preparing, Review and Approval of New Krsko NPP Procedures), [2] (Review, Revision,
Changes and Deleting of Existing Krsko NPP Procedures) and [4] (Responsibilities of
Documentation Center).

NEK Document Process Flow can be divide in four steps:

1. Document owner - Document owner recognize and evaluate document as
Controlled. Document owner assembles document package with next data:
document number, page, revision, revision dates, type, subtype, name, category,
comments, document distribution list etc.

2. Engineering Service Division - Procedure Coordinator, Lead Engineer for
documentation review and Lead Engineer for configuration make review of
document and document owner additional data.

3. Document Center - makes standard document distribution.

4. Copy holder - document finished at final user as working copy, as info-only copy
or as checkout document.

3.0 INTRANEK PROCEDURE

One of the most important projects, that we are planning to implement in this area, would be
publishing of NEK procedures, later in the text referred as IP (IntraNEK Procedure). The full
scope is publishing of over 1400 procedures with average of 30 pages that would be more
then 40000 pages. Total number of distributed pages is 440000 (40000 multiply by 11
(average number of copy holder on distribution list)).

Intend of IP is to deliver controlled copy of all procedures on every desk (PC) in NEK.
Advantages of that approach are:

• cutting the "distribution list for hard copy of procedures and cutting the amount for
printing

• decrease the access time for information written in procedure
• reduce subsequent printing
• full text search
• ease jump from procedure to procedure, from procedure to reference etc...
• well know user internet interface (Microsoft or Netscape browser)
• ease checking the cross reference in time of procedures changes
• ease checking influence and affect of change in one procedure to other procedures
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Evaluation of different format options

The main publishing format on Internet is of course HTML. The second popular format is
ADOBE PDF (Adobe Portable Document Format). They both have advantages and
disadvantages, which one should carefully review. In the following paragraphs we are going
to present the criteria as well as necessary steps to choose and implement the best technical
solution for NEK environment.

3.1 Criteria 1: Required time for creating and changing IP procedure

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show required steps for creating and changing IP procedures in case of
using WP 5.1 (old NEK official text processor) and Word 97 (new NEK official text
processor). The purpose of tables bellow is to show the required one time effort/work to create
IP document - procedure, as well as the required work to maintain IP if selected one or
another approach - format.

Table 3.1 Required steps for creating IP procedure

procedure
written in
WP5.1

procedure
written in
Word 97

HTML
1. converting to Word 97
2. correcting the

conversion errors
3. linking
4. converting to HTML
5. preparing the final

layout
SUM
1. linking
2. converting to HTML
3. preparing the final

layout
SUM

min/step
10

60-600

60
5

60

195-735
10
5

60

75

PDF
1. converting to Word

97
2. correcting the

conversion errors
3. linking

converting to PDF

SUM
1. linking
2. converting to PDF

SUM

min/step
1

60-300

5

66-306
50
5

55

Table 3.2 Required steps for IP procedure changes

change of
procedure
written in
WP5.1

change of
procedure
written in
Word 97

HTML
1. converting to Word 97
2. correcting the conversion

errors
3. linking
4. converting to HTML
5. preparing the final layout

SUM
1. linking
2. converting to HTML
3. preparing the final layout

SUM

min/step
10

60-600

60
5

60

245-735
10
5
60

75

PDF
1. converting to Word

97
2. correcting the

conversion errors
3. linking
4. converting to PDF

SUM
1. converting to PDF

SUM

min/step
1

60-300

50
5

111-356
5

5
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Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show required steps for creating and changing IP (the more time consumes
steps are "correcting the conversion errors" and "preparing the final layout").

As Table 3.1 shows, the fastest and, due to that also less expensive way for creating IP, is
creating procedure in PDF format from Word 97 or from WP5.1 through Word 97. Table 3.2
presents procedure changes converting would take less then 5 minutes if you make changes on
origin in Word 97. Based on above defined criteria the selection would be PDF format for
NEK IP project.

3.2 Criteria 2: Required time to download file from WWW server

3.2.1 Download HTML file

Normally, download time is function of network equipment, network traffic and WWW server
resource concurrent usage. The text or pictures appear on the browser when that part of
HTML page comes to browser. It means, if you want to see the last page of some HTML
document you need to wait that almost whole document come to browser. Thus, download
time can be cut, if the original HTML document is divided to lot of small documents (best
results - one page per HTML file).

3.2.2 Download PDF file

Netscape Enterprise Server and Microsoft Internet Information Server can respond on WWW
request just with one PDF page, there is no need to wait to download whole document.

Testing on NEK IntraNEK shows that download time for whole file with size of 200 pages, is
less then 7 seconds. This mean, that there is no significant different between HTML and PDF
file.

3.3 Criteria 3: Document Layout

Table 3.3 Document Layout

on computer screen

printed page

our characters (sczSCZ)

HTML with WWW browser
comparable, but not the
same like printed hard page
comparable, but not the
same like printed hard page
can not predicted

PDF with Acrobat Reader
equal printed hard page from
Word 97
equal printed hard page from
Word 97
equal printed hard page from
Word 97

As Table 3.3 shows there is no layout difference between hard page from document (doc)
printed in Word 97 and document (pdf) printed in Acrobat Reader.
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3.4 Criteria 4: Cost of required additional software

Table 3.4 Software price

to create

to read

(license for 1
user)

(license for
10 users)

(license for 1
user)

SUMofcostsforNEK

HTML
Word 97,
already NEK
official text
processor
Word 97,
already NEK
official text
processor
WWW
browser

0$

0$

0$

0$

PDF
Adobe
Acrobat
(license for 1
user)
Adobe
Acrobat
(license for
10 users)
Acrobar
Reader (free
viewer client
for PDF)

350$

2300$

0$

350 $-2300$

Table 3.4 shows price of required software on "create" and "read" side.

3.5 Criteria 5: Text Search

Table 3.5 Text search capabilities

Netscape Enterprise 3.5
Server
Microsoft Internet
Information Server

HTML
YES

YES

PDF
YES

YES

Tables 3.5 shows that regardless of chosen WWW server user have full text search.

3.6 Criteria 6: Internet Link and Bookmark

Table 3.6 Internet Link and Bookmark

Internet Link
Internet Bookmark

HTML
YES
YES

PDF
YES
YES

Tables 3.6 shows that regardless of chosen WWW server user have full internet connectivity.
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3.7 IP format selection - Conclusion

Table 3.7 Summary

Criteria 1: Required time for creating and
changing IP procedure
Criteria 2: Required time for download file
from WWW server
Criteria 3: Document Layout
Criteria 4: Cost of required additional
software
Criteria 5: Text Search
Criteria 6: Internet Link and Bookmark

HTML /PDF
better
PDF

PDF

PDF
HTML

HTML-PDF
HTML-PDF

As the previous paragraphs shows, today format for IP would be PDF.

4.0 REQUIRED CHANGES IN NEK ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL PROCESS

The process was briefly described in section 2.0. The following are new items to be properly
covered in revision of the NEK administrative control process as it is defined in [1], [2] and
[3]-

4.1 PDF Bookmark Page

When the PDF document is open, on left side on screen bookmark page is open. That parts of
screen contain predefined link to text on right side. That links does not exist in procedure yet,
so they have to be in Word 97.

Appropriate changes shall be implemented in the internal procedure ADP-1.2.104 [1]. These
changes have to include such details as criteria and rules how to create above defined links,
which part of document shall be linked: table of content, paragraphs, and appendixes.

PDF Bookmark Page which shall be made in Word 97 will not be visible in printed hard copy.

4.2 Responsibilities

Reference [3] have to cover new responsibilities regarding maintenance of IP on WWW
server. Revised process described in [1] and [2] shall also define all other necessary
preconditions that the procedures available on IntraNEK WWW server would be declared as
controlled copy.
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The other important responsibility that have to be build into revised administrative control
documented in [3], is the so called backup and original storage responsibility as already
recognized for other aspects of computer based support as is defined in reference [5].

4.3 Naming scheme

Reference [3] have to cover new responsibilities regarding location, organization and naming
scheme of PDF files on WWW server.

The following must be defined:
• file naming scheme
• directory name scheme

Naming shame must cover next requirements:
• simply daily maintaining
• possibility for creating independent CD-ROM for outside needs
• future connection with KPMIS (Krsko Plant Management Information System) -

naming scheme must allow connection KPMISs HTML links and pdf file

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

As presented above, for NEK the best approach to move further in area of plant procedures
and related engineering support activities is to assure that all plant procedures would be
available on Intranet WWW server. PDF format is, from the technical, as well as commercial
point of view, the best selection at the present moment. One of the very important conclusions
is that, in parallel to this project, the administrative control process established and
documented in [1], [2] and [3] shall be revised. This will assure that all the documents - plant
procedures available on the WWW Intranet servers are.valid - which means always latest
approved procedure version.
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Abstract:
Original NEK design was using several Process Computer Systems (PCS) for both process
control and process supervision. PCS were built by different manufacturers around different
hardware & software platforms. Operational experience and new regulatory requirements imposed
new technical and functional requirements on the PCS. Requirements such as:

- Acquisition of new signals from the technological processes and environment
- Implementation of new application programs
- Significant improvement of MMI (Man Machine Interface)
- Process data transfer to other than Main Control Room (MCR) locations
- Process data archiving and capability to retrieve same data for future analysis

were impossible to be implemented within old systems.
In order to satisfy new requirements, NEK has decided to build new Process Information System
(PIS). During the design and construction of the PIS Project Phase I, in addition to the main
foreign contractor, there was significant participation of local architect engineering and
construction companies. This paper presents experience of NEK and local partners.

1. Reasons and Requirements for PIS NEK Implementation
PCS which were installed in NEK according to the original NEK design, had the following
deficiencies which were impossible to be resolved within PCS which existed:
- It was very hard and limited or on some PCS even impossible to add new signals
- There was no possibility to exchange data among different PCS
- Operators in MCR had very poor MMI devices connected to plant computer P2500,

DEH and SIEMENS PR310 computer for switchyard monitoring (dotmatrix printers,
functional keyboards and two black/white alpha numerical monitors). There were no
possibilities to improve MMI within that platform.

- Some PCS had only locally installed MMI devices, so all process data were not
available to operators in MCR.

- Most of PCS did not have any possibilities to develop and implement new
applications programs or new MMI features (screens, hard copy reports, etc..)
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- Maintenance of PCS equipment manufactured by more than ten different vendors was
expensive and very complex regarding training and crew teaming.

- Spare parts for most of PCS were not available any more.
- Regulatory requirements and experience driven NEK operations requirements

demanded development of new PCS functionality which were all imposing
requirements such as:
• Acquisition of new process signals
• Development and implementation of new application software
• Significant improvement in MMI (Man Machine Interface)
• On Line process data transfer to remote (other than MCR) locations
• Process data history archiving and retrieval

- NEK and Slovenian nuclear authorities (URSJV) follow as much as possible
requirements of USA nuclear authorities (US NRC). US NRC requirements and
guidelines which affected design and implementation of PIS NEK were:
• NRC NUREG-737, Supl. 1, Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements.
• NRC NUREG-696, Functional Criteria for Emergency Response Facilities
• NRC NUREG-700, Guidelines for Control Room Design Reviews
• NRC NUREG-835, Human Factors Acceptance Criteria for SPDS
• US RG 1.47, Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication for Nuclear Power Plant

Safety Systems
• NRC generic Letter 89-15, EMERGENCY RESPONSE DATA SYSTEM
• NRC NUREG-1394, Emergency Response Data system (ERDS) Implementation

- Slovenian nuclear authorities (URSJV) issued two documents requesting
implementation of SPDS (NUREG-7371.D.2) and ERDS (NUREG-1394,GL 89-15)

2. Bid and Contract Preparation Process
Bidding and contract preparation phase was conducted in two major steps: Pilot Project Bid
and Main Project Bid. NEK invited sixteen companies to bid on the Pilot Project. Bid
specification for the Pilot Project did not specify full scope of PIS. Pilot Project was used
just to investigate situation at the market at that time and to make short selection of
potential vendors for the full scope Main Project bid. Pilot prejcct bid was conducted in
1989 , evaluation of received proposals was completed by February 1990 and the
following vendors were selected as final four bidders for the full scope main project:
- Link Miles Simulation Corporation, USA
- ABB Stromberg Power Ltd. (today - ABB Power Oy), Finland in consortium wilh

ABB CENP (Combustion Engineering Nuclear Power), USA
- AECL (Atomic Energy Canada Limited) Maritime Nuclear, Canada
- Consortium: CEGELEC, France - Energoinvest (Sarajevo) - Framatome, France
Specification for the full scope main project was completed by May 1990. Main project
bid process, evaluation of four proposals and negotiation lasted up to December 1990.
Received proposals and negotiation process demonstrated that full compliance to NEK
requirements and the best price/performance ratio is possible only in combination of two
solutions, AECL for PIS Level 1 and ABB Power Oy with ABB CENP for PIS Level 2
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Conceptual design for solution which fully complied to NEK requirements was ordered
from ABB Power Oy in December 1990. Preliminary conceptual design was delivered to
NEK for review in April 1991. Final Conceptual Design was delivered to NEK on June 21,
1991. On June 12,1991, NEK signed the Agreement only with one partner - ABB Power
Oy, for the turn-key project for PIS Phase I (PIS Level 1 & PIS Level 2), which included:
design input data collection, system design, equipment delivery, software development and
implementation, system installation and system start-up and testing. ABB Power Oy had
separate consortium agreements with AECL and ABB CENP. In the text which follows,
ABB Power Oy with his consortium partners will be referenced as CONTRACTOR.

3. Design Input Data Collection Process
Although the Contractor had significant experience in NPP in different countries, PIS
design would be almost impossible without support of local knowledge in the area of
Design Input Data Collection. Design input data were needed for Conceptual Design and
for final Design Modification Package. Design input data were collected for:
- system hardware design (location of equipment, power sources, cable - cable trays -

cable conduits routing, identification of existing signal cables , signal wires and
signal terminations in PCS equipment which will be removed, selection of NEK root
information documentation references, etc .) ,
PIS DAS input signal configuration (signal source, signal cable and wire for existing
signals, signal type, signal range, signal alarm set points, etc....),

- Non NPP specific and NPP specific application software (proposal for MMI screens
on the basis of outlook of existing plant diagrams, algorithms for application
software as they were in old PCS, plant specific program constants, plant
performance data, etc.) .

For the design input data collection in the initial project phase (preparation of conceptual
design and final design) up to the end of 1991, CONTRACTOR had the largest contribution
from local architect engineering companies (IBE & Elektroprojekt-EPZ). During the design
review and revision process, design inputs were mostly given by NEK PIS project team
Estimated effort for the design input data collection in the initial project phase (1991) was
about 90 man/months, while design input data collection effort during design review and
design revision process (1992-1994) can be considered as 30 man/months.

4. Conceptual Design, Detail Design Modification Package (DMP) and Review Cycle
Final Conceptual Design (delivered to NEK on June 21,1991) and collected design input
data, were inputs for DMP. Preliminary PIS Level 2 DMP was delivered to NEK fa
review on March 9, 1992, and preliminary PIS Level 1 DMP was delivered to NEK fa-
review on September 22, 1992. During the review process of the preliminary DMP, NEK
identified that numerous items did non comply to the Agreement specifications, whole
important documents were missing (safety evaluation according to 10 CFR 50.59, system
accuracy analysis, seismic calculation for installations of OWS on MCB, Site Acceptance
Testing - SAT procedures, etc .) , and some solutions proposed by DMP were against
contractual requirements. It took more than a year (Sept. 1992 - Nov. 1993) to correct DMP
and to bring it closer to the boundaries of the scope and quality which were requested by
the Agreement. NEK approved project for implementation on January 16, 1994.
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5. Design Verification Process
PIS in not safety related system, and according to the main design assumptions which are
in accordance to the NRC NUREG-737, Supl. 1, I.D.2, item 4.1.c (SPDS-CFMS
requirements which is the critical PIS application) - quote, word SPDS replaced by PIS:
"PIS is used in addition to the basic components and serves to aid and augment these
components, requirements applicable to control room instrumentation are not needed for
this augmentation, PIS need not meet requirements of single failure criteria, PIS need not
be qualified to meet Class IE requirements, PIS shall be suitable isolated from electrical
or electronic interference with equipment and sensors that are in use for safety systems,
PIS need not be seismically qualified, and additional seismically qualified indication is
not required for the sole purpose of being backup for PIS. Procedures which describe the
timely and correct safety status assessment when the PIS is not available, will be developed
by the licensee in parallel with the PIS. Furthermore, operators should be trained to
respond to accident conditions both with and without the PIS available".
As stated above, although PIS is not safety system and PIS is not safety related system,
several design issues were identified in which very close review and design verification
was needed. Two most critical items were: anti fall down seismic analysis of equipment to
be installed on MCB, seismic integrity of MCB after installation of new components and
electronic interface to the IE safety related system - Solid State Protection System SSPS.
NEK contracted Westinghouse Electric Corporation, company which was original vendor
of MCB and SSPS and contractor for whole plant during the plant construction. During
Dec. 1992 - Jan 1993, Westinghouse performed design verification for above listed
critical items and safety evaluation in accordance to 10 CFR 50.59. Westinghouse verified
the seismic aspects of installation of new components on MCB, and PIS-SPDS interface,
and Westinghouse stated that PIS project has no unreviewed safety questions.

6. Application Software Development & Testing
Application software design started with design inputs based on algorithms which existed
in old PCS, requirements from agreement specifications, regulatory requirements, scope of
available plant input signals and specific functionality available within OADCS (AECL)
and PMS (ABB Power Oy) platforms. Main idea was that the software would be first
developed for PIS Level 2, and then, using same Detail Software Functional Specification
(DSFS) but different hardware and system software platform, some critieakapplication
software items would be redeveloped to run as back-up feature on PIS Level 1 (diversity).
Typical software development cycle included: development of Preliminary DSFS, DSFS
review and revision cycle, final DSFS issue, development of Software Site Acceptance
Test procedures (SW SAT) , development of Software Design Specification (SDS),
development of Software Source Code (SWSC), software installation and factory
acceptance testing at CONTRACTOR facilities (FAT), revision of SDS and SWSC and
repetition of FAT if needed, changes were always logged in the form of Technical
Exception Report Log (TERL), development of application installation guide and
application user guide, installation of software at final site and finally application Site
Acceptance Testing and application turn over. The fact that the PIS Level 2 has run from
August 1992 to May 1995 in parallel with old system (receiving process data through
FEP&MUX serial link) helped a lot in testing application software on real plant data.
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7. Human Factors Engineering, Design of MMI
During the design of Man Machine Interface (MMI), human factors engineering process has
considered the following tasks as the most important:
- MCR furniture and room design (desks, chairs, carpeting, colouring scheme among

MCR cabinets, desks, chairs, carpeting, protection from static electricity charge, new
equipment should not hide existing MCB from any point of view in MCR).

- Monitor or screen visibility (size, contrast, brightness, anti glare effect).
- Easy to use input devices (functional keyboards with plant schematic, track balls)
- Silent or dislocated out of MCR system output devices (printers, plotters).
- Mimics design (consistent colouring scheme - red, orange and yellow reserved only

for urgent alarms, alarms and warnings, violet reserved for invalid, e tc . ; in normal
operation with no alarms present - mimics should not attract operator's attention;
consistent dynamic symbol definition and usage; menu and/or soft key driven mimics
hierarchy; output of CFMS application available on every mimic in the form of small
3x3 square coloured matrix; soft keys available on each mimic to enable easy mimic
change; previous/next display/page keys on functional keyboard; with reference to
the number of details shown, the most mimics have two levels of presentation).

- Mimics or display hierarchy (higher level displays require smaller number of
operator's actions to be reached and they present more general information, lower
level displays require more steps to be reached but they provide detail information).

- Most important functions can be reached by single key or single touch action.
- Mimics or any other displays (trends, reports) can be output to colour hard copy

device, or to the six pen plotter or to the black/white laser printer.

8. Acquisition of New Signals within PIS Project Phase I
Early PIS design and software development phase convinced us that the large number of
signals is missing either for the purpose on mimics presentations or they are missing as
input variables for algorithms for application software. Within implementation of the PIS
Phase I project (1992), local architect engineering companies IBE and EPZ started with
projects for acquisition of new signals. IBE prepared DMP for signal acquisition of about
300 binary signals describing large motor statuses and for about 20 analog signals. General
approach which is followed in PIS signal data acquisition design is that one breaker and
associated MCB control switch-aie source for up to six signals (breaker ON, breaker OFF,
breaker racked out, RUNNING signal, control switch in Pull To Lock, Control Power
Available). All binary signals were taken from the signal sources which were spare
contacts of some relays or switches. EPZ prepared DMP for Valve Status Monitoring or
for signal acquisition of safety related valve statuses (180 valves, two signals per each
valve, 360 signals). It would be to complicated, sometimes even impossible or to expensive
if the new limit switches would have to be installed on each safety related valve, hi the
same time basic requirement for the mimics design was that PIS shall always present same
valve status as indication on MCB. Valve status is indicated on MCB with two indicating
lights (red and green). Solution for the project for Valve Status Monitoring was found in
the concept where voltage across indicating lights for each valve is taken as PIS input
signal. Before taken to PIS DAS cabinets, all IE signals from valve status indicating lights
have been properly isolated from non IE circuitry using qualified optoisolator modules.
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9. Construction and Installation PIS Project Phase I
As already stated before, the Agreement for PIS Project Phase I was signed on June 12,
1991, less than two weeks before war started in Slovenia. War in Slovenia lasted little more
than a week, but in autumn 1991 CONTRACTOR was very close to announce force
majeure caused by war in former Yugoslavia. NEK hardly succeeded to convince
CONTRACTOR that war for Slovenia is over and that there is no danger to continue the
project. CONTRACTOR'S uncertainty about safety in Slovenia went so far that even in fall
1991, some of the project meetings were conducted in Austria because USA and Canadian
citizens were suggested by their governments not to visit Slovenia. Very soon it became
obvious that the Agreement schedule will not be fulfilled. At the time when 1992 outage
came, it was clear that only PIS Level 2 hardware is ready to be installed, while neither PIS
Level 1 nor application software is ready for installation and commissioning. As soon as
good new opportunity for project progress was forseen, it was implemented, too. That
oportunity was related to the installation of PIS Level 2 and parallel operation with old
plant computer system P-2500. At that time PIS Level 2 was receiving process data from
old plant process computer P-2500 through serial link and FEP&MUXprocesssor. Outage
1993 was used to complete acqusition of new signals according to the projects prepared by
IBE (status of large motors) and Elektroprojekt (Valve Status Monitoring).During the
outage 1994, temperature scanner cabinets started to be dissasembled and some signals
were connected to the new PIS DAS nodes (temperature scanner system was distributed
system with seven cabinets installed in the field). Installation was finalized during the
outage 1995 when the old plant computer system P-2500 was decommissioned as well as
the rest of temperature scanner cabinets. PIS Level 1 installation was smootly performed
by ELMONT d.o.o, local construction company with great experience in NPP Krsko,
subcontracted by AECL. ELMONT installed all new cable trays, cable conduits, power
supply cabling, data cabling and acqusition of new signals on the basis of IBE project
(status of large motors) and EPZ project (valve status monitoring), too.
During the installation and the commissioning process, series of defeciencies (exactly 139)
were detected, against which NEK raised the claim. Deficiencies were mostly related to the
application software and to the functionality of the PIS Level 1. At that moment consortium
has broken because ABB Power Oy and ABB Comustion Engineering Nuclear Power
demonstrated good will to close the project, but consortium partner AECL (PIS Level 1)
left the project in November 1995, as soon as they got the last payment-for the last shipment
of hardware and software. NEK gave up the idea of time consuming non productive
arbitration, so the Settlement Agreement with consortium partners was reached in the
middle of 1996. The Settlement Agreement was based on three issues:

CONTRACTOR shall deliver non delivered project items and missing documentation
- CONTRACTOR shall perform training of NEK personell for PIS Level 1

ABB Reactor Gmbh shall coordinate consortium partners, prepare and submit to
NEK proposal for Long Term Service Agreement for PIS Level 1 & PIS Level 2

First two items of the Setlement Agreement were fulfilled, while the third item was never
completed. ABB Reactor Gmbh was never in position to submit complete proposal for
Long Term Service Agreement, because AECL demonstrated complete lack of cooperation
and wilingness to participate on the profitable commercial basis in the resolution of the
outstanding deficiencies and in the PIS Level 1 maintenance and future upgrades.
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10. PIS Project Phase II
The second Phase of the PIS Project started as soon as NEK was left by CONTRACTOR
alone and as soon as NEK continued work on PIS project oriented solely to own experts
and support of local companies. Projects which belong to the PIS Phase II are:

- Resolution of deficiencies which were left by CONTRCTOR during PIS Phase I.
Acqusition of the PIS Phase II signals, it has been identified that additional acqusition
of more than 800 signals is needed to close need of all nuclear applications
(especially demanding were Engineered Safety Features - ESF Monitoring and
Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication - BISI System) and to satisfy operational
need for process monitoring.Up to the present moment acquisition of about 200
additional signals is completed and Conceptual Design is prepared for the acquisition
of the rest of 600 process signals (cooperation with IBE, EPZ & ELMONT).

- ERDS plant data transfer according to the NUREG-1394 to the URSJV (nuclear
authorities in Ljubljana) was succesfully completed as prerequisite for plant start-up
after the outage 1997(cooperation with ARTES d.o.o. Velenje).
Installation of private 34 Mb fiber optic links from NEK to URSJV, with multiplexed
two LAN (PIS Level 2 - DECnet and PIS Level 3 with connection to bussiness
information system - TCP/IP), phone and possible video signals (cooperation with
MIBO Integra - Ljubljana, ongoing project).
Remote access to PIS Level 3 through public ISDN or analog network, implementing
high level security and protection from unathorised access (cooperation with MIBO
Integra - Ljubljana, ongoing project).
Transfer and regular update of the PIS Level 2 Master Process Signal Data Base to
the FIX SCADA data base (cooperation with ARTES d.o.o. - Velenje and
METRONIK - Ljubljana, ongoing project).
PIS Level 3 Local Area Network (cooperation with ARTES d.o.o.-Velenje and MIBO
Integra - Ljubljana, ongoing project).
Development of the new application software package for Load Follow and Xenon
Prediction - 3D core model (cooperation with US-Ljubljana, ongoing project).
Other small PIS related modifications and small appliactions.

11. Construction and Operational Experience
After several years spent on this project and experoence achieved on other larger projects,
and on the basis of experience of all authors, we can state the following:

In construction, modifications and upgrades of the nuclear power plants and
especially in high technology upgrades such as PIS, small countries must be oriented
to the cooperation with large companies from USA, CANADA and Europe. Because
of the fact that nuclear program (building new NPP) in USA and CANADA is
stopped, companies from USA and CANADA lost their commitment to the long teim
goals, commitment to the research & development and good references. Nuclear
companies in USA and CANADA are either disappearing or searching for survival
in short term jobs with higher profit margins or in engineering work related to the
licensing issues, plant design review and plant configuration controLAt the present
moment better partners for NPP high technology upgrades are in Europe.
Good job in design input collection & requirements spec, pays back multiple times.
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The best recommendation for vendor proposing high technology upgrades are running
references. If there is no full scope running reference, be aware.
Design review, peer review and independent design verification process is never to
detail and can never be to much. Complex project can never be 100% error free.
Among similar technical solutions, the cheapest is not always the best solution.
One of the main prerequisites for succesful project completion is sufficient by
manpower, qualified, motivated, accountable and by management authorised project
team with same crew from the beging of the project up to the project close-out. Our
experience is that for the project similar to the PIS Phase I, plant should have 10-12
full time employed team members.
Include local companies in the project as early as possible and as much as possible.
When foreign contractor leaves the site, the local companies will be the best support.
If we speak about plant process computers replacements, it is almost impossible to
imagine that so complex system as PIS could be installed and turned to succesful
operation during one outage (tipicaly less than a month). Phased approach and limited
time parallel operation with old system time should be considered as safe solution.
To be able to consume new system and to use it, take care about training of own
personel (operation and maintenance) on time (during system development).
PIS is living system, and intenisve work on the system does not stop when foreign
contractor leaves the site. NPP organisation should be capable to respond to the
requirements for the PIS operation, maintenance and design changes.Responsibility
for operability, design changes and configuration control of higly integrated hardware
and software of PIS can not be split among several NPP organisational units.
PIS configuration control (hardware and software) supported by administrative
procedures is the most important issue in the succesful long time usage of the PIS.

- Cost for PIS Phase I was 9,102.912.43 USD, while cost estimated by the agreement
and Amendments to the Agreement was 10,012.918.00 USD. The amount "saved"
comes from the fact that full SAT (Site Acceptance Testing) and AS-BUILT weie
never performed by CONTRACTOR:

12. Present Project Status and Plans for the Future
At the present moment most of redundant nuclear applications which should run on PIS
Level 1 are declared as inoperable and they are not available to operators, ESF and BIS!'
applications on PIS Level 2 are not fully operable because of missing signals (ongoing
Phase II acquisition). NEK and local companies are working on PIS Phase I AS-BUILT
(4000 drawings and documents have to be revised), PIS Phase II projects, looking forward
to the connection of PIS with KrsTco Full Scope Simulator and to the upgrade of PIS Level
2 platform to the ALPHA, Open VMS and new release of PMS (scehduled for 2002-2003)
The largest problems we are facing at the present moment are: lacking of cooperation from
PIS level 1 vendor (AECL), inadequate NEK internal organisation for PIS maintenance,
design changes and configuration control, insufficient teaming-manpower for PIS design
changes and configuration control, and lacking of long term approved financing plans.
In spite of all problems we are facing, NEK operations use PIS functions which are fully
operable every day and from day to day NEK experts with local partners improve and
expand functionality and operability of the PIS.
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Abstract:
Process Information System (PIS) of Nuclear Power Plant Krsko (NEK) is newly installed
distributed & redundant process computer system which was built in NEK (Phase 1:1991 -1995)
to integrate the following main functions:

- Signal Data Acquisition from the technological processes and environment
- Implementation of the basic SCAD A functions on the real time process signals data base
- Execution of complex plant specific application programs
- Advanced MMI (Man Machine Interface) features for users in MCR
- Process data transfer to other than Main Control Room (MCR) locations
- Process data archiving and capability to retrieve data for future analysis

PIS NEK architecture consists of three hierarchically interconnected hardware platforms:
- PIS Level 1, DAS (Data Acquisition System) Level
- PIS Level 2, Level for MMI, application programs and process data archiving
- PIS Level 3, Level for distribution of process data to remote users of PIS data

This paper is prepared as poster presentation of technical characteristics of the PIS NEK.

1. DESIGN BASIS AND TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

1.1 Hierarchical System Hardware Architecture
Hierarchical system architecture (PIS Level 1, Level 2 & Level 3) which is built
around different hardware, system software and networking protocols, with strict
implementation of consistent one way (Level 1-2-3) process data flow insures:
- high system reliability,
- high system security with reference to PIS higher level users (Level 3 or 2)

attempting to misuse PIS or attempting unauthorized access to lower level,
- diversity for some of the most important applications,
- reduction in sensitivity to the common mode failures.

1.2 Distributed & Synchronised Process Information System
System is distributed in aspects like: location of the hardware in the plant, certain
functions are distributed and/or shared among several processors, system power
supply is distributed among different UPS devices supplied from different AC vital
sources. System time of all PIS computers is synchronised within 1 ras resolution.
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1.3 Hardware Redundancy
Most of the plant process measurements or binary statuses exist as redundant signals
(two, three or four). All equipment and data links from the PIS DAS I/O terminal
block (HSM and DIOC) all the way to the PIS Level 2 servers (SO 1 & S02) and OWS
is redundant (see Attachment 6.3). PIS Level 3 is not redundant, so by manual switch
it can be switched from one PIS Level 2 bus to another.

1.4 Immunity to the Single Hardware Failure
System design insures that no system function is lost as consequence of single
hardware failure. Even in the case of more than one failure or system fatal failure,
system capabilities are being gradually decreased. Most critical functions have the
highest reliability and availability.

1.5 Expandibility and Modular Design (development platform)
PIS insures capability for hardware and software expansion on all system levels.
Hardware/software items which can be easily added or expanded are: new process
signals, links to other PCS, new DAS nodes, OWS on Level 1, application servers
on PIS Level 2, OWS on PIS Level 2, peripheral equipment, application servers on
PIS level 3, remote or other than MCR users on PIS level 3, new MMI-mimics on all
levels, new application software on all levels.

1.6 System Security
High level of system security is achieved by:
- Complex hierarchical system hardware architecture,
- Operating system invisible to MCR (TPC, OPC) users of PIS Level 1 & 2,
- Strict implementation of administrative security features (login procedures,

passwords) for computer system engineers and computer operators,
- Wide range of security features for PIS Level 3: usage of private lines, data

encryption, authentication, one-time passwords and system administration (user
login procedure), firewalls.

1.7 Upgradebility
Selection of the hardware, system software and SCADA software backbone for all
three PIS levels insures that those items will either be functional and usable til the
end of plant life or it will be possible to upgrade them without implementing
significant changes in PIS hardware architecture or without implementing
significant changes in PIS nuclear specific application software.
Opportunities for future PIS upgrade are (only when and if needed):

Level 1 - PC, QNX, OADCS. Upgradable items: PC, QNX
Level 2 - VAX, VMS, PMS. Upgradable items: VAX to ALPHA, VMS to

Open VMS, PMS to new PMS release
Level 3 - PC, WIN NT, FIX. Upgradable items: PC, WIN NT, FIX to new

release of FIX or FIX to Dynamics
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1.8 Avoid Separate Process Computer Systems Dedicated to One Application
General idea is that there should be no dedicated PCS which performs dedicated
function in "island" configuration and which is not integrated within consistent PIS
architecture. Even IE Process Computer Systems (like ICCM or AMSAC) which
have to be separated from non IE systems by their definition, must have means to
pass process information, own calculated values and own system status to PIS.
PIS Level 2 is identified as Master Process Data Base holder for all real time and
history process data and calculated values (max. performance, max. number of
samples, max. update frequency) which are needed in MCR for process monitoring.
PIS Level 3 is identified as replica of PIS Level 2 Master Process Signal Data Base
with decreased performance (decreased number of samples and decreased update
frequency) but with the expansion of the Process Signal Data Base with process data
which are not needed in MCR for the plant real time supervision and plant control.
(Equipment Condition Monitoring, Analysis and Prediction Software, processes
which are not of the main interest of MCR operators like IDDS, water treatment, etc.)

1.9 Diversity and Redundancy for the Most Important Applications
Most important functions and applications are being performed or can be performed
on both PIS Level 1 and PIS Level 2. Some of those functions are: alarming
attributes definition, continuous data flow check, alarming, trending variables,
presentation of MIMICS on the screen, Sequence of Events, application software:
Critical Functions Monitoring System (CFMS), Subcooling Calculation, Deviation
in Redundant Measurement, Rod Position, Reactor Protection System Monitoring,
In-Core Thermocouple Map, Delta flux, etc.

1.10 Integration of Existing "Old" Process Computer Systems
Installation of the new PIS Level 1 & Level -2 eliminated some of old PCS like
Temperature Scanner (approx. 700 inputs), Plant Computer P2500 (approx. 1100
inputs). Some other existing PCS (DEH, river dam control, EIS, etc.) found their role
in the new PIS concept, too. Process data from the existing computers were integrated
in PIS Master Process Signal Data Base using custom designed software drivers and
dedicated serial data links which were all connected to the FEP&MUX processor
(Front End Processor & Multiplexer at PIS Level 1). Some of PCS (Seismic,
AMSAC, ICCM) pass their information to PIS through I/O devices (analog signals
or binary status signals). Some PCS (IDDS PLC & belonging FIX SCAD A) integrate
their data only to PIS Level 3.

1.11 Integration of Process Computers and PLC Dedicated for Process Control
PCS which are used in the control or protection of the real time plant processes and
which are integrated in PIS by transferring own process data, own statuses and own
calculated values to the PIS Level 2 or PIS Level 3 Master Process Signal Data Base
are: DEH, PLC for CPS, Ritmayer river dam control, AMSAC and IDDS.
Instrumentation & Control (I&C) equipment which is not considered as process
computer equipment (ACM 7300, SSPS,... ), pass their information to PIS, too.
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1.12 Process Data Acquisition, Archiving and Retrieval
Number of analog signal samples which is stored to the real time Master Process
Signal Data Base (MPSDB) is reduced on their way from input signal scanning to the
PIS Level 2 real time MPSDB. Reduction of number of analog samples stored to the
MPSDB is done on the basis of threshold levels predefined for each signal separately
and on the basis of scanning frequency. Change in binary input signal is considered
as an event which is never lost. All analog samples and events (changes in binary
input signals) are time stamped with the 1 ms resolution. Calculated values are
updated to the MPSDB with the frequency depending on execution cycle of
calculating tools or application programs which calculates those values. Process
Signal History Data Base is created from the real time MPSDB in different formats
depending on the purpose of the usage of signal history, and with reduced number of
samples. For most of applications, Process Signal History Data Base is organised as
cyclic storage buffer of predefined size, where the oldest process data are overwritten
as soon as storage buffer gets full. Some applications have storage buffers which
have to be manually emptied (copied to magnetic tape or to the optical disk drive).
Widely used features which use Process Signal History are: Event Buffer, Sequence
of Events, Post Trip Review, Analog Trending, Reporting, Signal statistics (averages
for analog signals, duty cycle statistics for binary signals) and Time Stamped Process
Signal History. All applications which use Process Signal History have user friendly
man machine interface for retrieval and presentation of process signal history.

1.13 Advanced Man Machine Interface (MMI)
PIS operators in MCR have the following MMI features: three PIS Level 1 PC based
OWS installed on MCB (colour TFT LCD with trackball), one PIS Level 2 OWS
installed on MCB (CRT- VAXStation with functional keyboard), twelve PIS Level
2 OWS installed in desktop configuration (21" CRT with functional keyboards), laser
printer, line printer, two dot-matrix printers, plotter and screen colour hard copy
device. Additional four PIS Level 2 OWS (2+2) are installed in TSC and OSC at
NEK site. Screen MMI is implemented using full graphic colour images, user
friendly menu and soft-key driven display hierarchy, consistent colouring scheme,
dynamic symbols driven by process signals, capabilities to exchange alphanumerical
input/output messages with operators, etc.

1.14 SCAD A Software or/and Non NPP Specific Application Software
SCADA software or/and Non NPP Specific software functions implemented in NPP
Krsko on PIS Level 1 and/or PIS Level 2 are: Signal Failure Detection and Signal
Substitution, PIS Regular Data Flow Operability Watchdog functions, Engineering
Unit Conversion, Alarm Management, Event Monitoring Service, Value Monitoring,
Calculation and Logic Service, Historical Recording Service - Trending, Statistical
Recording Service, Archive Services, Sequence of Events, Post Trip Review, User
Interface Service - Mimics & Reports, Storing of Time Stamped Data, Application
Development Environment, External Data Transfer, Manual (laboratory analysis)
Data Entry Support, Process Information System Operation Monitoring, Testing,
Troubleshooting and Reporting.
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1.15 Application Software Specific for NPP implemented on PIS Level 2
Following are the application software packages implemented in NPP Krsko:
Deviation in Redundant Measurement, Flow Corrections, Thermal Outputs, Reactor
Protection System Monitoring, In-Core Movable Detector Data, Boron Sample and
Follow, In-Core Thermocouple Map, Health Physics, Rod Position, Delta Flux,
Inverse Count Rate Ratio, Nil Ductility Temperature, Residual Heat Removal
Indication, Critical Function Monitoring System (Subcriticality, Core Cooling, Heat
Sink, Integrity, Containment, Inventory), Engineered Safety Features Monitoring,
Radiation Monitoring Status, Meteorological Conditions Monitoring, BOP - Balance
Of Plant Calc.& Performance, BISI - Bypassed or Inoperable Status Indication
System (ECCS, CC , SW, CVCS, MS, AF, Electrical Systems, CW, Containment).

1.16 Minimised Corrective Maintenance
It has already been demonstrated that because of redundant design, high reliability
and availability of the installed components, corrective maintenance is minimised and
failure which would cause total system unavailability has not been experienced yet.

1.17 Remote Usage of Plant Process Data (other than MCR)
TPC and OPC have remote PIS Level 2 OWS and full functionality as operators in
MCR. Other non MCR users of PIS data are PIS Level 3 users such as: users in NPP
Krsko offices (maintenance, engineering, management), EOF & ERDS users in
Ljubljana, and authorised (protected and encrypted) users through public network.
At the present moment, out of PIS level 3, only ERDS data link to Ljubljana is active.

2. PIS LEVEL 1
PIS Level 1 hardware platform is fully redundant, built around I/O devices RTP (Real Time
Products) manufactured by CPI (Computer Products- Incorporated), redundant ARCNET,
27 Industrial PC (i486), two GLOBAL computers (Pentium 90 MHz, 32 Mb, HD 500 Mb),
two Gateway computers (VME based industrial PC - i486). All computers are synchronised
to 1 ms accuracy by separate time base generator, separate signal link and separate time
code card installed in each computer. Real time operating system is QNX, and basic
SCADA software is OADCS (Open Architecture Distributed Control System by AECL).

3. PIS LEVEL 2
PIS Level 2 is fully redundant platform built around redundant Ethernet bus (DECNET
protocol) with VAX computers and VMS operating system. It consists of two main servers
in cluster configuration which share processor load (VAX 4000-300,128 Mb, HDD 8 Gb,
mirrored discs), 18 OWS (VAXStation 3700,64 Mb, HDD 1 Gb - typical).Basic SCADA
software platform is PMS (Plant Management Software by ABB Power Oy - Finland).

4. PIS LEVEL 3
PIS Level 3 is LAN and WAN platform which is under design and implementation phase
and which main purpose is presentation of PIS process data to remote users. PIS Level 3
Platform is based around PC, WIN NT, FIX SCADA and Internet-Intranet tools (WEB
server, PointCasting, Internet push technology - broadcasting services).
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5. PIS SIZING WITH REFERENCE TO THE NUMBER OF INPUTS

At the present moment PIS has succeeded to integrate all available plant process data

information from the plant and from the environment. In one way of data transmission or

another, PIS integrates more than 80 processors which function as data acquisition nodes,

communication processors, operator workstations, application servers or file servers. At

the present moment PIS Level 2 data base contains about 11500 points, from which 3800

points are hardwired inputs to DAS nodes #1 - #9, 950 signals are coming from other

process computers through FEP&MUX computer and the rest are calculated values and

addressable constants used in application software. Existing DAS hardware capability

allows that up to 8500 signals can be connected as hardwired inputs directly to DAS nodes.

6. APPENDICES & ATTACHMENTS

6.1 Abbreviations
IE - Electrical (process computer equipment) qualified according to IEEE 323

AMSAC - ATWAS (Anticipated Transient Without Actuated Scram) Mitigation System

Actuation Circuitry

DAS - Data Acquisition System (same as PIS Level 1)

DECnet - networking protocol, trade mark of DEC

DEH - Digital Electro Hydraulic system, PCS for TG set control and supervision
DIOC - Distributed Input Output Controller, CPI trade mark - Computer Products Incorporated
EIS - PCS for Environment Monitoring System
EOF - Emergency Off-Site Facility
ERDS - Emergency Response Data System
FIX - SCADA software product, trade mark of Intellution

HSM - High Security Multiplexer, trade mark of CPI - Computer Products Incorporated
ICCM - 1E Process Computer System for Inadequate Core Cooling Monitoring
IDDS - In Drum Drying System (Liquid Radioactive Waste Treatment)
MCB - Main Control Board in MCR
MCR - Main Control Room (NEK)
MMI - Man Machine Interface
MORS - Ministrstvo za Obrambo Republike Slovenije
NUREG - Nuclear Regulatory Guide
OPC - "Operativni Podporni Center" samaras OSC - Operational Support Center (at NEK site)
OWS - Operator Work Station
PCS - Process Computer System
PLC - Programmable Logic Controller
PMS - Process Monitoring Software / Plant Management Software, trade mark of ABB Power Oy
QNX - Real Time Operating System for PC, trade mark of QNX Software Systems Ltd.
SCADA - Supervisory, Control And Data Acquisition System
SMS - Subcooling Monitoring System (software in PIS Level 2)
TCP-IP - Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol
TPC - "Tehnicni Podporni Center" same as TSC - Technical Support Center (at NEK site)
URSJV - Uprava Republike Slovenije za Jedrsko Varnost
VAX - Computer manufactured by DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION (DEC)
VMS - Virtual Memory System- Operating System for VAX, trademark of DEC
WIN NT - Windows NT, trade mark of Microsoft
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ABSTRACT

Variety of degradation mechanisms affecting steam generator tubes makes steam generators
as one of the critical components in the nuclear power plants. Depending of their nature,
degradation mechanisms cause different types of damages. It requires performance of
extensive integrity analysis in order to assess various conditions of crack behavior under
operating and accidental conditions. Development and application of advanced eddy current
techniques for steam generator examination provide good characterization of found damages.
Damage characteristics (shape, orientation and dimensions) may be defined and used for
further evaluation of damage influence on tube integrity. In comparison with experimental
and analytical methods, numerical methods are also efficient tools for integrity assessment.
Application of finite element methods provides relatively simple modeling of different type of
damages and simulation of various operating conditions. The stress and strain analysis may be
performed for elastic and elasto-plastic state with good ability for visual presentation of
results. Furthermore, the fracture mechanics parameters may be calculated. Results obtained
by numerical analysis supplemented with experimental results are the base for definition of
alternative plugging criteria which may significantly reduce the number of plugged tubes.

/. INTRODUCTION

Worldwide experience has shown that steam generator is one of critical components in
nuclear power plant. Degradation mechanisms acting on SG tubes causes appearance and
growth of damages which can results in unplanned shutdowns (due to primary-to-secondary
leakage over certain limit), extended maintenance and even replacement of steam generator.
To avoid or,_at least prolong, such situations, the degradation mechanisms processes should
be well understood. Extensive research works have been done on damaged tubes pulled from
operating steam generators. They provide valuable insight in character and morphology of
defects. Steam generator operation has experienced several types of degradation mechanisms
that can be divided, depending of their nature, as follows:

Mechanical Degradation Mechanisms

> Wear - volumetric removal of material caused by the mechanical action of one material in
contact with another;

> Fatigue - corrosion fatigue caused by alternating stress cycles produced by tube vibration;
> Impingement - form of erosion (material loss) caused by suspended solids and/or liquid

droplets hitting a surface.
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Chemical Degradation Mechanisms

> IGA/SCC (intergranular alack /stress corrosion cracking) - degradation occurring under
symbiotic actions of a susceptible material, corrosive environment and stress;

> Pitting - corrosion process driven by local galvanic differences in the tubing;
> Thinning - volumetric loss of tube material manifested as surface attack which proceeds

by the dissolution of the tube material;
> PWSCC (primary water stress corrosion cracking) - stress corrosion cracking that occurs

on the tube primary side.

Depending of nature of degradation mechanism different shapes of damages appear on steam
generator tubes. Considering morphology, the defect may be recognized as:
• cracks (IGA/SCC, PWSCC),
• volumetric loss of material (wear, thinning) or
• mixed defect (pitting).

This classification is important from the analytical point of view, because depending of type
of defect the most suitable method for evaluating structural integrity for damaged tube has to
be used.

2. EDDY CURRENT EXAMINA TION OF STEAM GENERA TOR TUBES

Steam generator tubing condition has to be monitored permanently through the performance
of nondestructive examination. The most appropriate method, in respect of time and quality,
for examination of steam generator tubes is eddy current method. Variety of degradation
mechanisms requires advanced eddy current techniques to be applied in order to assure
reliable detecting and sizing of defects. Considering nature of degradation mechanisms, the
different eddy current techniques are applied for examination of specific zones. Standard
examination considers application of bobbin probe technique which gives data about volume
and percentage of tube wall loss (Figure la). Bobbin probe differential technique is capable of
reliable detecting and sizing defects caused by IGA/SCC, pitting, thinning and impingement.
For defects caused by wear additional calibration standards has to be used and evaluated by
absolute bobbin coil technique where tube wall loss is defined by voltage of indication. The
regions of tubes where bobbin probe does not give satisfactory results (geometrical changes)
should be examined by rotating probe technique. Indications in transition zone, formed as a
cracks due to IGA/SCC or PWSCC, are additionally examined by rotating probe and
evaluated to obtain data about flaw length (Figure 1b). Also, to obtain more data about
damage, indications found by bobbin probe are examined by rotating probe to collect
additional information about shape, length and width of defects (Figure lc).

In practice, EC inspection of SG is complex activity which considers application of several
examination techniques for particular degradation mechanisms in specific zones of steam
generator. Well defined strategy for steam generator inspection may significantly reduce the
time of inspection and simultaneously contribute to its safe and reliable operation.
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Figure la) Bobbin probe signal -measurement of depth and volume of defect
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Figure lb) Rotating probe - CrackMap - measurement of length and orientation of defect

Figure lc) Rotating probe - measurement of shape, length and width of defect
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3. STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY OF STEAM GENERA TOR TUBES

Damages found on SG tubes may progress to a point where tube rupture may occur and
subsequent primary-to-secondary leakage. Influence of found damage on structural integrity of
SG tube has to be evaluated to prevent such possibility. It can be performed by application of:
> analytical method;
> experimental method;
> numerical method.
Analytical methods may be accurately applied only for simple type of defects such as uniform
thinning of material. Experimental methods provide relevant information about crack
parameters under various conditions using special complex testing facilities. Numerical
methods provide in depth evaluation of various crack behaviors under different conditions.

a Analytical methods

Application of analytical expressions provides very quick assessment of tube integrity in the
case of uniform thinning. Integrity of tube with this type of defect may be determined by
formula defining circumferential stress which should not exceed flow stress for given
material:

ru
cr, = p-y<k(oy+ ou) = Of

where t wall thickness ru internal radius
ay yield stress au ultimate strength
p internal pressure k -0.5 for SG tubes material

On the basis of experimental results some empirical expressions may be used in conjunction
with previous formulas to evaluate basic flaw shapes such as axial or circumferential cracks.

Calculation model for axial cracks is derived from plate theory applied on pipe by taking in
account so called "bulging effect" because of bulging which occurs in vicinity of crack. This
effect has been approved by many experiments and evaluated to obtain valid empirical
expression. If axial crack exists, the tube rupture is defined by expression:

fn<Ji —k (oy + o~u)

where m =f(a,r,t) -bulging factor 2a flaw length

This formula provides determination of critical pressure for a given defect length or critical
crack length for a given pressure.

Calculation model for circumferential cracks is derived from "net section stress" theory. It can
be formalized on the similar way as for axial cracks. Tube rupture will occur if:

nax =k (<7y + CJU)

where n - shape factor, « = : a - half opening angle
,sma a.^ )

a Experimental methods

The best way to determine real behavior of damaged tubes and to assess possibility of tube
rupture is performance of burst pressure test. It considers loading of damaged tube with
internal pressure up to the tube bursting. Each particular type of defect, or tube geometry,
requires additional experiments to be performed. The main disadvantage of this method is that
valuable data required for one particular empirical expression may be obtained by statistical
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evaluation of numerous test results. It means that many different specimens with defects of
different sizes have to be included in scope of experiment. Burst tests are performed on:
a) undamaged tubes;

b) damaged tubes with different types of defects:

> artificial machined defects;

> artificial corrosion defects;

> real defects on pulled tubes.

a)

"•• • • 20 m m

— • — 2 5 mm

• A 30 mm

0.7 .

P/PO °5 •
0 4 •

0 .

32^^-*#^̂  ^

% of w.t.
EC indication,

Figure 2. Burst pressure for a)artificial and b) corrosion flaws

The best source of data are damaged tubes removed from operating steam generators which
are rarely available. Therefore, tests are performed on specimens with different flaw shapes of
various sizes made by machining, electrical discharge machining or in some cases with
artificial corrosion. Great number of specimens and their complex manufacturing, as well as
sophisticated technology of experiment performance cause that experimental methods are
very expensive and require long time period for performance.

• Numerical methods

Besides analytical and experimental methods, the numerical methods are also powerful tool
for integrity analysis of damaged tubes. They provide analysis of the behavior of damaged
tubes under normal and accidental operation conditions with simulation of many different
shapes of flaws. The most common methods are Finite Element Method (FEM) based on
discretization of continuum in finite elements.

The main advantages of finite element method are:
> different shapes of cracks may be modeled;
> different operating and accidental conditions in SG may be simulated (pressures,

temperatures, vibrations ...);
> great visual presentation of results.

4. APPLICATION OF FEM FOR TUBE INTEGRITY EVALUATION

Application of finite element method requires preparation of appropriate model which
represents the real situation. Knowledge gained through the metalography of pulled tubes in
conjunction with results of advanced EC examination, provide good characterization of
shapes of found damages which may be used for model preparation. Prepared model is than
subjected to different operation conditions (internal and/or external pressure, temperature,
vibrations...) in order to simulate all operation conditions as well as different type of
accidental situations.
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a Fracture Mechanics Parameters Calculation

Besides uniform volumetric loss of material which can be simply assessed by accurate
analytical expressions, numerical methods provides modeling of different shapes of cracks,
that can be found on SG tubes (axial, circumferential, slanted, parallel and others). The
simplest model of crack is 2D model of infinite tube with infinite long axial crack (Figure 3)
which depth varies (expressed as % of tube wall thickness). This is too conservative approach
for application on steam generator tubes, but it simulates limited situation. In practice, such
situation is possible during manufacturing tubes with long welds.

Figure 3. 2D tube model
with axial crack

% of
tube wall\

As a results of FEM calculation, stress and strain fields are defined for the model which can
be subsequently used for calculation of fracture mechanics parameters such as K (stress
intensity factor) or /-integral (Figure 4). Since the steam generator tubes are relatively thin
and tube material is very ductile J-integral calculated on results of elasto-plastic analysis,
provides better assessment of critical condition of tube with the crack.

100 40 80 100

Figure 4. K and J-integral for 2D model with axial crack of various depth

The main advantage of numerical methods is that different shapes of defects may be modeled
and calculated their influence on tube integrity under normal or accidental situations.
Influence of two parallel cracks may be seen on Figure 5.

Various shapes of defects may be simulated in 3D models. Such models of damaged tubes
represent more realistic situations and provide possibility for more accurate results of structural
integrity. Examples of slanted and paralel cracks on 3D models are given on Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Influence of two parallel cracks on J-integral

Figure 6. 3D analysis of different crack shapes: slanted and parallel cracks

a Bulging factor

As experiments show, during burst pressure tests on tubes with cracks, the local bulging
occurs in vicinity of crack. This effect has influence on stress level in that part of tubes. In
accordance with experimental results there are several expressions which represent this effect
expressed as bulging factor (Folias, Erdogen, Shultz ...). This factor, calculated by FEM,
matches very good with Shultz approximation as can be seen on Figure. (Experience shows
that Folias approximation is too conservative for SG tubes).

10 20
2a, mm

Figure 7. Bulging factor by
different
approximations
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• Leak area calculation

Since, the results of FEM analysis include stress, as well as, strain distribution, the shape of
deformed crack can be calculated. Influence of temperature, as well as, yielding of material in
vicinity of crack tips may be included in calculation to obtain more representative value
(Figure. 8). Leakage through such obtained area has to be subsequently corrected taking into
account many factors such as irregularity of real crack shape, edge influence and others.
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Figure 8. Model for leak area calculation and shapes of crack (for elastic, elasto-plastic
calculation and with influence of operation temperature).

5. CONCLUSION

Due to action of different types of degradation mechanisms steam generator tubes integrity is
of prime importance for reliable operation of nuclear power plant. Monitoring of the steam
generator condition has to be performed through the permanent eddy current examination.
Application of advanced EC techniques is prerequisite for reliable detection of damage
appearance, as well as, timely performance of appropriate corrective actions. For the
assessment of damage influence on tube integrity analytical, experimental and numerical
methods may be used. Since the analytical methods are applicable only for simpler cases, and
experimental methods are very expensive, the numerical method seems to be very efficient
tool for integrity assessment. Application of finite element method provides great possibility
for modeling different flaw shapes and simulation of various operating conditions. Obtained
results give valuable data, which in conjunction with experimental methods, provides good
base for definition of plugging criteria, as well as tube rupture risk calculation.
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ABSTRACT

The existing steam generators of Krsko Nuclear Power Plant will be replaced in the recent
future and at the same time the reactor core power will be increased from current 1876
MW(th) to 1994 MW(th). This core power uprating will surely impact the nuclear core design.
The equilibrium cycle core model for uprated NPP Krsko conditions using the computer code
package FUMACS has been developed. 18 months equilibrium cycles for single and split feed
enrichment batches of 48 and 52 fresh fuel assemblies were generated in that model. The
analysis of these preliminary loading patterns of 18 months equilibrium cycles showed that it
is possible to design the reactor core for 18 months cycle, which meets the safety limits for
uprated conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the period of next few years steam generators of Krsko Nuclear Power Plant (NPP

Krsko) will be replaced and the reactor core power will be increased for about 6% (from

current 1876 MW(th) to 1994 MW(th)) at the same time. This core power uprating will surely

impact the nuclear core design. In order to analyze the nuclear core design, equilibrium cycle

core models have to be developed. Our intention was to analyze most probable scenario of 18

months equilibrium cycle for the changed conditions in the NPP Krsko core. The relevant

parameters of NPP Krsko core for nominal power and for power uprated conditions are given

in Table 1.
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Table 1 NPP Krsko reactor core parameters

Core parameters
Thermal power (MWt)
Coolant flow (mJ/s)
Coolant pressure (MPa)
Average core temperature (°C)

Nominal power
1876

12.011
15.5

307.8

Power uprate
1994

12.011
15.5

309.2

The average core burnup of 17900 MWd/tU is obtained for uprated conditions of NPP Krsko

18 months cycle with the assumptions of overall capacity factor of 0.8. An equilibrium cycle

to be determined has to satisfy safety limits, which will be valid for the NPP Krsko uprated

conditions. The relevant safety limits are presented in Table 2. For the total core peaking

factor, FQ, and for the nuclear enthalpy rise hot channel factor, F^H, we assumed the current

values. The peaking factors in Table 2 are given without uncertainties. Keeping the moderator

temperature coefficient negative (the current requirement for beginning of cycle, hot zero

power conditions) may cause additional problems in designing the reactor core with the

outstanding number of burnable absorbers. It is highly desirable to include the evaluation of a

slightly positive beginning of cycle moderator temperature coefficient (app. 9 pcm/°C) at low

power levels to support good fuel economics and 18 months fuel cycles. The most negative

moderator temperature coefficient prescribed by NPP Krsko Technical Specifications for end

of cycle nominal operating conditions is -70.2 pcm/°C. These limitations on moderator

temperature coefficient are provided to ensure that the value of this coefficient remains within

the limiting condition assumed in the USAR accident and transient analyses.

Table 2 NPP Krsko safety parameters

Safety parameter

Total peaking factor FQ

Enthalpy rise factor FAH

Moderator temperature coefficient

a) Beginning of cycle, hot zero power

b) End of cycle, hot full power

Shutdown margin

Value

2.34

1.53

< 0

>-70.2 pcm/°C

> 2000 pern

Besides safety parameters limits described above the following Physics parameters

limits has to be satisfied. The current licensing limit for Westinghouse fuel burnup is that the
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lead rod average burnup will not exceed 62000 MWd/tU. The maximum recommended value

for discharge burnup on the batch level is 48000 MWd/tU, and the maximum recommended

discharge burnup on the fuel assembly level is 55000 MWd/tU. The central fuel assembly has

been excluded from the peak rod burnup limitation for simplicity and in the recognition that

many viable central fuel assembly alternatives are available in practice. The enrichment limit

of 5 w/o in U235 is dictated by spent fuel pool criticality requirements.

The first step in determination of equilibrium cycle is to find a size of the batch (a

number of fresh fuel assemblies). Based on our engineering judgement and taking into

account the maximum discharge burnup and the desired cycle length the batch size of 48 or

52 fuel assemblies was obtained. In an automated manner, using the methodology described

in the Chapter 2., different variants of the 18 months equilibrium cycles were generated. An

analysis of NPP Krsko equilibrium cycles is performed in Section 3. Conclusions are given in

Section 4.

2. CALCULATIONAL TOOLS AND METHODOLOGY

The modified computer code package FUMACS V 91.1 is used to model an

equilibrium cycle of the NPP Krsko core for the uprated power conditions. The computer

code package FUMACS encompasses computer codes PSU-LEOPARD and MCRAC. The

computer code PSU-LEOPARD generates group constants (two energy groups), and the

computer code MCRAC is used for global depletion calculations. A simulation of NPP Krsko

core depletion is performed in two-dimensional model with the assumption of octal core

symmetry. An equilibrium cycle is defined as a cycle for which the loading pattern and cycle

length are always the same (not changing from cycle to cycle). The critical boron

concentration curves as well as the power distributions during the cycle are identical to those

from the previous cycle in an ideal equilibrium cycle. The flow diagram for calculation of an

equilibrium cycle using the computer code package FUMACS is given in Figure 1.

3. ANALYSIS OF NPP KRSKO EQUILIBRIUM CYCLES

We have analyzed 4 different variants of 18 months equilibrium cycles in uprated

conditions. Limits on discharge burnup prevent the use of less than 48 fuel assemblies.

Therefore, we have determined 18 months equilibrium cycle loading patterns using 48 or 52

fresh fuel assemblies per cycle. The loading pattern with 48 fresh fuel assemblies using

4.8 w/o U235 enrichment is shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows how critical boron concentration and

nuclear enthalpy rise peaking factor depend on core burnup. The loading pattern contains
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4736 integral fuel burnable absorber (IFBA) rods primarily used to lower the beginning of

cycle (BOC) critical boron concentration, which is still rather high (2082 ppm) and might

cause positive moderator temperature reactivity coefficient. A large number of IFBA rods in

the reactor core make a control of power peaking factor during the cycle extremely difficult,

especially for a relatively small number of fresh fuel assemblies. For that reason we have

analyzed split feed option, using 40 assemblies of 4.8 w/o U235 and 8 assemblies of 4.5 w/o

U235. The cycle length was still satisfied and it was easier to control the peaking factor, using

the same number of IFBA rods. To decrease the number of IFBA rods, it is recommended to

increase the boron loading from the present value of 0.618 mg B-10/cm to 1.236 mg B-10/cm

or to use the enriched boron. The loading pattern for split feed batch of 48 fresh fuel

assemblies described above is shown in Fig. 4. The critical boron concentration and nuclear

enthalpy rise peaking factor dependence on core burnup for the split feed 48 fuel assembly

batch is given in Figure 5. The beginning of cycle critical boron concentration is 2008 ppm.

The average discharge burnup for 48 fresh fuel assembly batch is approximately 45000

MWd/tU.

In developing the loading patterns using 52 fresh fuel assemblies of 4.6 w/o U235 we

experienced similar problems and behaviour regarding power peaking control. The split feed

batch containing 40 fuel assemblies with 4.7 w/o U235 and 12 fuel assemblies of 4.3 w/o U235

gave the same cycle length. The number of IFBA rods needed to design the loading patterns

for 52 fuel assemblies batch was lower than for 48 fuel assemblies batch, resulting in the

higher critical boron concentration at beginning of cycle (BOC) conditions for 52 fuel

assemblies batch. The average discharge burnup for 52 fresh fuel assembly batch is

approximately 41500 MWd/tU.

Analyses of moderator temperature reactivity coefficient (MTC) for 18 months cycle

loading patterns using FUMACS indicate that even-with such high boron concentrations at

BOC MTC is still slightly negative. These slightly negative values for MTC obtained using

the FUMACS code package should be considered as preliminary estimates, due to the scoping

nature of the FUMACS code package.

Another physics parameter, which will be affected by power uprating is the shutdown

margin. As the core average temperature will be higher for uprated conditions some problems

with the shutdown margin availability at the end of cycle could appear. In order to check that

the shutdown requirements are satisfied at the end of cycle this physics parameter should be

evaluated for proposed 18 months equilibrium cycles. According to Reference [1] the changes
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in shutdown margin due to power uprate are similar to cycle-by-cycle variations typically

seen and can be accomodated.

The analysis of preliminary loading patterns of 18 months equilibrium cycles for NPP

Krsko described above showed that it is possible to design the loading patterns for 18 months

cycle, which meet the safety limits for the uprated conditions.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The equilibrium cycle core model for uprated NPP Krsko conditions using the computer code

package FUMACS has been developed. 18 months equilibrium cycles for single and split feed

enrichment batches of 48 and 52 fresh fuel assemblies were generated in that model. The

analysis of these preliminary loading patterns of 18 months equilibrium cycles showed that it

is possible to design the loading patterns for 18 months cycle, which meet the safety limits for

the uprated conditions.
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ABSTRACT
The objective of the activity described in this paper was to develop "frozen and qualified"
nodalization of the NPP Krsko (NEK) for the large thermohydraulic code. A procedure to developed
qualified nodalization for the safety analysis, as well for the operational transients has been
introduced. Nodalization development and qualification process tightly involved NPP Krsko
personnel, in order to develop plant nodalization suitable for the operational use, and to assure that
the model will present up-to-date plant.
The experience gained in the use of the large thermohydraulic codes identified three basic conditions
that should be fulfilled for the correct use of the large thermohydraulic codes:

• Used code should be frozen and qualified through international assessment program;
• Developer of the nodalization should be qualified to the use of the chosen code;
• Nodalization of the plant should be properly qualified.

.Qualified plant nodalization has been developed in three stages:
1. Build-up of the qualified plant data base;
2. Development of the plant nodalization, or so called base input deck;
3. Qualification of the nodalization.

1 INTRODUCTION
Thermal-hydraulic system codes are complex tools developed to estimate the transient behavior of
light water nuclear power plants during off-normal conditions. The United States safety authority that
sponsored the work until late '60s developed the first generation of these codes. Since that time,
different research groups over the world have started with the development of their own codes. In
early '80s, the second generation codes were proposed and they differ from the first generation codes
due to the number of balance equations that they solve (six instead of three), to the sophistication of
the constitutive models and of the adopted numerical methods. The capabilities of modern computers
have been fully exploited during the years.
Computer code RELAP5/MOD2 cycle 36.05 [1], has been chosen as frozen and qualified version of
the large thermohydraulic code for the development of the mathematical model of the NEK. The same
version has been made operative on PC - Pentium by Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Computing, Zagreb FER), and used for over a decade, including separate test and integral test
facilities calculations, as well as plant calculations.
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For the purpose of NEK transient/accident analyses mathematical model has been developed with the
predefined fidelity of the plant physical parameters (geometry, thermalhydraulic parameters, control
and protection system set points, etc). Model has been subjected to the intensive revision process,
both within the NEK, FER and by outside organizations [2], [3].
In the future, the purpose in the use of the RELAP5 NEK model may be quite different, ranging from
safety or design calculations to just the understanding of the transient behavior of a simple system.
Specific examples of objectives for developing and using of the RELAP5 code are:

- the evaluation of the safety margins,
- verification of the safety impact of the plant modifications,
- optimization of EOP (Emergency Operating Procedures),
- uprating the reactor power,
- training of the plant operators,
- demonstration of the compliance between nuclear regulatory goals and status of existing plant,

etc.
Large thermalhydraulic codes such as RELAP5 can predict reactor transient scenarios as realistically
as possible by approximating the physical behavior with some accuracy. Information on inaccuracy
comes from the code assessment and validation process, and some of the reasons for the code
inaccuracy can be outlined:

- closure equations are empirical and are valid for a generally restricted ranges of parameters
developed under strict assumptions (e.g. steady state or fully developed flows) that may not
correspond to the scenarios of interest,

- the averaging process (transformation of a three-dimensional space into a series of one-
dimensional nodes "understandable" for the code numerical scheme) may introduce unrealistic
approximations in the process of nodalization development,

- interactions among the several closure equations inside the code, may also produce unphysical
results even in a limited number of situations,

- engineering judgement and peculiar user choices that are widely present throughout the input,
although valid for the most of the transients analyzed, can produce unphysical results in certain
transient scenarios, and lead to the use of code outside validation domain.

Based on the above discussion, it can be concluded that in the number of the different transient
scenarios RELAP5 code and NPP Krsko model adequacy will have to be justified. Based on the
today's practice, two general approaches are possible:
• So called "expert" approach, where in each situation in which analyst is not capable to verify

the results of the calculation being analyzed, an expert opinion is requested. For example, this
approach has been followed in the CSAU methodology, [4]. Up-to-date experience has shown
that in this case engineering judgement as possible source of errors is not reduced (if not
expanded), and economic price could become unacceptable considering number of different
transients that have to be analyzed.

• Second approach is to have "qualified" nodalization and "qualified user" that ensure correct
use of the code and the NPP model within the prescribed limitations, with minimum need for
expert opinion. This type of approach is used in UMAE methodology, [5].

In order to have reliable results from the analysis, NEK RELAP5 model has been developed
following the second approach, according to which a nodalization can be retained as qualified when:

- has a geometrical fidelity with the involved plant,
- is reproducing the nominal measured steady-state condition of the plant,
- shows a satisfactory behavior in time-dependent conditions, that is according with the time-

dependent data of any test performed, or if available, of any actual transient in the nuclear
power plant.

Basic conditions that have been followed in the development of the nodalization were:
- used code is frozen and qualified through wide, international assessment and experimental

program;
- developer of the nodalization had necessary internationally verified experience in the use

of the chosen code;
- nodalization of the plant has been submitted to the qualification process;
- users of the nodalization will be properly trained for the use of the code model.
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2 NODALIZATON SET-UP
Planning and the preparation of the model for the analysis followed a predefined procedure that
reduces possibilities for the errors and misuse of the codes. The result of such a procedure is
"qualification process" and "qualified nodalization" that can be used for LWR analysis with high
degree of confidence. The procedure for the development of the "qualified nodalization" has been
split in the following steps:

1. development of the verified data base related to the plant nodalization set-up;
2. set-up of the plant nodalization (input deck for the nominal steady state conditions);
3. qualification of the nodalization.

Such a procedure has been already performed in the case of NPP Krsko nodalization, according to the
following criteria:

a) controlled plant documents were used only;
b) traceability of each reference has been maintained in accordance with the plant

documentation database;
c) QC/QA program for nodalization development has been fulfilled;
d) developed database has been independently reviewed and verified.

Plant nodalization has been developed according to the predefined list of requests:
a) the developed nodalization should be suitable for any kind of transient;
b) geometrical and material fidelity with the system should be preserved as close as

possible;
c) logic for normal and off-normal operating conditions should be included.

The first step in the activity to set up the nodalization aimed at the complete knowledge of the plant,
i.e., not only the geometrical data, but also the operating systems and the operating conditions. It was
necessary to define the degree of details of the nodalization, taking into account the code restrictions.
The number of nodes in model was governed by the complexity of the plant, requested accuracy,
allocated memory and available CPU time. The lengths of the adjoining in general do not differ more
than twice, and are between 0.5 and 1 m as recommended in [6]. However, this has not been strictly
respected in the cases where detailed nodalization was needed (shorter volumes in the pressurizer
plenum and reactor vessel) and in the parts of the system where thermalhydraulic response is of no
crucial importance for the analyses (longer volumes). All relevant assumptions for the development
of the nodalization are reported in [7] as a part of the plant database and in accordance with the plant
QA/QC program. In the frame of above discussion, NEK. nodalization consists of 301 control
volumes and 332 control junctions. The number of mesh points in the heat structures was kept 5 to 7
for the passive structures. In order to accurately simulate heat conduction with high thermal gradient
the number of mesh points in the active core heat structures is 16 and in the SG U-tube structures is
10. The total number of mesh points is 1514.
The containment and the atmosphere were simply modeled to provide approximate backpressure for
LOCA calculations. The containment control volume was initially filled with steam in order to avoid
excessive CPU-time consumption for the calculation of the noncondensabiles behavior. Heat capacity
of the internal containment structures has been taken into account, as well as the heat conduction to
the atmosphere.
To conclude, the development of the nodalization aimed to the fulfillment of the following general
criteria:

- mass error < 5 % of the nominal reference value,
- core heat transfer area error < 0.1% of the nominal reference value,
- SG U-tube heat transfer area error < 0.1% of the nominal reference value,
- all flow paths modeled.

According to the mentioned assumptions the plant nodalization has been developed. The scheme of
the plant nodalization for the RELAP5/MOD2 code is presented in Figure 1. The parameters of the
nodalization are reported in Table 1.
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3 NODALIZATION QUALIFICATION
In the frame of the plant model or plant input-deck set-up, engineering judgement is normally used to
a wide extent. In order to reduce a possibility for the errors, as a part of "qualification process", a
procedure for the nodalization set-up and management has been established. Complex procedure for
the qualification of the nodalization, such as one described in [8], Figure 2, has been adopted.
Therefore, qualification of the nodalization has been divided in two separate processes:

a) steady state qualification;
b) on-transient qualification.

3.1 Steady-State Qualification
In addition to the requirements already mentioned, and in order to achieve the qualified steady state
conditions a set of criteria must be fulfilled, like for example those proposed in [9] and specified in
Table 2.
The nodalization is qualified at steady-state level against data available from nominal stationary
conditions measured in the simulated system. To this aim:
a) relevant geometrical parameters of the facility (e.g. volume, heat transfer area, elevations,

pressure drops distribution etc.) are compared with the input data and the differences among
them must be acceptably small. The adopted acceptability criteria are reported in the first part
of Table 2;

b) the nominal steady state conditions are simulated with a code running (a hundred seconds time
interval is considered acceptable to reach correct steady state values); significant parameters
are selected and compared with the measured results. A parameter is considered as significant
when it is of major relevance in determining the plant behavior and can be reliably measured.
The adopted acceptability criteria for this step are reported in the second part of Table 2.

In the case of realistic plant control systems, for the proper evaluation of the steady state calculation,
the relevant parameters should show stability for the enough long period of time, like 20000 seconds
with 200 seconds of artificial steady state control. Chosen period of time has been set up so that
possible steady state instabilities of real plant system control can be detected. During steady state
qualification, the flow friction coefficients that are originally calculated from a typical handbook were
tuned to achieve desired pressure drops. The results of the steady state qualification for the NPP
Krsko nominal conditions are reported in Table 3. The trends of all relevant plant parameters during
the 200 seconds (when artificial control is active) and after 20000 sec (during which realistic plant
systems are active) remain within prescribed criteria. It should also be noted that the level and
pressure control actions become negligible before the end of steady state calculation.

3.2 On-Transient Qualification
The transient qualification phase is also called final qualification and demonstrates that typical
measured transient conditions are correctly reproduced by the calculation.
The on-transient qualification is performed for the following reasons:

some error types entered during the nodalization set-up can be detected only after performing
transient calculations;
the reproduction of the experimental transient conditions requires several "particular choices" by
the user. The "particular choices" are all the interventions made on the input-deck, as a
consequence of the analysis comparison between plant records and the calculated data.

Qualification at transient level presumes that the nodalization is tested in time-dependent conditions
reproducing the available experimental or real plant transients. This phase also includes the procedure
to qualify the code predictions through the comparison with the actual transient data using the suitable
"transient acceptability criteria". At the present only qualitative evaluation methods were used for the
purpose of the NPP Krsko nodalization qualification. The demonstration of the quality of the
nodalization at the transient level, before application to the reference calculation, involves at least one
among the following steps:
a) compare results of the nodalization with experimental data different than those object of the

reference calculations, in the case of NPP Krsko this are the plant measurements from the
surveillance procedures or operational transients;
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b) compare the results of the nodalization with calculations data coming from a previously qualified
nodalization;

c) perform a "Kv scaled" calculation aiming at the comparison between the nodalization
performance and experimental data in another facility (proper scaling factors must be adopted to
fix initial and boundary conditions).

Current NPP Krsko nodalization used step a) for the on-transient qualification, [10]. For that purpose,
a number of operational transients (stuck open PRZ spray valve, inadvertent closure of the MSIV,
inadvertent isolation of the main FW control valve, turbine trip) have been calculated. Also, ECCS
part of the nodalization has been used in the calculations of the operational test (full flow verification
tests for the check valves in SI and RHR lines, SI accumulator discharge check valves flow test). The
results of on-transient qualification analysis are reported in plant documents and available for the
future use in the plant. Reports contain not only the information on the compliance of the
mathematical model with the measured data, but also observed deficiencies and restrictions of the
model.

4 CONCLUSION
A detailed NEK model with all major control systems (except rod control system) for the
RELAP5/mod2 computer code has been developed and independently reviewed by two outside
organizations not directly involved into the development process. Development and the qualification
of the model have been documented in the number of the plant documents that are available as the
part of the plant database.
Steady-state and on-transient qualification of the developed nodalization proved that the NEK
RELAP5 model has been developed with necessary fidelity of geometrical and operating parameters.
Also, reproduction of the qualification transients verified suitability of the developed model for a
calculation of a number of operational transients.
Since NPP Krsko initiated .Modernization project that includes SG replacement, power uprate and
development of plant specific full scope simulator, the developed and qualified plant model will be
extensively used for independent verification of applicable safety analysis and qualification of plant
specific full scope simulator for design bases accidents. At the same time model will serve as
database for RCS system model development for the simulator. The model will also be used in
different licensing activities - issues, evaluation of safety margins, as well as for different engineering
activities such as verifications of plant modifications and plant transient analysis.
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Figure 1 RELAP5/MOD2 NEK nodalization
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Figure 2 Nodalization qualification process

Table 1 Parameters of RELAP5/mod2 NEK nodalization

PARAMETER
1. NUMBER OF NODES
- primary side
- secondary side
-total

2. NUMBER OF JUNCTIONS
- primary side
- secondary side
-total
3. NUMBER OF HEAT STRUCTURES
- primary side
- secondary side
-total
4. NUMBER OF MESH POINTS
- core slabs
- steam generator slabs

5. NUMBER OF CONTROL VARIABLES
6. NUBER OF TRIPS
- variable
- logical
-total

VALUE

221*
79

O

301

237
95

332

198
69

271°
1514

16
10

418

188
176
364

* including ECCS system
° containment included
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Table.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10

(*)
il
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

2 Cnteria for nodalization qualification at the steady state level
QUANTITY

Primary circuit volume
Secondary circuit volume
Non-active structures heat transfer area (overall)
Active structures heat transfer area (overall)
Non-active structures heat transfer volume (overall)
Active structures heat transfer volume (overall)
Volume vs. height curve (i.e. "local" primary and secondary circuit
volume)
Component relative elevation
Axial and radial power distribution (oo)
Generic flow areas

Primary circuit power balance
Secondary circuit power balance
Absolute pressure (PRZ, SG, ACC)
Fluid temperature
Rod surface temperature
Pump velocity
Heat losses
Local pressure drops
Mass inventory in primary circuit
Mass inventory in secondary circuit
Flowrates (primary and secondary circuit)
Bypass mass flowrates
Pressurizer level (collapsed)
Secondary side or downcomer level

ACCEPTABLE ERROR (°)

1%
2 %

10%
0.1 %
14%

0.2 %
10%

0.01 m
1%

10%

2 %
2 %

0.1 %
0.5 % (**)

10K
1 %

10%
10%(A)
2 % (AA)
5 % (~)

2 %
10%

0.05 m
0.1 mO

O The % error is defined as the ratio (reference value - calculated value)/(rcfcrence value). The 'dimensional error' is the numerator of the above expression.
(°°) Additional consideration needed.
(*) With reference lo each of the quantities below, following a 100 s 'transient - steady state' calculation, the solution must be stable with an inherent drift < l%/100 s.
(•*) And consistent with power error.
(A) Of the difference between maximum and minimum pressure in the loop
{**•) And consistent with other errors

Table 3 Comparison between NEK reference data and calculated steady state data

Parameter
1. Pressure
pressurizer
steam generator
accumulator
2. Fluid Temperature
cold leg
hot leg
feedwater

3. Mass Flow
core
cold leg

main steam line

DC-UP bypass
DC-UH bypass
buffle-barrel flow
RCCA guide tubes

Unit
MPa

K

NEK
18%SGTP

15.513
5.6
4.96

561.3
598.2
494.3

8506.6
4453.7

510.9

356.3
27.6
445.4
178.2

RELAPS
200 sec J20000 sec

15.513
5.61/5.59
4.96

561.7/561.5
597.5
494.3

8755
4581.7
4582.3
510.7
513.2
380.4
28.6
439.9
181.6

15.513
5.61/5.69
4.96

561.7/561.5
597.5
494.3

8755.4
4585.1
4579.3
510.6
513.1
380.4
28.6
439.9
181.6

Parameter
4. Liquid level
pressurizer

steam generator narrow
range

5. Fluid Mass
primary system
steam generator
(secondary)

6. Pressure Drop
reactor
core
steam generator
intermediate leg
cold leg
hot leg

7. Power
core
steam generator

Unit

%

kp

kPa

MW

NEK
18% SGTP

62.3

60.0

39418

267.7
162.8
326.8
19.3
8.2
8.2

1876.0
941.0

RELAPS
200 sec [20000 sec

62.3

60.0

110732
39388
39322

285.5
174.2
339.9
20.6
8.2
12.0

1876.0
939.2/943.9

62.3

60.0

I I I 101
39389
39323

285.5
174.2
339.9
20.6
8.2
12.0

1876.0
939.0/943.6
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ABSTRACT

In the paper the RELAP5/M0D 3.2 analysis of the loss of Residual Heat Removal (RHR) system
during midloop operation experiment performed at the Rig of Safety Assessment (ROSA)-IV/Large Scale Test
Facility (LSTF) together with the analysis of the same test scenario scaled to NPP KrSko are presented. The
experiment consisted in a loss of the RHR system at cold shutdown conditions along with a 5% cold leg break
in the loop without pressurizer. The Safety Injection (SI) system was disabled in the calculation. The aims of
the work were to study the physical phenomena encountered under low power and low system pressure
conditions while the upper part of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) is filled with noncondensables. The
impact of the bypass flow between upper plenum and downcomer inlet on transient responses was investigated.
The transient was simulated for 6000 s.

INTRODUCTION

The RHR system is a part of the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS). It is used to
remove the decay power during reactor core shutdown conditions. Various maintenance and
inspection activities during the plant outages require the coolant level in the RCS to be lowered
to the mid-height of the primary loop horizontal legs. The upper portion of the primary system
is then filled by non-condensable gas (air or nitrogen). This operational mode of the RHR
system is termed "midloop" operation. Loss of RHR function during midloop conditions has
been experienced in several plants as a result of loss-of-AC power or air binding of the RHR
pump. Some of these events resulted in boiling of the reactor vessel inventory. The transient
responses following a loss of RHR system depend on various factors. These include the
configuration of the RCS (geometry of the reactor, the total number of loops in the system,
presence of vents and/or openings in the system) and the time after shutdown at which the
transient occurs. The latter affects the transient in the way that higher decay heat levels are
associated with short shutdown times. Heatup and boiling of water in the core after loss of
RHR system causes the level swell in the reactor vessel and the liquid entrainment into the
pressurizer surge line and upper parts of the RCS. If there are openings in the RCS, air and
boil-off steam can be vented. Following a possible initial spill of liquid or two-phase mixture
through the openings, the water will boil off, eventually leading to a prolonged core uncovery,
if no action is taken to restore the RCS inventory. If the Steam Generators (SG)s are under
wet lay-up conditions they can act as an effective means of removing the core decay heat by
steam condensation in the U-tubes. The condensation process is however impeded by the
presence of air in the upper half of the RCS, which degrades the SG heat transfer.
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Loss of RHR system when the RCS is partially drained presents a potentially more serious
situation for the reactor core integrity than normal operation with RCS filled because of
reduced water inventory available for cooling.

The RELAP5/M0D 3.2 analysis of the loss of RHR system experiment conducted at the
ROSA-IV/LSTF together with the analysis of the same test scenario scaled to NPP Krsko are
presented in the paper. The experiment was performed at cold shutdown and midloop
conditions. It involved a 5% cold leg break in the loop without pressurizer.

ROSA-IV/LSTF is a scaled down, two loop, full pressure (15.55 MPa) model of a four
loop, 3423 MWt Westinghouse PWR with a volume scaling ratio equal to 1/48 and the
elevations scaling factor 1:1. The ROSA-IV/LSTF nominal core power is 14% of the volume
scaled value, i.e. 10 MW.

NPP Krsko is a Westinghouse two loop, 632 MWe PWR plant, located in Krsko,
Slovenia. Initial and boundary conditions of the experiment (system pressure, temperature rise
along the core, core outlet temperature) were reproduced in the input data set. The NPP Krsko
scaled parameters were the core power, core inlet mass flow and the cold leg rupture area. The
scaling factor used in the analysis was the ratio of the initial volume of liquid of the NPP Krsko
to the ROSA-IV/LSTF and it was equal to 22.29. Volume scaling ratio (NPP Krsko total
volume to the ROSA-IV/LSTF total volume) equals to 19.11.

The aims of the analysis were to predict the RCS behavior for the loss of RHR system
(time to core boiling, the RCS pressurization rate, time to core uncovery) if no actions to
restore the core inventory (Safety Injection) are undertaken. Physical phenomena of major
concern for this accident are:
• Evaporation/Condensation processes due to depressurization/pressurization in the system
• Liquid hold up by counter-current gas flow (Counter Current Flow Limitation (CCFL))

and subsequent relocation of liquid in the RCS after CCFL
• Loop Seal Clearing (LSC)
• Steam migration into air filled regions (upper parts of the RCS, U-tubes)
• RCS cooling due to condensation of the steam migrated into the primary side of U tubes

when the SG secondary sides are under wet lay-up conditions.
• Core uncovery and core dry-out

INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The primary and secondary system were kept at atmospheric pressure. The initial liquid
level in the primary loop was set approximately at the centerline elevation of the horizontal legs
to simulate a midloop operation; the crossover legs-floop seals) were thus liquid filled. The SG
secondary sides were either filled with liquid at 317 K to the normal level (~ 10 m above the
tube sheet). The liquid temperatures in hot and cold legs were maintained at 334 K and 318 K,
respectively using the RHR system. The primary coolant was led to the RHR system through
the nozzles at the bottom of the hot legs and pumped through the RHR heat exchanger. The
coolant was then pumped back through the ECCS injection nozzles to the cold legs. The core
power was kept at 430 kW or 0.6% of the core nominal power. This corresponds to the decay
heat 20 hours after shutdown.

The experiment was initiated by isolating the RHR system from the primary system and
closing the pressurizer relief valves and SG safety valves. At the same time, an opening
equivalent to a 5% cold leg break was opened in the cold leg in the loop without pressurizer to
simulate a 5% cold leg break. The SG relief valves were left open during the experiment. The
ECCS system was not available. In the experiment, the core bypass region was not simulated.
The vent valve between the upper plenum and the downcomer was closed.
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RELAP5 MODEL

The analysis of the loss of RHR system was performed using the computer code
RELAP5/M0D 3.2. The code has the capability for the analysis of transient conditions when
noncondensables are present in the RCS.

The standard RELAP5/MOD2 input data set for ROSA-IV/LSTF (ref [1]) adapted for
RELAP5/M0D 3.2 code was used in the analysis. RELAP5/M0D 3.2 input data set for NPP
Krsko has been established on the basis of standard RELAP5/M0D 2 input data set for NPP
Krsko developed at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing (ref [2]). The
RELAP model consists of 259 volumes and 263 junctions for the ROSA-IV/LSTF and of 243
volumes and 248 junctions for NPP Krsko, respectively. Reactor core is modeled by pipe
having 12 volumes for both ROSA-IV/LSTF and NPP Krsko. The RHR flow inlets and outlets
are modeled by time dependent junctions connecting the RHR system modeled by time
dependent volumes with respective hot and cold legs. The reactor pumps are not modeled
explicitly and are represented by branch components. The break in the cold leg of the loop
without pressurizer was modeled by a flow controlled check valve. For both ROSA-IV/LSTF
and NPP Krsko, the subcooled and two-phase discharge coefficients of the break valve were
1.153 and 0.88, respectively. For ROSA-IV/LSTF, no bypass flow between the upper plenum
and the downcomer inlet was assumed due to the fact that in the experiment, the valve
connecting these two components was closed. Furthermore, no core bypass was simulated. For
NPP Krsko two analyses were performed:

a) case NEKA with both upper plenum-downcomer bypass and core-baffle bypass
b) case NEKB without upper plenum-downcomer and without core-baffle bypass flow.

Initial and boundary conditions of the experiment were reproduced in the input data set
(system pressure, temperature rise along the core, core outlet temperature) The initial liquid
level in horizontal legs was set till the top of the horizontal piping. Initial conditions for the
transient analysis obtained after 200 s steady state calculation are summarized in Table 1. NPP
Krsko parameters scaled up to ROSA-IV/LSTF were the core power, core inlet mass flow and
the cold leg rupture area. Core power was kept constant during the steady state as well as
during the transient simulation (430 kW for ROSA-IV/LSTF and 10.16 MW for NPP Krsko,
respectively).

Hot leg pressure (1.E5 Pa)

Cold leg pressure (l.E5Pa)

Hot leg temp. (K)

Cold leg temp. (K)

Loop mass flow (kg/s)

LSTF*

1.035
1.034
333.357
317.99
3.301

LSTF **

1.035
1.034
333.362
317.995
3.2154

NEKA*

1.041
1.023
333.811
318.0
68.171

NEKA**

1.041
1.023
333.811
318.018
68.749

NEKB*

1.035
1.016
334.348
318.0
71.284

NEKB**

1.035
1.016
334.344
318.078
77.172

Table 1 ROSA-IV/LSTF (LSTF) and NPP Krsko (NEK) Initial Conditions for
RELAP5/MOD 3.2 Calculation

* loop with pressurizer
** loop with break
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TRANSIENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The transient was initiated after 200 s steady state simulation by terminating the RHR
flow. The RHR outlet flow (to the cold legs) was closed in 1.25 s and the RHR inlet flow
(from the hot legs) was ramped to zero in 10 s. The core power remained constant during the
transient. The transient was simulated for 6000 s. In figures 1 through 12, the transient results
for the ROSA-IV/LSTF (label -LSTF), NPP Krsko case A (label -NEKA) and the case B
(label -NEKB), respectively, are plotted. ROSA-IV/LSTF experimental results are
summarized in ref. [3] and [4]. In the Table 2 the main events are summarized. The time values
refer to the transient begin.

After the isolation of the RHR system, the coolant in the RCS became almost stagnant and
the coolant temperature in the core and hot legs began to rise. Due to coolant expansion, the
liquid level in the hot legs and the upper plenum began to rise. The top part of the core reached
saturation (~ 380 K at 0.1 MPa) at around 270 s for ROSA-IV/LSTF, at 259 s for the case
NEKA and at 229 s for the case NEKB, respectively. Figures 1 and 2 represent the void
fraction at the top and at the center of the core, respectively. The center of the core for the
cases LSTF and NEKB started to boil almost simultaneously with the top of the core. The
major portion of the lower core inventory remained highly subcooled during the transient while
the upper part was saturated. Due to this temperature difference, multidimensional natural
circulating flow was established in the core and the temperature rise at the middle height of the
fuel rods is slowed down. However, multidimensional natural circulation effects inside the core
cannot be captured by the code because of its one-dimensional flow model. Therefore, in the
calculation (LSTF, NEKB) steeper temperature rise along the core resulted when compared
with experiment (ref. [3], [4]; Fig. 1 and 2). In the case NEKA, the natural circulation flow
from the upper plenum through the upper plenum-downcomer bypass passing the downcomer
and core-baffle bypass to the core inlet was established. This resulted in 970 s delay in start of
the boiling of the center of the core for the case NEKA (Fig. 2). Following the start of the
boiling in the core, the primary pressure began to increase as shown in Fig. 3 and the boil-off
steam migrated to the upper parts of the RCS (hot legs, pressurizer, SG inner plenum and SG
U-tubes). In the upper parts of the RCS previously filled only with air (pressurizer bottom, SG
inlet plenum) the liquid phase appeared firstly after the liquid expanded due to temperature rise
and secondly by entrainment of liquid droplets after the boiling in the core had started. These
liquid layers are supported by the flow of the countercurrent gas phase (CCFL limitation). For
this experiment, CCFL has been experienced in the pressurizer surge line and in the SG inlet
plenum but without significant influence on the transient response. Together with loss of RHR
system, the cold leg break occurred. The gas phase in the upper parts of the RCS was isolated
from the cold leg opening by liquid in the reactor vessel and loop seals. Thus, the gas
expansion due to boiling caused the liquid level drop in the core as shown in Fig. 5 and in the
down-flow part of the loop seals. Along the reactor pressure vessel (core - downcomer inlet)
the pressure difference builds up. As long as the liquid layer in the loop seals prevented the air
and boil-off steam to be vented through the break, this pressure difference persisted and the
core liquid inventory was pushed towards the downcomer inlet and the cold leg break where
the liquid expelled out to the atmosphere. Integrated break mass flow is shown in Figure 7. For
the NPP Krsko the scaled values are plotted (scaling factor 22.29). Loss of liquid available for
cooling can lead to the core cladding temperature excursion if the core inventory does not
recover in a due time.

Core inventory can recover after LSC (Loop Seal Clearance) when the air and boil-off
steam vent through the break and the pressure along the loop seal (i.e. the pressure along the
pressure vessel: top of the core - downcomer inlet) equalizes. In this transient, the upper part
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of the RCS is filled by air. Boil off steam is lighter than air two times. It tends to flow upwards
in the air-steam mixture regions. Presence of steam is indicated by its condensation in the U-
tubes. This is another very important way of core recovery in this event. Firstly, due to
condensate down-flow to the hot legs and finally to the core, and secondly due to pressure
reducing following the steam condensation. The latter effect reduces the liquid discharge
through the break. The LSC is indicated by void content in the loop seals. In the Fig. 9, loop
seal void fraction in the loop with break is plotted. On the left ordinate, the values for the cases
LSTF and NEKA and on the right ordinate the values for the case NEKB, respectively, are
plotted. First calculated LSC can be observed at 1344 s for ROSA-IV/LSTF, at 1409 s for the
case NEKA, and at 879 s for the case NEKB. Fluid fraction in the SG U-tubes inlet increased
following the condensation (Fig. 11) and the SG secondary side temperature (Fig. 10) started
to rise, too. In the Fig. 12, vapor generation rate (kg/m3-s) in the SG U-tubes inlet in the loop
with break is plotted. It is negative and it represents the condensation in the U-tubes, actually.
It can be seen that the steam appeared in the U-tubes first after LSC and that no mixing with
the air took place before. For the case NEKB, the LSC was a very effective means of the core
liquid recovery. After first LSC, the break outflow was slowed down (Fig. 7), core collapsed
liquid level remained almost constant (Fig. 5), and very intensive condensation in the U-tubes
kept the core covered. During the transient simulation, the condensation in the U-tubes took
place only at the inlet. Later on, a condensation in the down-flow side of the U-tubes could
lead to the reformation of the loop seals. However, during the transient simulation the steam
migration did not reach the U-tube bowing.

For the ROSA-IV/LSTF case, the first LSC occurred later than in the case NEKB (at t =
1344 s). Unlike in the case NEKB, the condensation and pressure drop after LSC were not as
intensive. The hot leg pressure continued to increase after LSC until the second LSC at t =
3933 s occurred.

Contrary to the ROSA-IV/LSTF and NEKB case, for the case NEKA, the upper plenum-
downcomer bypass flow path has caused the cold leg pressure follow up the hot leg pressure
(Fig. 3 and 4). The steam above liquid level pushed the core liquid inventory to the downcomer
inlet on one side, but on the other side it directly affected the cold leg emptying reaching the
downcomer inlet through the bypass. After the downcomer inlet had been emptied at
approximately 2700 s (Fig. 6), the steam was flowing directly to the break and the weak flow
to the SG U-tubes was terminated (Fig. 10, 11 and 12). Direct steam relief through the break
caused the pressure drop (Fig. 3 and 4). As a consequence of the fast depressurization,
evaporation in the core was intensified. The liquid level continued to decrease (Fig. 5). At t =
3209 s the top of the core uncovered (Fig. 1) and the core dry-out occurred (Fig. 8).

;1'A:\" * ' ~EVENT^
Boiling of the core top (s)
Boiling of the core center (s)
Integrated break mass flow (kg)
RCS pressurization rate (1.E5 Pa)
Hot legs empty (_s)_/ Cold legs empty (s)
l " Loop Seal Clearing (s)
Time to core uncovery (s)
Minimum core collapsed level (%)
Increase in core cladding temp, (s)
Maximum core cladding temp. (K)
End of simulation (s)

LSTF
270
260
1005
1.327
1509/-
1344
-
59.16

384.46
5200

.-NEKA',,;-,-
259
1229
1376
1.365
1439 / 2699
1409
3209
28.88
3729
1027.8
6000

NEKB
229
239
980
1.277
1409/ -
879
-
37.47
-
382.84
6000

Table 2 Time sequence of the main events
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CONCLUSION

Analysis of the loss of the RHR system during midloop conditions along with 5% cold leg
break was performed using the RELA5/M0D 3.2 code. Following conclusions can be drawn
from the analysis:
• Boiling at the middle height of the core and at the top started simultaneously for ROSA-

IV/LSTF and the case NEKB.
• Influence of the core-baffle and upper plenum-downcomer bypass in the case NEKA is

twofold. In the first phase of transient (0-2700 s), the steam above liquid level pushed the
core liquid inventory to the cold legs on one side, but on the other side, the natural
circulation flow from upper plenum through upper plenum-downcomer bypass passing the
downcomer and core-baffle bypass to the core inlet was established. This enabled more
intensive cooling of the core. On the other side, the upper plenum - downcomer bypass
flow affected the cold leg emptying. After the downcomer inlet had been emptied (at t =
2700 s), the steam from the upper plenum escaped directly through the upper plenum-
downcomer bypass to the atmosphere. This caused the fast depressurization accompanied
by the intensive evaporation of the core inventory, core uncovery and core dry-out.

• Core liquid recovery by means of LSC and the subsequent steam condensation in the U-
tubes was satisfactory in the cases ROSA-IV/LSTF and NEKB.

• Steam migration towards the SG U-tubes and subsequent condensation took place first
after LSC and only at the inlet of the SG U-tubes.

• Operable SGs with secondary sides under wet lay-up conditions act as effective means of
preserving the reactor core covered up with liquid for this event.

The largest time step used in the analysis was 50 ms. At the end of simulation the calculated
mass error was 1.52 % for ROSA-IV/LSTF, 2.49 % for the case NEKA and 2.14 % for the
case NEKB, respectively.
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Figure 1: Core top void fraction Figure 2: Core center void fraction

Figure 3: Hot leg pressure Figure 4: Cold leg pressure

Figure 5: Core collapsed liquid level Figure 6: Cold leg void fraction
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Figure 7: Integrated break mass flow Figure 8: Fuel cladding temperature

Figure 9: Loop seal void fraction (left:
LSTF,NEKA; right: NEKB)

Figure 10: Secondary side temperature
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Figure 11: SG U-tube fluid fraction Figure 12: SG U-tube vapor gen. rate
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ABSTRACT
UMAE (Uncertainty Methodology based on Accuracy Extrapolation) is a methodology developed to

calculate the uncertainties related to thermal-hydraulic code results in Nuclear Power Plant transient analyses.
The use of the methodology has shown the need of specific analytical tools to simplify some steps of its
application and making clearer individual procedures adopted in the development.

Three of these have been recently completed and are illustrated in this paper.
The first one makes it possible to attribute "weight factors" to the experimental Integral Test Facilities;

results are also shown. The second one deals with the calculation of the accuracy of a code result. The concerned
computer program makes a comparison between experimental and calculated trends of any quantity and gives as
output the accuracy of the calculation.

The third one consists in a computer program suitable to get continuous uncertainty bands from single
valued points.

1 - INTRODUCTION
Evaluating nuclear power plant performance during transient conditions has been the main issue of

safety researches in the thermalhydraulic area carried out all over the world since the beginning of the
exploitation of nuclear energy for producing electricity in the 50's, e.g. State of the Art Report by CSN1 and
Compendium of ECCS Researches by US NRC, both issued in 1989 [refs. 1, 2]. A huge amount of experimental
data has been made available from very simple loops (Basic Test Facilities and Separate Effect Test Facilities)
and from very complex Integral Test Facilities simulating all the relevant parts of a Light Water Reactor. On the
other hand, sophisticated computer codes like Athlet, Cathare, Relap and Trac have been developed in Europe
and United States and are widely in use at present. These are able to calculate time trends of any interesting
quantity during any transient in LWRs with assigned boundary and initial conditions. The reliability of the
predictions cannot be directly assessed owing to the lack of suitable measurements in the plants. So, the
capabilities of the codes can be evaluated only from the comparison between calculation results and
experimental data recorded in small scale facilities. In order to evaluate the applicability of a code in predicting a
plant situation, one must be sure, at least, that the experimental data used for qualifying the codes are
representative of phenomena expected in the plant and, subsequently, that codes are able to reproduce
qualitatively and quantitatively these data [refs. 3,4]. The (unknown) error made in predicting plant behaviour is
called uncertainty, while the discrepancies between measured and calculated trends related to experimental
facilities, are included in the accuracy of the prediction.

The methodology here proposed, aims at evaluating uncertainty from accuracy data. The purpose of this
paper is to show some general features of the UMAE (Uncertainty Methodology based on Accuracy
Extrapolation) already discussed in ref. 5, giving emphasis to the description of three procedures relevant to the
development or the application of methodology.

2 - OUTLINE OF UMAE
The use of calculated and measured data related to counterpart and similar tests, especially with the help

of the code, directly led to the achievement of quantities connected with the uncertainty. "Dispersion bands" and
"extrapolated" plant behaviour were previously defined and evaluated [ref. 5]. The UMAE procedure aims at
calculating the uncertainty and, although making use of the same above mentioned data base, involves the
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rationalisation of the various steps including the use of statistic in order to avoid or minimise the expert
judgement at the various levels. Generic experiments in integral facilities and related calculations other than
counterpart and similar tests, can be processed by the UMAE, provided the availability of data base related to a
reasonable set of individual phenomena that envelope the key phenomena foreseeable in the selected plant
scenario. A simplified flow diagram of the UMAE is reported in Fig.l.

General
qualification

process

Plant
nodalizatioh

Gl FG

Generic
experimental

data

Nodahzation and
user qualification

Stop of the
process

Demonstration of
similarity (°)

(Phenomena analysis)
(Scaling laws)

ITF
nodalizations

Specific
experimental data

ITF
calculations

Accuracy
quantification (°)

ASM
calculation m

Accuracy
extrapolation (°)

(°) Special procedure developed

1
LN(°)

Uncertainty

Fig. 1: Simplified scheme of UMAE methodology

The way pursued to evaluate the data base and the conditions to extrapolate the accuracy are
synthesised hereafter.

Evaluation of the Specific Data Base: the specific data base is constituted by the signals recorded during
the considered experiments and by the results of the code calculations. Each test scenario (measured or
calculated) should be divided into "Phenomenological Windows" (ph.w) [ref. 1]. In each ph.w. "Key
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Phenomena" (K.Ph) and "Relevant Thermalhydraulic Aspects" (RTA) must be identified. K.Ph characterise the
different classes (e.g. small break LOCA, large break LOCA, etc.) of transients, and RTA are specific of the
assigned one; K.Ph are always applicable; the definition of RTA for small break LOCA in PWR has been done
in ref. 6. K.Ph and RTA qualitatively identify the assigned transient; in order to get quantitative information,
each RTA must be characterised by "Single Valued Parameters" (SVP, e.g. minimum level in the core), "Non-
Dimensional Parameters" (NDP, e.g. Froude number in hot leg at the beginning of reflux condensation), "Time
Sequence of Events" (TSE, e.g. time when dryout occurs) and "Integral Parameters" (IPA, e.g. integral or
average value of break flowrate during subcooled blowdown).

Accuracy Extrapolation (block "1"): if the following conditions are fulfilled, accuracy in predicting
SVP, NDP, IPA and TSE can be extrapolated [ref. 7]:

the design scaling factors of the involved facilities are suitable;
the test design scaling factors of the involved experiments are suitable;
the experimental data base is qualified;
the nodalizations and the related users are qualified;
RTA are the same in the considered experiments if counterpart or similar tests are involved; otherwise, the
same RTA can be identified in different experiments;
RTA are well predicted by the code at a qualitative and a quantitative level;
RTA are the same in the plant calculation "facility Kv scaled" and in the experiments; parameters ranges
(SVP, NDP, TSE and IPA), properly scaled, are also the same; this must be interpreted in different ways
depending upon the availability of counterpart tests;
in the plant calculation "realistic conditions" ph.w and K.Ph are the same as in the considered experiments;
SVP, NDP, TSE and IPA may be different: reasons for this are understood.

The extrapolation of accuracy is achieved with reference to the above mentioned parameters through the
use of the statistics [ref. 8]. The measured and calculated values of SVP, NDP, TSE and IPA are assumed that
they are randomly distributed around the unity value. This is also justified by the huge number of variables
affecting the considered ratios. In this way "mean accuracy" and "95th percentile accuracy" are derived that are
applicable to the plant calculation. The measurement errors, the unavoidable scaling distortions and the
dimensions of the facility are directly considered.

It should be noted that only one calculation, performed with a qualified Analytical Simulation Model
(ASM in Fig. 1), is necessary to get the reference plant scenario. The ASM is qualified in the frame of the block
"k" of Fig. 1; the final part of the qualification process essentially derives from comparing RTA of the plant
calculation with those obtained in the experimental facilities during the same accident situations. Qualitative and
quantitative accuracy evaluation steps are used in this frame [refs. 9 and 10]; the "extrapolated accuracy" values
are superimposed to the reference plant trends to get the final value of uncertainty [ref. 11].

3 - DESCRIPTION OF IDIVIDUAL PROCEDURES
The simplified diagram of Fig. 1 gives an idea of the complexity of the methodology and of the number

of logical processes, assumptions, procedures and data bases necessary for the application of UMAE.
As already mentioned, this is outlined in refs. 12 and 13; the final report documenting the entire

activity has been issued and includes all the details of the development and the application of the methodology
[ref. 14]. In addition several papers have been produced describing separately procedures or data base relevant to
the UMAE (e.g. refs. 8, 15). A synthesis of procedures and data set relevant to UMAE application or
development can be seen in Tabs. 1 and 2.

The purpose of the present paper is to finalise the description of three individual procedures respectively
relevant to:

• Processing of data set no. 1 in Tab. 1;
• Derivation of Accuracy data Finalised to the Extrapolation (item 11 in Tab. 2);
• Derivation of continuous uncertainty bands (item 14 in Tab. 2);

3.1 - FACILITIES WEIGHT FACTORS RELATED TO GEOMETRICAL DISTORSION
A weight was introduced to take into account that larger facilities are more suitable for simulating the plant

behaviour. The weights were derived from an analysis of the main scaling distortions between the facilities and
the plant starting from a group of 6 parameters defined in ref. 14, only the following ones are used to determine
the weights:

• non-active structures surface/core power (parameter 1);
• core active heat transfer area/core power (parameter 2);
• U-tubes active surface/core power (parameter 3).
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No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Data set identification

Geometric and material data related to ITF hardware *

Initial conditions related to ITF experiment *

Initial conditions, imposed time sequence ofeven\s and boundary
conditions related to ITF experiment *
Initial conditions, imposed time sequence of events and boundary
conditions related to ITF experiment

Geometric and material data related to NPP hardware

Initial conditions related to NPP transient 'steady-state' +

Imposed time sequence of events and boundary conditions

Objectives, number of data sets

- nodalisation development +
— at least three
- nod. qualification 'steady-state' +
- one per each facility
- nod. qualification 'transient level' +
- one per each facility
- calc. acceptability, FFT +
- accuracy derivation, AFE +
- at least three similar tests in each application
- nodalisation development +

— nod. qualification

- nod. qualification related to NPP 'transient level' +
- transient

* data set to be used only once, provided the adopted code version and the nodalisation remain unchanged
+ UMAE derived data set

Tab. 1 - List of input data sets for UMAE.

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

g

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Procedure/Logical processes

Selection of NPP

Selection of the reference NPP transient

Selection of the ITF

Nodalisation development NPP and ITF

Nodalisation qualification at 'steady state' level NPP and ITF

Nodalisation qualification at 'on-transient' level NPP and ITF
Selection of ITF experiments and demonstration of similarity with reference NPP
transient

7a Derivation of RTA from 1TF and NPP data

Execution of ITF or NPP related calculations (reference)

Demonstration of similarity at

9a Qualitative level

9b Quantitative level

Demonstration of ITF calculation acceptability at

10a Qualitative level

10b Quantitative level

Derivation of Accuracy data finalised to the extrapolation

Use of the ASM and achievement of reference NPP calculation including

12a Check of existence and consistency of RTA

Use of the statistical method

Derivation of continuous uncertainty bands

Introduction of biases if necessary

Interpretation of uncertainty results

Existence of
software

No

No

No

No

Y(TC)

Y (FFTBM)

Y (FFTBM)

No

No

No

Y(°XFFTBM)

No

Y(°)(FFTBM)

Y(AFE)

No

N O
Y (DAST)

Y (UBEP)

No

No

Responsible
for the

actuation

* or LBS

* or LBS

LA

LA

LB

LB

LB

LB

LA

LB

LB

LB

LB

LA

LB

LA

LA

LA

LBS

• or LBS

Involved
data bases

(Nos.)A

5

6

1

155
2 6 §

3 7 §

4

3 4 7 §

§

§

§

§

§

§

§

§

-

-

-
v Nos. from Tab. 1 • Experienced scientist/technician, not necessarily involved with UMAE.
+ Related to the user qualification level. Obviously, a higher level is acceptable too. § A data base is produced.
(°) Possible stop of the process. FFTBM Fast Fourier Transform Based Method DAST Data Statistical extrapolation
LA: user with at least 2 years experience, LB user with at least 2-5 years experience, LBS: user with at last 5-12 years experience [ref. 14].

Tab. 2 - Procedures and logical processes part of the UMAE.

An index (Q) of the importance of the data base deriving from tests performed in a facility, suitable for
uncertainty calculation purposes, is given by the sum of the three above parameters; the NPP index, calculated as
the average value of a 4-loop and of a 2-loop plant, and indexes for the LSTF, BETHSY, SPES and LOBI
facilities are given in Tab. 3, together with the needed data to calculate the parameters.

The weight (P;) is the ratio between the indexes related to the NPP, and to the facility; this leads to the
values given in Tab. 4. A comparison with weights proposed in ref. 8 is also reported.

In the end the weight values are reported in the plane Pi vs. 1/KV (Kv is the volumetric scale factor of the
facility) ; a linear trend is drown based on obtained P; (Fig. 2). Using this line it is possible to obtain the Pj by
interpolation, for a facility characterised by a Kv. The function describing Pj is:

R = -5 1(T4/: +0.7123
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Facility or Plant

NPP 41oop
NPP 21oop

LSTF

BETHSY

SPES

LOBI

PO

Nominal Power
(Mw)

3000°

71.3*

27.7*

6.4

5.4

PI

Non Active Structures
Area (m2)

3500°

272

211

71

86

P2

Core Active Heat
Transfer Surface (m2)

5500°

110

46

10

8

P3

U-tubes Heat Transfer
Surface (m2)

17250°

447

138

35

31

(Pl+P2+P3)/P0

Index Q

8.7

11.6

14.3

18.1

22.9

1 average value * ideal value

Tab. 3 - Calculated values for index Q

Facility

LSTF

BETHSY

SPES

LOBI

Actual Values

p UNPP

o
*£• Facility0.75

0.61

0.47

0.38

Old Values [ref. 8]
(corresponding quantity)

32% (0.75)

28% (0.64)

22% (0.50)

15% (0.36)

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

•

•

• Pi

Pi Linear
Trend

200 400 600 800

Tab. 4 - Facilities surface distortion weights. Fig. 2 - Pi vs. 1/KV plane

3.2 - AFE: ACCURACY FINALISED TO EXTRAPOLATION
Accuracy is generically defined as the difference between experimental and calculated results of a given

test (e.g. simulating a NPP transient).
Starting from this it is possible to get out different definitions of accuracy. Different uses by UMAE are

reported in see Tab.5:
• qualitative accuracy : used for similarity demonstration, acceptability of facilities, of experiments and of

calculations, and nodalization qualification through the following steps:
• application of Key Phenomena (K. Ph.)
• Relevant Thermalhydraulic Aspects (RTA) existence;
• use of parameters identifying RTA;

• quantitative accuracy:
• FFT accuracy finalized to calculation acceptability [ref. 15];
• accuracy finalized to uncertainty extrapolation (present paper).

With reference to accuracy finalized to uncertainty extrapolation, a computer tool has been realized to
derive accuracy results. This tool, called Accuracy Finalized to Extrapolation (AFE) [ref. 18], calculates the
accuracy, starting from data related to a generic quantity trend recorded during any experiment and the related
calculation results.

AFE description
The accuracy is evaluated by comparing quantities evolving in the time domain; therefore, it is possible

to consider accuracy as combination of two components (Fig. 2a):
• time accuracy: error derived by a time shift of the considered trends (not including therefore differences

in the value of the considered quantities)
• quantity accuracy: error derived by a different value of the considered quantities (not including therefore

consideration of time events).

These two parts of the accuracy can be calculated separately and then combined to form the total
accuracy. In order to perform accuracy evaluation, it is necessary to identify time occurrences of selected
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transient events; time points subdivide (experiment and calculation) quantities trends into intervals
(phenomenological windows, ph. w.). Accuracy quantification is meaningful for uncertainty extrapolation only if
the same (experiment and calculation) ph. w. are compared.

Type

Qualitative

Qualitative

Qualitative

Quantitative

Quantitative

Identification
method

Use of K. Ph.

RTA first step

RTA second step

FFT

AFE

Involved parameters

K. Ph.

RTA

• TSE
• IPA
• SVP
• NPA

More than 20 significant
trends

• Primary side pressure
• Primary side inventory
• Core rods superficial

temperature

Step in UMAE (see
Fig. 1)

Block 'd'

• Block 'd'

• Block ' f

• Blocks 'g' and
'k'

As above

Block T

Block T

Finalisation

• Acceptability of
facilities

• Acceptability of
experiments

• Acceptability of
calculation

• Similarity between
experiments DB

• Similarity between
calculated and
experimental DB

» Nodalization (ITF
and ASM)
qualification

As above

Calculation acceptability

Accuracy extrapolation

Acceptability criteria

Correspondence
(existence in both
involved DB) and

• Excellent
• Reasonable
• Minimum
• Unsatisfactory

Correspondence
(existence in both

involved DB)

• Excellent
• Reasonable
• Minimum
• Unsatisfactory

AA<0.4
AAp<0.1

Involved DB
acceptability from

previous method point of
view

Tab. 5: Accuracy concept in UMAE methodology

Within the ph. w. time points are selected; the quantity accuracy is evaluated by the following formula

Y
Accuracy = | 1 | (1)

[ref. 8]:
where Ye and Yc are experimental and calculated quantities values evaluated in the respective

corresponding time points.
Time accuracy, within time intervals, is evaluated by a linear interpolation between the time accuracy

values in the extremes of the ph. w..
Measures of quantity and time accuracy are achieved by equation (1)
The ph. w. are identified by considering the following selected events, where they exist:

• Steam generators SRV operation (as above);
Test start; " ECCS (Accumulators, LPIS, HPIS) start and

" SCRAM; end of liquid delivery;
• MSL valves operation (closure, • Dry out occurrence (at 2/3 of the active fuel

opening); height);
• MFW operation (closure, opening); • PCT event (at 2/3 of the active fuel height);
• Pumps trip and coast down limits; • Rewetting occurrence (at 2/3 of the active fuel
• Blow down in saturation condition; height);
• Pressurizer PORV actuation (start and • Actuation of relevant ESF (PRZ heaters,

end of cycling); CVCS, RHR, etc.)
• Test end.

ATWS events may require additional events. This information integrates the information in ref. 12.

An application of AFE was performed. The SP-SB-04 test [ref. 16] was considered. The ph. w.
(phenomenological windows) for this application are reported in Tab. 6. The results are related to core cladding
temperature at 2/3 of fuel active height (Fig. 3); this figure reports the experimental time trend and the related
quantitative accuracy are shown. Time error | Ye-Yc | is considered always increasing; so, only the full line must
be taken into consideration in Fig. 4. The adopted number of points, for each ph. w. In relation to which
quantitative accuracy is evaluated, can be seen in Tab. 7.
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Event
Test initial

SCRAM

Blow down in saturation condition

Accumulators injection start

Accumulators injection stop

2/3 core height dry out

LP1S injection start

2/3 core height PCT

2/3 core height rewetting

Test end

Experimental time occurrence
0.

7.5

16.

334.

978.

1365.

1468.

1481.

1493.

1600.

Calculated time occurrence
0.

7.5

16.

332.

838.

1372.

1465.

1474.

1494.

1601.

Phenomenological Windows
I

II

111

IV

V

VI

VII

IIX

IX

Tab. 6: Time intervals for SP-SB-04 test accuracy calculation.

Transient duration
(physical time)

(s)
0-100

0-1000

0-10000

>10000

Intervals
(s)

0-100
0-100

100-1000
0-100

100-1000
1000-10000

0-100
100-1000

1000-10000
>10000

Time step
(s)

1.
1.
2.
1.
2.
5.
1.
2.
5.
10.

Tab. 7 - Considered time steps

g580
s
3
%

£530 •

2/3 H. Core Cladding Temp. (K)

- - 2/3 H. Core Cladding Temp. Accuracy 0.07

0.06

+ 0.05 |

0.04 §

0.03

0.02

0.01

0

Tima(s)

Fig. 3: Core cladding temperature at 2/3 active
fuel height and related quantity accuracy

Time Accuracy {with error
compensation)
Time Accuracy actual /
(used) /

Time (s)

Fig. 4: Time accuracy

3.3 - UBEP: UNCERTAINTY BANDS FOR THE EXTRAPOLATION PROCESS
The program UBEP (Uncertainty Bands for the Extrapolation Process) [ref 19] has been realized to

achieve continuous uncertainty bands for a NPP transient calculation result. This is designed to be an automatic
process, so the requested user intervention is minimum.
The UBEP program reads the calculated results (ASM calculation results in the UMAE nomenclature) and
uncertainty data coming from the accuracy extrapolation process. In the frame of CIAU the uncertainty data are
part of the Accuracy Matrix and of the Time Vector [refs. 15 and 17]. The transposition from single value points
(i.e. matrix and vector data) to continuous bands has been achieved assuming that each point lies
within a rectangle having edges dimension corresponding to the available point uncertainty values (Fig. 5).

Four uncertainty curves are obtained directly: the upper and lower bounding curves referred to the
quantitative uncertainty, and the upper and lower bounding curves referred to the time uncertainty. At the end of
the process, upper and lower bounding curves are derived.
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a

a

QA: quantity uncertainty
TA: time uncertainty

Time

Fig. 5 - Time and quantity uncertainty combination

The input information for UBEP program is constituted by the output of ASM (item from a to d) and by
the uncertainty matrix and time uncertainty vector (items e and f):
a) 6 quantities (primary side pressure, primary system mass inventory, secondary side pressure, core rod clad

temperature, core power and downcomer steam generator level) to identify hypercubes (intervals in the
multidimensional space identified by the six selected quantities [ref. 17]) and quantity accuracy;

b) 3 quantities (primary side pressure, primary system mass inventory and core rod clad temperature) in
relation to which uncertainty bands must be calculated;

c) time progress of the transient to identify time error;
d) PCT (peak clad temperature) time of occurrence and value.
e) Accuracy Matrix: it contains the values of quantitative uncertainties of the considered parameters (primary

side pressure, primary system mass inventory, and core rod clad temperature) inside each hypercube;
f) Time Accuracy Vector: it contains the values of time uncertainty inside each time block.

An example of UBEP application can be seen in Figs 6 to 7: SP-SB-04 test results [ref. 16] are reported
for the core rod clad temperature and primary side pressure together with the related uncertainty bands.

16

14

12
•«o.
it*
o

| ,

6

4

2

0
800 DOO

Fig. 7 - SP-SB-04 test, core rod clad
temperature and uncertainty bands

Fig. 8 - Primary side pressure and uncertainty bands
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CONCLUSION
The activity documented in this paper deals with three procedures related to the UMAE methodology.
The concerned quantities request can be calculated univocally by any user of uncertainty methodology.
Related to the first procedures (weight factors for the facilities), a formula that links factors of

importance of the facility to the volumetric scaling has been derived.
The second one (AFE) introduces a method to quantify the code accuracy, suitable for extrapolation.
The third procedure (UBEP), having the time trend of a quantity calculated by the code (e.g. the

reference calculation for a nuclear plant) allows the calculation of the continuous upper and lower uncertainty
bands for the selected quantities.

The last two procedures have been developed to accomplish also the objective of the Code with
capability of Internal Assessment of Uncertainty (CIAU methodology ref. 17).
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ABSTRACT

The present paper deals with a study of natural circulation in PWR systems.
The study consists of two parts: in the first one, natural circulation in experimental facilities

simulating PWR plants was analyzed. This made it possible to gather a broad data base which was
assumed as a reference for the subsequent part of the research. Seven Nuclear Power Plants
nodalizations and additional experimental data from "non-PWR" facilities have been considered in
the second part of the paper.

Conclusions are drawn about natural circulation capabilities derived for the seven Nuclear Power
Plants nodalizations and from data base pertinent to three "non-PWR" facilities.

1. INTRODUCTION

Natural circulation is an important mechanism in several industrial systems and the knowledge of
its behavior is of interest to nuclear reactor design, operation and safety. This is especially true for the
new reactor concepts which largely exploit the heat removal capabilities of natural circulation.

The evaluation of natural circulation performances (NCP) in experimental facilities has been the
object of previous works. In that frame, the natural circulation scenarios occurring at different values
of the primary mass inventory were considered making reference to the data measured in the PWR
simulators Semiscale, Spes, Lobi, Bethsy, Pkl and Lstf/I/, 111, 111.

In order to evaluate the NCP of these facilities, significant information comes from the comparison
of the trend of core flow rate versus primary loop mass inventory. In the present study the flow rate
and the residual mass have been normalized, taking into account the volume of each facility and the
level of power utilized in the experiment. The obtained natural circulation map has been used in the
evaluation of the NCP of the Pactel (two configurations) and the RD-14M facilities, simulators of
WWER and CANDU reactors, respectively; the two configurations of Pactel make reference to
WWER-440 and to the same reactor equipped with a passive safety system.

The enlargement of the natural circulation data base to the Nuclear Power Plants (NPP) was
achieved through the application of thermalhydraulic codes. The Relap5/Mod3.2 code is suitable for
the simulation of natural circulation transients and the nodalizations of seven reactors of different type
are available: two PWR - Westinghouse (built), one PWR - Babcock & Wilcox (built), WWER-1000
(built), EPR (designed by NPI), AP-600 (designed by Westinghouse) and EP-1000 (in design phase by
a consortium led by Westinghouse).

The objectives of the present paper can be summarized as follows:
• qualification of the NPP nodalizations;
• demonstration of the quality level of the old and new generation plants design, as far as natural

circulation is concerned.
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2. DERIVATION OF REFERENCE NATURAL CIRCULATION FLOW MAP

2.1 Reference facilities
The considered test facilities (Lobi, Spes, Bethsy, Semiscale, Pkl and Lstf) reproduce the primary

circuit of a PWR plant equipped with U-tubes steam generators. Relevant general data related to the
facilities hardware are summarized in Tab. 1. Additional information is provided hereafter.

Lobi-Mod2 facility 141 was installed at the Ispra Research Centre and simulated a four-loop 1300
MWe PWR (the reference reactor was the KWU plant of Biblis). The primary circuit was constitutes
by an "intact loop" (simulating 3 loops of the reference plant) and a "broken loop" in which pipe
ruptures of different sizes could be mounted. The core was simulated with a heated bundle with 64
electrically heated rods, arranged in a 8x8 matrix. Volume and power were scaled down by a factor of
712, while the elevations of all the components (with the exception of the pressurizer) were preserved.

Spes 151 was a simulator of the Italian Standard Nuclear power plant (PWR-PUN, Westinghouse
312 type, 3 loops), with a volume and a power scaling ratio equal to 1:427 and the elevations
preserved. The power channel was heated with 97 rods for a maximum power corresponding to about
140 % of the reactor nominal power.

Bethsy 16/ is located in Grenoble and simulates a 3 loops, 900 MWe, Framatome PWR. It is a full
pressure facility with an overall volume scaling factor equal to 1:100. The core is simulated with 428
electrically heated rods with a power that is 10 % of the scaled value.

Semiscale Mod-2A 111 is the simulator of a 4 loops PWR, with a volume scaling ratio equal to
1:1700. It is constitutes by two circuits: the intact loop, representing three loops of the reference plant
and a broken loop, where different types of break can be simulated. The core is simulated with a 5x5
matrix of electrically heated rods, with a scaled nominal power of 3 MW.

Pkl-m /8/ represents a typical KWU-PWR of 1300 MW. It simulates, with a volume scaling ratio
1:145, the 4 loops of the reference plant with a maximum pressure of 40 bar. The core is constituted
by 314 electrically heated rods for a total power of 2.5 MW, corresponding to 10% of the nominal
power.

Lstf 191 is a scale model of a Westinghouse type PWR (4 loops and 3423 MWth) with a volume
scaling ratio of 1/48. The four loops of the reference plant are represented by two equal volume loops
and the core power is 14 % of the scaled value.

Quantity

Reference reactor and
power (MW)
Number of rods
Number of U-tubes
per steam generators
Internal diameter
of U-tubes (mm)
Actual Kv

Semiscale
Mod2A

W-PWR
3411
25

2/6

19.7
1/1957

Lobi
Mod 2

KWU-PWR
3900
64

8/24

19.6
1/589

Spes

W-PWR
2775
97

13/13/13

15.4
1/611

Pkl-III

KWU-PWR
3900
340

30/30/60

10.0
1/159

Bethsy

FRA-PWR
3423
428

34/34/34

19.7
1/132

Lstf

W-PWR
3423
1064

141/141

19.6
1/48

Tab. 1: Relevant hardware characteristics of the PWR simulators

2.2 Reference experiments
Natural circulation in a PWR occurs due to the presence of a heat source (core) and sinks (steam

generators), which, in a gravity environment, create driving forces leading to flow rates in the loops
and core cooling. Four main patterns were identified at different values of the mass inventory in the
primary loop:
(a) single-phase natural circulation with no void present in the primary system excluding the

pressurizer;
(b) stable co-current two-phase natural circulation with increasing mass flow rate;
(c) unstable two-phase natural circulation-siphon condensation;
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Nodalizations for each system have been set up at DCMN of Pisa University, adopting standard
procedures for the development and the qualification. In such a way, reference nodes dimensions of
about 0.5 m have been fixed along the flow path. The number of nodes for each nodalization is
strongly a function of the steam generators geometry and the number of loops: the resulting total
number of nodes ranges between 250 (case of Krsko) and more than 1400 (case of EPR). In the same
way, the number of mesh points for conduction heat transfer ranges from 1000 to more than 10000.
The nodalizations have been qualified, as far as possible, adopting the procedure reported in ref. /10/.

3.2 Considered facilities
Pactel is a Russian WWER-440 simulator (volume scaling ratio 1:305) available in Finland. The

reference reactor design has several features differing from the Western PWR typical one; such as six
primary loops with horizontal steam generators, loop seal in both hot and cold legs, a shorter core in
comparison with most PWRs.

The six loops of the reference WWER are simulated by three coolant loops with double capacity
steam generators. The reactor vessel is simulated with a U-tube construction, being the core section
connected to the external downcomer by means of an inverted U-tube pipe. The core consists of 144
electrically heated fuel rods, with a chopped cosine axial power distribution; the heated length and the
other dimensions of the rods are identical to the reference reactor ones /11/. In this configuration
(without primary pumps), Pactel was utilized for an OECD CSNI International Standard Problem (ISP
33).

The facility was then modified in the steam generators design and by adding the main recirculation
pumps and a passive safety injection system. This mainly consists of a Core Make up Tank (CMT), a
Pressure Balancing Line (PBL) connecting the CMT with one of the cold leg and an Injection Line
(IL) connecting it with the downcomer.

RD-14M is a Candu simulator located in Manitoba (Canada). Its primary heat transport system
contains ten 6-m-Iong horizontal heated channels which represent CANDU fuel channels, connected
to end-fitting simulators, representing two symmetrical passes through a reactor core. Each channel
contains seven electrically heated fuel-element simulators. The channels are arranged to cover the
elevation difference present in a Candu reactor core.

Primary fluid circulation is provided by two centrifugal pumps. Heat is removed from the primary
circuit through two full-height, recirculating U-tube steam generators. The heated channels are
connected to flow distribution manifold, cr headers, by pipework (feeders). The channels, feeders,
headers, pumps and steam generators are arranged in a full elevation (25 m) figure-of-eight in a Candu
primary coolant circuit. The Emergency Coolant Injection (ECI) system consists of a tank pressurized
to high pressures using nitrogen. Coolant supplied by the ECI system can be directed to all, or any, of
the headers /121.

Relevant features of both systems are given in Tab. 3.

Quantity

Reference reactor
and power (MW)
Number of rods
Number of U-tubes
per steam generators
Internal diameter
of U-tubes (mm)
Actual Kv

Pactel
(original design)

VVER-440
1375
144

38/38/38

13
1/433

Pactel
(with CMT)

VVER-440
1375
144

118/118/118

13
1/462

RD14M

CANDU
1800
70

44/44

15.9
1/378

Tab. 3: Relevant hardware characteristics of the Pactel and RD-14M
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3.3 Natural circulation performances
The evaluation of the NCP of the mentioned NPP and facilities, has been finalized by the use of

the reference flow map derived above. The idea is, essentially, to compare measured (case of the
facilities) and calculated by qualified system codes; (case of the NPP) NCP with the data in the
reference flow map.

The following procedure has been adopting for evaluating NCP:
a) Case of NPP. Following the achievement of steady state at decay power (calculated by the

standard ANS 1973 curve), assuming the feed water flow consistent with this, draining of primary
side mass inventory has been imposed. The drained flow rate versus time reproduces the steps of
the Lobi test A2-77A (adopted for deriving the boundary curves); the values of mass flow have
been derived by multiplying the Lobi related quantities by the ratio NPP voi/Lobi m] j h e c a s e o f
advanced reactors requires additional comments: both AP-600 and EP-1000 are continuously
connected with safety systems, so it seemed worthwhile to allow the intervention of these systems,
although loosing the possibility of a direct comparison of the overall scenario with the present
generation reactors (this would imply the activation of High Pressure Injection Systems).

b) Case of facilities. Natural circulation experiments have been performed with modalities similar to
the above, in the case of Pactel (original design) and RD-14M, as from refs. /13/ and /12/. A Small
Break LOCA experiment without HPIS (i.e. continuous draining of primary side mass) has been
used in the case of Pactel with CMT /14/.
The achieved results can be subdivided into two groups: time trends relevant only to NPP (Figs. 3

to 6) and use of reference flow maps for NPP (Figs. 7 and 8) and facilities (Fig. 9).

3.3.1 Analysis of results
Specific mass inventories start from similar values in all the considered cases (Figs. 3 and 4).

Differences are attributable to slight differences in the average temperature. It may be noted that the
pressurizer volume has been included in the data; a contribution of this to the mentioned discrepancy
can be envisaged. The transient evolution is also similar in all the cases, with the exception of the
passive advanced reactors (AP-600 and EP-1000). In the case of AP-600, removed mass is replaced by
mass delivered by passive ECCS, essentially CMT and PRHR connected to the primary loop. This
happens to a lower extent in the case of EP-1000.

Three parameters have been chosen to evaluate the NCP:
• good performance in single-phase condition = high value of the initial flow rate;
• good performance in two-phase condition = high value of the flow rate maximum;
• good performance at low primary system inventory = low value of residual mass at which flow rate

becomes equal to zero.
Owing to a number of uncertainties characterizing the comparison, other significant aspects of the

transient, e.g. the minimum mass at which dry out occurs, occurrence of instabilities soon after the
flow rate peak /3/, have not been considered.

Core flow over core power transient trends (Figs. 5 and 6) reflect the similarity, as far as the initial
values are concerned, a noticeable exception being represented by the low power PWR (PWR-2). In
this case, the presence of four loops, coupled with a low pressure at the secondary side, largely
improves the core cooling capabilities. Additional notes from Figs. 5 and 6 are as follows:
— U-tubes PWR, WWER and EPR behave very similarly during the entire transient. Again, the better

performance of PWR-2 can be noted;
— the Once-Through steam generators PWR shows an early flow rate decrease and early stop of

natural circulation flow;
— natural circulation flow rate in AP-600, as expected, is not affected by draining because of passive

ECCS supplied liquid. This behavior does not show up in the case of EP-1000.
The use of flow maps (Figs. 7 to 9) allows a quantitative judgment of the calculated or measured

values.
The conclusions reached when analyzing Figs. 5 and 6 are substantially confirmed by the analysis

of Figs. 7 and 8: NCP of PWR-1, WWER and EPR are qualitatively and quantitatively similar to the
trends gathered from facilities. The PWR-2 confirms the large value of mass flow rate at different
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Fig. 3: Specific mass inventory trends for PWR-2,
PWR-3, WWER and EPR
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Fig. 6: Core flow rate over core power trends for
PWR-1, AP-600 and EP-1000
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Fig. 4: Specific mass inventory trends for PWR-1, AP-
600 and EP-1000

Fig. 7: Evaluation of NCP for PWR-1, PWR-2,
WWER and EPR (use of nat circ. flow map)
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Fig. 5: Core flow rate over core power trends for
PWR-2, PWR-3, WWER and EPR

Fig. 8: Evaluation of NCP for PWR-3, AP-600 and
EP-1000 (use of natural circulation flow map)
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values of mass inventories. The performances of PWR equipped with O-T SG appears poorer than U-
tubes PWR, as far as natural circulation in the selected conditions is concerned. Again, AP-600
exhibits an expected behavior, i.e. nearly constant core flow notwithstanding draining; this can not be
repeated in the case of EP-1000.

The evaluation of data from "non-PWR" facilities (Fig. 9), brings to the following conclusions:
— WWER-440 simulator (Pactel) exhibits a decrease in the cooling capabilities, at a relatively high

mass inventory, owing to the flow stagnation originated by the presence of hot leg loop seal. The
problem is removed by introducing a passive system (at least making reference to the considered
experiment).

- The Candu simulator exhibits two different trends, depending from the considered test; this simply
shows the need of a deeper investigation before drawing conclusions (see also ref. /15/).
A summary of the evaluation of NCP of the various systems is given in Tab. 4.
The second column deals with the demonstration of the data base quality achieved with activities

not connected with the present one. In the case of nodalizations, the answer NO or YES depends upon
the fulfillment of requirements defined in ref. /10/. In the case of facilities, the qualification is related
to the availability of data (e.g. measurements in other test facilities or qualified computer codes
calculations) confirming the considered results.

Two levels of evaluation are included in the third column, the first one being connected with the
nodalization and the second one with the NCP, only the latter being applicable to the facilities. The
NO for PWR-3 comes from the poor NCP at low values of mass inventories depending upon the long
ascending siphon leg constituted by the hot leg. The NO in the case of EP-1000 is mostly connected
with nodalization qualification level and causes the n.a. evaluation for the second level of judgment.
The n.ap. in the case of RD-14M is consequence of the contradictory data available at the moment.

RO-14(H3C07)
RD-14(TW02>
PacWCMT

NPP/
non-PWR facility

Krsko
TMI
WWER-1000
Trino
EPR
AP-600
EP-1000
Pactel (WWER-440)
Pactel (with CMT)
RD-14M (Candu)

Demonstration of
data base quality
independently from
the present work

•YES/16/
* YES/17/
•YES/18/

•NO
•NO /19/
•YES /20/
•NO/21/
YES/13/
YES/14/

n.av.

Demonstration
of quality
from the
present work

YES/YES
YES/NO
YES/YES
YES/YES
YES/YES
YES/YES
NO/ n.a.

YES
YES
n.a.

Fig. 9: Evaluation of NCP for WWER and Candu
simulators (use of nat circ. flow map)

• related to nodalization
n.av. = not available n.a. = not applicable
Tab. 4: Summary of the NCP evaluation for NPP systems
and facilities

4. CONCLUSIONS

The performed research constitutes the end-point of a long lasting activity, started from gathering
of experimental data from PWR simulators. This allowed the availability of a tool for judging NCP in
PWR systems.

The activity documented in this paper consisted in comparing predicted NCP of PWR and "non-
PWR" systems with the available data base.

The results can be summarized as follows (Tab. 4):
• qualified nodalizations of PWR-1, PWR-3, WWER and AP-600 confirmed the qualification

judgment, thus producing a reasonable prediction for system NCP;
• unqualified nodalization of PWR-2 and EPR demonstrate a quality level, again connected with a

reasonable prediction for system NCP;
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the unqualified EP-1000 nodalization did not achieve qualified results;

WWER-440 simulator confirmed the suitable NCP for this kind of reactor, in the situation with

passive safety system;

data from Candu simulator are contradictory and did not allow a definitive judgment;

a worse performance of OTSG PWR in comparison with U-tubes PWR was demonstrated, while
horizontal tubes SGs exhibit NCP comparable or even better than what shown in PWR (see also
first item of the list);
suitability of passive safety systems, as far as NCP is concerned, is demonstrated in the case of
AP-600 and Pactel, facility equipped with CMT.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of Equipment Qualification (EQ) in nuclear power plants is to ensure the
capability of safety related equipment to perform its function on demand under postulated
service conditions, including harsh accident environment (e.g. Loss of Coolant Accident -
LOCA, High Energy Line Break - HELB). The determination of the EQ conditions and
zones is one of the basic steps in the frame of the overall EQ project. The EQ parameters
(temperature, pressure, relative humidity, chemical spray, submergence, radiation) should
be defined for all locations of the plant containing equipment important to safety.

This paper presents the calculation of thermohydraulic environmental parameters
(pressure and temperature) inside Intermediate Building (IB) of Krsko NPP after the
postulated HELB. The RELAP5/mod2 computer code was used for the determination of
HELB mass and energy release and computer code GOTHIC was used to calculate
pressure and temperature profiles inside NPP Krsko IB.

INTRODUCTION

One of the basic steps in the process of equipment qualification is the determination of EQ
parameters for both normal and accident conditions. The typical EQ parameters that have to
be addressed are:

- temperature,
- pressure,
- relative humidity,
- chemical spray,
- submergence,
- radiation,
- vibration and seismic motion

EQ parameters should be defined for all areas where the electrical equipment, which must
function during and following DBA (LOCA, HELB) in harsh environment and which safety
function is important for accident mitigation or which failure can prevent operation of safety-
related equipment, and post-accident instrumentation required for post-accident monitoring, is
located.
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To demonstrate equipment performance during the accident a harsh environment
conditions must be defined. A harsh environment is the environment where a significant
increase above the normal plant environmental conditions during and following Design Basis
Accident (DBA) or High Energy Line Break (HELB) occurs. Harsh environmental parameters
are limiting for environmental qualification of electrical equipment. Accidents producing
harsh environmental conditions involve pipe break in the reactor coolant system or other plant
process systems. However, other accidents can produce harsh environments: e.g., rod ejection,
radioactive waste processing system failures.

Pressure and temperature are EQ parameters of primary importance in this analysis.
RELAP5/mod2 computer code was used to define mass and energy releases resulting from
pipe breaks with the conservative assumptions maximising the release of mass and energy to
the environment and minimising the transfer of energy and cooling to the environment. The
assumptions result in the conservative temperature, pressure and steam conditions used for
equipment qualification. According to those results, a calculation of environmental parameters
(temperature, pressure), in the various locations of the NPP Krsko IB, was performed using
GOTHIC computer code. The results of such calculations are temperature and pressure
envelopes for all transients in specified location.

On the basis of NEK USAR, Plant Layout Drawings, Plant Systems Descriptions, Master
Equipment Component List (MECL) and walkdown the safety related equipment was
identified and located and, depending on the location where the HELB can occur, four
limiting accidents were identified and calculated for Intermediate Building (IB):

- Main Steam Line Break (MSLB)

- Main Feedwater Line Break (MFLB)

- Steam Generator Slowdown Break (SGBDB)

- Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Turbine Steam Supply Line Break (AFPTLB)

It should be noted that Auxiliary Feedwater Line Break (AFWLB) is covered by MFLB
because main feedwater is conducted through the auxiliary feedwater line and the break can
occur in the same location as MFLB. A separate mass and energy release was calculated with
RELAP5/mod2 computer code for each transient, assuming the systems operating on
maximum operating parameters and the break to the atmosphere, what maximises the releases.
Additionally, the MSLB case was analysed also with USAR data. To determine IB pressure
and temperature response GOTHIC calculation was performed for each postulated HELB.

IB MODEL AND CALCULATION ASSUMPTIONS

GOTHIC (Generation of Thermal Hydraulic Information for Containments) code is
sponsored, approved and licensed by Electric Power Research Institute. The code is developed
by Numerical Applications, Inc., Richland Washington using experience gained in COBRA-
TF, COBRA-TRAC and COBRA-NC series of codes. The intention was to develop best
estimate, efficient and qualified code for analysis of PWR, BWR and general confinement
buildings (containments), both steady state and transient, for nuclear power plant design and
operation analysis, for equipment qualification and for licensing issues. The code solves
conservation of mass, momentum and energy equations for multiphase (vapor phase,
continuous liquid phase, droplet phase) multicomponent (water, air, H, noble gases)
compressible flow. Constitutive relations predict interaction between phases for
nonhomogenous nonequlibrium flow. Heat structures are modeled as ID unheated or ID, 2D,
or 3D heated structures. All hydraulic volumes use 3D or lumped or mixed approach. It is
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possible to simulate operation of engineered safety equipment (pumps, fans, valves and doors,
vacuum breakers, spray nozzles, heat exchangers, heaters and coolers).

Version 3.4e of the GOTHIC containment analysis package was used in calculation of NPP
Krsko IB. The GOTHIC model is prepared based on MECL Plant Layout Drawings and
walkdown.

There are two relevant High Energy Line Break (HELB) sequences for IB rooms on EL
100.3: break in Steam Generator Blowdown Processing System line (SGBDB) and break in
Auxiliary Feedwater Turbine Driven Pump steam supply line (AFPTLB). Three locations, in
rooms IB 10, IB09, and IB08, are analyzed for SGBDB up to blowdown heat exchanger. The
AFPTLB is located in IB05.

There are 15 control volumes in the GOTHIC model of IB at elevation 100.3, shown in
Figure 1. 13 volumes represent rooms IB01 to IB10, IB13, IB14, and IB15. The outside air is
explicitly modeled as volume number 15, with initial conditions 32 C, 101.325 kPa, 60% RH.
The volume number 3 is lumped representation of turbine building and is connected to the
model through door located in IB 08.

The height of all rooms is 6.32 m. The free volume is based on the geometry of the room
and estimation of the space occupied by the equipment in the room. The value between 5%
and 20% is used to take into account presence of the internal equipment and structures.
Hydraulic diameter is estimated based on geometry and main flow path orientation. The initial
conditions for all IB volumes are the same, 32 C, 101.325 kPa, 60 % RH, zero liquid fraction.

i ! • i
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Correspondences between NEK
location and GOTHIC control
volumes

NEK

IB 01
IB 02
IB 03
IB 04
IB 05
IB 06
IB 07
IB 08
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IB 10
IB 13
IB 14
IB 15
Turbine Building
environment

GOTHIC

13
14
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5
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1
7
2
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12
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3
15

Figure 1. GOTHIC model for NEK IB at elevation 100.3

The control volumes are connected using flow paths (junctions). There are 18 flow paths in
IB el. 100.3 GOTHIC model. Flow paths 15 and 16 represent breaks, and they connect flow
boundary conditions IF and 2F to the affected room. In the case of SGBDB boundary
conditions are heat and mass sources for liquid and gas. The door opening criteria is
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differential pressure larger than 13.789 kPa (2 psia) in all cases except for door between room
IB05 and IB07 (room with turbine driven AF pump). Due to different construction of the door
differential pressure of 27.578 kPa (4 psia) is used. The same pressure is used for breaking
doors in direction opposite to normal direction of opening.

There are 64 heat structures in the model and only the heat structures representing walls,
floor and ceiling in the rooms were modeled.

For IB rooms on EL. 107.62 limiting conditions are caused by double ended MSLB and
MFLB accidents. Figure 2 presents the GOTHIC model for IB at elevation 107.62. Volume 1
is IB room 24 and volume 2 is lumped representation for rooms 25, 26, and 27. The break can
occur in either of the rooms. Rooms 28 and 29 at the same elevation are isolated and were not
taken into consideration. Volume 3 represents environment air. The free volume of the rooms
IB24 and IB25-27 are 996.47 m3 and 3145.7 m3, respectively. The height of the rooms is 7.2
m. The free volume is based on the geometry of the room and estimation of the space
occupied by the equipment in the room. In both cases the value of 20% is used to take into
account presence of the internal equipment and structures. Hydraulic diameter is estimated
based on geometry and main flow path orientation. The initial conditions for two IB volumes
are the same, 46 C, 101.325 kPa, 60 % RH, zero liquid fraction. The outside air is at 27 C,
101.325 kPa, 60% RH.

There are 7 flow paths in GOTHIC IB el. 107.62 model. Flow paths 4 and 5, representing
breaks, connect flow boundary conditions IF and 2F to the affected room. In MSLB cases
boundary conditions are heat and mass sources from faulted and non-faulted steam generator.
Two cases are calculated, one with FSAR data and another with RELAP5 calculated values.
In FLB case there is only one GOTHIC flow boundary condition, and one corresponding flow
path. The flow paths 2, 6 and 3, 7 are used for blow-out panel modeling. There are 3 blow-out
panels in room 24 and 3 blow-out panels in room 25. The opening criteria is differential
pressure (pressure inside IB minus outside air pressure) larger than 13.789 kPa (2 psia). Three
panels are collected in one flow path, and then the flow path is splitted axially in two in order
to promote mixing with outside air and cooldown after decrease of break flow.

There are 11 heat structures in present model. Only the heat structures representing walls,
floor and ceiling in the rooms were modeled.

Correspondences between
NEK location and
GOTHIC control volumes

NEK

IB 24
IB 25, 26, 27
environment

GOTHIC

1
2
3

Figure 2. GOTHIC model for NEK IB at elevation 107.62
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RESULTS

a) IB at elevation 100.3

The mass flow and energy flow for Steam Generator Blowdown Line Break was calculated
with RELAP5/mod2 code. After initial increase during break opening flow is more or less
constant. The liquid mass flow is 7.8 kg/s, and gas mass flow is 0.79 kg/s. The liquid and gas
enthalpies are 1.197 106 J/kg and 2.787 106 J/kg, respectively. The breaks are sequentially
located in IB 10, IB09 and IB08.

The behavior of transients initiated by breaks in IB 10 and IB09 are very similar.
Temperatures in affected rooms are shown in the Figure 3 for SGBDB in room IB-10. In the
first phase pressure and temperature in all connected rooms (IB 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 13) are
increasing uniformly and the temperature difference between rooms is very small. The
thermodynamic conditions in all rooms with closed doors are the same as were at the
beginning of the transient. When the pressure difference is greater than 13.789 kPa (2 psia)
the door opening is initiated, equalizing pressure in connected rooms. Due to low inertia of
gas mixture and low Dp characteristic of the flow, high volumetric flows of short duration are
initiated. After opening of the doors the new dominant flow paths are formed for circulating
of hot mixture from break location to the sink location. In calculated cases preferred flow path
was IB 10-IB01 -ENVIRONMENT, with two additional paths IB08-IB07-IB10 and IB 14-
IB15-IB13-IB10. The rooms on this flow paths experience higher temperatures than
neighboring rooms.

In the first phase of the transient temperature increase is controlled by heat input and heat
capacities of the air and heat structures. In the second phase gas content of the room will be
replaced by mixture flowing from the source to the sink (due to pressure difference) and
relative position of the room determines temperature conditions in it. That means that is very
important to identify possible flow paths in the connected rooms and room with lowest
pressure (usually outside air or some of the large volume rooms inside building). Due to
lumped representation of volumes and lack of axially distributed flow paths there is no
thermally induced mixing between rooms. That will cause slower decrease of the temperature
in the rooms after end of break flow at 1800 s.

400 600 600 1000 1200 1400 1 BOO
TIME 15)

Figure 3. Temperature in the various rooms in IB at elevation 100.3
after SGBDB in room IB10
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In the case of SGBDB in IB08 the pressure has increased to 115.14 kPa in about 8.3 s and
door toward rest of the turbine building opened. There is no further pressure or temperature
increase because flow area of opened door are much larger than break area. The pressure in
the room is reduced and initial gas content is replaced with steam-air mixture with
approximately constant temperature about 125.8 C.

The mass flow and energy flow for AFPTLB. was calculated with RELAP5/mod2 code,
with break located in IB05. After initial increase during break opening flow is more or less
constant. Gas mass flow is 124.3 kg/s and gas enthalpy is 2.794 106 J/kg. The blow-out panels
opened in 0.1 s and after that pressure and temperature are constant at 102.76 kPa and
158.8 °C (figure 4). Other IB rooms were not affected.

eoo tooo
TIME I S )

Figure 4. Temperature in the room IB05 after AFPTLB

h) IB at elevation 100.3

The calculation of ambient conditions after MSLB and MFLB was performed for 1800 s,
assuming break isolation at that moment. Although analyses were done for breaks in both
rooms (IB24 and IB25), for representation only results for MSLB in room IB24 and MFLB in
IB25 are shown on Figures 5 and 6. There were three different calculations, two MSLBs (one
with FSAR mass and heat input and another with RELAP5/mod2 results) and one FLB
(RELAP5/mod2 calculated mass and energy release).

Both MSLB cases have similar pressure behavior, fast pressure increase till opening of
blow-out panels (115.14 kPa), and then fast decrease to pressure slightly above atmospheric
pressure. The pressure increase is faster when the break is located in the same room, and it is
faster for MSLB with FSAR data. The blow-out panels trip set point is reached at 0.1 s in
MSLB with FSAR data, and at 0.2 s in MSLB with RELAP5 data. When the same heat and
mass input is introduced in IB24 and EB25 higher pressure is experienced in IB24 due to
smaller volume. Maximum pressure reached is 130. kPa in IB24 at 0.2 s.

Maximum temperature is determined by steam superheating in MSLB case with FSAR
data. The steam superheating exists between 60 and 80 s and maximum temperature reached
in IB24 is 222.9 °C at 72.7 s, and 160.5 °C at 72. For RELAP5 calculated values maximum
temperature is 143. °C at 28.5 s (IB24), and 133 °C at 49.5 s for IB25.

After 100 s temperature decreased in both rooms and for both MSLB cases. After about 80
3 there is no larger mass and energy exchange through communication between rooms. In
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about the same time the flow in lower flow paths of both panels change direction and cooler
air from outside is introduced in IB rooms. This is the reason why the temperature remains
more or less constant in IB24 (equilizing heat source and the heat sink) and further decreasing
in the IB25. At 1800 s flow through the break is stopped and fast cooldown is initiated.

Figure 5. Temperature in rooms IB24 and IB25 after MSLB in IB24;
FSAR (-F) and RELAP5/mod2 (-R5) mass and energy source

In MFLB case leakage through blow-out panels in IB25 is enough to limit pressure
increase to 110.7 kPa, without panels blow out. The temperature in room IB25 increase to
about 100 C, in the beginning of the accident, and decrease slowly due to partially opened
blow-out panels. In the second part of the calculation this temperature is limiting in
temperature envelope of the room thermal-hydraulic conditions. The leak through panels in
IB25 is the reason for very slow temperature increase (above initial) in the room IB24.
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Figure 6. Temperature in rooms IB24 and IB25 after MFLB in IB25
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CONCLUSION

The typical set of calculation, neccessary for determination of ambient parameters
following HELB in various locations of the plant, are presented. Based on the system
operation and piping location four different HELBs were identified and analyzed.

In IB at elevation 100.3 limiting accidents are Steam Generator Blowdown Break
(SGBDB) in rooms IB008, IB009 or IB010 and also affecting rooms IB001, IB002, IB003,
IB004, IB006, IB007, IB0013, IB0014 and IB0015 and Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Turbine
Steam Supply Line Break in the turbine driven AF pump room (room IB005).

MSLB and MFLB are limiting transients for IB at elevation 107.62. The rooms that are
affected are: IB024, IB025, IB026 and IB027. MSLB is responsible for peak temperature (223
°C) and peak pressure (limited on 130.0 kPa with blowdown panels opening in rooms IB024
and IB025). Analysis of MFLB resulted in higher temperatures over the long time accident
period.

There are no postulated breaks and there are no significant heat sources in the IB at
elevation 115.55, so analysis for that elevation was not necessary.

On the basis of this calculations, pressure and temperature profiles for each room sholud be
prepared. After that, considering Equipment Qualification parameter values during, normal,
abnormal, accident and post-accident conditions, EQ zones and maps are defined, in a way
that is suitable for implementation in the EQ process. There is no set methodology for
preparing EQ zones and EQ maps, this process is plant specific and should involve
engineering judgement in assigning environmental conditions to the plant physical layout.
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Abstract

Main characteristics of coupling thermal-hydraulic code RELAP5/mod3.2 and 3D neutron
diffusion code QUABOX/CUBBOX-HYCA are presented. The changes in both codes due to
coupling are described together with interface arrays and additions to the model. The code is
capable for calculation of transients characterized by spatial dependence in the core and by
significant influence of the system thermal-hydraulics. The testing will be performed on
OECD/CSNIMSLB benchmark together with University of Pisa.

Introduction

The recent development in hardware and price decrease of engineering workstations and high
end PCs, together with increasing needs for accurate calculation of reactor transients initiated
development of coupled thermal-hydraulic system codes and 3D neutronic codes. Almost all
well known traditional codes have at least one version of coupling with some of modern nodal
(NEM Nodal Expansion or ANM Analytic Nodal Method) or coarse mesh diffusion neutronic
codes. Some of the examples of successful couplings are RELAP5-NESTLE (RELAP5-3D),
RELAP5-PARCS (under development), RELAP5-PANTHER, RELAP5-PANBOX, TRAC-
PF1/NEM, ATHLET-QUABOX, RETRAN-3D (with ARROTTA), SIMULATE-3K,
CATHARE with CRONOS or COCCINNELLE.

In our case we have used RELAP5/mod3.2 and QUABOX/CUBBOX-HYCA for coupling.
QUABOX/CUBBOX-HYCA is well known 3D coarse mesh neutron kinetics code developed
in GRS Garching. The code is coupled to different code systems and used for calculation of
different types of reactors. We would like to use rather large experience with RELAP5 class
of codes and existing nodalizations, together with corresponding experience gained in 3D
neutronic calculation with QUABOX, to produce more accurate results for accidents
characterized by spatial dependence in the core and significant influence of the system
thermal hydraulics. Target platforms for the proposed coupled code are Pentium PCs and
workstations. The code will be checked through OECD/CSNI SLB benchmark (together with
University of Pisa), but final goal is to use the code to perform NPP Krsko SLB calculation
with limiting asymmetric flow conditions (and with presence of different level of SG tubes
plugging). Another goal, in the next phase, is to analyze possibility for core-wide DNBR
calculation using RELAP5, QUABOX and COBRA like subchannel code. To achieve that it
is necessary to enable pin power reconstruction in neutronic part and add subchannel thermal
hydraulic code.
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Characteristics of the coupling

According to Workshop on Transient Thermal Hydraulic and Neutronic Codes Requirements,
held in Annapolis in 1996, different coupling schemes are possible and there are many
different aspects of the coupling. Analyzing different proposed schemes following
programming aspects (type of the coupling) are identified and chosen as the set of basic
requirements for coupling:

- codes are coupled through "static linking",
- limited number of well defined points of interaction is allowed,
- large data transfers are avoided,
- original input decks are intact,
- the same way of coupling could be used for RELAP5/mod2.

In order to fulfill mentioned requirements some prerequisites are needed:

- knowledge of internal structure of both codes,
- redesigning of the codes using object oriented and modular programming (as

implemented in f90) is recommended,
- additional input data and interface subroutines are necessary.

After type of coupling is chosen it is necessary to decide about coupling scheme (which part is
responsible for core thermal-hydraulics):

Three schemes are possible:

a/ parallel core channels are part of RELAP5 model, QUABOX is responsible for
neutron kinetics only. The scheme has following characteristic properties:

• simplest model and easy to realize,
• rather small number of closed channels is possible,
• radial coupling with cross junctions is not reliable.

b/ one average core channel in RELAP5 model, QUABOX is responsible for neutron
kinetics and for closed channels thermal hydraulics. The scheme has following characteristic
properties:

• feature is already in QUABOX,
• many fuel assemblies can be modeled in reasonable time,
• only homogenous two-phase flow model for closed channels in the core can be

used,
• thermal power for core structures in average RELAP5 channel is collapsed from

QUABOX calculated 3D power.

c/ one average core channel in RELAP5 model, QUABOX is responsible for neutron
kinetics, subchannel COBRA like code used for core thermal hydraulics:

• each fuel assembly can be modeled in reasonable time taking into account radial
mixing (open channels),

• homogenous two-phase flow model is still used in the core,
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• possibility for automatic core wide DNBR calculation,
• thermal power for core structures in average channel collapsed from QUABOX

calculated 3D power.

All three coupling schemes have some properties found in, so called, overlapping scheme.
The overlapping scheme is illustrated in Figure 1. In that scheme each of the coupled parts
(system code and neutronic code) partially depends on other part, it uses part of the
calculation performed in other part, but some calculations are duplicated. The last two
schemes represent classical overlapping behavior.

small numbers of

core T/H channels

neutronics + core T/H

Figure 1. Representation of overlapping calculation scheme

The distribution of the tasks between program parts is as follows:

RELAP5/mod3.2:

- system thermal-hydraulics and heat conduction,

- average core channel thermal hydraulics and heat conduction calculation

QUABOX or QUABOX/COBRA:

- thermal hydraulic, heat conduction and neutron kinetics for whole core

The resulting characteristics of the overlapping scheme are:

- moderate data transfer,
- consistent description of core and system thermal-hydraulics,
- increased calculation load.
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All three schemes will be checked, but the last scheme is final goal. Only first scheme is
realized untill now.

In proposed coupling scheme RELAP5 is leading part of the coupled code, responsible for
time stepping and organization of the calculation. The QUABOX is capable to use smaller
time step and perform integration, using interpolated (from current and past time step)
thermal-hydraulics feedback variables, up to the proposed RELAP5 time (time
synchronization). In practical situation RELAP5 will change time step (using original time
stepping rules) due to change in provided heat source for core heat structures. It is possible in
RELAP5 logic to implement separate criteria of time step change based on relative power
change from QUABOX calculation or from time step estimation based on point kinetics
option. The same level of interaction (explicit or implicit coupling between thermal-hydraulic
and neutronic part of calculation) as in original point kinetics case is kept. During "steady
state" transient calculation steady state part of QUABOX is used. Frequency of QUABOX
power recalculation (in eigenvalue or criticality search mode) can be changed. Usually, 5-10
recalculations are enough to get good steady state results. As a minimum, initial and last
steady state 3D power calculation is present. The initialization of RELAP heat structures is
performed with preliminary 3D power distribution calculated by QUABOX.

Changes in coupled programs

The changes in existing codes are very limited, especially on RELAP5 side, and some
additional interface subroutines are added. Following RELAP5 subroutines are changed:

RNEWP: QUABOX input data and interface data (called from QUABOX part) are
processed by calling preprocessing part of QUABOX (one subroutine call, NQINPU) at
position immediately after normal RRKIN call (R-phase of RELAP reactor kinetics
calculation), another call 0u s t before IHTCMP subroutine) is used to prepare neutronic
calculation and perform initial steady state criticality calculation providing preliminary heat
input for initialization of core heat structures (I-phase of RELAP calculation).

IHTCMP: error reporting about specifying kinetics source on 7xx heat structure card
without entering any kinetics data is suppressed.

HT1SST: source option triggered by 1001 on heat structure 701 card is used to
retrieve power from QUABOX steady state calculation (Figure 2.)

HT1TDP: source option triggered by 1001 on heat structure 701 card is used to
retrieve power from QUABOX transient calculation (Figure 2.)

TRAN: call to neutronic part placed near RKIN. During steady state part of the
calculation steady state part of the QUABOX is called with chosen frequency. During
transient part QUABOX is performing one (or more smaller time steps) time step as requested
by RELAP5.

SCNREQ, PLTWRT, WRPLID: subroutines are changed to enable usage of three
additional variables as minor edit variables, plot request variables and arguments in RELAP5
trips. Alphanumeric mnemonics of new variables are "rkpowBd", "rkpowd3d", "rkpowt3d",
for fission, decay and total integrated core power (numeric part of request is zero).
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Regarding RELAP5 input data practically there is no change. The data from reactor point
kinetics block are not needed, and on heat structure *701 cards source option has to be 1001
with all axial factors set to 1.

Output files and restart files are completely independent. QUABOX restart file is written only
once, at the end of RELAP5 calculation, and restart is possible only from last time step.

HT1SST
i = htsrt(2,hindex)
if (i .Xe. 0) then
powin = 0.OdO

c
cd 3D nodal kinetic addition
c

elseif (i .eq. 1001) then
powin=rk_pow(loc_pow(ih-filndx(8)+1))

elseif (i .ge. 1000) then
if (i .It. 10000 .or. i.gt.100000 ) then
powin = fa(htsrt(2,hindex+l)+filndx(21))

else
powin = cnvarn(htsrt(2,hindex+l)+filndx(27))

endif
else

i = gtbptr(2,filndx(ll)+htsrt(2,hindex+l))+filndx(ll)
den = time

HT1TDP
i = htsrt(2,hindex)
if (i .eq. 0) then
htpown(hindex) = O.OdO
powin = 0.OdO

c
cd 3D nodal kinetic addition
c

elseif (i .eq. 1001) then
htpown(hindex) = rk_pow(loc_pow(ih-filndx(8)+1))

elseif (i .ge. 1000) then
if (i .It. 10000 .or. i .gt. 100000 ) then

htpown(hindex) = fa(htsrt(2,hindex+l)+filndx(21))
else

htpown(hindex) = nvarn(htsrt(2,hindex+l)+filndx(27))
endif
htpowo (hindex) = htpown (hindex)

else
i = gtbptr(2,htsrt(2,hindex+l)+filndx(ll))+filndx(ll)
teinpn= time + dtime

Figure 2. Changes in HT1SST and HT1TDP due to coupling

The changes performed in QUABOX part are due to leading role of the RELAP part of the
coupled code. The only QUABOX subroutines which are directly called are NQINPU,
NQCONT, NQREST and MEMORY. Basic calculational part isn't changed. Transient part is
called on step by step basis as requested by RELAP. New input processing part for description
of material composition at fuel assembly level is added. The example of material distribution
map for axial layer number 24 for full core configuration with 193 FAs (TMI-1 core) is given
in Figure 3. The possibility for additional type of cross section library is introduced as well as
new multidimensional interpolation suitable for processing of large number of material
compositions.
The interface data, data necessary to define connection between nuclear and thermal-hydraulic
calculational cells (description of relationship between 3D cells and RELAP5 channels) is
now part of the QUABOX input. Two formats are possible, standard and compressed format.
In standard format each QUABOX calculational cell is connected to corresponding RELAP
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hydraulic volume or heat structure. In compressed format connection of QUABOX volumes is
to RELAP components (typically pipe) and to stacks of axially subdivided heat structures.
The example of mapping of 4 RELAP hydraulic channels to 121 calculational cells (FAs) in
QUABOX, for NPP Krsko core, is shown on Figure 4. Two arrays (MAT_CH, MATHS)
similar to array responsible for mapping of material compositions to neutron calculational
cells are introduced. For each I,J,K combination in 3D calculational mesh there is number
pointing to vector with volume and heat structure numbers from RELAP5 input deck. In I-
phase of coupled code outer numbers are transformed in internal pointers similar to internally
used RELAP5 indexes. These part is TH feedback related part in which neutronic code uses
RELAP5 calculated values to change cross section data. Using calculated nodal powers from
CELPOW 3D array and interface information form MAT_HS the vector with power value
for each RELAP5 heat structure is produced. LOCPOW is preprocessed converting RELAP5
FA array indexes to locations in interface array. RELAP5 heat subcode is receiving these
values in the same way as in case of general table usage. In that part of the interface
QUABOX is sending power values to core channels in RELAP nodalization. The
communication between two code parts using interface arrays is shown in Figure 5.
There is one additional connection between two code parts. For each QUABOX control rod
group the connection to RELAP5 trips is introduced. That is the way that RELAP5 trip based
protection and control system start control rod movement in QUABOX. All new input in
QUABOX input file is processed by free format processing routine based on RELAP5 CVIC
subroutine.

* axial layer no. 24
* number of axial layers with this material composition
1

axial layer 24 repeated 1 times
25 25 25 25 25 25 25

25 25 25 317 227
25 25 422 377 302 212

25 25 437 407 362 287 197
25 422 407 392 347 272 182

25 25 377 362 347 332 257 167
25 317 302 287 272 257 242 152
25 227 212 197 182 167 152 137
25 122 107 92 77 62 47 32
25 227 212 197 182 167 152 137
25 317 302 287 272 257 242 152
25 25 377 362 347 332 257 167

25 422 407 392 347 272 182 77 182 272 347 392 407 422 25
25 25 437 407 362 287 197 92 197 287 362 407 437 25 25

25 25 422 377 302 212 107 212 302 377 422 25 25
25 25 25 317 227 122 227 317 25 25 25

25 25 25 25 25 25 25

Figure 3. Material composition map for core with 193 FAs (TMI1)
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* NPU
* no of xy planes with the same flow channel distribution
1
* MAT_ch(I,J) plane no 4
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Figure 4. Flow channel distribution (4 TH channels in relap5) for core with 121
FAs (NEK)

As an addition to original QUABOX code the model of spatially dependent decay heat is
introduced based on 23 decay groups as defined in ANSI/ANS-5.1-1979 standard. The
analytical integration based on constant fission rate during last time step is performed for each
QUABOX transient step.

Results

The coupling is realized using Lahey f90 v.4.00 fortran compiler, both in extended DOS and
in Win95/NT environment on Pentium PCs. The possibility of the realization of proposed
coupling scheme is demonstrated on NPP Krsko and NPP TMI-1 (SLB benchmark) data.
Current allocation based on 911 RELAP5 volumes, 926 junctions and 954 heat structures, and
on 193x26 calculational cells in QUABOX, with 438 unrodded and 195 rodded material
composition cross sections is around 40 MB. The debug version without optimization is
capable to perform one full transient time step in 4 s on Pentium 200 MHz PC computer. The
code will be optimized for speed and QUABOX part is under transfer to fortran 90 with full
dynamic memory allocation. Full testing will be performed during OECD/CSNI MSLB
benchmark together with University of Pisa.
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MAT_HS(I.J.K)

MAT_CH(I,J,K)

/9/9/10/10/I

,A/"9/9 /10/10/10/
9 / / 9 / 9 / 1 0 / 10/ 10/

liyn / 12/12/12

—

—

—

—

/ 1 1 / 1 2 1119002

1119001

11102

11101

RK POW

CELl_POW(l,J,K)-

T
RK HTNO

11202

11201

11303

11302

11301

11403

11402

11401

RK_NSFB

LOC_POW(IH)

Figure 5. Interface arrays transferring information between two code parts
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ABSTRACT

Based on the SONNENBURG drift-flux model developed at the GRS a comprehensive drift-flux

correlation package MDS has been established. It takes into account the special aspects of thermal-

hydraulic models needed for the simulation of the steady state and transient behaviour of characteristic

thermal-hydraulic parameters of single- or two-phase fluids flowing along coolant channels of different

types (channels being a part of NPP-s, of steam generators etc.). The characteristic properties of this

package with respect to the behaviour at co- and countercurrent flow, its inverse solutions needed for

steady state simulations, its behaviour when approaching the lower or upper boundary of a two-phase

region, its verification and behaviour with respect to other correlations will be discussed.. An adequate

driver code (MDSDR1) has been established too, with the aim to be able to test the package very

thoroughly out of the complex system codes.

GENERAL REMARKS

Thermal-hydraulic models simulating the steady state and transient behaviour of characteristic thermal-

hydraulic parameters of a single- or two-phase fluid flowing along a coolant channel (reactor core channel

or the primary or secondary side of steam generators of different types) are based on the solution of the

classical conservation equations for mass, energy and momentum. The two-phase flow can thereby be

treated either as an ideal mixture of water and steam or as separate phases. In addition, a number of

adequate constitutive equations are needed. These can be tables for thermodynamic and transport

properties of water and steam or correlations for heat transfer coefficients, for one- and two-phase friction,

etc. The majority of them are based on steady state experiments.

In the case of a mixture-fluid formulation the conservation eqs. for mass and energy are represented by

partial differential equations of the form

Pi Pi

-[(l-a)pw+ap s] + —G = 0 (l)

—[(l-a)pwhw+apshs-P/A] + — [hwG + h^Gs^U^q/A (2)

Together with the momentum balance eq. these three conservation eqs. describe the steady state and

dynamic behaviour of three or (in the case of two-phase flow conditions) four characteristic fluid
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variables, namely of the local pressure P, the total mass flux G and, at single-phase conditions, the fluid

temperature T (or fluid enthalpy hw or hs) or , at a two-phase situation, the void fraction a (A and UTW =

cross section and heated perimeter of channel, q = heat flux, pw and p$ = density of water and steam). In

the case of two-phase flow a relation for a fourth variable, the steam mass flux Gs, is needed This variable

can, for example, be determined by adding to the set of eqs. an additive constitutive eq. , namely a two-

phase slip or drift-flux correlation, establishing an adequate relation between different local two-phase

parameters (e.g., steam quality or better steam mass flux vs. steam void fraction). Since advanced system

codes have to deal also with stagnant or even countercurrent two-phase flow conditions (and thus slip S

and steam quality X become undefined at this conditions), drift-flux correlations have reached preference

among these correlations. (Only in the early stage of model development slip correlations have become

widely applied). In the case of a 4-, 5- or 6-eq. approach (where the balance eqs. refer to each phase

separately) the corresponding exchange terms have be brought into an adequate relation to the drift-flux

correlations.

Knowing these four variables (together with the phase distribution parameter Co and the thermodynamic

properties of saturated water and steam) other characteristic two-phase parameters can be derived directly

from their definition eqs. In appendix A the nomenclature and the exact definition eqs. of the most

characteristic two-phase parameters together with their interrelations are listed.

Looking at the steady state part of the basic eqs. (1) and (2) (by setting there the time-derivatives equal to

zero) it can be seen that after a discretization procedure (i.e., integration over a corresponding node

length) the nodal steam flux term Gs can be determined in dependence of the total mass flux G, the nodal

power and other parameters. The corresponding nodal void fraction a, needed as starting value for the

transient calculations, has then to be determined from a corresponding drift-flux correlation in dependence

of these steam mass fluxes and other parameters. Another situation where a drift-flux correlation with the

steam mass flux as input parameter is asked is the case that an abrupt change in such a steam mass flux has

to be stated, i.e., if changes in mass flow (by adding or subtracting mass at a channel node) or in the cross

section of the channel have to be considered.

On the other hand, the discretization of the transient formulae yields time-derivatives of (mean nodal) void

fraction values. After the integration procedure now the resulting void fraction values are, besides other

parameters, input for a drift-flux correlation yielding then the wanted steam mass flux values.

This shows clearly, that for thermal-hydraulic codes both a drift flux correlation and its inverse form are

needed. An effective drift-flux package has to provide both forms of a correlation. Since, due to the

complicated formulae, the inverse correlation can only be established by a (time-consuming) recursion

procedure the inverse version should be applied as rare as possible. It is thus obvious that the drift-flux

correlation having the void fraction as direct input is to be preferred for thermal-hydraulic codes since it

will be called more often than its inverse part (which is only needed for some special cases such as for the

steady state starting calculation).
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At the GRS a lot of efforts have been undertaken to establish such an adequate drift-flux correlation.

Among other attempts H. G. SONNENBURG /I-4/ derived a very effective 'flooding-based full-range'

drift-flux correlation. Within a detailed study 151 different slip and drift flux correlations have been

compared with each other but also with available experimental results. Many of the well-known

correlations (e.g. the world-wide used EPRI correlation by CHEXAL-LELLOUCHE /9-11/ but also the

correlations based on the ISHII theory 15,12-11/) are based on the steam mass flux as input parameter

whereas the SONNENBURG correlation, which showed in the study 151 good agreement with all the other

correlations, reqires the void fraction as one of the input parameters. This was the main reason why this

correlation was chosen as basis for the here presented package MDS 161 (with its main routine MDSON),

a package which should then preferably be used for the application within a thermal-hydraulic code.

It is important that the correlation package yields also reasonable results when approaching the lower and

upper boundary of a two-phase region. Another important demand from the thermal-hydraulic models

results from the fact that for the case that a (boiling or superheating ) boundary crosses a node boundary

the slope of the steam mass flux Gs
<a) with respect to the void fraction is needed. The package has the

possibility to provide the user with this value.

An overview of the results of the study 151, a detailed description of the final chosen drift-flux correlation

and the resulting package MDS (with its main routine MDSON) and examples of calculations with this

package (together with the driver code MDSDRI) should demonstrate the validity and the manifold

possibilities of application.

SONNENBURG DRIFT-FLUX CORRELATION

Theory and resulting correlation:

To describe the relative motion of different phases within a two-phase fluid flowing in vertical direction

SONNENBURG 11-4/ developed a full-range drift flux model by combining the common drift flux

procedure (as formulated by ZUBER-FINDLAY 111) with the modern envelope theory. The latter theory

is based on the fact that countercurrent flow between water and steam is only possible within certain limits

of volumetric fluxes and that the forces acting on the phases both at co- and countercurrent flow

conditions but also when reaching the countercurrent flow limits underlay certain regular rules, i.e. that no

spontaneous change in these forces has to be expected at reaching the countercurrent limits. Based on this

considerations a special differential eq. could be established whose solution finally yielded a correlation

of the form

vD = [(1-Co a) vSLIM / a ] [(1+CSJ2)
 m- (1.5+Csj2) CSJ] (3)

with the (dimensionless) coefficient

Csj = 2(l-Coa)vSUM/(3CoavwLiM) (4)

The correlation describes the local drift velocity vD (and thus also the drift flux VJD and the steam mass

flux Gs as shown in the eqs. (A 15) and (A3) ) depending on the 'local void fraction a', the 'phase

distribution parameter Co' and the 'limiting steam and water velocities vSLIM and VWUM'. (Note: The
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parameter vD is independent from the 'total mass flux term G'). The other characteristic two-phase

parameters can then be determined by applying the formulae collected in Appendix A.

As already pointed out special care had to be taken for the cases that a -> 0 or a->l. By means of a Taylor

expansion one gets then from the eq. above for small or high void fractions

vD = (9/16) Co VWLIMO - Cs, "2 / 6) if a -> 0 (5)

vD -> [(1-Co a) vSLIM /a] (1-1.5 CSJ) if (Co a) -> 1 (6)

Besides the cases of vertical up- or downwards, co- but also countercurrent two-phase flow situations (in

channels or along rod bundles) the drift-flux correlations must have the potential to describe also two-

phase flow situations through inclined or even horizontal channels in order to provide for all relevant flow

paths of a loop a suitable correlation . There have been a lot of efforts to solve this problem (see e.g. ref.

151 for the case of moderately inclined pipes), verifications for this flow path are still underway.

In a special treatment the inverse version to this drift-flux correlation has been incorporated into the

package MDS. After having (at least in countercurrent situations) determined the maximum or minimum

values of the correlation the void fraction a and thus also other parameters (as shown in appendix A) can

then be calculated from the available input values 'steam mass flux G$' (and thus also vD as seen from

eq.(A13)) and other parameters by means of an adequate iteration procedure. Test examples demonstrate

the wide field of application possibilities and thus also the validity of the drift-flux package MDS 15,61.

Limiting velocities:

Adequate limiting steam and water velocities (vSUM and VWUM ), applicable to various pipe diameters,

were introduced into the envelope theory by KRONING /8/. It was found by SONNENBURG /4,5/ that

the limiting velocities for vertical (cylindrical) pipes depend mainly on the hydraulic pipe diameter dHy as

long as this diameter does not exceed 30 Laplace diameter units (dLpL.)- They obey then the relations

VSL.M = [g dHY(p' /p" - 1) I " = VWUM (P7 P") ta (7)

In the case of vertical rod bundles (KJR.ONING /8/) the limiting velocities can be represented by the

expressions

VSUM = [l+tanh(Bo/8O)]2 [g dLPL(p' /p" - 1)]1/2 (8)

VWL1M= l-5(Tl"/T1
/)l'2[gdLpL(l-p"/p/)]I/2 (9)

with the Bond number

Bo = Uw [g (p'- p") /a ]1/2 = Uw / dLPL (10)

The term Uw (=dHYrc) represents tlje wetable perimeter of the pipe, r\ the dynamic viscosity, g the

gravitational acceleration and a the surface tension.
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Phase distribution parameter and entrainment fraction:

The introduction of the phase distribution parameter Co into the drift flux theory had been done under the

aspect to take into account also the radial non-uniform void distribution in relation to the velocity profile

across a channel. The parameter strongly depends on the geometry of the system as well as on the heat

transfer conditions between the heated wall and fluid (but not necessarily on the magnitude of the flow).

Co is =0 at a=0 and goes to 1 if cc->l. Co is greater than 1 if the steam bubbles are concentrated in the

region of higher velocities and lower than 1 if in the lower one.

In several investigations it has been confirmed that the phase distribution parameter for vertical pipes or

channels at various diameters, various pressures and low void fractions (< 0.8) can be correlated as

C O L = 1 + C C O L [ ( 1 - P V ] 1 / 2 (11)

with CCOL - 0-35 for vertical rod bundles (LGTYPE = 0) or vertical rectangular ducts (LGTYPE = 1) or =0.20

for vertical round tubes (LGTYPE = 2) . From eq. (A13) it follows that the term Co has to be restricted to

Co < COMAX = 1/ [(1-p' /p")/a] (a > 0) (12)

To extend the range of applicability it can be suggested to express Co for higher void fractions by a

correlation as derived by ISHII /13/

C01SH = l+( l -E d ) ( l - a )a I / 4 / {a 5 / 4 +[ l+75( l -a ) ] 1 / 2 (p / / / p / ) 1 / 2 } (13)

Hence, for the general case, the actual phase distribution parameter can be determined by

Co = COGEN = Min ( COL , C0MAX , COISH) (14)

For higher void fractions it can happen that in the mist flow regime a part of the liquid flows in form of

droplets within the central bulk of vapour. For this case in different correlations an entrainment fraction Ej

has been introduced, defining this parameter as volume fraction of the liquid in the bulk with respect to

the total liquid fraction. More details about the determination of this parameter (and the incipient criteria

for the start of the entrainment) see in special papers (e.g. 151).

COMPARISON WITH OTHER TWO-PHASE CORRELATIONS

In order to be able to judge the validity of the different two-phase correlations at different situations a

comprehensive study has been undertaken. An overview of the results of the study is given in ref. 151. For

this purpose both well-known slip and drift flux correlations have been employed. The slip correlations

had played an important role in the early stage of thermal-hydraulic model development and should be at

least comparable within their fields of application with the more advanced drift-flux correlations. A

comparison between them and posttest-calculations of adequate measurements showed that the 'flooding-

based full-range1 drift-flux correlation derived at the GRS by H. G. SONNENBURG yielded quite

satisfactory results. It had to be made sure, that stagnant or downwards directed flows but also flows with

co- or countercurrent phases along vertical but also inclined (down to horizontal) coolant channels can be

treated. Also the possibility of solving the inverse correlation should be provided.
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Among the well-known drift-flux correlations a correlation has been chosen which has been established by

J.MIRO 16/ on the basis of correlations developed by M. ISHII /12-17/, the EPRI correlation derived by

B. CHEXAL and G. LELLOUCHE /9-11/ and finally the here presented GRS correlation developed by H.

G. SONNENBURG /I-4/. It could be shown that there were good agreement between the different slip

and drift-flux correlations at normal operational conditions. This was, of course no surprise since all these

correlations were very well supported by corresponding measurements. At extreme situations it could be

stated that (compared to measurements as fare as they were available, see, e.g., ALIA et al. /18/) the three

drift-flux correlations (among them the SONNENBURG correlation) showed different, but mostly very

satisfactory qualities, no preference of one correlation could be found. Hence, because of it advantageous

input data list and its much simpler formulation, it seemed to be justified to take the SONNENBURG

correlation as a basis for the drift-flux package MDS.

Driver Program MDSDRI

As already mentioned a driver code (MDSDRI) has been established in order to be able to test the GRS

correlation package MDS out of pile for all extreme cases and to check thus the validity of the package

and the SONNENBURG correlation.

Testcalculations and discussion of the results:

In the figs. 1 A, IB, 2A and 2B some of the characteristic results of the calculations with the driver code

MDSDRI are plotted. (For more examples see 161, where also two-phase flow behaviour in inclined or

even horizontal pipes is demonstrated). Thereby the parameters steam mass flux Gs and the important

slope Gs
<a) with respect to the void fraction a and the inverse plot, namely the void fraction a and the

water velocity vw in dependence of steam mass flux Gs at the total steam mass flux parameters G = 50, 10,

0,-10 and -50 kg/(m2s) have been plotted. This range of parameters allows to check the code at extreme

situations of stagnant or countercurrent flow and to prove the transition from actual into the inverse

correlation. It can be clearly seen how in the case of countercurrent flow (with O.MAX > a=lor GSMAX> G)

the water and steam dominant parts fit together.

The test- and posttest-calculations should demonstrate the validity of the drift-flux correlation package

MDS and its easy applicability. The large range of application of the package means also that the field of

applicability of the corresponding thermal-hydraulic code can be expanded correspondingly.
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APPENDIX A:

DEFINITION EQS. AND RELATIONS BETWEEN CHARACTERISTIC 2-PHASE

PARAMETERS:

• Local steam void fraction a:

a = As / A = AVS / V = Gs / [Co + (p" / p') Co (G - Gs) + p" vD ] = Gs /(p" vs)
= 1 - Gw / (p' vw) = fDRiFT('NV) (vD, P, CO, dHY, zEL/z, LGTYPE, LSTDOM) (A 1)

with the parameter LGTYPE characterizing the geometry type of the channel. In the case of

countercurrent flow (with the possibility that 2 a - values belong to a single Gs - or vD - value) the

option LSTDOM
 = 0 or 1 defines if the water- or the steam-dominant part is wanted (i.e., if the left or

right section of the curve with respect to its maximum should be taken)

• Local steam quality X:

X = G S /G or
X = XH = (h - hw)/hSw with h=( Gs hs + Gw h w ) / G or

X = X E= (hM - hw)/hsw with hM=[ a ps hs + (1- a )pw hw ] / [a ps + (1- a )pw ] (A2)

• Steam mass flux G$:

Gs = G - G w = X G = p" a v s = Cos (G + p' vD / Co) = p" vJS (A3)

with the abbreviation
CGS = 1 + (p' /p") (1 - a Co)/( a Co) Note: G/a = vs /p' -> vso if a - > 0

• Water mass flux Gw •

Gw = G - Gs = (1-X) G = p' (1-a) vw= p' vJW = Gs (CGS -1) - p' vD / Co (A4)

• Total mass flux G

G =Gs+Gw=CGSGs-p /vD/Co . (A5)

• Local steam velocity vs:

vs = Gs / (p" a) = vsi X / a = (py / p") [vwo- (1 -a ) vw] / a with ist special values

vso = vs (at a =0) = vs,Xo (a> = Gso( a V' with Gso <
a ) = 5 G S / da (at a = 0)

vs, = vs (at o =1) = G / p" = js, = vwo p' / ?" (A6)

• Local water velocity vw:

vw = G w / \p'(1-a)] = vwo(l - X) / (1 - a ) = (p"/ p') [vSr a v s ] / ( l -a) with
vwo = vw (at a =0) = G / p' = j w o = vS) p" / p'
vw, = vw (at a =1) = vwo Xj( a) = GS1 (

a) / p1 (A7)

• Superficial steam velocity vJS :

vJS = a vs = X G / p" = X vs, = Gs / p" with vJS, = vs, (A8)

Superficial water velocity
/ / (A9)

Total steam velocity (center-of-mixture-volume vel., volumetric average flux density) Vj:

vj = vJS + VJW = a vs + (1-a) vw = [X +(1-X) p"/ p' ] vsl (A10)
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• Local slip S:

S= v s /v w =(p" /p / )X( l -a) / [ ( l -X)a] (All)
• Relative velocity vR:

vR = V s - v w - [ l + ( p / / / p / ) a / ( l - a ) ] G s / ( p / / a ) - G / [ p / ( l - a ) ]
= vs - (p

/; / p') [vsi-a vs] / (1 - a) with vR0 = vso - vwo and vR, = vsi - vwt (A 12)

• Drift velocity of the steam phase vD:

vD = vs - Co vj = vJS / a - Co v3 = (CGS Gs -G) Co /p' = fDRiFT (a, P, Co, dHY, zEL/z, LG T Y PE)

= [(1 - a Co) vj - vJW ] / a = (1 - a Co) vs - (1 - a) Co vw

= ( 1 - a C o ) ( p / / p " ) [ v W o - ( l - a ) v w ] / a with vD->vD1 = 0 if a C 0 -> 1 (A13)

• Mean transport drift velocity vSJ:

vSj = v s - v j = ( l-a)vR (A14)

• Drift flux of the steam phase vJD:

(A 15)

Ratio P between superficial steam and total velocity:

v J S avs Gs

^ ^7 = av s + ( l -a)v w
= G s +(G-G s )p / / /p / (A16)

Phase distribution parameter Co:

Co = f (a, P, Ed, LGTYPE, - ) (A17)

Entrainment Fraction Ed:

Ed = f (a, P, vSUM, VWLIM,,, LGTYPE, ••• ) (A 18)
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HR9800138

MELC0R COMPARATIVE ANALYSES
OF SEVERE ACCIDENT OF MEDIUM LOCA

FOR THE NPPV2 BOHUNICE

This paper presents the results of safety analysis of a medium LOCA (break size
100 mm in cold leg) for the V2 Bohunice nuclear power plant (VVER-440/V-213), and
compares the results calculated by various computer codes (MELCOR, MAAP,
RELAP/SCADAP). The analysis is performed within the SWISSLOVAK project by the
safety analysis group at the Nuclear Regulatory Authority of the Slovak Republic.

The medium LOCA accident is combined with station blackout scenario which leads
to the core uncovery and meltdown of the reactor core. The core meltdown is followed by
the core relocation to the lower plenum, heat up of the reactor pressure vessel lower head,
failure of the lower head, and debris ejection into the reactor cavity. The time of key
events calculated by various computer codes is similar. The start of core melt is predicted
within 0.8 to 1.08 hours and the reactor pressure vessel lower head failure is predicted
within 4.1 to 6.3 hours since the initiation of the accident.

A substantial release of noble gases to the environment through the permanent
containment leakage is calculated. The compartmentalization of the containment and the
presence of the bubble condenser affect the release of the fission products.

L flanttrodnncddjinn

The safety analysis group at the Nuclear Regulatory Authority of the Slovak
Republic (NRA SR) provides an important function in the nuclear regulatory process in
Slovakia. The responsibilities of the safety analysis group include independent safety
assessments and the analyses of the consequences of design basis and severe accidents at
the nuclear power plant facilities. The international community provides financial and
technical support to the safety analysis group in carrying out their duties. The major
source of support is the SWISSLOVAK project that is mainly focused on the training of
the NRA SR personnel, and guidance in the performance and review of safety analyses.

The base case calculations and analysis were performed within the SWISSLOVAK
project by the safety analysis group using the MELCOR computer code [1, 2], and the
MELCOR input model [3] for the V2 Bohunice nuclear power plant (VVER-440/V-213).
The other calculations were carried out by MAAP, RELAP/SCADAP, MELCOR
computer codes in Nuclear Power Plant Research Institute (NPP RI), Tmava (Slovakia)
[5] and in VEIKI, Hungary within the PHARE project [6]. The technical assistance for
the MELCOR calculation was provided by the staff of Energy Research, Inc. (ERI) of
Rockville, Maryland (U.S.A.).
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The applied basic input model for Bohunice NPP was slightly modified to define the
scenario.

2. MELCOR Input Model and Initial Conditions

NRA SR safety analysis group in cooperation with the ERI staff prepared the
MELCOR input model.

The core region is divided into 3 radial rings and 13 axial nodes. Axial levels 1, 2, 3,
and 4 represent the reactor pressure lower plenum. The core support plate is located in
axial levels 5 and 6, and the active core region is between axial levels 8 and 12. Axial
level 4 in the lower plenum contains 37 control assemblies and the remaining 312 fuel
assemblies are in the active core region between axial levels 8 and 12. There are no
penetrations in the elliptical reactor pressure vessel lower head.

The MELCOR nodalization for primary circuit employs two loops; one for the
pressurizer loop representing a single loop of RCS, and the other one for the remaining 5
RCS loops (from here on, this is called the combined loop). Each of the hot and cold legs
is represented by two control volumes to account for the variations in the elevation and
the loop seal. One control volume is used for the horizontal SG tube bundle. Two control
volumes represent the hydroaccumulators (one is connected to the upper plenum of RPV
and another to the RPV downcomer).

Two control volumes are used to represent the SGs secondary sides. The other
control volumes in the secondary circuit denote the steam lines and the main steam
header. One control volume is reserved for the environment. A total of 23 control
volumes, 33 flow paths, and 53 heat structures are used in the nodalization of the primary
and secondary circuits.

The containment, including the cavity and the bubble condenser, is represented by
10 control volumes, 11 flow paths, and 33 heat structures. Permanent leakage from
containment to the environment are modelled by one flow path representing a whole with
equivalent diameter of 0.029m. Both the active and passive spray systems are modelled in
the MELCOR input deck. The active spray system is located in the SG compartment, and
the passive spray system is located in the bubble condenser shaft. The bubble condenser
atmosphere and the pool regions are modelled as two control volumes, connected by a
single flow path in the pool region. One control volume is used to model the overflow of
the water from the bubble condenser, and is the source of passive spray system.

The availability of the safety systems for the considered medium LOCA scenario is
summarized in Table 1.

Table 1 Availability of safety systems
Safety systems

HPIS

NO

LPIS

NO

HAs

YES

AFWS/EFWS

NO

Active
Spray
NO

Passive
spray
YES

The emergency core cooling systems (HPIS, LPIS) are modelled, but they are not
operational for the MLOCA scenario. Several flow paths are used in the MELCOR input
model to represent the reactor pressure vessel breach, containment failure, and the
leakage from the containment to the environment. The input deck was slightly modified
for analysed scenario in order to define the initiating event. The initial conditions are
shown in Table 2.
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Table 2 MELCOR input model initial conditions
Parameter
Reactor thermal power (MW)
Pressurizer pressure (MPa)
Pressurizer water level (m)
Reactor coolant temperature at core outlet (K)
Steam generator pressure (MPa)
MassofUO2(kg)
Mas of Zr (kg)
Volume of water in bubble condenser (mJ)
Temperature of water in bubble condenser (K)

Value
1,375
12.31
5.95
571

4.61
40,840
19,565
1,345

317

3. Modelling ©f Safety Systems inn MELCOR

The main safety systems for the Bohunice NPP are included as part of the MELCOR
model. These include the reactor protection system, Engineered Safety Features
Actuation System (ESFAS), Automatic Successive Start up System (ASSS), and their
dependent systems such as the reactor scram, emergency core cooling system (HPIS,
LPIS), active and passive spray systems, and AFWS and EFWS. The ESFAS model
evaluates and processes the safety signals, leading to the actuation of safety systems
when the threshold values are reached. The ASSS model considers the start up and
loading of diesel generators, and the logic for the gradual connection of systems. The
time delay for the actuation of safety systems is also considered. The detailed description
of the operation of ESFAS and ASSS is provided in [4].

The results themselves and results comparison of the analysis of severe accident
for medium LOCA scenario (break size 100 mm in cold leg) combined with station
blackout are presented in this section.The base case calculation was carried out by NRA
SR safety analysis group using the MELCOR computer code and input deck prepared
for V2 Bohunice NPP (VVER-440/V-213). The other cases were carried out in VEIKI
(Hungary), NPP Rl (Slovakia) using the MAAP, RELAP/SCADAP and MELCOR
computer codes.

The accident is initiated at time zero with a 100 mm break in the primary circuit
cold leg into the SG compartments. The HPIS and LPIS, AFWS, EFWS fail, and there
is no coolant makeup to the primary or the secondary circuits. A summary of the timing
of key events is given in Table 3.
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Table 3. Timing of key events
Event
Start of the accident
Pressurizer dryout
Reactor core uncovery
starts
Core completely uncovered
Gap release - ring 1
Gap release - ring 2
Gap release - ring 3
Core melting starts
Core support plate failure
Lower head failure
Debris ejection to cavity
End of calculation

Time, s (h)
0 (0)

60 ( 0.02)
1,600 ( 0.44)

2,100 ( 0.58)
2,350 ( 0.65)
2,372 ( 0.66)
2,466 ( 0.69)
2,900 ( 0.81)

16,300 ( 4.53)
21,603 ( 6.00)
23,438 ( 6.51)

120,000(33.33)

Comment

water level below TAF

water level below BAF
failure criterion of 1,173 K
failure criterion of 1,173 K
failure criterion of 1,173 K

failure criterion of 1,273 K
failure criterion of 1,273 K

The reactor is scrammed and the power falls to the decay heat level. The reactor
pressure initially decreases rapidly as subcooled water is discharged through the break.
The coolant in the RCS then reaches saturated conditions, and the rate of
depressurization becomes slower. Initially, the mass flow rate is about 600 kg/s, and
continues to decrease as the system is depressurized. The HAs automatically inject cold
water into the RPV, when the reactor pressure falls below the HAs pressures.

The pressurizer is depleted at about 60 seconds, and the the first core uncovery
occurs at about 1,600 seconds. Water injection from the HAs keeps the core partially
covered , however, following the depletion of water in the HAs at bout 600 seconds, the
core becomes completely uncovered at about 2,100 seconds.

After the core is uncovered and the hydroaccumulators stop injection, the fuel
temperatures in the upper region of the core start increasing, and the first gap release in
ring 1 starts at 2,350 seconds. The fuel temperatures in the lower core regions remain
close to the water saturation temperature, because fuel elements are covered with water.
Without coolant makeup, core damage progresses at a low pressure, and about 220 kg
of hydrogen is produced in-vessel by the time of RPV breach. When the debris fall
down on the support plate, large amount of hot core debris rapidly heats up the core
support plate. The core support plate fails when its temperature reaches 1,273 K, and the
core debris relocates to the lower plenum at about 16,000 seconds. At about 11,000
seconds the control assemblies relocate to the lower plenum. The relocated debris starts
to heat up after RPV lower plenum dries out, and the heat transfer from the debris to the
RPV lower head leads to the failure of the RPV lower head at about 21,600 seconds.
The lower plenum debris is discharged to the cavity, and the core-concrete interaction
starts shortly after. The maximum debris temperature in the cavity is about 3,000K.

Following the release of the coolant from the primary system, both the pressure
and the temperature in the containment compartments increase. The bubble condenser
water pool, the containment structures, and the leakage from the containment keep the
containment pressure below the failure pressure of 260 kPa. The containment pressure
reaches 220 kPa at the end of calculation (120,000 seconds) and the pressure continues
to increase. At the time of RPV vessel breach, the containment pressure does not exceed
170 kPa.
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When the MLOCA occurs the water seals in the bubble condenser gap-cap system
opens, and the air and steam are then passed through the water pool. Steam condenses in
the bubble condenser pool, and the pool temperature increases. The air in the
containment is pushed to the bubble condenser air traps. When the pressure in the
bubble condenser shaft falls below the pressure in water trays the vacuum breaker opens
and the air is pushed back into the containment, and the concentration of air then
changes.

The containment does not fail until the end of calculation; however, radionuclides
are still released to the environment through the permanent leakage from the containment.

4.2 Comparison of MELCOR Results with other Codes

The comparison of major results and timing of key events are provited in Table 4,
and are discussed below.

Table 4 Comparison of the
Key events

Reactor scram (s)
Pressurizer empty (s)
HA injection starts (s)
HA empty (s)
Start of core uncovery(s)
Start of gap release (s)
Start of core melt (s)
Relocation of core to
lower head started (s)
Relocation to lower head
completed (s)
Reactor vessel failure (s)
Start of concrete
interaction (s)

timing, of key events.
MELCOR
NRA

0
60
60

600
1,600
2,350
2,900
6,900

16,100

21,603
23,438

MELCOR
VEIKI

5
21
64

482
2,212

NA
3,947
8,180

14,740

20,466
NA

MAAP4
VEIKI

12
29
40

440
2,650

NA
2,980
7,900

15,800

22,677
NA

MAAP4
NPPRI

0
1,022

NA
357

1,850
2,390
2,972
7,888

NA

14,684
14,690

RELAP5
VEIKI

11
35
55

730
1,600
2,631
3,775

NA

NA

NA
NA

NA - not available

The results of the calculations of all codes are similar.
The calculations of phase 1, until core uncovery, show that despite the differences

in nodalization, (primary and secondary circuit MELCOR NRA - 23 control volumes,
MELCOR VEIKI - 23 control volumes, MAAP4 VEIKI - 14 control volumes,
RELAP5 VEIKI - 350 control volumes, reactor core of MELCOR NRA - 3 radial and
13 axial nodes, MELCOR VEIKI - 4 radial and 14 axial nodes, MAAP4 VEIKI - 7
radial and 13 axial nodes, RELAP5 VEIKI - 5 radial and 10 axial nodes) and applied
tremohydraulic models (MELCOR - integrated code for modelling severe accident
progression, RELAP5 - advanced thermal hydraulic code, MAAP4 - mechanistic code
for analyses of severe accidents) the predictions agree to reasonable extent. The first key
event, pressurizer empty, except calculation MAAP4 in NPP RI is correspondingly,
since 21 seconds until 60 seconds. The first start of HAs is 40 seconds (MAAP4 VEIKI)
and last 64 seconds (MELCOR VEIKI). Very similar it is by MELCOR VEIKI and
MELCOR NRA 64 and 60 seconds.The time, that HAs are empty is since 440 seconds
(MAAP4 VEIKI) until 730 seconds (RELAP5 VEIKI). The absolute agreement is start
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of core uncovery between MELCOR NRA and RELAP VEIKI. The last start of core
uncovery is by MAAP4 VEIKI.

The results of phase 2, core heatup and meltdown, by different codes agree
reasonably well until the core geometry is intact, although the models used by them are
basically different. Start of core melt is since 2,900 ( MELCOR NRA) until 3,94
(MELCOR VEIKI).

Phase 3 molten debris in reactor pressure vessel lower head deviate to larger
extent. The completed relocation of core to lower head is predicted by MELCOR NRA
at 14,740 seconds and MELCOR VEIKI at 16,100 seconds since the beginning of
accident. The difference in calculated values for reactor pressure vessel failure is about
7,000 seconds. The reason is that the models of RPV failure are different. MAAP4
VEIKI used the Larson-Miller material creep model. MELCOR used a preliminary
model predicting vessel failure based on the wall inner surface temperature. VEIKI used
value of 1,750 K for creep failure predictions. NRA used default value 1,273 K.

The results of analyses for VVER-440/V-213 of severe accident for medium
LOCA scenario (break size 100 mm in cold leg) combined with station blackout carried
out by different computer codes and different group of analyses show that the
predictions agree to reasonable extent. The start of core melt is predicted within 0.8 to
1.08 hours and the reactor pressure vessel lower head failure is calculated within 4.1 to
6.3 hours since the initiation of accident. A substantial release of noble gases to the
enviroment through the permanent containment leakage is calculated.
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3. J. Husarcek, L. Kubisova, M. Kristof, and J. Slaby, MELCOR Input Deck Description
for Severe Accident Analyses of VVER-440, Model V-213 Nuclear Power Plant
Bohunice. SWISSLOVAK 97-001, Revision 1, NRA SR, Bratislava, Slovak Republic,
October 1997.

4. IAEA Database for the safety analysis of WER-440 model 213 nuclear power plants.
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5. A. Bujan, The analyses of SIB, SID and TMLB Sequences for EBO V-2 Reactor Unit
Using MAAP4/VVER Computer Code. NPP RI, Trnava, August 1997.
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Abstract
The present paper discusses some relevant phenomena occurring in advanced LWRs during postulated
accident scenarios. In particular, the operation of ESF is the starting point for analysis of those
phenomena that cause the mutual influence between PS and containment in these plants. As a
consequence, it is highlighted as accident analyses which treat PS and containment phenomena
completely separated may be not adequate when applied to innovative reactors. Exemplified thermal-
hydraulic analyses are presented for AP600 and SBWR, using the FUMO integrated model, for
highlight accident evolution taking into account these interactions. The architecture of this integrated
code is presented highlighting the importance of an integrated approach to the safety analysis in
innovative reactors.

Introduction
All innovative reactors have challenged code developers with special characteristics of systems to be
analysed, in particular concerning the thermal-hydraulic simulation [1]. As is clear from the working
principles of their ESFs, based on passive systems, the stronger coupling that exists in these reactors
between PS and containment phenomena during accident conditions with respect to the present NPP
generation, requires an integrated simulation of both systems in order to get a reliable information. This
is essentially because, in advanced LWRs, almost all accident sequences are changed in low-pressure
scenarios by PS deprcssurization procedures. The ESFs operation, performing some basic safety
functions, was taken as a basis for classifying phenomena or aspects that cause the mutual influence
between PS and containment in a previous paper [2]. For instance, in SBWR, the timing of operation of
GDCS strongly depends on the differential pressure between PS and containment; therefore an accurate
evaluation of pressure in both systems is required [3], together with an accurate PCCS characterisation.
Accident analyses which treat PS and containment phenomena as completely separated are not adequate
when applied to advanced reactors [4]. In fact, with the sequential calculation approach, which uses PS
calculation results to define mass and energy releases to be used in containment calculations,
approximate boundary conditions arc applied to reactor coolant loop and inaccurate sources are
obtained for containment pressurisation especially when, after depressurization, sub-critical flow
conditions are possible. Only a continuous interaction between PS and containment models can lead to
the evaluation of the tight coupling existing between the two systems. The FUMO integrated code [5],
presented in the following of the paper, is an example of this integrated approach, supplying to a well
assessed containment code the lacking information on boundary conditions.

Safety Characteristics of Innovative Reactors
Innovative reactors represent an evolution of proven reactors in which the aspects related to passive and
inherently safe characteristics of the plant are strongly enhanced. Moreover, thanks to the
simplifications introduced in the plants and to the adoption of protection systems based on readily
understandable principles, innovative reactors may promote a greater public acceptance of nuclear
power. In addition to the power reduction, the adoption of simplified systems accomplishing the basic
safety functions (i.e., control of coolant inventory, control of reactivity, decay heat removal and fission
product retention), making use of natural forces only, helps to increase the "walk-away time", that is the
period during which no external actions are needed to maintain the plant safety. These passive safety
features should not have the characteristics of "first of a kind" systems but should be chosen among
proven devices of well known behaviour. Nevertheless, as they are intended to withstand a wide range of
accident conditions, they must be thoroughly analysed both experimentally and theoretically to assess
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their characteristics. In particular, as the driving forces available to perform their function are generally
weaker than in corresponding active safety systems, studies must be carried out to make sure that they
are enough strong to cope with postulated accidents.
A consequence of the introduction of passive devices to inject coolant is the decrease of the pressure
value of that must be reached to obtain the long term cooling of the plant. While in proven reactors a
depressurization down to about 2. MPa was enough to start the RPV flooding by the active low pressure
injection systems, in innovative reactors the pressure equalisation between PS and containment is needed
to start the water injection from the large capacities included inside the containment. Therefore, ADS
must be introduced to change every high pressure sequence in a low pressure one, in the aim to let a
quicker gravity driven coolant injection.
In both AP600 and SBWR reactors, after a postulated LOCA, the core decay heat is rejected from the
containment to the environment by passive mechanisms, including natural circulation and vapour
condensation. In particular, in AP600, vapour condensation occurs on the internal surface of the steel
containment liner and is routed toward the reactor cavity. External spray systems enhance the heat
transfer from the outer liner surface in the medium term, while air natural circulation provides a
sufficiently effective heat removal mechanism in the long term. The lower containment compartments
are designed to collect water from the PS and from the storage tanks in order to maintain a minimum
water level above the main cooling lines. This creates natural circulation flow paths involving both PS
and containment which accomplish long term core cooling and decay heat removal. In SBWR, vapour
from the DW is condensed in HXs having drain lines connected with the GDCS pool, while venting lines
discharge noncondensable gases in the WW. From the GDCS pool, water is continuously fed to the
RPV where it is vaporised and again discharged to the containment through break and valves. The
above points out that the PS behaviour in innovative reactors is strictly linked to thermal-hydraulic
phenomena occurring within the containment. In fact, the way the mentioned natural circulation flow
paths take place depends on the containment geometry and cooling efficiency and on the location of
valves and breaks through which different flow patterns may occur.

Modelling Requirements
The serial approach adopted for current generation NPPs, in which the results obtained in the analysis
of PS are used to evaluate containment behaviour, is no more suitable for innovative reactors [6]. In
fact, by a serial approach neither the right boundary conditions are made available to study PS
behaviour nor the correct STs are obtained to analyse containment pressurisation and long term cooling.
As a consequence only integrated PS-containment analyses are capable to give a consistent picture of
accident scenarios. Present PS computer codes are not qualified to cope with containment phenomena
and difficulties were found even in their use for the simulation of innovative reactor PS scenarios [1],
especially when low pressures and noncondensable gases are involved. On the other hand, containment
analysis tools have generally no capability to adequately represent PS. The optimum solution [4] in this
respect could be the development of a new code, or the qualification of an existing one, in order to get a
tool capable to treat simultaneously PS and containment with a reasonable computational efficiency.
In the case in which only PS or only containment phenomena are mainly addressed, approximate
representations of the containment behaviour, in the former case, or of the reactor response, in the latter,
may be considered acceptable. So, existing qualified codes for PS or containment analyses may be
coupled with simplified modules supplying the lacking information on boundary conditions. Such an
approach, which is more attractive if fast-running code performances are needed, has been adopted at
DCMN, where a simplified PS module [5] was set up, to be coupled with the FUMO containment code.

The Integrated FUMO Code

DCMN started the integrated thermal-hydraulic analysis approach by upgrading the FUMO
containment code [7], developed to analyse transients in LWR containments, with the introduction of a
PS module called SIMSIP. In this integrated tool for advanced NPPs [5], containment models are the
same as in FUMO stand alone. Various models can be used to define thermodynamic conditions: the
common choice is to consider a two-region model, consisting of a homogeneous air-water mixture and a
liquid pool with allowance for presence of 6 non-condensable gases chosen among most significant ones
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in SAs. The effect of hydrogen production by corium-water interaction and combustion arc also taken
into account. PS is simulated by a simplified module (SIMSIP); homogeneous equilibrium balance
equations consider the contributions of both the junctions which connect volumes and of those used to
simulate the operation of various injection devices (e.g., ESFs, level control systems, etc.) and the
connections with the containment. Passive injection devices involving water storage tanks are simulated
by a quasi-steady model which takes into account water discharge from a tank with a pressure
behaviour calculated by the containment module.
Validation of tools for so long lasting transients is a difficult task due to the lack of applicable down-
scaled data, especially for combined behaviour of PS and containment. As a consequence, no direct
validation of an integrated code can be presently performed. The alternative is to separately validate PS
and containment modules, thus obtaining a qualitative idea of the accuracy in the prediction of known
phenomena. In this respect, the containment module has been thoroughly validated, also for advanced
NPPs [8]. Concerning PS module, the usual assessment procedure, based on analysis of separate effect
and integral tests is not applicable. This is due to the model simplicity and considering also the module
purpose, being to supply containment with realistic boundary conditions in long term analysis. A model
shakedown was carried out by comparing its results with those obtained by other PS codes for some
relevant transients and a limited assessment based on the analysis of PS simulators has been also
performed for both SBWR and AP600 [6].

Relevant SBWR Phenomena
The containment model adopted for SBWR has 13 control nodes (Fig. 1). DW is split into three main
volumes: cavity, lower DW and upper DW. Also the RPV head zone belongs to the DW, together the
GDCS pool and PCCS. Vents were not treated as independent but were collapsed in the upper DW.
Only one volume was employed for the WW. The external building is split into five volumes: one (not
represented in Fig. 1) where all the small cubicles around the reactor cavity and the WW were
collapsed; another for the refuelling zone (not in Fig. 1), and the others for the IC and PCCS pool zones.
For junctions, the three vents are particularly relevant, together with the VB between DW and WW, and
the junctions linking the PCCS to the DW, to the WW and to the GDCS. A particular modelling was
used for the structure that represents tubes of PCCS HXs. In fact, the outer pool level can significantly
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PCCS 4 IC pools
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Vents
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Fig. 1: Nodalization of SBWR plant for the integrated FUMO code
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decrease during a sequence, resulting in degraded heat transfer capabilities. HX surface is therefore split
into two regions, the first submerged in the pool, the second uncovered. Their area is varied during the
calculation according to the pool level. The RPV loop is modelled by seven volumes, still obtaining a
reasonable representation of reactor phenomena. Lumped parameter models simulate the FW line, the
steam lines and the various ESFs. Significant phenomena to be evaluated in this context are:
• degree of thermal stratification achieved in the pools, which affects both the capability to store the

energy coming from steam condensation and the vapour partial pressure above the free surfaces;
• efficiency of PCCS and IC in removing the decay heat, considering the effects of noncondensable

gases and the gravity heads in the lines which connect the HXs with the DW and the WW.
Different assumptions concerning this phenomena may result in strongly different predictions of the
pressure trend. In particular, since the level of containment pressurisation is determined by the vapour
and noncondensable partial pressures in the WW, assuming a higher PSP surface temperature leads to
predict a higher overall pressure. On the other hand, if a similar assumption is made for the water
contained in the vent pipes, a lower rate of condensation of DW vapour onto the liquid is obtained
because of the increased surface temperature. This turns out to decrease the predicted containment
pressure, owing to the reduced energy transfer from DW to PSP. In fact, in this case most of decay
power is routed to the PCCS.
Sensitivity studies were performed with the integrated FUMO to understand the relevance of the
mentioned phenomena in the long term after a MSLB [9]; firstly, a dynamic phase is experienced in
which vent pipe clearing occurs and the steam is condensed in the PSP; at the same tune, the great part
of noncondensable gases is transferred from the DW to the WW. Later on, the above mentioned heat
transfer mechanisms come into play, determining the containment pressure trend. As far as vapour
condensation onto pool surfaces is concerned, it was necessary to three different sensitivity calculations:
1. condensation on vent pipe water evaluated assuming the superficial pool temperature equal to the

average liquid temperature (maximum credible condensation rate) (label "max cond");
2. condensation on vent pipe water neglected ("no cond");
3. condensation evaluated by a realistic model taking into account pool side thermal resistance on the

basis of a free convection model ("realistic").
In Fig. 2 the calculated long term pressure trends in the DW are shown. It can be seen that in the cases
without condensation and with realistic modelling of pool resistance, DW pressure show a very limited
increase with respect to the third case. Jt must be emphasised that FUMO predicts, in some phases of
the transient, an almost complete clearing of non-condensable gases from the DW, to which the vent
pipes belong. This condition could be not appropriate to represent the air zone of the vents, where an
high condensation rate on the pool surface would lead to a high local gas concentration, greatly
inhibiting continued condensation. This local effect cannot be simulated adequately by a lumped
parameter code as FUMO, leading to the prediction of a very high condensation rate. Nevertheless, it
can be noted that the containment design pressure (483. kPa) is well above the maximum pressure
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reached at the end of the three days period, even with very conservative assumptions about
condensation. This demonstrate the strong safety margins considered in the SBWR design.
Figure 3, reporting the power extracted by the PCCS for the three cases provides the reason for the
differences in the containment pressure trends. In fact, as previously noted, a greater vapour
condensation on water in the vent pipes decreases the amount of vapour available for condensation in
the PCCS and is responsible for storing decay energy in the PSP. This, in turn, determines the long term
increase of containment pressure.
The relevance of an integrated approach on SBWR analysis is highlight in a sensitivity LOFW sequence
with conditions of degraded ESF performance [9]. Figures 4 and 5 compare results obtained by
integrated FUMO and by SIMSIP stand-alone, with a TRAC run. DC levels and core rod temperatures
show the effect of the different assumptions adopted for containment pressure on GDCS intervention
timing and then on the core cooling conditions. In stand-alone module, the containment pressure was set
to a constant value drawn from previous separate calculations; on the other hand, in both integrated
runs, the actual containment pressurisation was simulated, leading to a higher dry-out. Finally, Figs. 6
and 7 show the differences between integrated and stand-alone calculations on the side of containment
phenomena. The feedback of containment pressurisation on DPVs flow rate results in different DW and
WW pressure histories. In particular, equalisation of the pressure in the two compartments is predicted
earlier in the integrated code than in the separate calculations.

Relevant AP600 Phenomena
Figure 8 shows the complete AP600 nodalization for FUMO integrated (LOFW sequence). For the
internal containment a 11 control nodes have been employed, while four nodes have been developed for
the external space between the steel containment shroud and the concrete shield. To better simulate the
spray effects, the temperature of the gas mixture in the node 13 (ascending gap) is not a lumped value
but the vertical temperature profile of the air and of the water film along the height of the steel
containment vessel is evaluated, hence an equivalent heat transfer coefficient is derived. For simulating
the heat capacity of the solid structures, 94 heat slabs and 2 cylindrical sinks are used The steel
containment liner was split in two structures in order to allow the simulation of a partial wetting of its
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Fig. 8: Nodalization of AP600 plant for the integrated FUMO code.

surface. There is an intrinsic limitation in this hypothesis, representative of a situation where the bad
water distribution occurs at large scale, and not at small scale, as expected. If a frequent alternation of
wet and dry zones is present, the thermal conductivity of the metal liner is probably able to make the
liner temperature uniform and enhance the heat transfer. The employed approximation should therefore
provide conservative results.
The PS nodalization has been set-up to obtain a reliable model essentially oriented to provide the mass
and energy exchange terms to the containment module. It can be noted that the two cooling loops of the
AP600 plant have been collapsed in a single equivalent loop. Clearly such an approximation does not
allow to appreciate asymmetrical behaviour of the cooling loops in some accident scenarios. However it
is considered suitable to provide reasonable blow-down terms to the containment even in such
conditions. The PS model consists of 12 control volumes, 17 implicit junctions connecting the control
nodes among themselves, 18 heat structures and 16 (Large LOCA sequence) or 20 (LOFW sequence)
explicit junctions inter-linking the control nodes of the PS with the containment nodes.
The spectrum of the studied sequences is restricted (only two scenarios have been considered), and it is
therefore not straightforward to draw conclusions about the AP600 containment system. There are
however some typical characteristics of this plant that have been pointed out: the pressure level achieved
in the long term is a direct function of the equivalent external heat transfer coefficient and the pressure
peaks inside the containment are rapidly reduced by the PCCS. Even in the worse case from the point of
view of the pressure load on the containment, i. e. the Large LOCA sequence, the pressure is kept well
below the required limits. There is of course an intrinsic limit in the pressure reduction, linked to the
absence of active systems. High temperature, and in consequence high pressure, is the only driving
forces for carrying outside the decay heat, so in the long term, the pressure trend is almost flat, and,
unless some active system is activated, can only decrease following the decay heat generation.

Analysis of a Large LOCA Sequence

The purpose of these analyses is to assess the long term behaviour of the system in order to check if the
PCCS concept, together with the heat sinks, is able to guarantee the desired safety margins. This
sequence was calculated until 250,000. s. Following the break opening and the subsequent reactor
scram, the RPV rapidly depressurizes from the nominal pressure of about 15. MPa to about 0.25 MPa
(Fig. 9) and in a very short time attains the containment pressure that is meanwhile increasing due to the
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blow-down from the break. The water collapsed level in the DC (Fig. 10) sharply decreases during the
first phase of the transient and it is restored by the accumulator, CMT and IRWST injections.
Concerning the mass and energy exchange between the PS and the containment system, a phenomenon
deeply influencing the containment pressure stands out from the calculation. The flow-rate from the
break show a temporal window between about 6,000. and 40,000. s where the flow is constituted by a
steam/liquid water mixture. This window is linked to the period of high injection rate from the IRWST
and leads to a depressurization of the containment system due to the reduction of the steam production.
After this period the IRWST injection rate is considerably reduced by the equilibrium that is reached
among the injection tank level and the levels present inside the RPV and the sump of the SG room where
the break is located.
In Fig. 11 the pressure trend in the containment internal volumes is shown. It is characterised by two
initial peaks, the first one linked to the main coolant release, the second one to the release of the latent
heat contained in the SGs and also linked to the effect of the thin metallic structures. The pressure is
rapidly dropped by the operation of the PCCS system. In the phase between 10,000. and 40,000. s its
value becomes very small, due to the lack of a significant steam source, as previously discussed. In the
long term (100,000. s) an almost stationary pressure level is reached; this=pressure level is not strongly
dependent on the accident history but it mainly derives from the evaluation of the global heat transfer
resistance given by all the mechanisms which play a role in carrying the decay heat outside the
containment, in particular on the external side. In the long term phase of the sequence, the decay power
is in equilibrium with the exchanged power (Fig. 12). On the contrary, in the previous phase the decay
energy is also transferred to the containment structures and to the IRWST water. So, the thermal-
hydraulic conditions that are reached are strongly dependent on the PCCS operation.

Analysis of Long Term Core Cooling Recirculation

After the complete loss of the normal FW, a reactor trip, caused by the FW/steam flow mismatch signal,
occurs at the time of about 4. s. The SG isolation, with the MSIV closure, follows at time of about 20.
s. With SG isolated, the decay power transferred from the primary to the secondary side of SGs, causes
an increase of the steam pressure until the set-point of SG SRV 1 is reached. The steam discharge
through SRVs causes a SG secondary side mass decrease. The decay heat is removed by the SG SRV
operation and the PS (Fig. 13) undergoes to a slow depressurization. Due to the continuous decrease of
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the level in the SG secondary side, the heat transfer from the PS to the SG is progressively reduced, so
the PS pressure increases and the pressurizer SRV set-point is reached. Coolant is lost through the
pressurizer SRV and the PS mass inventory decreases. Meanwhile the fluid temperature rises, the CMT
actuation signal is reached. After about 5,000. s from the beginning of the transient, the 1st stage of
ADS opens followed by ADS 4th stage and a drastic reduction of PS pressure and water inventory is
observed. An increase in the water inventory follows the accumulator intervention. After the further PS
depressurization, due to the ADS, the IRWST injection finally occurs. During this sequence the source
of the containment pressurisation is the steam released from the SG secondary side and overall from the
ADS 4th stage. The total pressure trend inside the containment is given in Fig. 14. The peak which
occurs at about 5,000. s is rapidly dropped by the cooling action of the heat structures and by the
PCCS. The containment repressurization, at about 30,000. s, is due to the decreasing of the IRWST
water level below the ADS 1 injection elevation, leading to a steam release directly in the atmosphere of
the containment.

Conclusions

In the previous sections some aspects involving an effect of the containment phenomena on PS accident
evolution have been discussed for AP600 and SBWR. General design features were briefly outlined with
reference to the passive safety features introduced to cope with postulated accidents. The strong
coupling existing between the two systems has been the main outcome of the discussion.
The need for integrated calculation tools capable to analyse the whole plant is the obvious conclusion on
the side of accident analysis. In fact, with the conventional serial approach making use of codes for
separate analyses of PS and containment, it is very difficult to obtain reliable information on boundary
conditions to be applied in the study of the two systems. Various choices in the development of such
integrated tools are possible, including qualification of existing PS codes for containment analyses and
coupling of PS and containment qualified codes. The particular choice adopted at DCMN, i.e. the
development of a simplified PS module to be introduced inside the FUMO containment code, has been
highlighted. The code has been obtained by coupling a well assessed containment code with a PS
module developed on the basis of engineering approximations. The tool is mainly intended for the
prediction of containment phenomena; the objective for introducing the PS module in FUMO was to
partly eliminate the uncertainties about releases of mass and energy from the PS which arise in separate
calculations. Nevertheless, the results obtained in SBWR and AP600 applications show that indications
on the overall reactor behaviour can also be obtained. This information could be used as a basis for
further and more sophisticated PS analyses, aimed at investigating more subtle local details.
Some characteristics of the long term behaviour of the two plants have been highlighted. In particular,
the performed sensitivity analyses demonstrated the need for the development of models providing BE
description of phenomena as pool stratification and surface condensation and for condensation in PCCS
and IC conditions. In fact, the competition between the various heat transfer mechanisms in the
containment determines the long term pressure trend. But, in the two plants, there is an intrinsic limit in
the pressure reduction, linked to the absence of active systems. High temperature, and in consequence
high pressure, is the only driving forces for carrying outside the decay heat, so in the long term, the
pressure trend is almost flat, and, unless some active system is activated, can only decrease following
the decay heat generation.
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Abbreviations
ADS
ASME

BE
CMT
CSNI

DC
DCMN

DPV
DW
ESF
FW
GDCS
GE
HX
IAEA
IC
IRWST

Automatic Depressurization System
American Society of Mechanical
Engineering
Best Estimate
Core Makeup Tank
Committee on Safety of Nuclear
Installations
Down-comer
Dipartimento di Costruzioni Meccaniche
e Nucleari
Depressurization Valves
Dry Well
Engineering Safety Features
Feed Water
Gravity Driven Cooling System
General Electric
Heat Exchanger
International Atomic Energy Agency
Isolation Condenser
In Containment Refuelling Water Storage
Tank

JSME Japanese Society of Mech. Engineering
LOCA Loss Of Coolant Accident
LOFW Loss Of Feed Water
LP Lower Plenum
LWR Light Water Reactor
MSLB Main Steam Line Break
MSIV Main Steam line Isolation Valve
NPP Nuclear Power Plant
PCCS Passive Containment Cooling System
PRHR Passive Residual Heat Removal
PS Primary System
PSP Pressure Suppression Pool
RHR Residual Heat Removal
RPV Reactor Pressure Vessel
SA Severe Accident
SBWR Simplified Boiling Water Reactor
SG Steam Generator
SRV Safety Relief Valve
TCM Technical Committee Meeting
VB Vacuum Breaker
WW Wet Well
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ABSTRACT

A small break LOCA event simulation with no high pressure injection system available, known as
International Atomic Energy Agency Standard Problem Exercise no.4 (IAEA-SPE-4), was performed on
the PMK-2 integral test facility in Budapest in 1993. This paper analyses the response of the PMK-2
facility, a model of WER-440 nuclear power plant, using the latest released version MOD3.2.1.2 of the
RELAP5 thermal-hydraulic code.

After several years of the SPE-4 experiment analyses, many problems have emerged and been studied.
Main goal of the present analyses was to study the main influencing parameters for adequate modelling of
the hexagonal core channel with 19-rod bundle and the phenomena during the core uncovery. Some
influencing parameters have been identified, mostly on the primary side, but some also on the secondary
side. This is exact simulation of main coolant pump coastdown, hydro-accumulators water temperature
and connections to the primary system. Some concern has also been given to the horizontal steam
generator modelling, since it has been recognized as a deficiency of the RELAP5 code. Finally, break
model and location influence to the transient course in the PMK-2 facility has been studied extensively
and found as the most influencing parameter.

INTRODUCTION

In late 1980's International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) sponsored the construction of PMK-NVH
integral test facility, a model of Hungarian Paks NPP, WER-440 type, and started an international
research program on safety of WER-440 plants. Later in 1990's the facility has been upgraded,
especially on the secondary side (steam and feedwater system) and given a new name PMK-2 at this
occasion. Most of the experiments performed on this facility were LOCA type, with the break located at
the top of external reactor vessel downcomer. The experiment, known as the IAEA Fourth International
Standard Problem Exercise (SPE-4) [1] has been initiated by opening a break valve with 3.2-mm
orifice in the break line. This corresponded to 7.4 % in the reference Paks NPP. The presented work
deals with RELAP5 [2] simulation of the above SB LOCA.

PMK-2 FACILITY DESCRIPTION

PMK-2 is a 1:2070 volumetrically scaled down, full height (except for the lower plenum and
pressurizer), full pressure and full scaled power integral test facility. On the secondary side the
steam/water ratio is kept as in the original WER-440 plant. The reference plant, Hungarian Paks NPP
is a 6-loop PWR (WER-440), but the model is only 1-loop.

The PMK-2 integral test facility consists of a reactor vessel model with an external downcomer, a hot
leg with a pressurizer vessel, a steam generator, a cold leg and a cold leg bypass with a pump.
Differing from the western type NPPs, WER plants have loop seals both in cold and hot legs, which is
also reflected in the PMK-2 facility. An electrically heated 19-rod bundle with uniform axial and radial
power distribution, implanted in a hexagonal ceramic insertion simulates the reactor core. The shape of
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the core rod bundle is the copy of a real WER-440 rod bundle. The downcomer is modelled outside
the reactor vessel, but is preserving the annular shape of the cross-section.
Two passive hydro-accumulators, one connected to the upper plenum and the other to the reactor
vessel external downcomer, model only three out of four hydro-accumulators installed in the reference
WER-440 plant. The hydro-accumulator injecting into the upper plenum has double capacity and
represents two hydro-accumulators of the WER-440 plant, the one injecting into the external
downcomer represents only one hydro-accumulator, while the fourth one is not represented in the
PMK-2 facility. LPSI system line is connected to the hydro-accumulator no.1 injection line.

Steam generator is designed from the outside as if it was vertical, but the flow regimes on the primary
and secondary sides are in fact similar to those in the WER-440 plants. Steam is separated from liquid
only by gravity. Steam separators are installed neither in the PMK-2 facility nor in the real WER-440
plant SGs.

IAEA-SPE-4 EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

The IAEA-SPE-4 experiment, conducted on the PMK-2 integral test facility, started from full scaled
power and primary loop flow at, nominal primary and secondary pressure, with the steam generator
filled almost up to the steam line connection. The initial conditions for the test are given in Table I,
where in the first column "nominal" values are given, calculated from real WER-440 initial steady
state according to the scaling rules. The second column presents the actual SPE-4 test conditions prior
to the transient initiation, while values achieved after the RELAP5/MOD3.2.1.2 initialization process are
listed in the last column, identical for all the calculations. All the parameters were matched closely by
RELAP5, except for the primary temperatures, where certain discrepancies point at temperature
measurement inaccuracy of about ± 1 K, as reported in the test documentation [1].

Table I: Initial conditions for the IAEA-SPE-4 test

Parameter Nominal SPE-4 RELAP5
Primary side

Core power (kW)
Upper plenum pressure (MPa)
Cold leg temperature (K)
Hot leg temperature (K)
Loop average temperature (K)
Upper head temperature (K)
Pressurizer relative level (m)
Primary flow (kg/s)
Accumulator no.1 pressure (Mpa)
Accumulator no.2 pressure (Mpa)
Accumulator no.1 relative level (m)
Accumulator no.2 relative level (m)

664
12.3
541
no data
no data
no data
1.454
4.5
59
59
1.65
2.06

665.12
12.33
540.1
566.7
553.4
534.2 (536.8)(1)

1.32
4.91
60.5
60.4
1.465
1.855

665.12
12.33
540.9
566.6
553.75
534.5
1.32
4.91
60.5
60.4
1.465
1.855

Secondary side
Secondary pressure (MPa)
Feedwater flow (kg/s)
Feedwater temperature (K)
SG relative level (m)

4.6
0.36
496
1.97

4.56
0.35
494.2
2.62

4.56
0.3495
494.2
2.62

(1) Value in the test documentation is 534.2 K, but actual measurement shows 536.8 K

The transient was initiated by opening the break valve at the top of the external reactor vessel
downcomer. There was an orifice with 3.2-mm diameter inserted in the break line, which corresponded
to a 7.4% break in the original WER-440 plant. Steam generator has been isolated in the first 6
seconds of the transient by closing the valve in the main steam line and the feedwater line valve.
These two actions caused the further sequence of events, given in Table II.
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Initially, primary pressure dropped rapidly due to relatively large break opening and state of saturation
on the primary side was reached in matter of seconds. Reactor tripped about 4 seconds from the
beginning and after about 11 seconds into the transient, the conditions were reached to initiate primary
coolant pump coastdown. Meanwhile, after about 25 seconds, primary pressure dropped below 6 MPa,
so that hydro-accumulators could start to discharge. During the pump coastdown simulation the forced
primary circulation was gradually inhibited, so the vapour bubble started growing in the reactor vessel.
Before the first hot and cold leg loop seal clearing, reactor vessel level reached the point, when at one
moment the heater rods uncovered enough that a short heatup was observed at around 140 s
transient time.

Table II: Setpoints and sequence of events in the IAEA-SPE-4 test

Parameter

Break opening
Secondary side isolation
Secondary leak opening

Reactor trip
Pump coastdown
Pressurizer empty
Hydroaccumulators open
Vessel collapsed level drops to
the top of the core (1st)
Core dryout occurs (1sl)
Secondary bleed initiated

Hot leg loop seal clearing (1st)
Cold leg loop seal clearing
Hydroaccumulator no.1 empty
Hydroaccumulator no.2 empty
Hot leg loop seal clearing (final)
Vessel collapsed level drops to
the top of the core (2nd)
Vessel collapsed level above
core bottom at core dryout
Core dryout occurs (2nd)
LPIS start
Peak rod temperature
Core quenching
SG emergency feed initiated

SPE-4 test
setpoint

none reported

pDnm< 11.15 MPa
pDrim< 9.21 MPa
PRZ lev. < 0.02 m
pDrim< 5.9 Mpa

pprim< 9.21 MPa
+ 150s

ac.lev. < 0.245 m
ac.lev. < 1.035 m

1.5 m

pmim< 5.9 Mpa
731 K

p ^ 0.93 MPa

timing (s)
0-0.1
0-6
-

4
12
23
26
125

138
162

165
250
310
315
350-400
660

1120

1120
1380
1380
1380-1420
1430

RELAP5 "base" calculation
setpoint

deduced from
experimental data
pDrim< 11.15 Mpa
pDrim < 9.21 Mpa
PRZ lev. < 0.02 m
pprim< 5.9 Mpa

pprim < 9.21 Mpa
+ 155s

ac.lev. < 0.245 m
ac.lev. < 1.035 m

0.53 m

720 K

Psec < 0.93 Mpa

timing (s)
0-3
0-6
5

4.15
11.1
18
26.8
125

150-160 (1>
166

165
200-280
305
295
385-400 <2>
420

1180

1180
1360
1380
1380-1420
1650

(1> first dryout does not occur in RELAP5 calculation; the value given is the period of the lowest core
collapsed level in the reactor vessel

<2) final hot leg loop seal clearing in RELAP5 calculation is incomplete

The initial period of the transient was rather dynamic also on the secondary side, but when tuned to the
experimental data, not crucial for the SPE-4 sequence of events. Due to the steam flow isolation a
rapid secondary pressure increase was observed, but not high enough for the secondary relief valve to
be opened. Later, in the absence of the HPSI system, operator had to perform other actions to ensure
plant cooling before the discharge from the LPSI system. Therefore the emergency bleed path was
opened and remained so till the end of the SPE-4 test. Much later, close to the end of the test,
emergency feedwater was delivered to the steam generator to prevent secondary side dryout.

More interest in the SPE-4 test was given to the primary side response, since the test was considered
to simulate a beyond design accident, threatening the core integrity. After about 310 seconds both
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hydro-accumulators have emptied and were then isolated. During the period of the hydro-accumulator
discharge, break flow varied greatly in quality and quantity, but mostly two-phase. Since the further
phenomena are dependent on the correct primary inventory and its distribution around the loop, this
period was considered to be crucial for correct RELAP5 simulation.

After the hydro-accumulator discharge, a period of final loop seal clearing followed. Both loop seals
were already cleared at the end of the pump coastdown, immediately after the cold leg shortcut
opening, but hot leg loop seal was soon refilled with the cold hydro-accumulator water. The final hot leg
loop seal clearing occurred between 350 s and 400 s of transient time.
In the period between 400 s and approximately 1400 s, the primary inventory was confined only within
reactor vessel and downcomer, slowly evaporating and being discharged through the break. Reactor
vessel and downcomer levels linearly decreased and the core uncovery started. Core collapsed level
started to drop below the top of the core after about 660 s and reached the lowest point about 700 s
later, when the primary pressure dropped below the setpoint for the LPIS initiation. Shortly after that,
the 250-s period of core heatup was concluded. Meanwhile, top core temperatures increased for about
275 K, up to 730 K, when the core was almost instantaneously quenched. The test was terminated at
1800 s, about 400 s after the core quenching, when the reactor vessel inventory was regained enough
that the core could be fully covered again.

RELAP5 MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The hydrodynamic model consists of 101 volumes, connected with 104 junctions. There are 102 heat
structures with 408 mesh points connected to it. The 48 control variables and 14 trips represent the
measurement system and controls. The model has been developed at US in the past years for the
purpose of simulating the IAEA-SPE experiments [3,4]. System nodalization is presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Nodalization of the PMK-2 facility for RELAP5 analyses of IAEA-SPE-4 test

The following facility features, test details and modelling guidelines have been taken into account.
Upper head temperature was reported to be 534.2 K, but actual measurement from the test showed
536.8 K. A value closer to the lower one was chosen to have colder upper head during a SB LOCA and
less voiding in the reactor vessel. Horizontal parts were modelled exactly, to allow development of
horizontal as well as vertical stratification. The calibration procedure for the pump coastdown was
disregarded [5], as well as the primary heat loss distribution suggested in the [6], only the jnitial
integral value has been matched. Horizontal steam generator was modelled using artificial SG
downcomer to reach proper secondary void distribution and to match the reported steam generator
level. Very thin limestone cover has been modelled on the inner and outer sides of SG tubes and on
the outer surface of heater rods to achieve correct secondary pressure at target cold leg temperature
and to initialize inner rod temperature more correctly. Experimental data observation lead to conclusion
that it was necessary to model certain amount of secondary leak up to 350 s. After 350 s leak was
closed and the opening of the other relief valve set to a lower value to match the correct secondary
pressure during the transient. Secondary heat losses have not been modelled. Relief valve steam flow
tuning during the transient accommodated secondary system response.

RESULTS

The results shown in the next few pictures mainly focus on the influence of the break vicinity modelling
on RELAP5/MOD3.2.1.2 prediction of the core heatup phenomena due to reactor vessel level
depletion during the SB LOCA.
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The top part of the downcomer has rather complicated geometry, with several pipes connected to the
top part, all from the side. These are 046 cold leg connection and two 026 connections for hydro-
accumulator and break pipe. The situation during a small break LOCA scenario becomes fully 3-
dimensional, so RELAP5 can be expected to model proper break flow only by chance. In the
experiment, the whole period of the pump coastdown, before establishing natural circulation through
the cold leg shortcut, was characterized by single-phase liquid break flow. It was hardly expected that
RELAP5 code could reproduce this phenomenon satisfactorily, due to the complicated geometry in the
upper part of the external reactor vessel downcomer. Four different nodalizations of the break have
been compared, as seen on Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Break nodalization variations for the SPE-4 test simulation

The break nodalization shown in Figure 1 was found to be the most suitable for simulating a SB LOCA
on the PMK-2 facility and is further addressed as "base" case. This nodalization avoids cross-
junctions which are not recommended in RELAP5 guidelines. The 17-cm high dead-end volume at the
top of downcomer serves to collect some small amount of the voids, which are formed in the initial
blowdown phase. This helps that break location stays flooded mainly with subcooled liquid during the
first 180 s, as can be concluded from the experimental data. The next nodalization marked as "no
pipe" is only a variation of the "base" case with removed intermediate pipe between downcomer top
and the break valve. This influences the pressure drop before the break valve and consequently the
quality of the discharged coolant Discharge coefficients for the first calculations were set to 0.9, 0.8,
and 0.8 for the subcooled liquid, two-phase mixture and superheated vapuor respectively. In the next
case another possibility was tested and named "top vol.", which indicates that both cold leg and break
were connected to the top downcomer volume. The elevation of the cold leg and break line connection
remains the same, only the orientation changes. This later allowed more vapour to reach the break in
the initial blowdown phase. The last analyzed nodalization, later addressed as "one vol." is
characterized by only one volume, which models the entire downcomer inlet box. Discharge
coefficients for the last two calculations were set as high as 1.2, 2.0, and 1.0 respectively, to match the
experimental value of discharged primary mass. The last two chosen nodalizations were used in most
of the previous analyses at US [3] or by most of the participants of the IAEA-SPE-4 [1], but with a
variety of discharge coefficients, usually not higher than 1.2 for any phase. One of the few exceptions
offered only the Croatian model, presented in [1], but the break flow was not matched exactly at that
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time, probably due to different code version used (RELAP5/MOD3 V7j) and different choice of break
discharge coefficients (0.82/0.82/1.0).

The integral of break flow is presented for the four calculated cases in Figure 3. This was recognized
as the most influential parameter for correct prediction of core heatup. The correct break flow rate with
the correct quality and consequently correct enthalpy is the base for the correct primary inventory
distribution prediction. These further influence loop seal clearing process and correct depletion rate in
other parts of the primary system, especially in the core and downcomer. Besides, it governs the
primary pressure and the hydro-accumulator discharge rate. It can be seen that "base" case and its
close variation "no pipe" case give similar results, although in "no pipe" case break flow was
somewhat underpredicted in the first 100 s. It can be also seen, that both "one vol." and "top vol." in
Figure 3 break nodalizations cause more voiding at the break and underpredict the break flow during
the hydro-accumulator discharge period.
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The consequences of the break flow prediction on the reactor vessel collapsed level development are
shown in Figure 4. It is evident that in the "one vol." and "top vol." case more oscillations were
observed in the primary system. This caused step-wise hydro-accumulator discharge and spikes in the
reactor vessel level. The best predictions seem to be exactly in the last two mentioned cases, but only
because of slightly underpredicted discharged primary mass and incorrect level in the downcomer.
Figure 5 shows where the missing primary coolant is kept, while the final discharged mass matches
the experimental data, although certain amount is missing in the core after the end of hydro-
accumulator discharge. Hot leg loop seal could not clear completely in any of the analyzed cases.
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Figure 4: Reactor vessel collapsed level
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Figure 5: Hot leg loop seal collapsed level on the hot collector side
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Finally, the comparison of core top temperatures for the four calculated cases is given in Figure 6.
This is considered to be the most important parameter for observation for two reasons. First, as SPE-4
test was conducted according to the beyond design scenario, the task was to show whether such
scenario could lead to core degradation. Secondly, several authors and research groups identified core
heatup prediction during the SB LOCA as RELAP5 deficiency previously. It can be seen that only in
"base" case core heatup was predicted by RELAP5.
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Figure 6: Core top temperatures

CONCLUSIONS

The presented simulations of SPE-4 experiment, especially "base" case, matched the experimental
data very closely, except for the reactor vessel and hot leg loop seal level. Some tuning of various
parameters has been done, but all within the acceptable limits and considering physically consistent
assumptions. The results lead us to regain relatively high confidence in the ability of RELAP5 to predict
phenomena in the WER-type integral test devices.

All other break nodalizations chosen, except the slight variation of the "no pipe" case, produced the
results, which could not match the experimental data quite satisfactorily. Especially the break flow was
underpredicted in the initial transient phase, which caused some primary pressure oscillations and
unstable hydro-accumulator discharge. Flow spikes and level oscillations were observed in different
parts of the secondary system.

Some unresolved issues in this area remained to be analyzed in the future, as for instance, hot leg
loop seal clearing mechanism. Finally, when the primary inventory distribution is correctly predicted the
phenomena causing the core dryout and heatup will have to be studied in detail.
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Abstract

The analysis of bypass flow to the upper head was performed on the extracted model of the
BETHSY pressure vessel. Total mass flow was varied in this analysis. Assessment of
RELAP5/MOD2 and RELAP5/MOD3.2 code was performed through this analysis. Both
codes produced discontinuity when turning to reversed flow direction. Discontinuity,
predicted by RELAP5 was resolved, when detailed model of pressure vessel was used. The
upper head in detailed model was subdivided into 3 volumes to approximate the real flow in
the upper head.

1. Previous work on the 6.2 TC test

In our previous work a post test analysis of BETHSY Test 6.2 TC was made to validate
RELAP5/MOD3.2 computer code. The BETHSY 6.2 TC test [1] simulates a scaled six-inch
cold leg break transient with no safety injection (HPSI, LPSI) available. The test was
performed at the BETHSY experimental facility (France) to analiyze the transient phenomena
during small break LOCA of the reference plant and as a comparative experiment for
different test facilities with different scales, BETHSY, LOBI, LSTF and SPES. The transient
starts from initial conditions listed in table 1 with reduced RCP rotation speed of 238 rpm. It
should be noted that the core flowrate for this test was reduced for more than 10 times,
comparing to the test 9.1.b. Basic transient events are summarized below:

• Large core uncovery and fuel heatup occurred.
• To recover the core, accumulator injection on the intact loops starts when primary

pressure drops below 4,2 MPa.
• Transient was terminated on pressurizer pressure lower than 0,7 MPa.

1.1. RELAP5 model of BETHSY facility

The base RELAP5 input model of BETHSY facility, which was developed for analysis of the
test 9.1.b (OECD ISP-27), was initialized to the prescribed conditions for the test 6.2 TC. It
consists of 335 volumes, 344 junctions and 333 heat structure.
The break nozzle was modelled by using a single junction with a flow area representative for
a scaled down 6 inch break opening. The discharge coefficients for the break junction were
adjusted to the values of 0.85, 1.2, 0.95 for subcooled liquid, two-phase flow and superheated
vapor, respectively.
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1.2. Initial conditions and transient calculation

During the stabilizing process special care was taken to achieve the steady-state conditions
consistent with the experimental data. Compared to the test 9.1.b the reactor coolant pump
speed had to be reduced from 2940 rpm to 250 rpm. The RCP speed was still higher than
experimental value (238 rpm) in order to obtain the required core outlet temperature.
Reduced RCS forced circulation caused enormous difficulties in initialization of bypass flow
to the upper head using the RELAP5/MOD3.2 code. Zero steady state flow to the upper head
(experimental value is 0,28% of the total flow rate) was obtained. To adjust initial bypass
flow, several modifications were made, including renodalization of some volumes in the
upper head and adjustments of hydraulic losses in the pressure vessel [2].
All of them lead to the flow stagnation in the upper head and guide tube region. Physical
background for this phenomenon was not completely understood.

Table 1. Test 6.2 initial conditions
Parameter

core power, kW
pressurizer pressure, MPa
pressurizer level, m
pumpl rotation speed, rpm
core inlet temp., K
core outlet temp., K
primary coolant inventory,

kg
steam generator pressure,
MPa
steam generator water
level, m
feedwater temperature, K
pressure vessel upper head
temperature, K
heat loss, kW
total mass flowrate, kg/s

bypass flow to the upper
head , kg/s / %

measured
2863 ± 30

15,38 ±0,15
7,45 ± 0,2
238 ±0,15
557,2 ± 0,4
588,2 ± 0,4
1984 ±50

6,84 ± 0,07

11,1 ±0,05

523,1 ± 4
577,0

54,82
16,81

(calculated from
core power)
0,047 / 0,28

RELAP5/MOD3.2
2864
15,38
7,45

250,2
557,7
588,3
1948

6,78

12,1

523
583,2

75
16,91

0,0/0,0

Transient was calculated from initial conditions listed in Table 1 (after several hundred
seconds of steady state run) with zero initial bypass flow.
The major transient events were reasonably predicted [2]. Transient calculation showed
significant discrepancy from experiment, when core liquid levels were compared. Core level
deviation from experimental data was reported also by other authors [3],[4],[5]. The behaviour
of the core liquid level during the transient is shown in Figure 1. Minimum liquid level in the
core, just before emptying the cold leg (cold leg loop seal clearance), was 0.2 m deeper and 17
seconds delayed in the simulation than in the experiment. However relatively reasonable
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agreement can be observed. On the other hand a large deviation from experimental data
occured after the loop seal clearance. Simulation showed earlier and 1 m deeper second core
uncovery, due to delayed loop seal cleararance. Furtheremore, several minor core level
depressions occurred until the end of the transient.

RELAP5/MOD3.2
measured

N-.

Figure 1: Core liquid level

It has been reported in several papers [6],[7],[8], that core level behaviour during loss of
coolant transient is sensitive to the initial amount of bypass flow between the downcomer and
upper head area. Incorrect core liquid behaviour may emerge from incorrect calculation of
steady state bypass flow.

2. Flow phenomena in the upper head

To understand the background of bypass flow stagnation in the upper part of pressure vessel, a
parametric analysis of different forced circulation was performed on the extracted model of
pressure vessel. Shortened "BETHSY" model was used for two reasons:

> the impact of pressure vessel parameters on the bypass flow through junction 152 can be
investigated separately, without influence of other parts of the primary and secondary
system,

> the calculations were faster than with the full "BETHSY" model.

The RELAP5 nodalization of extracted pressure vessel is shown in Figure 2. Its boundary
conditions correspond to 6.2 TC test, only the total mass flow was varied. The inlet and outlet
flow conditions were modelled by time dependent volumes and single volumes, respectively.

The influence of total mass flow variation on the bypass flow through junction 152 is
presented in Figure 3. Junction 152 describes the area of 8 calibrated oriffices at the bypass
flow path to the upper head. Each point on the chart represents different calculation with
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different value of total mass flow. The analysis was performed with RELAP5/MOD2 and
RELAP5/MOD3.2 code. Total flow was varied by constant core power 2864 kW
(characteristic for the test 6.2 TC).
The bypass flow 152 increases with increasing total flowrate value, whereas its decreasing
lead to the bypass flow reversal. The transition to the reversed bypass flow direction is
discontinuous, in between flow stagnation occurred. Discontinuous jump can be observed for
M0D2 and MOD3.2 calculations, only the bypass flow curves were shifted. The total mass
flow values characteristic for 6.2 TC test are marked on the figure 3. It can be noted that
M0D2 succeeded to establish bypass flow to the upper head, whereas MOD3.2 predicted
flow stagnation.
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Figure 2: Extracted model of the pressure vessel

total mass flow (kg/s)

Figure 3: Bypass flow to the upper head

3. Physical background of the flow reversal phenomenon

The phenomenon observed in Figure 3 can be explained by occurrence of two opposite
driving forces in the upper head bypass region [9]:

> The first one is forced flow from the cold leg towards the upper head driven by the pump.
> The second one is a combination of forced circulation and buoyancy force, where

difference in density is accomplished by heat generation in the core. The core power
together with the pump drives some amount of the hot fluid from the core towards the
guide tube opposing the first driving force.

If forced flow from the cold leg prevails, the bypass flow towards the upper head can be
established. Bypass flow direction is reversed if the buoyancy force is stronger than the forced
cold flow. The flow reversal should be continuous from the physical point of view. On the
other hand, a very complex flow/heat transfer regime of multidimensional nature takes place
in the upper head region of the pressurized water reactor [10]. We have to be aware, that
RELAP5 code is one-dimensional, thus flow stagnation may arise from numerical error of the
code.

4. Detailed model of the pressure vessel

The numerical error could be induced through inconvenient nodalization of the input model.
To abolish the discontinuous transition of the bypass flow reversal a detailed nodalization
model of the pressure vessel upper region was made. In detailed model the folio ving RELAP5
nodalization criteria were taken into account [11]:
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1. All parallel volumes should have equal elevations.
2. Volume lengths should not exceed more than 0,5 m.
3. Junction loss coefficients should be correctly adjusted.

The 3D behaviour in the upper head was considered with subdivison of the upper head
volume into three separate volumes. The exact modelling of heat structures according to their
geometry was also performed. Loss coefficients and junction areas were adjusted according to
their real geometry. All modifications, performed on the upper region of the pressure vessel
are listed below:

> Guide tube (volume 145) was subdivided into 7 volumes.
> Upper plenum (volume 147) was subdivided into 6 volumes.
> Bypass (volume 111) was subdivided into 7 volumes.
> Upper head (volume 153) was subdivided into 3 volumes 153, 154 and 155.
> Upper head volumes were connected with junctions 153-1 and 154-1.
> Junctions 152, 142, 148 and 155-1 were adjusted.
> Heat structures in the upper head and upper plenum were modelled according to their real

geometry and volumes subdivision.

A nodalization scheme of the upper region of the extracted model of pressure vessel is drawn
in Figure 4.

part of vol. 147-i

Figure 4: Detailed model of the pressure vessel upper part

A comparison of bypass flow reversal between base nodalization model (Figure 2) and
detailed model (Figure 1) is presented in Figure 5. Junction areas and loss coefficients were
the same for both models. Calculations were performed with RELAP5/MOD3.2 code.
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Drastic improvement can be observed, when detailed model was implemented. The transition
to the reversed bypass flow was continuous, whereas base model produced discontinuity.

total mass flow (kg/s)

Figure 5: Bypass flow to the upper head

5. Conclusions

Flow stagnation in the upper head and guide tube region was calculated (RELAP5/MOD3.2)
for the "BETHSY" 6.2 TC experiment. However experimental data reported small amount of
bypass flow to the upper head (0,28% of core flow rate).
RELAP5/MOD3.2 simulation showed significant discrepancy from experiment, when core
liquid levels were compared. Incorrect core liquid behaviour may emerge from incorrect
calculation of steady state bypass flow to the upper head.
To illuminate the background of flow stagnation phenomenon, a parametric analysis of
different forced circulation was performed on the extracted model of pressure vessel, in Figure
2 indicated as "base" model. The analysis was performed with RELAP5/MOD3.2 and
RELAP5/MOD2 code. From this analysis the following can be noted:

> In the guide tube region two opposite driving forces occur: the buoyancy force arising
from the heat generation in the core drives the hot fluid from the core towards the guide
tube opposing the cold flow from the upper head driven by the pump.

> The upper head bypass flow increases with increasing total flowrate value, whereas its
decreasing lead to the bypass flow reversal.

> The transition to the reversed bypass flow direction is discontinuous, in between flow
stagnation occurred.

> Both RELAP5/MOD3.2 and RELAP5/MOD2 code produced discontinuity when turning
to reversed flow direction, only that bypass flow curves were shifted (Figure 3).

Discontinuous transition of the flow reversal has numerical and discretization background,
emerged from one-dimensionality and other limitations of the RELAP5 code. Discontinuous
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jump was resolved by implementation of detailed model of pressure vessel upper part, where
three main parameters were considered:

> RELAP5 nodalization criteria,
> multidimensionality of the upper head flow was taken into account by subdivision of the

upper head volume,
> heat structure modelling according to their real geometry.
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Relationship towards Engineering, Quality Assurance and
10CFR50.59 in the Design Change Process at the Krsko NPP
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Abstract

The paper discusses the relationship between the KrSko NPP design change engineering practice, quality assurance
and the USA Nuclear Regulatory Commission 10 Code Federal Rule 50.59 (10CFR50.59). Together these controls ensure that
plant design bases are maintained and yield a safe design. The 10CFR50.59 has been applied in Krsko NPP plant specific
procedure entitled ESP-2.303 "Authorization of Changes, Tests and Experiments" (Safety Evaluation Screening) since 1994.

All the proposed changes requiring Safety Evaluations are being submitted to the SNSA (Slovenian Nuclear Safety
Administration). If the proposed change is constituting an "Unreviewed Safety Question" the formal licensing procedure shall
be completed before design change can be implemented otherwise the proposed design change is rejected. The procedure (ESP-
2.303) provides the methodology to be followed in determining if a proposed activity involves an unreviewed safety question.
An "Unreviewed Safety Question" is essentially the same as defined in 10CFR50.59(a)(2): "A proposed change, test or
experiment shall be deemed to involve an unreviewed safety question (1) if the probability of occurrence or consequences of an
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the [updated] safety analysis report may be
increased; or (2) if a possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in the [updated]
safety analysis report may be created; or (3) if the margin of safety as defined in the basis for any technical specification is
reduced."

The paper discusses the following Krsko NPP Safety Evaluations aspects:
1. Defense in Depth Design Philosophy
2. Methodology
3. Definitions and Applicability of Terms
4. Evaluation Process Guidanceand Documentation Process
5. Krsko NPP Lessons Learned

1. Defense in Depth Design Philosophy

The defense-in-depth philosophy includes reliable design provisions to safely terminate
accidents and provisions to mitigate the consequences of accidents. Three of the physical barriers
that create a defense-in-depth are:

- Fuel Clad
- Reactor Coolant System Boundary
- Containment Boundary

The SAR (Safety Analysis Report) analyses demonstrate that under the pre-assumed accident
conditions, the consequences of" accidents challenging the integrity of the barriers will not exceed
the criteria established in 10CFR20 or guidelines established in 10CFR100. Thus, Krsko NPP
USAR (Updated Safety Analysis Report) analyses provide the final verification of the nuclear
safety design phase by documenting Krsko NPP performance in terms of public protection from
uncontrolled releases of radiation. The design effort and the administrative controls necessary to
ensure the required performance of the physical barriers during anticipated occurrences and
postulated accidents are extensive. They affect almost every aspect of plant design, construction
and operation. Because 10CFR50.59 provides a mechanism for determining if SNSA approval
is needed for changes affecting this part of plant design and operation, it is helpful to review
briefly the requirements and the objectives imposed by the General Design Criteria (GDC) on
plant construction andoperation.
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2. Methodology
The methodology (Safety Review Process) covered by Krsko NPP procedure ESP-2.303 is

given in Figure 1. Assuming an activity has been analyzed and determined to be safe, two
screening criteria must be satisfied before check for an Unreviewed Safety Question (USQ) is
required. For example, if the activity involves a Technical Specification change, it can not be
instituted under 10CFR50.59.

Figure 1: Safety Review Process per ESP-2.303
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The ranges of changes that is covered by ESP-2.303 is very broad. It includes certain changes (or
activities) to non-safety related systems as well as safety related systems if the change can affect
a safety related system.

3. Definitions and Applicability Terms

Safety Analyses Report (SAR)
The safety analysis report referred to in 10 CFR 50.59 is the most recently updated Final

Safety Analysis Report (USAR) submitted to the SNSA as required by 10 CFR 50.7 l(e). This
regulation requires that, 'The updated USAR shall be revised regularly to include the effects of:
all changes made in the facility or procedures; all safety evaluations performed by the licensee
either in support of requested license amendments or in support of conclusions that changes did
not involve an unreviewed safety question; and all analyses of new safety issues performed by
or on behalf of the licensee at the SNSA's request."
The phrase "Described in the SAR" does not solely address explicit descriptions of SSCs,
procedures, tests or experiments. The description may not be detailed, perhaps title or name only,
yet involve or potentially impact equipment important to safety. Implicit descriptions must also
be considered. An example would be a relay in a circuit which is described in the USAR. The
relay may potentially impact the circuit's function, even though it is not explicitly described.
When considering the term "Safety Analysis Report" other documents which may contain
licensing basis information or commitments to SNSA shall be included. Examples of documents
to consider are:

Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR)
Operating License and Technical Specifications
Emergency Plan
QA Program
Reload License Submittal
Fire Protection Manual/Analysis/Plan
Evaluations and Responses to SNSA Requests
Offsite Dose Calculation manual
Process Control Program
Station Blackout (SBO) Analysis
Security Program

Important to Safety (ITS)
"Important to Safety" is not an equipment classification. The focus of the 50.59 review

process is to evaluate the potential effect(s) of the proposed change on the safe operation of the
facility without regard to any overall classifications.
Alterations in the design, operation or function of the Structure, Systems and Components (SSCs)
explicitly described in the SAR may result from alterations related to SSCs not described in the
SAR.
An SSC is considered to be "Important To Safety" if:
- The SSC design, operation or function is directly or indirectly credited in the accident

analyses identified in USAR Chapter 15.
- The SSC is required to mitigate or respond to other design basis events such as turbine

missiles, high energy line break, seismic events, and loss of offsite power.
- The SSC has a reasonable potential to cause a transient or event (e.g., generator or turbine

trip) which could result in a challenge to safeguards systems, function or equipment.

Increase in Consequence of Accidents
If a proposed change, test or experiment would result in an increase in dose from any

accident or equipment malfunction above that previously reviewed and approved by the SNSA
as part of the licensing basis for the plant, then the proposed change, test or experiment involves
an "increase in consequences" with Unreviewed Safety Question and should require prior SNSA
approval.
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Increase in the Probability of Occurrence of Accident
Accidents have been divided into categories based upon a qualitative assessment of

frequency. These categories shall be used to assess if an increase in the probability of occurrence
may result.

- Normal Operations Event: Expected frequently or regularly in the course of power operation,
refuelling, maintenance, or maneuvering.

- Faults of Moderate Frequency: Any one incident expected per plant during a calendar year.

- Infrequent Incidents: Any one incident expected per plant during plant lifetime.

- Limiting Faults (Accidents): Not expected to occur but could release significant amounts of
radioactive material thus requiring protection by design.

Changes that result in a change from one frequency class to a more frequent class or changes
within a category that result in a clear increase or trend are examples of changes that increase the
probability of occurrence. When there is no clear trend toward increasing the probability, the
change is not considered to cause an increase in probability.

Margin of Safety
The margin of safety is defined to be the margin between Acceptance Limit (as it is defined

in the Basis for any Technical Specification) and Design Failure Point or System Limitation
(Unacceptable condition). See Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Example of Margin of Safety Using Containment Pressure Transient
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Region of Operation
and Analyzed Transients

Time

Procedures
The term 'Procedures' is not limited to merely those items specifically identified as 'Plant

Procedures' (e.g., operating, chemistry, surveillance, abnormal, and emergency), but SAR
procedures include anything described in the SAR that defines or describes activities or controls
over functions, plant configuration, tasks, reviews, tests or safety review meetings. If changes to
these activities or controls are made, such changes qualify as changes to procedures as described
in the SAR, and changes must be made according to the requirements of this procedure (ESP-
2.303).
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Furthermore, safety screening and evaluation of 'Plant Procedures' shall be managed in
accordance with Procedure Owner judgement and following requirements:
- Revisions to procedures explicitly described in the USAR and administrative programs,

require Safety Evaluation if the intent of the procedure is changed.
- Changes to procedures listed (and not outlined, summarized, or completely described) in the

USAR may require Safety Evaluation screening . This is a qualitative determination and
should be based on sound engineering judgement.

- Changes not listed in the USAR do NOT normally require a Safety Evaluation. Screening of
changes to these types of procedures for 10CFR50.59 applicability is NOT normally required.
Screening may be done if the applicability is in question.

- Screening of changes to the above procedures is NOT required for editorial corrections or
format changes.

Updated Safety Analyses Report (USAiO
As used in the procedure ESP-2.303, "Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR)" means the

most recently updated safety analysis report required by 10CFR50.71(e). It also includes pending
changes to the USAR which have not yet been transmitted to the regulatory agency. Examples
of pending changes may be found in (1) correspondence submitted to the regulatory agency; (2)
safety evaluations performed in support of changes, tests and experiments made pursuant to
Procedure ESP-2.303; (3) safety analyses performed in support of license amendment requests;
and (4) analyses of new safety issues performed by or on behalf of NEK at regulatory agency
request.

Unreviewed Safety Question (USO)
An "unreviewed safety question" is essentially the same as defined in 10CFR50.59(a)(2):

"A proposed change, test or experiment shall be deemed to involve an unreviewed safety question
(1) if the probability of occurrence or consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the [updated] safety analysis report may be increased;
or (2) if a possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated
previously in the [updated] safety analysis report may be created; or (3) if the margin of safety
as defined in the basis for any technical specification is reduced."

KOC - Krsko Operating Committee
KSC - Krsko Safety Committee
ING.DOV - Krsko Licensing and Analyses Department
ESD- Krsko Engineering Service Division

4. Evaluation Process Guidance and Documentation Process
ESP-2.303 only requires 10CFR50.59 Safety Evaluations for changes to the facility which

affect the design, function or method of preforming the function of a structure, system or
component (SSC) described in the SAR either by text, drawing or other information relied upon
by the SNSA. A common question is whether written safety evaluations should be performed
only for changes to SSCs explicitly described in the SAR. The answer is "no" because changes
to SSC that are not explicitly described in the SAR can have the potential for affecting the
function of SSCs which are explicitly described in the SAR. For example, if nonsafety-related
equipment is mounted above a safety related component so it could fall and damage the safety-
related component in an earthquake, the seismic evaluation of the safety-related component is
changed.

Maintenance activities are not required to be reviewed under ESP-2.303 except for those
activities that require deviation from a SAR procedure, put the plant in a condition where it
functions differently than described in the SAR, or might violate a technical specification.

Temporary changes (Krsko NPP procedure ADP-1.1.301) to the facility are evaluated to
determine if an unreviewed safety question exists. Examples of temporary modifications include
jumpers and lifted leads, temporary lead shielding on pipes and equipment, temporary blocks and
bypasses, temporary supports and equipment used on a temporary basis. The safety screening of
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the Krsko plant procedures has been considered in subsection above.
To determine whether or not the proposed change alters the design, function or method of

performing the function of the SSC, an engineering evaluation and a through understanding of
the design basis of the system involved are essential.

In performing a safety evaluation of a proposed activity, the evaluator must answer seven
questions to determine if an unreviewed safety question is involved. Although the answers are
ultimately either "yes" or "no", there must be an accompanying discussion which provides the
evaluator's rationale for the answer. Consistent with the intent of 10CFR50.59, these discussions
should be complete in the sense that a qualified independent reviewer would arrive at the same
conclusion, i.e., "yes" or "no", for the same reason(s) without consulting with the evaluator. In
the routine of conducting safety evaluations, however, evaluators may be inclined to short-cut this
aspect and provide explanations that are either too brief or deficient. For example, in support of
a "no" answer, a common temptation is to simply explain what "no" means, e.g., "This activity
does not increase the probability of an accident previously evaluated in the SAR." Restatement
of the question or making a simple statement of conclusion is generally not sufficient. It is
recognized, however, that for certain simple activities, a brief statement of the conclusion,
coupled with identification of the considerations made in reaching that conclusion, may be
adequate.

The importance of adequate documentation derives mainly from the fact that experience and
engineering knowledge (other than models and experimental data) are often relied upon in
making safety evaluation determinations. Since an important goal of the safety evaluation is
completeness, the items considered by the evaluator must be clearly evident. As applicable, the
safety evaluation should show that the following were considered:

(1) the systems, structures and components affected by the change and their functions

(2) parameters of the accident analyses affected by the change

(3) the design basis accidents reviewed for impact

(4) the failure modes of the change considered

(5) the original design basis of the affected SSCs

(6) the effect of the change on the margin of safety as defined in the Technical Specifications

By properly documenting the effects that were considered, independent reviewers will be able
to confirm the thoroughness of the evaluation (see Figure 1).

5. Krsko NPP Lessons Learned

S The 10CFR50.59 process, covered by Krsko plant procedure ESP-2.303, upgrades general
safety culture in Krsko NPP. The live Safety Screening and Safety Evaluation processes under
ESP-2.303 are basis for daily using of other design procedures like us:
- ADP-1.1.301, "Temporary Modification Control";
- ADP-1.2.104, "Preparing, Review and Approval of new Krsko NPP procedures";
- ADP-1.2.108, "Review, deleting or changing of Krsko NPPprocedures";
- ESP-2.602, "Plant Design Modifications";
- ESP-2.603, "Plant Minor Modification";
- ESP-2.605, "Design Considerations, bases and inputs";
- ESP-2.301, "Technical Specifications Changes and Licence amendment";
- ESP-2.302, "Administration of Changes to the Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR)";
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ING.DOV recognized the need for electronic management of performed Safety Evaluation.
We build-up database that could be seen from every PC on plant network. The lists of safety
evaluation and screenings status, organized as web pages in HTML format, are updated every
day (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: List of evaluation in database
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ING.DOV recognized the following inadequate steps under review process that should be
addresed in the near future :
- Training of competent reviewers (Krsko NPP organized two Basic 10CFR50.59 Safety

Evaluations Training since 1992. Training has been performed by General Physics
Corporation - Columbia, USA. Experiences show that training should be organized more
frequently.),

- Scheduling adequate time for a complete review,
- Comunication between involved parties, and
- Documentation of review results.

Statistics for the last two years (1996 and 1997) show that we reviewed, through Screening
process, 292 (1996.) and 250 (1997.) different activities. Total number of prepared Safety
Evaluation covered 42 (1996.) and 37(1997.) screened-in activities.
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1996.
24%
8%
3%
62%
0%

1997
18%
10%
1%
69%
0%

Proposed activities reviewed through safety evaluation screening cover the following items:

Modification:
Temporary modifications:
Tests:
Procedure changes:
Experiments:

6. References:

1. USA NRC 10CFR50.59; January 1993.;

2. NSAC-125, "Guidelines for 10 CFR 50.59 Safety Guidelines", Final report 1989,
Prepared by A joint Committee of The Nuclear Management and Resources Council
and The Nuclear Safety Analysis Center.;

3. ESP-2.303 "Authorization of Changes, Tests and Experiments (10CFR50.59)", Rev.2,
author: Ivica Basic;
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Abstract

Outage Risk Assessment and Management (ORAM) is a computerized methodology developed by the
U.S. Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) to help Nuclear Power Plant personnel manage the risk
and safety associated with refueling and forced plant outages. Today, over 60 plants including NPP
Krsko are using ORAM during the preparation and performance of plant outages. In fact, many
plants are attributing much of the reductions in the duration of refueling outages to the use of ORAM.

The success of the ORAM methodology is the capability to provide plant and management personnel
with understandable results from both deterministic evaluations of plant safety and quantitative risk
assessments. The Nuklearna Elektrarna Krsko (NEK) use of ORAM involves both of these
approaches. The deterministic portion of ORAM is used to model the NPP Krsko Shutdown
Technical Specifications and administrative considerations. The probabilistic portion of ORAM uses
industry and NEK specific initiating events and other risk elements pertaining to shutdown to derive a
quantitative risk assessment for various end states, including core damage and RCS boiling. The
deterministic and probabilistic approaches to safety complement one another. This paper expands on
the value of each approach and demonstrates the benefits of combining these elements in the
decision-making process.

Another key advantage of ORAM is the ability to apply the methodology to specific outages. Since
no outage is identical, this provides tremendous benefits to plant personnel for managing the safety
and risk of a particular outage. ORAM does this by organizing all of the various plant configurations
and equipment unavailability windows into numerous plant states. Furthermore, ORAM evaluations
can be "automated" by interfacing with outage scheduling software programs such as Primavera. For
each plant state, the deterministic and the probabilistic logic evaluations are applied. This paper will
demonstrate the ORAM evaluation for an actual NPP Krsko outage

Background

The ORAM program grew from shutdown safety studies originating in early 1991. EPRI recognized
a need for heightened awareness in the area of shutdown risk as a result of various events and
initiatives. Currently, the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is considering a proposed rule
on shutdown safety. In addition, outage durations are being reduced in order to assure economic plant
operations. Without a consistent methodology for managing outages, extensive outage length
reduction is not possible. ORAM has been demonstrated to provide this needed consistency.

NEK's use of ORAM originated in 1993 in response to a regulatory initiative for a plant specific
shutdown risk model. NEK worked with ERIN Engineering, the developers of the ORAM software,
to construct a specific NPP KrSko ORAM PSSA model which was completed in 1994. In addition, a
deterministic ORAM model was also developed. Since model completion in 1994, NEK has used
ORAM to evaluate refueling outages. In 1997, NEK embarked on a project with ERIN to refine both
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the probabilistic and deterministic ORAM model. This model has been applied to the April 1998
refueling outage.

Overview of the ORAM Process

Figure 1 illustrates a flow diagram of the ORAM process. ORAM can receive equipment
unavailability information by electronic interface with outage/maintenance planning schedules. In
the case of NPP Krsko, this is Primavera. This interface populates the ORAM Plant States Database
(PSDB). This interaction with the maintenance schedule allows plant personnel to immediately
reevaluate safety based on the latest changes to the overall schedule. Users can also manually change
the PSDB to conduct sensitivity scenarios or evaluate inadvertent equipment unavailabilities that are
not in the schedule. The PSDB not only contains equipment unavailabilities, but also provides
important configuration information such as RCS level.
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Figure 1: ORAM Flow Diagram

The ORAM framework also allows the user to define any number of expressions or constants. In
addition, ORAM keeps track of time dependencies (e.g., days after shutdown). This feature enables
users to develop expressions and logic based on time available rather than being forced to use point
estimates. For this, thermal hydraulic data relating to the time to RCS boiling and time to core
uncovery for various temperatures and configurations are used within the user-defined expressions.
Initiating event recovery curves and operator response equations are also used. Constants from the
IPE such as initiating event frequencies and random failure probabilities are also used as ORAM
variables.

ORAM also has its own system dependency fault trees. The maintenance data populating the PSDB
from the schedule interface often only include equipment/trains which are tagged out for
maintenance. However, a key system may be unavailable, not because the system itself is tagged out,
but because its support systems such as electrical power or service water are tagged out for
maintenance. Therefore, ORAM fault trees are used to capture these dependencies to determine
actual system unavailabilities. Since these fault trees are based on maintenance data, only house
events, (i.e., available/unavailable) are used. Uncertainty data is then used within the ORAM event
trees.

The PSDB system dependency fault trees, and user-defined expressions are used in both the
Probabilistic Shutdown Safety Assessment (PSSA) portion and the deterministic Risk Management
Guideline (RMG) portion of ORAM. These quantitative and qualitative portions can be developed
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When using RMGs for outage evaluation, each outage is divided into a series of discrete shutdown
states defined by plant mode, availability of RCS inventory, and RCS configuration. Each plant state
is reviewed relative to several key safety functions. The following safety functions are considered for
the NPP Krsko base deterministic model:

• Reactivity Control
• Decay Heat Removal
• Inventory control
• Spent Fuel Pool Cooling
• Electric Power Availability
• Cooling Water/Vital Support
• Containment Integrity and Cooling

The relative reliability of each safety function is determined by decision logic contained in shutdown
safety function assessment trees. A "color" is assigned to the safety function indicating the relative
degree to which the safety function is supported. Colors range from green through yellow, orange,
and red. The color determines the defense in depth for a selected safety function in a given plant
state, and how well the plant is managed in that condition determined the risk. Risk management
guideline documents exist for each color, for each safety function, and for each plant state. The risk
management guidelines are a compendium of information of risk significance for the condition under
review.

Within the ORAM software, plant personnel are given the opportunity to respond to each RMG with
explanation for the particular action taken. Thus, permanent records of actions and justifications
before, during and after an outage or power evolution can be kept.

Risk Management Guideline Use for Special Events

The deterministic framework of the ORAM Risk Management Guideline process provides an
excellent platform for evaluation of safety considerations in addition to the above conventional safety
functions. Along these lines, pilot studies for evaluation. of shutdown fire vulnerabilities and
shutdown flooding vulnerabilities were incorporated into the ORAM RMG logic. Past experience has
shown that it is difficult to attempt to quantify these vulnerabilities at shutdown. This difficulty stems
from the inability to predict, to the extent done for the at-power PSA, the plant shutdown
configurations and equipment unavailabilities, and the increased use of ignition sources in the plant
(e.g., grinding and welding). Using the ORAM RMG process, a qualitative assessment of the
vulnerabilities associated with potential fires and floods is provided. This serves a major industry
objective of increasing awareness and, thereby, enhancing safety in regard to these events. This is
accomplished through the Shutdown Safety Function Assessment Tree (SSFAT) logic with extensive
use of individual guidelines.

Application of the ORAM Process at NPP Krsko

The ORAM PSSA and RMG evaluations discussed above were applied to the NPP Krsko refueling
pre-outage schedule. The pre-outage schedule indicated the outage duration would commence on 25
April 1998 and end on 28 May 1998. Outage activities include work on all major systems including
both trains of RHR, both emergency diesel generators, both Safety Injection trains, both Charging
System Pumps, both Emergency Service Water trains, both AFW motor driven pumps, and AC and
DC electrical busses. Some of this equipment was unavailable for short periods of time (e.g., hours)
while other equipment outages took days to return to service. Much of the work was done during the
defueled period. The outage also contained midloop operation for installing and removing steam
generator nozzle dams. The results of evaluating safety and risk on the pre-outage schedule are
described next.
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and used separately. But the most successful applications of ORAM have used the combination of
both approaches, as was done for the NPP Krsko April 1998 Outage. Each methodology is discussed
below followed by application examples.

Probabilistic Shutdown Safety Assessment (PSSA*)

The PSSA employs the basic principles of a Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) to quantify
endstate frequencies for various initiating events considering thermal hydraulic aspects, failed human
actions, equipment unavailabilities, and safety function equipment failures. Endstates include not
only core damage, but also bulk core boiling and spent fuel pool boiling. Equipment unavailabilities
and failure probabilities are quantified. Results include a timeline of endstate frequencies during an
actual outage.

The basic elements of PSSA include the following:

• The outage is represented as a series of plant states.
• Plant thermal hydraulic considerations are included in the model.
• Operator responses are captured within the model.
• System dependencies are captured in Fault Trees.
• Initiating events for each end state are developed.

During an outage, the thermal hydraulic analysis is a key input to the endstates under consideration.
Decay heat is a function of time after shutdown. As decay heat decreases, it takes more time to
progress form an initiating event to RCS boiling to excess fuel temperature. The thermal hydraulic
analysis also provides insights such as the applicability of certain backup systems to remove decay
heat.

The initiating events considered in the PSSA reflect challenges to safety functions in the shutdown
configurations. Decay heat removal and inventory control are the primary safety functions challenged
which would result in the RCS Boiling and/or Core Damage end states. The following represent NEK
specific initiating events in the PSSA model:

• DHR Pump Failure
• Loss of Offsite Power
• Loss of AC Power Bus
• RHR Isolation Events
• Loss of CCW/ESW
• Rapid Draindown Events
• Small Leak Events

In the PSSA, time-dependent analytical expressions rather than point estimates are used to model the
initiating events. The use of analytical expressions allows more effective consideration of the unique
plant states, thermal hydraulic considerations, human performance and hardware reliability.

Risk Management Guidelines - Conventional Model

The Risk Management Guideline (RMG) framework of the ORAM program forms the basis for
complete and consistent safety reviews of outages during the planning phase, the actual outage, and
for post outage/evolution critiques. The RMG model provides a methodology to improve the
technical basis for safety management decisions. It focuses on two important inputs: (i) a measure of
defense in depth, given plant conditions, and (ii) safety enhancement actions commensurate with the
degree of defense in depth. This methodology further provides discipline to the decision process and
attempts to remove subjectivity from the process. The result is an approach to safety management
which produces traceable and repeatable decisions.
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Probabilistic Shutdown Safety Assessment (PSSA) Results

An ORAM risk profile graph for the RCS Boiling endstate for the pre-outage schedule is shown in
Figure 2. The units are in events per hour rather than events per year. At the start of the outage, the
risk is relatively high because decay heat is high and inventory is low. The variations between 26
April and 2 May represent activities pertaining to steam generator availability/unavailability such as
opening a large vent and then proceeding to reduced inventory for nozzle dam installation. On 2
May, the reactor cavity is flooded. From 4 May 19:00 to 5 May 01:00, the core is deluded. Then on
20 May the inventory is lowered to the reactor flange. On 24 May it is further reduced and later on 24
May, the RCS is completely intact. However, steam generator heat removal is not available at this
time. Finally, on 26 May reactor heat up begins and the hot shutdown state is reached.

The pre-outage core damage risk profile is provided in Figure 3. As shown, the profile is similar to
that of RCS boiling, except the magnitude of risk is significantly lower.

BBS RCS Boiling Risk Profile
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I
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Figure 2: NPP Krsko Pre-Outage RCS Boiling Risk (Events Per Hour)
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Figure 3: NPP Krsko Pre-outage Core Damage Risk (Events Per Hour)
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Thus it can be seen that changes in the risk profiles for both RCS boiling and core damage can be
directly attributed to ongoing outage configuration changes and activities. Spent fuel pool risk was
also evaluated but is not addressed within this paper.

Risk Management Guideline Results

The overall RMG evaluation is illustrated in Figure 4. Here, the "green" indication (darker gray on
the chart) in most safety functions throughout the outage reflects a relative safe outage plan, (here
are a number of "yellow" conditions (light gray regions on the chart) in several safety functions. This
represents a change of defense in depth status to a slightly lower state, but still acceptable. The
"orange" conditions (medium gray diagonal cross-hatched) which exist arc categorized as reduced
defense in depth representing marginal risk. In general, contingency plans will be developed for the
"orange" conditions. There are no "red" conditions in this pre-outage plan. Red conditions indicate a
Technical Specification violation or otherwise unacceptable risk configuration. Red conditions
should never be planned.

The "orange" conditions which do exist deserve some explanation. The Orange for Decay Heat
Removal on 1 May is for a planned RHR Train A outage just before the cavity is flooded. This
condition will be reevaluated and possibly postponed until the cavity is flooded. The Orange for
Containment Integrity and Cooling from 3 May to 5 May represents a period where work is being
done on a penetration isolation valve. This is considered a higher risk activity since this may affect
containment closure. Also during this period, one of the containment fan cooling trains is
unavailable. The Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Orange periods correspond to 125 V DC bus outages.
Plant personnel have developed a contingency by arranging to have backup DC power available
during these periods.
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Figure 4: NPP Krsko Pre-outage Safety Function Display

The Orange conditions for SD Fire Vulnerability and SD Flood Vulnerability exist mainly because
NPP Krsko has many common areas containing components or cables from both divisions oi power
and equipment. Therefore, in many cases single vulnerabilities do exist. The more vulnerable
periods of the outage are then highlighted in Orange. This serves to provide heightened awareness.
Further insights can be gained by tracing the model logic.
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Tracing ORAM Results

To more effectively use the results of the risk and safety evaluations, ORAM provides the capability
to trace any period of time in either the risk profile or the safety function (color) display to the plant
configurations and equipment unavailability data downloaded from the maintenance schedule. This
very powerful feature enables plant personnel to pinpoint the maintenance activities of concern,
thereby facilitating the decision-making process.

An example of one level of tracing from the Safety Function Display for Shutdown Fire Vulnerability
is shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows one of the corresponding individual guidelines.
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Figure 5: SSFAT Tracing Example for Shutdown Fire Vulnerability
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Figure 6: Guideline Example for Shutdown Fire Vulnerability
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In this case, time to RCS boiling is greater than 2 hours with RHR Train A and one train of Safety
Injection initially available. An orange or marginal risk state has resulted. In general, the design of
NPP Krsko is such that there are several fire areas where single fire vulnerabilities exist. The
structure of each SSFAT and content of each decision block is completely user-definable. Each of
these SSFAT decision blocks can be further traced through the system dependency fault trees and
PSDB parameters back to the originating maintenance activity imported from the outage planning
software. The individual guidelines can also be referenced to provide more detailed insights
regarding the nature of the vulnerability.

Summary

EPRI's Outage Risk Assessment and Management (ORAM) methodology is being effectively applied
as a decision-making tool to help evaluate equipment outages both at shutdown and during power
operation. The key to its success is the capability of combining qualitative deterministic approaches
with quantitative risk analysis as is being accomplished at NPP Rrsko.

The quantitative analysis through the ORAM PSSA and the qualitative evaluation through the ORAM
RMG portion complement one another. The PSSA can be used to provide valuable estimations of
actual risk for various endstates (e.g., RCS boiling and core damage) throughout the changing
configurations of the outage. The RMG evaluation additionally concentrates on maintaining defense
in depth for various safety functions. The RMG process captures major Technical Specification and
administrative requirements. The framework of the RMG process could also be used for special
shutdown considerations such as vulnerabilities to fire and flooding.

Both the PSSA and the RMGs can be automated by direct linkage of the common Plant States
Database with outage scheduling programs (e.g., Primavera). The advantage of this interface is the
ability to rapidly assess a change or numerous changes to a schedule or equipment availability. The
results will reflect the risk and safety levels corresponding to the revised schedule. The capability to
trace both the PSSA and RMG results to the originating maintenance activitie(s) facilitates plant
personnel flexibility in rescheduling the maintenance prior to experiencing an undesirable situation.
Use of ORAM at the majority of US nuclear power plants has contributed to significant reduction in
outage lengths.
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SUMMARY

Nuclear facilities by their complex nature, change with time. These changes can be both physical
(plant modification, etc.), operational (enhanced procedures, etc.) and organizational. In addition, there
are also changes in our understanding of the plant, due to operational experience, data collection,
technology enhancements, etc. Therefore, it is imperative that PSA model must be frequently up-dated
or modified to reflect these changes.

Over the last ten years, there has been a remarkable growth of the use of Probabilistic Safety
Assessments (PSAs). The most rapidly growing area of the PSA Applications is their use to support
operational decision-making. Many of these applications are characterized by the potential for not only
improving the safety level but also for providing guidance on the optimal use of resources and
reducing regulatory burden.

To enable a wider use of the PSA model as a tool for safety activities it is essential to maintain the
model in a controlled state. Moreover, to fulfill requirements for "Living PSA", the PSA model has to
be constantly updated and/or monitored to reflect the current plant configuration. It should be noted
that the PSA model should not only represent the plant design but should also represent the operational
and emergency procedures. To keep the PSA model up-to-date, several issues should be clearly defined
including:

• Responsibility should be divided among the PSA group,
• Procedures for implementing changes should be established, and
• QA requirements/program should be established to assure documentation and

reporting.

1. Introduction

To assure efficient performance and coordination within the PSA groups the Responsibilities should
be clearly defined for each of the member of the PSA team. The Responsibilities are divided into three
broad categories, including:

• Safety Assessment Manager,
• Lead Safety Assessment Engineer, and
• Safety Assessment Engineer.

The "PSA Update Procedures" should provide Guidance to the PSA group for reviewing and
evaluation of the plant changes, and of related documents with respect to the impact on the existing
PSA model. Guidance should provide step-by-step manual for keeping the PSA model up-to-date to
reflect all plant design changes and possible changes in the operational and emergency procedures.
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Furthermore, the "PSA Update Procedures" should include so-called "Calculation Procedure"
which provides guidance for the performance, review, approval and control of calculations and
analysis performed by the PSA team. This Procedure should be designated for frequent (day-to-day)
use.
2. Responsibilities

The first task in establishing the "PSA Update Procedure" is to assure acceptance of the Procedures
and Responsibilities by the PSA group. As the PSA group change with time in size and staff the pre-
defined appropriate forms have to be filled and signed by the appropriate personnel.

The Responsibilities should be divided into following three broad categories:

2.1 Safety Assessment Manager

The responsibilities of the Safety Assessment Manager (SAM) include reviewing, approving and
signing the following documents:

• The "PSA Update Procedures" and any revisions to them,
• The "Post-refueling PSA Update Report" which should be defined, described and established

within "PSA Update Procedures",
• The "PSA Update Report" which should be defined, described and established within "PSA

Update Procedures",
• The "PSA Detailed Analysis Report" which should be defined, described and established within

"PSA Updated Procedures",
• The "PSA Change Report" which should be defined, described and established within "PSA

Update Procedures", and
• Any Project contract initiated by Lead Safety Assessment Engineer (LSAE) with external

Consulting organizations.

The responsibilities of the Safety Assessment Manager also include managing of the PSA group with
respect to assures necessary resources (i.e., schedule and budget) for performance of the PSA group
activities defined within Procedures.

2.2 Lead Safety Assessment Engineer

The Responsibilities of the Lead Safety Assessment Engineer (LSAE) include maintaining and
updating of the Procedures to assure their technical accuracy and adequacy. The responsibilities of
LSAE are as follows:

• LSAE performs initial screening and assigns review of the plant change documents,
• LSAE assigns and, if necessary, reviews the plant change evaluations which are related to the PSA

model,
• LSAE assigns responsibilities for a calculation or analysis work which are needed to be

performed,
• LSAE assigns responsibilities for a "Post-refueling PSA Update Report" which has to be issued

following each refueling outage and which should be requested by the Procedures,
• LSAE assigns responsibilities for a "PSA Update Report" which has to be issued every four

years (IAEA recommendation, time frame is optional) and which should be requested by the
Procedures,

• LSAE assigns responsibilities for a "PSA Change Report" which has to be issued following
every major change of the PSA model and which should be requested by the Procedures,

• LSAE assigns responsibilities for a "PSA Detailed Analysis Report" which has to be issued
following every major analysis performed, as necessary,
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• LSAE assigns responsibilities for all necessary changes (minor) of the PSA model that resulted
from "Calculation Procedures",

• LSAE assigns responsibilities for all necessary changes (major) of the PSA model that resulted
from "PSA Based Change Analysis", and

• In addition, it is LSAE's responsibility to initiate reviews and, if necessary, evaluations of the
changes that may come from future sources for which pre-defined categories may be incomplete.

LSAE maintains files of the plant change document reviews and of the plant change evaluations.
LSAE maintains files and documentation of all changes and implementations made to the PSA model.

Since that the PSA activities are usually worked on both at PSA group and at consulting organizations
(contractors), it is LSAE's responsibility to initiate necessary Project contracts related to PSA. It is
Contractor's responsibility to follow all Procedures and it is LSAE's responsibility to check and
review procedural forms issued by Contractors.

2.3 Safety Assessment Engineer

The responsibilities of the Safety Assessment Engineer (SAE) include performance of the tasks
assigned by the LSAE.

• The responsibilities of the SAE include reviewing the plant change documents and the evaluations
of plant changes. In addition, the responsibilities of the SAE include filling and signing
appropriate forms (which should be defined, described and established within Procedures) for
each of the assigned tasks by the LSAE.

• The SAE performs evaluation of potential impact on the PSA model, results or conclusions. The
responsibilities of the SAE include filling and signing appropriate forms (which should be defined,
described and established within Procedures) for each of the evaluations assigned by the LSAE.

• The SAE performs calculations or analysis assigned by the LSAE. The responsibilities of the SAE
include filling and signing appropriate forms (which should be defined, described and established
within Procedures) for each of the calculations or the analysis assigned by the LSAE.

• The SAE performs development and issuing of the "Post-refueling PSA Update Report" which
has to be assigned by LSAE.

• The SAE performs development and issuance of the "PSA Update Report" which has to be
assigned by LSAE.

• The SAE performs development and issuance of the "PSA Change Report" which has to be
assigned by LSAE.

• The SAE performs developing and issuance of the "PSA Detailed Analysis Report" which has to
be assigned by LSAE.

3. Calculation Procedure

3.1 General Consideration

The use of this Procedure is intended to provide assurance that calculations and analyses are
performed in a logical, consistent manner, so that a competent individual can review the work without
recourse to the originator. The Procedure should address the extent and form of verifications and
validations. Verification involves a check that the calculations are performed correctly; i.e., numerical
accuracy. Validation involves a check that the model(s) accurately reflect the plant/system
phenomena.

Specific calculations and/or analyses may be performed in accordance with the requirements of codes,
standards, design criteria, specifications, instructions, procedures, etc. which differ from those defined
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in the Procedure. In such cases, originators may use an alternate documentation format and should
identify and reference the requirements and their sources.

3.2 Procedure

Calculations and analyses will be assigned and identified as follows:

• A Lead Safety Assessment Engineer should designate originators,
• The originator should establish and maintain a work file with which the calculation or analysis can

be identified. All pertinent documents accumulated in the work file, as part of the work activity,
should be included in the calculation documentation, and

• To assure ready reference and retrieval of work, the calculation or analysis should be assigned a
title that will allow the work to be identified with the plant, project or request for which the work
was initiated.

The format and content of a calculation or analysis should conform to the following requirements:

• The title page should contain the work activity title, the name of the applicable project and the
calculation number. This page should also contain the signatures and dates indicating performance
(or revision) and review of the work as required for the calculation by a Lead Safety Assessment
Engineer.

• The Lead Safety Assessment Engineer who is responsible for assignment of the task should
determine the need for, or level of review of the calculation or analysis. The level of review should
be assessed based on complexity of the problem.

• Successive pages including attachments should contain the calculation number and page number.
• All numerical calculations and analysis should encompass the following:

1. A problem description which includes the objective of the analysis or calculation.
2. The intended method of solution.
3. Any references (such as drawings, specifications or instructions) required to complete the

activity.
4. Analyses of more than two pages should contain an executive summary or abstract that briefly

states a summary, conclusions and/or recommendations.
5. Sources of equations and the unit of parameters should be identified, except where the

equations and units are common engineering knowledge and are thus not taken from a specific
reference.

6. Any design inputs used in the calculation or analysis, including specific references and
resources. Design input obtained orally or by other informal means should be promptly
confirmed in writing in the work file.

7. Assumptions used to perform the calculation and their sources should be clearly stated or
referenced in enough detail to allow competent and independent review.

8. The actual calculation or analysis. If a computer code is used, the originator should consider
the appropriateness of the code, and input values to it for the intended use, and that the results
obtained appear to be within the bounds of expected values. Data extracted from computer
codes should be identified and reference should be made to the computer code used.

9. A summary of the results or conclusions. The originator should be responsible for stating that
the objective of the analysis or calculation is achieved.

10. Appropriate "Review form" is required.

Calculations or analysis should be, if required, reviewed according to the following instructions:

• A Lead Safety Assessment Engineer should designate reviewers.
• The depth and method of review should be determined by the reviewer in accordance with the

level of review designated, considering the complexity, degree of standardization, state-of-the-art,
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and similarity to previous work. When alternate calculation are performed, the appropriateness or
assumptions, input data, code or other calculation method used in the original calculation should
be addressed.

• All reviews should be documented as follows:

1. If a second party review is performed in accordance with above, and the reviewer's comments
are readily resolved with the originator, the reviewer should document his/her review by
signing and dating the appropriate "Cover form".

2. If extensive or major comments are involved, or if a method other than second party review is
involved, the results of the review and the method used should be documented on appropriate
separate form. After resolution of comments, the reviewer should sign and date the
appropriate "Cover form".

• When multiple reviewers are involved, the reviewers of each part should be clearly identified.
• If, after consultation with the originator, a reviewer determines that the appropriateness of a

calculation or an analysis is in question and that resolution can not be reached with the originator,
he/she should issue a memorandum to the Lead Safety Assessment Engineer explaining his/her
objections. The issued memorandum should be included in the work activity file.

• The originator should incorporate or resolve all comments by reviewers. In the case when
resolution is not possible, the Lead Safety Assessment Engineer should provide resolution.
Resolution should be documented on the appropriate "Review form" and signed by the involved
individuals.

• If a calculation or analysis has already had a design analysis review performed, check or review is
not required, but may be performed on an "as-needed" basis.

• Upon completion of the review process, including final approval, the calculation or analysis
should be returned to the LSAE who should file it.

After completion of a calculation or analysis and its review process, the LSAE who assigned the task
should sign the approval on the appropriate "Cover page" acknowledging the completion of the work
and its review as designated.

Calculations or analysis that have been completed and have been filed may be revised or
supplemented, provided the revisions are reviewed and approved in accordance with Procedure.

Deficiencies with Procedure should be reported by memorandum to the Safety Assessment Manager
for determination and implementation of corrective action.

4. Procedure for PSA Based Change Analysis

The "Procedure for PSA Based Change Analysis" should provide Guidance to the PSA group for
evaluation and implementation of the plant modifications and of related documents with respect to the
potential impact on the existing PSA model. This Procedure should be designated for consideration
and/or implementation of the major changes to the PSA model. The major changes to the PSA model
may be the following:

• Implementation of plant design modification,
• Consideration of additional initiators or hazards (internal or external), and
• Consideration of other plant operational modes (e.g., Shutdown and Low

Power PSA, Mid-loop operation, etc.).

Documents describing major plant changes should be reviewed for impacts on PSA model, documents
and results. Any impact should be evaluated, as required, to determine the nature and extend of
impact. Any formal updating of the PSA model should be included on the appropriate form. All
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evaluations and quantification should be documented and all documentation should be filed and
maintained.

A "PSA Change Report" should be issued for every major change to the PSA model to summarize
all important changes to the PSA model, results and conclusions.

5. Discussion

Probabilistic evaluations should be undertaken for any significant plant changes or any significant
considerations of additional initiators or any significant considerations of other plant operational
modes. The evaluations should be documented using appropriate form, and should include: a
Statement of Problem or Proposed Plant Change, Summary of Safety Review, Impact on PSA model,
results and conclusions and Conclusions and Recommendations.

Detailed reports and/or analyses, which may be required as a part of the detailed analysis/evaluation
process, should be prepared as either a memo/report (there is no need for additional forms) or a
calculation (appropriate form), as appropriate, according to the length and impact of the analysis.

The Evaluations should address effects on frequency of accident sequences or equipment
malfunctions, as well as consequences from accidents or malfunctions. Uncertainty in the analysis
should be addressed by quantitative uncertainty analysis as warranted by the impact of the change.

The analysis should also describe modeling and simplifying assumptions, and limitations in the model
that affect the evaluations (e.g., systems or components not modeled, conservative assumptions, etc.).

6. Conclusions and Recommendations

The analysis should include conclusions with regard to comments on plant change documentation,
plant safety and system or plant reliability. The analysis should also include the bases for the
conclusions. The recommendations may include additional plant modifications, enhanced surveillance
or maintenance, or additional, more detailed analyses to be performed at a later date. Where the
conclusions and recommendations are based primarily on "engineering judgment", sufficient
supporting information should be included to confirm the judgment.
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Abstract

In order to make on-line risk monitoring application of Probabilistic Risk Assessment more
complete and realistic, a special attention needs to be dedicated to initiating events modeling.

Two different issues are of special importance: one is how to model initiating events
frequency according to current plant configuration (equipment alignment and out of service
status) and operating condition (weather and various activities), and the second is how to
preserve dependencies between initiating events model and rest of PRA model.

First, the paper will discuss how initiating events can be treated in on-line risk monitoring
application. Second, practical example of initiating events modeling in EPRI®'s Equipment
Out of Service on-line monitoring tool will be presented. Gains from application and possible
improvements will be discussed in conclusion.

Introduction

There is a number of different issues related to development of complete and satisfying on-
line PRA model. To mention just most important: zero-maintenance system reliability model,
common cause events, mapping plant activities to PRA modeled events, risk criteria, and
initiating events. This paper is presenting some suggestions on how might be important to
model initiating events in an on-line risk monitoring PRA.

There are two problems related to proper modeling of initiating events (IEs) in an on-line risk
monitoring PRA:

1. IEs (initiating events) are often not modeled in details inside PRA (i.e., full fault tree
model); and
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2. Even if IEs are modeled in details, some important IEs information may be missing (i.e.,
system dependencies, plant activities, and weather effects).

In order to illustrate importance of those issues in Is modeling next section is presenting one
illustrative example.

Practical Example

PRA model for Seabrook Nuclear Power Plant is used as base for this exercise.
Initiating event Loss of Offsite Power (LOSP) is modeled in two parts:

1. LOSPSY - IE Loss of Offsite Power because of Switch Yard (SY) failure, and

2. LOSPW - IE Loss of Offsite Power because of sever weather.

For the LOSPSY IE in Seabrook PRA it has been developed fault tree. Average frequency for
this IE is 4.86E-02 [1/yr]. In order to identify possible plant configuration dependency we
analyzed FT model. From this model it is clear that we can separate three different factors:
independent and common cause failure of SY (switchyard), and maintenance related failure
(i.e., SY activities related events). Since independent part contribution is negligible
comparing to other two, and common cause is not particularly suitable for on-line risk
monitoring modeling, our conclusion was that the maintenance related failures are potential
changing factor in IE modeling. We decide to build model of LOSPSY with frequency
depending on SY level of activities.

For approximate evaluation we used a simple model to estimate frequencies for LOSPSY,
depending on three different levels of activities in SY. SY activities are grouped in three
different levels (low, medium and high). Next assumption was related to influence of activity
level to SY failure. Final input is duration through year for each activity level. With
requirements that all this activities together must contribute to LOSPSY IE average value as it
was modeled in the original FT.

Figurei: LOSPSY Frequency Depending on SY Activity Level
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Figure 1 is representing LOSPSY IE
frequency results from this simple
model. It is obvious that significant
change can happen during whole year
depending on SY activity level.
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relative significance to IE was assumed. A requirement is also that all this weather conditions
together must contribute to LOSPW IE as it was evaluated in the original PRA.

Figure 2 is representing LOSPW IE
frequency results from this simple
model. It is obvious that not small
changes can happen during the whole
year depending on weather conditions.

This results for both LOSPs are only
assumptions for this exercise. More
realistic result should be obtained
from experience.

Figured L06FW Frequency Depending on Vfeather
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For the on-line risk monitoring PRA
effect of this IE frequency changes to the CDF change is more important. EPRI®'s
Equipment Out of Service (EOOS) on-line risk monitoring model for Seabrook is used to
evaluate significance of this. For this evaluation it is assumed that nothing else is out of
service. (So called zero-maintenance model is used.)

Table 1 presents results for IE LOSPSY. Effect to CDF change is in range from about 3%
decrease in no SY activity situation to almost 30% increase for high SY activity level.

Table 1: CDF in

Activity Level in SY

L O S P S Y [1/yr]

C D F ' [1/yr]

ACDF

function of SY activity level

Average

4 . 8 6 E - 0 2

3.83E-O5

0%

No Activity

2.20E-02

3.70E-05

- 3%

Low Activity
Level

9.50E-02

4.03E-05

+ 5%

Medium Activity
Level

1 . 9 0 E - 0 1

4 . 4 5 E - 0 5

+ 16%

High Activity
Level

2 . 9 0 E - 0 1

4 . 8 9 E - 0 5

+ 28%

Table 2 presents results for IE LOSPW. Effect to CDF change is in range from about 8%
decrease in good weather condition to more than 60% increase for high chance sever weather
condition.

Table 2: CDF in

Weather Condition

LOSPW [1/yr]

C D F ' [1/yr]

ACDF

function of weather conditions

Average

1.01E-02

3.83E-05

0%

Mild Weather

0.00E-00

3.54E-05

- 8%

Low Chance
Sever Weather

1.00E-02

3.82E-05

- 3 %

Medium Chance
Sever Weather

5.30E-02

5.01E-05

+ 31%

High Chance
Sever Weather

l.OOE-01

6.31E-05

+ 65%

Our next quantification is similar as before, but with a Diesel Generator out of service (OOS).
Effects are significantly more sever. Table 3 presents results for IE LOSPSY. Now CDF
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change is in range from more than 250% increase in no SY activity situation, to about 600%
increase for high SY activity level.

Table 3: CDF in function of SY activity level with one DG OOS

Activity Level in SY

CDF* [1/yr]

ACDF

Average

1.54E-04

+ 302%

No Activity

1.40E-04

+266%

Low Activity
Level

1 .78E-04

+ 365%

Medium Activity
Level

2 .28E-04

+ 495%

High Activity
Level

2 .81E-04

+ 634%

Table 4 presents results for IE LOSPSY. Now CDF change is in range from about 300%
increase in good weather condition, to about 1400% increase for high chance sever weather
condition.

Table 4: CDF in function of weather conditions with one DG OOS

Weather Condition

CDF* [1/yr]

ACDF%

Average

2 .54E-04

+ 302%

Mild Weather

1.05E-04

+ 174%

Low Chance
Sever Weather

1.53E-04

+ 299%

Medium Chance
Sever Weather

3 .62E-04

+ 845%

High Chance
Sever Weather

5 .89E-04

+1438%

Obviously this more complex plant configuration is making significance of changes in LOSP
IEs much more important.

This results gives a base to make conclusion about how important might be to model specially
Is frequency dynamics in the on-line risk monitoring PRA.

Conclusion

It is clear from the above example that modeling more realistically IE frequency in on-line
risk monitoring can be very important. It is obvious that CDF increase for one DG OOS plant
configuration give us completely misleading result. With average frequencies for LOSP one
DG OOS results in 300% CDF increase (Table 5). But obviously from this simple exercise,
things are different depending on weather condition and SY activity level. If there is good
weather and no SY activities then same plant configuration gives us little over 100% CDF
increase if one DG is OOS. Only with medium chance for sever weather condition or medium
level SY activities we will have CDF increase comparable to the average result.

Table 5: Impact of LOSP IE modeling on CDF values in on-line risk monitoring

LOSPSY

LOSPW

CDF* [1/yr]

ACDF

Diesel Generator

In Service

Average

Average

3 .83E-05

0%

No Activity

Mild Weather

3.42E-05

-11%

Out of Service

Average

Average

2.54E-04

+302%

No Activity

Mild Weather

3.62E-04

+ 137%
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It is important to emphasize that modeling IEs frequencies in the way to account for different
plant condition, can have significant effect on CDF in both directions. In another words if we
use just average IEs frequencies, then CDF can be both, underestimated and overestimated.
This is in a direct contradiction with main idea behind on-line risk concept: to optimize plant
activities in respect to risk.
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Abstract

Modeling approach to on-line risk monitoring is today in a rapid developing phase. For that
reason number of different solutions are available. This paper will attempt to present existing
approaches to address on-line risk modeling problem. Starting with description of on-line risk
monitoring issues in general, then following by presentation of existing software tools
(EPRI®'s Safety Monitor, Equipment Out of Service Monitor, and ORAM-SENTINEL) the
current state of the art in this area will be demonstrated. Finally, conclusions and ideas will
be outlined.

Introduction
For the purposes of comparison we will look at three distinctive segments of an on-line risk
monitoring tool as separated in (Figure 1):

1. INPUT Segment,
2. MODEL Segment, and
3. RESULTS Segment.

This segmentation will help to point out different issues in on-line risk monitoring, and to
compare existing solutions.

Input segment processes plant configuration data. This includes both data access and data
preparation for model. There are several difficulties in translating plant operation reality to
on-line risk monitoring model:
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• Since model itself presents approximation of reality, it is not an easy task to map
events from plant operation to modeled events.

• Often the same plant activities are not reported as the same event. There are examples
where for certain activities one maintenance crew is reporting component unavailable,
and other not (Reference 1).

• After information are collected it is important to recognize that they are not presenting
same meaning in the course of different scenarios (i.e. time to recover out of service
equipment for ATWS comparing to loss of FW).

• Finally, each plant has specific solutions for maintenance scheduling, operating
configuration, and other process information. It is unrealistic to expect that any
computer program can predict and solve in advance interface with all this differences.

This issues related to input segment illustrate that there is no universal solution for inputting
data in on-line monitoring application. Importance of this segment is usually undermined. In
another words, even with perfect model and presentation, we will not have relevant on-line
results without an adequate solution for input segment. Generally, existing on-line risk
monitor applications do not differentiate in their solutions for input segment.

(IMPLICATIONS &
PRESENTATION)

MODEL
(PROBABILISTIC &
DETERMINISTIC)

Figure 1: On-line Risk Monitoring Separated in to Three Segments

Model segment is core for any on-line risk monitoring application. This segment has
regularly probabilistic (quantitative) part and in better implementation, deterministic
(qualitative) part. Starting point for model building is probabilistic risk assessment (PRA)
study. PRA can be used in several different ways:

I. Complete PRA is included.

II. Only presolved minimal cut-sets are used.

III. Presolved solutions for certain number of configurations are used.
Combinations are also possible. It is not hard to conclude that using complete PRA model is
best way to build robust, most complete and accurate on-line risk monitor. Complexity of the
model is reason why practical on-line risk monitors are avoiding this approach. It is very
complicate to manage too big model, and it takes too long to get solution.

Either by using PRA or by building new logic, good on-line risk monitoring model regularly
includes deterministic (qualitative) evaluation. This modeling part also addresses safety
issues by telling how good current configuration is regarding defense in depth. Only
combined quantitative and qualitative estimation can give complete evaluation for particular
plant configuration.
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Existing on-line risk monitoring application differs very much in this model segment. These
differences are significant in both probabilistic and deterministic parts.

Presentation of results is the final segment. Common approach is to define plant
configuration based on probabilistic and deterministic results. Usually, it is proceduralised
that the certain increase of core damage frequency (CDF), and the certain level of defense in
depth degradation, are requiring precise actions. Actions are organized in several levels:

1. Increased attention,
2. Restricted time allowed for particular configuration,
3. Not allowed plant state.

In this segment existing application share lot of the similarities:

• Instantaneous and cumulative risk profile.
• Estimated allowed outage time for a particular configuration.
• Suggested actions regarding order of returning equipment to service or taking

additional equipment out of service.

A more sophisticated result presentation is often missing. We believe that more realistic and
valuable results can be obtained if a recent plant history is also taken in account. For example
it can be set as goal to keep rolling average risk for a certain period bellow predetermined risk
value.

Today Result Presentation segment in on-line risk monitoring is still missing a more
sophisticated answer to a question about understanding and using probabilistic and
deterministic findings.

User interface is one more aspect that we can use to evaluate on-line risk monitoring. Since
this aspect for highly specialized applications is very subjective it is not conversion this paper.
Generally, all existing applications fall short in implementing software information
technology state of the art achievements.

Since risk monitoring reality is not perfect, it is extremely important to have an open
application for expanding and changing functionality. This part can be measured, for
example, by how much is on-line risk monitor tool compatible with EPRI's Risk & Reliability
Workstation (R&RW) and how easy can tool be expanded with custom functionality.
Next sections are presenting main characteristics of three best known on-line risk monitors.

State of the Art Solutions
It is not goal of this paper to provide a detailed description of three on-line monitoring
applications. Main objective is to emphasize most important elements, and get good picture
about what is state of the art in on-line risk monitoring applications regarding simple model
layout (Figure 1).

All three applications Safety Monitor (SM), ORAM-SENTINEL (O-S), Equipment Out of
Service (EOOS) Monitor and are developed under EPRI's coordination. This is very
significant because it is indicating that there is no simple solution for on-line risk monitoring
problem.
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Safety Monitor

This is the first tool developed for on-line risk monitoring. Main advantage of SM is its
capability to handle full scope PRA model. This means that SM is able to solve full scope
PRA in a meter of minutes. SM is using the very best fault tree solving engine called
NURELMCS.

Practical implementations of SM are able to treat all modes of plant operations. SM approach
is also recognizing issues related to dynamic dependencies of model elements and plant
configurations (i.e., initiating events frequency, common cause, and human error probability).

Connectivity with R&RW is evolving, and certain limited level of connection is already
available.

Main challenge with SM approach is that the original PRA can not be always used directly.
Whole new model must be created for some applications.
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Figure 2: Safety Monitor Screen

EOOS Monitor

Integration with R&RW is main advantage of EOOS tool. This is because EOOS itself is
good example of R&RW concept in work.

EOOS approach is strongly PRA oriented. Tool is divided into two different parts (operating
and maintenance) which share same model and database.
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This tool presents an extremely open and flexible solution that results in complex model
requirements.

Main challenge in EOOS is that the default fault tree solving engine is not fast enough for a
complete PRA model. EOOS is open and can virtually accept any solving engine. As a
compromise, EOOS allows three different modes for quantification: presolved model, full
model, and hybrid.

£ 2 Operator's Risk Evaluation
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Active Items as of 1 /1 /1995 08 00
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Figure 3: Equipment Out of Service Monitor Screen

ORAM-SENTINEL

O-S presents a combined tool of the well-known ORAM tool for risk monitoring during plant
shutdown, and new SENTINEL part for power operation.

Strongest part in O-S tool is sophisticated deterministic model segment. O-S is especially
good in treating transient and safety functions status. This is part that made ORAM originally
popular and well accepted in the industry.

On the other side probabilistic part is weak comparing to other tools. For the quantitative
part, O-S is using only presolved final results for number of selected plant configurations.

Connection to R&RW is in the developing phase. Special tools are developed to call R&RW
application program interface (API) functions to solve new configuration and return that to
O-S.

This tool can have great acceptance based on ORAM success, but model development is most
demanding.
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Figure 3: ORAM-SENTINEL Screen

Conclusion
All three on-line risk monitoring tools discussed in this paper, present solid and viable
product. They all have advantages and weak points. Mentioned problems with data accessing
and properly interpretation are common for all tools, but also very plant specific and therefore
unsolvable in general. Results presentation is simple and is open for new approaches. EOOS
flexibility could be a good base for final solutions.

Maintenance rule can be naturally supported through usage of these tools. SM and O-S are
especially strong in this part.

All three tools support monitoring different modes of plant operations. O-S does not treat
transitional modes between shutdown and on-line. Still, there is open issue of integrated
monitoring and continuously treating risk during these different modes of operation.

It is authors opinion that all discussed tools present examples of excellent engineering
approaches. Therefore, the final choice needs to be made according to the users position
regarding the existing PRA model and future need for flexibility. There is obviously a big
difference in how close is on-line risk monitoring model to original PRA. Possibilities to
change tool and expand original model boundary are different for each tool.
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Abstract

Krsko Living PSA (LPSA) model is based on event tree/fault tree structure developed for
Individual Plant Examination (IPE) purposes. One point about "IPE type" PSA is that it is
design-based, i.e. it reflects specific plant design that existed at certain point of time, as well as
average plant configuration and operational strategy.

On the other hand, the LPSA model which is to be a basis for various risk based
applications must allow possibility to evaluate and compare various postulated designs, various
specific configurations and strategies. With respect to these points, two features of existing
Krsko IPE PSA model, which was developed by traditional PSA tool, needed special
consideration. First, quantification time for core damage frequency was very long. Second, the
fault tree (FT) structure was very large and complex for the following reason: single plant
system exposed to a number of various boundary conditions was modeled by a number of fault
trees, some of them being almost identical. These two features made the existing Krsko IPE
PSA model unsuitable for the LPSA purposes.

First concern was solved by transferring the model to the software of new generation with
fast minimal cutset generation process. The second concern had to be solved by reducing the
FT structure in a way that single system is represented by single FT structure, which is enabled
by employment of house events (logical switches). This, however, needed to be done carefully,
since it involved major rearrangement of the overall FT structure. The approach used in
development of Krsko IPE PSA model was "fault tree linking" which in some cases involved as
much as 10 levels of dependency. The process of FT structure optimization had to be carried
on in bottom-to-top fashion, level by level, with generation of minimal cutsets and their
verification at each level. Ideally, the process should result in reduced FT structure which,
when resolved, should yield identical minimal cutsets as the original FT structure.

The process is described in this paper.

Introduction

In different accident sequences plant system may be exposed to different
boundary conditions. Among the most important boundary conditions are:

•initial system status (e.g. operating vs. standby);
•system configuration (e.g. train separation vs. open cross connection);
•system success criteria (e.g. 1/2 trains vs.2 / 2 trains);
•status of support systems (e.g. intact or affected by postulated initiator);
•operator actions relevant to system performance (e.g. stress level);
•automatic actuation signals (e.g. "Safety Injection" vs. "Blackout"), etc.
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These are the reasons that the model of system failure in the various event tree
(ET) sequences may need to be given by various fault tree (FT) structures. These
structures may differ among themselves by various levels of detail and some of them
may be very similar or almost identical to one another. If the underlying PSA tool
does not employ any means to "control" the FT structure "online" (i.e. while
generating minimal cutsets for some specified case), then a single system has to be
represented by multiple fault trees, different among themselves by various degrees,
that would be linked into various event tree sequences. In this way the overall fault
tree structure grows large, becomes hard to control and maintain and, for these
reasons generally unsuitable for the Living PSA (LPSA) purposes.

The above mentioned means to control (i.e. appropriately modify) the fault tree
structure "online" are logical switches, or house events. They are events that can
assume only values of either logical zero or logical one, which is specified for every
particular analysis to be performed. The PSA tool ([3], [4]) used for the development
of the original Krsko IPE PSA ([1], [2]) did not employ house events. For this reason,
the overall FT model in some instances included a number of different fault trees per
single system, which made the overall PSA model structure very large and
complicated.

In order to make Krsko PSA more suitable for risk based applications, the
original IPE PSA model was transferred to the software of new generation ([5]) with
fast minimal cutset generation process, which, among other features, includes the
employment of house events. This enabled the optimization of the overall FT
structure, which resulted in its considerable reduction with enlarged traceability and
maintainability. The process is briefly described in the following sections.

Disassembling of the Overall FT Structure

The purpose of the process described below was to make the initial IPE PSA
fault tree structure more suitable for various risk-based applications and LPSA
program. The ultimate goal was to reduce the FT structure by achieving that single
system is represented by single FT structure, which is enabled by the employment of
house events. This needed to be done very carefully, since it involved major
rearrangement of the overall FT structure. The approach applied for the development
of Krsko IPE PSA model was "fault tree linking", which in some cases involved as
much as 10 levels in the dependency hierarchy. The top gates of FTs of support
systems are linked into the FTs of systems they support. The top gates of uppermost
FTs in the hierarchy (representing failures of various safety functions) are linked into
the ET sequences. This is schematically shown in Figure 1 below.

In this way, the overall ET / FT model actually is one huge integral structure,
which is within the terminology of PSA tool [5] referred to as a project. In order to be
able to optimize it, this integral structure first had to be partitioned into a number of
portions which would be more easily accessible. The project had to be divided into a
number of smaller projects. The best way to accomplish it was to divide the overall
FT structure into the portions each of which represents a FT model of specific plant
system. In this manner, the overall project would be disassembled into a number of
system level projects, each of which would be optimized separately. Once optimized,
they could again be assembled into an integral project
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This required thorough knowledge of system dependencies and the ways of their
modelling in the FT structure. General Krsko system dependencies are outlined in
the Figure 2. In order to create a system level project for specific system, the
following needed to be done.
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First, all the fault trees representing a system of concern should have been
identified. Accordingly to the discussion above, there generally would be multiple
fault trees per single system. (These fault trees would model the same segments and
components.)
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\
\
\

\

/ i \ 7 i

Figure 3

Second, the "ties" to support systems need to be identified and broken. The
"breaking " should be done in the way that the ties can later be re-established again,
in the process of reassembling the overall project. With this done, the system FTs
should simply be extracted from the overall project into a new, system level project.
In this way the integral FT structure would be partitioned into fractions each of which
represents one system, as outlined in Figure 3.

The best way to break the links to support system was to replace actual transfer to
support system FT top gate by undeveloped basic event with assigned dummy
probability. The names of these undeveloped events were of the type "SUB-X", with
"SUB" suggesting that it actually replaces some support subtree and "X" designating
the support system represented by the subtree. This is illustrated in the Figure 4
below.

Events in the ET sequences in the overall project are linked to the top gates of
representative FTs. This links had also to be replaced by the dummy basic events,
so that all the ETs could be "cut" from the underlying FT structure and extracted to
the separate project themselves. With the partition of the overall FT structure done,
the process of FT optimization could start in system by system fashion.

Optimization of System FT Structures

By optimization of system FT structure we strictly mean the reduction of initial
system FT structure in a way that each single segment or component is modelled
only once in the FT structure. System FT structures are optimized in the bottom-to-
top manner, beginning with the terminal support systems (power distribution,
actuation) and ending with the frontline systems which perform critical safety
functions.
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The overall process of optimization of FT structure of particular system (i.e.
particular system level project) could be broken in 9 major steps ([6]).

In the first step all the fault tree models representing plant system of concern are
identified and all relevant information on each of them is obtained.

In the second step the ET sequences are identified and sorted out to which the
FTs from the first step are linked. Cross-reference is made between the FTs and ET
sequences they appear in. This will be important in the later steps when the
appropriate house events will need to be defined.

In the third step the structures of the FTs from the first step are compared in order
to choose the fault tree which structure would be declared a baseline structure. This
should normally be a FT which structure in a way bounds (encompasses) the
structure of all other FTs (an "umbrella" FT).

In the fourth step each of the FTs need to be evaluated in order to determine in
detailed manner in which aspects it differs from the baseline structure. From this
point on, the baseline structure will be the only FT structure representing the system
of concern. All other initially existing FTs from the first step will be treated as cases
only.

In the fifth step of the optimization process it is in an exact manner defined how
the transition can be made from the baseline structure (or baseline case) to each one
of the other cases. For example: specific FT gates have to be logically zeroed or
declared true, specific portions of FT structure should be replaced by another
structure, etc. These transitions would be accomplished by actuation (or de-
actuation) of appropriately defined house event.
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These house events are defined in the sixth step. They are defined to reflect the
boundary conditions applicable to the ET sequence (or even to specific event in the
ET sequence) to which particular FT case is to be linked. The cross-reference
between FT cases and ET sequences was made in the second step of this process.
The house events would be actuated in the specification of specific ET initiator or
any other ET node, as applicable. House event actuation is valid "downstream of the
node", i.e. in all event sequences branching from the ET node of concern. As the
process of system FT model optimization goes in bottom-to-top fashion, there may
already be a number of house events which have been created along the
optimization of the FT models of systems which are lower in dependency hierarchy
than the system of concern. They should be examined in order to determine if some
of them apply to the system of concern, as well. (And some of them surely will, like
those representing "Loss of Offsite Power" or "Station Blackout" conditions, since
these conditions would affect all the levels of dependency hierarchy).

In the seventh step the system FT structure is edited and the relevant house
events defined in the sixth step above are incorporated into it, according to the
desirable impact their actuation need to have on it. The "desirable" impact of
actuation of particular house event (or the combination of them) is a transition from
the baseline case to specific other case,

In the eighth step the cross-reference is defined between the initial system fault
trees (from the first step) and specific cases in the new FT structure. Example is
shown in Table 1 below.

Table 1 : Original vs. New FT Structure for Component Cooling System - Header A
Original Fault Tree Structure New Fault Tree Structure

Case - Original Fault Tree Gate House Events Actuated
CCAO. Base case. Offsite power available
CCA Offsite power available. SI conditions.
CCAB Post Station Blackout.
CCAPO Loss of Offsite Power.
CCAP Loss of Offsite Power. SI conditions

Originally there were n different fault trees to represent one plant system. In the
new structure there is only one fault tree. This one can, however assume n different
configurations, each one corresponding to one of the initial fault trees.

Finally, in the ninth step the verification of the new system FT structure needs to
be done. The way to do it is to generate minimal cutsets for each of the new cases
and to compare them to the minimal cutsets generated for the respective original
fault tree. These minimal cutsets would contain basic events of the type "SUB-X" (i.e.
no support system FTs were retrieved in) and represent the best possible way to
discover any errors or inconsistencies appearing within the respective system FT
structure. This is only the first level of verification and validation of new FT structures.
The others will be discussed below,

The above nine-step procedure had to be applied to all system level projects.
Once all of them were optimized and verified in the described manner, they were
ready to be reassembled into one integral project.

CCA
CCA
CCA
CCA
CCA

None
SI
SBO
LSP
LSP and SI
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Reassembling of the Overall FT Structure

Reassembling all the system level projects into the integral project goes in strictly
reverse manner from the disassembling process. During the reassembling, the
verification and validation of FT structure is performed at the multiple levels. The
process once again goes in the bottom-to-top manner. At the beginning the integral
project contains only the fault trees of terminal support system (basically, electrical
systems and actuation systems).

The ESW (Essential Service Water) system appears at the next higher level of
dependency hierarchy (Figure 2). The ESW system project is retrieved into the
integral project. All the "SUB-X" basic events (representing failures of electric buses
and various actuation signals to ESW components) are then replaced by the
transfers to the respective support systems FT top gates. In this way formerly broken
links are re-established. With linking of support system FTs to ESW FT structure
completed, the minimal cutsets are once more generated for each one of predefined
ESW FT cases. They are compared against those obtained for the original ESW fault
trees (with linked support systems). In this way the ESW FT structure is verified once
more. Moreover, all the underlying support system fault trees are verified again. This
type of verification enables discovering potential errors such are those related to
incorrect linking of fault trees.

Moving in an upward direction through the dependency levels, the next system to
retrieve in is CCW (Component Cooling Water), Figure 2. Again, all the "SUB-X"
events appearing in the CCW FT structure are replaced by appropriate links and the
minimal cutsets are then generated for all CCW cases and then examined in order to
verify the CCW FT structure, as well as the structure of underlying support system
FTs.

Specification:
House event
XI to be actuated

Specification:
House event
X2to be actuated

Assume structure
XI

Assume structure
X2

Fault tree X

Figure 5
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The process is repeated in an upward manner until all the frontline systems and
functions have been imported into the integral project and properly verified. The next
thing to do is to retrieve the event trees. The dummy basic events in ET sequences
are replaced by transfers to appropriate FT top gates. With this done the project is
fully reassembled. The only thing to do yet is to properly actuate the house events in
ET sequences and to verify the overall optimized ET / FT structure. The latter is done
by generating minimal cutsets for the optimized ET sequences and by comparing
them to minimal cutsets of the original ET sequences.

The key point of the overall FT structure optimization may be illustrated by simple
example shown in Figure 5. Originally there were n different fault trees modelling
specific system which were linked to various ET sequences. In the optimized
structure there is only one fault tree which, however, assumes n different
configurations. Which one of the possible configurations will be assumed at specific
ET node, depends on the house events which were actuated "upstream" in the ET
sequence.

Conclusion

By performing the described procedure, the overall ET / FT structure developed
along the Krsko IPE project was rearranged in a way that made it much more
suitable for the various risk based applications and Living PSA program. Each plant
system is represented by the single FT structure. The only exceptions are the cases
where different mission time applies for the different sequences. In the above
described manner it was possible to reduce the number of FT gates for the Internal
Initiators PSA model from more than 8000 down to less than 3000. This largely
improves the overall FT structure accessibility and maintainability.
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Abstract

In order to establish the capability of the TN24 cask for storage of spent fuel

assemblies which are beyond the limits given by the manufacturer, a calculations of the

dose and heat decay have been made for several cases of burnup higher than 35

GWd/MTU, using the SCALE 4.2 code package. The results were compared with the data

obtained from the manufacturer. According to the results of the ORIGEN and SAS4

calculations and taking into the account limitations of the used model, it is possible to

estimate that for 50 GWd/MTU burnup at least 15 years cooling time period is necessary to

allow the use ofTN24 cask.

1. Introduction

In the case of absence of a central repository, dual-purpose cask for transport and

storage of spent fuel can temporarily solve (postpone) problem of spent fuel storage. The

Transnucleare TN24 "Dual Purpose" metal storage cask, licensed for storage in the USA

(Storage Certificate of Compliance 72-1005) and for storage & transport in some European

countries like France and Belgium, is very established on the market. Relatively large

capacity and good design make the TN24 cask a prominent candidate for NPP Krsko spent

fuel storage and transportation.

The cask body is made of SA350 carbon steel, with polyester resin neutron shield.

Capacity of the TN24 cask is 24 PWR (54 BWR) intact fuel assemblies. Maximum designed
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burnup and decay heat are 35 GWd/MTU and 24 kW, respectively. Maximum outside surface

dose rate must not be greater than 600 u.Sv/h. According to the manufacturer's data for some

other casks from the same TN24 family, the minimum of 8 years cooling time is required for

obtaining the licensed values mentioned above. These particular data for the TN24 cask were

not available.

Considering the fact that the recent burnup of NPP Krsko fuel is considerably higher

(40-45 GWd/MTU) than the TN24 maximum allowed burnup, resulting in higher thermal and

dose rate values, the use of the TN24 cask without further investigation is not

recommendable.

Due to the fact that activity and decay heat decrease over cooling time, one can expect

higher burnup to be compensated by increasing the cooling period.

We have used SCALE 4.2 code package to investigate extended burnup impact on the

TN24 storage cask main parameters, mainly thermal load and outside surface dose rate. The

ORIGEN module has been used for isotope depletion, heat production and neutron and

gamma energy spectrum calculations. The SAS4 control module (Monte Carlo method) has

been used for gamma and neutron transport as well as dose rate calculation. On the basis of

calculated values, an estimation of the necessary cooling time as a function of burnup has

been made, in order to comply with the manufacturer's licensed heat removal and maximum

surface dose rate, as well as NRC transport regulation (maximum allowed dose rates are 2000

|aSv/h at cask surface and 100 u,Sv/h at 2 meters distance from the cask surface) '5|.

2. TN24 cask main parameters and calculational model

Since the TN24 cask is capable of handling intact fuel assemblies, as well as

consolidated fuel rods, capacity of the cask is respectively 24PWR/52BWR fuel assemblies

and 42PWR/104BWR fuel assemblies (fuel rods from two assemblies being put in one

container). The empty cask weights 77 tons, while the loaded one weights 100 tons. Basic

shape of the cask is cylindrical, with the following main dimensions: overall length 4745 mm;

overall diameter 2347 mm; cavity length 4147 mm; cavity diameter 1454 mm; wall thickness

241 mm; lid thickness 267 mm; bottom thickness 260 mm; basket length 4115 mm; basket

diameter 1448 mm; thickness of basket spacers 10.2 mm. Cask body is made out of SA35O,

Gr.LFI carbon steel, and basket out of B4C-CU sandwiched between stainless steel plates.

Neutron shield is made out of polyester resin, and it's side thickness is 137 mm, while

the lid thickness is 70 mm. Cavity is filled with He at the pressure of 234 kPa (2.34 bar).
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To reduce CPU time we simplified rather complex cask geometry. The simplified

geometry of the TN24 cask is depicted in Fig. 1 (horizontal cross section) and Fig. 2 (vertical

cross section). The compositions of the materials used in transport and dose rate calculations

are given in the Table 1.

Table

Material

C
Cr
Ni
Ti
Fe
Mn
P
S
B
H
0
AI
Cu

1 Materials compositions used for the TN24 cask

Composition (w/o)
Stainless steel

0.04
17.00
12.00
0.70
70.26

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

Carbon steel
0.20

-
3.7
-

94.81
0.90
0.35
0.04

-
-
-
-
-

Resin
35.13

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

1.05
5.05

41.73
14.93
2.11

B4C-Cu
6.7

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

27.5
-
-
-

65.8

Neutron
Shield

Fuel
Basket

Figure 1. Horizontal cross section of the TN24 cask
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Top Lid

Trunnion

Cask Body

Fuel
Basket

Figure 2 Vertical cross section of the TN24 cask

Since the manufacturer's burnup limit for the TN24 cask is 35 GWd/MTU and

recently achieved burnup at NPP Krsko is 40-45 GWd/MTU, we decided to perform the

calculations in the 35-50 GWd/MTU range. Under the normal nuclear power plant operational

conditions a particular total burnup can be achieved with slightly different initial fuel

enrichment. Therefore, we selected two different burnup values for every initial enrichment.

Four initial fuel enrichments and eight different total burnups chosen for our calculations are

presented in Table 2. Neutron and gamma spectrums obtained by ORIGEN module, were then

incorporated into the SAS4 sequence as a source spectrum. SAS4 calculations have been done

with the IGO-3 geometry option, which explicitly represents fuel pins, and the only

homogenization is done inside the pins.

Neutron and gamma dose rates were calculated using standard SAS4 surface detectors,

positioned as shown in Fig.3., where the height of the detectors is given in relation to the cask

midplane. The SAS4 offers positioning of point detectors in any point outside the cask. That

gives the possibility of flux and dose rate calculations as a function of detector position. We

have performed point detector calculations as well. The results showed expected dependence

of detector azimuthal position. Surface detectors were used, rather than the point detectors,

mainly because of significantly smaller fractional standard deviation.
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Table 2. Starting fuel enrichments and total burnups

Burnup (GWd/MTU)
Fuel enrichment (U-235 w/o)

35
3.4

37
3.4

39
3.8

41
3.8

43
4.1

45
4.1

47
4.3

50
4.3

FUEL
HARDWARE

FUEL
d1

(182.9 cm)
d2

(198.0 on)
d3

(198.0 cm)
d4

(198.0 cm)

CASK
MIDPLANE

Figure 3. SAS4 default radial surface detectors

3. Results of the calculations

Results of the SAS4 calculations for total dose rates at TN24 cask surface and at 2

meters distance from the surface, as well as ORIGEN calculation of total thermal power, are

given in Table 3. Total dose rates as a function of burnup and cooling period are depicted in

Fig. 4. and Fig. 5.

Fractional standard deviation (FSD) for the neutron calculations was 3-4%, and for

gamma calculations 2-2.7%. Since gamma dose rate is much larger than neutron dose rate

(10-100 times), total FSD is roughly equal to gamma FSD. The uncertainties of the

calculational results are much larger than the total FSD. Main causes for this are:

• Activities of irradiated (spent) fuel neutron and gamma spectrum have been

calculated using the assumption of constant neutron flux in reactor during the

whole irradiation period.

• Because of the same reason the axial distribution of activity in fuel rods is

homogeneous.
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Surface detectors give the average dose rate as a result of integration of neutron

and gamma flux over a large cylinder surface. Because of the axial ly

unsymmetrical position of the fuel assemblies in the cask there are regions outside

the cask with different dose rate values.

Table 3. Dose rates and total

Burnup
(GWd/MTU)

35
37
39
41
43
45
47
50

35
37
39
41
43
45
47
50

35
37
39
41
43
45
47
50

35
37
39
41
43
45
47
50

35
37
39
41
43
45
47
50

Cooling Time
(Years)

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13

thermal power vs. burnup and cooling time

Dose Rate at
Cask Surface

(nSv/h)

638.0
680.0
699.0
719.0
752.0
783.0
818.0
900.0

525.0
590.0
624.0
634.0
645.0
696.0
712.0
762.0

450.0
518.0
520.0
558.0
566.0
609.0
632.0
668.0

413.0
438.0
459.0
462.0
492.0
509.0
546.0
612.0

366.0
398.0
420.0
434.0
444.0
482.0
497.0
525.0

Dose Rate at
2m Distance
from Cask

Surface
(nSv/h)

140.0
146.0
153.0
157.0
164.0
170.0
177.0
197.0

115.0
129.0
136.0
138.0
140.0
149.0
155.0
164.0

97.9
113.0
113.0
121.0
129.0
132.0
137.0
146.0

88.6
96.8
99.1
99.8
107.0
111.0
118.0
133.0

79.9
86.4
91.5
93.6
96.4
104.0
106.0
115.0

Total Thermal
Power
(kW)

13.0
14.3
15.1
16.0
16.9
17.9
18.8
20.3

12.6
13.6
14.4
15.3
16.1
17.0
17.9
19.4

12.1
13.1
13.8
14.7
15.5
16.3
17.2
18.6

11.7
12.7
13.4
14.2
14.9
15.8
16.6
18.0

11.4
12.3
13.0
13.8
14.5
15.3
16.1
17.4
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Figure 4. Total dose rate at cask surface
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Figure 5. Total dose rate at 2 m distance from the cask surface
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Dose rates as well as the total thermal power show much larger dependence on the

burnups than on initial enrichments. From the presented data (Table 3.; Fig. 4. and Fig. 5), it

can be seen the following:

• The calculated decay heat is below the 24 kW limit for all the calculated cases.

• In order to satisfy both, the manufacturer design limits for dose rate (600 jaSv/h at

the cask surface), as well as NRC transport regulations dose rate limits (2000

uSv/h at the cask surface, 100 |iSv/h at 2 meters distance from the cask surface),

the minimum cooling period of discharged fuel must be about 13 years.

4. Conclusion

The above results of the calculations of total dose rate and total thermal power show

the capability of TN24 cask for storage of spent fuel assemblies which are beyond the burnup

limits given by the manufacturer, under the condition of extended cooling time period before

loading the assemblies.

According to the results of the ORIGEN and SAS4 calculations and taking into the

account limitations of the used model, it is possible to estimate that for 50 GWd/MTU burnup

at least 15 years cooling time period is necessary to allow the use of TN24 cask.

For a more precise determination of cooling time-burnup relation for the TN24 cask,

additional calculations with a more accurate model are necessary.
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Abstract
Using the SCALE-4 code package reracking possibilities of the NPP Krsko spent fuel

pool were analyzed. Two cases were considered: the first case assuming the 40 years lifetime
of the plant, and the second case assuming the 50 years lifetime of the plant. It was shown
that it is possible to design the additional racks in free space of the spent fuel pool with the
sufficient total capacity to store all the spent fuel generated during the 40 years lifetime of the
plant. In the case of 50 years plant lifetime, completely new racks (capacity of 1890 spent fuel
assemblies), containing 4mm boral in storage cell walls, were proposed for the NPP Krsko
spent fuel pool. The effective multiplication factor of the spent fuel pool fully loaded with new
racks containing spent fuel assemblies of initial enrichment 4.3 w/o, burned to 40 GWd/tU
and cooled 2 years is lower than the value required by standard. It showed the possibility of
the safe disposal of all spent fuel accumulated during more than 50 years lifetime of the plant.

1. INTRODUCTION

The standard technique for storage of spent fuel is placing the spent fuel assemblies in

a water pool. About 90% of the spent fuel around the world are currently stored in pools.

Spent fuel assemblies are stored in widely spaced storage arrays which are mounted on the

base of the pool, to prevent criticality and protect fuel from consequences of the earthquake.

As utilities are confronted with the problem of increasing storage capacity the first step to

solve this problem is reracking. An analysis of reracking possibilities for NPP Krsko spent

fuel pool has been performed.

The spent fuel pool of NPP Krsko contains 12 racks for spent fuel assemblies with 12

inches center-to-center spacing of storage cells. 8 racks have configuration of 8x9 storage

cells and 4 racks have configuration of 7x9 storage cells. The cross sectional view of the NPP

Krsko spent fuel pool is depicted in Figure 1. There is a free space in the spent fuel pool,

which could be used for additional installation of spent fuel racks. The capacity of the NPP

Krsko spent fuel pool is 828 spent fuel assemblies. Currently 526 spent fuel assemblies are
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stored in the spent fuel pool. Apparently, the existing spent fuel capacity is not sufficient to

store all fuel discharged during the NPP Krsko lifetime.

Our previous analysis^ based on burnup credit of the spent fuel suggested an increase

in spent fuel pool storage capacity. A further densification of storage cells in the spent fuel

pool could be achieved by incorporation of neutron absorbers, e.g. boral, into rack structure.

Our ultimate goal was to investigate whether it is possible to store all spent fuel accumulated

during lifetime of the NPP Krsko in the existent spent fuel pool. Recently, there is a tendency

to extend the lifetime of the nuclear power plants, so two options were considered: a) 40 years

lifetime, and b) 50 years lifetime.

Calculational tools and methodology used to determine the reracking possibilities of

NPP Krsko spent fuel pool are described in Section 2. Results of analysis are presented in

Section 3. Conclusions are given in Section 4.

) ' i ; '. • • 2 - I • . • • '• i 1 •- • i 5 ' ' ;
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Fig. 1 Cross sectional view of the NPP Krsko spent fuel pool

2. CALCULATIONAL TOOLS AND METHODOLOGY

The SCALE code system[2] developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory has been

used as the computational tool to investigate the reracking possibilities of NPP Krsko spent

fuel pool. Criticality safety analyses are performed via the criticality safety analyses

sequences (CSAS), and ORIGEN module is used for the depletion calculations. The SCALE
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27-group burnup library containing ENDF/B-FV (actinides) and ENDF/B-V (fission products)

data has been used for all calculations.

As the extended option of 50 years lifetime for NPP Krsko is not certain we

considered a modular approach to capacity increase of the spent fuel pool. It means that for

the 40 years lifetime of NPP Krsko additional racks with adequate capacity have to be

designed and installed in the free space of the spent fuel pool. In the case that the extended

option of 50 years lifetime for NPP Krsko is accepted, the existent 12 fuel racks have to be

replaced at later time with new racks of appropriate capacity.

We assumed that new fuel racks consist of storage cells containing neutron absorbers

in structural material. The cross sectional view of storage cell is given in Figure 2. In all our

calculations we used the storage cell structure described in Figure 2.

Boral

Stainless
Steel

Water

Fig. 2. Storage cell

Boral has performed extremely well in spent fuel pool applications, and it is

considered as the preferred neutron absorber for fuel racks. Therefore, it was chosen as

neutron absorber. Boral is a metallic composite of sintered aluminum matrix containing boron

carbide sandwiched between and bonded to aluminum plates. Boron carbide is an extremely

stable and inert chemical compound, which does not react with any material, found in spent

fuel pools. Boral is installed between stainless steel plates into storage cell walls.

A series of actinide-only burnup credit criticality calculations with the assumptions of

different storage cell pitch and different boral thickness were performed in order to meet the

required criticality safety standard131.
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3. RERACKING POSSIBILITIES IN THE NPP KRSKO

An analysis of the NPP Krsko spent fuel pool reracking has been performed for two

cases: the first case assuming the 40 years lifetime of the plant, and the second case assuming

the 50 years lifetime of the plant.

3.1 Reracking analysis for 40 years lifetime of the plant

In order to estimate the total number of spent fuel assemblies we used a conservative

approach, assuming the 12 months cycles till the end of lifetime (year 2023.). As power

uprate is planned after steam generators replacement we have conservatively assumed that 36

spent fuel assemblies will be discharged at the end of each cycle. 24 cycles with 36 spent fuel

assemblies discharged are left plus the last cycle after which the full core (121 fuel

assemblies) has to be discharged. Taking into account that 526 spent fuel assemblies are

currently stored in the spent fuel pool the total number of spent fuel assemblies accumulated

during the 40 years lifetime is 526+24x36+121=1511. As the capacity of the existing fuel

racks is 828, new racks for additional 683 spent fuel assemblies have to be provided. The

most practical place for designing of the additional racks is the free space in the spent fuel

pool. We assumed that additional racks contain 700 storage cells (20x35) The storage cell

dimensions are 23.65 cm x 22.45 cm, and boral is used as neutron absorber. The 4mm boral

layer is sandwiched between 2.5mm stainless steel plates forming the storage cell walls. The

configuration of the NPP Krsko spent fuel pool is given in Fig. 3. For the spent fuel

assemblies, which are already in the spent fuel pool, we used in our analysis the actual

enrichments, burnups, and cooling times, and for the fuel assemblies which will be used in the

future we assumed uniform enrichment (4.3 w/o U235), uniform burnup (40 GWd/tU), and

uniform cooling time ( 2 years). The ORIGEN code is used to calculate the isotopic

composition of the fuel, but in our analysis only major actinides (U-235, U-236, U-238, Pu-

239, Pu-240, Pu-241) are taken into account. The effective multiplication factors for the

whole-spent fuel pool is calculated by CSAS25 sequence of SCALE code system. For the

case without any boron in the spent fuel pool water we obtained the value of 0.8128±0.0034

for spent fuel pool effective multiplication factor. As this value is quite below the value

required by ANSI standard (0.95) we may conclude that it is possible to design the additional

racks in free space of the spent fuel pool with the sufficient capacity to store all the spent fuel

generated during the lifetime of the plant.
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Fig.3. NPP Krsko spent fuel pool configuration with partially new racks

3.2 Reracking analysis for 50 years lifetime of the plant

In the case that the lifetime of the NPP Krsko would be extended for another ten years,

the total number of spent fuel assemblies could be easily determined by adding the total

number of spent fuel assemblies for 40 years lifetime (1511 spent fuel assemblies) and spent

fuel assemblies for additional ten 12 months cycles (360 spent fuel assemblies), hi order to

store these 1871 spent fuel assemblies reracking has to be performed in the whole spent fuel

pool. First we estimated the maximum capacity of the NPP Krsko spent fuel pool for spent

fuel assemblies of initial enrichment 4.3 w/o U-235, discharge burnup of 40 GWd/tU, and

cooling time of 2 years. The new fuel racks for 2448 spent fuel assemblies (containing 72x34

storage cells) with storage cell pitch of 22.65 cm and 4mm boral layer in the storage cell wall

are estimated to give the maximum capacity of the spent fuel pool. The configuration of the

NPP Krsko spent fuel pool with completely new racks is presented in Figure 4. The effective

multiplication factor of the spent fuel pool with new racks of maximum capacity obtained by

CSAS25 sequence of SCALE code system is 0.8191±0.0036, what is well below the value

required by the standard.
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11.35 cm

Fig.4. NPP Krsko spent fuel pool configuration with completely new racks

The maximum capacity racks are not needed to store spent fuel assemblies for 50

years lifetime of the NPP Krsko. Therefore, the more appropriate storage racks are proposed

for storage of spent fuel accumulated during 50 years lifetime. These racks contain 63x30

storage cells and have capacity of 1890 spent fuel assemblies. The storage cell pitch is 25.00

cm and 4mm boral layer is incorporated in the storage cell wall. Assuming the actual

enrichments, burnups, and cooling times for the spent fuel assemblies, which are already in

the spent fuel pool, and assuming uniform enrichment (4.3 w/o U235), uniform burnup (40

GWd/tU), and uniform cooling time ( 2 years) for the fuel assemblies which will be used in

the future the effective multiplication factor of the spent fuel pool fully loaded with new racks

was obtained (0.6860±0.0039). It showed the possibility of the safe disposal of all spent fuel

accumulated during more than 50 years lifetime of the plant.

It must be emphasized that reracking designs described above are solely based on

criticality analysis of the spent fuel pool, and these designs have to be additionally checked by

seismic and thermal hydraulic analyses.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Using the SCALE-4 code package we have analyzed reracking possibilities of the

NPP Krsko spent fuel pool. Two cases were considered: the first case assuming the 40 years

lifetime of the plant, and the second case assuming the 50 years lifetime of the plant. We have

showed that it is possible to design the additional racks in free space of the spent fuel pool

with the sufficient total capacity to store all the spent fuel generated during the 40 years

lifetime of the plant. In the case of 50 years plant lifetime, completely new racks (capacity of

1890 spent fuel assemblies), containing 4mm boral in storage cell walls, were proposed for

the NPP Krsko spent fuel pool. The effective multiplication factor of the spent fuel pool fully

loaded with new racks containing spent fuel assemblies of initial enrichment 4.3 w/o, burned

to 40 GWd/tU and cooled 2 years is lower than the value required by standard. It showed the

possibility of the safe disposal of all spent fuel accumulated during more than 50 years

lifetime of the plant.

As the extended option of 50 years lifetime for NPP Krsko is not certain we would

recommend a modular approach to capacity increase of the spent fuel pool. It means that for

the 40 years lifetime of NPP Krsko additional racks with adequate capacity have to be

designed and installed in the free space of the spent fuel pool. In the case that the extended

option of 50 years lifetime for NPP Krsko is accepted, the existent 12 fuel racks have to be

replaced at later time with new racks of appropriate capacity.

It must be emphasized that reracking designs described above are solely based on

criticality analysis of the spent fuel pool, and these designs have to be additionally checked by

seismic and thermal hydraulic analyses.
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Abstract:

In the process of economic and technological development of Croatia by using or
introducing nuclear power or in the case of international co-operation in the field of peaceful
nuclear activities, including international exchange of nuclear material, Croatia should establish
and implement National System of Nuclear Materials Control.

Croatian National System of accounting for and control of all nuclear material will be
subjected to safeguards under requirements of Agreement and Additional Protocol between the
Republic of Croatia and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) for the Application
of Safeguards in Connection with the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons
(NPT).

The decision by NPT parties at the 1995 NPT Review and Extension Conference to
endorse the Fullscope IAEA Safeguards Standard (FSS) as a necessary precondition of nuclear
supply means that states are obliged to ensure that the recipient country has a FSS agreement
in place before any nuclear transfer can take place (Ref. 1.). The FSS standard of nuclear supply
is a central element of the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) Guidelines which the NSG adopted
in 1992 and should be applied to members and non-members of the NSG. The FSS standard of
nuclear supply in general allows for NPT parties or countries which have undertaken the same
obligations through other treaty arrangements, to receive favourable treatment in nuclear
supply arrangements. However, the Iraqi experience demonstrate that trade in nuclear and
dual-use items, if not properly monitored, can contribute to a nuclear weapons program in
countries acting contrary to their non-proliferation obligation. Multilateral nuclear export
control mechanisms, including the FSS supply standard, provide the basis for co-ordination and
standardisation of export control measures.

EU APPROACH ON NUCLEAR MATERIALS EXPORT CONTROLS

In 1992 the Commission of the EU conducted an investigation of the state of national
export control systems. In the study the Directorate General III (DG III - Directorate charged
with Community industrial policy) documented differences: licensing procedures and criteria,
size of restricted countries and goods lists, penalties for export violations, export agencies
personnel and technical capabilities, and the degree of information sharing amongst customs,
enforcement, licensing and intelligence bureaus. DG XVII (Energy) surveyed member states
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nuclear control lists. As all EU members were Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) identical lists
were to be expected. The survey revealed extraordinary variances. The French list revealed the
absence of fourteen items from a complete list of seventy-two, Belgium lacked twenty and
Spain twenty-four.

The Commission concluded that if possible sources of diversion were to be eliminated
and if equal competitive conditions were to be ensured, some of the elements which make up
an export control system would need to be harmonised between member states in order to
insure that each national control system was equally effective. The Commission submitted a
proposal to the Council of the European Union on harmonising elements of national systems of
control. The proposal was strictly limited to what is necessary at the Community level to meet
essential requirements for the completion of the international market. Arms exports would not
be included in the proposed system. The system would therefore address only trade in dual-use
goods. On the basis of proposal the Council adopted a system of dual-use goods export
controls consisting of two legal pillars:

I. Council Decision No 94/924/CFSP

Joint action adopted by the Council on the basis of article J3 of the Treaty on European
Union is designed to protect member states essential security interests and to meet their
international commitments. It establishes five lists:

Annex 1: contains a common list of dual-use goods which are subject to control when
exported from the EU;

Annex 2: provides a non-exhaustive list of destinations to which simplified formalities can be
used; it remains at the discretion of the member state to issue a licence or not;

Annex 3: provides a list of guidelines which will be taken into account by member states in
making licensing decisions;

Annex 4: establishes a list of dual-use goods for which intra-Community trade remains subject
to individual or global authorisations (items include especially designed or prepared nuclear
goods and components;

Annex 5: lists some dual-use goods for which some member states will continue to requests for
individual authorisation when the good in question is dispatched from one EU state to another.

II. Council Regulation (EC) No 3381/94

An EU Regulation is legislation which has general effect and is directly applicable in the
member states. The key element of the Regulation is that for all dual-use goods listed in Annex
1 a license is required for exports from the EU. The responsibility for authorising such exports
will remain with the competent national authorities. A license granted by the national authority
is valid throughout the EU.

The Regulations contains numerous provisions addressing specific details regarding
further policy harmonisation and interpretation. The Regulation provides for a transitional
period, which will be re-examined within three years from the date of entry into force (July
1998), during which the member states are committed to exchanging information and co-
operation closely whenever necessary in order to minimise the risk of diversion. The
Regulation also stipulates the exercise "catch-all" provision. Regarding the transfer of certain
nuclear items within the Community, the Regulation recognises the validity of the so-called
Dublin declaration.
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APPRO A CH IN THE REPUBLIC OF CROA TIA

Nuclear materials control system in the Republic of Croatia is based on the IAEA
approach. According to the international agreements and national legislation Republic of
Croatia shall establish and maintain a system of accounting for and control of all nuclear
material subject to safeguards under Agreement between RC and IAEA for the Application of
Safeguards in Connection with the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons.
Furthermore, after signing of Additional Protocol to the Agreement, Croatia will implement
Full Scope Safeguards System according to requirements for all activities and specified
equipment and non-nuclear material listed in Model Protocol Annex 1 and Annex 2 (INFCIRC
540).

In the scope of international agreements the Republic of Croatia adopted (Act of 1993)
the Former Yugoslav Act on the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (Act of
1970), signed and ratified (Act of 1994) the Agreement between RC and IAEA for the
Application of Safeguards in Connection with the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation on Nuclear
Weapons and signed and ratified (Act of 1995) the Convention on Nuclear Safety (Vienna
1994). Also, the Republic of Croatia adopted (Act of 1993) the Former Yugoslav Act on the
Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material (Act of 1985)

On the IAEA General Assembly session in the September of the 1997 Republic of
Croatia issued Statement to be ready for process of signing Additional Protocol to the
Agreement for the Application of Safeguards in Connection with the Treaty on the Non-
Proliferation on Nuclear Weapons.

In the scope of national legislation the Republic of Croatia adopted (Act of 1991) the
Former Yugoslav Act on Radiological Protection and the Safe Use of Nuclear Energy (Act of
1984) and Croatian Act on Ionising Radiation Protection and Nuclear Plants and Facilities
Safety Measures (Act of 1981). The New Nuclear Safety Law is not finalised yet. Codes,
regulations and standards for safeguards and physical protection measures for nuclear material
should be prepared and issued after.

In this moment there is no nuclear facilities in the territory of the Republic of Croatia,
neither nuclear material nor dual-use equipment have been reported to the IAEA for import or
export control. Accounting and licensing of nuclear material is in the scope of Ministry of
Economy. In the progress is feasibility study untitled "Nuclear Materials Control" which
objectives are to present situation on nuclear materials control in the Republic of Croatia in
correlation to international requirements adopted by signed and ratified agreements, in addition
to prepare basic documentation in order to follow up process of accession to the international
agreement untitled "Protocol Additional to the Agreement between the Republic of Croatia
and the International Atomic Energy Agency for the Application of Safeguards in Connection
with the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons" notified by IAEA to the
Resident Representative to the Permanent Mission of the Republic of Croatia in Vienna at the
end of the year 1997 (Ref.2). Measures provided for in the Additional Protocol to safeguards
agreements include:

- Information about, and inspector access to, all aspects of nuclear fuel cycles, from uranium
mines to nuclear waste and locations where nuclear material intended for non-nuclear uses is
present;

- Information on, and inspector access to, all buildings on a nuclear site;
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- Information about, and inspector access to, fuel cycle related research and development;

- Information on the manufacture and export of sensitive nuclear related technologies and
inspector access to manufacturing and import locations;

- The collection of environmental samples beyond declared locations when deemed necessary
by the IAEA; and

- Administrative arrangements that improve the process of designating inspectors, the issuance
of multy entry visas and IAEA access to modern means of communications.

The Additional Protocol in combination with the safeguards agreement provides for as
complete a picture as practicable of a State's production and holding of nuclear source
material, the activities for further processing of nuclear material (for both nuclear and non-
nuclear application), and of specified elements of the infrastructure that directly support the
State's current or planned nuclear fuel cycle. The elements of the reporting scheme are
incorporated in the Additional Protocol as legal obligations. The safeguards agreement and the
Additional Protocol are to be read as a single document with, in cases of conflict, the
provisions of the Additional Protocol prevailing. Through December of the year 1997, seven
States signed Additional Protocol that grants the IAEA legal authority to implement
strengthened safeguards measures. States accepting the Protocol so far are Armenia, Australia,
Georgia, Lithuania, Philippines, Poland, and Uruguay, Two of them, Armenia and Georgia,
have undertaken the commitment to apply the Protocol provisionally, pending its ratification. A
number of other States, including Japan and Canada, as well the European Union, have
signalled they are moving towards acceptance of the Protocol (Ref.3.)

References:

1. Keynote Address at the International Seminar on the Role of Export Controls in
Nuclear Non-Proliferation (Vienna, 7 October 1997);

2. Draft Protocol Additional to the Agreement between the Republic of Croatia and the
International Atomic Energy Agency for the Application of Safeguards in Connection
with the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons;
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Development of models and computer codes for assessing the safety of Romanian
repository for low and intermediate level wastes
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Abstract: This paper describes the safety assessment methodology developed in Institute
for Nuclear Research for low and intermediate level waste Romanian final repository. The
methodology will focus on the post-closure assessment of final disposal and has been developed
in following steps:
1. Identification and selection of those release pathways that are of primary importance for
repository.
2. Selecting and integrating of appropriate models for analyses of important physical and
chemical processes.
3. Selecting the appropriate codes that include these selected models.
4. Implement and assess computer codes.

The most probable pathway of the radionuclide release involves penetration of water into
repository, the leaching of the waste form, and radionuclei transport in ground water and surface
water.

In consideration of Romanian selected site specific conditions (arid climate and very deep
unsaturated zone) we consider that the unsaturated zone flow together the term source model are
the most important modules of the methodology.

1. Introduction

The objective of this paper is to describe the safety, assessment methodology which will be
subsequently used to demonstrate the long-term acceptability of proposed near surface Romanian
repository. In this methodology the measure of impact of low and intermediate disposal practice
on humans and/or the environment is the calculational end point and the waste activity
concentrations and total activity levels are the starting points. The purpose of the methodology is
to demonstrate whether doses are expected to be iower than regulatory performance objectives
rather than to provide estimates of the actual expected doses.

The methodology has been designed to be modular in structure. The modular structure
allows use of simplest models possible but permits substitution of more complex models when
need. The modular structure also permits updating of selected models as better models are
developed.

The methodology allows analyses of dose to individuals from off-site releases under
normal conditions as well as on-site doses to inadvertent intruders. It is considered that the crucial
pathway by which the radionuclides reach the environment is the ground-water pathway. To
assess the effect of releases through this way, the methodology account for a number of physical
and chemical processes. These processes as well as the procedure for applying the methodology
to the analysis of ground-water pathway are shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Processes in Low-Level Waste Performance Assessment

2. Mathematical models and computer codes selection

Water infiltration into the facility is a key phenomenon in determining release rates of
wastes. The most of available computer codes for calculating infiltration are based on the
water balance method. The water balance method requires measured estimates of actual
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evapotranspiration and runoff both of which are difficult to measure with precision. Our
methodology includes the VS2DT [1] code which can estimates the infiltration as a two-stages
process. During the first stage, water enters the system at the applied rate as long as the
conductive and sorptive capacities of the medium are not exceeded. If these capacities are
exceeded, water ponds on the surface and infiltration decreases asymptotically to a rate equal to
the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the medium. In VS2DT code the evaporation and
evapotranspiration are also a two-stages process analogous to infiltration.

The ground-water flow is an important process in assessment analyses and the ground-
water flow field is necessary for modeling both the source term and the rate of radionuclide
transport through ground water. The water flux into the disposal unit is determined by a flow
simulation of the vadose zone using the infiltration as a boundary condition at the upper edge of
the computational domain. Seepage of contaminants from a low and intermediate level waste
(LILW) facility invariably involves flow in the unsaturated region between the vault and the water
table. In this zone, flow is generally expected to be downward.

The goal of analyzing the saturated zone is to model the rate and direction of ground-
water flow underlying the disposal facility for use in transport analyses.

In our methodology, the water flow in variably saturated porous media is analyzed by
using the computer code VS2DT. In this code, the equation that describes the movement of liquid
water is a combination between the mass conservation equation of water and auxiliary equation
for fluid flux and storage. The nonliniar flow equation solved by the VS2DT has the following
form:

+ sSj]^-p±A,kkr(h)^-pqv = 0 (1)

where H= total hydraulic potential, L; v = volume of porous medium, L3; p = liquid density, L"3 ;
s = liquid saturation, L° ; h = pressure potential, L; Ss = specific storage, L"1 ; Cin = specific
moisture capacity, L"1 ; K = saturated hydraulic conductivity, LT"1 ; Kr (h) = relative hydraulic
conductivity to liquid as a function of pressure head, L° ; q = volumetric source-sink term, T l ;
Ak = area of the kth face to which n^ is orthogonal.

The solution of equation (1) require the initial and boundary conditions. The initial
conditions usually represent some type of steady state or equilibrium; the boundary conditions
specify either the flux of liquid across the boundary, the total potential along the boundary, or
some combination of specified head and specified flux. The coefficients in (1) are in general
nonliniar function of the pressure potential.

The source term is defined as the time-dependent rate of radionuclide release from the
boundary of the facility' s disposal units. To model the complete disposal unit, including every
waste container individually would require a three dimensional model that consider all of the
processes simultaneously; such a model does not exist today. As a result, the justified
simplifications from a fully descriptive three dimensional model have been made. The
"simplified" models account for the most important physical processes and parameters
influencing release. One of the computer codes that contains these "simplified" models is DUST
[2]; it has been included in our methodology. DUST permits to select from two different methods
of calculating the transport of radionuclides through the facility: the Multi-Cell Mixing Cascade
(MCMC) model and the one-dimensional finite difference (FD) model. The MCMC model is an
analytical solution of advective transport equation with radioactive decay and chemical
retardation for constant flow and material properties:
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The first term in Eqn. (3) arises from the initial conditions. The integral in Eqn. (4) can be
evaluated analytically for certain functional forms of the wasteform release rate term, Qn.

The FD model is a generalization of the MCMC model and permits different transport
properties in each node, diffusive/dispersive transport, and more general wasteform release
models.

Ground-water transport refers to the motion of water-borne radionuclides in soils, and
includes both convective and dispersive transport mechanisms. Steady-state ground-water flow
may frequently be assumed, but releases from the source are intrinsically transient. As a result, it
is necessary to model transient transport. The goal of ground-water transport modeling are (1) to
estimate aquifer concentrations that may become accessible to humans through a well, and (2) to
estimate the rate of radionuclide flux from the aquifer into surface-water bodies. Of these two
pathways considered in the undisturbed performance of the facility, the well pathway will be
usually be the more important. Two of the most common analysis techniques used to analyze
ground-water transport are analytical solutions and numerical solutions of the convective-
dispersion equation. For steady-state, one-dimensional aquifer flow it is possible to use an
analytical solution - based on Green' s function method - to evaluate the concentration at a well
downgradient from the disposal unit. The analytical Green' s function must be integrated
numerically for arbitrary source terms. Green' s functions are available for determining aquifer
concentrations, and for radionuclide fluxes into a surface-water bodies, which can be used to
determine surface-water concentrations. The computer code PEGAN [3] included in our
methodology, contains the numerical integration programs such as DISPERSE and SURFACE
that have great numerical accuracy and source terms that are flexible in their treatment of
dispersion. The well concentration due to a square area source has the following form:

(5)

where Q is the time-dependent source rate, n is the effective porosity, R is the retardation factor in
the aquifer, L and W are the length and width of the disposal unit, t is the time and X, Y and Z
have the meanings presented in [4]. The flux of radionuclide into a surface-water body can be
also analyzed by means of Green' s function.

Releases from LELW facility result in temporally varying concentrations of radionuclides
in various environmental media. However, dose requirements refer to the peak dose to the
maximally exposed person. Consequently, pathways analysis only needs to be performed for a
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single time at which the maximum dose occurs, and time-varying analyses need not be performed.
In practice, the time at which the maximum dose occurs will not be known a priori, for peak,
concentrations can occur at different times for different radionuclides. It is therefore necessary to
calculate environmental concentrations for a number of times, and calculate the dose that results
at each of those times to produce a dose history.

3. Results

The technical project of low and intermediate level waste Romanian repository being on
the way to finalize, the objective of this paper is to demonstrate the applicability of developed
methodology to any disposal site. The demonstration is based on flow and transport analyses in
unsaturated zone, the calculations of releases of radionuclides from a hypothetical low-level
waste site, and the analysis of contaminant transport to humans.

A VS2DT flow analysis is performed to simulate one-dimensional infiltration and
evaporation into a 3 meters length column of characteristic loss for Romanian disposal site. The
soil parameters (van Genuchten equation) have been determinate by lest-square fitting using
Levenberg-Marquard method. Two recharge periods, totaling 31 days are simulating. For the first
period, rainfall at a rate of 5 cm/day is allowed to infiltrate for lday, and second period consist of
a bare soil evaporation (PEV = 0.2 cm/day) for 30 days. A uniform grid spacing of 3.0 cm is used.
Initial conditions consist of an equilibrium head profile specified above a fixed water table at a
depth of 297cm. Fig. 2 shows the moisture content profiles for t = 0, one day and 31 days at 0.60
in depth in soil. The transport option of VS2DT was demonstrated on test problem developed for
flow analysis. A constant flux of 5.0 cm/day was applied to the top of the column for one day.
The infiltration water had a concentration of 1.0 g/cm3 . The initial solute concentration in
column is zero. Results obtained are shown in Fig. 3 as concentration versus depth.
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Figure 3: Vertical distribution of solute
concentration for test problem
involving infiltration

Figure 2: Volumetric moisture content profiles
versus depth in soil for one-
dimensional vertical infiltration-
evaporation

The next step consist of the calculations of radionuclide releases from a hypothetical low-
level waste repository [3] and contaminant transport to a well. The disposal facility sits on a local
topographic high point. The water table is located about 24 meters below the land surface and the
aquifer is 25 meters thick and is confined from below by an impermeable bedrock. The low-level
waste facility consists of two trenches, one for Class A wastes and one for Class B/C wastes. The
parameters used to characterize the natural site and facility are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1: Disposal facility parameters and natural site parameters

Dimension of Class A trench
Dimension of Class B/C
trench
Class A inventory
Class B/C inventory
Moisture content
Vertical Darcy velocity

6 0 m x 8 m x 120 m
8 m x 8 m x 120 m

1800CiH-3
20 Ci 1-129
0.28
0.028 m/yr

Thickness of aquifer
Hydraulic conductivity of
aquifer
Hydraulic gradient of aquifer
Porosity of aquifer
Average pore velocity of aquifer
saturated hydraulic conductivity
of unsaturated zone

25 m
115.3m/y

0.02
0.52
4.44 m/y
115.3m/y

It has examined two cases, H-3 and 1-129 that correspond to a value of sorption
coefficients (kd ) equal to zero. Releases of radionuclides from LJDLW facility have been modeled
in a simple and conservative manner using the computer code DUST; the used assumptions are
listed below:

• The moisture content, 9, and Darcy velocity are assumed to be known and temporally
constant. These values have been determined by one-dimension simulation with VS2DT.

• Engineered barriers are assumed to fail completely at some fixed time. After failure, no
credit is given for inhibition of radionuclide release by the barrier.

• For the unstabilized waste, it is assumed that the radionuclides dissolve completely upon
contact with water. The contaminants are assumed to reside at the surface of the waste, and
are simply washed off by passing water.

• For stabilized waste, in which the leach rate is limited by the diffusion rate through the
waste form, a constant release rate is assumed.

• Transport of radionuclides within the facility is assumed to be downward vertically and the
facility is modeled as a series of N equal-sized well-mixed cells.

In both cases, the analysis is performed out to 200 years after site closure. Using the
surface-wash leach model, we have examined the sensitivity of the release rate to the number of
mixing cells, N, assumed to be in the disposal unit. The release rate from the facility as a
function of time is shown in Fig. 4 for H-3 and several values of N.

These results show that dispersion (or amount of mixing) in the facility can have marked
influence on the release rate of radionuclide from the disposal unit. The release rate from a
perfectly-mixed disposal unit (N=l) decreases slowly with time, while the release rate from an
unmixed disposal unit drops rapidly to zero; this latter release rate curve can be expected to
produce larger environmental concentrations and less dispersion at the receptor point.

The analysis of the release of 1-129 is the same as that of H-3 except for the following: a
constant release rate of 2.0E-4 Ci/yr from the waste form is used as the source constant. It has
also performed analyses to determine the effect of the number of mixing cells on results from the
constant leach-rate model. The results are shown in Fig. 5 for 1-129.
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Figure 4: Surface-wash release rate of H-3

For the unmixed disposal unit (N=80) the release rate increases monotonically after which
reaches its maximum value; this is the behavior one expected from purely convective transport.
The release rate from the single mixing cell (N=l) approaches the maximum rate asymptotically
and is at all times substantially less than the maximum release rate.

Figure 5: Constant release rate of I-129

To estimate both release rates of radionuclides from the facility and transport of
radionuclides to a well in the aquifer, the computer code PEGAN has been used. This computer
code uses for source term the same approach as that of DUST (the mixing cell cascade model),
and so the common input data have been used. The parameters used in transport calculations are
listed in Tables 1. The analyses of the release and transport of H-3 and 1-129 assumes the same
assumptions, except the following for 1-129: a delay time of 50 years is used to represent the
container failure time. The concentrations of H-3 and 1-129 at a well location (150 meters from
the center of the Class A trench and 104 meters from the center of the Class B/C trench)
calculated as a function of time are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
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Figure 6: Concentration of H-3 in well water Figure 7: Concentration of 1-129 in well
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4. Conclusions

The testing of selected codes with the proposed test problems demonstrates their
flexibility to model a wide range of problems related to a waste disposal facility. In the same
time, the sensitivity analyses demonstrate that assumptions about dispersion in the disposal unit
are important in assessing the release rate. Consequently, a single mixing cell should not be used
to model near-field transport in a LILW facility, since this model is inflexible in treating
dispersion. An acceptable approach is to assume the disposal unit to be well mixed at the scale of
the container. This approach provides a method for estimating near-field dispersivity without
specifying a value for the dispersion coefficient in the facility. The flow simulations for
hypothetical repository have been demonstrated an agreement with the results given in [3].
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ABSTRACT

Underground nuclear waste repositories are constructed in natural rock formations, with
heterogeneous compound and structure, and should be accomodated in design and
construction according to rock conditions. The quality insurance of underground repository,
during and after construction, is most demanding in view of conture and category of
escavation.The tehnology of drilling and blasting, regarding the mechanical exavation, is
accommodated in sense of response to cross section magnitude of underground openings, the
rock conditions and category, the support performance and others design demands. The high
level rock damage around underground openings, that is in oposition with reaching quallity
insurance. Conventional construction technology can be successful by implementation of
controlled blasting technique avoiding extensive rock weakness.

1. INTRODUCTION

Drilling and blasting is the most flexibile methods of excavation and can be easily adapted to
changing drift sizes, ground conditions, ground support types or other design requierments.
This method is versatile and applicable to any tunnel lenght. Disadvantages of drill and blast
excavation compared to mechanical methods include:

-higher degree of disturbance to the rock surrounding the openings,
-because of this disturbance, drift conditions may be more difficult to assess for quality
assurance or performance confirmation assessment.

The field tests taken during construction of highway tunnels provide the possibillity of
constructing underground openings by blasting in very complex surroundings without
producing damage zone around. A design of safe blasthole patterns of underground opening to
avoid rock damage demands test blast method, coupled with recording of seismic effect [12,
13]. Value of ground oscillation velocity is a standardized parameter for the evaluation of a
damage capability. It is world-wide accepted and is included into most of world standards.
The functional relationship of explosive quantity by one blasting cycle and peak velocity can
be established depending of rock category escavated .
Investigations referring to effects of blast-induced vibrations on the stability of underground
excavations have been undertaken by Langefors and Kihlstrom, Hoek and Bray, Bauer and
Calder and Oriard. Langefors and Kihlstrom [5] predicted rock falls at peak particle velocities
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exceeding 305 mm/s and rock fracturing at 610 mm/s. Bauer and Calker [6] predicted damage
criteria of rock masses that are based on stresses produced by the peak particle velocity. They
conclude that below 250 mm/s fracturing of rock will not occur, and vibration levels of 2500
mm/s are necessary to break the rock. Oriard [7] suggested the occurence of same damage of
rock masses at peak particle velocities over 635 mm. Hendron [8] summarised results of
programme leaded by United States Corps, of Engineers Society, that investigate the dynamic
stability of underlined tunnels in sandstone and granite. He shows that the minimum peak
particle velocity associated with rockfala to be 457 mm/s.
Blasting operations in tunnels are carried out simultaneously with construction works. The
various relevant studies agree that at 4 to 6 hours after casting, concrete is considered to be
relatively insensitive to vibrations, and that the period between 6 to 24 hours has a great
susceptibilitiy to vibrations. Cured reinforced concrete can be readily subjected to vibration
levels of 100 to 200 mm/s without any damage [9].
For the purpose of evalution of possible damage of the rock burden above the tunnel,
measuring of seismic effectts of blasting on the surface was carried out with intention to
define the safe mode of blasting.

2. TEST BLASTING

The several tunnels were drived on the road section Rijeka-Delnice of a new semi-highway
Karlovac-Rijeka. In one of them a successful excavation was carried out on extremely
problematic and demanding section (cca 60 m) where the tunnel goes only about 9,0 m below
the motorway (figure 1). The tunnel excavation was carried out according to NATM with
application of the drilling and blasting, while the quantity of explosive charge per one blasting
cycle varied depending on the excavation category.
Before the work in critical zone started (the zone of thin overburden below the motorway) it
was necessary to undertake test blasting and to record the seismic influence in order to define
the safe way of blasting regarding the closeness of the mentioned objects and the safe working
conditions.

The four empiric relationships of charge density, distance and peak particle velocity were
known from investigations carried out elsewhere [3, 4, 5 i 10]:

US Bureau of Mines = k*

Langefors and Kihlstrom v = k*

Crandell v = k* —-

(1)

(2)

(3)
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M.A. Sadovski v = Jfc* | -~- | (4)

where is v - peak particle velocity, mm/s
Q - maximum weight of explosives per delay, kg
D - distance between blast source and obsrevation point, m
k - parameter of blasting mode
n - damping coefficient of seismic wave

In an earlier interpretation of the observed data the cube root scaling gave the best relationship
with highest determination coefficient [2, 3, 4 and 10]. By each blasting Q and D values are
known, while the calculation of readings gives resultant velocities of the particle velocity in
observation points.
The coefficients k and n are precisely calculated from the series of equations which can be set
when particle velocities are measured in two observation points at single blasting

v,, = k pi ; (6)

Vr2 = kP"2; (7)

the equation = p represents scaled distance, where follows
R

log— log-

n = P\ R2
log— log —

(8)

Pi P2

Values of the coefficients k and n represent constant values only for the direction of
measuring. In other directions, due to variable geological structure, value of damping
coefficient n changes; therefore for each direction that is of interest for construction, it is
necessary to undertake particular measuring on two observation points. Coefficient k represent
the cumulative influence of various blasting parameters like type of explosive, initiation
mode, relation between diameter of explosive cartridge and blasthole, etc. The assumption is
that these parameters can be kept constant in a single construction area.
Ten test blastholes were drilled 1.0 m deep and 45 mm in diameter. The quantity of explosive
charge was increased from initial 0.535 kg per hole to finally 1.070 kg.
The distance between observation point and blastholes was always 10 m. Thus, the direct
proportionality between the quantity of explosive charge O,, and the particle velocity v was
achieved. The values of k, n and D were kept constant during blasting of the whole test blast
field.
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The figure 1 illustrates the test blasting field and the location of the observation point.

Observation point,

Tryal Blasthole
>

Figure 1. Tunnel cross-section with position of observation point and test blastholes

The figure 2 illustrates the test blasthole, which was filled with 0.735 kg of explosive charge.
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Figure 2. The geometry of explosive charge of the blasthole
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The figure 3. illustrates the particle velocity graph, achieved by blasting of the test blasthole.
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Figure 3. Particle velocity caused by blasting of the test blasthole

3. RESULTS OF TEST BLASTING

The table 1 shows the data on explosive charges of test blastholes and corresponding readings
of peak particle velocities.

OBSERVED PEAK PARTICLE VELOCITY
VERSUS EXPLOSIVE CHARGE

Table 1
No. of test
blasthole

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

explosive charge
Q(kg)
0.535
0.535
0.535
0.535
0.735
0.735
0.835
0.835
0.970
1.070

peak particle velocity
v (mm/s)

2.175
2.492
2.429
1.905
2.826
4.890
6.969
6.969
7.398
10.176

These results were used to construct a graph of functional relationship between the explosive
quantity and peak particle velocity (figure 4). This graph allows calculation of peak particle
velocities for any quantity of explosive charge.
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v=(9.842238)*Q~2+(-1.078778)*Q

R=0.96

0.5 1.0

Explosive charge Q (kg)

15

Figure 4. The functional relationship of explosive quantity and peak particle velocity

4. CONCLUSIONS

1. Test blasting proved that it is possible to construct a tunnel by classical means, by drilling
blastholes and blasting, in a very complex setting. The closest object was located just 1,2
m from the blast location.

2. This case study indicates the need for test blasts, coupled with recording of seismic
effects. It is possible to assert possible damage of the surrounding rock only after the
measured data.

3. Herein, we illustrate the model which allows assertion of a safe blasting regime based on
a single observation point.

4. It is necessary to stress once more, that the measured values are applicable only in the
direction of the measurement. For each of the preferred directions it is necessary to
determine the blasting parameters by additional measurement.
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Abstract

The human activities which can lead to radioactive release from the salt dome are mining,
borehole drilling and leakage of an abandoned storage cavern, which was made by solution
mining. All these activities can accidentally take place in a former HLW repository area. The
paper intends to evaluate the consequences of the later scenario.
The following assumptions are made: A storage cavern is created by solution mining
technique. The waste canisters of an old HLW borehole which are laid open during mining of
a cavern, are buried in the field of insolubles.. After the storage cavern falls into disuse, it
becomes filled with water. The waste form is dissolved and contaminated brine is expelled
through the entrance shaft.
A maximum dose of about 4*10' Sv/a due to Np-237 has been calculated beginning at about
lu years.
Although the probability of this scenario is difficult to estimate its consequences appear still
acceptable.

CASE SPECIFICATIONS

Among the potential intrusion scenario the post-operational leakage from a cavern has
been selected for further investigations. It is the scenario where a maximum amount of release
of activity from the salt dome can be expected.

In the scenario it is assumed that during the solution mining of a cavern in a 1000 year
old HLW- field part of a waste column is laid open. The HLW canisters fall into the
excavated volume and are buried in the sump of insolubles at the bottom of the cavern. The
majority of the canisters will be defect. Thus, corrosion of the waste matrix starts
immediately. With the continuation of the solution mining the sump containing the canisters
will be covered with a supplementary layer of insolubles. For the modeling it is assumed that,
at the end, the sump consists of two parts: a bottom part containing insolubles and canisters
(110 canisters of regular waste plus 5 canisters glass scraps, assumed equal distribution of
both kinds of canisters) and a top part containing insolubles only.

Due to corrosion of the waste matrix, the brine in the sump in the vicinity of the
canisters will be contaminated. The corrosion rate depends strongly on the temperature of the
waste matrix. After a couple of hundred years the heat production of the waste is small, and
the temperature of the waste is essentially equal to ambient temperature. Contaminated brine
can be transported out of the sump only by diffusion and forced convection driven by
convergence of the sump volume.

For the cavern used for storage purposes, mining of the cavern takes about one year.
For a long term assessment this time is ignored. After mining the brine above the sump is
replaced by the stored medium (oil, gas or pressurized air) at t = 0 a. Potential contamination
of the stored medium and radiation exposure from the use of the medium is not considered
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due to the short time available for leaching of the waste during an operational period of 50
years.

After the operational phase the cavern will be irreversibly abandoned and sealed. The
stored medium will be replaced by brine.

During the whole time the sump and the cavern undergo convergence. Due to the
radial convergence of the cavern the interface between brine and storage medium is raised
above the sump surface. Radionuclides are dissipated by diffusion and convection which is
forced by convergence through the upper half of the sump material.
At t = 50 a the access borehole of the abandoned cavern will be sealed with salt concrete.
Increase of the brine pressure due to convergence and associated fracturing of the sealing
eventually opens a pathway from the cavern to the overburden that implies a drop in hydraulic
pressure in the cavern and the sealing, so the convergence of the fracture can start. This tends
to restore the initial impermeability of the sealing, thereby establishing an equilibrium
between convergence and divergence. The post operational phase would be described by a
stabilized cavern and a continuos leakage rate of brine into the overburden. The brine will be
contaminated by the radionuclides transported by means of forced convection and diffusion
out of the sump into the open volume of the cavern. The permeability of the leakage pathway
assumes a value which corresponds to the condition that the hydraulic pressure equals the
petrostatic pressure at the top of the cavern. With 10 MPa petrostatic pressure and 5 MPa
hydrostatic pressure at the top of the cavern, the hydraulic pressure has to rise 5 MPa above
hydrostatic pressure. The hydraulic pressure at the 800 m level is then 15 MPa. A geometric
construction of this value is given in Figure 1.

.1 0 I )

O v c r b u r d c n

R e l e a s e n ( u i n l i m i n u l c i l b r i n e i n l c

l h c o v e r b u r d e n

0 . 0 2 3 M p a m ' H

( l > c i r o s i a I u p r e s s u r e )

X > . I 0 M P a X 5 M P a "*• 4 . 8 M P a

I 1 0 0

H I m I

0 . 0 1 2 M p a m ' ' - H
( b y d r « s t a t i c p r e s s u r e )

S t a t i o n a r y h y d r a u l i c

p r c s s u r e

C o l u m n o f H L W c a n i s t e r s

Figure 1: Sketch of the cavern and geometric construction of hydrostatic and petrostatic
pressures
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Release of contaminated brine into the overburden starts immediately (t = 50 a) at the
point where the former access borehole contacts the surface of the salt dome. All the
necessary data are taken from literature [1].

The computer simulation of the solution mining scenario is carried out with the
EMOS5 code. The sealing of the cavern with its continuos leakage id modeled as a an
additional physical effect, i.e. a resistor which limits the brine pressure to a certain value.

Results of the cavern leakage calculations

The temporal evolution of the scenario is as follows. Since the sump contains brine
and the canisters are assumed to be defect, the leaching of the waste matrix starts
immediately. Radionuclides are distributed across the upper half of the sump material by
diffusion and by forced convection due to convergence of the sump. Figure 2.a shows as an
example the release rate of the radionuclide Rb-87 from the bottom half of the sump. The
breakdown of the release rate at t = 50 a is due to the increase of the brine pressure when the
cavern is sealed and the simultaneous decrease of the convergence rate.

In addition, the brine is squeezed out into the open volume of the cavern. In Figure 2.b
the release rate of Rb-87 out of the top half of the sump is plotted.

a)

I.E-Ol 1 E*00 1 E*Ot 1.E+02 1.E+03 l.E+04 I.EtOS 1.E+06 1E-»O7

b)

l.E-Ol l.E«O0

20 t
V 15

< 10

0.5

0.0

C)

1.E-01 1.E»00 1.E->01 1E<02 1.E+03 1E-tO4 1.E<05 1.E«O6 1E<07

ttal

Figure: 2 Release rates of the nuclide Rb-87 as a function of time, (a) Release from the
bottom half of the sump; (b) Release from the upper half of the sump;
(c) Release from the cavern.
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Figure 3: Temporal evolution of brine Vnul out of the cavern

At the end of the storage period the stored medium is replaced by brine and the cavern
is sealed. Due to convergence the brine pressure rises until it reaches the maximum value of
15 MPa which, in the present modeling, is attained immediately. The release of radionuclides
into the overburden thus starts at t = 50 a. The flow of brine out of the cavern is plotted in
Figure 3. In Figure 2.c the release rate of Rb-87 out of the cavern is shown.

In the following figures (Figs. 4) the release rates of selected radionuclides out of the
cavern are plotted as functions of time.
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Figure 4: Release rates of selected radionuclides out of the cavern as a function of time
(a) Tc-99, Pu-240
(b) U-236, Pu-242, U-238, Ra-226 and Th-230
(c) U-236, U-234, Ra-226 and Th-230
(d) U-238

Due to rather low temperature the mobilization of the radionuclides needs a very long
time. The degradation of glass scrap continues until t = 224 966.8 a, while that of the regular
waste matrix has not finished before t = 809 353.1 a.

The top half of the sump attains its final porosity at t = 1 016 664 a. This yields a rapid
decrease of the release rates of radionuclides out of the cavern (cf. Figs.4.c and 4.b to d). The
release of radionuclides is completely stopped at t = 228 565 884 a since the open volume of
the cavity has almost vanished.

The precipitation times of those elements which attain their solubility limits in the
specified section is shown in Table 1. Table 2 gives the maximal concentration [mole/1] in the
specified sections and the times at which these maxims are attained.

Zr
77.5

Pu
3564.0

Np
182270.9

Th
567865.4

U
362207.7

Table 1 : Times at which the solubility limits are attained.
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Elements

CO
NI
SK
RB
SR
ZR
NB
MO
TC
PD
SN
I
CS
SM
Ki:
CM
AM
PL
NP
PA
TH
Li
RA

Sump boftom^alf^
T max;!

0.00E+00
6.24E+03
5.66E+03
8.09 E+05
6.3IE+0I
8.09 E+05
3.56E+O3
1.62E+03
8.09E+05
8.09E+05
6.24E+03
8.O9E+05
8.09E+05
8.09 E+05
2.04E+0I
2.40E+03
I.93E+03
1.23E+04
8.09E+05
8.O9E+O5
8.09E+05
8.09E+05
8.09E+05

r«Gmax.|
rjBq/mj:,'

0.00E+00
5.66E-10
1.09E-07
1.22E-04
2.78E-18
1.00E-06"
2.07E-1 1
1.16E-12
2.47E-05
7.85E-05
2.66E-07
6.69E-10
7.73E-05
5.75E-05
6.65E-46
7.39E-08
9.88E-07
I.00E-06"
I.00E-05'
1.1 1E-08
1.00E-06*
1 .OOE-04*
1.26E-08

S^&s'Secti
S*Sunipv't<
'ir,'niKx';*
•rfa]* /

0.00E+00
8.61E+03
8.27E+03
8.09E+05
5.00E+01
6.24E+03
5.90E+03
2.66E+03
8.09E+05
8.09E+05
8.95E+03
8.09E+05
8.09 E+05
8.09E+05
2.39E+01
3.86E+O3
3.86E+O3
8.95E+03
1.85E+05
8.09 E+05
5.70E+05
3.67E+05
8.08E+05

SpTial'fil?
g,6-maXjJ

f[Bq/in3]
0.0OE+00
2.62E-10
5.O3E-O8
3.58E-05
8.9 IE-19
4.8IE-07
8.96E-12
3.97E-13
7.26E-06
2.31E-O5
I.24E-07
1.97E-10
2.27E-05
1.69E-05
2.01E-46
2.89E-08
3.76E-07
4.90E-07
4.49E-06
2.99E-09
2.89E-07
4.09E-05
1.87E-09

**«\̂ "o Cavity "
t'Triiax1'

0.00E+0O
9.69E+04
7.83E+04
8.5 3 E+05
5.00E+01
5.7 3 E+05
2.45E+04
5.00E+01
2.79E+05
8.21 E+05
1.22E+05
8.25E+05
8.16E+05
8.56E+05
1.59E+01
5.00E+01
5.00E+0I
3.65E+04
6.66E+05
8.10E+05
2.01 E+08
8.25E+05
4.58E+05

Cmax
[Bq/m3]

0.00E+00
2.26E-12
3.72E-10
3.1 1E-07
7.3IE-2O
2.15E-08
3.05E-14
1.9 IE-15
1.29E-07
2.01 E-07
1.27E-09
1.7 IE-12
I.97E-07
I.47E-07
3.I0E-47
9.99E-1 1
2.00E-09
2.98E-09
1.90E-07
4.88E-12
3.52E-O8
1.45E-06
2.47E-I2

Table 2 : Maximal concentration of element [mol/IJ in the specified sections and times at
which these values are attained. An asterix means that solubility limits were
attained.

Overburden performance

The regarded inventory of radionuclides is that of half a borehole. The release rates
calculated in the previous section are injected into the first cell of the overburden pathway.

The release of activity into the overburden is normally stopped at 2.286 10s y. Most of
the nuclides attain their first maximum of concentration of activity long before this time.
These maxims, and the time at which they arrive at the end of the pathway are given for each
nuclide in Table 3. In addition, maximum doses are listed.

The absolute maximum dose is attained by Np-237 at a level of 4.09 10" Sv/a. The
corresponding temporal evolution of the doses is shown in Figs. 4. In all of these figures the
dose curve of Cs-135 is shown as a reference curve.

The activity release of the human intrusion scenario are continuously injected into the
first cell of the overburden pathway model over a large period of time of 2.286 108 y. Due to
the fact that all these releases decrease until 2 106 y, this moment was chosen to be the cut- off
time for the calculation of the releases in the overburden. Most of the nuclides show a
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saturation of doses as an effect of a continuos source term, e.g. U-236 in Fig. 5.a and Pd-231
in Fig. 5.c.

Corresponding to the retention factors the high saturation levels of the doses are
attained at times between 10 and 10 years for all nuclides.

Although the release does not stop before 2.3 10 years, all doses decrease at earlier
times due to decay processes. The doses of Se-79, Ni-59 and Tc-99 decrease due to their half-
lives. The doses of daughter nuclides decrease in decay equilibrium with their parent nuclides.
Some doses of fission products (Cs-135, Rb-87,1-129 and Pd-107) slow down due to the end
of the release and their very low retention factors.

The maximum dose of all nuclides is attained by Np-237. Since the maximum doses
are calculated up to 2 106 years, the decrease of U-236 in Fig. 5.a shows that the parent
nuclide Pu-240 as source has vanished and the same holds for U-235 and its parent nuclide
Pu-239.

111111111
lliliiil
NI-59
SE-79
RJ3-87
ZR-93
TC-99
PD-107
1-129
CS-135
PU-240
U-236
TH-232

I
2
7
8
2
3
9
8
8
0
8
5

IBH
.29E+05
.34E+04
.44E+05
.OOE+06
.53E+05
.79E+05
.35E+05
.33E+O5
.OOE+00
.36E+05
.68E+06

I
6
4

liili
87E-05
75E-02

4.58E-05
5
3
2
7
5
0
1
6

.07E-02
35E+OO
.09E-01
.52E-07
.90E-01
OOE+00
.02E-02
.29E-07

3.71E-15
2.90E-11
1.88E-13
1.22E-11
2.11E-09
1.13E-11
1.58E-13
2.18E-09
O.OOE+00
4.48E-10
3.39E-13

fillip
NP-237
U-233
TH-229
U-238
U-234
TH-230
RA-226
AM-243
PU-239
U-235
PA-231

1.03E+06
7.83E+05
7.95E+05
8.37E+05
3.87E+05
4.95E+05
4.99E+05
O.OOE+00
O.OOE+00
8.37E+05
9.OOE+O5

5
1
1
2
8
5
1

0
0
7
1

Hq'in1!*1

46E-01
65E+00
15E-02

.04E-03

.28E-03

.48E-05

.81E-02
OOE+00
OOE+00
.63E-04
.59E-06

4
7
7
8
3
6
3
0
0

09E-07
74E-08
71E-09
.59E-11
.81E-10
.03E-12
.26E-09
OOE+00
OOE+00

3.43E-11
3 .19E-12

Table 3 : Time of arrival at the end of the pathway, of the first maximum of activity
concentration in liquid for each nuclide. The last column shows the maximum doses.
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Figure 5.a: Temporal evolution of the doses for the nuclides 1-129, Cs-135, U-233, Th-
229, U-236, Np-237 and Th-232 (Np-237 and U-233 - scaling on the right).
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Figure 5.b: Temporal evolution of the doses for the nuclides Cs-135, U-234, Ra-226,
Rb-87, U-238 and Th-230
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Figure 5.c: Temporal evolution of the doses for the nuclides Cs-135, U-234, Ra-226,
Rb-87, U-238 and Th-230 (Tc-99 and Cs-135 - scaling on the right).
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Abstract
Safety assessments in a small country are usually performed to support the national

waste management strategy, demonstrating compliance with national regulations for a
particular facility. However, this assessment should - quite generally - provide reasonable
assurance both to the public and to decision makers that the Croatian share of LILW from
NPP Krsko can be safely disposed of in Croatia.

More specifically, the assessment should clearly present all realistic options and
compare the associated long term repository performances, demonstrating that desirable
safety goals can be achieved by an appropriate choice of (a) location, (b) facility design, (c)
institutional control period and (d) waste acceptance criteria.

As relevant national legislation is presently under review, generally recognized
international safety standards, criteria and recommendations (e.g. as presented in the recent
IAEA publications) should provide guidance for the assessment evaluation, since it is
expected that they will be incorporated in the new national regulations.

Finally, since Croatian radioactive waste management strategy is yet to be developed,
such an assessment may contribute to its formulation and facilitate some specific decisions.

Introduction

Safety analyses required for establishment and/or regulatory approval of radiological
sources and practices, including nuclear and waste management facilities in particular, have
been steadily evolving for several decades, through research and coordination organized by a
number of international and national expert groups and organizations.

The installation of long term performance based safety assessment as the single most
important regulatory safety reference is a major recent development in the field of low and
intermediate level radioactive waste management and disposal, as is also the tendency towards
regulatory separation from nuclear facilities. Moreover, while in the past it was perceived that
safety assessment would occur after site characterization and engineering design were
completed, and that assessment calculations were conducted simply for license application
purposes, it is now being increasingly recognized that long term performance assessment
should play a significant role in the facility development. Through continuous dynamic
interaction with iterated safety assessments, a disposal facility can achieve equal or better
safety features at lower cost than by following static traditional prescriptive regulations.

Both in iterative methodology of safety assessment and on its crucial role in regulatory
acceptance, wide international consensus has been established through the "International
Basic Safety Standards for Protection against Ionizing Radiation and for the Safety of
Radiation Sources"[l] (later referred to as "BSS"), jointly sponsored by FAO, IAEA, ILO,
OECD/NEA, PAHO and WHO. Specific applications of the performance and safety
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assessment processes to low and intermediate level radioactive waste management have been
additionally elaborated in recent publications of the IAEA's RAD WAS S program, especially
in "Safety Assessment for Near Surface Disposal"[2]. There, for instance, performance
assessment is defined as "an analysis to predict the performance of a system or subsystem,
followed by comparison of the results of such analysis with appropriate standards or criteria.
A performance assessment becomes a safety assessment when the system under consideration
is the overall waste disposal system and the performance measure is the radiological impact or
some other global measure of impact on safety. Performance assessment can be used to
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Figure 1. Safety Assessment Process

describe the analysis and comparison of systems at a variety of levels and requirements."
However, considering all the uncertainties involved, in particular those associated with

a long post-closure period, the real aim of an assessment cannot be to actually "predict the
disposal system performance, but rather to reach reasonable assurance that it will provide an
adequate level of safety" [2].

While the process of safety assessment cannot be prescriptively specified in much
detail - if it is to retain the flexible and creative approach which had raised it above the level
of a mere regulatory compliance instrument - recent research and inter-comparison studies
have suggested that it might be useful to outline a generic sequence of basic steps required in
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the procedure. For instance, as part of the preparatory work for the IAEA's coordinated
research program ISAM [3], the key components of a safety assessment process for a near
surface repository have been identified and synthesized as a sequence which can be
graphically illustrated by a flow chart presented in Fig. 1.

Assessment Context
The initial step in the sequence - assessment context - defines what and why is being

assessed, outlining specific circumstances by which a particular safety assessment is set apart
from the others. It is by this component that modern assessment differs most from traditional
safety analysis, which only had a single purpose - to demonstrate regulatory compliance for a
fait accompli, accomplished on the basis of exhaustive and static prescriptive regulations.

Here, on the contrary, we are free to choose and define the purpose of our assessment,
which is particularly useful in the early stages of repository development. In the RADWASS
publication "Near Surface Disposal of Radioactive Waste" [4] it is suggested that "the safety
assessment process may be used for establishing waste acceptance criteria, in particular
requirements for the total inventory and/or concentration limits for specific radionuclides ...
An alternative approach is to generically establish waste acceptance characteristics and to
require sites and designs to be adequate to receive the defined waste types". That, however, is
far from the complete list of options available in the formulation of the safety assessment
context: other possibilities can be readily deduced when the body of information required to
define the context is considered.

This information should include a brief outline of all the key aspects and specific
circumstances of the particular assessment. For example, according to a recent IAEA interim
report on some implications of alternative assessment contexts [5], the following items are
addressed in the context presentation:

-purpose,
- radiological protection criteria,
- calculation end points,
- waste characteristics,
- disposal system characteristics and
- time frames.

Purpose of the Preliminary Assessment of the Croatian Repository

In the rather unusual Croatian case, construction of a repository is being considered
mainly in order to accommodate LILW arising from current operations and planned
decommissioning of the NPP in Krsko, Slovenia, built as a common venture of the two
republics in former Yugoslavia and still jointly exploited, although a comprehensive and by
now international agreement, that would replace the untenable original contract, has not yet
been reached.

While Croatia never denied its obligations regarding NPP waste management, no
explicit commitment has yet been made. Difficult as it generally is to solicit public approval
even in the usual case of repositories for waste already kept somewhere in the country,
Croatian authorities are faced with a still greater challenge: to gain public acceptance for the
disposal of waste which is not presently in Croatia.

Therefore, the very first concern for the safety assessment of the prospective
repository, before any specific decisions or commitments are made regarding its construction,
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should be defined most generally: to establish adequate assurance that the Croatian share of
LILW from NPP Krsko can be safely disposed of in Croatia.

It is quite possible to assign such a general purpose to the preliminary safety
assessment, due to the circumstance that not a single key feature of the disposal facility
(including location and waste content) has yet been definitely determined. As we examine the
list of the remaining assessment context standard items, it should become more transparent
how to proceed with design of preliminary assessment in order to achieve the proposed
purpose.

Radiological Protection Criteria

For a preliminary safety assessment it should be quite sufficient to consider only the
long term performance of the repository, i.e. the compliance with radiological protection
criteria in the post-closure period. Protection and safety during the operational period can be
addressed in a later assessment, if at all, since the accumulated experience in operating
repositories in other countries might make it feasible to achieve that safety through routine
technical specifications.

Based upon ICRP Publication 46 [6], the BSS have determined a dose limit of 1
mSv/y for members of the public from all regulated sources, but with the provision that it
does not apply to potential exposure. However, together with the ICRP proposed risk factor of
0.05 Sv"1 for contracting fatal cancer, it has been used to derive appropriate constraints on
potential exposure in RAD WAS S program. According to the "Near Surface Disposal of
Radioactive Waste" [4], for likely events at the repository in the post-closure period,
"projections of doses or risks to members of the public" should not exceed "an appropriate
fraction of the dose limit, 1 mSv/y, or its risk equivalent" (5xl05 y"1). This "appropriate
fraction", named dose or risk constraint, is to be determined by the national regulatory body
(typical dose constraints are between 10% and 30% of the limit). Although not necessarily
subject to these constraints, situations involving the possibility of exposure arising from
unlikely events affecting the repository "shall also be considered".

The relevant regulatory limits in actual Croatian legislation understandably differ in
terms and concepts, since they were created in the early and mid-eighties, but the level of
required safety and protection is essentially in agreement with the present RADWASS
recommendations. The code of practice on limits of exposure [7] limited the effective dose
equivalent to 0.2 mSv/y for members of the public from all technical sources ("for planning
purposes"), while the code of practice on conditions for location, construction etc. of nuclear
facilities [8] (in which LILW repositories were included) in addition specified that, in case of
accidents, the radiation risk should remain below 0.01 mSv/y for individuals outside of the
facility. Radiation risk was defined as the product of the probability of accident by the
consequence expressed in the effective dose equivalent imparted to the most exposed
individual. Possible events with probabilities lower than 10'7 y"1 required no consideration.

Until new law(s) and relevant codes of practice are adopted, for the purpose of
repository safety assessment the value of 0.2 mSv/y can be interpreted as RADWASS
effective dose constraint (since no other sources are likely to be planned in the two
prospective repository areas). Also, an order of magnitude more conservative equivalent of
risk constraint, for all but most unlikely events, is quite appropriate by RADWASS standards.
While a 0.01 mSv/y dose risk could obviously be translated into a 5xlO'7 y"1 fatal cancer risk,
it may be even more suitable for communication, especially with the public, to retain it as is.
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Radioactive Waste

According to preliminary facility design studies, up to 18.000 m3 of LILW are
expected to be generated during NPP Kxsko operation and decommissioning [9] (while all
other accumulated LILW would hardly exceed a hundred or two m3). At the moment, though,
it is not yet clear that the eventual arrangement with Slovenia will require disposal of all
expected NPP LILW in Croatia.

The waste packages so far produced and stored at the NPP site differ in radionuclide
content and activity (the spent resin drums exceed the average by order of magnitude), and
this difference is being mostly retained in the supercompaction campaign [10] (but a more
detailed waste characterization has yet to be completed). Decommissioning waste is expected
to contribute more than 50% to the total volume and activity, after the HLW component is
separated.

Since no specific waste acceptance criteria for the prospective Croatian repository
have yet been established, for waste conditioning and packaging in Slovenia only generic
regulatory criteria are available. These circumstances should change in the near future, if the
waste is to be disposed of in Croatia, and certainly before any classification of
decommissioning waste is planned. (In this context, the lack of involvement of the Croatian
side in technical decisions regarding the recent supercompaction campaign may already be
considered as insufficient coordination, to say the least.)

Applying all of the above to the issue of waste acceptance criteria in the preliminary
safety assessment, it is clear that no firm requirements regarding the quantities or radionuclide
content which should necessarily be admitted in the repository have yet been established. But
it is equally clear that it would be desirable to run the first analyses for the maximum volume
specified in the preliminary design, with the known characteristics of the already accumulated
waste and with conservative projections for the expected streams. However, more restrictive
acceptance limits could be installed in the following iterations of preliminary assessment
calculation.

Disposal System

The most important decisions regarding the repository, which still remain to be made,
are the ones about the key features of the disposal system: location and design of the facility.

After a thorough site screening process, covering the whole Croatian territory, four
preferential areas were selected, and two of them appear to have survived the encounter with
public opinion so far [11], one on Moslavacka gora and the other on Trgovska gora. Two or
three specific sites have been suggested in each area, and further choice can be made only
after better site characterization. Many features are already quite well described, but data on
the groundwater flow are definitely insufficient. However, they have been included as the first
priority in planned activities, and are expected to be available by the time preliminary safety
assessment is attempted. Depending on content and quality of the data acquired, final site
selection may be included among the objectives of that safety assessment.

Hydrogeological data may also be decisive for choice between the two facility designs
under considerations: a near surface concrete vault or engineered horizontal tunnels several
tens of meters below surface [9]. Although the tunnel concept has obvious advantages
regarding inadvertent or intentional human intrusion (therefore usually not requiring post-
closure institutional control considerations), as well as regarding most other disruptive events,
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the groundwater flow modeling may - when sufficient data are available - indicate that it
would still be less desirable than the more vulnerable option closer to the surface.

In addition to resolving this major dilemma, preliminary design will also take into
consideration the safety assessment to help in determining other important facility features,
such as the thickness of the walls and concrete reinforcements.

Time Frames
After the routine requirement in Ref. [8] code of practice that repository post-closure

safety be achieved "without any further active maintenance", its subordinate code of practice
on safety reports [12] specifies that "a program of long term monitoring and scope of
institutional control will be defined on the basis of the safety analysis" and, later, that
"duration of active institutional control was determined in safety analyses and authorizations".
No definite time frames are explicitly stated, except for a single awkward formulation in Ref.
[8] wherein, after listing four major desirable properties of the selected site, comes an
unexplained requirement that these site properties "must be ensured for the period of 300
years".

This number is perhaps reflected in the preliminary facility design proposal [9], where
a 100 year period of active institutional control is suggested, followed by another 150 years of
passive control. Including the initial 50 year decay during facility operations, an overall
assumption seems to prevail that "the activity of the disposed waste will decrease to the level
of natural background" by the end of such control period. (In reality, however, after these 300
years the activity of spent resin drums may still remain several orders of magnitude above the
natural background. By way of comparison, that would be only about ten times less than the
activity of most other drums was at the moment of packaging.)

The proposed 100 years of active institutional control could nevertheless be a
reasonable input for first iterations of the preliminary assessment, but the final choice should
be deduced from the assessment results, balancing the other safety imposed requirements.

The remaining customary item in this section, the assessment calculations cut-off time,
can best be addressed in conjunction with the waste acceptance criteria, i.e. on the basis of the
long lived radionuclides content admitted into the repository, which presently is not known in
sufficient detail even for the already existing waste. But there is little doubt that the cut-off
time will be set much later than those 300 years.

Conclusions
With a number of important decisions yet to be made (the white blocks in Fig 2), the

preliminary safety assessment will have to be carried out through several iterations with
varied input, even if it is used "only" to facilitate those decisions. Even so, the validity of
resolution obtained through such an assessment could still be questioned on the grounds of
insufficient input data or inadequate modeling, or some entirely different arguments may
eventually be decisive for the final choices.

Safety assessment will nevertheless remain the only available method of establishing
"reasonable assurance" that Croatia can safely dispose of whatever waste it agrees to accept
from NPP Krsko. It is therefore worthwhile to attempt integrating its decision-supporting role
in repository development with its confidence building function. Having in mind the latter in
particular, it would seem reasonable to uniformly present calculation end points in terms of
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dose and dose risk, which may be most convenient both for comparison purposes and public
presentation.

In order to achieve all this, the assessment must be carefully prepared. It should be
divided into modules robust enough to accept the varied inputs smoothly, and yet sensitive
enough to those variations the effects of which may be applicable in decision making. And, of
course, it should not be attempted until both site and waste characterization have significantly
advanced from the present level.

But first iterations of the preliminary safety assessment should be run as soon as
sufficient input data are assembled, because their output may, in addition to facilitating
specific repository development decisions, contribute to the overall formulation of Croatian
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radioactive waste management strategy. Although establishment of such a strategy has not so
far been perceived as a high priority by the national policy makers, it may soon be prompted
by the foreign policy requirements concerning relations with Slovenia.
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Abstract
Establishment of a Croatian near surface repository for low and intermediate level radioactive
waste (LILW) may soon appear among national waste management strategy projects. Development
of a repository is a complex process in which an adequate level of protection and safety must be
designed and documented in accordance with the relevant regulations. The objective of this pres-
entation is to clarify basic requirements on the form and content of a safety analysis report (SAR).
In order to do that, we shall first place Croatian legislation into perspective provided by the recent
developments in the regulatory approach to safety of LILW disposal world-wide. The scope of this
presentation is nominally limited to a preliminary SAR, which is to be drawn up before some key
decisions about the prospective repository are made. In conclusion, we propose to briefly outline
the form and contents of the safety report in general, bearing in mind preliminary SAR in particu-
lar.

Introduction

The establishment of a Croatian near surface repository for low and intermediate level radioactive
waste (LILW) may soon be included among national waste management strategy projects. Prepa-
rations for repository development are being managed by APO - Hazardous Waste Management
Agency. Two preliminary facility designs have been proposed, and later updated. After a thorough
site-screening of all Croatian territory, detailed characterization of two preferential areas for the
final repository site selection has begun. In order to evaluate all the available options and guide
further characterization activities, a preliminary safety assessment is being prepared.

Development of a repository is a complex process in which an adequate level of protection
and safety must be designed and documented in accordance with the relevant regulations. The re-
port containing this documentation, which must be presented to the authorities for regulatory ap-
proval of further steps in repository development, is generally referred to as "safety analysis re-
port" or "SAR" (or simply as "safety report", which is the case in Croatian regulations).

The objective of this presentation is to clarify basic requirements on the form and content
of the safety analysis report. In order to do that, we shall first place Croatian legislation into per-
spective provided by the recent developments in the regulatory approach to safety of LILW dis-
posal world-wide. Such investigation is not motivated merely by the fact that the relevant Croatian
regulations were adopted ten to fifteen years ago, but is also explicitly required in these regula-
tions. The code of practice on safety reports [1], for instance, declares that "the investor and the
user of the nuclear facility are required to keep up with the domestic and foreign experiences re-
lated to similar nuclear facilities... etc " (article 20).

The scope of this presentation is nominally limited to a preliminary SAR, which must be
drawn up before some key decisions about the prospective repository are made. However, the
guidelines on form and content for this preliminary report should as far as possible be developed in
such a way that they can be extended to the SAR which will later be required for regulatory ap-
proval before construction work on the repository can begin.
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New regulatory developments

Regulatory requirements on nuclear applications have for decades pioneered the development of
legislation on industrial facilities performance and safety, limiting ever more stringently their ac-
tual and potential impact on human health and the environment. During the seventies and in the
early eighties in a number of countries these requirements developed into large bodies of prescrip-
tive legislation. At that time the problem of radioactive waste, and its management and disposal,
were still largely perceived as mainly associated with nuclear fuel cycle and were indiscriminately
included in regulations designed for nuclear facilities in general.

However, regarding disposal of low and intermediate radioactive waste, which in many
countries became recognized as a pending need irrespective of their options concerning nuclear
energy, two major developments have since then significantly modified the regulatory approach to
safety requirements.

a) Regulatory separation from n uclear safety

One recent development is the trend towards regulatory separation of LILW management facili-
ties, including near surface repositories, from the family of nuclear installations. The international
consensus on such a development is clearly documented in the "International Basic Safety Stan-
dards for Protection against Ionizing Radiation and for the Safety of Radiation Sources"[2\. The
Standards (henceforth referred to as BSS) define "nuclear installations" as "nuclear fuel fabrica-
tion plant, nuclear reactor (including critical and subcritical assemblies), research reactor, nu-
clear power plant, spent fuel storage facility, enrichment plant or reprocessing facility" - evidently
omitting radioactive waste management facilities in general, which are separately defined as "fa-
cilities specifically designated to handle, treat, condition, temporarily store or permanently dis-
pose of radioactive waste ".

Disposal of low and intermediate level radioactive waste has already become a well estab-
lished procedure in a number of countries, particularly in those with advanced nuclear energy pro-
grams. But recently, it is being considered or introduced in some developing countries, including
those without nuclear installations, such as Croatia. Recognition of the fact that many specific nu-
clear safety regulations are not necessarily relevant to LILW management and disposal may sig-
nificantly facilitate introduction or updating of the appropriate legislation in these countries.

Disregarding nuclear safety aspects which do not concern them immediately, they can fo-
cus their regulatory efforts only on disposal related issues, aided by an impressive compilation of
international guidance that has accumulated during the last decade. BSS, for example, specify that
"... radioactive waste management facilities, including disposal facilities, are", in addition to the
general requirements of radiological protection and safety, "typically subject to more specific
technical and other requirements such as those issued under the IAEA's... Radioactive Waste
Safety Standards (RADWASS) Programme... As these more specific requirements are generally
consistent with the Standards, it follows that, in complying with them, such more complex installa-
tions should also generally comply with the Standards. "

The RADWASS program has been growing very fast, and may soon provide a comprehen-
sive, self-sufficient set of guidelines for development of a national LILW management system and
disposal facilities, including the complete regulatory framework.

b) Assessment based versus prescriptive regulatory approach

Another recent development in regulatory approach to LILW disposal, and to radiation safety in
general, is the increasing role of safety assessments in required analyses of safety features not only
for repositories, but for a wide range of installations, practices and even individual sources.

Safety cases based on long term performance assessment were from the beginning the
only available approach that could have possibly provided regulatory approval and public accep-
tance for deep HLW repositories. Apart from that, safety assessment methodologies were also used
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by international and national expert groups to determine some general radiological protection and
safety criteria and limits. But the national legislators were mostly developing regulations with tra-
ditional prescriptive requirements. Safety assessment for a particular facility, when included, did
not have a decisive role in regulatory approval, and had little or no influence on facility design
which tended to be prescribed in advance.

During the last decade, however, not only has the significance of the assessment become
clearly established in near surface disposal regulatory requirements, but assessment based rather
than a prescriptive approach has been increasingly recognized in the industry in general, and in
health and environmental protection in particular.

The importance of safety assessment in the internationally recommended regulatory ap-
proach to near surface repositories is easily deduced from the BSS licensing requirements. They
state that "the Legal person responsible for... radioactive waste management facility... shall apply
to the Regulatory Authority for an authorization which shall take the form of a license". The li-
cense is defined as "an authorization granted by the Regulatory Authority on the basis of a safety
assessment and accompanied by specific requirements and conditions to be complied with by the
licensee ".

Furthermore, the BSS require that safety assessments "be made at different stages, includ-
ing siting, design, manufacture, construction, assembly, commissioning, operation, maintenance
and decommissioning, as appropriate."

But the BSS definition of safety assessment (as given in its glossary) may not look very
different from the old prescriptive style safety analysis, which was primarily aimed at documenting
that all the prescribed technical safety features had been realized in full detail, while evaluation of
potential hazards would be included as an appendix. However, the BSS refer waste management to
RADWASS program publications. In them, safety assessment is required to be "an analysis to
predict the performance of an overall system", which is an obvious prerequisite for any convincing
evaluation of potential hazards associated with a disposal facility. For that reason in some national
regulatory systems the assessment of a repository is generally called performance assessment
rather than safety assessment. But the IAEA insists on a distinction, whereby "performance as-
sessment becomes a safety assessment when the system under consideration is the overall waste
disposal system and the performance measure is radiological impact or some other global measure
of impact on safety " (from "Safety Assessment for Near Surface Disposal "[3]).

While we shall follow the RADWAS terminology, it is clear that "performance assess-
ment" of near surface repositories in the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) publica-
tions refers to the same procedure. Similarly, one should be aware that the Nuclear Energy Agency
(NEA) of the OECD prefers to designate the overall repository safety assessment as "safety analy-
sis" [4] (while in RADWASS the "safety analysis" is a rather vague "evaluation of the potential
hazards associated with the implementation of a proposed activity" [3]).

Whatever the term used, the real meaning of the safety assessment for LILW repositories is
recognized (a) by its performance-based analysis of the whole system, (b) by its continuous inter-
action with repository development and management and (c) by its central role in regulatory ap-
proval of the repository establishment. The accumulated body of knowledge and experience seems
to indicate that the assessment based approach generally leads to equal or greater safety at lower
expenses than the traditional prescriptive approach.

Finally, it should be noted that a more realistic approach to safety assurance formulation
has been introduced. Both in communications with the regulators and with the general public it has
become customary to point out that no performance or safety assessment can really predict the true
behavior of the facility and its surroundings, especially not far into the future. The next best thing
available is commonly called "reasonable assurance " that the repository will perform in compli-
ance with the regulatory requirements. In order that defensible decisions can be made about re-
pository development, the safety assessment is not required to predict the unpredictable; instead, it
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will use conservative but reasonable assumptions to establish reasonable assurance that potential
doses and risks involved will remain below the acceptable levels.

Croatian regulations
Croatian legislation still deals with radioactive waste management and disposal prescriptively
through regulations designed for nuclear facilities in general, and primarily tailored for purposes of
NPP safe operation. This latter can be seen from the very title of the 1984 basic protection and
safety law, "The Law on Protection against Ionizing Radiation and on Special Safety Provisions
for Use of Nuclear Energy" [5]. The subordinate codes of practice did later address LILW disposal
more specifically, but have tried to retain full parallelism (sometimes well beyond the appropriate)
with the concepts of power plant operation safety.

a) Requirements of the basic law

The basic protection and safety law [5] makes no difference between repositories and other nuclear
facilities when it specifies the safety requirements for siting, construction and operation. First it
introduces a rather vague concept, simply designated as analysis: "Technical and other conditions

for location and construction of a nuclear facility will be judged based on analysis of all data rele-
vant for estimating potential impacts of the planned facility on human environment and of events in
the environment on the facility. " This analysis will be later referred to as "the analysis from article
29".

A document designated as "safety report" is introduced only in the later steps of repository
approval procedure, starting with "authorization for the construction of a nuclear facility". A de-
tailed account of the safety report which must be submitted at various construction and operation
stages of the radioactive waste repository development, is later given in a subordinate code of
practice, and will be discussed shortly.

But before proceeding any further, we would like to suggest explicitly a formal reconcilia-
tion between the basic protection and safety law [5] and the BSS requirements. Although the BSS
briefly indicate the need for reporting on facility progress in general ("the appropriate responsible
party, as established by the Standards, shall report on compliance with the requirements of the
Standards"), the only specific firmly required safety document which must be prepared for pur-
poses of regulatory approval is the report on safety assessment. Croatian legislation will therefore
correspond with the BSS in this respect if (a) "the analysis from article 29" is interpreted to be a
safety assessment, and if (b) the later iterations of this safety assessment will constitute the central
part of the safety report. This would at the same time automatically ensure better harmonization
with the new Croatian environmental protection law [6], since in it the required estimate of the re-
pository potential impact on the environment [7] is already routinely contained in a modern safety
assessment.

b) Specific codes of practice

Further regulatory requirements for repository development are presented in two codes of practice
subordinated to the basic law. The first one is "The Code of Practice on Conditions for Location,
Construction, Testing Operations, Start-up and Operation of Nuclear Facilities" [8]. Its sequel,
already cited in the Introduction, "The Code of Practice on Preparation and Contents of Safety
Reports and Other Documents Required to Determine Safety of Nuclear Facilities" [1], contains a
multi-page addendum [1, appendix 4] which regulates the standard form and contents of a safety
report for radioactive waste repository.

Although the codes were adopted in 1988 (four years after the basic law), unreasonable
prescriptivness still prevails over reasonable assurance. Unrealistic formulations are quite com-
mon, for example that "design of the repository must grant the required safety" [8, article 24], as
if anything can be really granted so far into the future. Worse than that, such formulations are
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combined with prescriptive safety requirements of doubtful relevance. Article 15 of the same code
[8] introduces four poorly defined conditions for disposal site acceptability (impermeability of the
soil, distance form the groundwater table, safety against flooding and no springs in the hydroge-
logical area), and then requires that they "be ensured for 300 years". The final complication is that
these repository specific articles are immersed among the general requirements on nuclear facili-
ties, which apply to the repositories as well. For instance, the nuclear safety oriented article 33
specifies that "the testing operations will proceed until it is ascertained that the nuclear facility
complies with the requirements of this code of practice ".

If the above requirements were to be taken literally (especially when combined), it would
be impossible to give regulatory approval for any repository. Such regulations not only admit, but
actually require sensible interpretation. First, it is clear that the strong words like "grant", "en-
sure " and "ascertain ", in conjunction with long term repository performance, could only be as-
signed the meaning of "reasonable assurance ". As for prescriptive specifications of various safety
features, they could be understood as a reminder for safety assessment examination. The safety
assessment will then evaluate the real needs (e.g. for site properties depending on the waste con-
tent), considering periods which will generally exceed the proposed 300 years. Finally, it should be
understood that most regulations for typical nuclear facility operations can not be mechanically
applied to the repository.

c) Requirements on safety report

What a safety report is, and what purpose it should serve, legislation defines rather prescriptively.
According to the code of practice on safety reports [1, article 2], it is a document with information
on a nuclear facility and its environmental impact, design of the facility and analysis of possible
accidents as well as measures needed for diversion of hazards and minimization of effects of acci-
dents on general population and workers in a nuclear facility. The contents of safety reports are
formally outlined in great detail. Information on characteristics or properties for 16 relevant fea-
tures [1, article 10] important for the operation of the nuclear facility are required (e.g. on technical
characteristics of the facility, on location, radiation protection measures etc). Although safety
analyses are among the requirements (even "probabilistic analyses" in later stages), for their pres-
entation only one out of 13 safety report chapters is proposed in [1, appendix 4].

In addition, the code of practice on safety reports [1] did not manage to exempt the re-
positories from the overwhelming focus on the safety of operations. According to the article 2,
only one safety report is sufficient for construction approval to be granted (siting included) -
equally for reactors and repositories - but at least two "final safety reports" are needed later, one
for approval of testing operations, and the other for the real operation. While indeed crucial for
facilities like nuclear reactors, such an approach distracts from the safety of waste disposal. It
causes an unacceptably small proportion of the safety concerns to be aimed at the far more impor-
tant initial phases of repository development.

In particular, evaluation of the final location is not at all considered in the code [1], be-
cause it does not require a safety report. For that purpose, only a document of unspecified name is
required in article 16 of the code [8], and it should "contain proofs on fulfilling the prescribed
safety of a nuclear facility". Since the prescribed safety includes the 300 year requirement from
article 15, which has already been discussed, the document in question should really be a report on
a preliminary safety assessment.

On the whole, though, the appendix 4 of the code [1] did come closer to modern waste
management concepts than the preceding regulations, in particular by frequent references to safety
analyses. But it remained too prescriptive, and it is too long even to be properly reviewed here. In
particular, it contains too many sentences literally copied from the appendix 2 on nuclear reactors.
Although some later reports may have to conform to its requirements, it is so crowded with barely
legible sentences that it can hardly be used as guidelines for preliminary SAR.
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Alternative guidance can, however, be found among the IAEA publications, namely in the
TECDOC "Preparation of safety analysis reports (SARs) for near surface radioactive waste dis-
posal facilities" [9]. Published in 1995, it claims to be an updated version of the 1991 draft, but it
does not quite reflect the new BSS and subsequent RADWASS regulatory approach to safety. Still,
it has been written clearly and legibly enough, so that it can be used - if not as the best guidance
for an assessment based report - at least as a helpful check-list for the first safety reports on re-
pository development.

Fortunately, recent NEA publications treat a safety report in a more dynamic and modern
way, based on vast experience and current research related to a number of repositories in OECD
countries. Some suggestion from the already mentioned reference [4] will be incorporated in the
next section.

Form and contents of preliminary SAR
In conclusion, we propose to briefly outline the form and contents of a safety report, bearing in
mind preliminary SAR in particular. Observing the main trends in waste management community,
a prescriptive approach will be avoided, as will unproductive parallels with nuclear safety, focus-
ing instead on the long-term performance goals of a LILW repository. Therefore, the safety report
should as closely as possible follow the process and the lines of reasoning of the safety assessment,
both its form and contents reflecting the following propositions:

a) Safety assessment is a process intended to determine whether reasonable assurance can be
provided that doses or risk will be below the appropriate regulatory limits. But, in addition
to that, it is being increasingly used as a decision-making tool as well. Assessment will be
most useful for that purpose during the early phases of repository development.

b) The main role of the safety report is to present the assurance established in the assessment
process to the regulators in a clear and defensible way. Also, reflecting the decision-
making role of the assessment, the SAR may contain evaluation of different options or
limitations to be imposed.

c) A preliminary SAR is not yet intended for formal regulatory approval of repository devel-
opment. Rather, it should contain elements of both a progress report and a plan of further
activities, and it should be able to provide early warning of technical gaps to be filled. The
preliminary SAR will reflect preliminary iterations of safety assessment, and it will in par-
ticular focus on data collection needs, such as site and waste characterization, design speci-
fications etc.

The content of a safety report is to a large extent influenced by external factors. In general, these
factors will be different for each SAR, therefore a complete, universally valid table of contents
cannot be defined. The external factors include: reasons for the study (e.g. license application),
objectives of the study, system to be analyzed (waste type, inventory, soil or host rock type, etc.),
target audience (implementers, regulators, other), current legal requirements (protection objectives,
etc.), general background to the project (political situation, project historical perspective, etc.),
safety assessment treatment of uncertainties (determining the structure of calculations), etc.

Therefore we propose only a broad outline of the SAR form and contents, insisting on the
proposition that it is basically a report on the safety assessment process. The repository specific
safety assessment has become a well established procedure in which all safety relevant features of
the repository, its development and management are considered and accounted for. It follows, then,
that such a SAR will meet all reasonable regulatory requirements. At most, minor rearrangements
in the appearance of presentation may be needed in later versions which will be submitted for for-
mal regulatory approval, if the code of practice [1J remains unchanged. This succession of more
and more detailed versions will be derived from the preliminary SAR, on which we now focus.
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a) Report overview

Presentation of a SAR begins with an introductory section. After a brief outline of the facility and
the history of its development, this report overview should center around the safety assessment
context presentation. The safety assessment context is a standard introductory module of the as-
sessment process, and contains a balanced introductory account of all assessment determining
factors, such as: assessment purpose and calculation end points, the time frames to be considered,
the radiological protection criteria, and the site, waste and disposal system description. The over-
view should also briefly outline the main conclusions of the assessment.

b) Safety assessment full presentation

The next and by far dominant section of the preliminary SAR should be a full narrative account of
the safety assessment process, with the more technical details and procedures supplied in appropri-
ate appendices.

The section begins with the system description as required and available for assessment
purposes. Detailed description of the waste forms, engineered barriers and site characteristics
should be presented together with comments on uncertainties. However, it is the essential charac-
teristic of the modern assessment approach that the real data needs should not be prescribed in ad-
vance. Most important aspects of data collection for site and waste description, facility design and
long term performance modeling are best identified in a flexible, iterative process that allows
feedback from each of the activities to be incorporated in subsequent iterations of other activities.
The process generally starts with relatively simple models, generic data and assumptions, and then
progresses to more complex levels of modeling and information requirements, as justified by the
results obtained.

The most creative part of the safety assessment - and the most difficult one to present in the
report so that it can be understood by readers of various backgrounds - is the scenario development
and modeling. Scenario development (or analysis) - is the term usually applied to the process of
identifying the relevant features, events and processes (FEPs), and deciding which should be repre-
sented in the analysis and how that analysis may be conveniently broken down to match the avail-
able models. The methods of identifying, screening and organizing FEPs into scenarios and models
should be described and the process as applied in the particular assessment documented. The con-
sequences of FEP omissions and simplifications for "matching to available models " should be de-
scribed (e.g. conservative/irrelevant/open questions,...). After that, a description of models, i.e. the
conceptual basis and mathematical expression of models should be described (with technical de-
tails only in supporting reports). Models at different spatial and temporal scales and of both parts
of the disposal system and the whole system may be used. In general, detailed models of specific
subsystems or temporal/spatial domains are used to provide data or guidance for simpler models
simulating the release and transport of contaminants. Where alternative plausible model assump-
tions exist, this should be acknowledged (model uncertainty).

For the preliminary assessment and report, however, it is not likely that modeling will
reach great complexity, and FEPs are expected to be limited to the few typically most important
ones. It is also very likely that some preliminary decisions about repository will not yet be made,
therefore the assessment results may focus on comparison of the available options. In later itera-
tions additional analyses will probably be required to represent processes not included in the main
assessment model chains. Also, results of sensitivity and uncertainty analyses should eventually be
presented, including sensitivity to alternative evolution scenarios and model assumptions, and to
complementary types of calculations. But, regardless of the level of the model complexity and va-
riety of the options considered, the overall compliance with regulatory and other relevant criteria
should be assessed at the end of this main section of the safety report.
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c) Operations safety

In the preliminary SAR, focused on the purpose of waste disposal, i.e. on the post-closure safety,
repository operations safety does not really need to be addressed. It can easily be included in the
later iterations of the safety assessment. Alternatively, potential pre-closure accidents and routine
operations releases may perhaps be better addressed using standard monitoring and operational
procedures to minimize worker doses and environmental effects. It would probably be safer (and
perhaps less expensive as well) to rely on the impressive body of experience accumulated during
recent years of modern repository operations in other countries, rather than on probabilistic safety
analyses. But the final decision on the approach will depend on the details of regulatory require-
ments when the SAR for construction license is prepared.

d) Closing section

Finally, the closing section of the report should clearly present the assessment derived feed-back
and limitations to be applied in repository development (including possible options to choose from
in the case of preliminary SAR).

The key processes, models, data and assumptions identified by sensitivity and uncertainty
analyses should be revisited and their basis examined. Supporting evidence may be presented that
lends confidence to the validity of key arguments or results. Over-all conclusions should be drawn,
which in the case of preliminary assessments will include indication of the areas in which further
data gathering, model development or research is required. The extent to which defined assessment
goals have been reached may be usefully discussed.

In the closing section of later safety reports a number of other provisions may be presented
or referenced to appendices, if they had not already been accounted for in the system assessment.
They may include quality assurance, emergency planning, post-closure detailed requirements etc.
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Abstract

The protection of the environment is one of the main concerns in the management of radioactive waste, especially in
repository planning. In different stages of repository lifetime the environmental assessment has different functions: it can be
used as a decision making process and as a planning, communication and management tool. Safety assessment as a
procedure for evaluating the performance of a disposal system, and its potential radiological impact on human health and
the environment, is also required.
Following the international recommendations and Slovene legislation, a presentation is given of the role and importance of
the environmental and safety assessment activities in the early stages following concept development and site selection for
a low- and intermediate level radioactive waste (LILW) repository in Slovenia.
As a case study, a short overview is also given of the preliminary safety assessment that has been carried out in the analysis
of possibilities for long-lived LILW disposal in Slovenia.

Introduction

Slovenia produces radioactive wastes. They are being produced in industry, medicine and
research work, but the greatest producer is the NPP Krsko. Since its start-up in 1981, about
2,000 m3 of low- and intermediate radioactive wastes (LILW) have been accumulated and
stored on site. The LDLW quantities produced elsewhere, e.g. in medicine, are small but
sometimes more complex because of the presence of long-lived radionuclides. Most of these
wastes are stored in the interim storage at Brinje.
In 1991 the RAO Agency was established by the Slovenian government to take care of the safe
disposal of all radioactive waste categories. One of its tasks is also to develop and implement
an appropriate approach to reduce the negative impact of the future radioactive waste
repository to conform to the legally allowed level.

In this paper the main focus is on the efforts directed towards protection of the natural and
human environment regarding LILW management.

In 1993, Slovenia accepted the main act concerning environmental protection - The
Environmental Protection Act. Relevant legislation concerning the safe management of
radioactive waste management (i.e. siting, construction, commissioning, commencement of
operations, operations, closure and post-closure period of disposal facilities) is being adopted
from the former Yugoslav legislation. If these decrees cannot be applied, foreign regulations
and international agreements and conventions are being considered.

In accordance with the safe management of radioactive wastes some legal bases on which the
work should be done are presented, followed by the obligatory environmental and safety
assessments.
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Legal and regulatory aspects

Environmental Protection Aspect

In our country, the idea of environmental impact assessement was introduced gradually,
starting during the seventies. Although there was no legal requirement, the Ljubljanska Banka
as the biggest bank, already at that time required submission of an environmental impact
assessment. The aim was to gain loans from the World Bank. For this purpose, within Jozef
Stefan Institute, a special group called SEPO (the group for environmental impact evaluation)
was established.

In 1993 the Environmental Protection Act was issued. This comprises the basic provisions
regulating the protection of the environment as a constituent part of development in the
Republic of Slovenia. Consequently, the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) are fairly recent additions to the Slovene legislation
concerning environmental protection.

An environmental impact assessment must be carried out for those intended activities which
are subject to regulatory approval, and which could significantly influence the effects on the
environment. This assessment should be based on the EIS, which is a constituent part of the
licencing procedure for the intended activity. The method for the preparation of the
comprehensive EIA and the contents of the EIS are prescribed l2\ According to the extent and
nature of activity and the environmental characteristics of the site, the Government recognizes
categories of environmental strains for which the environmental impact assessment is always
mandatory l3J. In the case of LILW management, storing, treatment and disposal facilities are
also included.

According to the Community Directive on Environmental Impact Assessment of the European
Community (1985), the Slovenian Environmental Protection Act ensures that the public has
access to all information about possible environmental effects. The public has the opportunity
to present views on the suggested project and on the information provided on the
environmental impact of the planned facility.

The Safety Aspect of Radioactive Waste Management

According to the Act on Radiation Protection and the Safe Use of Nuclear Energy (41 including
the appropriate regulations, the safe operation of a nuclear facility is assured by submission of
the safety analysis report (SAR) including all relevant data, presented in documents which
should be attached to all licences (siting, construction, commisioning, commencement of
operation, operation of nuclear facilities and closure).

The safety report shall contain information about the planned nuclear facility and its
environmental impact, the project design, emergency plan and measures required to eliminate
or reduce the occupational and population risks. In addition, the radiological arrangements
necessary for the safe disposal of radioactive waste should also be submitted.

The compilation and the contents of the safety report and other documentation, including the
written application for the construction, commisioning, commencement of operation and
operation licences, are specified by E2 Regulation(5}.
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As part of the entire licencing procedure, the preparation of EIA and SAR is briefly described
below.

Environmental assessment

With regard to radioactive waste disposal activities the environmental assessment has different
functions in the lifetime (preoperational, operational, closure and post-closure period) of the
LILW repository. This can be used both as a decision making process and as a planning,
communication and management tool.
Environmental assessment results in four outcomes that should be of great use for the
subsequent phases of radioactive waste management. For the organization responsible for
radioactive waste disposal, commitments are given to undertake certain activities.
Furthermore, some predictions of the disposal facility behaviour are known. These can be used
as guides for reassessment during the subsequent phases of repository planning activities. The
baseline data for the specific environment are also established and can be used for comparative
purposes during all subsequent phases of disposal activities. Finally, conceptual closure and
post-closure plans are proposed. These four outcomes represent a continuous linkage between
the planning phase and the development and implementation of the environmental protection
program for all subsequent phases of the radioacive waste management.

Safety assessment

The purpose of safety assessment is to predict the behavior of the overall radioactive waste
disposal system over its life cycle and to assess the safety of the final disposal facility. In
practice, safety assessment provides input to the document that will be needed to obtain
regulatory licences and permits for the construction, operation, closure, and post-closure phase
of the repository. The results of the safety assessment are intended for use in policy
consideration, public information, site characterization, system design improvements and
regulatory analysis.
The safety assessment of the repository aims to answer questions about future radiation risks
to the population and the environment. It therefore needs to include activities identifying
possible future developments of the repository system and its characteristics. International
documents recommend that safety assessment should consist of the following elements: broad
identification of the future evolution of the selected disposal system (scenario development),
development and application of appropriate models, evaluation of potential radiological
consequences in an overall assessment, uncertainty and sensitivity assessment, validation and
overall review of assessments, comparison of results with criteria and documentation.
Radiological and non-radiological hazards should be identified in a formal safety assessment
and the protective measures identified to ensure occupational and public safety within the
acceptable range of radiological and non-radiological effects.
The behaviour of the technical system of the repository, when considered over a long-term
period, is relatively complex. Hence, for the envisaged time scale for LILW, the interpretation
of the data produced by safety assessment must be dealt with cautiously before application.

What has already been done in the past ...

By now, the SEPO group has prepared over 800 environmental impact assessments for
different types of facilities, e.g. the for metal, chemical, paper, pharmaceutical and agricultural
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industries, etc. EIAs for the uranium mine and for nuclear power plant have also been
prepared.

In 1989, Bechtel National Inc., USA, conducted preliminary performance assessments for the
proposed NPP Krsko radwaste repository, i.e. for both the shallow land burial concept[6] and
for the tunnel concept[7]. The study assessed the repository performance associated with the
receipt, handling, processing, storage, emplacement and long-term waste behavior during pre-
closure and post-closure phases. The content of the reports was organized roughly in
accordance with the SAR for radiaoctive waste repository.
In this performance assessment a deterministic approach was used. The probability of the
occurrence of each identified initiating event was conservatively assumed to be unity. To
facilitate the accident scenario development and the modeling, the radwaste repository analysis
was divided in accordance with two repository life cycle phases (pre-closure phase - operations
and post-closure phase). Each phase was then assessed to identify and screen both internal and
external initiating events that could contribute to a significant off-site release of radioactive
materials. The internal events were those initiated within the repository as a result of failures
during the operation of facility systems and equipment, or as a result of abnormal accidents.
The external events consist of both man-made and natural processes. A simplified event tree
was developed to identify credible initiating events. Since a prefered site has not yet been
selected, safety assessment was performed on a "generic site". This was a generic site which
had characteristics that were representative for the locations at that time shortlisted for the
NPP Krsko. The results (operational accidents, groundwater and intruder impact results)
showed that the proposed NPP Krsko radwaste repository reference site and disposal
technology will fully meet the radiation dose limits imposed both by the regulations and by the
ICRP guidelines.

In 1994, IBE Consulting Engineers from Ljubljana, prepared a general basis for the preparation
of an environmental impact statement for the LILW repository. The basis served as a starting-
point, not only as a preliminary environmental assessment for the LILW siting programme, but
also for preparing the legally required EIA method, which was actually adopted in 1996 [2].
According to the main components of the environment (soil, water, flora and fauna) they
determined the key principles for finding the acceptability of radioactive waste disposal
activities in the environment.

The project "Evaluation of the initial state - hydrology, hydrogeology and hydrobiology" [10J

deals with initial state parameters related to either surface or ground waters. Radiological
parameters were treated separately; therefore, the project limits itself to other parameters
which have to be known and evaluated prior to the construction of the disposal facility. The
methodology of individual investigations and the distributions of observations in time is
defined. Since initial-state investigations are at the same time the basis for future monitoring,
the project also determines the bases for monitoring in the area of the LILW disposal site
during operation, closure and post-closure period.

In the same year, a preoperational radioactivity measurements program in the vicinity of LILW
repositories was prepared IllJ. Generic guidelines were discussed for selecting reasonable
preoperational measuring methods appropriate for surveillance of natural as well as global
man-made radioactivity. The factors taken into account were: primary objectives of
preoperational measurements (reference data, later monitoring optimization, information for
the general public), regulatory requirements, site- and time- variability of environmental
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radioactivity, quality and comparability of results, type of waste, optimal size, time span, and
timing of measurements. The elements for setting up an optimized preoperational measuring
programme were listed and explained. The relevant results of radioactivity surveillance,
environmental monitoring of NPP, as well as independent natural radioactivity studies
performed up to 1995 in Slovenia, were then presented.

Preliminary Safety Assessment of Long-Lived Low- and Intermediate Level Radioactive
Waste (long-lived LILW) Disposal in Slovenia

In all the activities that have been carried out until now in the field of LILW the main attention
has been paid to the short-lived LILW. In 1996, the Agency RAO initiated an analysis of
possibilities for long-lived low- and intermediate level radioactive waste (long-lived LILW)
management. According to Slovenian law, long-lived LILW radioactive wastes are those that
contain long-lived radionuclides with a specific activity greater than 109 Bq/m3, and a total
specific activity that does not exceed the limit for high-level waste.

In Slovenia, a register of long-lived LILW has been compiled. It comprises all sources already
stored as radioactive waste, including the sources which are no longer in use and which are to
be appropriately disposed of. The sources with long-lived isotopes being used at present, and
which will not be returned to the foreign manufacturer upon completed utilization, were also
recorded. According to the data from the existing evidence and considering the expected
values rough and conservative assessments of long-lived LILW activity, mass and volumes
have been carried out. Approximately 6.7 x 1015 Bq of total activity (i.e. 330 tons of mass or
250 m3 of long-lived LILW; most radioactive waste with the following radionuclides: Ra-226,
Am-241, Pu-239 and U-238) were assessed.

Particular attention was paid to the different possibilities of the combination disposal facility
type I geological environment for LILW with or wihout a-emitters. On the basis of the
geological experience from other countries, and according to our own specific conditions, the
six most probable combinations 1121 were identified:
1. Surface type over an open aquifer
2. Surface type on rock with low permeability
3. Underground type in plastic rock with low permeability
4. Underground type in plastic rocks with low permeability (long-lived a-emitters considered)
5. Underground type in hard rock
6. Underground type in hard rock (long-lived a-emitters considered)

In order to evaluate the possibility of long-lived radioactive waste disposal under the
geological conditions in Slovenia, approximate quantification of safe disposal criteria by
preliminary performance assessment was defined[13'. Combinations 4. and 6. were relevant.

A simple "tube type" model was carried out. An attempt was made to bring the initial
geological conditions as close as possible to the expected properties of host rock candidates
for the siting and construction of a disposal facility. According to that, only two types of rock
occurring in Slovenia are suitable as host rocks for long-lived LILW repository location, i.e.
cristalline and clay formations. In the model, marl rock was considered.
Pronounced conservative initial conditions were selected in model building. They reflect the
catastrophic scenario (high hydraulic gradient, fast penetration of the contaminant into ground
water) beyond a normal evolution scenario. The aim of the preliminary performance
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assessment was to calculate the radiological doses to man as a measure of consequence of the
disposal practice. The consequences were assessed in terms of the committed dose rate of the
most exposed individual of a critical group. The calculations were based only on the
concentration level of the radionuclides in drinking-well water, which was contaminated due to
the release from the repository. The attenuation of radionuclides in groundwater was mainly
accountable to radioactive decay, diffusion, dispersion and sorption processes. The formation
of daughter nuclides from decay chains of Am-241, Pu-239, U-238 and Ra-226 was also
considered.
Only extremely low individual doses may be expected (in the range of 10"8 Sv/a), and these
may be expected after about some thousands of years after closing the repository. They are
essentially to be accountable to C-14, and later to radionuclides from the Am-241 and U-238
decay chain. The other nuclides decay to insignificant levels before escaping from the host
material into the drinking water.
The model showed that the given geological conditions enable safe disposal of long-lived
wastes. These could be disposed either together with high-level waste, e.g. spent nuclear fuel,
or together with short-lived ILW. The selected type of long-lived LILW disposal should be
placed underground in rock with the appropriate isolation properties.

In place of a conclusion - work to be done in the future ...

Environmental and safety assessments play a role in all stages of the life of a waste disposal
facility. Their use is of great importance in the early stages following the concept development,
and also site selection. The principal role of the environmental and safety assessment lies in the
licence application and approval process by the regulators. It includes both radiological and
environmental aspects. Environmental and safety assessments may be required at various
stages in the licencing procedure. They should be included in applications for construction,
operation and close-down licencing, and also when significant changes in the state of the
facility are planned. According to the IAEA recommendations it is convenient if the siting
process is organized in four stages as follows: concept and planning, area survey, site
characterization and site confirmation.

In Slovenia, a new siting process is being prepared. The recommendations for the site
suitability assessment are under revision [9). The activities of the environmental and safety
assessment that should be directly involved in the siting process are presented in Table 1:

Table 1:

Safety assessment

Environmental
assessment

CONCEPT AND
PLANNING

STAGE

Establish generic safety
assessment for the
intended waste and
disposal method

Establish criteria and
assessment approach

AREA SURVEY
STAGE

Establish generic safety
assessment for various
geological conditions

Prepare generic
environmental
assessment

SITE
CHARACTERIZATION

STAGE

Expand and modify generic
safety assessment methods
and develop analytical site
specific models

Prepare environmental
assessment for individual
sites

SITE
CONFIRMATION

STAGE

Prepare safety
assessment for the
proposed site

Development and
implementation of
detailed
environmental
assessment
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In Slovenia the involvement of the public in radioactive waste management decision making is
considered as a priority. The location of the LILW repository should be found only with the
acceptance of the local community.
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ABSTRACT:

Recently, a new buildup factors approximation formula based on the expanded
polynomial set (E-P function) was successfully introduced (Michieli 1994.) with the
maximum approximation error below 4 % throughout the standard data domain. Buildup
factors interpolation in E-P function parameters for arbitrary source energies, near the K-edge
in lead, was satisfactory. Maximum interpolation error, for lead, lays within 12% what
appears to be acceptable for most Point Kernel applications.

1991. Harima at. al. , showed that, near the K-edge, fluctuation in energy of exposure
rate attenuation factors i.e.: D(E)B(E,/iEr)exp(-nEr), given as a function of penetration
depth (/) in ordinary length units (not mfps.), is not nearly as great as that of buildup factors.
That phenomenon leads to the recommendation (ANSI/ANS-6.4.3) that inteipolations in that
energy range should be made in the attenuation factors B(E,/j.Er)exp(-JJ.EI) rather than in the
buildup factors alone.

In present article, such interpolation approach is investigated by applying it to the
attenuation factors in lead, with E-P function representation of exposure buildup factors.
Simple form of the E-P function leads to straight calculation of new function parameters for
arbitrary source energy near the K-edge and thus allowing the same representation form of
buildup factors as in the standard interpolation procedure. Results of the interpolation are
discussed and compared with those from standard approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

The values of gamma-ray buildup factors exhibit exponential rise as the source energy
decreases near the K-edge energy, in heavy elements (Figure 1.). Such sensitive dependence
on energy presents difficulties in buildup factor interpolation process for intermediate source
energies that are not listed in standard buildup factor data tables.

The ability to accurately reproduce buildup factors for arbitrary source energy by
interpolating the parameters of the function in energy is a desirable property for any
approximation function. Standard procedure using quadratic interpolation in Geometric
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progression function parameters (G-P function) is not recommended for energies near the K-
edge (ANSI/ANS-6.4.3, 1991.) due to high interpolation errors that might occur.

l.OE+14 j

Exposure buildup factors as the function of energy in lead

0,05

Figure 1.

New approximation formula based on the expanded polynomial set (E-P function) that
was successfully introduced (Michieli 1994.) exhibit better interpolating features near the K-
edge energy range. The approximation function has the form:

3

,r) = l+exp(PEfj.Er)^jAj(E)(jJl.rY+', where (5 and At are energy dependent
1=0

parameters while a is constant for given material.
Interpolation in E-P function parameters for arbitrary source energies, near the K-edge

in lead, was satisfactory. Maximum interpolation error, for lead, lays within 12% what appears
to be acceptable for most Point Kernel applications.

Thorough investigation of heavy element buildup factors behavior near the K-edge
energy was performed 1991. by Harima at. al. Results of investigation showed that, near the
K-edge energy large buildup factors are basically due to fluorescence radiation enhanced by
the relatively small absorption cross section. That observation leads to conclusion that very
large buildup factors just above K-edge energy can be approximately represented by replacing
the source with fluorescent K-edge X rays. The agreement in that approximation becomes
excellent with deep penetration and for incident photon energies in the vicinity of the K-edge.

As additional result of above analysis, it becomes apparent that fluctuation in energy
of exposure rate attenuation factors i.e.: D(E)B(E, r)exp(-juBr), given as a function of
penetration depth (r) in ordinary length units [cm] (not mfps.), is not nearly as great as that
of buildup factors. That phenomenon leads to the recommendation (ANSI/ANS-6.4.3) that
interpolations near the K-edge energy range should be made in the attenuation factors
B(E,r)exp(-(iEr) rather than in the buildup factors alone. As the illustration of above,
attenuation factors for energies near the K-edge in lead, as a function of penetration depth in
[mfp.] and [cm] are presented in Figures 2a. and 2b. respectively.
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Attenuation factors in lead as the function of penetration depth
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Figure 2b.

From Fig. 2b it is obvious that the dependence of attenuation factors on energy, for the
same shield thickness in cm, is weak for energies below 0.15 MeV.

In following chapter, a new interpolation approach based on this fact is described and
investigated, by applying it to the attenuation factors in lead, using E-P function representation
of exposure buildup factors.

II. INTERPOLATION PROCEDURE

One of the main advantages of E-P function representation of buildup factors in lead is
in its low approximation error (< 4%) near the K-edge energy due to the exponential term
(parameter (3) that smoothly trace exponential growth of buildup factors. Attenuation factors
for arbitrary source energy, using buildup factors in E-P form, could be presented as :

Ti [1]
i=0

The idea is to preserve the same E-P form of buildup factors for arbitrary source
energy, by taking the advantage of weak dependence of AF(E,r) on energy for fixed shield
thickness in [cm]. So, we need to calculate 5 independent parameters of E-P function for
arbitrary Ea value.

Supposing that f$E is known from standard interpolation in energy, we must
additionally provide four distinct values of attenuation factors to be able to calculate
remaining unknowns Aj (i=0,1,2,3) from expression [1]. Consequently, interpolation for
arbitrary energy near the K-edge should consists of three steps:

• Calculating j3£ by interpolating in energy;
• Calculating four distinct values of AF(E,rn) by interpolating in energy, at four

distinct penetration depths rn [cm], selected by the user ;
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As general recommendation in interpolation procedure, a potential user should
consider selection of data points from TABLE 1.

T A B L E 1.

Ea [MeV]

rn [cm]

<0.9
0.12
0.25
0.37
0.50

<0.1
0.15
0.30
0.45
0.65

< 0.11
0.20
0.40
0.60
0.80

<0.12
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00

<0.13
0.30
0.60
0.90
1.25

<0.14

0.35
0.70
1.10
1.50

Above listed fixed points nearly equally spans penetration depth interval from 0 to
40 mfp., and consequently it is reasonable to expect that approximation error would also be
uniformly distributed over that interval. For smaller shield thickness comparable adjustments
in fixed points selection could be made

It is important to emphasized that above described interpolation approach is
worthwhile only for penetration depths that exceed 20 mfp., since for smaller shield thickness
standard interpolation of the E-P function parameters in energy is more than satisfactory.

The calculation of intermediate AFn and P values is accomplished by parabolic
interpolation in E (or in Log E) as follows :

• Four data points, two before and two behind an arbitrary energy Ea. are selected (if
available) i.e., E]< E2< Ea< E3 < E4.

• Parabolic interpolation is done two times, i.e., for triplets Ej, E2, E3 and for E2, E3,
E4. The mean value of the two interpolations is adopted as the right value of the
parameters for that energy. For AFn values, process is repeated for all 4 distinct
penetration depths rn from Table 1.

Using notations:

n (Ea, /;,) - exp(- ^E rn) =Yn (Ea),

exp[//£ /;, (fiE - l ) ] = Cn(Ea) and

the system of four linear equations with four unknowns A; (Ea) could be composed as
follows:

, n = 1,2,3,4.

Above linear system can be readily solved following one of the standard methods such
as Inverse Matrix, Gaussian, Square-Root or the method of Principal Elements.
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• Solving system of four linear equations in four unknowns A\.

The reasons for choosing above interpolating procedure are following :

1. Parameter (3 assures good approximation results for energies near the K-edge. The
shape of the approximation function in that energy interval is mainly dictated by
the value of (3. Furthermore, change in (3 value with energy is extremely smooth
and thus suitable for accurate interpolation. The dependence of {3 on energy in lead
is illustrated in Figure 3.

2. The change of attenuation factors AF(E,r) with energy in the vicinity of the K-edge
for fixed shield thickness in [cm] is weak and smooth. That assures accurate
interpolation and consequently provides nearly correct values of calculated A;
parameters for selected penetration depths. It should be emphasized that proper
selection of penetration depth (4 distinct values) is important for final result, since
E-P function would be framed at these points. It seems reasonable to expect that,
with such parameters, buildup approximation error would be in the same bounds as
attenuation factors. The dependence of attenuation factors on energy in lead, for
several shield thicknesses in [cm], using E-P buildup values (Michieli 1994), is
presented in Fig. 4.
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For larger penetration depths (> 0.5 cm) lower energy points in Fig. 4. are omitted
since E-P function representation of buildup factors is limited to ~ 40 mfp., although small
extrapolation (< 50 mfp.) doesn't significantly change general curve shapes.
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HI. RESULTS

The validity of aforementioned interpolation approach is examined on several specific
energy points near the K-edge energy in lead. The results of the interpolation together with the
energy points used for the interpolation are presented in TABLE 2. Results are compared with
the results from standard interpolation approach in E-P function parameters (Michieli 1994.).

T A B L E 2.
Arbitrary
Energy

Ea [MeV]

0.09

0.10

0.11

0.12*

0.13**

Energy points used for
interpolation [MeV]

El E2

0.089

0.089 0.09

0.09 0.10

0.10 0.11

0.11 0.12

E3 E4

0.10 0.11

0.11 0.12

0.12 0.13

0.13

0.14

Maximum Deviation
in Buildup Factors

l(%)l
This paper Ref.[l]

3.68

4.45 6.35

5.08

9.16 12.34

16.3

Xmax
[mfp]
***

40

2

40

6

10

Rms
(%)

2.23

2.77

2.61

6.13

9.21

* The second triplet of points is excluded because at 0.14 MeV larger dependence of attenuation factors
on energy begins. With 0.14 MeV point included, the error would be 10.8 %.

** Beyond this point standard approach gives better results. Second triplet of points is excluded (0.15 MeV).
*** Xmax is penetration depth in mfp. where maximum deviation (this paper) from basic buildup data occurs.

Results demonstrate that new interpolation approach presented in this paper is
adequate for energies near the K-edge in lead and that it can be used with confidance.
Interpolation errors are within 10 % or lower. Comparison with the results from standard
approach (ref. [1]) leads to the conclusion that described interpolation approach is a
competent choice for E < 0.14 MeV and penetration depths that exceed 20 mfp.
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ABSTRACT:

In the first site selection process for a repository for low and intermediate level radioactive

waste in Slovenia the most excluding geological criteria were those concerning endogenetic

processes.

This paper mainly consists of a critical overview of these excluding criteria as well as the

analysis of their imprecise application in the first site selection process. A proposal for more

suitable criteria and their application is given and is based on a study which was ordered by the

RAO Agency in 1996, and completed by the authors of this paper in June 1997.

On the basis of these revised criteria and taking into account all available geotectonic and

seismic data as well as, in the siting process, the option for an underground repository, only

260 km2 of Slovenian territory were found to be unacceptable for the repository site at the

early stage of evaluation from bibliographical data.

INTRODUCTION

The first site selection process for a repository for low and intermediate level radioactive

waste in Slovenia came to an end, uncompleted, in 1993. By that time the process has reached

phase 4 - the beginning of site investigation work on five candidate sites. This work was,

however, obstructed due to strong local opposition by the general public.

In 1994, the Agency for Radwaste Management reviewed the causes for unsuccessful siting,

and found that not only had misjudgements been made regarding public relations, but also that

the technical part of the siting process had contained certain elements which need to be

reconsidered in the second site selection approach. It turned out that, from the geological point

of view, the most critical excluding geological criteria for site selection were those concerning
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endogenetic processes. On this basis, more than 97 % of the territory of the Republic of

Slovenia was found to be unacceptable for a LILW disposal site. As well as this, it was

concluded that if the siting process were to include an underground repository, then additional

(new) sites, which had been found unacceptable in the first site selection process, would

become available, which became very important for the new approach for site selection

process.

A SHORT VIEW OVER PAST ACTIVITIES

The site selection process from previous campaign was particularly aimed to a surface and

shallow ground repository of LDLW due to economic reasons and to a relatively simple technical

requirements for constructing such a disposal. This campaign was divided into four steps:

Step

1. step

in 1990

2. step

in 1991

3. step

(in 1992/93)

4. step

Role of criteria

Exclusion of unsuitable

areas

Identification of potential

sites

Identification of candidate

sites

Confirmation of candidate

sites by experts

Type of criteria

Exclusion

criteria

Preference

criteria

Preference

criteria

Field

investigations

Results

ACCEPTABLE

AREAS

POTENTIAL SITES

CANDIDATE

SITES

ONE or TWO

SUITABLE SITES

10 acceptable areas (1.5

(o 84 knr each)

36 potential siles

(approx. 9 knr)

5 candidate sites

MOST

Table 1. Previous site selection process for LILW repository

Comments:

In the first step, unsuitable areas were excluded. The most restrictive were criteria on seismicity

and active faulting; the others were: land use and population, geological criteria, mineral and water

resources and water regime.

In the second step, preference criteria refereed to geological, seismological, water resources and

land use. The convenience of each site for either surface or shallow tunnel repository was

considered as well.
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The third step was still working with the bibliographical data. One site was found acceptable for

a surface-type disposal, two for a shallow tunnel-type repository and two for'both surface and

shallow tunnel repository.

In the fourth step, a strong public disagreement stopped the process of field investigations

siting LELW disposal at this stage. A new siting process had to be started on different issues.

THE OLD AND NEW CRYTER1A

Brief Presentation of "the old" criteria for endogenetic processes

In the first campaign of the site selection process, the criteria, concerning the endogenetic

processes consisted of three basic features:

• "active fault" criterion

• criterion of "geothermal areas"

• criterion of "higher seismicity level of the area"

They were quantified already on the first step, on the basis of geological estimation.

As site excluding criteria the following values were taken:

• for "active fault" criterion: less or equal to 3 km distance from the repository site to the

active fault was taken as excluding value;

• for criterion of "geothermal areas": the site should not be closer than 3 km from known

geothermal springs

• for the criterion of "seismicity": the site should not be within the area, where the expected

maximum horizontal earthquake acceleration is equal to or exceeds 0.3 g in an expected

period of 1,000 years. An element of conservatism was added to this value, so that the

standard deviation of results treated was included in 0.3 g.

In the second step the comparison of the sites from the remaining 3% of Slovenian territory

was made with the same criteria in their role of preference. Gradation of preference was the

following:

• for "active fault" criterion:

• distance from active faults 3-8 km: less acceptable

• distance from active faults more than 8 km: acceptable

• for "geothermal areas":

• distance from geothermal areas 3-8 km: less acceptable
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• distance from geothermal areas more than 8 km: acceptable

• for "seismicity":

• the expected horizontal earthquake acceleration in a period of 1000 years is 0.15 to

0.3 g: less acceptable

• the expected horizontal earthquake acceleration in a period of 1000 years is below

0.15 g: acceptable

Brief Presentation of "the New" Guidelines

The New guidelines proposal, concerning Active endogenetic processes, consist of three

guidelines:

• degree of seismic activity of the area

• recent movements of Earth surface along active faults

• volcanic activity;

The guidelines are a recommendation rather than a demand. The definition of the first

mentioned guideline is that the degree of seismic activity should be as low as possible; as an

estimation period for seismic activity is a period of 500 years.

As a guideline for this criterion it is proposed that the location should not lay within the

area with earthquake expected intensity higher or equal to 9 degree following MCS.

The second guideline, "Recent movements of the Earth surface along active faults",

recommends that the location is situated out of the areas, where active faults with detected

movements have been defined in the past or they are expected in the near future on the base of

existing evidence.

The third guideline, "volcanic activity", has only a theoretical value since no volcanic

activity since Oligocene has been deduced in Slovenian territory. The location of repository

should lay out of range of the volcanic or plutonic influence.

NEW POLICY

The use of the criteria from the first campaign showed abrupt restriction in availability of

Slovenian territory for the site location. It led to a very low number of small locations which

were finally found unsuitable due to public (un)acceptance of proposed location.

With new approaches, the Agency for Radwaste Management is trying to avoid unnecessary

restrictions from the technical point of view of site selection process in order to retain more
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locations available for public negotiation. In this light the failed campaign was thoroughly

reconsidered, from the criteria applied to the processes and steps used.

Theoretical reconsideration of issues from the first campaign and a special study on Active

endogenetic processes (1) brought to some new results:

1. more territory available on the base of implementation of new guidelines for endogenetic

processes;

2. more territory available on the base of different appliance of guidelines to the site selection

process;

3. more territory available due to expansion of possible location in an underground structure,

which is less sensitive for seismic influences;

4. smaller sensitivity of repository on seismic effects than it had formerly been accepted;

5. higher possibility for public acceptance of repository in the case of underground location.

RESULTS OF THE NEW APPROACH EVALUATION

A short description of tectonical structure of Slovenian territory

Slovenia belongs to the regions of a medium seismic activity and is situated on the contact

between three geotectonical units: Alps, Dinarides and Panonian basin. The Alpine region is

further subdivided in tectonical units of:

• Eastern Alps • External Dinarides

• Southern Alps • Panonian basin

The earthquakes occurring here, result mainly from block movements in the upper part of Earth's

Crust. They occur predominantly along the fault zones in longitudinal or transversal directions of

Dinarides NW-SE structures and in the Alpine region, along the faults in N-S or W-E direction.

Considering various tectonical and neotectonical conditions, the Slovenian territory is divided into

seven seismic areas (Figure 1): cicarijsko (A), gorisko-javomisko (B), gorenjsko-dolenjsko (Cl),

notranjsko-belokranjsko (C2), karavansko-kozjansko (D), korosko-halosko (E), stajersko-goricko

area (F). They are separated by main faults with different depths and activities: Kozina fault (1 -1),

Idrija fault (2-2), Sava fault (3-3), Sostanj fault (4-4) and Labotnica fault (5-5).

The central part of Slovenia: regions of Gorenjska, Dolenjska, Notranjska and Bela krajina, are

the most active and are divided into two subunits (Cl and C2). Further division of the areas into

seismic systems and seismic zones is relevant for the study of local seismicity. Figure 1 also
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illustrates the locations of the earthquake-epicentres with magnitude M>5, which have been

observed in the years between 567 and 1994.

^ ^ v - j _ ,

i i ; - ' O p h y s i c - j l S u r v e y of ; : l u v e i i i ..<)

Figure 1- Main seismic areas in Slovenia

Seismic hazard maps of Slovenia

Parallel to existing building legislation in Slovenia, which is based on the 1981 Seismic Building

Code of the former Yugoslavia, the European pre-standard Eurocode (ECS) was adopted in 1995

as a Slovenian national pre-standard. In the existing building legislation, a macroseismic intensity

map for a 500-years return period is used for the design of ordinary buildings (Figure 2).

According to the macroseismic intensity map, the earthquakes with certain maximum intensity

are expected with 63 % probability of return period of 500 years (Ribaric, V., 1987). The maximum

values of intensity are expected in the central part of Slovenia, i.e. Ljubljana, Kranj, Zasayje and in

the western part, especially in the areas of Idrija and Tolmin.
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Figure 2- Macroseismic intensity map

On this basis only 260 km2 (1.2%) of territory of the Republic of Slovenia has been found

unsuitable for LILW repository in the first phase (Figure 3).

SUMMARY OF NECESSARY FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS

The research program is divided into the investigations for determination of active faults and

those regarding macroseismicity of an area.

Following the recommendations of International Atomic Energy Agency, the investigations

required to determine risk assessment due to earthquakes and active faults in relation to nuclear

facilities can be divided into:

• Regional investigations up to 150 km around the location; the reinterpreted results from the

first campaign can be used here.

• the investigations on the location and in the near vicinity, usually carried out up to several

km around the location.
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unsuitable
area

Figure 3- Unsuitable areas due to the active faults criterion

The entire research is multipurpose for determining all necessary geological conditions and

includes different geological, geophysical and hydrogeological methods. According to an estimation

from a study (Petkovsek et al., 1995), the cost for geological and geophysical investigations of a site

could be around 2.5 million DEM, excluding the cost of drilling deep boreholes and borehole in-situ

measurements (which is estimated to approximately additional 3 million DEM). The investigations

consist of:

1. assembling and detailed revision of existing data and all kinds of information in the regional

sense,

2. detailed data evaluation of aerophotogrametry,

3. regional geologic mapping in scale 1:25,000 and detailed geologic mapping in scale 1:5,000,

including the type and age of rock materials, structures and tectonic examination with emphasis

on Quaternary sediments,

4. engineering geology and hydrogeology of the area, detailed mapping and engineering geology,

hydrogeological investigations, including depth estimation of surface weathered material, rock

stability, rock porosity, groundwater table, registration of main surface and groundwater flow

directions, the influence of earthquakes on hydrological system etc.,
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5. surveying observation of possible ground motion, establishment of geodetic grids in order to

observe recent movements along the faults, inclinometers, continuous geodetic observations in

10-years period,

6. in-situ and lab examination of mechanical and elastic properties of rocks, the examination of

liquefaction potential,

7. the establishment of piezometric grids and continuous measurements in boreholes,

8. surface geophysical investigations, such as seismic reflection and refraction methods, high-

resolution seismic, geoelectrical methods, ground penetrating radar, gravity and magnetics,

well-logging, downhole and crosshole seismic, geothermal investigations etc.,

9. trenching in Quaternary sediments and sedimentology, the age determination of rocks,

10. structural drilling and in-situ investigations in order to complete information from surface

methods and to determine consolidation of surface layers, deep boreholes, in-situ

measurements of stress and strain and their propagation (the method is suitable for the final

phase of investigations in the areas where the changes of primary stress conditions are

expected), drilling and borehole measurements used to determine some other properties not

required for evaluation of endogenetic processes,

11. grid of accelerometers for seismic design parameters,

12. the measurements of gas concentration (radon) in water sources,

13. the synthesis of data, reinterpretation, data evaluation and reports.
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ABSTRA CT. There ha ve been four preferred sites for L/IL W repository selected in the siting
program in Croatia so far. According to the accepted and verified site selection procedure,
these sites are suitable for a more detailed characterization, including also site specific field
investigations. The aim of these investigations is to measure and calculate all needed site
specific parameters important for performance of safety assessment, aiming eventually with
selection of the final disposal site. Both Croatian and IAEA regulations referring to radwaste
repository siting procedure have been briefly discussed. Detailed site investigations foreseen
to be done in order to perform a successful site characterization, refer to the following main
topics: geomorphology, lithostratigraphy, tectonics, seismicity, rock mechanics, surface-water
hydrology, aquifer features and groundwater hydrology, rock and groundwater chemistry, and
radionuclide transport modehng. All these issues are listed in suggested site characterization
format.

INTRODUCTION

Characterisation plan of preferred sites for low- and intermediate level radioactive waste
(L/ILW) repository in Croatia is one of immediate actions to be carried out in further progress
of national radwaste disposal facility programme. The sensitive stage of the plan performance
and its application to preliminary safety assessment report is the next step in the repository
programme development.

Since there have been already four preferred site selected (two of them are expected to be
included into the Physical plan of Croatia), it is necessary to define and elaborate a consistent
and complete characterisation plan convenient for subsequent implementation into safety
assessment activities.

A briefly presented review of domestic and IAEA regulations is related to methodology
and structure of siting procedure as well as to their functional and logic links and
interrelations with safety assessment activities. Finally, after an overview of performed stages
of siting programme in Croatia, it is suggested the plan of site characterisation to be applied in
the forthcoming stage of siting activities.

SITE CHARACTERIZATION IN CURRENT CROATIAN REGULATIONS

The basic act that is currently applied in Croatia in the field of radioactive waste disposal,
is "Law on ionizing radiation protection and special safety measures related to use in nuclear
energy" [1], issued in 1984. From this law 17 regulations and codes of practice have been
subsequently derived. Preparation of a new Croatian law on radiation protection and nuclear
safety is under way.
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Two regulations relevant for radwaste disposal practice in Croatia are "Code of practice on
conditions of locating, construction, start-up and operation of nuclear facilities" [2] and "Code
of practice on standard format of safety report and other documentation needed for safety of
nuclear facilities" [3]. The law and both codes of practice mentioned went into effect in
independent Croatia according to the "Law on taking over the federal laws in the field of
health protection, applying in the Republic of Croatia as republic laws" [4].

With respect to radwaste disposal siting, the "Law on ionizing radiation protection and
special safety measures related to use in nuclear energy" [I] prescribes that construction of a
nuclear facility may be allowed only if the site had been previously denoted for the purpose
by the Physical plan (article 28).

"Code of practice on conditions of locating, construction, start-up and operation of nuclear
facilities' [2] obligates the investor of disposal facility to ensure the facility to meet all safety
related site requirements (article 8). These requirements, as they are listed in the article 10, are
expected to be met through elaboration of the following kinds of explorations: (1) geological,
seismologic, seismotectonic and geotechnical investigations; (2) hydrologic investigations;
(3) meteorological surveys; (4) extreme impacts of human activities on the site; (5)
demographic and socio-economic characteristics; (6) land use and water utilization on the
site; (7) other phenomena and parameters-relevant for the site safety. Besides these objectives,
given in somewhat wide and (particularly in point 7) imprecise form, there follow additional
site requirements (article 15): (1) (water)impermeability of soils; (2) sufficient distance of a
waste disposing rock layer to the water-table; (3) safety against flooding; (4) absence of
springs in the hydrogeologic formation wherein the disposal facility is sited. In addition, all
these requirements should be met during a 300-years long period of time since the start of
repository operation (i.e. until all radionuclides are decayed and radioactivity of waste falls to
the background level).

There are two sections referring to characterization of possible repository site(s) in the
standard format:

1.
1.3.
1.3.1.

2.

2.1.
2.2.
2.3.
2.4.
2.5.
2.6.

REPOSITORY SAFETY APPROACH
Safety criteria and standards
Repository site

DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF
REPOSITORY SITE
Site description, demography and topography
Meteorology
Hydrology
Geology
Seismicity
Ecology

geomorphology, hydrology, geology,
hydrogeology, meteorology and climate,

radionuclide migration into environment, use of
disposal facility after end of operation

It is finally worth mentioning to give a rough explanation of a criteria approach applied in
the performed stage of radwaste repository siting process in Croatia. Due to absence of both
strict methodological concept of the siting procedure and definition of site selection criteria
(requirements), they had both to be established at the very beginning of the radwaste
repository siting process in 1988. Thus, the criteria were defined by a special Croatian expert
team in 1989 (and were confirmed by IAEA. WAMAP experts in 1991), but were not
approved by Croatian authorities before 1992 [5]. In complete, there were 10 exclusionary
and 28 comparative criteria involved. Exclusionary criteria referred to hydrology (risk of
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flooding), seismicity (earthquake capability), neotectonics (distance to active faults), lithology
(type of rocks), geomorphology (slope dynamics), hydrogeology (circulation of groundwater),
demography (population density and distribution), mining and ore exploitation, preservation
of nature, and protection of cultural heritage. Comparative (weighted) criteria applied were
classified into six subject groups: (1) transport of radioactive waste, (2) meteorology and
hydrology, (3) geology and seismology, (4) demography, (5) land use and utilization, and (6)
environmental protection issues.

SITE CHARACTERIZATION IN IAEA DOCUMENTS

There is a series of documents issued by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
considering site characterization as a part of radioactive waste disposal practice. They have
been published in a few groups of editions: (a) safety fundamentals, (b) safety standards, (c)
recommendations, (d) safety guides, (e) procedures and data, (f) technical reports, and (g)
technical documents. All of them, being prepared from diverse viewpoints and at different
obligatory levels, provide useful information on particular ways of actions in the field. They
cover several specific thematic entities: (a) radwaste disposal planning, (b) pre-disposal
activities, (c) near surface disposal, (d) disposal in deep geological formations, (e) mining and
uranium- thorium treatment, and (f) disposal facility decommissioning and environmental
recovery.

The IAEA safety standards define the characterization of candidate site(s) for radwaste
disposal facility as a stage of the siting process, that includes all relevant actions needed for
selection of a suitable disposal site [6]. The basic objective of the siting process is to select a
suitable site for radwaste disposal and to demonstrate that the selected site, in conjunction
with the repository design and waste package, has properties which proved adequate isolation
of radionuclides from the accessible environment for desired period of time [7].

The appropriate siting process, as defined by IAEA safety guidelines, consists of four
stages: (1) concept and planning stage; (2) area survey stage; (3) site characterization stage;
and (4) site confirmation stage.

Site characterization itself should incorporate detailed on-site and subsurface
investigations as well as related laboratory analyses necessary to provide reliable information
on relevant site characteristics: geomorphology, lithostratigraphy, hydrogeology, tectonics,
seismicity, hydrology, geochemistry, meteorology and impact of human activities.

Some of essential site characterization principles are:
• the geological environment (geosphere) must guarantee the necessary long-term safety

without surveillance measures;
• the geosphere is treated conservatively in safety assessments; it acts primarily as

hydrogeological barrier;
• the aim of site characterization is to identify a suitable site that fulfils the requirements

imposed by the authorities; and
• a successful site characterization study is a prerequisite for the application for a general

repository license.
There follows a few remarks regarding the role of site characterization [8]:

a the information to be acquired during site characterization depends on the needs of the
repository design process and the performance assessment necessary for licensing;

Q full characterization of at least one site will be essential; and
a as the site investigations progress, they will move from surface based testing and remote

sensing to in situ testing in exploratory excavations (trenches, galleries, shafts).
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CURRENT STATUS OF SITING PROCESS IN CROATIA

As it was already mentioned, the siting process in Croatia began in 1988. It started on the
initiative of Croatian government. The project leading company was Croatian Electricity
Utility, whilst the coordinating institution was Urban Institute of Croatia in first stage, and
Hazardous Waste Management Agency (APO) in the later.

The applied siting process was conceived as two-stage procedure consisting of (1) site
survey stage terminating with 1-3 preferred or candidate sites for further detailed on-site
investigations, and (2) site evaluation stage, aiming through on-site and laboratory
investigations, to define the final repository site. The first siting stage has been completed so
far: starting from the entire national territory there were chosen seven potential areas, and
thereafter 34 potential sites within them. Finally, four potential sites were promoted into
preferred sites, and two of them have been expected to be included definitely into Physical
plan of Croatia and then subjected to site investigations.

Our efforts are presently directed toward: (a) elaboration of a more applicable safety
assessment as it is defined by regulations, and (2) preparation of all known data on preferred
sites, preferable disposal facility design, waste characteristics and other needed elements
required for the safety assessment report. Synchronously, the elaboration of applicable
program of on-site investigations to be carried out in the final site characterization, i.e. site
confirmation stage, is under way. Thus, the study of geoecological characteristics on two
preferred sites, according to all available (site specific) data, is expected to be completed
before summer 1998. In the same level of completion is the study on bio-ecological
characteristics of the sites. Both documents are supposed to be very useful inputs for
expecting preliminary safety assessment. In addition, a completion of the sites related
database, applied also in the "Geographical Information System" (GIS) will enable an
overview, application and updating of available data in any moment, as well as establishing
useful simulations for environmental monitoring.

OUTLINE OF SITE CHARACTERIZATION PLAN

A successfully performed site characterization is expected to give inputs for safety
assessment in terms of elaboration of the following issues:

a population density and distribution
• for definition of pathway scenarios by air, soil, surface- and groundwater, plant

uptake, food chains, exhumation by burrowing animals
• provide reasonable assurance that exposure to humans will not exceed

performance objectives
• for prevention over-exposure of population
• for prevention of contamination in case of hypothetical intrusions

• groundwater
• for site specific analyses (radionuclide migration by groundwater)

a rock types, slope stability, tectonics
• long-term stability of the repository (erosion, faulting, earthquakes, landsliding,

surface drainage, etc.)
• provide reasonable assurance that there will be no need for on-going active

maintenance after closure
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The suggested outline of the site characterization format is trying to follow the mentioned
principles and safety related requirements. It includes: (1) siting criteria, (2) site
investigations, (3) site investigation methods, and (4) site investigation basic techniques. All
issues included are presented in the form of a list and are not elaborated in details:

1. Siting criteria

a Long term stability (integrity) of geological barrier
• tectonics
• hydrology
• hydrogeology
• erosion/uplifting

a Low water fluxes through repository
• low permeability of host rock
• low hydraulic gradients
• favorable hydrochemistry
• reducing conditions
• pH neutral to alkaline
• salinity low to moderate

a Dilution in the discharge area
a Radionuclide retardation in geosphere
a Low risk of incidental intrusion (e.g. mining)
a Explorability

• demonstration of suitability is achievable with reasonable economic effort
a Acceptability and international consensus

2. Site investigations

Q Geomorphology
• vertical and horizontal dissection of relief
• slope inclination
• geomorphic units (distribution and analysis)
• geomorphic processes

• erosion capability (erosion, accumulation)
a Lithology and stratigraphy ._...

• distribution and thickness of lithological units
• petrographic composition of li thological units
• characterization of lithofacies

a Structure and tectonics
• analysis of structural-tectonic features
• identification of folds, faults, thrusts, etc.
• analysis of faults (position, aging, activity, etc.)
• distribution of fissures

a Seismicity
• inventory of earthquakes occurred
• microseismic analysis
• dynamics of seismic waves (vibrations, ground-accelerations, etc.)
• attenuation analysis
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• calculation of earthquake return periods (incl. maximum expected earthquake
magnitudes and ground-accelerations)

• hypocenters distribution analysis (incl. revision of existing data)
• seismic regionalization (positions and depth of hypocenters, magnitudes and

intensity of earthquakes occurred, etc.)
• Regional stability
a Rock mechanics (geo-engineering)

• identification of physical features of rocks
• porosity (cavernosity, compactness, compatibility)
• permeability
• capilarity
• distention (bulging)
• thermal conductivity
• electrical conductivity
• magnetic properties
• natural radioactivity (background)

a Surface water hydrology
• identification of streams, lakes, ponds, springs, wells, etc.)
• discharge areas
• maximum expected water levels (1000-years, 500-years floods)
• analysis of basic hydrologic parameters of streams (Q, q, etc.)
• identification and analysis of torrents

a Aquifer features and groundwater hydrology
• Rock features of non-saturated zone

• pressure head
• density: total (wet) density, dry (bulk) density, particle density
• porosity (effective, bulk)

moisture content
saturation degree
saturated hydraulic conductivity
vertical hydraulic gradient
thickness of non-saturated zone
distribution coefficient (Kd)
longitudinal dispersivity

Rock features of saturated zone
• groundwater temperature
• density: total (wet) density, dry (bulk) density, particle density
• porosity (effective, bulk)
• moisture content
• hydraulic conductivity
• vertical and horizontal hydraulic gradient
• groundwater velocity
• aquifer thickness and depth of water-table
• distribution coefficient (Kd)
• longitudinal, transversal and vertical dispersivity

Groundwater hydrology
• aquifer capability
• groundwater dynamics (water-table fluctuation, filtration coefficients)
• distribution of regional hydrochemical zones
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Q Geochemistry (rock and groundwater chemistry)
• chemical composition (organic, inorganic, colloids)
• ionization capability of groundwater
• groundwater retention rate (aging)
• pH of rock and groundwater
• oxygen solubility rate and redox properties of groundwater
• gas composition of groundwater
• sorption-desorption isotherms of rock
• chemical substitution
• pore diffusion
• retardation factors
• radionuclide exchange
• radionuclide solubility

a Radionuclide transport modeling

3. Methods of investigations

Q Regional geophysical survey
• reflection & refraction seismics
• gravimetry, aeromagnetic survey

• Surface based studies
• geological mapping
• neotectonic studies, micro-seismicity
• long-term evolution

Q Geoelectrical survey
Q Deep drilling program & in situ testing

• hydrogeological testing
• borehole logging
• hydrochemical sampling
• long-term monitoring system

a Laboratory testing
• Hydrogeological modeling

• assessment & prediction models
Q Project synthesis and conclusion

4. Site investigation basic techniques

a Regional surface work
• geological mapping
• remote sensing - aerial geology (interpretation of satellite imagery and aero-

photogrametry)
• sample collection
• data review

Q Correlation techniques
• geochemical
• geophysical
• mineralogical
• lithological
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Regional subsurface work
• drilling
• deep well studies
• coring
• age dating

CONCLUSIONS

Finally, according to the experience obtained in Croatia in the field of radwaste repository
siting, the following remarks should be underlined:

a Croatian legislation related to radwaste disposal facility siting is not quite consistent and
complete, and requires to be considerably revised and adjusted to modern international
regulations;

a a few IAEA expert missions to Croatia regarding radwaste disposal facility project, that
have been organized so far, gave a big impetus to the project performance, assisting to be
achieved remarkable improvements;

a experience of countries having an operating repository points out hydrogeology to be the
most important site acceptability related issue that will have an extraordinary importance
in subsequent performance of safety analyses;

a prior to on-site investigations (drilling, geophysical surveying, etc.) start, all indirect
methods - from evaluation of respective data available in bibliography up to remote
sensing methods like satellite imagery and aerial photography - should be utilized in as
complete extent as possible;

a relations to the public should be open, honest and complete, so that public - particularly
local communities - through education and full information will be able to accept a
properly performed radwaste disposal as a relevant safety related activity that will
remarkably improve our care to preserve environment and protect human health.
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ABSTRACT

This paper contains a short description of analytical method for risk assessment of radioactive
waste disposal facilities based on calculation of a so-called concentration reduction factor. A
conceptual model of a simple near-field intrusion scenario (receptor well), that is being
analyzed is described and a review of input parameters characterizing radioactive waste,
technical design of facility and site is given. The selected input parameters refer to a surface
type of disposal facilities for low and medium level radioactive waste, which are assumed likely
to be built in Croatia. The results reached by the analytical method developed by the authors of
the article are compared to the results acquired on the same example by applying computer
codes GWSCREEN and PAGAN. The authors state a good level of correspondence between
them and point out the fact that the analytical method is conservative enough to serve as and
adequate approximation to computer codes. The advantages of the analytical method are
simplicity of application and minimum requirements for input parameters. This renders itself
particularly convenient when only a conceptual technical design is available and when the siting
process is not completed so that input parameters are not known to the extent necessary for
application of sophisticated computer codes. Furthermore, analytical method approximates
disposal facility performance and site characteristics by only one factor (concentration
reduction factor), which represents a measure of isolation characteristics of a facility and a site.
Such approach enables a simple comparison of various technical designs at a certain site, i.e. a
certain technical design on various sites. The next significant advantage of analytical method is
a relatively simple uncertainty analysis. As an example for this, the paper gives a short survey
of one-parameter analysis of uncertainty of total concentration reduction factor for the Sr-90
case.

DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

Safety of the disposed radioactive waste depends on efficiency of two protection systems:
engineered and natural barriers. Engineered barriers are series of barriers constructed and put
between radioactive waste and geological media at which the waste is being disposed.
Geological media, with its isolation characteristics, makes a natural barrier for migration of
radionuclides. Since the relation of these two systems is explicitly complementary, it is
preferable to have a possibility of a consistent evaluation of isolation characteristics of both,
engineered and natural barriers. One way to satisfy this requirement is to introduce such
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analytical model which is based on concentration reduction factor (CRF), which represents a
measure of reduction of radionuclide concentrations due to each individual barrier.

FACILITY
PERFORMANCE

CFR0

SITE
CHARACTERISTICS

CRFL

CRFS

Figure 1 - The basic principle of CRF analytical method

By applying such general and simple model shown in Figure 1, reduction factor for the system
as a whole can be defined by the following simple relation:

CRFS = CRFO-CRFL

where CRFO and CRFL are concentration reduction factors reached within the disposal facility
and in surrounding geological media, i.e. site. To the concentration reduction factors, defined
in the described way, the following two basic characteristics can be assigned:

CRF = fl CRFj , and, CRFt > 1

where / denotes the number of barriers whose impact on radionuclide concentration reduction
one wishes to analyze. A more detailed structure of CRFo and CRFL depends on a number,
type and characteristics of barriers built within a disposal facility, characteristics of the site and
on the nature of the migration processes of radionuclides which are to be analyzed. On the
example of analysis which will be presented later on (transport of radionuclides by the
groundwater flow), the following concentration reduction factors were taken into account:

• CRFB - reduction factor due to duration of physical form of radioactive waste,

• CRFy - reduction factor due to the volume of a disposal facility,

• CRFi - reduction factor due to the process of dissolution of radionuclides and their
migration through porous media of the disposal facility,

- reduction factor due to migration of radionuclides and their transport by
unsaturated porous media and

• CRFA - reduction factor due to migration of radionuclides and their transport by a
saturated media (groundwater flow), and the process of dilution.

By calculating each of the listed reduction factors, the first three of which refer to isolation
characteristics of the disposal facility, while the remaining two refer to the site, the total
concentration reduction factor for the system as a whole (CRFs) is determined. Upon knowing
the value of the total reduction factor of the system, the maximum concentration of particular
radionuclides in well water (Csmax) can easily be determined as:
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cB max CRFS

where Co is average concentration of radionuclides in a disposal facility (Bq/nr). Knowledge
of maximum concentrations in well water and application of Baseline Risk Assessment
Methodology (EPA, 1989) enables assessment of relevant risks.

CONCEPTUAL MODEL

Conceptual model is based on a scenario of a so-called inadvertent intrusion near the disposal
facility, which assumes that a person, not knowing that there is a surface type disposal facility
for low and medium level radioactive waste in immediate vicinity, took to digging a well in
order to acquire and use drinking water. The well is placed some 200 m from the disposal
facility, and a person consumes 2 1 of well water daily. Figure 2 shows a simplified layout of
conceptual model for the described scenario. The conceptual model includes the following
processes and mechanisms of migration of radionuclides, and assessment of their impact on a
person:

• infiltration and percolation of water into a disposal facility,

• dissolution of radionuclides,

• transport of radionuclides through unsaturated zone,

• transport of radionuclides through saturated zone and calculation of concentration
in the well water and

• calculation of exposure and risk assessment.

Precipitation

Facility

Evapotranspiration

Runoff

Receptor well

Unsaturated zone Water table

Groundwater flow
Contaminant plume

Bedrock

Figure 2 - A layout of conceptual model for a simple intrusion scenario analysis
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Analysis of the described scenario is based on the following assumptions:

• dissolution and migration of radionuelides is considered as a steady-state process,

• radioactive waste is uniformly distributed within the disposal facility,

• disposal facility, unsaturated and saturated zones are considered porous and
isotropic,

• for unsaturated zone a unit hydraulic gradient model is assumed,

• 50 years after closure of the facility, Tube Type Containers completely lose their
isolation characteristics,

• for dissolution process a constant leach rate is assumed,

• transport of radionuclides is carried out by a process of advection,

• dispersion effects within the facility and in unsaturated zone are neglected,

• a linear model of sorption of radionuclides in all parts of the system is assumed,

• there are neither additional sources nor precipices in the entire system and

• in analysis of transport in a saturated zone, effects of dispersion and dilution are
taken into account.

REVIEW OF INPUT DATA

As an example for application of the described method a surface type of disposal facility for
low and medium level radioactive waste was chosen, for which it is assumed that it could be
built in Croatia in future. Therefore, data from relevant papers, studies and projects which
were carried out in our country and which refer to characteristics of radioactive waste, sites
and technical design of disposal facilities were used to the greatest extent possible. In cases
when specific parameters were not available, generic values were used instead.

From a spectrum of radionuclides that can be expected in a disposal facility for low and
medium level radioactive waste (Skanata et al., 1992), radionuclides H-3, Co-60 and Sr-90
were chosen for this analysis. They are characterized by the following basic input parameters:

Table 1 - Basic data on analysed nuclides

NUKLEDE
H-3

Co-60
Sr-90

X
0,056
0,132
0,024

P
3,2

55,8
3,3

A.

4,0-1013

7.1-10'4

4.2-1013

a

1,0-10'
2,l-10"2

1,3-10"3

K 1 K

0,0
0,7

15,0

0,00
0,07
0,15

SF i n e

l,95-10"12

5,14-10-10

1,51-10" 9

where:

• X. - a constant of radioactive decay (I/year),

• p - fraction of a radionuclide in waste (%),

• Ao - total activity (Bq),

• a - constant leach rate (I/year),
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• KDi - distribution coefficient within disposal facility (cmVg) conservatively
determined as geometric mean for sandstone based on Thibault et al., 1990,

• KD2 - distribution coefficient within unsaturated and saturated zones (cm3/g)
conservatively determined as minimum value for sandstone based on Thibault et
al., 1990,

• SFjng - slope factor for ingestion (Bq1) taken from ANL, 1993.

Basic characteristics of technical design of a surface type disposal facility (Table 2) were taken
from EPZ, 1996. It is assumed that entire quantity of radioactive waste with low and medium
radioactivity level (some 18.000 m3) will be contained in Tube Type Containers (TTC), which
will then be put in reinforced concrete containers (CC). Reinforced concrete containers will be
disposed in permanent disposal units. A total of 10 permanent disposal units is envisaged for
construction. On the basis of data on reinforced concrete containers and disposal units, a
disposal facility was modeled with following capacity and dimensions:

Table 2 - Characteristics of the facility

PARAMETER
Capacity of disposal facility

External dimensions of disposal facility:
• length (m)
• width (m)
• height (m)

VALUE
4.320 CC (17.300 TTC)

• 35
• 150
• 10

The rest of the parameters necessary for analysis of dissolution and release of radionuclides
from the disposal facility, which include density, porosity, moisture content and hydraulic
conductivity of concrete are conservatively estimated on the basis of analysis of dissolution
process of H-3. Namely, H-3 is easily dissoluble in water and dissolves faster than other
radionuclides. Hence, applied values are: p = 1.75 g/cm3, s = 0.34, 9 = 0.25, He = 1.0510*6

cm/s.

Site data have partly been taken from UIRH, 1991, and partly estimated based on general
descriptions given in the same document, which refer to description of Gornji Zirovac area on
Trgovska mountain. Basic parameters characterizing the site are shown in Table 3.

Table 3 - Basic site parameters

PARAMETER
1. Height above sea-level
2. Lithological structure
3. Mean annual air temperature
4. Precipitation
5. Hydraulic conductivity of unsaturated zone
6. Moisture content in unsaturated zone
7. Bulk density of unsaturated zone
8. Thickness of unsaturated zone
9. Effective porosity of saturated zone
10. Hydraulic gradient in saturated zone
11. Hydraulic conductivity of saturated zone
12. Bulk density of saturated zone
13. Thickness of saturated zone

DENOTATION
Nv

-

P
Ku

eu
Pu
Hu

e*f
AH
Ka

Pa
Ha

UNIT
m
-

°C
m/year

m/s
-

g/cm3

m
-
-

m/s
g/cm3

m

VALUE
240,0

Sandstone
9,8
1,0

3,2-10"8

0,29
1,75
5,0

0,34
0,15

2,6-10"*
1,75
7,0
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A REVIEW OF RESULTS

Besides analytical method based on application of concentration reduction factor of
radionuclides (CRF method), and for the purpose of its confirmation, the simple intrusion
scenario has been analyzed with the aid of computer codes GWSCREEN version 2.4 {Rood,
1994) and PAGAN version 1.0 (Chu et al, 1991). The first was developed in INEL and it
unites analytical, semi-analytical and numerical models for analysis of radionuclides migration
by the groundwater flow and options for risk assessment, i.e. a hazard index. Since this
computer code models radionuclide release from the disposal facility in a somewhat different
way, a small intervention was made in order to acquire compatibility with dissolution model
developed within the PAGAN computer code. In that way, comparable concentration values
were acquired, but at the same time a mistake was made regarding the time of appearance of
radionuclides in the well water. PAGAN is a computer program developed in Sandia NL
mainly for the licensing purposes. By using this computer code it is possible to analyze
migration of radionuclides by a groundwater flow in a very similar way, but the results are
shown in a form of radionuclide concentration in well water. Therefore, in performing analysis
with the PAGAN program, for the purpose of comparison of results, a manual calculation for
risks has been added, based on Baseline Risk Assessment Methodology {EPA, 1989). The
results of calculations of concentration for the selected radionuclides in the well water by
applying the CRF method and computer codes GWSCREEN and PAGAN are shown in
Figures 3, 4 and 5, while the results of assessed risks are compared in Figure 6.

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110
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Figure 3 - Comparison of well water concentrations (H-3)
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Figure 4 - Comparison of well water concentrations (Co-60)
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Figure 5 - Comparison of well water concentrations (Sr-90)

The figures clearly show that by applying the CRF method a conservatism of calculations in
relation to computer codes was successfully obtained. Namely, in all three cases the most
conservative values for maximum radionuclide concentration in the well water were obtained
by applying the CRF method. For H-3, maximum radionuclide concentration in the well water
calculated by CRF method was 1.21 times higher than concentration calculated by PAGAN
computer code, and 1.96 times higher than concentrations obtained by applying GWSCREEN.
For Co-60, and Sr-90 these factors amount to 1.04 and 1.87, and 1.05 and 1.41, respectively.
The obvious difference in calculation of maximum concentrations between PAGAN and
GWSCREEN is the result of somewhat different modeling of transport of radionuclides by the
groundwater flow, although both programs use Green's spatial function for advection-
dispersion equation. Ratio of these two calculated concentrations differs by the factor which
assumes interval values [1,2] which depends on retardation of radionuclides in saturated zone
and on the distance of the well. For a boundary well that factor is near to 1, while for wells
placed on relatively big distance from the disposal facility that factor is near to 2.

Time of occurrence of maximum concentrations (Peak Time) are similar in all three analyzed
cases and it ranges between 3 years for H-3, 1 year for Co-60 and 8 years for Sr-90. Here,
correspondence of results of CRF method with PAGAN code results can be considered very
good. Namely, the difference in calculation of peak time by applying the CRF method and
PAGAN in all three cases amounts to only 1 year.

The next criteria for comparison of results and validation of CRF method is analysis of the
shape of the curve which represents concentration of radionuclides in the well water. It should
be pointed out that the basic purpose of the CRF method lies in calculation of maximum
concentration of radionuclides and peak time in the well water, and not in defining the shape of
the curve. The curve of concentration in the well water, which greatly resembles a log-normal
distribution, is a standard curve shape obtained as a result of application of all well-known
computer codes for this type of analysis. By the CRF method, this curve is approximated by a
triangular distribution determined by the time of occurrence of radionuclides in the well water,
the peak time and the time at which concentration in the well water becomes negligible. The
figures clearly show that the time of radionuclide occurrence in the well water calculated by the
CRF method lags behind the time calculated by PAGAN, but it preceeds the time calculated by
GWSCREEN. In the first case, the reason is in incapability of the CRF method to include the
spatial distribution of concentrations in the process of transport of radionuclides through a
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saturated zone (longitudinal dispersivity), while in the second case it is the result of
intervention into the source term analysis model of computer code. On the other hand, the time
calculated by the CRF method, in which concentration of radionuclides in the well water
acquires negligible values significantly lags behind the time calculated by computer codes.
Therefore, in contrast to the ascending part of the curve for which it can be said that the
approximation is qualitatively satisfying, the descending part of the curve is by far
overestimated which is the result of conservative assumptions introduced within the CRF
method.
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Figure 6 - Risk comparison

SUM

Comparison of assessed risks (Figure 6) also confirms the previously mentioned statement on
acquired conservatism of the CRF method compared to computer codes. Since our domestic
regulations still do not include a definition of socially acceptable risks, the figure contains, only
as an orientation, the upper level (1-10"4 year"1) and lower level (1-10"6 year"1) of risk
acceptability according to EPA, 1990. It is noticeable from the figure that in all three cases the
assessed risks fall into an acceptable range, but which still requires an additional consideration
of possibilities of improvement of isolation characteristics of the disposal facility (risk
reduction area). Since radionuclide concentrations overlap in time, as it can be observed in the
figures, the CRF method was used also to assess the summarized risk from the three analyzed
radionuclides in the 72nd year after the closure of the disposal facility. Namely, in that time Sr-
90 starts to appear in the well water (C = 2-103 Bq/m3), while H-3 and Co-60 reach their
maximum concentrations.

CONCLUSION

Based on everything written up to here, it can be stated that the CRF method is conservative
enough to serve as a sound approximation to computer codes. One of advantages provided by
this method is the possibility to express the analysis results in the form of a reduction factor as
shown in Table 4. Such presentation of analysis results enables a clear distinction between
performance of the disposal facility characterized by factor CRFo, on one side, and isolation
characteristics of the site characterized by factor CRFL, on the other.
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Table 4 - Calculated reduction factors

CRF

CRF0

CRFL

CRFS

H-3 | Co-60

2,95-10'
1,61-10'
4,75-10'

5,42-10"
6,40-10'
3,47-106

Sr-90

1,38-10"
1,40-10'
1.94-105

This type of analysis is particularly convenient when a technical conceptual design is the only
available document and when siting process has not been completed. Namely, that kind of
situation will be present in Croatia for some time in the future. The advantage of this type of
analysis is also that it does not require a great number of input parameters, but it provides a
possibility of comparison of various technical designs on a particular site, or particular
technical design on various sites, by using various conservative assumptions. By such simple
approach it is possible to make recommendations (with valid arguments) to the decision
makers on selection of technical design and also on preferable site.

A significant advantage of the CRF method is also in a relatively simple analysis of
uncertainties of results. Figure 7 shows, as an example, a review of results of one-parameter-
analysis of uncertainties of the total concentration reduction factor (CRFs) for Sr-90. The
analysis was carried out by Monte Carlo method (5.000 simulations). Distribution coefficient
(Kp) was taken as variable input parameter in such a way that the disposal facility had an
assumed log-normal distribution (|i = 2.7 cnrVg, a2 = 1.6), unsaturated zone had a triangular
distribution (KDmill = 0,05, K^r = 2,7 and KDmax = 8 cm3/g), while in the groundwater flow a
uniform distribution of this parameter was assumed (KDn,in = 0.05 and Komax = 6 cm'Vg).
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Figure 7 - Probability density function of CRFS parameter

Probability density function diagram in Figure 7 was acquired by elaborating the CRF method
as a special application of computer code CRYSTAL BALL, version 3.0 (a commercial
computer code developed for operation within spreadsheet environment, Crystal Ball, 1993).
The results of this simple uncertainty analysis show that the mean value of CRFs parameter for
Sr-90 amounts to 4,1106, median 1.0-106 and mode l,94106, which leads to a conclusion on
conservatism of the basic case analyzed in this paper. Moreover, uncertainty analysis indicates
that it can be expected, with 95% significance, that the CRFs factor would acquire values
ranging from 2.1103 to 1.7-107. In other words, with 95% certainty it can be expected that
maximum risk to which a person consuming strontium-contaminated well water is exposed to,
will not exceed 1.I2-10*4 year"', which slightly exceeds the upper level of risk acceptability
shown in Figure 6.
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Abstract

QAD-CGGP is a three dimensional point kernel code regularly used for engineering

shielding analyses. We have used QAD-CGGP to analyze shielding/storage related

radiation from intermediate radioactive waste drums, regularly used at NPP Krsko. A

validation of the results against experimental measurements was at the moment beyond the

scope of our investigation. Instead, we have compared them against results obtained in

simulations of the same system using MCNP4A code. In this contribution uncollided and

buildup dose rate estimates from QAD-CGGP were analyzed separately, for all important

photon energy lines, and for a total source spectrum. Quantitative assessment of the

accuracy of QAD-CGGP for the particular application is given.

Introduction

Standard procedure for low and intermediate radioactive waste storage comprises of

cement solidification, deposition in metal containers and safe keeping of the containers in

temporary storage location. The alternative procedure is removing the water from the waste,

deposition in plastic containers and safe keeping in temporary storage location.

In case of higher dose-rates, manipulation and transport of plastic containers may

involve the use of appropriate radiological shields. Safety procedure determines the maximum

dose rate of 2 mSv/h at the container surface 0.1 mSv/h and at 1 m distance from the

container. Overriding of these values demands the use of adequate shields.
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Description of problem geometry and calculational model

Plastic container RADLOK-55 has the outer dimensions similar to the dimensions of

the standard 55 gallons barrow (200 liters). Vertical cross section of the container is depicted

in Fig. 1. The inner useful space of the container is 168.5 litters, but for the reason of

simplifying the problem, the active space has been modeled as a cylinder with a diameter of

55 cm, and a height of 72 cm.

The shield used in the calculations is the standard shield used at NPP Krsko, and is

depicted in Fig.2. The inner and the outer shell are made out of steel, and the primary shield is

made out of lead.

QAD calculational model is a result of optimizing CPU time and source division

influence on the final result (finer nodalization-better results, coarse nodalization-larger

deviation). Therefore the cylindrical container has been divided into 13248 pieces (24

divisions per radius * 23 divisions per height * 24 divisions per angle). We have used lead as

primary shield material since QAD is capable of performing the dose-rate buildup factor

calculation for only one material.

Calculations of the dose rate were made for two different spectra and source

intensities. The first source is the USAR prediction for the maximum possible value in the

case of extensive fuel element damage (1%). With reference to that assumption, maximum

expected concentrations of most important isotopes in ion-exchange resins are given in Table

1.

The reduction of the contents of Table I, can be done by eliminating exclusive beta

emitters (Sr-89 and Sr-90) and Fe-55 which degrades by internal conversion. By neglecting

the isotopes with a relatively small contribution, and grouping the energies it is possible to

reduce the USAR specific activities into 5 energy groups, as shown in Table 2.

The second spectrum and source intensity is determined according to the measured

activity of the used ion-exchange resins [3]. Reduction to 5 energy groups leads to the

spectrum given in Table 3.
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Figure 1. Vertical cross section of RADLOK-55 container (all dimensions in mm)
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Figure 2. Calculational model of NPP Krsko shield (all dimensions in mm)
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Table 1. Maximum expected concentrations of the most important isotopes in ion-
exchange resins according to USAR

Isotope

Cr-51
Mn-54
Fe-55
Fe-59
Co-58
Co-60
Rb-86
Sr-89
Sr-90
1-131
Cs-134
Cs-136
Cs-137
Ba-140
TOTAL

Half-life

27.7 d
312d
2.7 y
44.6 d
70.78 d
5.727 y
18.7 d
50 d
28.5 y
8.04 d
2.06 y
13 d
30.1 y
12.79 y
—

Energy of
gamma-beam
(keV)

320
835
£

1099. 1292
810
1173. 1332
1077

3
3
364
604. 795
1048. 340
662
537
—

Specific
activity
Bq/cm3*105

3.25
6.6
44.0
3.6
107.0
63.0
0.04
1.51
0.32
21.8
407.0
2.59
333.0
0.074
999.0

Total activity
of thecont.
(Bq)*1010

5.25
11.22
74.8
6.12
181.9
107.1
0.068
2.56
0.54
37.06
691.9
4.4
566.1
0.125
1698.3

Table 2. Specific activity according to USAR in 5 energy groups

Energy (keV)
604
662
800
1173
1332

TOTAL

Activity Bq/cm^lO^
407
283

432.9
62.9
62.9

1248.7

Table 3. Specific measured gamma activity

Radionuclide

Cs-134
Cs-134
Cs-137
Cs-134
Co-58
Mn-54
Co-60
Co-60
TOTAL

Energy of
gamma beam
(keV)
569.3
604.7-604
661.6
795
810.8-800
834.8
1173
1332
—

Specific
activity
Bq/cm3

3.1E2
2.1E3-2.41E3
5.6E3
1.8E3
6.3E2-3.78E3
1.35E3
6.9E4
6.9E4
149.7E3
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Results of the calculation

Results of the QAD calculation for maximum expected concentration of isotopes

(according to USAR) are given in Table 4., and the results corresponding to the measured

concentration of isotopes are given in Table 5.

Table 4. Results of QAD calculation for USAR case

Detector
position

(cm)

0

50

100

200

250

Gamma
energy
lines

(MeV)
1.332
1.173
0.800
0.662
0.604
Total
1.332
1.173
0.800
0.662
0.604
Total
1.332
1.173
0.800
0.662
0.604
Total
1.332
1.173
0.800
0.662
0.604
Total
1.332
1.173
0.800
0.662
0.604
Total

<!>
(fotons/cm2s)

5746.7
2750.3
873.26
46.822
16.596
9433.7
1943.5
941.86
309.60
16.853
6.0037
3217.8
906.98
442.82
150.14
8.372
3.020
1511.3
325.49
159.37
54.774
3.092
1.124
543.9

224.64
110.02
37.867
2.141
0.779
375.5

Dose rate
(direct)
(uSv)

139.65
61.883
14.811
0.6894
0.2271
217.26
47.227
21.192
5.251
0.248
0.082
74.00

22.040
9.964
2.546
0.123
-0.041
34.71
7.910
3.586
0.929
0.046
0.015
12.48
5.459
2.475
0.642
0.032
0.011
8.62

Dose rate
(buildup)

(uSv)

518.23
228.16
51.313
2.2965
0.7400
800.74
173.22
77.405
18.124
0.825
0.267

269.84
80.317
36.167
8.741
0.408
0.134
125.77
28.762
12.989
3.182
0.150
0.050
45.13
19.849
8.965
2.199
0.104
0.034
31.15

Comparison of the results obtained by QAD and MCNP calculations is depicted in

Fig.3. and Fig. 4., for total dose rate and for the uncollided flux from the most important 1.332

MeV line, as a function from the container surface. The agreement between total dose rates

calculated by the codes is excellent. Somewhat larger discrepancies were obtained for the
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uncollided flux, which is opposite to expectations. Similar behavior is obtained for less

important gamma energy lines. The discrepancy in uncollided flux estimation of MCNP and

QAD is attributed to minor differences between geometry models used in calculations and to

different numerical treatment of energy dependence of attenuation coefficients in QAD and

MCNP |5]

Table 5. Results of QAD

Detector
position

(cm)

0

50

100

200

250

Gamma
energy
lines

(MeV)
1.332
1.173
0.800
0.662
0.604
Total
1.332
1.173
0.800
0.662
0.604
Total
1.332
1.173
0.800
0.662
0.604
Total
1.332
1.173
0.800
0.662
0.604
Total
1.332
1.173
0.800
0.662
0.604
Total

calculation for

O
(fotons/cm2s)

63.547
30.413
0.075
0.009
0.001
94.045
21.491
10.415
0.027
0.003
0.000

31.936
10.029
4.897
0.014
0.001
0.000
14.941
3.599
1.762
0.004
0.000
0.000
5.367
2.484
1.217
0.003
0.000
0.000
3.704

measured concentrations

Dose rate
(direct)
(nSv)

1.544
0.684
0.001
0.000
0.000
2.229
0.522
0.234
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.757
0.244
0.110
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.354
0.087
0.040
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.127
0.060
0.027
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.088

Dose rate
(buildup)

OiSv)

5.731
2.523
0.004
0.000
0.000
8.258
1.916
0.856
0.002
0.000
0.000
2.774
0.888
0.400
0.001
0.000
0.000
1.289
0.318
0.144
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.462
0.219
0.099
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.319

Conclusion

The application of the point-kernel program QAD-CGGP for the estimation of dose-

rates from shielded intermediate and low level waste containers has been validated by
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comparison with more accurate Monte-Carlo calculations. Maximum discrepancies of the

order of 10% show that QAD-CGGP is adequate tool for this field of application. Further

validation that includes assessment of the cases where multiple layers of different materials

are involved is on the way.
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Figure 3. Comparison of total dose rates as a function of distance from the container surface, MCNP4A
and QAD-CGGP.
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Figure 4. Comparison of uncollided gamma flux of 1.332 MeV gamma energy line, as a function of
distance from the container surface, MCNP4A and QAD-CGGP.
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ABSTRACT

The disposal of radioactive waste is becoming increasingly difficult because of lack of available
volume on site, rising disposal costs and lack of ultimate disposal sites. Optimized treatment and
volume reduction of concentrates and spent resins prior to interim storage, final disposal, and
solidification processes is a major step to counteract the situation.

Concentrate volume reduction - The drying and volume reduction process converts the
collected concentrate into a dry solid waste product with nearly no residual moisture and no free-
standing water. The homogenized and chemically pretreated concentrate is pumped from Waste
Evaporator Package into the Concentrate Buffer Tank. Chemical post-treatment is possible by
adding of acid, caustic, or anti-foamant. The 55 gal. drums are located at two drying stations.
After the drum is filled with concentrate, the drum is set under vacuum and is heated to about 70
°C. Boiling begins and the solids precipitate in the drum. Heat is applied to the drum from the
electrical heating units throughout the process. The average boiling rate is about 4 liters per hour
during evaporation process. When the system controls have indicated that the drying process is
finished the drum is transferred to the roller conveyor for being further transported to the drum
capping device. After capping the drum is picked up from the roller conveyor and placed on a
electrically driven drum transport cart for being further transported to the intermediate drum
storage on-site.
Spent resin volume reduction - The drying and volume reduction process for spent resins
converts it into a dry, free flowing bead resin condition. The homogenized spent resins are
flushed from an existing spent resia.storage tank as water/resin suspension into the spent resin
drying tank. After the drying tank is filled with a certain amount of resins the resin flushing
process is stopped and the remaining water in the drying tank is discharged. By heating up the
tank content and evacuating the tank the water of the wet resins is evaporated until the resins are
dried to a residual moisture content less than 30 w/o minimum. When the system controls have
indicated that the drying process is finished the dry and free flowing bead resins are discharged
by gravity force directly into a 55 gal. drum. The filled drum afterwards is transferred by use of
the roller conveyor to the drum capping device and further transported to the intermediate drum
storage on-site.

By the In Drum Drying System a significant volume reduction will be developed. The yearly
production of 550 drums of concentrate will be reduced to 30 drums and the production of 80
drums per year of spent resin will be reduced to 24 drums.
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Introduction

The Nuclear Power Plant Krsko is in commercial operation from the 1983. At that time it was
assumed that the ultimate disposal place would be defined and erected in nineties. An Interim
Storage Area for low and mid rad-waste was built for temporary storage. It is divided in six
sections and it enables to store drums with volume 55 gal. NPP Krsko yearly production of low
and mid-waste is shown on table 1:

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997

Compressible
Waste

180
94
207
192
132
409
242
142

Evaporator
Bottom

522
279
382
213
133
400
145
139

Other
Waste

3
0
0
0
0
3
69
49

Spent
Resin

65
0
39
82
0
43
0
0

Filters

21
0
1
19
19
26
20
0

TOTAL
(drums )

791
373
629
506
284
881
476
330

Table 1: Interim Storage of Rad-waste in NPP Krsko

The ultimate disposal facility wasn't erected and in 1988 and 1989 NEK was forced to use super-
compaction campaign for rad-waste volume reduction. By the existent technology of volume
reduction and super-compaction campaign NEK couldn't enables enough volume in the interim
storage building until the end of plant operation (in 2023 ). 4,5 sections are filled with drums at
the moment and it is expected that the storage would be total filled with drums in next 3 - 5
years. At the beginning of nineties we started to investigate for a technology by which a
significant volume reduction can be managed in the area of production of liquid waste. The
limitations were:

no additional building on site
- storage of wastes in 55 gal drums

use of existent storage system for temporary storage of the drums.

In 1994 NEK signed a contract with company Siemens KWU, by which new In Drum Drying
System (IDDS) technology will be used for significant volume reduction of Evaporated Bottoms
( EB ) and Spent Resin ( SR ). By this technology the EB with approximately 20% of solids will
be dried to a monolithic block with no freestanding water and SR will be dried to less than 30%
of residual moisture. The expected drum volume reduction in the Interim Storage Area was
foreseen for EB 22 and for SR 4 - 5. It was decided that this technology would be installed into
the Drumming Room (DR) area where the existent technology for filling the drums with liquid
wastes is already installed. The area for temporary storage of drums behind the shielding wall
will be used for IDDS technology. In case of malfunction of IDDS an old system for filling the
drum with slurry directly into the drums must be prepared for operation without any special
installation work.
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Functional Requirements and System Lay-out

Resin Suspension Cooling Wotei

Compressed Air

'•Voter Return

Spent Resin
Drying Tank

Exbcust Air

IN-Drum Drying Stotion (2x)
for 200 I Drums

Figure 1: IDDS system diagram

The existing liquid rad-waste system consist of two evaporators ( waste and boron recycle
evaporator ) and system for primary and blow down spent resin. The evaporators generated the
concentrate, which is transferred from the evaporator room into drumming room by centrifugal
pump for further treatment. The spent resin is discharged after the depletion into the blow down
or primary spent resin tank. Afterward the resin is transfer in a mixture of spent resin and water
into drumming room for processing.

The new drying and volume reduction process will convert this type of rad-waste into a dry waste
product which is packed into 55 gal drums ( Figure 1: IDDS system diagram). The new rad-waste
treatment system mainly consists of the following sections:

- Spent Resin-Drying Tank with Drum Filling Station
- Concentrate Buffer Tank with Recirculation Loop

Skid mounted In-Drum Drying Stations 1 and 2 for 55 gal drums
Skid mounted Main Processing Unit with Condensers and vacuum unit

- Drum Handling Equipment
Local Control Panels and a TV Cameras

- Sampling device for EB and SR
- Additional shielding for new equipment.
The components/skids are installed behind shielding walls and the system is operated in a batch-
wise mode. The system controls are automatic, semi-automatic, and/or manually. They are
initiated from a local control panel in DR behind the shielding wall ( Figure 2: Control panel)
and from a special container. The system should be connected to the plant information system.
Process can be controlled through the two lead windows on the shield wall, monitor on the
control panel and through two cameras.
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Figure 2: Control panel

Radiation dose levels are a function of the specific activity ( Bq/m3 ) which increase during
drying process and the main nuclide composition C06O, Csl37, Csl34, Mn54, etc. of the feed
streams. The new system didn't change the licensed working areas but it causes the decrease of
the exposure to the operators attending the process.

The process is designed in accordance with ALARA principle in order to minimize radiation
impact on the equipment and significantly reduce the necessary maintenance and inspection
activities as well as to prevent human exposure. Beside existing, additional shielding structures
were installed for system components, piping, waste drums handling and transport. The shielding
design is such to allow entering the processing area for a short time for maintenance and
inspection.

During drying process, all necessary drum manipulations are done remotely. Remotely controlled
activities include transport of drums, capping, lifting and inserting the drums in shield container.
A special equipment is designed to support remote manipulations, such as TV monitoring,
transport crane device, capping device, roller conveyers, shielding cask on an electrically driven
drum transport cart, etc.

A wide range area monitoring system is also provided to monitor the gamma dose rates in
specified areas. Two radiation monitors in the process area are installed. These monitors are
connected to the computer units for continuous monitoring.

Concentrate Drying

The drying and volume reduction process described converts the collected/stored concentrate
(evaporator bottoms ) into a dry solid waste product (monolithic salt block) with nearly no
residual moisture and no free-standing water - Figure 3: Dried Concentrate.
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Figure 3: Dried Concentrate

The homogenized and chemically pretreated (pH adjusted ) concentrate is pumped from Waste
Evaporator Package into the Concentrate Buffer Tank. This tank has an agitator which
continuously stirs up the tank content for good homogenization. Chemical post-treatment is
possible by adding of acid, caustic, or anti-foamant and controlled by new sampling device close
to the concentrate buffer tank. For proportioning of the concentrate into the in-drum drying
stations a recirculation loop driven by the concentrate pump is established. The 55 gal. drums,
located at each of the two drying stations, are initially filled and replenished as needed ( process
control) from the recirculation loop.

The 55 gal. drum is placed by the existing crane, which is equipped with a special drum grab,
onto a drying stations, shell heaters are closed around the sides of the drum and a drum is lifted
against the hood. The insulated hood contains a level instrument to determine the drum fill level.
After the drum is filled with concentrate, the drum is set under vacuum by use of the vacuum
pump and is heated to about 70 °C. Boiling begins and the solids precipitate in the drum. Heat is
applied to the drum from the electrical heating units throughout the process. Initial boiling rates
are about 5 liters per hour tapering off during the process as the drum begins to fill with solids
to less then half liter per hour. The average boiling rate is about 4 liters per hour during
evaporation process. The process continues until the drum is filled with solids. As a final step,
the heating is continued for about 72 hours to drive off remaining water from the salt block.

The vapor generated during the drying process is routed to the process skid. Air and non-
condensible gases entering the system exit the condenser directly to the scrubber tank. The gases
bubble up through the scrubber tank to permit dissolving of carry over impurities and other water
soluble gases. Wet air is exhausted from the scrubber by a liquid ring vacuum pump that includes
a water separator and cooler.

The final exhaust is directly routed to the plant ventilation system. Water overflow from the
scrubber tank is collected in a Condensate Buffer Tank. When the condensate buffer tank is
emptied, a level switch isolate it from these systems, vacuum is replaced, and allowing it to
receive additional flow from the scrubber tank which maintained under vacuum as long as the
process is in operation - see Figure 4: IDDS in NEK Krsko.
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Figure 4: IDDS in NEK Krsko

When the system controls have indicated that the drying process is finished the drum is lovered,
moved back and then lifted up by the crane and placed on the roller conveyor for being further
transported to the drum capping device. After capping the drum is picked up from the roller
conveyor by the existing crane, which is equipped with a special drum grab, and placed on a
electrically ( battery ) driven drum transport cart for being further transported to the intermediate
drum storage on-site. For this drum transport the use of a shielding cask has to be considered. The
reason for this is that the concentrate is constantly increased in the grade of concentration during
processing and the radioactivity/dose rate will increase by the same factor accordingly. Thus,
shielding of the in-drum drying stations and the filled drum during non-remote handling is
essential.

Spent Resin Drying

The drying and volume reduction process described converts the accumulated wet/slurry like
spent resins into a dry, free flowing bead resin condition. The dried resins are discharged by
gravity force via a filling hood directly into a 55 gal. Drum. The IDDS system can process
primary and blow-down spent resin.

The homogenized spent resins are flushed from an existing spent resin storage tank as water/resin
suspension into the spent resin drying tank. In this tank the resins are retained by use of a special
filter element and the flushing water is routed to the Floor Drain System ( CEDH ). After the
drying tank is filled with a certain amount of resins the resin flushing process is stopped and the
remaining water in the drying tank is discharged. By heating up the tank content ( electrical
heating jacket) and evacuating the tank the water of the wet resins is evaporated until the resins
are dried to a residual moisture content less than 30 w/o minimum. Air and non-condensible
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gases entering the system are treated in the same manner as described in section Concentrate
Drying. Trie vacuum generated by the liquid ring vacuum pump also serves to evacuate the spent
resin drying tank.

When the system controls have indicated that the drying process is finished the dry and free
flowing bead resins are discharged by gravity force and using a ball valve directly into a 55 gal.
drum which is placed on a roller conveyor and lifted against the filling hood of the filling station.
The filled drum afterwards is transferred by use of the roller conveyor to the drum capping
device. After capping, the drum is transported into the interim storage facility on the same
manner as drums with concentrate.

Operation Functions

Figure 5: IDDS system installed in Drumming Room
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Concentrate is fed into the 55 gal. drums placed into the drying stations as long as a solid block
has formed inside the drums. Spent resins are processed in batches, the spent resin drying tank
is filled, the flushing water volume removed, the remaining resin volume dried, and the dry resins
directly discharged into a 55 gal. drum. Remaining resin in the water/resin feed line can be
flushed back to its origin by using demineralized water.

Proven system design and long-term operation experienced system components as well as
customized process application is provided. The systems are designed to minimize operator
interface by automating the system where possible. The equipment is skid mounted where
applicable to promote transportability and easy of installation. The systems are supported by the
following plant services available: Make-up Water System, Component Cooling System,
Compressed Air/Instrument Air System, the Auxiliary Building HEPA ventilation system, Floor
Drain System, and Waste Processing ( Liquid ) system and electrical power supply.

IDDS system is controlled by PLC and can work in automatic, semi-automatic and manual mode.
The basic function of the PLC is to control the process in order to assure that the process fulfils
the requirements of technology as well as the requirements regarding human radiation protection.
For that purpose two radiation monitors in drumming room are used to enable continuous
measurement of gamma ambient dose.

Conclusion

Today we have approximately 3000 free locations for drums in NPP interim storage area. NEK's
goal for the next years of plant operation is to reduce the total low and mid-waste generation to
less than 100 drums per year. The results of IDDS technology will help us significantly reduce
the low and mid liquid waste in the next years of operation from almost 700 drums of liquid
waste per year to approx. 50 drums per year. Considering further activities on waste reduction
program we belive that the available ( of free ) 3000 locations in Interim Storage Area will be
enough to the end of plant operation in 2023.
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The role of the public informing on
radioactive waste management
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Abstract: The aim of every public information programme is to build up confidence
between the general public and those involved in waste management. Public
information programme is the topic of this paper. The example of public informing is
described in the programme of APO - Hazardous Waste Management Agency.

INTRODUCTION

Sociological and similar investigations of ecological and energy problems in Croatia and
abroad have shown that almost all issues concerning hazardous waste especially
radioactive waste are accepted distrustfully and doubtfully by the public. Therefore, it is
essential how to promote the public as an active agent in decision making process related
to waste management specially site selection of hazardous and radioactive waste disposal
facilities.

The radioactive waste disposal facilities belong to the so-called "controversial
facilities": although the public can theoretically accept them as environmental
protection related facilities, everyone refuses the siting of such a facility in his
vicinity ("NIMBY effect"). As it is known, this attitude of the public, which
represents one of the most decisive factors in the entire radioactive waste
management policy, has been derived from both the lack of information and doubts
about available given information. In order to solve the problem, the activities of all
participants involved in the radioactive waste management (e.g. citizens, companies,
scientific institutions, authorities, ecologic groups and institutions ) should be open to
public. All these participants should be involved in programmes which will enable
them to make respectable decisions. But public confidence cannot be acquired
without impartial and honest information.
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PUBLIC INFORMATION PROGRAMME

The aim of every public information programme is to build up
confidence between the general public and those involved in waste
management.

In order to achieve this it is necessary to plan in details the information
programme. It is necessary to establish the objective, target groups, available
resources, information media that should be used.

The Objective

It is important that the objective of the information is defined from the outset,
and whenever possible also quantified, as this will have a major impact on the
programme. A special programme is made for scientists, with more technical details,
and a special programme is made for local population in a community to whom it is
necessary to explain why a place in their neighborhood has been chosen for a
repository. It does not make sense to present technical details and use scientific
language. The following information activities include providings technical and
scientific informations to the public, educating the public on the issue, keeping the
public informed of the day-by-day activities and developments.

Target Groups

The general public is a large and very heterogeneous group of people. It is not
possible to reach all individuals in one information campaign. It is therefore necessary
to decide which sub-group in the genera] public to address with a specific information
programme. The different groups to be considered include the following:
• individuals in a community
• national and local media
• opinion formers like journalists and teachers
• local officials
• scientific and professional organizations
• environmental activists
• relevant non-governmental organisations
• local organizations
• international community

Resources

No programme has unlimited resources. It is therefore necessary to optimize
the programme to make the best use of limited resources. When allocating resources
to a project the sum should be in propotion to the importance of the objective of the
programme.
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Information Media

There are many tools available for public information. These include:
publication
advertising
media relations
films and videos
exhibitions and visitor centres

Publications

The use of brochures, reports and other publications is the most widely used
information tool.

Publications have many advantages. They can be adjusted to different target
groups, the issue can be dealt with in some depth, they can include pictures and
illustrations, they can be easily distributed, they can be used over a prolonged period
and they can be relatively cheap.

When making a brochure it is important to carefully target the material and
the scope should not be too wide. Different brochures should be prepared for different
target groups. For the scientific community it is necessary to use technical language
and to give tehnical and scientific details, while this should be avoided in brochure
intended for members of general public. Also the terminology has to be different, as
well as the way of writing and the use of illustrations.

When publications are produced it is equally important to have them
distributed to the right people. Although it is often necessary to distribute a brochure
to large number of people in the region, this should not be overdone. People who do
not want to have the information will only be initiated if material is forced upon
them. Ideally only those who would like to have or ask for the information should
have it, but unfortunately there is no mechanism which makes a such distribution
possible.

Advertising

The advertising is increasingly tool for spreading information. Its main
advantage is that it is fully controlled by the advertiser and may reach a large number
of individuals in a very short time. The disadvantages are that it is rather expensive,
in some countries it is subject to restrictions (especially TV advertising) and many
people do not consider advertisement to be very reliable information. Also the target
group cannot be very specific.

There are many different media for advertisements, like national and local
press, TV, radio, magazines and posters which all have different target groups. It is
important to choose the optimal medium, not only because the price differs largely,
but also because the information effect is dependent on the medium used.

Media Relations

The journalists are crucial to public information programmes. Radio, TV and
newspapers are daily reporting news and facts and also comment to those. If a
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journalist gets interested in a subject and is provided with the proper information he
can be of great value. Special press information activities are therefore often used
which can include press conferences, press statements, press releases, media
discussions, special visits to selected places with journalist groups, etc.

Films and Videos

Films and videos can be very effective in conveying even rather complicated
messages. Their advantage is that they can be entertaining, brief, and can be shown
whenever requested. The disadvantage is that it is extremely expensive to produce a
good film and normally the film can only be shown on exhibitions or similar places
where a number of people is gathered and necessary technical facilities are available.
It cannot reach the general public in the same way as a brochure.

Exhibitions and Visitor Centers

Today all large nuclear facilities have a permanent exhibitions in visitor
centres (some adjacent to the facility) where everyone can be informed about their
activities. This has proved to be very effective, since it not only informs the members
of local community, but it also attracts delegations of different kinds and tourist
groups. Exhibitions can also be arranged as travelling exhibitions in vehicles, as
school exhibitions etc.

Programme Evaluation

The most widely accepted method of evaluation of a public information
programme is through opinion research which analyzes the result and makes an
assessment against the objective set for the programme. This is, however, a difficult
task to perform and requires people which are experienced in opinion analysis. Other
methods which are simpler and less sophisticated, are to evaluate press reports,
published letters to editors, questions and comments by visitors etc.

Whatever method is used it is important to make an evaluation not only to see
what effect a specific programme may have had, but perhaps most important, what
has been wrong and what can be improved for the next information programme to
achieve better use of the money and resources.

AN EXAMPLE OF INFORMATION PROGRAMME

As an example, I will give you details of the public information programme
which is implemented by APO-Hazardous Waste Management Agency.

APO-Hazardous Waste Management Agency is established to organize and
perform activities related to the hazardous waste management in the Republic of Croatia
and to assist the governmental bodies in the implementation of the enviromental
protection policy.

APO was established on June 2nd 1993 as the result of the re-registration of the
"Croatian Radwaste Management Agency" founded by Croatian Electric Power Industy
on July 2nd 1991, following the proposal by the Goverment of the Republic of Croatia.
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The APO - Hazardous Waste Management Agency has drafted and started the
following modes of comunications with the public:

A. permanent co-operation with mass-media in order to give continous, full,
precise, timely and honest information to the public;

B. well-organized research of public opinion related to environmental issues;
C. various sponsorships referring to environmental protection;
D. public participation in improving all activities of the Agency;
E. building trust with environmental groups;
F. close collaboration with respective scientific and research institutions and

expert groups;

For this reason the APO started following activities;

• Issuing publications

• Issuing the bulletin "APO-News"

• Recording video tapes for public information and education

• Organizing coferences, round tables and lectures

• Tours for particular groups (experts, journalist) to facilities of interest in Croatia and
abroad

• Sponsoring environmentally related project.

• Informing mass media about all relevant activities of APO.

• Establishment of Information (Visitor) Centre.

CONCLUSION

Building trust with the public is a very tiring and long term process which
should be carefully planned and perfomed. Before we start with public information
programme, we have to know the "general rules" accept and involve the public as
legitimate partner, plan carefully and evaluate the performance, listen to your
audience, be honest, frank and open, coordinate and collaborate with other credible
sources, meet the needs of the media and speak clearly and with compassion.
World wide practices shows that public involment in radioactive waste disposal
facilities is treated as high-priority task. Although every single country creates its own
programme of public participation in concerning issues, it is obvious that general
methods and approaches to the programme implementation are basically same or
similar.
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Abstract

Nuclear Training Centre in Ljubljana is part of the Jozef Stefan Institute. The paper presents
its main activities, which consist of training for NPP Krsko staff, training in the area of
radiation protection, organization of international training courses and public information.
NPP Krsko personnel obtains initial technical training at our training centre. We are also
offering training courses and licensing for people working with radioactive substances in
medicine, industry and science. We are internationaly recognized training centre for
organization of regional and interregional courses and meeting. Our fourth activity is public
information. We are visited by around 7000 students per year and answer to every question
about nuclear energy.

1. Introduction

Nuclear Training Centre Milan Copic was founded in 1988 as an organizational unit of the
Jozef Stefan Institute in Ljubljana. Jozef Stefan Institute was involved in training of the
nuclear professionals even before that, from the early days of the construction of the Nuclear
Power Plant Krsko. The idea for construction of the separate building for the centre was born
in early eighties, when the nuclear program in former Yugoslavia was still very extensive. It
was planned that this training centre would become the main training facility for the whole
series of future nuclear power plants in the country and also a regional nuclear training centre.
Later the plans for new nuclear power plants were gradually scrapped. At the time of the
construction of the present building it was already clear that it will serve primarily for one
and only NPP Krsko.

The building is located 12 km from the centre of Ljubljana close to the villages Brinje,
Podgorica and Sentjakob on the site where also the research reactor TRIGA is located. We
have about 1600 m2 of space available in two floors. In the ground floor there are the main
lecture room for up to 60 people, two smaller lecture rooms for 15 - 18 people, a training
laboratory, simulator training room, several study rooms and offices of the staff.
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The basement was originally constructed to host the full scope simulator, which was never
purchased. During the years the plans for the full scope simulator were changed and it will be
located close to the power plant. About 600 m2 of the available space in the basement we are
using for the public information purposes. In addition we have another laboratory there and a
fitness room for our trainees.

Today we have staff of 12 people. Two of them have NPP Krsko operator license, another six
have substantial nuclear experience. We have administrative staff of three.

The number of our activities is increasing every year. In order to be able to manage a large
volume of work effectively we were forced to introduce a quality control and quality
assurance system, which is strongly computerized.

2. Training for NPP Krsko

Our basic activity, training for NPP Krsko personnel, can be divided into four main
categories.

2.1. Initial training for operators

Every person, that is hired by NPP Krsko as a future control room operator, has to come to
our training centre to get initial nuclear training. Today most of future operators are
university graduates from mechanical or electrical engineering. Typically they don't have
much previous knowledge about nuclear subjects. The initial training consists of theoretical
part and NPP Krsko systems training.

In theoretical part the following subjects are covered in about 350 hours:

• nuclear and reactor physics,
• thermohydraulics,
• electrical engineering,
• instrumentation and control,
• radiation protection,
• materials used in nuclear engineering,
• nuclear safety,
• nuclear chemistry.

In the second part about technological systems of the NPP Krsko each important component
and system is described in detail in another 350 hours.

The total duration of that course is 8 to 9 months. After trainees successfully pass the final
exam, they can go to the full scope simulator training, currently in USA. After that they have
to spend certain time at on the job training. Three years after they were employed by the
Nuclear Power Plant they can apply for the license exam at the Slovenian Nuclear Safety
Administration.
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2.2. Initial training for other technical staff

It is the policy of the NPP Krsko to have highly trained technical personnel at all positions.
Therefore the shorter version of the initial training was introduced. It covers approximately
same subjects as the long one, only the scope is much shorter. Both theoretical part and
description of systems last 4 to 5 weeks, so the total duration of the course is less than three
months.

2.3. Simulator training

In May 1997 the Basic Principle Training Simulator was delivered to NPP Krsko by French
company CORYS and installed in our training centre. It is a workstation based device with
mathematical models, which are customized to the NPP Krsko systems. It can simulate a
complete range of normal operation and quite large number of transient. In fall 1997 we have
already prepared training sessions and performed first training courses with it. Today we can
offer the following training modules:

• general operating procedures,
• I&C malfunctions,
• emergency operating procedures,
• normal operating transients,

• abnormal transients.

The simulator is also included as a training device in our other training courses.

3. International training courses

The expertise of our staff and very suitable location and building are good basis for the
organization of training courses for wider audience. Since 1885 there were occasionally
courses organized, which were in the beginning mainly part of technical assistance project of
IAEA to our country. Typically four to five lecturers would come from most developed
countries and lecture to participants from Slovenia. In last two years we have obtained a good
reputation also for international event, where both lecturers and participants are coming from
different countries. Under the sponsorship of IAEA we organized eight such activities in 1997
and additional one through the European Commission. In the history of our training centre we
had visitors from altogether 75 different countries.

In the year 1998 we are planning the following courses or activities organized by IAEA:

Date Title
23.-27.3.1998 Human Factors in Nuclear Energy

8.-12.6.1998 Radiation Protection Issues in Nuclear Power Plants
6.-10.7.1998 Safety Analysis of Plant Modifications

21 .-25.9.1998 Indicators to monitor operational safety performance
28.9.-2.10.1998 Safety Culture & Operational Safety Management
12.-16.10.1998 Severe Accident Management (Operator response & Operator Aids)
23.-27.11.1998 Operational Safety Assessment
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last quarter Expert Review of the decomissioning plan for NPP Krsko

4. Radiological protection training

Every person in Slovenia, that is working with ionizing radiation, has to have a license, by
which his or her knowledge is certified. There are only two institutions in Slovenia, which are
authorized for organization of appropriate courses and licensing of personnel. Institute Jozef
Stefan is one of them and our training centre is actual performer of these activities. We are
offering to people from medicine, industry and science courses about open, closed and
industrial sources of ionizing radiation. We are also responsible for the training of NPP Krsko
personnel in that area.

5. Public information

Comparatively little has been done in the field of systematic education and public information
in the first ten years of NPP Krsko operation. These deficiencies are causing serious
misunderstandings about the role of nuclear power and negatively impact its public
acceptance. At our training centre we have prepared a presentation on nuclear energy
encompassing a short description of a PWR nuclear power plant, importance of nuclear
power in the world and in Slovenia, basic ideas of nuclear safety and radioactive waste
disposal. The target audiences are elementary and high school groups of children aged 13-18
years.
In the invitation to all elementary and high schools in Slovenia we have offered two possible
lectures:

• How do we get Electricity from Nuclear Energy
• Radioactivity and radioactive waste

Each visiting group is first given a lecture, after that they are shown the exhibition and
finally, whenever it is possible, they are also taken to the visit of TRIG A reactor.

The lecture How do we get Electricity from Nuclear Energy presents to students the following
subjects:

1. Basics of energy release during nuclear fission,
2. Basic technology of Pressurized Water Reactor Nuclear Power Plant,
3. Nuclear power plants around the world,
4. Nuclear safety
5. Nuclear power and environment,
6. Radioactive waste.

In the lecture set there are 35 colored transparencies and additional 20 for detailed
explanation of typical questions of students. Since the matter covered is very broad, the
explanation of every subject is rather brief. However, students are always encouraged to ask
whatever they are interested in. Typical lecture lasts about one hour. The discussion period is
very different, ranging from none to almost two hours.
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Another lecture Radioactivity and Radioactive Waste encompasses:

1. Radioactivity as natural phenomena
2. Ionizing Radiation in our environment
3. Different types of radioactive waste
4. Production of radioactive waste
5. Radioactive waste disposal
6. Situation in our country

Our permanent exhibition was set up in the basement of the Nuclear Training Centre in 1991.
The nuclear fuel cycle ranging from uranium mining, enrichment, NPP operation to waste
disposal is presented on 47 panels. The combination with the lecture prior to the visit of
exhibition proved to be very effective. Students could find all lectured data also on panels,
they could study them more thoroughly or copy them for further use. In addition to graphical
and textual information we have set up also a mockup of a NPP Krsko fuel element, a
complete never used core barrel of the TRIGA reactor, the barrel for the radioactive waste
disposal, mockups of surface and underground radioactive waste disposal repository, an
interactive map of all NPPs around the world, the mockup of NPP Krsko control room in 1:2
scale and several types of radiation protection equipment.

Most of our activities is presented also on Internet at the address http://www2.iis.si/~icit/.

It is our vision to reconstruct the largest room in the basement in the near future. Thereby we
would like to make our training centre also an attractive public information centre about
nuclear technology. The geographically favorable location in the centre of the country,
pleasant local environment, neighborhood of scientific facilities, ample parking space and
good transport connections are excellent prerequisites for that.
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ABSTRACT - In 1996 the remediation of the provisional storage situated near village Zavratec in
western part of Slovenia started. In this storage radioactive waste contaminated with radium has been
stored for many decades. The RAO Agency organized remedial works, in which the measurements,
inventorying and repacking of radioactive waste were carried out. Simultaneously with these activities
a detailed programme for covering public relations was prepared and implemented. On the basis of the
experimental results and general storage conditions relocation of radioactive waste to the Slovenian
central storage was recommended and it is planned to be concluded by the end of 1998. In this paper
main remedial activities in the provisional storage of radioactive waste near Zavratec are presented. An
important and most challenging part of these activities represent PR activities.

1. Introduction

In 1961, at the Oncological Institute in Ljubljana a radium ampoule containing 10 mg
of radium sulphate was accidentally opened. The content, with an estimated total
activity of 370 MBq, was dispersed over several rooms before protection measures
were taken.

Cleaning of the contaminated equipment and rooms was done in hurry and so most of
the medical instruments and equipment, furniture, plaster, books and floor coating
were declared to be radioactive waste. After decontamination, about 30 m3 of
radioactive material was secretly transported to an old, empty military barracks in the
western part of Slovenia near the village of Zavratec and stored in one of the rooms
inside the barracks. The entrance was walled-up. No information or explanation about
the stored waste was given to the local inhabitants.

The first information about the waste leaked out to the local community only many
years later. Meanwhile the mystery about the storage and its content created many
rumours about its danger and ill influence. Since then the local community has been
striving for the remediation and removal of this illegal storage.

Although regular, annual inspections and measurments of the dose rate outside the
building never showed any increased irradiation levels, in 1992 the Slovenian
Government supported the request of the local community for remediation of this
temporary storage. The responsibility for the project was assigned to the Agency for
Radwaste Management.
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2. Preparing for remediation of illegal storage

Although the remediation of the storage was a technically minor problem, the strong
negative publicity concerning the storage made remedial actions much more difficult
and delicate. From the very beginning the Agency for Radwaste Management was
faced with several problems, indicating that a well considered and transparent
approach was necessary:

1. The possibilities for remediation were limited, since Slovenia has no final
repository of low and intermediate level waste. Either the waste could stay at the
same location (in this case the status of this illegal storage, built on private land,
should be resolved) or it could be removed to one of the existing storages. At
present two storages of low and intermediate level waste are in operation in
Slovenia: low and intermediate level waste storage at the nuclear power plant
Krsko, and central, low and intermediate level waste storage near Ljubljana for
small waste producers, such as medicine, industry and research. Since the first
storage is intended only for operational waste from the nuclear power plant, the
decision was actually to be made between the first and the third option. But in both
cases problems with public acceptance were expected.

2. The documentation and evidence on the stored waste was poor and unreliable. It
was assumed that the stored waste was contaminated with 226Ra, but the volume
and the activity of the waste were not really known. Different assumptions about
the quantity of radioactive waste existed: from the assumption that there is
practically no radioactive material to the assumption that in storage, besides Ra-
contaminated waste there are also other highly dangerous wastes. According to the
available data most of the waste was packed in drums, but some waste was also
unpacked. Since the storage was sealed, no examination of waste or measurements
were feasible unless the storage was unsealed and opened.

3. The crucial problem in this project was not of a technical nature. It was connected
to the strongly negative public attitude against nuclear issues and high distrust in
all public institutions. Therefore, in the case of both options for remediation, the
consensus of the local community to accept the waste was expected to be the most
important and most difficult part. On the other hand, in a situation of general
distrust, the successful remediation of such ill-reputed storage could significantly
improve public perception of nuclear issues and nuclear institutions.

Due to these facts, the Agency for Radwaste Management decided to perform the
remediation in two steps. In the first step it was planned to open the storage and
perform detailed measurements, including in-situ gamma spectrometry, surface dose
rate and radon concentration measurements. If necessary, it was planned that the
waste be repacked. On the basis of experimental results, i.e. the actual quantity of
radioactive waste and the activity of the waste, it was planned to adopt a decision on
the final destination for the waste, and to prepare the final step of the remediation.

But form the very beginning it was evident that communication with the local
community and target publics are playing the esssential role in the whole project.
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3. PR programme

Therefore simultaneously with remedial activities a programme for covering public
relations during the remediation project was under preparation. The transparency of
all actions was the main imperative of this plan. It was also important to:
• have relevant and sufficient information on the problem and the target groups,
• identify the relevant target groups, and
• select the appropriate PR tools for communication with each target group.

The interest for the project was high among different public groups. Besides local
inhabitants the media, political parties, local authorities, government, experts,
environmental groups and general public were identified as target groups. It was
substantial for the project to provide accurate and prompt information about the issue
to all target groups.

It was also important to choose the appropriate tools and PR technics to communicate
with different publics. Depending upon the occasion the following tools and technics
were identified as suitable:
- public presentations on local level,
- distribution of publications on the topic to different target groups,
- press releases to inform media and general public about new facts concerning the

project,
- press conferences to announce important decisions or facts,
- negotiations to achieve local acceptance and support to the project,
- personal contacts to improve the credibility of information and
- opinion polls to verify the efficiency of the work and get backword information on

public perception on the issue.

4. Implementation of PR programme

Following the PR programme the first contacts with the representatives of the local
community of Zavratec and municipality of Idrija started in mid-1995, a year before
first remedial activities were performed. After these first contacts the Agency for
Radwaste Management launched an open public communication campaign. After the
exchange of information on the subject from both sides, the Agency started to collect
information on local demands and requirements, regarding illegal temporary storage.
Local residents demanded the immediate removal of the storage from their vicinity,
and financial compensation for the past 35 years.

In further meetings, through discussions and negotiations, the Agency for Radwaste
Management tried to achieve an agreement on the extent and the time schedule of
remediation. The representatives of the local community agreed that the project would
be realized in several steps over two years. They also accepted that the final decision
as to whether the waste would be relocated in another storage or would it stay at the
same location would be taken after the measurements in the storage had been carried
out.

Parallel with these discussions, the Ministry of Environment and Physical Planning
successfully started negotiations on financial compensation to the local community.
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These negotiations were terminated by the agreement that the state would financially
support the construction of a water supply system for the local community. The initial
activities were started immediately.

During the preparatory phase of the project, many personal contacts with local
authorities and residents were established. Through these contacts much information
in both directions was exchanged. It was also an opportunity to disseminate some
basic information on radiation and radioactive waste management. Leaflets on
radiation, radioactive waste and waste disposal were distributed to the local
inhabitants. A special edition of Agency's newspaper with detailed presentation of the
remediation project was prepared and distributed in the local community and also to
the media (Fig. 1). The reactions from residents and the media were mainly positive.

Figure I: Special edition of newspaper was prepared and a set of leaflets was distributed among the
local inhabitants.

The remediation project was also presented to the city council of the municipality;
special presentation was also organized for the residents. According to the
communication plan, the public presentation of the project to the inhabitants of the
nearest village took place only a week before the storage was opened and
measurements were started in order to present them as many details as possible on the
planned activities. After the presentation there was an open discussion with questions
and answers.

The activity measurements and sorting of radioactive waste in temporary storage
started early in September 1996. The same day a press conference was organized in
the nearest village (Fig. 2). After the conference the journalists and TV reporters were
invited to the site where opening of the storage had just started. Daily visits to the
storage were also been organized to follow on line the progress of the remediation
activities. Although the constant visits were often annoying to the staff, and created
much additional work, the great interest of the journalists proved that this was the
right decision. Due to this, the media reports were mainly objective and, from day to
day, less sensational.
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Figure 2: Press conference was organized in the nearest village on the day of entering the storage. The
journalists were invited to visit the storage.

During the measurements in the storage, the Agency for Radwaste Management paid
great attention to regular personal contacts with the villagers. They were encouraged
to visit the storage during the measurements. Many of them, including the
representatives of local authorities, used this opportunity to see with their own eyes
the inside of such an ill-reputed storage. During the 10 days while the storage was
opened, more than 100 visitors visited the site.

All main remedial activities in Zavratec were also recorded on camera. About 140
minutes of documentary material was produced in which preparatory work, technical
details on radiological safety and control, measurements and repacking of radioactive
material as well as public relation work were registered.

Because of the need for public presentation, information and educational purposes, the
RAO Agency decided to produce a shorter Slovene and English version of the video
film on remediation of the storage in Zavratec. From the raw documentary material,
which was abridged, and from additional snap shots a 15-minute video film, entitled
"Remediation of the storage in Zavratec", was produced (Fig. 3).

Figure 3: Slovene and English version of documentary film about remediation activities in Zavratec
were also prepared.

5. Results of remedial activities

Simultaneously with these extensive PR programme the remediation activities in the
storage started. They were performed by the group of experts from "J. Stefan"
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Institute because of their experience, good qualifications and mobile unit with all the
necessary equipment to provide measurements.

In accordance with the program, the team from "J. Stefan" Institute performed the
basic radiological measurements around the facility as early as July 1996, i.e. two
months before opening of storage, to establish the initial status of the facility and the
surroundings. Preparatory work for the full implementation of the project then
followed. Access to the facility was arranged, the electricity was provided, the storage
was equipped with ventilation, and the radon concentration in the storage was
measured. Several rooms in the facility were prepared for performing measurements,
for repacking the waste, provisional storage for new drums (overpacks) and repacked
waste, and rooms for the staff.

On September 2, 1996, the entrance to the storage was opened. For the first time after
35 years, the storage-area was entered. Due to the expected increased concentration of
a-emitters and already measured Rn concentration all members of the working team
were protected by special clothes and masks with respirators, as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: First entry into the storage after 35 years.

The situation in the storage was worse than expected. The storage was in great
disorder: most of the drums were highly corroded, a lot of waste was unpacked (Fig.
5), the roof was leaking and several drums were filled with rainwater. In total, 75
standard drums, one bottle and 5 vessels with liquid waste (about 400 1.) and about 10
m of different unpacked material and equipment were found in the storage.

Figure 5: The storage was in great disorder: most of the drums were corroded, a lot of waste was
unpacked.
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Measurements were performed according to the plan: each drum was lifted by a
specially designed pulley and transported into the neighboring room (Fig. 6), where

Figure 6: The measuring room.

the weight had been defined, the surface dose rate and dose rate at 2 m distance were
measured. Simultaneously y-emitters identification and measurements of radionuclide
concentrations were performed with a high resolution y-spectrometer. After the
measurements were completed the drum was repacked in 320 1. overpack and
temporarily stored. Each overpack was carefully labeled and the documentation with
all important data was prepared. All unpacked waste in storage was cut into smaller
pieces, if necessary, and saved in overpacks. Identical measurements were performed
as for other drums.

After repacking all the waste, 97 drums (77 overpacks and 20 standard 200 1. drums)
were filled with waste. The storage was decontaminated and the floor was covered
with a double plastic cover. As preplanned, and agreed with the local community, all
97 drums, 2 vessels of liquid waste and 1 box, too big to be inserted in overpack were
returned to the storage. The roof was provisionally repaired and the entrance to the
storage was closed again pending the final evaluation of experimental results and the
final decision as to whether the waste should be relocated or not.

The results of the measurements showed some unexpected results: in addition to
contamination of waste with Ra in several drums, the wastes were also contaminated
with ^Co, 137Cs and even I4C. The origin of this waste is not known. It is assumed
that ^Co and 137Cs may have come from hospital, 14C most probably from the
research institute.

The measured total activity of waste is presented in table 1. For comparison, the
estimated total activity of waste at the time of placing the waste into storage in 1961
is also given.

Table 1: Total activity of stored waste in
1996, and at the time of the incident.isotope

wCo
u 'Cs
^ a

activity (MBo
1996
17
20
366

)
1961
1700
45
371
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Within the measuring uncertainties, the total measured activity of 226Ra corresponds
to the activity of the damaged Ra ampoule. Of the total Ra activity, 85 % now remains
within only 3 drums. The present total activity of ^Co is low, but 35 years ago, at the
time of accident, it was almost 5-times higher than the activity of Ra, and therefore
represented a major risk.

Measurements taken in the environment, both before opening the storage, and also
during and after the activities in storage, proved that the remedial actions did not
have a negative impact on the environment or people living in the nearby village.
Dose assessment also showed that, due to careful planning and implementation, the
doses experienced by the members of the team were minimal. The maximum
individual dose in 10 days did not exceed 18 pSv, which is comparable to a 3-hour
flight at a height of 10 km.

6. Conclusions

The measurements and experimental results have cleared up many unknowns about
the illegal storage and its content. The activity and the quantity of waste have been
established and the storage inside has been investigated. On the basis of these results
and due to the bad storage conditions it was decided to relocate the waste at the
Slovenian central storage for radioactive waste from small producers, near Ljubljana.

Due to the extensive PR programme supporting the remediation of Zavratec the first
phase of the project was accomplished succesfully. Local residents, general public and
media have positively assessed the approach and the implementation of the
remediation activities. However, the most difficult and most delicate part of the
project, the relocation of the waste, is still to be accomplished. According to the plan,
this final phase of the remediation project will be concluded by the end of 1998.
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Abstract

International Nuclear Information System (IMS) is the leading information system on peaceful
use of nuclear energy in the world. INIS is realized through co-operation of International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and its member states. It contains information related to
literature on nuclear science and technology in the form of a bibliographic record.

The Republic of Croatia became an INIS member at the end of 1994 and since then this
database has been available in a written form as INJS Atomindex and on CD-ROM. Moreover,
several representatives of expert organizations have been trained for searching the database
and for formulating of input data for INIS.

This article describes new accomplishments in the development of the INIS database and
joining of Croatia into the international exchange of nuclear information through national
contribution in the form of IN IS input data

Introduction

The International Nuclear Information System (INIS) is a decentralized information system
coordinated by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in Vienna, Austria. It is an
autonomous organization within the United Nations system. INIS is the world's leading
information system on peaceful use of nuclear science and technology. INIS maintains a
database containing over 2 million bibliographic references and announces the availability of
scientific literature published worldwide on the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. It also
maintains a collection of full text non-conventional literature (for example, technical reports,
patent documents, theses and dissertations) that would be difficult to obtain elsewhere.

The basis of INIS is international co-operation. It is the first international information system
in which the collection of input and the dissemination of output to users are decentralized.
This decentralized approach results in the most comprehensive coverage of nuclear literature,
the most effective method of handling information which come in different languages and very
good services for users of the information. The data processing and output production are
centralized in the INIS Secretariat (3).

INIS Members

101 countries and 17 international organizations comprise the current INIS membership (1).
Every INIS Member is represented in the System by a Liaison Officer officially appointed by
the national authority in a country or the Executive Head in an international organization. The
INIS Liaison Officers are responsible for organizing the collection of information and the
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preparation of input from their country or international organization. They are also responsible
for the dissemination of FNIS products through information services and for encouraging
utilization of these products.

JNIS Members are responsible for collecting descriptions of the nuclear literature produced
within their borders or organizational confines. It includes literature which is and is not
available through normal commercial channels. Also, they must prepare the associated input in
accordance with INIS guidelines and submit it to the IAEA. They provide INIS information
services and products to users within their borders or organizational confines. In a system
such as INIS it is very important to operate according to precise standards and rules in order
to assure the consistency of the resulting information files. For this reason the INIS Training
program plays a significant role in INIS activity. All aspects of INIS are presented in the
seminars and workshops organized by the IAEA (2, 3).

INIS subject scope

INIS subject scope covers all aspects of the peaceful uses of nuclear science and technology.
The fields covered are as follows:

• Physics, nuclear physics, atomic and molecular physics, physics of elementary particles and
fields, physics of condensed matter, plasma physics, nuclear fusion and general physics;

• Technology and engineering: nuclear reactors and associated plants, instrumentation,
radioactive waste management and general engineering of relevance to nuclear activities;

• Environmental and health effects of nuclear energy: effects and other aspects of radiation
and radioisotopes in biology, applied life sciences, radiation protection and environment,
radiology and nuclear medicine, and health;

• Chemistry, materials science and Earth science of relevance to nuclear activities;
• Isotope production and radiation sources, isotope and radiation applications,
• Other aspects of nuclear energy: economic, legal and social aspects, nuclear

documentation, safeguards, mathematical methods and computer codes;
• Economic and environmental aspects of all non-nuclear energy sources (from 1992).

The INIS subject scope is defined in detail in the publication IAEA-INIS-3, INIS: Subject
Categories and Scope descriptions.

The selected documents are classified according.to the INIS subject categorization scheme.
The subject categories are used to arrange the records in INIS Atomindex.

1N1S Atomindex is a semi-monthly announcement and abstract journal. Each issue consists of
a main entry section (bibliographic description and abstract) and a number of indices. The
main entries are arranged by subject categories. Within each category, report literature is
followed by journals and books (3). The publication of printed INIS Atomindex ceased at the
end of Volume 28, December 1997.

The IMS Database is published on CD-ROM by Silver Platter Information, Inc. The product
has a time span of 1970 to the present and is comprised of 7 archival discs covering 1970
through 1996 and a current disc covering January-December 1997. Update frequency is
quarterly. The FNIS Clearinghouse is imaging non-conventional literature beginning with the
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full text reported in Atomindex Volume 28, Issue 13. The images are converted to CD-ROMs
and they are now available from the INIS Secretariat (I).

INIS record

Normally the INIS record for a piece of literature consists of three main components:

1. A bibliographic description (author, title, publishing and similar details);
It is prepared according to IAEA-INIS-1, INIS: Descriptive Cataloguing Rules.

2. A set of descriptors (identifying the subject content of the piece of literature);
For this purpose we use the terminology of the IMS Thesaurus. A revision of the

Thesaurus is published every year.

3. An abstract (summarizing the information contained in the piece of literature).
How to formulate and submit the abstracts one can find in IAEA-INIS-4, INIS:

Instructions for Submitting Abstracts.

A PC program package for INIS input preparation was designed with assistance of the
Russian and Brazilian INIS centers. This program, called FIBRE (Friendly Inputting of
Bibliographic Records) is a simple method of preparing INIS input (3).

INIS in Croatia

The Republic of Croatia joined INIS on 29 September 1994 In 1994 we dealt with
organization of collecting and preparing input as well as using the INIS output products. We
decided to establish a decentralized system of using INIS in Croatia. All users will be
obligated to prepare the input by themselves. Moreover, they will use the INIS output
products in their own organizations. The national Liaison Officer organized a seminar and
training in 1996 for these users regarding all INIS activities. Afterwards, the Ministry of
Economy through its Liaison Officer will co-operate with them and help in preparation of
input, and in using the FNIS output products. Each user (organization) will have its own
Liaison Officer who will co-operate with the national Liaison Officer in the Ministry of
Economy (4, 5).

The Seminar was organized by the Ministry of Economy in co-operation with the Center for
nuclear medicine and radiation protection in Zagreb in April 1996. It lasted for one day and
was divided into two parts. In the introduction the national 1NIS Liaison Officer presented
INIS and opened a discussion on alternatives of organization of INIS services in Croatia. In
the second part two lecturers from the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing in
Zagreb and from the Center for nuclear medicine and radiation protection in Zagreb, gave
presentations of INIS input with accent on FIBRE and on INIS output with accent on INIS
on CD ROM. In the first part of the Seminar INIS promotion material was used. We also
provided the translated brochure about INIS to every participant of the Seminar (7).

In the first year of FNIS membership (1995) we have submitted 8 inputs on worksheets using
INIS Input Training Kit. The Kit, designed both for instructors and for self-instruction, is a
self-contained, step-by-step guide to input preparation, with working examples. Next year
(1996) we had 63 inputs using old and new versions of FIBRE. In 1997 we submitted 79
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inputs (6, 7, 8). We are very satisfied by the fact that the number of inputs is constantly and
steadily increasing.

INIS Atomindex is available for all users in the Rudjer Boskovic Institute and in the National
University Library, both in Zagreb. INIS on CD-ROM is available in the Ministry of Economy
which provides services of using and renting discs, and in the National University Library for
all users.

In September 1995, the Liaison Officer for Clinical Hospital "Rebro", Center for nuclear
medicine and radiation protection participated in the Group Training Course on "INIS Human
Resources and Development" in Dubna (6). National Liaison Officer participated in
Bibliographic Control Course in December 1996 (7). Regarding promotional activities, INIS
Seminar was organized by the Liaison Officer of Clinical Hospital "Sisters of Mercy", Clinic
for nuclear medicine and oncology in Zagreb, in July 1997. It covered a short overview of
INIS organization and objectives. In September 1997, two persons from National University
Library and Institute for Energy "Hrvoje Pozar", both located in Zagreb, participated in
Regional Training Course on Nuclear Information Management in Vilnius (8).

National INIS Liaison Officer participated at the 251'1 Consultative Meeting of INIS Liaison
Officers, as well as at the meeting for Liaison Officers of countries participating in the regional
Technical Co-operation Project RER/0/1 I, in Vienna in May 1997. The decentralized system
of organizing 1N1S Center in Croatia was presented there as a model for other small countries
in transition or developing countries in INIS society (8).

Conclusion

International Nuclear Information System with a database of 2 million bibliographic
references is the world's leading information system on peaceful uses of nuclear science and
technology. INIS contains bibliographic references to. journal articles, technical reports,
conference papers, books, patents, laws and regulations and other published material not only
from nuclear science and technology, but also INIS subject scope includes the economic and
environmental aspects of all energy sources. INIS can help us with our research, answer
questions about nuclear science and technology, point us in the right direction, test our
assumptions, locate colleagues in the same field in the world and many other things. We
should see that INIS database is very interesting for development of Croatia.
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Abstract
Emergency response mobile units play a significant role in the case of nuclear emergencies. The
functioning and practice of such teams depend on the nature and phase of the nuclear emergency.
In the acute phase, several teams with good navigational and communication abilities performing
simple measurements can provide essential data for characterization of plume location and its
magnitude. Therefore, such activities are complemental with the network of telemetric radiation
monitors. However, in the late phase of an accident, in order to gather reliable data needed for
utilization of remedial and recovery measures, a better equipped mobile units are necessary.

Introduction
Although the overall nuclear industry has an excellent safety record, Chernobyl demonstrated that
accidents can and do happen. During and after a nuclear accident, accurate data and effective
communications are essential to enable authorities to take prompt measures and to provide reliable
information to the public at large. Such measures can address the consequences of a nuclear
accident, save lives, and protect the environment. The Republic of Croatia is in a unique situation
in that it has several power plants in two neighbouring states not far from its border. Although it
is recognized that the probability of major a nuclear accident which could affect Croatia is small,
according to common international practice Croatia has to set up a proper emergency organization.
A significant role in the emergency infrastructure plays mobile teams.

Potential sources of nuclear emergencies
Although NPP Krsko is generally identified as a major potential source of nuclear emergency
situations in the Republic of Croatia, several more sources should be considered /Asculai 1993/.
These include:
1) Paks NP station in Hungary, housing four VVER-440 nuclear power plants, some 80 km

from the Croatian border,
2) Transport accidents, involving sealed and unsealed sources being transported by air and
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overland,
3) Accidents involving damaged or lost radiation sources, including lightening rods and
4) Crash down of a nuclear satellite
Although above scenarios vary from relatively simple to very complex situations, mobile units are
sometimes the only way to gather reliable data.

Acute Phase of Nuclear Accident
In the acute phase of a nuclear accident information provided by emergency response mobile units
are essential for dose estimates needed for the application of protective measures. However, the
measurements performed by such teams should include only the vital ones for characterization of
plume location and its magnitude. It should be noted that such activities are complemental with
the network of telemetric radiation monitors currently being established in the Republic of Croatia
/Luli_ 1997 and Luli_ 1998/. Even in the countries that are excellently covered with fixed
telemetric monitoring stations mobile units capable of transferring in real time external dose-rate
data together with corresponding locality data are useful for mapping radiation levels in locations
not covered by fixed monitoring network /Toivonen 1998/. An additional requirement on field
measurements performed by the mobile units is that they should consume as little time as possible
in order to cover maximal number of locations in a given time while samples should be taken only
when there is enough time. Therefore, the number of mobile monitoring teams should be optimized
from geographical time/motion studies. Good navigation abilities of the mobile teams and rapid
reporting through good communications systems are essential. A typical mobile team should
consist of a personal car manned by two persons. Crews can consist of previously well trained
technicians from specialized institutions, fire brigades or civil defense units. Equipment should
include, in accordance with international practice AVidner 1990/, dose meters, satellite-based
navigation system (global positioning system - GPS), communication equipment as well as
protective equipment. The crude accuracy of GPS system of approximately 100 m that is available
for all users is satisfying for emergency environmental monitoring. The good practice is the use of
predetermined measurement locations /IAEA 1981/. The same locations can also be used for TLD
monitors as a part of the emergency TLD network. In the case of an accident, one of the functions
of the mobile teams should be to collect exposed TLDs and replace them by the new ones.
Readings from those monitors provide further valuable information on a cumulative dose from the
very beginning of accident. Surveys with open-window vs. a closed window with the dose-rate
meters could provide the immediate information about the plume location. If the open-window
reading is higher than the closed window reading, the conclusion is that the team is in the plume.
If the readings are the same, the team is not in the plume, i.e. the plume is above them or they are
significantly off the plume centerline. Dose-rate measurements with open vs. a closed window near
the ground and on lm above ground (waist) would provide even further information (Figure 1).
Such data can be used (by the technique of "backward" calculations) for "calibration" of simple
plume-dispersion models. Such models like RASCAL /Sjoreen 1995/ are readily available. A
source term can be estimated from available data or could be assumed to be 0.1% - 1% of the core
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inventory. By utilization of such data through a communication channel with the Technical support
center (TSC) mobile teams could be navigated in order to efficiently locate the plume boundaries.

Late Phase of Nuclear Accident
In the late phase of a nuclear accident, when the plume has passed, in order to gather reliable data
needed for utilization of remedial and recovery measures, a better equipped mobile unit is
necessary. Contrary to the acute phase of the nuclear accident, in-situ gamma-spectrometry should
play a significant role in the late phase. A functioning and practice of the mobile unit in the Institute

for Medical Research and Occupational Health
have been described previously /Frani_ 1991/.
However, it should be revised and improved
according to the future emergency plans. In
addition, due to Croatian geographical shape, it
would be wise to have more than one such unit.
The equipment should include four-wheel-drive
van, radiological monitors, air samplers, in-situ
gamma-spectrometry system with PC
notebook, navigation and communication
equipment and various appliances and
laboratory equipment. It should be noted that
such units could be utilized not only in nuclear
but also in radiological emergencies. A good

example of such multitasking unit is Slovenian Ecological Laboratory with Mobile Unit (ELMU)
/Glavi -Cindro 1995/.

Training and drills
Like each individual serving in any capacity in the emergency organization, mobile unit team
members should have basic training. This training should consist of "general knowledge" training
and training specific to the role that the individual plays during the emergency. Following the basic
training for the members of specific teams, they shall be trained and exercised as a unit. Training
and drills of monitoring teams according to the existing practice will continue to be carried out on
a regular basis. The drills should be carried out as a part of a regular monitoring programme and
emergency preparedness in the country and be arranged at least two times per year. They should
be used to test the adequacy of the emergency response plan, procedures and equipment in field
conditions and communications. Critiques are valuable as a means of improving plans, procedures
and coordinated work.
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Standby
The final stage in the training and exercise of the mobile unit teams as a part of the emergency
system, is some sort of the certification and after that going on the permanent standby status. The
standby condition of team members should be organized in such a manner to allow immediate
mobilization of teams and facilities. This could easily be accomplished through pager system. For
the team members is essential the familiarity with instruments, i.e. the use of instruments on day-to-
day basis even during standby conditions.

Problems
The problem areas identified so far, by evaluating the practice of a mobile unit in the Institute for
Medical Research and Occupational Health are similar with ones that are encountered by similar
units in other countries. The extensive list given by Widner /1990/ include:
1. Communications
2. Vehicles
3. Familiarity with area and monitoring locations
4. Inexperience with instruments used
5. How to tackle air samples
6. Getting teams out in a timely manner
7. "Overproceduralization"
8. Definition of functions and expectations of teams
9. Accurate determination of team position
10. Contamination control
11. Labelling samples
12. "Giving the right people the right jobs"
13. Improper environmental sampling techniques

Conclusions
Mobile units are the useful tool in emergency preparedness to produce reliable and accurate
measurements immediately after the nuclear accident. Considerable number of problems seem to
be universal in the field of mobile emergency monitoring units. Therefore, some solutions might
be studied from the existing practice and functioning of other teams. However, some problems
appear be unique for Croatia, with no ready "textbook" solutions. To establish and maintain mobile
units for the acute and the late phase of a nuclear accident, as a part of efficient emergency
response system, a considerable effort is yet to be done. Prior to that, some strategic decisions
should be taken, including the organization matters as well as financing.
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Legend
BKG Background radiation
Go Ground, (3 shield open
Gc Ground, (3 shield closed
Wo Waist, (3 shield open
Wc Waist, (3 shield closed

In Plume
Wo > Wc > BKG

Readings
Go: (3 + y
Gc: y
Wo: (3 + y
We: y

Under Plume
GO = WO>BKG

Readings
Go: y
Gr: Y
Wo: Y
Wc: T

Plume has passed
Go > Wo > BKG

Readings
Go. p + Y

Gc: Y

Wo: y
Wc: Y
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IMPORTANCE OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
FOR EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

Miroslav Gregoric, Igor Grlicarev
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Vojkova 59,1113 Ljubljana, Slovenia

Abstract
The paper contains a brief review of reactor accidents and their consequences. The bilateral, regional and interregional
agreements on eariy exchange of information and mutual assistance in case of a nuclear and radiological accident are
presented in a table and discussed. The international projects in emergency preparedness are briefly outlined and the situation
in the Md of emergency preparedness in Slovenia is given for the comparison.

I. Introduction

A severe nuclear accident has universal and global character. We are all in the same world and a potential nuclear
accident could affect all the hemisphere, bearing in mind that the winds blow from the equator to the north or to the
south, therefore there is a very little mixing between the air masses of the northern and southern hemisphere.

A little bit of historical overview is necessary to put into perspective the issue of the international cooperation in the
field of emergency preparedness. This is not meant as a thorough description of all important events in the history
of nuclear industry, but rather events were selected by the importance to emphasize the need for the cooperation
on the national basis and on the international as well.

On 29th September, 1957, a major accident occurred with nuclear waste at military plant in Kyshtim in the Ural,
former Soviet Union. The accident was a chemical explosion in high level waste due to failure of cooling system of
the concrete storage tank. The principal radioactive components were Cs-134, Zr-95 and Ru-106 together with 5%
Sr-90. The radioactive plume affected area approximately 9 km wide and 300 km long. The contribution to the
exposure was external from the ground, and internal due to contaminated food and inhalation. After a year the
exposure was mainly internal due to Sr-90. Over a few years a total 10 000 people were evacuated. The doses
received by the evacuated people were in the range from 23 to 520 mSv [1].

In October, 1957, the accident in Windscale plutonium production reactor occurred when the shut-down core
exceeded safe temperature during Wigner annealing and fuel elements overheated, thus a fire started. The
irradiation of graphite blocks produces dimensional changes which can lead to channel blockages. Routine
annealing was necessary to counteract this blockage. The cooling with carbon dioxide was not successful, thus the
fire was extinguished with water, although it presented two hazards (hydrogen-oxygen explosion and possible
criticality hazard). About 20 000 Ci of 1-131 was released [1], which produced contamination of grassland. The
maximum activity in milk was 0.8 microCi/litre. No evacuation took place.

On March 22,1975, a major fire occurred at Browns Ferry NPP near Decatur, Alabama, USA. The fire, which was
set off by a technician using a lighted candle to conduct the search for the air leaks. The fire bumed for over seven
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hours and nearly disabled the safety equipment of one of the two affected units. This event nearly led to a core
damage and was a blow to the public image of nuclear power. The accident clearly showed the possibility of
"common mode" failures, in which a single event could initiate a chain of events. There were no release and no
evacuation.

The final report of Reactor Safety Study, WASH-1400, was issued in October 1975. The Reactor Safety Study
attempted to make a realistic estimate of the potential effects of LWR accidents on the public health and safety. One
BWR, Peach Bottom Unit 2, and one PWR, Surry Unit 1, were analysed in detail. In the study thousands of the
possible core melt sequences were assessed for their occurrence probabilities. The consequences of such accident
sequences were then estimated to complete the risk assessment. The Reactor Safety Study indicated that risks to
the public from potential LWR accidents were small compared to other risks (i. e. fires, explosions, dam failures,
earthquakes, tornadoes, etc.).

On March 28, 1979, an accident at Unit 2 of the Three Mile Island NPP near Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, USA,
demonstrated that the nuclear accident can happen. As a result of a series of mechanical failures and human errors,
the accident uncovered the reactor's core and melted about half of it. Of the 66 million Ci of 1-131 in the reactor at
the time of accident, only about 15 Ci escaped to the environment [2]. Uncertainty about the causes of the accident,
confusion about how to deal with it and contradictory information about the levels of danger made utility and
government authorities appear incompetent and deceptive. Two days after the onset of the accident (long term
cooling was restored at that time) the Governor of Pennsylvania issued two recommendations: initially for sheltering
in the 10 miles (16 km) radius, and later for closing schools and evacuating pregnant women and pre-schoo! children
within 5 miles (8 km). Despite the limited evacuation, these recommendations led to spontaneous evacuation of 144
000 persons from 50 000 households. The investigations conducted after the accident strongly criticized the NRC,
the utility, the nuclear industry and the reactor operators. The investigators concluded that human factor contributed
more to the accident than the nuclear steam supply system and that the major health consequences were on the
mental health of the people living in the region.

Given the confusion and uncertainty experienced during the TMI-2 accident the steps were taken to upgrade
emergency preparedness and planning. New rules and guidelines were developed, emergency response personnel
from industry, government authorities and local organizations received extensive training and were evaluated by
periodic drills.

Although not many licensing actions rose opposition, the two licensing cases, which triggered widely publicized
debates, were Seabrook in New Hampshire, USA, and Shoreham on Long Island, New York, USA, which happened
after the TMI-2 accident. In both cases the issue was emergency planning. After the TMI accident the NRC passed
the rule to improve emergency planning, that required each nuclear utility to come up with a plan for evacuating the
population within a ten mile radius of its plant in the event of a reactor accident. The NRC expected cooperation
between federal, state and local government officials to upgrade emergency plans, and did not anticipate that state
and local governments would try to prevent the operation of nuclear plants by refusing to participate in emergency
preparations. For the Shoreham NPP New York state officials claimed that it would be impossible to evacuate Long
Island if Shoreham suffered a major accident. The state refused to join emergency planning or drills. The NRC
granted Shoreham a low-power operating licence, but the state and the utility agreed not to operate the plant in
return for the concessions from the state.

The Seabrook plant is located in New Hampshire, but the ten mile emergency planning zone extends into
Massachusetts. As a result of Chernobyl accident Massachusetts authorities decided not to cooperate with
emergency planning efforts for Seabrook. The NRC adopted a "realism rule", which was based on the premise that
in real emergency the state and local governments would make every effort to protect public health and safety.
Therefore, in cases in which state or local officials declined to participate in emergency planning, the NRC and
FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency) would review and evaluate the plans developed by the utility. On
that basis the NRC issued an operating license for the Seabrook.
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On April 26,1986, in unit 4 of the Chernobyl NPP in the Ukraine a strong explosion destroyed the reactor, blew the
top off and spread a large amount of radioactive materials in the environment. The nuclear critics pointed to
Chernobyl as the prime example of the hazards of nuclear power. The Chernobyl accident has shown that a large
scale accident has transboundary effect and there is a need for a strong international cooperation.

There is another type of emergencies, which do not directly jeopardize the general public, but could be extremely
dangerous to the operating staff. These are accidents in research facilities, where especially in the 50's more than
ten criticality accidents happened. An example of this emergency is accident at Institute of Nuclear Science in Vin_a
near Belgrade, Yugoslavia [3]. On 15 October six persons were present in the reactor room, four of them observing
electronic gear in the reactor pit and two were at the control panel at floor level on the edge of the pit. During the
power excursion the reactor was in power surge for about 4 min with a reactor period of 10 s, as estimated by
physicists from Vin_a. Longer period could not have generated the estimated energy, and the limited supply of
heavy water did not allow shorter period. Of the six persons in the reactor room, the five persons indicated exposure
above the lethal range and they received bone marrow transfusions. The sixth patient received only conventional
treatment. One who received the highest dose did not survive the acute phase of the illness, but the others
recovered.

II. Bilateral and multilateral agreements in connection to nuclear emergency

It was soon realized that the nuclear accidents could have transboundary effects, but quite some of the accidents
had to happen before some nuclear emergency issues were resolved in the international level, i. e. the agreements
between the countries on early notification and mutual assistance in case of a nuclear emergency were put into
force.

ll.a Bilateral agreements

A brief review [4] of the existing bilateral agreements reveals that a vast majority of the agreements related to
notification of nuclear accident and emergency assistance had been agreed and signed after the TMI (1979) and
Chernobyl (1986) accident. The Table I contains a list of bilateral agreements, which are divided into two sections:
(a) prompt notification of a nuclear accident and the exchange of information,

(b) mutual assistance between the countries concerned.

The Table I shows that only one agreement on early notification in case of an accident has been signed
before the TMI-2 accident and five of them were signed before the Chernobyl accident. It is obvious
that after Chernobyl the interest for bilateral
Table I: List of bilateral agreements

a) on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident and on the Exchange of Information Relating to Nuclear

Facilities

Year

1978

18.10.1979

1981

1982

1983

Parties concerned

Germany - Switzerland

France - Switzerland

France - Germany

Austria - Czechoslovakia

France - Luxembourg

Post TMI

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Post Chernobyl

No

No

No

No

No
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21.10.1986

21.10.1986

Dec, 1986

1987

1987

1987

1987

1987

1987

1987

1987

1987

1987

1987

1987

1988

1988

1988

1988

1988

1989

1992

1993

1995

1995

1995

Denmark - Sweden

Norway - Sweden

Argentina-Brazil (*)

Austria - Hungary (*)

Denmark - Finland

Denmark - German Dem. Rep.

Denmark - Poland

Denmark - USSR

Denmark - UK

Finland - Norway

Finland - Sweden

Finland - USSR

German Dem. Rep. - Germany

Norway - German Dem. Rep.

Norway - UK

Austria - German Dem. Rep

Austria - USSR

German Dem. Rep. - Spain

Netherlands - UK

Sweden - USSR

German Dem. Rep. - Sweden

Finland - Germany

Poland - Ukraine

Poland - Russia

Poland - Lithuania

Hungary - Slovenia

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

b) on Mutual Assistance

Year

1977

1978

1980

Parties concerned

France - Germany

Germany -Luxembourg

Belgium - Germany

PostTMl

No

No

Yes

Post Chernobyl

No

No

No
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1984

1985

Dec, 1986

1987

1988

Germany - Switzerland

Denmark - Germany

Argentina - Brazil (*)

Austria - Hungary

France - Luxembourg

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

C) this agreement comprises prompt notification and mutual assistance in the event of nuclear
accidents and radiological emergencies.

agreements substantially increased in nordic countries, which were first affected by the radioactive
plume. The Chernobyl accident actually triggered the most of the agreements related to early notification
in case of a nuclear accident. The 1987 was the most successful year in term of bilateral agreements
on early notification - twelve of them were signed that year.

In the area of "mutual assistance" agreements situation is a little bit different: two agreements have been
signed before the TMI-2 accident, three agreements between the Chernobyl and the TMI-2 accident. The
only bilateral agreement which had been agreed between non-European countries were between
Argentina and Brazil, which covers both early notification and mutual assistance. There are substantially
less bilateral agreements on mutual assistance than on early notification (31 versus 8).

//. b Multilateral agreements

Regional:

Beside bilateral agreements the multilateral agreements are extremely important, because multilateral agreements
cover much larger area, introduce unification in the information exchange and stimulates the cooperation between
many countries in the field of emergency preparedness. There are two regional agreements:
(b) Nordic Mutual Emergency Assistance Agreement in Connection with Radiation Accidents (1963) [5]
(a) a Council of the European Communities passed a Decision of 14 December 1987 on Community

Arrangements for the early Exchange of Information in the Event of a Radiological Emergency [6]. In the
Article 5 of this decision a provision is made for a detailed procedures for the transmission of information,
thus this forms a legal basis for the ECURIE system.

Interregional:

The need to create a framework for reporting and mutual assistance in nuclear accidents after the TMI accident
boosted the IAEA to issue Guidelines for Mutual Emergency Assistance Arrangements in Connection with a Nuclear
Accident or Radiological Emergency, and Guidelines on Reportable Events, Integrated Planning and Information
Exchange in a Transboundary Release of Radioactive Materials. In February 1982 the IAEA Board of Governors
adopted a resolution in which it requested the Director General to convene a group of experts, open to all Member
states, to study the most appropriate means of responding to the need for mutual assistance in connection with
nuclear accidents. The group of experts was convened by the Director General the same year in July. The group
of experts recommended the prompt development of a single set of provisions that could be applied in emergency
assistance and could:
(a) serve as a model for the negotiation of bilateral or regional agreements, which are to be encouraged,
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(b) be readily agreed between a requesting and an assisting state at the time of nuclear emergency.

One of the recommendations of the group of experts on nuclear safety co-operation and mutual emergency
assistance which met in June 1982 was related to the need for prior arrangements among the states to cope with
the transboundary aspects of a nuclear emergency. Consideration of these needs was done by the group of experts
in May 1984. This expert group developed Guidelines on Reportable Events, Integrated Planning and Information
Exchange in a Transboundary Release of Radioactive Material. These guidelines could serve for bilateral and
multilateral agreements among neighbouring states wishing to co-ordinate their response to any emergency which
may involve transboundary radiological release.

Unfortunately when the Chernobyl accident occurred the above described work was not finished, therefore no legally
binding convention was in force. The Chernobyl accelerated the process that two conventions, which regulate
notification of nuclear accident and emergency assistance, came into force in the end of 1986. The Convention on
Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident [7] seeks to assure through a notification procedure that any nuclear accident
with possible transboundary effects be brought to the attention of Member states that they take protective measures.
Based on this convention EMERCOM system was established by the IAEA. The provisions of this convention have
not been yet invoked. The Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency
[8] establishes an international framework to facilitate prompt provision of assistance in the event of a nuclear
accident or a radiological emergency. States have agreed to co-operate in case of a nuclear accident or radiological
emergency in order to minimize its consequences and protect life, property and the environment. This convention
was invoked by Brazil in the radiological accident in Goiania in September 1987.

Convention on Nuclear Safety requires from the member countries to write up the emergency plans and provide the
data about the potential accident. This convention is binding even for the non-nuclear countries with requesting them
to have emergency plans in case of a nuclear emergency developed.

Slovenia ratified both conventions ([7], [8]) with notification of succession of the documents, which former Yugoslavia
had ratified. The notification was given to the IAEA in 1992 and the succession has started since the declaration of
Slovenia as an independent state. Slovenia has bilateral agreement with Hungary on the early exchange of
information in the event of a radiological emergency, which was signed in 1995. A bilateral agreement similar as that
with Hungary was signed with Austria and prepared with Croatia. The negotiations to sign up a bilateral agreement
are underway with Italy.

III. Other projects related to emergency preparedness

The international co-operation on the field of emergency preparedness had recently become extremely important.
There have been launched quite a few projects in this area, which involve many countries across the Europe and
in the world.

In October 1995 the OECD/NEA invited all member countries and East and Central European Countries to
participate in the INEX-2 (International Nuclear EXercise) series of exercises. In each region one accident-host
country integrates the exercise objectives into a national exercise, and this will form the core of INEX-2. Following
the scenario in the accident-host country, border countries and far-field countries will participate simultaneously,
activating their own emergency organization and existing bilateral and multilateral notification and communication
agreements. The concept of communication during the exercise is the separation of the domestic part from the
international part:

the exercise is designed as the national exercise and all communications for the national part are the same
as would be in case of the national exercise,

the exercise direction serves as the link between the national and international part: all communication to
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the international participants goes through the exercise direction. The international players can not directly
communicate with the players in the accident-host country.

There are four national exercises on the schedule of INEX-2. Two have already been organized (the Swiss exercise
in November, 1996, with 30 participating countries, and the Finnish exercise in April, 1997, with 28 participating
countries) and two are still to be performed (in Canada in April, 1998, and in Hungary in November, 1998).

The basic objectives of the INEX-2 exercises, which are common to all exercises, are:

real-time exchange of information (for the most of participating countries the IAEA EMERCON notification

is used, and for EU countries ECURIE system),

decision making in real time and with limited data,
public information (press releases, public briefings, press conferences).

In 1995 the ECHO (European Commission Humanitarian Organization) started the project to provide the assistance
in the Off-Site Emergency Preparedness (OSEP project) in the East and Central European countries. The first phase
of the project, which was finished by the end of 1995, was to perform a study to assess the level of off-site
emergency preparedness in the countries, which expressed the readiness to accept the assistance. Some of the
countries received the assistance in equipment, but for the most of the participating countries, the training of the
personnel, responsible for the emergency preparedness, is foreseen. The project is still under way and its duration
has not been known yet.

The IAEA has extensive program to improve and harmonize the emergency preparedness in the international level:
in 1994 the IAEA issued Intervention Criteria in a Nuclear or Radiation Emergency [9] to provide guidance
on radiation protection criteria for use in planning and preparedness for response to nudear accidents or
radiological emergencies

two TECDOCs were issued, which cover method for the development of emergency response
preparedness for nuclear or radiological accidents (TECDOC-953) and generic assessment procedures
for determining protective actions during a reactor accident (TECDOC-955),

In October 1997 the representatives of the countries in the European region who met in Vienna have
outlined the Memorandum of Understanding and Work Plan in the field of harmonization of nuclear
emergency preparedness. Memorandum of Understanding is used to launch the IAEA Regional Technical
Co-operation Project RER/9/050. The purposes of this project are to define means of notification and
communication, determine joint approach for the classification of nuclear accidents, develop detailed
procedures or methods for assessing reactor accidents, coherent approach to public information. To
address the purposes of the project a "Project steering group" composed of representatives of national
competent authorities will be established. The "Project steering group" and the IAEA secretariat will monitor
the implementation of "Work Plan". The "Work Plan" comprises: evaluation of existing national plans,
implementation of accident classification based on plant conditions in national emergency plans,
establishment of effective communication between the countries, review and revision of procedures for
environmental monitoring, strategy and mechanisms for public information.

IV. Conclusions

It is pretty straight forward that the need for international cooperation in emergency preparedness is extremely
important. The reasons which support the above premise are:

the influence of a serious nuclear accident is transboundary, which does not only mean that the radioactive
plume passes on the territory of a foreign country, but also there are consequences related to trade, travel,
contamination of food, medical assistance, mental distress, etc.
internationalization of a nuclear emergency through public media is almost inevitable,
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nuclear accident could pose a serious blow to the nuclear industry, therefore the international nuclear
industry itself is interested in good emergency preparedness in order to minimize the consequences of a
potential accident,
so far, there has not been too many nuclear accidents, therefore the expertise on accidents is concentrated
in the leading countries in nuclear technology. The less developed countries would have to seek the

assistance at more developed ones even in the knowledge, how to prepare emergency plans and how to
assess the development of a potential accident,
the vast number of bilateral and multilateral conventions in this field is definitely a proof for
internationalization of nuclear emergencies.

Convention on Nuclear Safety gives further momentum for the international cooperation in emergency preparedness

through the preparatory work for national reports and Review Conference in 1999.
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MANAGING A NUCLEAR EMERGENCY
ORIGINATING

FROM ABROAD

Igor Grlicarev, Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration,
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Abstract:
The basic aspects of managing a nuclear emergency, which occurred in a foreign country, are
considered. The most important sources of information are defined by the bilateral or
multilateral conventions. The decision aiding techniques and intervention levels can
substantially improve the decision making. The experiences from the INEX-2 exercises are
presented after the Swiss and Finnish exercise.

I. INTRODUCTION

In case of a real or potential nuclear emergency the most important and also
sensitive issue is to bring a decision about whether to implement and how to
implement a countermeasure(s), which would affect the population. Regardless of
the organization of emergency preparedness in a specific country a decision has to
be taken at a certain level of the state structures. After the information about the
accident is gathered, therefore the sources of information must have been foreseen
in advance, and upon the time frame, in which the situation is developing, the
decision will have to be made sooner or later.

A specific case of a nuclear emergency is an emergency which has its origin outside
the territory of the state, which authorities have to make a decision, how to manage
this emergency situation. The fact that the event, which caused the emergency,
happened in a foreign country, does not mean, the emergency can be
underestimated. The event can happen closeioihe border (i.e. emergency planning
zone, which is typically 10-20 km from the nuclear power plant, can comprise two or
more countries), or the meteorological conditions can substantially influence the
projected doses to the population, although one might assume the event took place
far enough from the foreign country.

The paper considers possible sources of information and experiences gained during
INEX-2 international exercises, which were initiated by the OECD/NEA. In the case
of a nuclear accident in a foreign country, the possible sources of information can be:
IAEA notification according to the Early Notification Convention in Case of a Nuclear
Accident [1], notification according to bilateral or multilateral agreements, official
press releases. The radiological monitoring network (early warning system) data can
be exchanged with the neighbouring and/or other countries.
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The decision aiding techniques have been developed to assist in decision making
process. The techniques, such as cost-effectiveness, cost-benefit and multi-attribute
analysis, can facilitate the decision, but nevertheless, the most influence on the
decision making has the reliable information. In cases of insufficient and unreliable
information decision making is almost impossible.

The experience is divided in two sections: Slovenian and international. Slovenian
experience comprises the observations made during the INEX-2 exercise in
Slovenia, such as: usage of different communication channels, availability of
readings from the simulated radiological monitoring network, time labeling (if the
accident happened in a different time zone), bilateral cooperation. The international
experience covers the role of the IAEA and WMO (World Meteorological
Organization) during the accident and the quality of their services, the suitability of
Internet for the exchange of information during the emergency, the hierarchy of the
incoming information, how to provide prompt and effective public information.

The international cooperation in case of the emergency and during the exercises is
vital to assure that the information, which is given to the public, is worth to be trusted.
The non restricted flow of information is especially important to plan the
transportation and import/export of goods with the affected country and its
neighboring countries.

II. SOURCES OF INFORMATION

In considering the sources of information the aspect of communication means has
to be taken into account as well. Therefore, after identifying the sources of
information, the communication mean has to play its role to get the information to
the recipient. Some communication means can directly influence the public opinion
and their reactions (e. g. radio, newspapers, television, teletext, Internet).

//. 1 How to get the information

For the national or local authorities in a foreign country there are two the most
important sources of information:
(1) notification in the framework of multilateral agreements (e. g. Convention on

Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident),
(2) notification according to bilateral agreements.

All the above information is official, and therefore it can be taken as the most reliable
information. The other sources are more or less related to the information, which is
accessible by the public and was written or reproduced by the journalists, therefore
the distortion or even misinterpretation of the information can not be excluded.

The Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident (abbreviated Convention)
defines the facilities, in which event of any accident has to be reported. These
facilities are:
(a) any nuclear reactor wherever located,
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(b) any nuclear fuel cycle facility,
© any radioactive waste management facility,
(d) the transport and storage of nuclear fuels or radioactive wastes,
(e) the manufacture, use, storage, disposal and transport of radioisotopes for

agricultural, industrial, medical and related scientific and research purposes,
(f) the use of radioisotopes for power generation of space objects.

The Convention distinguishes between two types of information:
(A) initial notification which has to be sent forthwith to the IAEA and the states,

which are or may be physically affected. This initial notification shall comprise
the information on the nuclear accident, its nature, the time of its occurrence
and its exact location.

(B) the information, which has be provided promptly, comprising the following
data:
(a) the time, exact location where appropriate, and the nature of the

nuclear accident,
(b) the facility or activity involved,
© the assumed or established cause and the foreseeable development

of the nuclear accident relevant to transboundary release of the
radioactive materials,

(d) the general characteristics of the radioactive release, including, as far
as practicable and appropriate, the nature, probable physical and
chemical form and the quantity, composition and the effective height
of the radioactive release,

(e) information on current and forecast meteorological and hydrologicai
conditions, necessary for forecasting the transboundary release of the
radioactive materials,

(f) the results of environmental monitoring relevant to transboundary
release of the radioactive materials,

(g) the off-site protective measures taken or planned,
(h) the predicted behaviour over time of the radioactive release.

When considering the information to be supplied it is an interesting feature that in
early bilateral agreements before the Convention the information to be supplied is
in order to assess the danger. There is quite a progression in the bilateral
agreements after the Convention as the emphasis is on the minimization of
consequences and likelihood of release more and more information is transferred.

11.2 Information Means

The information means refers to technical means, which transmit the information.
The main requirement, which has to be met, is that the means are reliable enough
that the communication will not fail in case of an accident, when communication lines
are busy. The transmission rate of the normal telephone lines can not be sufficient,
therefore the dedicated telephone lines are preferred. One has to be aware that
facsimile, e-mail, Internet and similar services send the signals through telephone
network. For voice communication between the emergency personnel the use of
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radio transmitter/receiver can be encouraged.

There are information means, which are intended to transfer the information to the
public (i.e. radio, television, teletext, newspapers). It is important to keep the eye on
these media as well, because the reaction of the public and the implementation of
the counter measures can depend heavily on the news published in the media.

III. THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS

It can be assumed that it is less likely that the countermeasures in a foreign country
(I. e. affected country) are taken concurrently with the accident country: This could
only be the case, where the urgent planning zone (about 10-20 km from the nuclear
power plant) extends on the territory of a foreign country. In such a case a good co-
operation in information exchange between the accident country and the foreign
country is expected to harmonize the countermeasures which have to be the same
or similar for the population on both sides of the border. The bilateral or multilateral
agreements, which require prompt information exchange about the countermeasures,
can facilitate the decision making in the affected country.

It is more likely that the decision making process will follow these steps, in which it
was assumed that the information exchange is regulated by an agreement:
(a) the foreign country will be informed about the countermeasures in the

accident country and will carefully assess the consequences of the
countermeasures applied by the accident state in order to fully or partially
apply these countermeasures to its own population,

(b) the foreign country will be more concerned with long term effects due to the
distance from the accident (e. g. temporary relocation, decontamination,
intervention in relation to food, restrictions on travel); in many cases a foreign
country will be less affected, it will have more time to make a decision and the
decision can be based on the measurements of radioactivity in the vicinity of
the accident location.

To make decision making process easier and more effective a set of intervention
criteria (levels) has been devised [2]. In the management of accidents two phases
should be considered:
(a) in the phase of planning, prior to accident, based on a generic accident

scenario calculations (with source term, meteorological conditions, efficiency
of protective measures) for each selected scenario an optimized generic
intervention level can be derived. These generic intervention levels can be
used immediately or for a short time after the accident occurred.

(b) some time after beginning the accident a specific information about the is
available. In these case a specific intervention levels can be used as a criteria
for medium and long term actions. These specific intervention levels are
based on the specific optimization analysis which comprises actual data.

The principles of emergency planning require prior consideration of the benefit that
would be achieved by the intervention and also the harm, which would result from it.
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The decision aiding techniques (cost-effectiveness, cost-benefit and multi-attribute
analysis) can be used to identify appropriate intervention levels for a particular case.
The primary objectives of these techniques are to determine the factors influencing
the decision, to quantify them and to systemize the tradeoffs between them. The final
decision shall take into account factors, such as political, legal and cultural. It is
expected that in the case the accident occurred abroad, there will be more time to
allow the more demanding decision aiding techniques to be applied. Some of the
factors, which are considered in these techniques, are more or less quantifiable. The
more quantifiable factors are: averted individual and collective risks from exposure
to the radiation for the members of the public, the individual and collective physical
risk to the public caused by the countermeasure, the individual and collective risk to
the workers carrying out the countermeasure and the financial cost of the
countermeasure. The less quantifiable factors are: anxiety caused by the
countermeasure and the individual and social disruption.

IV. THE EXPERIENCE BASED ON "INEX-2" EXERCISES

Inspired by the experience of INEX-1 exercise [3], which was a tabletop nuclear
emergency exercise in 1993, OECD/NEA decided to organize and to sponsor the
second international nuclear emergency exercise INEX-2. The recommendation has
been given to devise INEX-2 as a series of regional exercises. In each region one
accident-host country will integrate the exercise objectives into a national exercise,
and this will form the core of INEX-2. Following the scenario in the accident-host
country, border countries and far-field countries will participate simultaneously,
activating their own emergency organization and existing bilateral and multilateral
notification and communication agreements. The concept of communication during
the exercise is the separation of the domestic part from the international part:

the exercise is designed as the national exercise and all communications for
the national part are the same as would be in case of the national exercise,
the exercise direction serves as the link between the national and
international part: all communication to the international participants goes
through the exercise direction. The international players can not directly
communicate with the players in the accident-host country.

In November 1996 INEX-2 exercise was organized in Switzerland and in April 1997
the exercise in Finland took place.

IV. 1 Slovenian Experience

(1) National versus regional (local) level: During the Swiss exercise besides the
participation of the organizations at the national level, one Regional Civil Protection
Headquarters was activated to test the communication and to pass the relevant
information and/or orders from the National Civil Protection Headquarters (NCPH)
to the Regional Civil Protection Headquarters. Due to the nature of the event there
were no specific action to be required from the regional Civil Protection
Headquarters, therefore this unit has little to do during the exercise, because there
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were no special provisions in the national scenario for them.

(2) The decision making was satisfactory covered during the exercises, except that
the prime minister or his cabinet were neither involved neither simulated. In the
decision making only the top level was involved (i.e. national level), maybe in some
cases the regional initiative could emerge. The "regional decision making" was not
tested during the exercise. The release during the Swiss exercise neither the
accident progression did not request any countermeasures to be taken in Slovenia
and neither in Switzerland.

The decision making was done by the NCPH. Since Slovenia had been a far-field
country no specific countermeasures were recommended, but nevertheless the
NCPH trained the monitoring of the situation, communication between the state
institutions and public information.

(3) For both exercises there were no calculated data from the radiological monitors
of the national radiation monitoring network in national scenario. For the Swiss
exercise the release could have been larger and such simulated data could have
been required by the players.

(4) Sometimes it could be confusing, if the time in the country of the accident is
different than the local time in the participating country, using one time is
recommended. Between the Slovenian players some inconsistencies were observed
due to different time, because the event happened in another time zone. The strict
labeling "CET", "UTC" is advised, whenever the time is quoted.

(5) Simulated media pressure is necessary to keep the players busy and to enhance
and speed up the generation of press releases.

(6) These two exercises were a unique opportunity to test the emergency plan for the
accident in a foreign country in such a large scale exercise: the typical observation
regarding emergency plan was that the experts can not know all the details from
different nuclear power plants around the world and they have to adapt to a
particular situation, the sources of information are much less defined than for the
emergency plan, which covers the accident in their own country.

(7) In spite of the fact the Finnish exercise was organized less than six months from
the previous (I. e. Swiss) exercise certain improvements have been made:

only organizations at national level participated as players in the exercise,
because it turned out, that the regional level can not be kept very busy during
such exercises, when the main information flow is from the IAEA,
the participation of one ministry through (I. e. Health Ministry) was foreseen
in the national scenario. None of the ministries participated in the previous
exercise.

(8) The general impression of the observers during the Finnish exercise was that the
players performed their tasks better than in the Swiss exercise, because the players
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were mostly the same and they got used to each other and to the type of work, which
is expected from them.

(9) Communications: During both exercises for a limited period of time the
teleprinters should be used (communication : IAEA - national contact point), and on
the national level (at least in case of Slovenia) the radio and cordless
communications should be used and tested.

(10) In the field of public information the press releases were jointly prepared by the
Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration, which produced the draft version, and by
the NCPH, which modified the draft to the final version. It turned out that this process
sometimes takes so much time, that at the time the message is released (sent to the
media), it does not contain the updated information (the situation during the course
of press release preparation has changed).

(11) During the course of the exercises one might identify two needs:

a database containing the data of different nuclear power plants around the
world shall be established. The data will consist of relevant parameters, which
are needed for the assessment of accident progression (e. g. containment
volume, containment design pressure, the amount of fuel in the core, volume
of primary coolant, volume of refueling water storage tank, full flow of the
safety injection pumps, effective full power days since startup, etc.).
for the multilateral exchange of the information during the emergency: a
password protected home page on the Internet for each participating country.
This page would contain the information about the recommended
countermeasures for the population, measurements from the radiological
monitoring network and official press releases. The data would be regularly
updated. Any participating country could get the this information about any
other country (affected, neighboring or far-field) practically real time with the
desired browsing frequency. Through this exchange of information the
proposed countermeasures could be easily harmonized between neighboring
countries.

/ V. 2 international Experience

The international experience of the Swiss and Finnish INEX-2 exercises can be
summarized as follows:

there is the media, which will often know the information first, thus monitoring
of news media can be an important source of early information,
information format must be compatible with the means of information
transmission,
sources of easily available generic plant information should be organized,
scenarios with quickly developing situations and small releases should be
included in the emergency response training,
the INES scale of nuclear events has several uses which must be clarified
(provisional and final rating),
teletext can be a very useful means of transmitting official information,
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modern information transfer techniques (Internet, e-mail) should be further
explored (data security, graphical information transmission),
specific plant data (system drawings, emergency management programme
description, environmental monitoring programme details, etc.) should be
available,
the identification of key data is still necessary, particularly for information in
the early phase (countermeasures implemented, monitoring data, official
statements, etc.).

V. CONCLUSIONS

Managing a nuclear emergency which occurred abroad is in certain aspects similar
to the emergency in a home country, but there is a clear distinction, which requires
co-operation at least in information exchange to assure efficient decision making.
Similarity is in managing the consequences and applying the countermeasures, and
the main distinction is that the accident is not managed at the location it had
occurred.

The measurements of the on-line monitoring systems will have to be exchanged in
between foreign countries (especially between border countries) to provide realistic
input in the dose assessment programmes and to fully employ decision making
techniques. More bilateral or multilateral agreements on communication the
monitoring data between the countries will have to be agreed in future, therefore the
common protocol for international on-line data transfer should be determined and
accepted by the most of the countries and IAEA could promote this issue. The need
for the on-line reliable database with relevant data (project parameters which could
be used for determination of accident progression) on all nuclear power plants could
substantially improve the decision making in a foreign country. Harmonization of
countermeasures, which are based on the same or similar intervention levels,
between the countries is vital to gain the public confidence, that the country is
capable to manage the consequences of a nuclear accident .
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ABSTRACT

As a part of the postgraduate education at the Medical School of the University of
Zagreb different short courses are offered. It has been realised that the knowledge about
radiation and its uses among the doctors is more than insufficient, especially if any
action for treatment of radiation victims will ever be needed. The specialised courses of
the I. category offered and described bellow are meant to provide the sufficient
theoretical knowledge about ionising radiations as well as practical workshops and
exercises in treatment of persons accidentally injured in a nuclear power plant or similar
accident.

INTRODUCTION

When the NPP Krsko was about to get its licence, one of the prerequisites and the
requirements 'sine qua non' was to have a well organised medical emergency centre or,
at least, a specialised hospital ward capable of doing all the necessary medical treatment
in cases of overexposures or excessive contamination of the personnel. As a natural
choice the Department of Nuclear Medicine of the nearest and the biggest Clinical
Hospital Centre in Zagreb was selected for this job. The staff of the Department has had
up till then the largest experience in handling opened and closed radioactive sources as
well as in working with contaminated people and surfaces. The Department owned
equipment, used in everyday work with patients, was recalibrated for use in accidental
situations.

Throughout more than fifteen years of contracted service to the NPP the Emergency
Medical Centre for Radiation Medicine and Protection developed to a modern centre,
unique in this part of Europe. It is well equipped with special and dedicated
instrumentation, from simple radiation monitors to whole body counter with "in vivo"
gamma spectroscopy, laboratory for alpha and betha counting of human body secreta
samples and dedicated cytology able to analyse effects of radiation on the cell level. A
special decontamination unit, which can handle even heavily wounded people, has been
constructed. Medical doctors and health physicists have attended special courses in Oak
Ridge, Boston, Argonne and Paris to improve their knowledge and qualifications. The
Centre is door-to-door to the main surgery and one floor below the haematology with six
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bone marrow transplantation sterile units. It has also a small hospital, especially built
separation ward with six beds for possible worst case patients.

All this was of remarkable help in making-up the emergency plans and written
procedures for the acceptance and triage of the people incidentally irradiated, injured
and/or contaminated during a possible accident at the nuclear power plant. The plans
and procedures are mainly based on the experiences of world famous centres as
described in the literature, but modified for our special conditions and circumstances
(e.g. after international recognition of both Croatia and Slovenia the NPP is in one
country while our Centre is in the other, etc.). In the treatment of patients all major
international documents published by the IAEA, ICRP, MIRD, etc. are respected as
well as the experiences of some world known experts published elsewhere.

On the other hand, we have a broad population of medical doctors in Croatia who might
have to deal with the radiation victims in case of a nuclear accident of any kind, but who
have inadequate or no knowledge of the radiation, its consequences on human health
and would have lots of problems when asked to treat the overexposed and/or the
contaminated people.

So, it was a logical decision of the Medical School of the University of Zagreb to agree
with the suggested organisation of a Specialised Postgraduate Course dealing with this
matter as a joined effort of the Department of Nuclear Medicine and the Medical
School itself.

ABOUT THE COURSES

The first Postgraduate Course was based on the previous nonuniversity course, but a
very successful one, held for the participants from all parts of former Yugoslavia by the
staff of the Department of Nuclear Medicine only in November 1990. That course was
discontinued because of the war situation and the decomposition of Yugoslavia. The
new Postgraduate Course was organised in November 1991. under the title "Medical
Procedures in Case of a Nuclear Accident". It was found very good, informative and
useful.

Adding more interesting subjects and exercises, updating the knowledge with recent
scientific data and information on new accidents, the course was enlarged and repeated
in May 1996. under the name "Medical Care for Persons Irradiated and Contaminated in
Nuclear Accident".

The new course was scheduled for the spring of 1998. Then some problems came out:
Keeping in mind the need to include as many exercises as possible, the final drill exercise
with simulated accident, all new data and results of the post Chernobyl studies, different
epidemiological studies, the suggestions of the participants, newly arrived dosimetry
software, which should be explained with hands on the computers, the interest of
Croatian army for some special subjects, the law on radiation protection, the films of
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radiation accidents and treatment, the wish to include foreign experts as the lecturers,
etc., all this caused that, instead of one course, the matter should be split to two courses.
And that was accepted by the Medical School of the Zagreb University. The first one, in
which more theoretical subjects were covered, had the title "Medical Procedures in Case
of a Nuclear Accidents" and lasted for three days (April 20-22, 1998.). At the end of the
course there were written and oral examinations with certificates for those who passed
them successfully.

The attendance of that course was a prerequisite for the other one which followed
immediately after it (April 23-24, 1998.) under the name 'Acceptance and Medical Care
of Persons Irradiated and Contaminated in a Nuclear Accident". The idea of this course
was to make it more practical with lots of exercises, measurements, monitoring, doing
actual decontamination, spectral analysis and so on. At the end there was an overall drill
exercise with a simulated accident as a part of the examination. There were oral and
written exams also. The venue of both courses was at the Clinical Department of
Nuclear Medicine and Radiation Protection, University Hospital Rebro, Zagreb,
Croatia.

OVERVIEW OF THE COURSES

Both courses had about 40% of lecturers coming from the University staff, the rest
making part of the Clinical Department of Nuclear Medicine and Radiation Protection,
with some foreign guest experts. It guaranteed the high level of scientific approach to
the subject. Here is the short program of both courses:

MEDICAL PROCEDURES IN CASE
OF A NUCLEAR ACCIDENT

Zagreb, April 2O-22, 1998.

Program
*********-**************************jv*********jy*fVS**** * * * * * * *

Registration

Owning and greetings

. Spotting the problem * Ecology and jiuclear power production. Real risk 1 h
evaluation.

% Historical review ol major nuclear power plant accidents. Twelve years after 1 h
Chernobyl.
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3. Basics of nuclear and radiation physics. Interaction, of radiation with
matter. Basics of dosimelry and radiation protection.

4- Basis of radiobtoJogy. Effects of ionising radiations on human organism •

5. EXERCISE 1: Working with radiation monitors.

{>. Late effects of ionising radiations. Interpretation of epidemiologies] studies.

7v External contamination and methods of decontamination, Maximal
permissible body burden and intervention levels for medical and/or
hospital treatment.

6. Internal contamination and methods of decontamination.

2 h

I h

Ih

1 h

1 h

1 h

' ^ ' * - v *r . t *r* f.

l h
S. EXERCISE 2: External decontamination, decontamination of wounds and

of heavily injured jx'.rsons.

i<X Nuclear weapons and medical consequences of nuclear warfare. 2 h
Radiological properties of fallout. Eflccls of ionising radiations on Ihe brain
and the tx-haviour. A<̂ i(<; and chronic psychological reactions and soldier
performance decrement.

11. Principles and methods of internal dosimcuy. 1 h

12. EXERCISE 3: The PC-based 'REMEDY+' program for dose estimation a) on 1 h
the basis of biological excreta measurements and b) using the WI3C data.

13. Methods of biological dosimcuy, CytogencUc and hacmatologicaJ techniques I h
for dose estimation after a nuclear accident.

14. Types of radiation injuries. Acute local radiation injuries, wounds and 1 h
burns. Treatment.

15. Acute radiation syndrome. l h

16. On-site procedures before taking the injured person to the hospital. 1 h
Procedures in the hospital. Minimal requirements for a hospital ward to be
able to accept and offer medical treatment to patients injured in a nuclear
accident,

17. Laws and legislation in general regarding the radiation protection In Croatia. 1 h

iS, European Community criteria for radiation protection organisation and
nuclear power plants' safety. Economical aspects of nuclear accidents.

l h
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19. EXERCISE 4: Boric marrow transplantation. Visit to the ward will? sterile 1 h
units and explanation of the procedure.

20. Informing the general public* Contacts with media. 1 h

2K Course evaluation by the participants. l h

End of course.

ACCEPTANCE AND MEDICAL CARE OF PERSONS
IRRADIATED AND CONTAMINATED IN A NUCLEAR ACCIDENT

Zagreb, April 23-24, 1998.

Program

, " " ' , ' ".". ',"„'/'/,'" " ' 5 ","s," ','"" '• •'" " '„ " ", , v ;", ,', ; ;", ; " ; , " :; ; ' '", •/", / ', ' ",'yry',"y,yy,;yy",—™

••/,' ', / • ? ; , , ' '. r • , , ' / ' - , ' ' " , ' ' ' ' , /> , / , / "/ , , „,,„„ ,}Z

Registration

Opening and greetings

1. Practical radiation physics. 1 h

2, Dosimetric quantities and units. Radiation absorbed doses in cases of 2 h
cxlernaJ irradiation and/or internal contamination-

3. Radiation monitors - detection principles, types and applications. Nuclear 2 h
spectroscopy.

4. EXERCISE 11 Surface contamination control and decontamination. 1 h
Working with portal monitor. Radiation protection of the staff. - Personal
dosimeters.

5. SUm on medical carc of injured people after a nuclear accident. Pointing out 1 h
the most important practical things.
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6* EXERCISE 2: Gamma spcctroscopic analysis of contaminated patient I h
clothes. Working with bclha counter.

7v EXERCISE 3: External decontamination, decontamination of wounds and 1 h
of heavily injured jxirsons.

8, Radioprotcctants and prophylactics: Strategics lor wide population 2 h
protection in ease of a nuclear accident. Military uses of radloprotectants.

11, EXERCISE 4: Detection of the type and Jcvel of internal contamination, I h

Whole body counter, Absorlxxl dose estimation.

12a Patient Computer Image Analysis and Radiation Dosimeiry Calculations 1 h

12t> EXERCISE 5: Al)sorlx:d dose calculations fir>m inlernally deposited 1 h
radionuelldes pcrfonnai on a desktop computer. Program KEMEDY-K

13, Physical methods for estimating the dose from external radiation sources in 2 h
a nuclear accident. Absortxxi dexsĉ  from neutrons. Î SR dosimetry

J4. Hospital emergency plan for acceptance of injured people in case of a 1 h
nuclear accident of small or greater extent.

l h
15, Treatment of combined radiation injuries. Wounds and burns,

K1. Ilaematologieal and other methods of treatment the acute radiation 1 h
.syndrome (ARS).

J B. OVERAIX FINAL EXERCISE: Simulated case of an accident at the NPP 2 h
KrSko. Acceptance and triage of workers needing medical attention and
care.

1$L Analysis of the results of the Final Test and the Una! Exercise. Course 1 h
evaluation by the participants.

End of course.

CONCLUSION

In a case of a nuclear accident at the power plant many more casualties may happen than a
single emergency centre specialised for radiation and combined injuries could handle. So,
even without the always present threat of nuclear war, very probably, in such an accidental
situation at the NPP there should be lack of qualified personnel to do the first triage and
later treatment of the overexposed and/or contaminated persons. This is why a broad
population of medical doctors, medical physicists, chemists, biologists as well as some army
experts and other specialists working with open and closed radioactive sources must get
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more theoretical knowledge on this subject and, what is even more important, do practical
exercises in radiation monitoring, decontamination, internal and external dose assessment
and treatment of victims. It is of great interest for local health authorities to send their
participants to the above described courses for several reasons:

• In case of an accident the primary responsibility for treatment of victims will,
normally, be on the hospital staff, but the overall responsibility (e.g. for not having the
qualified hospital staff) will again be on the local authorities, as everywhere in the
world.

• Without qualified personnel, even if they had the financial possibilities, they could not
choose and acquire adequate equipment

• After getting knowledge of the basic requirements for the measuring equipment, in
many cases the participants can later do some modifications and recalibrations of their
existing instruments for this very special purpose.

• The once established, connection with the main Centre for Radiation Medicine and
Protection in Zagreb can be kept as a permanent liaison and be of great help in a case
of any radiation accident happened locally.

• The participants who pass their exams with success will get the certifications of the
Zagreb University Medical School stating that they are qualified to do the acceptance,
monitoring, decontamination and first triage of combined radiation injuries.

• When the new Croatian Law on Nuclear Safety and Protection Against Ionising
Radiations, which is now in draft, comes finally to the light of the day, some qualified
people to implement it in different regions of Croatia will be needed. And the
participants of these courses can make a good basis for it. Additionally, the same draft
of the Law says that the Minister of Health will define the minimal education
requirements for the people working with ionising radiation, as well as the way of
getting that education.

So, we can finally conclude that the above described courses are needed and welcome and
should be locally better advertised. The frequency of repeating them is, for the time being,
judged to be optimally every 2-3 years with obligatory updating and upgrading them.
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EARLY NOTIFICATION MONITORING SYSTEM

Stipe Lulic, "Ruder Boskovic" Institute, Bijenicka 54, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia

ABSTRACT

Nuclear accidents are unexpected events characterized by losing of control over the
sources of radiation. This may, directly or indirectly, create a danger to human life, health or
property. In certain nuclear accidents, such dangers may be of a limited scope, which means
that they constitute a threat only to those persons who work directly with the sources of
radiation, or the equipment that comprises such sources, and their immediate working
environment. Under certain conditions, as a consequence of major nuclear accidents, the
broader population and considerable property might be endangered as well.

The way in which nuclear accidents with the sources of ionising radiation may occur,
the intensity of doses that may exist in the radiation source environment, the nature and
quantities of radioactive materials which might spread in the environment, the level of
radiation exposure of the staff and the population due to a nuclear accident - all these may be
considerably different in case of a nuclear accident with different radiation sources.
Depending on the category of nuclear accident, major environmental pollutant releases are
possible in such situations.

GENERAL OUTLINE OF RADIOLOGICAL MONITOR NETWORK

The proposal for the establishment of a network of early notification monitors in the
Republic of Croatia leans upon:

a description of similar networks in Europe,
- the experience gathered during previous work with the existing monitors on the

territory of the Republic of Slovenia,
- direct experience of the three continuous radiological monitors established on the

territory of the Republic of Croatia ("Ruder Boskovic" Institute, Sljeme-Puntijarka
and Velebit-Pljesivica).

Generally, there is a non-professional opinion that. t£jg elaborate "early notification
monitoring network" represents a system, which supervises the environment on its own to a
satisfactory extent and thus considerably reduces the need for specific measuring of various
media (e.g. air, food, water, etc.) - which is not true. At best, such a system covers only one
of at least three transfer means (external radiation, inhalation, ingestion) of man's radiation
exposure and its relative importance is very much varied.

Due to the above mentioned, the network of continuous monitors of the external
radiation level may perform the following four tasks at the most:

Early notification of the unusually high radiation intensity is the network's important
and indispensable function. In most cases, such intensity increase is a consequence of the
transfer of radioactive matter by atmosphere and in some cases of the increased release of
radon and thorium - natural radionuclides - from soil. It is good to know that for "geometrical
reasons" an increased radioactivity may be recognized only after the sedimentation of
radioactive matters on the soil surface (e.g. with rain) and in a considerably less extent
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(almost two scales), or not at all, while such radioactivity (i.e. radionuclides bound to
aerosols) is diffusely distributed in a high cloud.Precise temporal recording of occurrence and
development of contamination due to the atmospheric transfer is important not only for the
emergency alarm but also provides the possibility for a more realistic estimate of doses
caused by e.g. inhalation of short-living radionuclides, whose kind and activity in the practice
may be determined only with a certain delay; in certain situations it also enables the expert to
determine the direction of contamination.

The network provides the possibility for a relative comparison of sediment values after
the case of contamination by means of sediments on various locations over a larger territory.
In order to be able to carry out such a comparison, the monitors must be equally sensitive
(calibrated) and, which is even more important, located in equally emitting environments (e.g.
mildly slanted plains). The reliability of such estimates depends on the network density,
although only to a certain extent, because stationary points cannot display all possible
important local variations. Fieldwork mobile units are much more reliable in this respect.

By means of determination of the dose rate, i.e. doses - the monitors forecast or
measure the external radiation exposure of man. In such case the monitors must be adjusted to
certain units - usually the units of dose equivalent (Sv).

The monitors provide a possibility of early notification of the population about the
situation in local environment - which is particularly important in cases of suspicion about
possible contamination and has a psychological role.

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

On the basis of earlier experience it may be said that the elements of such a network
should meet the following requirements:

MONITORS, connected to a network, must have the following characteristics to
perform their notifying function:

(a) direct "readability" and "readable" printed record (unencoded and user-friendly) of
the values measured (which are transferred to the central PC station "in real time"), and on the
location of measuring;

(b) individually adjustable alarm level (with regard to the local, "natural" basic
radiation), which apart from the alarm on the location of measuring also provides the
possibility of more frequent receipt of information by the central PC station. This may have
its independent alarm system, which also includes certain selection algorithms (e.g. sounding
of multi-level alarm depending on the number of received alarm notifications, etc.);

(c) communication output through buffer memory, which is used for connecting with
the central PC station and saving of data in case of shorter or longer interruptions in data
transfer;

(d) self-diagnosis of possible functional errors, readable also on the location of
measuring (emergency intervention).

DETECTORS must be equally adjusted to the units of dose equivalent of gamma rays
(Sv) and the use of exponents in numbers must provide the possibility of saving the
permanent selected mark for the scale (e.g. permanent mark "micro Sv") at all radiation
levels.

NETWORK. A network of monitors and a "central unit" (basically a PC) must be
established for the supervision of a certain territory. The central PC station periodically
controls all points in the network, collects and processes the obtained data and notifies about
permitted exceeding. An important function of PC data processing is the "reduction of data"
(e.g. presentation in form of summary graphs) because no other method is available to
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supervise successfully the large quantity of data which are received - which may considerably
harm the supervision process.

In the usual structure, the "collecting PC station" contacts all monitors in equal
intervals and receives data from them. In case that some of the monitors displays a value
higher than the permitted one, it directly contacts the PC station and consequently increases
the frequency of calls (e.g. every 20 minutes). According to previous observations, the most
frequent cause of the fall of information and their delayed reception is the overload of
telephone lines. It is necessary to point out that a high percentage of the centrally collected
data in a network does not mean that such data are transferred "in real time" and not with
considerable delays.

Since it is often needed to transfer the early and reduced data to several locations
(institutions), the "central PC" is additionally connected (through modems and commuted
telephone lines) with "terminal PCs" of other users. Such a series (monitors - "central PC" -
"terminal PCs") provides the possibility of avoiding additional overload of telephone lines
leading to monitors.

THE EXISTING MONITORING SYSTEM

Until June 1997 there were three radiological monitors of the MFM-202 system (Multi
Functional System) on the territory of the Republic of Croatia ("Ruder Boskovic" Institute,
Sljeme-Puntijarka, Velebit-Pljesevica), established independently by "Ruder Boskovic"
Institute since 1993. During 1996, through technical assistance of the IAEA, the Ministry of
Economy acquired other five sets of that kind and their installation began in the second half of
1997, to be put in operation in October 1997. In this moment there are eight monitors MFM-
202 installed on the territory of the Republic of Croatia, which are used to measure the dose
rate.

In selection of the five new locations for radiological monitors, acquired by the
Ministry of Economy, special care was taken to install them on those locations which are
suitable for early notification of nuclear accidents that might occur in the surroundings of
Croatia, i.e. Nuclear Power Plant Krsko - location Stojdraga (Location 4) and location Sveti
Kriz (Location 5); in the close vicinity of Nuclear Power Plant Paks in Hungary - location
Bilogora (Location 7) and location Osijek (Location 8); the southernmost part of the Republic
of Croatia - location Dubrovnik (Location 6). Special attention was also paid to the fact that
such locations must be permanently supervised; for that reason they were located mostly near
radar centres (Hydro-meteorological Institute of the Republic of Croatia) or
telecommunication centres (HPT, Croatian Post and Telecommunications). The position of
eight monitors MFM-202 on the territory of the Republic of Croatia is displayed in Map 1.

The network of monitors (Figure 1) for early notification of nuclear accidents with
radiological consequences consists of:
- centre with communication computer and
- measuring locations with multi-functional gamma monitors MFM-202

The network centre consists of a communication computer and the local network to
which the computer is connected. The data collected through the local network in the database
are available to the broader public. The communication computer receives the data from the
monitors on dislocated measuring points through the public telephone network.
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The communication computer comprises the following:

communication program, which in certain intervals establishes connections with
measuring locations through modem and the public telephone network and receives the
data for a certain interval;
storing program, which archives the obtained data in the database on the local disk of the
communication computer (in case that the local network is out of operation) and on the
disk of the local network server;
displaying program, which provides the possibility of numeric and graphic presentations
of the collected data and listing of messages. Working stations of the local network, which
have access to the database on the server, may have the above mentioned displaying
program, as well as other program tools for processing of the collected data or programs
for the transfer of the selected data to the broader computer network.

Krsfco

S MB Paks

^h Postojeee opremljeae lakacije

/fin Plauairane lokacije

MAP OF THE EXISTING AND PLANNED LOCATIONS FOR RADIOLOGICAL MEASURING IN
CROATIA
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FIGURE 1. SCHEMATIC PRESENTATION OF MONITOR NETWORK
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SOFTWARE OF THE CENTRE

The monitor MFM-202 may transfer the measured results to the users in two forms:
the results are printed on paper through the serial printer port immediately (or subsequently
after connecting) and (or) the results are sent to the central computer through the series line to
be saved, processed and displayed there. On its backside the monitor has a connector for the
serial port (RS-232) for direct or modem connection with the central computer. The monitor
program includes:

a) variant - standard protocol KERMIT, which enables communication with
the central computer at a speed adapted to the telephone line quality;

b) variant - protocol for communication with the central computer with the
communication program KOM_MFM.EXE.

The microcomputer of the MFM-202 monitor stores all measured values in its
memory. It disposes of enough space to store approximately 130 measured dose rates (DOSE
RATE). With the parameter adjusted to A PRESET COUNT: 1400 in the monitor MFM-202,
and at a normal activity of the basic radiation, the memory always saves the measured results
for about a week. Since the database is circular, the memory always keeps the latest data,
while the earlier ones are deleted. Upon request from the central computer, the monitor may
pass the latest measured (current) results or half-an-hour values. These half-an-hour values
may be those from the last interval or from any other half-an-hour interval which is still stored
in the memory. This enables the filling of the database in the central computer despite poor
communication lines.
The software of the communication computer is used for:

receiving of data from local units through the serial port on the computer (monitor MFM-
202, meteorological station);

- receiving of data from the sub-system through the serial port on the computer, a modem
and a continuous telephone line;

- receiving of data from dislocated monitors MFM-202 through the serial port on the
computer, a modem and a continuous telephone line;

- storing of the received values in the database organized on the disk.
The above mentioned software runs on Windows platform.

PLANNING OF ADDITIONAL MONITOR LOCATIONS

Respecting the existing network of eight monitors MFM-202 for dose rate measuring
(MAP 1), their distribution density - aimed at locating as close to the existing nuclear power
plants NPP Krsko and NPP Paks as possible, soon it would be necessary to install additional
monitors for the same purpose. Since the acquisition of the monitors - five identical
additional monitors for dose rate measuring - by_mediation of the Ministry of Economy of the
Republic of Croatia is already under way, their installation on the following locations is
proposed:

Location 9 - Klanjec, the closest location possible between the Republic of Slovenia and
the Republic of Croatia,

- Location 10 - Jastrebarsko, the highest point possible at a local farmer
- Location 11 - HPT Telecommunication Centre Ucka, Istria
- Location 12 - HPT Telecommunication Centre Sv. Jure, Biokovo,

Location 13 — meteorological station of the Hydro-meteorological Institute of the
Republic of Croatia in Knin
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Abstract

The present Belgian nuclear emergency planning and preparedness is based on
experience cumulated since the early eighties. This paper describes the
organisation, actuation process, the emergency planning zones and the applicable
intervention guidance levels. The role of AVN as on-site inspector, nuclear
emergency adviser and emergency assessor is explained as well as its human and
technical ressources. Finally the paper presents briefly the experience feedback on
emergency exercises and training in Belgium as well as AVN's views on some
debatable topics.

1. Belgian Nuclear Emergency Plan
1.1. General Description
The Belgian regulation related to emergency planning/preparedness is covered by the Royal
Decree of 27lh September 1991 which describes the National Emergency Plan (NEP) for
nuclear risks on the Belgian territory. It requires that each organisation (licensees, authorities,
national institutes, ...) involved in a nuclear emergency describes its own internal EP-
organisation and submits it to the competent authority (Ministry of Internal Affairs).

The NEP has been established mainly in view of evolutive events needing modulated response
while keeping the opportunity to give a quick reaction to a sudden event, which has (or might
have) direct consequences for the population. The off-site operations are led at the federal
level by a "Governmental Crisis Centre" (GCC). The implementation of local operational
actions and intervention teams is managed at the provincial level. The Licensees located on the
Belgian territory remain responsible for the operation of their installation and for the safety of
all the people on the site (site personnel as well as contractors or visitors).

The NEP deals essentially with the off-site emergency planning aspects and defines:
- responsibilities and competencies within the NEP of all involved organisations (including

authorities at federal and local levels, national institutes including AVN, international
organisations and the licensees)

- overall organisation of the off-site emergency plan
- rules for notification and information by the licensees to the GCC
- how radiological conditions should be evaluated
- how the population should be warned and informed of a radiological emergency situation
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- all foreseen protective measures in case of a radiological emergency situation including
direct protection of the population (sheltering, distribution of iodine tablets, evacuation,
decontamination), medical intervention plan, limitations of consumption of food and water,
protective measures regarding agriculture,...

- necessary infrastructure and means (includes GCC, mobile and fixed measurement
equipment, laboratory measurements,...)

- requirements concerning training and exercises
- requirements involving general preventive information of the population living in the

emergency planning zone around a nuclear site
The GCC is composed of several units, called "cells" which operate under the responsibility of
the emergency director of the Authorities (Minister of the Internal Affairs or his
representative): the "Decision Cell", the "Evaluation Cell", the "Measurement Cell" and the
"Information Cell". The GCC provide also logistical support to the different units (in terms of
personnel and materials, such as communication means,...).

The Decision Cell is the official leader of the conduct of the operation in case of an emergency.
On basis of the advises from the Evaluation Cell and taking into account other aspects
(feasibility, efficiency, socio-economical impacts, ...), the Decision Cell decides then upon the
countermeasures and their extents to be taken in order to protect the population and the
environment. Such decisions are then transmitted for practical execution to the Provincial
Crisis Centre, managing all the multidisciplinary intervention teams (fire brigades, civil
protection, police, medical emergency services,...).

The Evaluation CeU, composed of representatives of experts from ministries (in charge of
nuclear topics and state organisations) as well as weather and other technical experts, proposes
countermeasures for protecting the population and the environment. Therefore, this cell
gathers and evaluates all information received from the affected installation and the off-site
radiological measurement results received from the Measurement Cell. It evaluates the
installation status and its estimated time evolution in order to assess the real or potential impact
of the event. The scope of the countermeasures strongly depend of the emergency phase.
Three specific phases can be taken into consideration :
- the Urgent phase (or short-term phase), where protective actions for the population should

be considered : sheltering, evacuation, iodine prophylaxis, access control and food bans;
- the Intermediate phase (or mid-term phase), where, in addition to protective actions of the

urgent phase, relocation, decontamination, water and food controls, medical care should
also be considered;

- the recovery phase (or long-term phase), where access control, relocation, water & food
controls and environment decontamination should be considered

The Measurement Cell co-ordinates all the activities related to the gathering of field
radiological information (external radiation of the air and of the deposits, samples
measurements, ...) transmitted either by the automatic radiological measurements network,
called TELERAD, or by the field teams. The Measurement Cell works in close collaboration
with the Evaluation Cell.

The Information Cell is in charge of communications with the media and the population as well
as international organisations (IAEA, EC) and the neighbouring countries. The content of the
information transmitted is supervised by the Decision Cell, in collaboration with the Evaluation
Cell.
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The general structure of the NEP is given in the figure 1 hereafter.

Accident in
Foreign Units
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Emergency Director

Information Cell _ Decision Cell - Evaluation Cell - Measurement Cell

Media

IAEA
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Countries

Provincial
Authority

1 Intervention
Teams

Figure 1: general NEP structure in Belgium

1.2. Activation Process
The plant has to report the incident or accident according to a notification scale and proposes
at the same time the alarm level. In Belgium there are five notification and four alarm levels
and for each level the notification criteria are defined (they are here represented in simplified
form):

level 0 ("Pre-alert" - no corresponding alarm level): notification of an incident not requiring
the activation of the off-site emergency plan.
level 1 ("Site alert"- alarm level U1): notification of an accident which is restricted
radiologically to the site. The degradation of the installation is such that it could further
degenerate with impact on the population, but the releases, if any, are still small.
level 2 ("Food contamination impact"- alarm level U2): notification of an accident which
does not require protective actions for the population, but measures related to the food chain
and the water may be necessary. Serious real or potential defects occur in systems which are
essential for the protection of the workers and the public.
level 3 ("Population impact"- alarm level U3): notification of an accident which will require
protective actions for the population (sheltering, stable iodine administration, evacuation).
The degradation of the plant is such (or is imminent) that radiological releases, requiring
protective measures for the population, are probable.
level 4 (alarm level U4): notification of an accident which requires urgent and immediate
protective measures for the population (sheltering and KI prophylaxis) without any impact
evaluation by the federal authorities in the GCC.

In such case, the responsibilities for action is directly taken up by the local (provincial)
emergency centre without any implication of the GCC and its Evaluation Cell.
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As soon as the GCC will be operational, their subsequent evaluations will lead to possible
further - or adapted - actions.

1.3. Emergency planning zones (external exposure, ingestion)

The Belgian EPZ are the following :
evacuation : 10 km for nuclear power plants, 4 km for other nuclear installations
sheltering : 10 km for nuclear power plants and other nuclear installations
KI tablets : four zones are foreseen with the following characteristics (see also §4.2 for

more details):
O 0-10 km: full personal pre-distribution of KI tablets with specific information

campaign
© 10-20 km: specific information campaign without personal pre-distribution of KI

tablets
© 20-30 km: general information campaign with constitution of provincial stocks of

KI tablets
© rest of the country : general information campaign

1.4. Belgian intervention guidance levels (country specific)

The intervention guidance criteria for the off-site emergency plan, also called Emergency
Reference Guidance Levels (ERGLs), taken into account in Belgium follow the general
internationally recognised principles, i.e. :

(a) the proposed intervention should do more good than harm, i.e. the reduction in
detriment resulting from the reduction in dose should be sufficient to justify the harm
and the costs, including social costs, of the intervention (justification of intervention);

(b) the form, scale, and duration of the intervention should be optimised so that the net
benefit of the reduction of dose, i.e. the benefit of the reduction in radiation detriment,
less the detriment associated with the intervention, should be maximised (optimisation
of protection).

The ERGLs for the three main protective actions (sheltering, evacuation and iodine
prophylaxis) have been developed yielding a range of values. If the predicted doses exceed the
lower level, implementation of the protective measure is desirable, but not essential. Above the
higher level, action should be taken whatever the circumstances. Deviation from this procedure
during an emergency should be justified (particular circumstances such as bad meteorological
conditions or unforeseen complication,...).

ERGLs applied in Belgium in case of an emergency
Sheltering : 05-15 mSv total effective dose over 24 h

The values are to be considered as avertable total effective doses integrated over 24 hours
e.g. taking into account all exposure pathways (cloudshine, inhalation and groundshine)
with a reduction factor associated with the sheltering. However, in practice, these ERGLs
can however be considered as expected total effective doses, essentially due to the
easiness of implementation of sheltering (which leads therefore to limited adverse effects).

Iodine prophylaxis (e.g. KI tablets): 50 mSv thyroid dose due to inhalation (during the
estimated cloud duration)

The value is based on children and is to be considered as avertable thyroid dose induced
by the inhalation of iodine contaminated air during the cloud travel. In practice, the iodine
prophylaxis is to be coupled with the sheltering protective measure, so that the evaluation
of the avertable thyroid dose should also include the representative sheltering reduction
factor associated with the sheltering countermeasure.
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Evacuation : 50-150 mSv total effective dose over two weeks
The values are to be considered as avertable total effective doses integrated over two
weeks and despite sheltering e.g. taking into account all exposure pathways (cloudshine,
inhalation and groundshine) and a reduction factor associated with the sheltering to be
applied during the first day.

2. Organisation and role of the regulatory body
The organisation put into place by the regulatory body (AVN) to fulfil its missions in the frame
of NEP has been integrated into the current organisation to ensure normal legal missions.

In this specific frame, AVN has established a set of procedures grouped in a "manual"
(Assessment & Inspection Manual - Nuclear Event Response : AIM-NER). These procedures
describe completely the organisation and tasks of AVN in the frame of NEP, including other
aspects such as the training of personnel, the use and maintenance of material.

The role of AVN during an emergency can be split into three aspects :
=> an advisory role in the national emergency plan: the presence of a senior officer in the

GCC has proven to be very useful: his knowledge of the plant and the understanding of
the incident is very effective for the members of the Evaluation Cell;

=> a supervision role on site: verification of the respect of the on-site emergency plan,
especially concerning the evaluation of the radiological impact by the plant and the
communication of the results and of the general status of the plant to the GCC;

=> support and independent evaluation in Headquarters Emergency Centre (HEC):
general coordination, technical and logistic support of the AVN crisis team, use of
alternative codes for impact calculation, use of codes for evaluation of damage,
alternative evaluations using specific boundary condition hypotheses (e.g. sensitivity
calculations).

To achieve these roles and missions, 5 roles on duty (one for each of the two Belgian nuclear
power plants sites, one for the other nuclear installations, one for the GCCs Evaluation Cell,
one for technical support) are established in order to be able to fulfil 4 emergency functions
(one representative in the GCC, one inspector on the affected site and 2 support &
coordination functions in the AVN's HEC). Each of the persons on duty carry permanently a
pager, which is also used for normal communication purposes. A weekly test is carried out in
order to guarantee the operability of the equipment and of the persons on duty.

The following groups are activated in case of an emergency:
- AVN representative in the GCC:

- gathering and evaluation of all necessary information on the concerned installation;
- evaluation of the installation status and its possible technical evolution;
- evaluation of the real or potential radiological consequences of the accident in order

to advise on protective and/or intervention measures for the population and the
environment.

- AVN representative on the affected site:
supervision on site (verification of the licensee actions, information on installation
status, the releases, the impact of calculations and measurements,...)

- gathering all relevant information to be transmitted to the AVN's HEC.
- AVN headquarters link:

- Co-ordination of all the emergency activities of AVN;
- Support to AVN's experts present on the affected site and in the GCC;
- Contact with internal and external authorities;
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- Establishment of technical reports.
- AVN radiological impact evaluation

Independent evaluation of the radiological impact.

The technical and logistical means available in the HEC are the following:
- General documentation (emergency plan and procedures of the sites,...)
- Computerised means to evaluate the radiological consequences
- Manual means to evaluate the radiological impact (standard tables, simplified

procedures....)
- Communication means: phones, fax, automatic message recorder
- Uninterruptible power source (autonomy of at least 1,5 hour) and electrical generator

The general structure of the AVN emergency organisation is given in the figure 2 hereafter.

AVN Headquarter Emergency Center

Technical files

UPS & motor generator automatic message
recorder

GCC / Evaluation Cell

Affected site

Figure 2: AVN's HEC

3. Experience feedback
- Importance of good management & co-ordination
- Importance of communications:

secured/dedicated/alternative lines (e.g. using herzian cable, satellite telephone/fax)
. standardised information (form, content) enhancing rapid and sufficient basic information

- Importance of predictions of future releases/impacts in relation with the averted doses
evaluations (see also §4.1).

- Importance of the uncertainties involved in the impact calculations. Various input factors
that are used are subject to uncertainties. A main factor is the meteorological condition and
in particular the direction of the wind. If the plant is situated at the seaside or in a valley.
local wind directions can prevail which are much different than the one at some distance
from the site. The evaluation of the weather conditions (classical, sodar) as well as the
measurements on the field are important elements.

- Importance of measurements in the field (using vehicles, helicopters, local network) to
adapt already taken protective measures. They have to confirm the predictions made. They
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should play an important role in the decision making, at least after the fust hours of the
beginning of the releases.

- Validation of impact calculation codes
- Training of supporting organisations outside the plant (e.g. fire brigade): psychological

effect is very important

4. Special topics
4.1. Intervention guidance levels and their correct interpretation
The intervention guidance levels (ERGLs) should be correctly understood and interpreted by
all main organisations involved in order to be able to adequately define and implement
protective measures for the population and the environment. In particular, the "avertable
dose" concept and the associated practicable aspects in the evaluation of the radiological
consequences of an emergency (e.g. essentiaJ information and data to be transmitted, impact on
evaluation models, ...) should be adequately and fully understood as well as regularly practised
during exercises.

4.2. Belgian policy on Kl pre-distribution
The distribution of iodine potassium tablets (KI) is one of the direct protective measures for
the population described in the NEP. The pre-distribution of such iodine tablets foreseen in the
Royal Decree of 1991 has as objectives :

- to limit the collective thyroid dose by "time profits";
- to limit the collective effective dose avoiding any perturbation of the sheltering

protective measure;
- to relieve the intervention and rescue teams during an emergency;
- to provide didactic information to the concerned population, at the time of the pre-

distribution campaign.
Different pre-distribution methods were initially investigated, e.g. home deposit, mail
distribution, voluntary KI withdrawal at the town office, ... After discussions and analyses, the
KI pre-distribution policy was decided by the Ministry of the Internal Affairs in April 1997 and
described succinctly in the table I hereafter. The pre-distribution and information campaigns
should normally occur in the second part of the year 1998.

fc .:v;:|:3;fl !: :;:v::; Kl distribution & Information campaign
Zone

0 - 10 km
("evacuation zone")

10-20 km
("sheltering zone")

KI distribution
KJ pre-distribution to each family in the zone
through pharmacies

- decentralised stockpiling in the communities n

- reserve stockpiling in the pharmacies <**)

- decentralised stockpiling in the communities (*'
reserve stockpiling in the pharmacies '"*

Information campaign
home distribution of:
• a form-printed sheet to receive

KI tablets
. a leaflet
• a brochure

- regional media campaign

- home distribution of :
• a leaflet
• a brochure
regional media campaign

1 ' community : each place where more than 50 persons are present during more than 4 hours (examples :
corporate, firms, hospitals, cultural centres, shopping centres, leisure centres,...)

( *' if compatible with the campaign concept, KI tablets could be freely supplied at everyone asking to
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Zone
20 - 30 km

rest of the country

KI distribution
provincial stockpiling
distribution plan to be organised by the
Provincial Authorities for:
. pharmacies
. children communities (***l

- national stockpiling
strategic reserves in the pharmacies of base
products containing iodine

Information campaign
general information campaign
in the mail offices
local media campaign
information contacts for the
journalists and interested people

- general information campaign
in the mail offices
local media campaign
information contacts for the
journalists and interested
people

Table 1 : KI distribution & Information campaign

The basis characteristics of these campaigns are :
(1) respect of the here above defined zones (extended in comparison with the EPZ

described in the NEP);
(2) the voluntary character of the pre-distribution via the pharmacies;
(3) the doubling of the strategic reserves of base products containing iodine in all

pharmacies in the country;
(4) similar campaign every 5 years.

4.3. Nuclear Data Link status in Belgium
In Belgium, at the time, the installation of a Nuclear Data Link (NDL) between the Licensees
and the GCC or the Regulatory Body Headquarters was not found essential to assess an event
in an nuclear installation, as interpretation of data at distance is always difficult and as, due to
the limited size of the country, an inspector could reach the site within about one hour.

In any case, AVN is convinced that a NDL should follow the following general principles in
order to be a useful and valuable tool during a nuclear emergency :

1°) implication of all parties (i.e. licensees, technical support team(s). federal and local
authorities ...) from the beginning of the development of a NDL ;

2°) clear definition of the objectives of the system and acceptance by all implicated parties :
i.e. allowing to give a quick and global view of the technical situation of the affected
installation at a remote location in order to limit the time spent to transmit relevant
information about the actual event, to allow consequently more pertinent or more
adequate questions from authorities, regulatory body or others but without any aim to
replace the plant staff for coping with the accident. In summary, the NDL should be
considered as a useful support tool, not absolutely necessary. Indeed, other important
information such as operator actions, valves positions etc. has also to be transmitted by
other means (phone, fax,...) in order to dispose of a comprehensive view of the event;

3°) clear definition and acceptance of the use of the system : in particular, a too complex
system must be avoided (i.e.: Keep It Simple !!!);

4°) consideration of the user interface as a key point, since the system is to be used in stress
conditions;

5°) implementation of a validation process for the transmitted parameters to guarantee (as
much as possible) their representativeness. Two levels must be considered : the process
parameters selection and the communication/transmission level.

t"*) children community : each place where more than 10 children are present during more than 4 hours
(examples : schools, day nurseries,...
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ABSTRACT

The paper deals with the basic terms which are within scope of activities of the expert group
for risk analysis and assessment of potential consequences of a nuclear accident. The expert
group is a part of the Technical Support Center which is going to be established within a new
Croatian national emergency response plan as the Lead Technical Agency in case of a nuclear
emergency. Terms such as protective measures (urgent and long-term), intervention levels
(generic and operational), projected and avertable doses are considered. Potential accident in
the Krsko NPP, as an example for implementation of mentioned terms, is analyzed and a rapid
approach for assessment of protective measures which would be taken is applied. It is
emphasized that rapid methods are characterized by a high degree of uncertainty. It is
concluded that the time factor remains the most critical one in the entire accident response
process. In order to optimize the time necessary for decision making, implementation and
surveillance of protective measures, a set of requirements are pointed out.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years a number of accidents involving radioactive materials have occurred which had,
or could have had, consequences for health of the general public. Responses to these accidents
differed between countries. It subsequently became apparent that some protective measures
were taken that, in the most extreme cases, may have worsened rather than improved the well-
being of the populations involved. This indicates that it would be desirable to use a common
basis for national decisions to protect the health of the public and, where reasonable, to employ
the same numerical criteria for such decisions.

The new structure of a national emergency response plan in the event of a nuclear accident is in
the process of development in Croatia, in compliance with international recommendations
(ENCONET, 1997). Within that structure the Technical Support Center is to be given the role
of the Lead Technical Agency. The basic task of Technical Support Center is collecting data
and information on a nuclear accident, analyzing and estimating development of an accident,
and preparing proposals for taking protective measures and for informing the public. It is also
envisaged that within the Technical Support Center an expert group for risk analysis and
assessment of potential consequences of a nuclear accident will be established. The article deals
with the terms which are within the scope of activities of the expert group explaining shortly
the basic principles and their implementation in case of a potential accident in Krsko NPP.
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EXPOSURE PATHWAYS AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES

In case of a nuclear accident accidental releases may occur to air, water or land. However,
those most likely to require urgent protective action, and the ones the paper will focus on, are
major releases to air. After such a release has taken place, people may be exposed to radiation
from the airborne radioactive cloud and through inhalation of radioactive dust and gases
contained in the cloud. As cloud disperses, particles will slowly settle on the surface or be
deposited rapidly by rainfall. People then may be exposed to radiation from these deposits,
from inhaling resuspended dust, or from consuming contaminated food and water.

Major options available to protect the public following an accident are few in number and
limited in scope. The purpose of introducing protective measures is to avert radiation doses
from the affected population. The most important protective measures for the early or urgent
response are (IAEA, 1993):

1) sheltering, by advising people to remain indoors and to close doors and windows,
usually for less than a day or so,

2) evacuation, the urgent removal of people from a specified area for a period not
exceeding one week, and

3) prophylaxic administration of iodine, if high intakes of radioactive iodine have
occurred or are expected to occur.

Major protective measures available for later phases of the response are:

1) temporary relocation, usually for no longer than one to two years,

2) permanent resettlement into new or existing settlements for the foreseeable
future, and

3) control of food and water contaminated over specified levels.

BASIC PRINCIPLES FOR INTERVENTION

Decisions to apply protective measures cannot be taken lightly, since all of these measures
restrict people's freedom of action or choice, impose costs on society and may cause direct
harm and disruption of life to some people.

The three principles have been agreed upon internationally as a general basis for making
decisions on intervention in case of a nuclear accident. The principles can be expressed as
follows (OECD/NEA, 1990):

1) Limitation principle - All possible efforts should be made to prevent serious
health effects. Serious effects can be prevented if doses to which members of the
public are exposed are kept below the thresholds for these effects. A margin of
error will by all means be introduced to ensure that wherever possible no-one
receives doses above these thresholds.

2) Justification principle - The intervention should be justified, in the sense that
introduction of a protective measure should achieve more good than harm.
Intervention is justified when there is a net benefit in taking an action. Since for
sufficiently low doses, the disadvantages of intervention may, for some protective
measures, outweigh the advantages achieved by avoiding the exposure, it is
important to carefully consider the benefits and harmful effects of intervention.
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3) Optimization principle - The levels at which the intervention is introduced and at
which it is later withdrawn should be optimized, so that a protective measure will
produce a maximum direct benefit. Intervention is optimized when the net benefit
from a protective measure is the maximum possible. An intervention level can be
chosen for each protective action, above which the action is normally taken and
below which the action is not normally taken. The values of the intervention levels
for all the protective actions should then be derived in such a way as to produce
the maximum net benefit.

A variety of decision aiding techniques are available to help in solving issues related to social
risk management. If the problem of making decisions in the event of a nuclear accident is
conceptualized in cost-benefit terms, the net benefit of a proposed protective action compared
with taking no action can be expressed as:

B = Yo - (Y + R + X + A; + As - Bc)

where B is the net benefit associated with any course of action, Yo is an expression of the
radiation detriment (both stochastic and deterministic) associated with taking no action, Y is an
expression of the residual radiation detriment (both stochastic and deterministic) when the
action is taken, R is an expression of the physical risk of any protective measure itself, X is an
expression of the resources and effort needed to implement the protective measure, A; is an
expression of individual anxiety and disruption caused by the protective measure, As is an
expression of social disruption caused by the protective measure and Bc is an expression of the
reassurance benefit from the protective measure.

INTERVENTION LEVELS

The need for protective measures is determined by comparing the doses avertable by
introducing a protective measure to the relevant intervention level. Intervention level is the
level of avertable dose at which a specific protective or remedial action should be taken in an
emergency or a chronic exposure situation.

From the experience of the Chernobyl accident recovery it became clear that there is a need for
a simple set of internationally consistent intervention levels that could have some generic
application, i.e. could be generally applicable to a wide range of accident situations in the
absence of more specifically derived values. This is the exact reason for which a large number
of significant international institutions (e.g. ICRP, IAEA, OECD/NEA, WHO/FAO)
recommends the so-called generic intervention levels. As an example, the Table 1 gives an
overview of the generic intervention levels and corresponding protective actions which are
recommended by IAEA (IAEA, 1994). Levels are based upon the previously mentioned basic
principles and the following premises:

• national authorities will spend the same resources on radiation health risks as on
other similar health risks,

• physical risks from the action are taken into account,

• disruption to individuals, such as to livelihood or to resources is considered,
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• "benefit" and "harm" of psychological nature are excluded (although unpredictable,
these are taken here to result in a null net benefit) and

• political, cultural, and other social factors (such as societal disruption) are excluded
because they are belong to the sphere of the decision maker.

Table 1 Generic intervention levels recommended by IAEA (IAEA, 1994)

Protective measure

Sheltering

Evacuation

Iodine prophylaxis

Temporary relocation

Return from relocation

Permanent resettlement

Foodstuff

counter-

measures

Nuclide

Sr-89, Cs, Ru

1-131

Sr-90

Pu-239, Am-241

Intervention level

lOmSv

50mSv

100 mSv (to thyroid)

30 mSv in the first month

10 mSv in a month

1 Sv in a lifetime

General consumption

1 kBq/kg

1 kBq/kg

0,1 kBq/kg

0,01 kBq/kg

Milk and infant foods

1 kBq/kg

0,1 kBq/kg

0,1 kBq/kg

0,001 kBq/kg

Generic intervention levels (GILs) are not designed for use during an emergency situation
because they cannot be measured quickly and they do not consider specific plant conditions.
But they can be used as the basis for developing operation intervention levels (OILs),
calculated values (i.e., ambient dose rate or radionuclide concentration) measured by
instruments or determined by laboratory analysis that correspond to a generic intervention
levels.

AN EXAMPLE FOR INTERVENTION LEVELS IMPLEMENTATION

The method of implementation of intervention levels in decision making on carrying out
protective measures in the event of a nuclear accident will be presented on the example of an
imagined nuclear accident in Krsko NPP1. In compliance with the defined scenario, a dry
containment leakage takes place as a result of core melting. The release goes on uninterrupted
for 4 hours. At the supposed time of release, the speed of wind at the NPP site is 2 m/s,
atmospheric stability class is C, mixing layer height is supposed to be 300 m and there is no
precipitation.

1 Krsko NPP is the nearest nuclear power plant to the territory of the Republic of Croatia. It is situated in the
neighbouring state of Siovenia at a distance of cca 10 km from the state border and cca 35 km from the
Croatian capital Zagreb. It is a PWR type plant with net output of 632 MWe.
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Intervention is no longer justified
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Figure 1 - Early doses at 25 km from the point of release

On the basis of essential data on NPP status and meteorologic conditions it is possible to, by
applying methods for rapid assessment of consequences, assess the radiological doses for
population in immediate vicinity and wider surrounding of the NPP. Figure 1 shows projected
radiological doses related to the described scenario in dependence of the time passed from the
beginning of the release. The doses have been calculated with the aid of the ST-DOSE
computer program, which is a constituent part of the program package InterRAS2 (IAEA,
1997). Doses in question are the so-called early doses, and are a sum of the contributions of
direct radiation from the radioactive cloud and radionuclides deposited on the ground, and
radiation of inhaled radionuclides. These doses relate to an individual who is 25 km away from
the NPP in the pathway of the radioactive cloud (this is just the distance from Krsko NPP to
the first major population centers in Croatia). The shown curve of a projected dose can be
divided into three parts. The first part relates to duration of atmospheric transport of
radioactive cloud to the point of exposure and in that period the dose equals zero. The second
part relates to radioactive cloud activity at the point of exposure and in that period the exposed
person absorbs the greatest part of a radiological dose. The third part relates to the period after
the radioactive cloud has passed.

2 The INTERnational Radiological Assessment System (InterRAS) is a set of personal computer based tools.
InterRAS contains tools to estimate the distance that urgent protective actions may be needed based on nuclear
power plant conditions or release rates (ST-DOSE), to estimate early and longer term doses from field
measurements of radionuclide concentrations (FM-DOSE) and to compute decay of radionuclides (DECAY).
InterRAS was developed to use by personnel who conduct an independent assessment of protective actions.
InterRAS Version 1.1 is based on the U.S. NRC's RASCAL Version 2.1 code but was modified to allow
assessment of a greater range of accidents and to conform to the guidance in the IAEA Basic Safety Standards.
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The Figure also shows time dependence of an avertable dose, i.e. a dose which can be avoided
if the protective measure, in this case sheltering, is taken at a certain moment in time (the
assumed efficiency of sheltering is 0,75). In accordance with everything said in previous
chapters, an avertable dose must be higher than the corresponding intervention level in order to
justify sheltering. Figure 1 shows that this condition is being satisfied up to 5,5 hours after the
beginning of release. Sheltering carried out after that time would not be justified because the
harm caused by such an intervention would outdo the benefits.

Total available time far intervention
(approx. 5,5 hours)

.. ... .. w Eariy doses w Decision w Protective measure
Notification • ; . • . •

estimation making implementation

Figure 2 - Actions to be taken within available time period

Figure 2 gives a simplified overview of activities that would need to be taken within the given
period of time. According to the national emergency response plan in the event of a nuclear
accident (which is presently being prepared), collecting information on the accident,
assessment of potential consequences and elaboration of proposals for taking protective
measures would be within the scope of work of the Technical Support Center, while evaluation
of proposals, decision making on implementation and surveillance of protective measures
would be the responsibility of the Civil Defence Headquarters. However, regardless of
organizational structure, it is clear that a large number of activities needs to be realized in a
relatively short period of time.

CONCLUSION

One of major disadvantages of the elaborated approach is uncertainty. Since there will be many
sources of uncertainties in the input data (i.e. in the amount and rate at which radioactive
material is being released and in the meteorological situation) and because of the need to use
simple mathematical models to obtain results soon enough to be useful, there will be a high
degree of uncertainty in early dose estimates. Decision makers must be aware of this situation
and ensure that their expert advisors provide estimates of uncertainties in early assessments of
doses.

However, regardless of uncertainty immanent to rapid calculations, the time factor remains the
most critical parameter in the entire process. Efforts aiming at optimizing the time factor
requires a high level of reliability of communication lines and computer and other equipment,
on one side, and a high level of standardization of all procedures as well as sound training of
members of the Technical Support Center, on the other. A high level of standardization of
procedures implies, among other things, that terms such as generic intervention levels and
operational intervention levels be transparently defined in advance.
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ABSTRACT

The new structure of a national emergency response plan in the case of nuclear accident is
based on general requirements of modernization according to international recommendations;
with a new Technical Support Center as a so-called lead technical agency; with the plan
adapted to the organization of the Civil Protection; with all necessary elements of preparedness
for the event of a nuclear accident in Krsko NPP and Paks NPP; and with such a plan of
procedures that will, to the greatest possible extent, be compatible with the existing plans in
neighboring countries Slovenia and Hungary

The main requirement that directs a new organization scheme for taking protective actions in
the event of a nuclear accident, is the requirement of introducing a Technical Support Center.
The basic role of TSC is collecting data and infonnation on a nuclear accident, analyzing and
estimating development of an accident, and preparing proposals for taking protective actions
and for informing the public. TSC is required to forward those proposals to the Civil
Protection, which on the basis of evaluation of proposals makes decisions on implementation
and surveillance of implementation of protective measures.

INTRODUCTION

The improvement of the existing national emergency response plan in the case of nuclear
accident is based on the following general requirements:

• to modernize the obsolete national plan of procedures in the event of a nuclear
accident in Krsko NPP in such a way as to define a new organization scheme of all
participants in the plan, according to international recommendations,

• to set up the organization scheme in such a way as to, instead of the so-called
Operational Group of Experts, introduce a new Technical Support Center as a so-
called Lead Technical Agency (LTA), i.e. an office for which obligations and
responsibilities should be defined as clearly as possible,

• to adapt the plan to the existing level of organization of the Civil Protection, but
also to define additional requirements which the Civil Protection should meet,

• to complement the plan so that it would include all necessary elements of
preparedness for the event of a nuclear accident in Paks NPP,

• to make such a plan of procedures that will, to the greatest possible extent, be
compatible with the existing plans in Slovenia and Hungary.
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The most critical issue is a new organization, and it is necessary to reach a consensus on this
problem of all participants involved. Namely, if the organization scheme would be set up in an
appropriate way, and if obligations and responsibilities of all participants would be defined as
clearly as possible, the further development of the plan would become much more simple to
define. However, the issue of organization is at the same time very sensitive and in itself very
complicated. The common feature of all several analyzed systems, from Belgian through
Slovak and Slovenian up to Hungarian, is primarily a complex organization. It is however
understandable, since in emergency conditions all available state resources must be efficiently
engaged.

ORGANIZATION

The new organization scheme is based on introduction of a so-called Technical Support Center
(TSC) that should unite all functions that in the existing organization scheme were divided into
an Operational group of experts (OGS), and many other expert institutions such as the
Meteorological and Hydrological Service of Croatia (MHSC), the Ruder Boskovic Institute
(IRB), Institute for Medical Research and Occupational Health (IMI), etc. According to this
suggestion (Figure 1), the main participants in the basic organization scheme would be the
Department of Nuclear Safety (DNS) at the Ministry of Economy, the Republic Center for
Notification and Monitoring (RCNM), the Technical Support Center and the Civil Protection
Headquarters (CPH).

Planning of protective actions in the event of a nuclear accident would be, according to the
proposed organization scheme, carried out in the following way:

• In case accident happened on a further distance from the Republic of Croatia,
Croatia would be immediately notified through IAEA, i.e. an international
notification system (IAEA ERS). Organizations authorized for receiving such
information in our country are the Department of Nuclear Safety at the Ministry of
Economy and the Republic Center for Notification and Monitoring (RCNM) at the
Ministry of Defense. A stand-by officer would immediately inform and summon the
TSC and the Civil Protection Headquarters. The TSC will then on the basis of
received information, data and measurement results, and on the basis of analyses
and estimates of potential development of the accident, propose to the Civil
Protection Headquarters necessary protective measures for protection of
inhabitants. CPH will then take over the organization and implementation of
protective actions in the field. Moreover, it is the TSC obligation to prepare and
propose to the CP Headquarters the information for the public.

• In case accident happened in one of the two neighboring nuclear power plants
(Krsko NPP and Pak.s NPP). since bilateral agreements on this matter are to be
signed, notification about occurrence of a nuclear accident will performed directly,
which does not exclude the IAEA notification system. Thus, the first information on
the accident will come from the Technical Support Center in Krsko, or from the
Informational Center for the Event of an Accident in the Republic of Hungary
(CEARH). On the other hand, monitoring system for early notification, in case a
radioactive cloud would spread towards the territory of the Republic of Croatia,
will promptly indicate the possible protective measures that need to be taken. Of
course, it is expected that the intervention level values (generic and operational), as
basis for elaboration of proposal of protective measures, will be defined soon. After
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DNS or RCNM summon the members of the TSC and inform the CPH, the TSC
takes over any further communication with appropriate institutions in Slovenia
(SANSRS, State Administration for Nuclear Safety of the Republic of Slovenia) or
in Hungary (TSAB, Technical Scientific Advisory Body), and with other relevant
institutions. At the same time, CPH should take over communication with
organizations on the appropriate level, such as the Civil Protection Headquarters of
the Republic of Slovenia (CPHSRS) and the Operational Headquarters of the
Republic of Hungary (OHRH). Further procedures of functioning for the TSC and
the system as a whole will be carried out in the way described in the previous case.

KRSKONPP CEARH IAEA ERS

\
NOTIFICATION

DNS
(RCNM)

INFORMATION PROTECTION
MEASURES

TSC

RECOMMENDATIONS

CPH

TECHNICAL
SUPPORT DECISIONS

AND
IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 1 - Basic organization scheme

TECHNICAL SUPPORT CENTER

The main requirement that directs a new organization scheme for taking protective actions in
the event of a nuclear accident, is the requirement of introducing a Technical Support Center
as a LTA organization. The basic role of TSC is in collecting data and information on a nuclear
accident, in analyzing and estimating development of an accident, and in preparing proposals
for taking protective actions and informing the public. TSC is required to forward those
proposals to the CPH, which on the basis of evaluation of proposals makes decisions on
implementation and surveillance of implementation of protective measures. According to this
proposal, TSC is organized into three -expert groups, for the purpose of successful
implementation of the above listed activities (Figure 2):
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an expert group for environmental monitoring (EG1),

• an expert group for risk analysis and assessment of potential consequences (EG2)
and

an expert group for preparation of draft decisions (EG3).

Expert group for environmental monitoring (EGl)

The expert group for environmental monitoring would be comprised of experts from IRB
(national early warning system with a Center in Zagreb), IMI (collector stations, measuring
stations with thermoluminiscent dosimeters, the Central Laboratory, a mobile unit) and MHSC
(monitoring and weather forecasts). The main task of this expert group would be in processing
the measured data, their interpretation and formulation into a form suitable for further
utilization by the expert group for risk analysis and assessment of potential consequences, and
subsequently, for the work of the group which prepares draft decisions. Institutions that are
members of this group are expected to nominate their experts who are to be engaged in set-up
of the TSC and whose basic task would be the elaboration of a transparent proposal for mutual
connection of their systems and elaboration of operational procedures which would describe in
detail the ways of functioning and communicating, as well as responsibilities and obligations of
the expert group for environmental monitoring

NOTIFICATION

!

EGl

TSC

• MANAGER

; i
• i

; i
' IRB IMI 1dHSC

EG2

FEEC

EG3

! i

SANSRS TSAB
1 I i

IAEA OTHERS]

RECOMMENDATIONS

Figure2 - Organization of the Technical Support Center

Expert group for risk analysis and assessment of potential consequences (EG2)

The expert group for risk analysis and assessment of potential consequences of a nuclear
accident would be comprised of experts from the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Computing (FEEC), and from IRB. The task of this group would be to, based on data
received from the group EG 1 and other relevant information which refer to basic
characteristics of a nuclear accident, make necessary analyses and assessments of further
development of accident scenario, by applying appropriate engineer methods for fast
calculations and computer programs. The results reached by this expert group would thus
become the basis for formulating draft decisions on protective measures that need to be taken.
This expert group would use the following tools:
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• engineer methods and computer programs for fast calculations such as GASPAR,
PLUDOS, RASCAL and PLUMEX, or agency code INTERRAS and

• more sophisticated and demanding computer programs such as COSYMA
(developed within EU) and MACCS (developed in Sandia NL in USA).

Namely, the first set of tools is characterized by a simplicity of application and quick response,
but also by a conservatism of basic assumptions, and thus by a high vagueness of results.
However, in nuclear emergency conditions, when it is essential to take urgent protective
measures, one has no alternative but to apply such tools for necessary analyses. The second set
of tools is characterized by a more sophisticated hardware, greater number of entries and
slower response, but it gives much more precise results. This advantage of computer programs
COSYMA and MACCS is particularly highlighted in post-accident period when it is necessary
to, based on precise analyses and other means of evaluation like the radiological monitoring,
define long-term countermeasures. Namely, in post-accident conditions the speed of response
of a computer program is less important than its accuracy. Furthermore, by application of these
computer programs it would be possible to check the results acquired by application of
computer programs for fast calculations and thus significantly reduce vagueness that is inherent
to fast and quite rough, i.e. conservative calculations. Therefore it is proposed that this expert
group would be developed on two levels, one that would be represented in TSC (fast
calculations) and the other that would be set up at FEEC, Department of Power Systems. In
both cases it is obvious that the authors of the Study, as a pragmatic solution for this project
phase, propose application of the so-called off-line computer programs; however, it is clear
that in the near future a need would arise for on-line computer programs, i.e. for software
connection of the system for environmental monitoring with appropriate computer programs
into an integral entity

Expert group for preparation of draft decisions (EG3)

The expert group for preparation of draft decisions would be comprised of DNS staff, staff of
the Department of Sanitary Inspection (DSI) at the Ministry of Health and the Hazardous
Waste Management Agency (HWMA). The task of this expert group would be preparation and
formulating of draft decisions for protective measures that need to be taken in the event of a
nuclear accident. A formulated draft decision, as well as information and instructions for the
public, this expert group would be required to forward to the competent Civil Protection
Headquarters. In order to fulfil their tasks, this expert group would primarily have to analyze
the so-called avoided, that is, Advertable Doses and the so-called Almost Always Justified
Intervention Level (AAJIL). and based on that determine the values for:

• Generic Intervention Levels (GIL).

• Generic Action Levels (GAL) and

• Operational Intervention Levels (OIL)

Understanding of this terms represents a basis for taking appropriate countermeasures which
mainly include.

• sheltering,

• prophylaxis by stable iodine tablets.

• evacuation, i.e. temporary or permanent transfer of population and
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• restriction of food products and protective measures in agriculture.

The TSC: location, procedures, experts and the manager

Since it is commonly known that in emergency conditions a dislocation of institutions, i.e.
appropriate expert groups which participate in defining a proposal for taking protective
measures, cannot be an advantage under any circumstances, it is proposed that the Technical
Support Center be located at the Ruder Boskovic Institute. IRB is, as a location for the TSC,
the most suitable option since it is equipped with the monitoring system for early notification
which is one of the most important links in the chain of requirements for sound functioning of
the TSC. However, it also means that [RB should provide adequate facilities for the work of
all previously listed expert groups (3 or 4 smaller rooms with total surface area of 70 - 100
m2), and that the rooms should be equipped with highly sophisticated equipment for emergency
communication and other necessary equipment.

Such organization of the TSC requires a high level of formalization of functioning, meaning
that it is necessary to elaborate a number of documents which would define in detail the
obligations and responsibilities of the TSC as a whole, and thus of all expert groups it is
comprised of The work on these documents, and on elaboration of operational procedures for
work of each particular expert group is being pointed out as one of the priority tasks in the
next phase of project development.

There are proposals that the TSC, in emergency conditions, should be comprised of 2-3
members in the expert group for environmental monitoring (IRB, IMI and MHSC), 1-2
members in the expert group for risk analysis and assessment of potential consequences
(FEEC, IRB) and 1-2 members in the expert group for preparation of draft decisions (DNS,
DSI and HWMA), what with the manager of the TSC gives a total number of 5 to 8 experts.

Moreover, at least 2 experts should be available at FEE, who will work on application of more
precise and sophisticated computer programs. All staff members must have replacements,
meaning that 10 to 20 experts must be engaged, who, besides their regular duties and jobs in
their respective institutions, should be educated and trained for work in the TSC. The IRB
personnel situated in Zagreb, IMI personnel in the field team in mobile measuring unit and the
Central Laboratory, and personnel from MHSC. DNS and other institutions, who in the event
of a potential nuclear accident represent the expert support to the work of the TSC, should be
added to this number

TSC should have its full-time auxiliary technical staff. The number of full-time employees
should not be more than two Their task would be installing and maintenance of equipment
necessary for an undisturbed work of TSC

The organization scheme includes a post of a manager of the TSC. It is proposed that the head
of the DNS be nominated to this position A manager of the TSC is the first person to be
informed about the nuclear accident, and he will on the basis of already received information
decide on the need to summon the TSC. The manager is responsible for preparational
activities, work and training of the TSC and for draft decisions on protection measures that are
forwarded to the Civil Protection Headquarters

ORGANIZATION REQUIREMENTS FOR CIVIL PROTECTION
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Figure3 gives a layout of connection between TSC and Civil Protection Headquarters. The
Figure also reveals requirements imposed to the CPH on the basis of the proposed organization
scheme.

Besides the already mentioned proposal that the CPH in the event of a nuclear accident in
Krsko NPP and Paks NPP takes over communication with the appropriate institutions in
Slovenia and Hungary, expert support should be provided within CPH for evaluation of draft
decisions coming from TSC, i.e. its expert group EG3. Furthermore, since within the structure
of CPH there already are units for radiation-biological-chemical (RBC) protection, it is
necessary to clearly define the competence of the Headquarters and the TSC, i.e. its expert
group EG1, so as to prevent unnecessary overlapping of authorities.
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Additional
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Figure 3 - TSC and CPH interface
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The fact that the Ministry of Health is competent for the field of radiological protection and
that it participates in the TSC through its Department of Sanitary Inspection (DSI), and the
fact that there are RBC units within the CPH, offer an oportunity to develop, within the plan of
procedures in the event of a nuclear accident in NPP Krsko and NPP Paks, separate
procedures that would refer to minor radiological accidents. Namely, due to a wide scope of
application, intensity of radiation, radionuclide content, special protection that need to be taken
at transport, management and temporary disposal, and particularly the unwanted impact on
human health in case of uncareful handling or potential loss of a sealed radiation source, a
special attention is often given to the so-called minor radiological accidents within the major
plans of procedures in the event of a nuclear accident. In the event of such minor accident a
procedure for taking protective actions could be, although to a much lower degree, similar to
the previously described one. The difference is that in some cases it would not be necessary to
summon the TSC. For that reason it is necessary to make a classification of minor radiological
accidents, i.e. a classification of radiological accidents for which the summoning of TSC must
be performed. In any case, it is proposed that the report on a radiological accident, no matter
how small, be submitted to the TSC Namely, it is proposed that within the TSC a data base
would be organized, containing information on nuclear and radiological accidents and
protective measures that had been taken, the impacts of particular protection measures etc., in
order to gather experience and further improve the functioning of the TSC. However, this
issue, along with numerous other issues initiated by the elaboration of the Study, need to be
analyzed in co-operation with the Ministry of Health and the Ministry of Internal Affairs, with
a purpose of achieving an efficient level of organization corresponding to the present situation
in our country.
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Nuclear liability and insurance cover for risks of nuclear power plants
- situation for nuclear installations in Germany -

(Dr. Tonio Bodiker, Deutsche Kernreaktor Versicherungs-Gemeinschaft
Bremsstrafie 19,50969 Koln, Germany)

Abstract:

A dispute about nuclear liability and insurance cover for risks of nuclear power plants from an insurer's point of
view has to determine and to judge the essential risk relevant factors. These are beside plant and site specific
factors considerations of insurance restrictions in the extent of cover compared with the legal scope of liability
for (re-)insurability's sake. Among such considerations are: financial limitation and obligation for its reinstate-
ment, exclusions for gradual emissions of approved activities, armed conflicts, hostilities, civil war, insurrections
or grave natural disaster and restrictions in the limitation and preclusion periods.
In comparison with conventional liability risks there are some specialities to be considered some of which prove
to be a risk relief other as a risk burden for insurance: Salvage expenses or interests and court costs to be paid by
the unsuccessful party in a lost litigation do not fall under legal liability and hence are excluded from the finan-
cial security cover so that a compensation is subject to agreed separate limits. A serious burden for the insurers
can result out of the loss regulation costs in case of a severe nuclear accident. These expenses, which can exceed
hundred million DM by far, are to be carried by the insurers in the frame of their obligation to investigate raised
claims. Therefore the insurers should aim a fixed limitation in order to restrict their limit.

1. Nuclear energy in Germany

Before I enter into the details of my topic I would like to give you some information of
domestic nuclear energy situation which were requested by the conference organiser.

The 19 operating nuclear power stations in Germany represent a gross capacity of
22,194 MWe and produced 170.4 mio MWh in 1997. This is the highest electricity pro-
duction ever performed by nuclear power plants in Germany. The portion of nuclear en-
ergy in the total electricity production runs up to 36 % and is by now the most important
domestic electricity energy source, followed by brown coal (27 %) and hard coal (25 %).

The electricity production, the time and load availability factor of all operating units in
Germany during the last two years are shown in enclosure 1.

Although the nuclear power plants have been operated safely (there have been no break-
down registered which may have caused danger to the public or to the environment so
far) and avoided 2.6 billion tons of CO2 since the start up of nuclear energy production
in 1961 the public acceptance of nuclear energy recovers only very slowly from the
Tschernobyl disaster. We do not see in the near future that the political frame conditions
may change to the better. Developments in the advanced reactor concepts like the high
temperature reactor or the European Pressurised water Reactor (EPR) from Sie-
mens/Framatome were stopped although they are urgently required. The ,,Greens" in
Germany voted for an immediate retirement from nuclear energy while the majority of
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the Social Democratic Party supports an entry into the retirement. This is not an encour-
aging future for nuclear energy in Germany all the more as it seems that Germany may
have a change in its central government after the next election in autumn this year.

2. Nuclear liability and insurance cover

2.1 General aspects

Nuclear insurers should determine and judge some basic criteria before they enter into a
participation of a nuclear risk. Special attention is taken in those cases/countries where
there have been no experience so far.

hi respect of a nuclear tpl engagement in risks of nuclear power plants the following
considerations are be taken into account:

- technical aspects of the plant, like kind of reactor, power output, nuclear safety and
fire protection systems, maintenance, backfitting programme, availability perform-
ance, loss experience;

location and environmental aspects in the vicinity of the site, like population den-
sity, land use (fanning, industry, tourism), external hazards (earthquake, flood,
storm), emergency plans, monitoring of the environment;

- qualification aspects of the operating and maintenance staff, like educational re-
quirements, training programmes, job experience, working conditions;

- scope of legal liability and insurance cover, like financial limits, scope of damages,
risk exclusions, limitation periods.

The plant, site and staff specific aspects are normally collected by a team of engineers
during an inspection. The scope of legal liability and insurance cover has to be collected
by paper studies. Whereas an inspection team will always be faced with different situa-
tions, the scope of liability and insurance cover is countrywise unique so that the neces-
sary paper work has to be done only once.

2.2 Basic rules of the nuclear liability system

The nuclear liability law in Germany is double tracked: Applicable are laws of interna-
tional conventions and the national liability act.
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With the passage of the German Atomic Act (AtG) our national law emerged in 1959.
Within the OECD the so called Paris Convention (PC) was adopted in 1960. This con-
vention has become the basis of the national nuclear laws in the west European member
states of the OECD. It provides a uniform frame of principles regarding liability and
compensation rules, provisions about the competent court as well as how to practise na-
tional law in case of cross-frontier damages. The supplementation and accomplishment
of the basic rules remain in the responsibility of the national law. However it lasted till
1975 before Germany ratified the PC. From that time on the nuclear liability law in
Germany is double tracked.

The basic principles of the German nuclear liability law can be condensed as follows:

- strict liability
- legal channelling of the liability to the operator
- unlimited liability and the obligation to establish a (limited) financial security
- the exclusiveness of the financial security for damages falling under nuclear liabi-

lity law.

2.3 Limit of liability and financial protection

According to the AtG the operator of a nuclear installation is unlimited liable. To ensure
that the victims get compensation for their damages suffered, a private financial security
is obligatory. Its extent shall be in due proportion to the hazards of the installation or
activities. According to this prescription a financial security of DM 5 mio is required for
the first 1 MWth output and is increased by DM 1 mio for each additional MWth output
up to the max. limit of DM 500 mio which will consequently be achieved at an output of
496 MWth. All commercially operated nuclear power plants in Germany are far beyond
this mark. A smaller research reactor with 0.1 Watt operated by the University of Berlin
has to furnish a private financial security of DM 2.5 mio.

The amount of private financial security for nuclear installations, presently fixed to an
upper limit of DM 500 mio (DM 50 mio for transport of nuclear materials), shall be re-
vised once every five years with the view to maintaining its real value. This adjustment
has however been neglected since 1977. Therefore the state of Hessen has launched an
initiative in February 1998 to raise the financial security up to DM 5 billion which is of
course far beyond an inflation adjustment. The application of the state of Hessen to re-
vise the AtG will be treated in the German Parliament within the next months.

In order to correspond to the necessities of private financial security each commercially
operated power plant in Germany has concluded a liability insurance with limit of
DM 200 mio. The amount between DM 200 mio and DM 500 mio (the so called second
layer) is also covered by insurance. However the economical risk of this layer is carried
by the entire community of the operators. For that reason the operators have founded a
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Nuclear Liability Partnership of civil law and concluded a contract with some direct in-
surers to front their financial security. For the indemnifications paid to third parties and
the corresponding loss regulation costs the insurers will be compensated by the Nuclear
Liability Partnership.

Beyond the private financial security of DM 500 mio the indemnification guarantee of
the government has to be considered in addition (the so called third layer). The amount
of the government guarantee can in special cases total to DM 1,000 mio, if far example
the legal liability is excluded from insurance cover.

A survey of financial liability and coverage for nuclear power stations in several se-
lected countries reflecting the situation at the beginning of 1998 are shown in enclosures
2.

If damages caused by a German operator occur in a foreign state the following liability
limits will apply:

(1) SDR 300 mio in respect to contracting states of the PC for which the Brussels Sup-
plementary Convention of Nov. 1982 has come into force,

(2) SDR 15 mio in respect to other states.

The limitation of liability to victims in a foreign state shall not apply if the state in
which damage occurred has comparable compensation arrangements in relation to Ger-
many.

2.4 Obligation of reinstatement

The legal liability requires that the financial security has to be available per nuclear in-
cident.
This provision would impose an obligation of reinstatement by the provider of the fi-
nancial security. The insurers opposed successfully against an obligatory reinstatement
clause and enforced a lifetime limit per insured nuclear installation which complies with
the international reinsurance standard among the Pools. The main concerns of the insur-
ers in this respect are that they may become liable for a second nuclear incident occur-
ring sometimes later, but still connected with the first one, e.g. a breakdown of the
Tschernobyl sarcophagus which is wrapping the evaded radioactive material of the af-
fected unit. Nevertheless there remains an obligation for German insurers for reinstate-
ment, however subject to an agreement upon a new premium.
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2.5 Kind and scope of damages

Legal liability and insurance cover is provided for personal injury and material damage.
In case of a material damage liability, the cover is restricted up to the ordinary value of
the damaged part plus the costs of protection against radiation hazards originating there-
from.

Property losses as a consequence of a personal injury or a material damage fall under
our legal liability and cover as well, but pure property losses are excluded.

Environmental damages are subject to nuclear liability and insurance cover, but only so
far as they can be attributed to an individually affected party. Compensation includes the
costs of reinstatement into the state before the nuclear accident occurs.

2.6 Salvage expenses

Salvage expenses according to nuclear law, can generally not be counted against the fi-
nancial security:
- Salvage expenses initiated by a state authority and claimed under public law are not

indemnifiable because the nuclear legal liability system only provides compensation
for nuclear damages claimed under private law.

- Salvage expenses initiated by actions of the operator or on his request are although not
covered under the financial security because it is restricted to tpl claims. In order to
support necessary salvage or prevention measures, German insurers have placed a
separate cover of DM 1 mio which is free of charge. This amount can be extended on
demand, but against an additional premium.

- Salvage expenses because of precautionary evacuation measures are judged differently:
according to legal experts in Germany compensation can be expected under restricted
circumstances. The evacuation must be necessary from an objective point of view in
order to avoid a personal injury. This precondition would be satisfied if radioactive
emissions have taken place or are an imminent danger after a nuclear accident has oc-
curred. A different opinion, however has been supported by an OECD expert team in
1986.

2.7 Interests and expenses out of unsuccessful litigations

Interests and expenses which have to be reimbursed by the unsuccessful party in a court
case must not be compensated out of the financial security. Such interests and expenses
are according to conventional liability insurance practice in Germany will usually be
indemnified as far as the insurance limit for the higher ranking tpl claims is not ex-
hausted.
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While the interests for delayed loss compensation can be balanced by the insurer
through interests gained via an according investment of the retained indemnification
amount during the delayed period, the situation in respect of costs resulting out of a lost
litigation is quite different. Here the possibility cannot be ignored that the insurer de-
fend tpl claims in order to keep his indemnifications low. By that the financial risk of a
court case will solely be carried by the operator insofar as the separate limit of DM 1
mio for legal interests and costs, which is provided by the German insurer, is exhausted.
For this unsatisfying situation not the insurers have to be blamed, but the lawmakers as
they restricted the financial security only to legal nuclear liability damages.

2.8 Position of inside and outside employed plant workers

The legal channelling of liability which excludes claims against other juristic persons
than the operator (e.g. contractors, builders, suppliers) knows only a few exemptions.
One important exemption is provided in art. 6 (h) PC.

According to this rule the national provisions of workmen's compensation remain unaf-
fected. It means for the situation in Germany that employees of the operator as well as
employees from outside companies who are working on the site, cannot launch a claim
against the operator. As illnesses by nuclear radiation are acknowledged as an occupa-
tional accident / disease the victims are normally entitled for claims only against the
workmen's compensation sceme.

2.9 Intentional emissions (of approved activities)

The definition of the nuclear incident does not exclude the liability for nuclear damages
caused by gradual emissions. In contrary to the legal nuclear liability, the corresponding
German insurance conditions (AHBKA) will not be compensate, if the damage is not
induced by an accident. In such cases the federal financial security will be carried by the
Federal and State Governments.

2.10 Kinds of hostilities and natural disaster

In contrary to the PC, the AtG provides a liability for damages caused by a nuclear inci-
dent due to an act of armed conflict, hostilities, civil war, insurrection or a grave natural
disaster of an exceptional character. The insurers, however, do not follow the legal li-
ability in these cases again and exclude such risks from their cover.

Therefore the state has to run the financial security for damages of this kind in full
which means from the bottom till DM 1,000 mio.
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2.11 Limitation and preclusive periods

The PC provides a standard preclusive period of 10 years from the date of nuclear inci-
dent. National legislation may establish a reduced period but not less than two years at
which the person has knowledge of his injury and the operator liable.

According to German legislation, claims for compensation shall expire three years from
the date on which the entitled person became aware of his injury and the person liable,
and in any other case thirty years from the date of the event which causes the damage.

In our insurance conditions we stipulate that a claim has to be announced by writing
within a 10 years period after the occurrence the nuclear incident.

2.12 Loss regulation costs

The enormous financial burden of loss regulation costs were realised by the insurers af-
ter the Tschernobyl disaster. Although the place of the accident was far away and the ra-
diation load rate rather low 300,000 claims have been raised only in Germany. The
compensations by Federal and State Governments run up to more than 450 mio DM, in
most cases paid for contaminated vegetable and milk. If we calculate this number of
claims with empirical values from the conventional market with 500 DM per settled
claim, we would come up to pure regulation costs of 150 mio DM.

This example demonstrates that the loss regulation expenses can reach extremely high
amounts and is hardly predictable. A basic principle of the world wide pooling network
for nuclear risks, however, demands that the expenses for loss regulation must be lim-
ited so that each participating (re-)insurer knows his max. financial obligation.

In the USA the problem of unlimited loss regulation costs is solved by their nuclear li-
ability act (Price Anderson) in such a way that these costs can be counted against the fi-
nancial security. But this solution is not possible for sinsurers in signatory states of the
PC.
A financial limitation for regulation expenses of nuclear tpl claims is therefore only
practical by way of a separate sum insured.
However, we should be aware of the following: In case that the real regulation expenses
exceed the prefixed sum insured, the insurer is not allowed to suspend his loss regula-
tion, because his cover includes the examination of the operator's legal liability, the
satisfaction of legally justified claims and the defence of legally unjustified claims.
Now, if the loss expenses shall exceed the prefixed amount for loss regulation ex-
penses, then the insurer is entitled to be reimbursed by the insured for all his expenses
beyond the limit. Therefore it is necessary to fix the separate sum insured to an obliga-
tory amount which will even under worse case condition be estimated as sufficient. This
way, different from all customs of conventional liability insurance, is only acceptable
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for the operator, if the separate loss regulation cost cover is included in the premium for
the financial security.

A survey of the most important aspects of legal liability according to PC and AtG and
the corresponding liabilities and the scope of cover are shown in enclosure 3.

3. Basic dates of the German Nuclear Insurance Pool (DKVG)

The DKVG was founded on May 14th , 1957 as an association of insurance companies
working in Germany for the purpose of collecting insurance capacity for the coverage of
risks connected with the erection and operation of nuclear power reactors by way of di-
rect insurance or reinsurance.
The executive bodies of the DKVG are: member company's general meeting, governing
board (it has established a number of subcommittees in order to decide on the guide-
lines for the transaction of the business) and the pool office (actually comprises 10 per-
sons).
In 1998 the number of member companies participating in the DKVG comes to 84.
The net line capacity for domestic risks amounts to 918 mio DM (md 732 mio DM, tpl
183 mio DM); for foreign risks the DKVG has established separate participation lists to
collect max. capacity for each country and their kind of business (md, tpl).
While tpl and md insurance for nuclear power reactors are an exclusive pool business,
the domestic machinery breakdown insurance of nuclear power plants is a domain of the
conventional market. Not obligatory pool business in Germany are fuel factories, re-
processing plants and storage facilities and transport of nuclear material. Business inter-
ruption insurance is available on demand, but so far not concluded with a domestic op-
erator.
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enclosure 1

Operating results of German nuclear power plants in 1997

nuclear power plant

KWO Obrigheim

KKS Stade

Biblis A

Biblis B

GKN-I-Neckar

GKN-n-Neckar

KKB Brunsbuttel

KKI-1 Isar

KKI-2 Isar

KKU Untenveser

KKP-1 Philippsburg

KKP-2 Philippsburg

KKG Grafenrheinfeld

KKK Krummel

KRB-B Gundretnmingen

KRB-C Gundremmingen

KWG Grohnde

KBR Brokdorf

KKE Emsland

total

gross capacity
MW

357

672

1,225

1,300

840

1,365

806

907

1,440

1,350

926

1,424

1,345

1,316

1,344

1,344

1,430

1,440

1,363

22,194

electricity production MWh
Year
1996

2,919,590

5,311,944

4,253,670

8,389,720

6,513,509

11,353,400

4,909,564

6,077,250

10,879,849

10,432,001

7,250,610

11,472,475

10,058,372

8,630,926

9,864,866

9,988,213

11,134,588

11,124,558

11,136,552

161,701,657

Year
1997

2,916,180

5,218,720

8,518,010

9,043,800

6,723,766

10,805,600

5,333,223

6,272,052

11,538,964

10,465,822

6,704,410

11,706,785

10,690,679

9,671,430

9,710,332

9,471,929

12,528,660

11,836,621

11,235,188

170,392,171

time availability %
year
1996

93.37

91.56

39.88

80.68

94.50

95.84

87.72

87.36

90.94

91.70

92.28

93.29

89.77

85.79

89.97

92.74

89.49

93.93

93.29

88.11

year
1997

94.08

92.32

87.32

86.31

94.81

91.65

100.00

92.00

94.28

94.66

85.75

95.43

93.64

87.70

94.35

89.76

100.00

95.45

94.74

92.86

load availability %
year
1996

93.11

91.43

39.67

80.10

92.02

95.16

82.23

86.17

90.71

91.28

91.36

93.06

89.06

83.91

88.56

91.66

89.16

93.23

93.19

87.11

year
1997

93.83

92.27

87.02

85.94

92.59

91.55

97.40

91.45

94.10

94.37

85.37

95.32

93.51

87.25

92.92

88.68

99.96

95.28

94.58

92.28
source:DAtF/VGB
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enclosure 2

Financial liability and coverage for nuclear power stations
(situation at the beginning of 1998)

^ ^ " \ ^ ^ Country:

Coverage by: ^ " " \ ^
private
insurance
assessment system
among operators
national state
free of charge
national state
liable to charge
assessment system among
Brussel convention states

L

additional liability
of the operator

Netherl.

SDR

275

0

0

1,433
3

125
;

1,833

5

0

hfl

750

0

0

,909

S4P

000

Switzerl.

SDR

356

0

0

153

-

509

sfr

700

0

0

300

-

1,000

unlimited

Germany

SDR

83

124

206

0

125

538

DM

200

300

500

0

3033)

1,303

unlimited

Sweden

SDR

175

0

0

0

125

300

C

SDR

175

0

0

0

125

300

)

Finland

SDR

150

0

25"

0

125

300

(

SDR

150

0

252)

0

125

300

)

Belgium

SDR

80

0

952)

0

125

300

bfr

4,000

0

4,7432)

0

6.241"

14,984

0

Great
Britain

SDR

172

0

32>

0

125

300

(

£

140

0

2"

0

1013)

243

)

France

SDR

74

0

1012)

0

125
1

300

0

FF

600

0

8882)

0

,012"

3

SDR

125

0

502)

0

125

300

Spain

Pta

25,000

0

10,0002)

0

25,0003>

60

0

USA

SDR
US$

148
1" 200
6,456"

8,720()

0
0

0
0

-
-

6,604
8,920

0

Japan

SDR
Yen

172
30,000

0
0

0
0

0
0

-
-

172
30

unlimited

Rate of SDR 31.12.97 0.36662 0.50921 0.41315 - - 0.02003 1.23201 0.12346 0.00500 0.74041 0.00572

1) Amount calculated as follows: 110 units pay per loss USS 79,275 mio (incl. 5% legal costs)
2) Difference between insurance coverage and SDR 175 mio
3) Amount corresponds to SDR 125 mio

Haftungsllmits:SDR-currency 11.04.98
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Important aspects of legal liability and private insurance for nuclear power plants

aspects

1. limit of liability

2. indemnity limit
(guaranteed financial
security)

3. obligation for rein-
statement

4. kind and scope of
damages

legal liability according to

Paris Convention (PC)

—

SDR 15 mio; higher / lower
L- national limits are possible;

min. limit SDR 5 mio;
(art. 7 (b) PC)

PC assumes that the liability limit is
available per nuclear incident.

German Atomic Act (AtG)

plus executive orders

§5 25, 31 m AtG
unlimited

DM 1,000 mio (thereof max. DM
500 mio by private financial
sources; balance up to DM 1,000
mio by federal financial security,
§9(l)AtDeckV;§34AtG

beyond DM 1,000 mio: assets of
the operator

reinstatement is necessary, if limit
is reduced by 20 % or DM 1 mio,
§ 6 (4) AtDeckV

personal injury and material damage and property losses as a consequence
thereof

compensation for material damage
are restricted up to the ordinary
value of the damaged part plus the
costs of protection against
radiation hazards, § 31 AtG

Environmental damages as far as they can individually be attributed to a
certain victim including a reinstatement into the state before the accident

no liability for pure property damages

scope of cover (AHBKA)

limited; compare indemnity limit

DM 200 mio by the Pools
+ DM 300 mio bv the operators

DM 500 mio by private finan-
cial security

+ DM 500 mio bv federal finan-
cial security

DM 1,000 mio in total
yes, but subject to an agreement
upon additional premium

covered

covered

covered

covered
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aspects

5. salvage expenses

6. interests and expenses
out of lost litigations

7. position of inside and
outside employed
plant workers

8. intentional emissions
(of approved activities)

9. - armed conflict
- hostilities
- civil war
- insurrection
- natural hazards

(acts of god)

legal liability according to

Paris Convention (PC)

no regulation

costs for precautionry measures in
order to prevent an imminent
danger are not liable (opinion of an
OECD expert team in 1986)

not included in limit of liability,
art. 7 (g) PC
preceding liability of social security
institutions can nationally be
provided,
art. 6 (h) PC
yes,
art. 1 (a) (i) PC.

no, liability, art. 9 PC

German Atomic Law (AtG)

no regulation

costs for precautionary evacuation
measures are indemnifiable under
determined circumstances:
evacuation must objectivly be
neccessary in order to avoid a
personal injury because radioactive
emissions have taken place or are
an imminant danger after an
already incurred nuclear accident
according to PC

preceding liability of social security
institutions are stipulated;
§13 (5) AtG

yes, only effects on real property are
exluded if caused by gradual
emissions; § 13 (5) AtG

full liability; § 25 (3) AtG

scope of cover (AHBKA)

separate cover up to DM 1 mio.free
of charge; higher limit possible
against additional premium

covered

see salvage expenses

not covered

not covered for obligations in the
sense of § 13 (5) 2 AtG which are
not induced by an accident

not covered, §5(1)6 AHBKA
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aspects

10. limitation and
preclusive period

11. genetic damages

12. loss regulation costs

legal liability according to

Paris Convention (PC)

in general 10-years preclusive
period; limitation can nationally be
extended;
art. 8 PC
no regulation

must not be indmnified by the
financial security

German Atomic Law (AtG)

3 years upon awareness or 30 years
from the date causing the incident,
§ 32 AtG

yes, but outside AtG, accoding to
decisions of Germany's Federal
High Court of Justice
must not be indmnified by the
financial security

scope of cover (AHBKA)

preclusive period:
10 years from the date causing the
accident

no regulation, but compare no. 10
,,preclusive period"

unlimited, therefore necessity for
limitation
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Nuclear Liability and Insurance for Nuclear Damage in the Slovak Republic.
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presented by Vladimir Scasndr, PhD
Managing Director
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A B S T R A C T

The presented paper describes the current situation in the nuclear energy production in
the Slovak Republic, the legislation and the insurance for covering the nuclear risks in
this country. Some data are also presented about the generating capacity of the nuclear
power plant in Jaslovske Bohunice. The information about the recently adopted Act
on the Peaceful Use of Nuclear Energy as well as some data about the capacities of the
Slovak Nuclear Insurance Pool are given.

I) Nuclear Energy and Liability

Slovakia operates at Jaslovske Bohunice two VVER 440/230 (first generation) and
two VVER 440/213 (second generation) nuclear reactors representing nearly half of
the electricity production. Bohunice V-l nuclear power plant (NPP)-units 1 and 2
were commissioned in 1978 and 1980, respectively., and Bohunice V-2 NPP - units 3
and 4 -were commissioned in 1984 and 1985, respectively.

At Mochovce, two VVER 440/213 reactors are under constructions with participation
of western firms and they should be on stream in 1998 respectively in 1999. Two
more units of the same type are considered at the Mochovce site for the first decade of
the next century. The safety of this nuclear power plant is considered to be close to
safety objectives generally accepted in the EU, once the upgrading programme will be
completed.

The Slovenske elektrarne, joint stock company SE (SE) is the dominant electricity
producer in the Slovak Republic (SR) with a total installed generating capacity of
6.147 MW at the end of 1997, which represents approximately 86% of the total
installed capacity of power plants in SR. In the year 1997, SE supplied 25.246 GWh
(88%) of the consumed electricity in SR (of which 14% was imported). SE generated
in their own sources 21.170 GWh, from which 51% at nuclear, 29% at thermal and
20% at hydroelectric power plants.
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Nuclear power in SR represents one of the most effective power source. Production
costs of electricity which is produced at fossil power plant are two times higher than
costs at nuclear power plant Bohunice (Fig.l). Thanks to this low operational cost at
nuclear sources SE is able to face up to very low regulated prices of electricity for
final consumers in SR.

As a result of all studies, several variants of Slovak energy system development have
been elaborated. Management of SE decided to implement ecologically acceptable
variant with the lowest costs-variant No.2. Production Base Development Programme
of SE according the variant 2 includes completion of Mochovce NPP in accordance
with current international nuclear safety standards, nuclear safety upgrading of
Bohunice V-l and modernisation of technological equipment and safety systems of
Bohunice V-2, reconstruction and implementation of large ecological projects at
thermal power plants and effective usage of hydro potential of SR. Programme
includes a participation of SE on combined cycle units construction, co-operation with
independent power producers and evaluation of possible utilization of renewable
sources (Fig.2).

Electricity generated at nuclear power sources will in any case play very significant
role at energy power system of SR (Fig.3). As it was shown the power generated in
recent period and also in future by the nuclear power plants represents 50% of the SE
electric power generation. Due to such high importance of nuclear power in the
overall power generation system, a special attention is given to safe and reliable
operation of the NPPs.

The former Czechoslovakia did not have legislation dealing specifically with nuclear
third party liability, but the civil Code applied to especially dangerous activities.

SR accede to the 1963 Vienna Convention as well as to 1988 Joint Protocol on 7
March 1995 which entered into force on 7 June 1995. Publishing it in the collection of
Acts in 1996 it has the power of national law. To fulfil obligation of this convention
the operator liability is temporary assured by the state. In the state budget is starting
from 1996 kept during the whole year reserve in amount of 2 milliard Slovak crowns
which is equivalent more than 50 Mil. SDR.

The draft of Act on the Peaceful Use of Nuclear Energy which has passed in the
Slovak Parliament in April 1998 includes paragraphs which covers the obligations of
1963 Vienna Convention (V. C).
These paras paraphrase in some way the 1963 V. C. formulations. And refer to 1963
V.C. in parts which are not covered by the Act itself, or are not modified.

The nuclear damage is defined a little broader than it is in V. C. as it covers also
expenses for measures inevitable to avert the radiation, or to reduce the radiation, or to
recover the environment into its previous or similar state.

Small amount of nuclear material, which from the point of view of risk will not cause
nuclear damage, are exempted from responsibility caused by the nuclear event. Details
should be clarified in the regulation issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Authority.
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It is firmly declared that the operator is responsible for the nuclear damage. Its
responsibility is limited up to the amount of 2 milliard of Slovak crowns (SKK)
which does not include interests or other costs.

If it is taken into account that yearly payment for insurance is about 2-6%o of 2
milliard SKK, then the Bohunice site payment is 12 million SKK. This payment
represents production costs increasing about 0,0012 SKK which is about 0,15% of
today production cost.

The draft of Law also prescribes steps to compensate claims for nuclear damage. First
group which claimed within the period of up to 12 months from the nuclear event
should be compensated within 60 days from the claim of compensation. For these
claims compensation 70% of the amount can be used. The claims for damages of the
health and damages resulting in a death should be compensated in their whole scope.

Next two groups cover other claimed compensations, required within the period from
12 months to 36 months after the nuclear event occurred.

The operator is obliged to secure financial coverage of responsibility for nuclear
damage with insurance or with another type of financial guarantee in amount
mentioned before.

The state is not involved into the nuclear damage liability according to the Law.

Exclusions of the operator liability are similar as in the 1963 V. C , as it is expressed
by one of subparagraphs:
"Responsibility for nuclear damage caused by the nuclear event is subject to the
general provisions related to the responsibility for a damage (f. e. § 415 to 450 of the
Civil code), if not otherwise established by this Law, or some international agreement
which is binding for SR (1963 V. C. and Joint Protocol)".

The insurance is not exceptional possibility to fulfil obligations of the Law concerning
the availability funds to guarantee necessary amount to cover operator liability. One of
possible ways which is under discussion is to use fund for decommissioning of
nuclear facilities for these purposes. In this case the contribution of the operator into
this fund should be higher than it is these days. This possibility should be considered
as one of options to assure financial guarantee.

2) Insurance of nuclear risks

The nuclear perils in the Slovak Republic will be insured by the Slovak Nuclear
Insurance Pool (SNIP) which was established on the 1st July, 1997, when 7 major
insurance companies operating on the Slovakian market signed the "Agreement on
collaboration in insuring the nuclear risks arising from the operation of nuclear
facilities". In this document the participating parties agreed to participate not only in
the third party liability insurance but also in the material damage insurance and the
nuclear material transport coverage. Our pool can accept only those risks which are
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connected with the peaceful use of energy. Five months later the Pool was joined by
the company Gerling-Slovakia. All Pool members has offered their capacities (on the
net retention basis) both for domestic and foreign risks, with the exception of Allianz-
Slovakia and Gerling-Slovakia which do not participate in the foreign risks. The
Statute of the Pool has been also adopted. The capacities of the SNIP for TPL together
with the names of the Pool members and their respective shares are shown in Tables
1 and 2. The technical support is provided by the leading company in the Pool which
is Slovenska poist'ovna. Shortly after being established, the Director of the Pool has
contacted and visited several Pools in Europe in order to gather some more experience
in the nuclear insurance business. It has to be stressed that the Slovak Pool received
much more support than we expected and at present we have already established the
mutual business relationships with 8 Pools. We do believe this number will be
significantly increased in the near future.

The client of the SNIP is the joint stock company Slovenske elektrarne which owns
and operates the Nuclear Power Plant in Jaslovske Bohunice. Recently, we have
agreed the General Insurance Policy Conditions for TPL. As soon as the Atomic law
will be in force, the SNIP will be able to sign the Insurance policy. On the MD side,
the client has showed an interest in buying the property damage insurance. SNIP has
an intention to cover both the nuclear and conventional risks. Currently, we negotiate
with our client the General Insurance Policy Conditions.

The NPP Bohunice is located about 70 km Northeast of Bratislava, capital of the
Slovak Republic. It consists of two separate NPPs, V-l and V-2, each operating two
units of 440 MW(e), and one old plant (A-l) which was decommissioned in 1977
following the accident in the hot zone.

The technical inspection of the plant in November last year was conducted by the
team of twelve engineers from seven Nuclear Pools and was focused to asses the risk
to Underwriters, thus minimising the insurance risks. In the final report the Pool's
engineers issued several Recommendations and Suggestions to be implemented into
the existing upgrading programme which was adopted by the plant. It was concluded
that there are no obstacles which could prevent the plant to be covered by insurance
both on TPL and MD side.

Since the reactor building of A-l was partly contaminated there are some doubts
whether this part of A-l should be covered under the TPL policy, even though it
represent almost no danger to the environment. There is a continuous discussion with
the potential reinsurers in this matter. Besides the interim storage of the spent fuel,
there are also several waste disposal facilities on the site including the vitrification,
bitumen and fragmentation plants.

The other NPP in Slovakia which will be operating two VVER 440/213 reactors is
located in Mochovce about 120 km Southeast of capital Bratislava. As mentioned
before by Mr.Novak, two more reactors are under construction on this site. The
inspection visit will be organised by the Slovak pool together with the technical
assistance of the Czech pool.
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Abstract

The development of nuclear installations to produce electricity led to the establishment of
Nuclear Insurance Pools and the introduction of international Conventions on Third Party
Liability. Nuclear Pools offer both Third Party Liability insurance, reflecting the Conventions'
principles, and other insurance products. They are market-wide, providing a facility for
participation by insurers who could not otherwise write the insurance for the particularly
sensitive nuclear risk. All acceptances are for the net retention of each Member without recourse
to individual reinsurance protection. Common account reinsurance is arranged with other
Nuclear Pools all over the world. Thus, a transparency is created, which ensures the highest
degree of reinsurance security and imposes a known finite limit to each participating insurer's
commitment. Therefore, Pool-members are prepared to make a greater commitment to nuclear
risks than would be the case where they felt uncertain as regards their total exposure following
a significant loss.

1 Introduction

In the 1950's, when the first commercial nuclear reactors were built to produce electricity,
the industry, national authorities and also insurers were presented with the potential perils
of nuclear fission. The risk involved related to the possibility of failure to control the
nuclear chain reaction, causing damage to the nuclear installation itself, and of radioactive
contamination of both third parties and the installation. Although the subsequent effects
could not be quantified nor the frequency of losses forecast, it was clear that the damage,
following a serious release of radioactive material, would result in a devastating exposure
tho claims over a wide geographical area, which has been proven in the Chernobyl case.
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2 Nuclear Liability Conventions, Insurance related principles

Authorities in many countries realised that a special liability regime was required, that
could offer the public sound financial protection against the results of nuclear accidents. At
the same time it should not prevent the development of the nuclear industry, still in its
infantry, because of an unbearable liability. The deliberations resulted in the Paris and
Brussels Nuclear Liability Conventions on the one hand and the Vienna Nuclear Liability
Convention on the other. I shall not extend this paper to include later changes in the
international nuclear liability convention structure. Firstly, they do not basically influence
the insurance related principles as set out here and, secondly, they will be explained by
others in the course of this Seminar. Although the countries which have ratified the
Conventions differ, as do the amounts of liability ensuing from them, the two main
principles underlying both are the same.

In the first place, so as to assure a greater protection for the public, the operator of a nuclear
installation is subject to a strict liability. This means that he is liable for damage resulting
from a nuclear incident, in principle irrespective of its cause. However, the operator is
protected by a limitation of that liability in both time and amount. Protection is also given
by fixing the operator's obligation in the Conventions to affect private insurance cover or
some other form of acceptable financial security to amounts obtainable in practice. To this
end the views of insurers were sought and so limits of liability in the Conventions were
fixed, taking into account the maximum insurance capacity available in the worldwide
insurance market. In this respect I add that the advice of insurers as to the growth of
insurance capacity, underlies later increases of liability limits in both national and
international nuclear liability legislation.

The second main principle of Conventions and insurance cover regards the provision for
channelling of all liability for a nuclear incident back to the installation operator. Without
channelling of liability insurers would have to make available separate sums for nuclear
liability incurred by parties other than the operator, such as designers and contractors
engaged in the production or installation of equipments at the nuclear power plant. This
would not only detract from the transparency needed to enable insurance markets
worldwide to deploy as much capacity as possible, but would diffuse that capacity among
many policy holders. It should be added in this respect that the United States, which does
not adhere to the Paris or Vienna Convention, took a slightly different tack under the Price-
Anderson Act: there, other parties besides the installation operator may be liable, but they
are automatically covered under the financial protection and available government
indemnification afforded the operator. So in the United States the economic instead of the
legal consequences of liability for a nuclear incident are channelled back to the operator.
However, the practical consequences of both systems are the same.

3 Insurance

Now, let us go a little further into the position of insurers. For them the problem of how to
provide cover for the nuclear industry was difficult indeed. Although no accurate statistical
data was available it was obvious that they were being asked to insure an unknown risk,
with a low frequency outlook but a catastrophe potential up to very high limits. The number
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of insured installations would be very small, which meant that even worldwide a balanced
portfolio would be out of the question. Furthermore, insurers realised that, should a nuclear
catastrophe occur, claims would most probably be submitted under many individual
policies, resulting in an unacceptable accumulation and a catastrophic exposure to insurers'
solvency margins. In short, it was, and still is, clear that no individual insurer could cover
the risk alone and that not even national markets could do so.

4 Nuclear Insurance Pools

Because of these circumstances insurance industries all over the world have decided to
protect their solvency by the exclusion of radioactive contamination from those classes
where the risk was considered uninsurable. However, in order to provide for alternative
cover to the nuclear industry, in many countries insurers agreed to join their operations for
this particular risk by forming pools. For those of you, who are not familiar with this
concept: a pool is essentially a group of insurance companies, jointly participating up to
fixed percentages in the insurance of a particular risk or class of business. Pools are
commonly formed where the risks concerned are few in number or require a capacity which
could not possibly be provided by the individual means of the members. The pooling
mechanism is also employed where the risk in question presents some particularly
hazardous aspect, which would render acceptance by conventional methods difficult if not
impossible. Since I have named all these characteristics as problems underlying the
insurance of nuclear risks, it will be clear that the pooling mechanism is very suitable to
serve the insurance of this particularly sensitive insurance product.

5 Fundamental Principles

Many nuclear insurance pools have been formed both to insure nuclear risks on their
national markets and at the same time to provide reinsurance cover to their counterparts in
other countries, thus deploying the maximum insurance capacity for nuclear risks on a
market wide basis. In other countries pools were formed merely to provide capacity to
enhance the worldwide market by the reinsurance of nuclear risks in other territories.

The aim of concentrating nuclear risks in the pools was achieved by keeping all acceptances
for the net retention of each Pool-member without recourse to individual reinsurance
protection, whereas common account reinsurance was arranged with the other Nuclear
Pools throughout the world. Because of this mechanism, insurers participating in national
pools can be certain, that their commitment is limited to the amount of their participation in
the Pool and that, following the same nuclear incident, no accumulation via other channels
can occur. These factors have resulted in a greater commitment of individual Pool-members
to nuclear risks than would be the case where they felt a substantial uncertainty as regards
their total exposure following a significant loss. Moreover, the pooling mechanism has
induced many individual Pool-members to make a greater commitment to nuclear insurance
than they normally make in respect of other first-class industrial risks.

The mechanism has also resulted in cost efficiency, both on the national and the
international level. Nationally the concentration of knowledge and experience in the field of
the insurance of nuclear business in one body has, of course, lead to an economy of costs.
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On the international level reinsurance between national markets is conducted on a direct
basis, which means that there is no intervention of intermediaries. Within the international
pooling mechanism both the relevant reinsurance market and the insurance product are well
known and easily accessible. This obviates the intervention of brokers and facilitates the
rapid deployment of the maximum available secure capacity worldwide. As a result
expenses are kept to a minimum. Between Pools themselves only a proportion of expenses -
typically 7.5% - is remunerated instead of the commissions which are paid in the open
reinsurance and retrocession market and which can be as high as 30%. Ultimately the
resultant savings are reflected in the premiums, paid by the policy holders.

6 Modes and Areas of Operation

Up to now I have explained a number of fundamental principles, common to nuclear
insurance in all countries, where nuclear pools operate.

However, these do not preclude the present 35 pools throughout the world from operating
on the basis of differing constitutions and procedures reflecting the various legal, economic
and market conditions and practices in their domestic territory. In some countries, for
instance, individual Pool-members have decided to abstain from direct acceptance of
nuclear risks and leave it to a third party to act, in effect, as their joint agent. In other
countries, a Member Company may be empowered to accept nuclear business, within
clearly defined parameters, on behalf of all Members of the Pool, reflecting a different
mode of operation.

Another example of operational differences between pools is that most of them do not
insure radioisotopes or nuclides, which are used for industrial, agricultural and medical
purposes. They argue that it is not necessary to insure the risk involved in the pooling
system, as it cannot entail an unforeseeable catastrophe; a few, however, do include such
risks on the grounds that all nuclear risks, however insignificant, should be treated the same
way. So, differences between pools exist as regards the areas of operation, in which they
are active. However, it is common to all pools that they provide cover for the risks of
nuclear power stations and to many of them for other installations from the fuel cycle too.

7 Classes of Business

So far, I have referred to nuclear Third Party Liability insurance only. The reason is, that
this class of insurance business responds directly to nuclear legislation, to which the
formation of nuclear insurance pools was so closely related. Practically all pools provide
Third Party Liability insurance for operators of nuclear installations. Furthermore, several
pools also insure Third Party Liability for transportation risks and some cover Workers
Compensation and Employers Liability as well.

However, apart from third party liability insurance, also other classes of business have been
developed since the pools came into existence.

Material Damage to the operator's installation is covered by the vast majority of pools.
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Cover is based on the conditions, normally used for Industrial Fire Business in the market
in question, with the addition of the two perils, peculiar to the nuclear fuel cycle, namely

- damage, due to uncontrolled reactivity like accidental chain reactions and overheating of
a reactor

- accidental contamination by radioactive materials.

Cover for Cleanup Expenses in excess of property value often is available and some pools
offer Machinery Breakdown cover, either under a separate policy or included with the
Material Damage cover proper. Also cover for Business Interruption and Additional
Expenses are covered by some pools and have a tendency to be included, for a sub-limit,
within the scope and overall limit of the Material Damage policy.

Furthermore, a limited number of pools provide cover for risks, related to the building or
rebuilding of nuclear property by offering Construction/Erection All Risk cover.

As regards all classes of business the international pooling mechanism provides a forum for
the interchange of information in respect of policy wordings and risk improvement
intelligence so as to standardise and improve nuclear risks worldwide.

8 Risk monitoring

An insurance risk, as high in potential as the nuclear one, requires a particular degree of risk
monitoring. Over the years, pools have built up a concentration of scarce specialist
engineering skills, both for the assessment of risks for nuclear underwriters and the
provision of allied risk management information. Numerous inspection visits of both new
and operating power stations underlie these engineering skills. Visits have been carried out
by Pool-engineers of various specializations.

Most other international technical missions to nuclear power plants, for example by the
international Atomic Energy Agency and the World Association of Nuclear Operators,
concentrate on nuclear safety. The Pools have a wider brief. Their inspections, wherever
they may take place and independent of the type of nuclear plant being built or operated,
focus on minimising the insurance risk. The Pools' concerns are not only nuclear safety, but
all incidents and losses that can prejudice a utility's financial status. That means that the
purpose of an insurance inspection report is to present an assessment of a risk to the
underwriter as a basis for equitable policy conditions.

Generally, nuclear power plants worldwide employ high caliber staff and operate to very
high standards. Thus, all recommendations in Pool engineers' reports are to be seen in this
context. Any improvements, made by a Utility, based on the report's recommendations will
be measures that increase the already high degree of safety that is in place.

Once having written an insurance cover, it is in the Pools' interest to be informed of
progress with the implementation of any recommendations. Thus, they become a means of
assessing improvements in an insured risk without constant attendance at a plant.
Improvements in risks, when communicated to the underwriters, can become reflected in
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adjustments of the policy conditions. Also, the engineers are better informed when they
return to a plant for subsequent inspections, making for a much more efficient use of their
time and that of the utility's staff involved in the discussions on the status of the insured
risk. So, an inspection report with its recommendations is viewed as the start of a technical
relationship between a utility and his insurer.

Let me finalize this section on risk monitoring by referring to the nature of quite a number
of technical recommendations. Consistently, the largest number of them has related to the
area of Fire Protection. Exposure to a major fire is, in terms of frequency, the greatest threat
to which an Operator, and hence his insurer, is exposed. Therefore, the Pools have paid a lot
of attention to and gained considerable experience in this field. This experience has been
laid down in the so called "Fire Protection Guidelines", which have also become widely
used for fire risk assessment -and improvement outside the insurance market.

9 Conclusion

Fortunately, nuclear losses do not frequently occur. Therefore, insufficient accurate
statistical data is available and a balanced underwriting is impossible. On the other hand it is
obvious that, once a nuclear accident occurs, its catastrophe potential and the costs involved
will be enormous. Because of this factor, a capacity is required beyond any limit known in
other classes of insurance business.

These characteristics of the nuclear risk make coverage unattractive to individual insurers in
the open insurance and reinsurance markets. In order to, nevertheless, amass the maximum
available capacity for this type of business, insurance industries all over the world have
successfully formed net-line Pools. They will certainly continue to accumulate as much
capacity as possible so as to answer continuing demands of the nuclear industry.
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Abstract

With nuclear power generating 43% of its total electricity production, Switzerland is amongst
the states, employing the highest percentage of nuclear electricity. Although, the country has
not ratified any of the international Nuclear Liability Conventions, its Nuclear Third Party
Liability Act reflects all the principles, underlying those Conventions. The statutory liability of
the operator of a Swiss nuclear installation itself being unlimited, the total insurance limit of
CHF 770 m. provides the highest private insurance protection worldwide. With the support of
its foreign Reinsurance Pools, the capacity for this insurance guarantee has, over more than 40
years, been built up by the Swiss Nuclear Insurance Pool. Apart from Third Party Liability
cover, the Pool also provides Property insurance to Swiss nuclear installation operators and
reinsurance cover to other nuclear insurers worldwide.

Introduction

Traditionally, hydroelectric power plays an important role in Switzerland with its massive alps
and plentiful rain, flowing down to the rivers of the Rhine, Rhone, Po and Danube. Currently,
more than 55% of Swiss electricity is generated by hydroelectric power. Unlike most other
European countries, conventional thermal power stations have little impact on Switzerland's
total electricity generating capacity, contributing less than 2%. The largest of them generates
808 MWth and was completed in 1965. At this time, urged on by the Federal Council, the Swiss
electricity companies were in the throes of planning their country's first nuclear power station.
Today 43% of the country's electricity production is provided by nuclear power.

Like everywhere else, Switzerland enthusiastically embraced the peaceful use of nuclear energy
by launching an ambitious construction programme which, over the last three decades, built five
nuclear power plants.
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Tragically, the absence of an effective containment concept contributed greatly to the
Tschernobyl disaster of 1986. This kind of disaster, due to their construction and inherent safety
characteristics, could not possibly happen at Swiss power stations. Nevertheless, as in other
countries with similar stations, it enhanced the Swiss' feelings of doubt vis-a-vis nuclear
energy. These feelings had replaced the initial enthusiasm about its introduction and were
mainly caused by fear of a nuclear explosion. In a 1990 referendum a moratorium on the
building of any further nuclear power plants for at least 10 years was approved. At the same
time, however, a proposal for phasing out nuclear power completely was rejected.

At present no internal electricity shortages for the next 15 to 20 years are expected in
Switzerland. Since 1985, the country has steadily negotiated long-term purchasing agreements
and equity holdings with French electricity producers. In fact, these guaranteed sources,
totalling around 7000 MWth, amount to more than 80% of Switzerland's nuclear power stations
put together! So, for the time being the Swiss are net exporters of electricity, mostly to Italy
during the summer months.

However, sooner or later - certainly before the first nuclear power plant is scheduled to be
decommissioned - Switzerland will have to decide on its long-term electricity generating future.
Thereby it will have to take into account that available sites for additional hydroelectric power
plants are few and that traditional energy sources like coal, oil and gas - if still available in the
future - are not very popular in environmentally conscious Switzerland. Furthermore, "clean"
energy sources, such as wind, solar and biogas, will not provide the real solution. Despite many
ingenuous pioneer projects, it is highly unlikely that these alternative energy sources will
contribute more than the government's target of 0.5% of total electricity production by the year
2000. Today, for instance, solar energy accounts for only 0.008% of the electricity consumed.
For the time being, upgrades will increase the total hydraulic power generating capacity by 5%
around 2000. Similarly, a 10% target has been set for nuclear power in addition to the extra
418 MWth capacity already achieved by upgrading existing power stations.
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A The Nuclear Liability System in Switzerland

1 Swiss Nuclear Liability Act

Switzerland has not ratified any of the international Nuclear Liability Conventions.
However, its Nuclear Liability Act features all basic principles of the Paris Convention on
Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy and the 1963 Vienna Convention on
Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage. The Act, the "Kernenergiehaftpflichtgesetz" (KHG),
dates back to 18 March 1983. Before, a detailed regulation of nuclear liability was
integrated in the Nuclear Energy Act of 1959. Since its entry into force on 1 January 1984,
the KHG has been modified in a number of Ordinances, most of them increasing the
mandatory minimum insurance sums. The relatively frequent increases of the statutory
insurance limits in Switzerland relate to an article in the KHG, obliging the Federal
Council to increase those limits, where it is possible to obtain insurance cover on the
insurance market at reasonable conditions for higher amounts. Although the principle also
exists in other countries, it is exceptional to find it explicitly included in a national Nuclear
Liability Act.

2 Nuclear Liability; scope and amounts

The operator of a Swiss nuclear installation is exclusively and unlimitedly liable for
damage caused by nuclear substances sited at the installation. The KHG only allows a right
of recourse against persons having intentionally brought about the damage, having
unlawful possession of the nuclear substances from which the damage emanated or having
contracted to hold the liable party harmless.

The operator has to take out an insurance policy for his insurable nuclear risks with an
insurer licensed to transact business in Switzerland. Any such policy has to amount to at
least CHF 700 m. plus CHF 70 m. for proceedings costs and interests. Supplementary to
these amounts he has to take out insurance with the Federal Government up to a total
(inclusive of the insurance cover) of CHF l'OOO m. plus CHF 100 m. for costs and
interests. As far as uninsurable risks are concerned (natural catastrophes of an exceptional
character, war, claims where the action has not been brought within 10 years of the
damage-inflicting incident) the Federal Government provides cover from ground up, up to
the total of CHF l'lOO m. The premium for all federal guarantees amounts to 108% of the
private insurance cover premium and is credited in a Nuclear Damage Fund. On top of the
CHF l'I00 m. the installation operator is liable without any cover. In case all available
means appear not to be sufficient, Parliament decides upon further compensation. If
necessary the Federal Government can provide supplementary compensation of unpaid
claims.

According to the KHG the operator of a Swiss nuclear installation is also liable for
damage, resulting from nuclear material, transported from his installation until it has been
brought onto the site of the installation of destination, in or outside Switzerland. In case of
nuclear materials from abroad being transported to an installation in Switzerland, the
operator of that installation is liable for damage resulting from those materials on Swiss
territory. In case of damage resulting from transports in transit through Switzerland, the
holder of the transport permit is liable. Foreign transporters have to declare in written, that
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they agree to the application of Swiss jurisdiction. Furthermore, they have to choose a
domicile in Switzerland. The holder of a transport permit can be obliged to pay for the
costs of the competent authorities having been made in order to prevent or to limit a
nuclear loss. The liability in respect of nuclear material in transit through Switzerland is
limited to CHF 50 m. and CHF 5 m. for costs and interests. To the other transports
mentioned above, the general liability limit in the KHG applies.

3 Nuclear Damage, definition and scope in the KHG

According to the KHG nuclear damage is deemed to be:

a. damage, harm or loss caused by the radioactive, poisonous, explosive or other
hazardous characteristics of nuclear substances;

b. damage caused by another radiation source in a nuclear installation;
c. damage, harm or loss which occurs as the consequence of officially decreed or

otherwise recommended measures intended for protection of an immediately
threatening nuclear hazard.

Compared to nuclear liability acts in many other countries the liability for the type of
damage as defined under c. enhances the liability of Swiss installation operators. In case an
incident at a nuclear power station results in an immediately threatening nuclear hazard,
authorities will take preventive measures like closing utilities, evacuation of the
endangered population with the resulting loss of work potential etc. For the kind of loss,
resulting from these measures (with the exception of loss of profits), the installation
operator is also liable, when the incident appears to be controllable and is not followed by
an escape of radiation. The KHG also allows costs of measures undertaken by the
responsible authorities themselves for protection from or diminution of a directly
threatening nuclear hazard to be imposed upon the installation operator. It is not clear
whether the authorities will indeed claim these costs in practice.

4 Nuclear substances with small quantities of radioactivity

These substances, often simply referred to as "small quantities", are described as nuclear
materials with low levels of risk. It concerns substances such as empty and cleaned
containers for nuclear materials, slightly contaminated tools, radioisotopes or medical,
industrial and agricultural use and the like. They are not included in the scope of
application of both the Nuclear Liability Conventions and the KHG. In an Ordinance to the
KHG the nuclear materials, to which the Act does not apply, are listed. It basically
concerns nuclear substances, which cannot cause a selfperpetuating chain reaction.

5 Compensation of nuclear damage

According to the KHG the injured party has a right of direct action against both the insurer
and the Federal Government, of course, to the extent of any subsisting insurance cover.
However, the right to lodge a claim expires three years after the date on which the injured
party first became aware of the damage as well as of the identity of the liable person. Such
claims also expire, where the action is not brought within 30 years of the date of the
damage-causing incident. After this period the Federal Government includes cover for
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long-latent claims in the amount of its guarantee as mentioned under paragraph 3.

In respect of compensation of nuclear damage suffered by persons resident abroad, for
which the operator of a nuclear installation in Switzerland or the holder of a transport
permit issued in Switzerland is responsible, the KHG determines that compensation will be
owed as well. However, provided that the foreign state concerned has made legal provision
which is at least the equivalent of its Swiss counterpart. The maximum limit of liability
will not amount to less than CHF 50 m. in cases where the foreign state has set a lower
maximum limit.

We have seen under paragraph 3 above that the KHG features the basic principles of the
international Liability Conventions. One of them is that all liability for nuclear incidents at
a nuclear installation is channelled back to its operator. His liability is absolute, which
means that no exonerations are permitted to him. However, he is also obliged to take out
insurance. The legislator, being aware that insurers cannot possibly cover all risks, has
listed those, which insurers may exclude from cover, in an Ordinance to the KHG. It
concerns the following exclusions:

- extraordinary natural - or warlike events;
- claims, for which no action is brought within ten years of the damage-causing event;
- claims, for which no action is brought within 20 years of the loss, theft, jettison or

relinquishment of possessions of nuclear substances.

Those risks are included in the government guarantee.

Although the operator's liability under the KHG is absolute, the Act grants him a right of
recourse against persons, who have either brought about the damage intentionally or stolen
or concealed the nuclear substances from which the damage emanated. The operator's
private insurer and the Federal Government enjoy the same right of recourse, albeit to the
extent that the injured parties are not disadvantaged thereby. Private insurer and Federal
Government also have a right of recourse against the operator, in so far as they would be
entitled to reduce or refuse insurance benefits under the insurance contract or under the
Federal Law on Insurance Contracts. Again, they may only assert this right of recourse to
the extent that the injured party is not disadvantaged thereby.

The KHG does not provide for automatic reinstatement of the sum insured after claims
have been paid or reserves for a damage-causing incident have been constituted. In the
event that the value of any benefits or reserves reach one tenth of the sum insured, the
insurer must inform both the policy holder and the competent Federal Authority. In such
cases, the policy holder must obtain additional insurance up to the level of the full original
sum insured. Such insurance shall of course only cover damage occurring after it enters
into effect.

The Federal Government's involvement in the Third Party Liability cover for Swiss
nuclear power stations requires claims settlement skills -and capacity to deal with the
damage resulting from a possible nuclear incident, as far as the Federal Government's
share therein is concerned. These are not available in Berne. Therefore, Government has
entered into a claims settlement contract with the SPN. By virtue of this contract, insurers
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will settle the claims pertaining to the Federal Government's guarantees. In exchange,
Government will cover the Pool's expenses following a staggered cost compensation
system. The contract does not provide for a specific mode of distributing funds, for
example between personal injuries and property losses, nor does the KHG.

If a case is brought to court, the court of the canton in which the nuclear installation
causing the damage is situated has jurisdiction. Should damage be inflicted during the
carriage of nuclear substances, the competent court is that of the canton in which the
damage-causing incident occurred. Where it is impossible to determine the location of the
incident, the competent court is either that of the canton in which the nuclear installation is
situated or - in the case of transport of nuclear materials - that of the canton in which the
holder of the transport permit is resident or has a nominate domicile. A decision rendered
by the cantonal court may be contested in the Federal Tribunal.

B The Insurance of Nuclear Risks in Switzerland

1 The Swiss Nuclear Insurance Pool (SPN)

As in most other countries operating nuclear installations, the insurance of such
installations in Switzerland is provided by a Nuclear Insurance Pool, the "Schweizer Pool
fur die Versicherung von Nuklearrisiken" (SPN). The SPN was founded in 1957, after
insurance companies being active in writing direct or reinsurance business in Switzerland
decided to form a "simple company" as defined in the Code of Obligations in order to
jointly underwrite nuclear risks both in Switzerland and abroad.

2 The Pool's Organisation

The most important body of the SPN is the Pool Assembly, which comprises 34 Members,
in terms of premium representing almost the total non-life insurance market in Switzerland.

The Pool Assembly elects the SPN's Steering Committee, which comprises seven to
twelve Members and is responsible for establishing general guidelines for the conduct of
Pool-business. The Steering Committee reports to the Pool Assembly.

The Pool Assembly also elects the three to six Members of the three Technical
Committees, responsible for dealing with technical insurance matters. There are Technical
Committees for Domestic Third Party Liability and Workers Compensation insurance,
Domestic Property insurance and Foreign insurance. They report to the Steering
Committee.

Furthermore, the Pool Assembly elects two Auditors, representing Member-companies, not
being active in other Pool-organs. The Auditors are responsible for approving the Annual
Report and have the right to inspect the Pool's books and to ask for all pertinent
information at any time.

Also, the Administrative Office is selected from the ranks of the Pool-members. Although
the Office, like all other organs of the SPN, is elected by the Pool Assembly for a three
year period, "Swiss Reinsurance Company" has always been re-elected so far. The Office
conducts the day-to-day business of the Pool. Moreover, it is responsible for executing the
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tasks assigned to it by the Steering Committee and the authority delegated to it by that
Committee and the Technical Committees.

As regards Swiss risks a limited number of Member-companies of the SPN underwrite the
policies on behalf of the other Members. Those "fronting" companies cede the risk into the
pool. They are responsible for the relationship with the insureds. The policy conditions,
however, are drafted within the Pool-organisation.

3 Insurance cover and capacity

Once a risk has been ceded into the Pool, it is divided amongst its Members pro rata to
their share in the specific type of insurance, underwritten by the SPN. Members are free to
choose whether and, if so, the amount they are prepared to make available to the Pool for
the domestic branches Third Party Liability, Workmen's Compensation and Property
insurance as well as for all foreign underwriting branches combined. As regards foreign
underwriting they can abstain from participating in the insurance of nuclear risks in
individual countries. The capacity for domestic underwriting presently amounts to CHF
343.4 m. for Property, CHF 323.4 m. for Third Party Liability and CHF 8.3 m. for
Workmen's Compensation insurance. For foreign underwriting the capacity varies,
depending on the country where it is used, from CHF 88 m. to CHF 280 m. The SPN
makes its capacity available for the insurance of nuclear installations, in principle per risk
and per year. Should a Member or a foreign reinsurer fail to pay his share in a loss, the
(other) Members of the SPN will jointly cover the lost share.

4 Nuclear Third Party Liability Insurance

The SPN's Third Party Liability insurance policies mirror the Swiss legislative position as
set out under Section A. Therefore this paragraph only covers those provisions where
insurance-related additional information is relevant.

Apart from the mandatory insurance limit in the KHG, totalling 770 m. (see Section A,
par.2), the Pool also provides cover for non-nuclear Third Party Liability, typically up to
CHF 10 m.

Furthermore, most Swiss power station operators take out additional insurance for
preventive measures undertaken by the Authorities (see Section A, par. 3) up to an amount
of CHF 5 m. The losses, resulting from preventive measures, ordered by the competent
Authorities (see Section A, par. 3) are included in the liability insurance cover, provided to
installation operators, albeit above a CHF 20 m. deductible in most cases.
Workers Compensation insurance is still provided by the SPN. However, since radioactive
contamination is not excluded from Swiss social insurance covers anymore, this line of
business nowadays hardly plays a role in the Pool's activities.

Like other insurance markets, also the Swiss insurance industry generally excludes
radioactive contamination from its insurance policies, leaving it to its Nuclear Insurance
Pool to provide cover for this particular risk. However, the relevant exclusion clauses do
not include the nuclear substances with small quantities of radioactivity, which are
mentioned in par. 4 of Section A. Therefore, those substances are usually covered by the
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Swiss insurance market and not by the SPN.

The SPN not only covers the nuclear power plants on Swiss territory. Also, other
installations are included in its direct Third Party Liability portfolio. As the definition of
"nuclear installations" in the KHG includes research reactors, also those are covered by the
Pool. The same goes for installations for the storage of nuclear substances. Switzerland
does not accommodate facilities for manufacturing, processing or reprocessing nuclear
materials being the other facilities to which the definition of "nuclear installations" refers.
Therefore, the portfolio of the SPN's direct Third Party Liability insurance does not
include such facilities.

The majority of the Swiss installation operators have included their liability for all nuclear
damage, resulting from nuclear substances in transit, in their installation policies. In some
cases Transport Liability is excluded under those policies and covered separately.

5 Other insurances, provided by the SPN

So far, subjects in relation to Third Party Liability have been covered. Clearly, this relates
to this part of the Seminar on "Nuclear Liability and Insurance for Nuclear Damage".
However, this Section on the insurance of nuclear risks in Switzerland would not be
complete without a short reference to other covers, available from the SPN.

Traditionally, the operators of the Swiss nuclear power stations also insure their property at
the SPN. Property insurance is provided in coinsurance with the operators' captive-insurer,
who, depending on the station, covers 20 to 40% of the risk. The highest sum insured
amounts to over CHF 2'500 m. Contrary to Third Party Liability insurance, where the KHG
does not allow deductibles, in the SPN's property insurances deductibles, varying from
CHF I to 2 m., are common.

Although the SPN is prepared to grant Machinery Breakdown cover, possibly as part of
the property insurance, this kind of cover is and has always been provided to operators of
Swiss nuclear power plants by the insurance market. Also, Business Interruption
insurance has been offered by the SPN. However, it has never attracted the interest of the
nuclear power plant operators in Switzerland.

The insurance protection provided by the SPN, is accomplished in close consultation with the
operators of Swiss nuclear installations, with whom the Pool maintains an excellent
relationship. Problems in respect of cover or capacity are openly discussed. This way potential
conflicts are solved by mutual consent, taking into account the interests of both parties. Surely,
this is a sound basis for the continuation of a long standing business relationship.
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Abstract
This paper contains a brief review of the basic principles which govern the special regime of liability
and compensation for nuclear damage originating on nuclear installations, in particular the strict and
exclusive liability of the nuclear operator, the provision of a financial security to cover this liability and
the limits applicable both in amount and in time. The paper also reviews the most important
international agreements currently in force which constitute the foundation of this special regime.
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General principles governing liability for nuclear damage*

I. INTRODUCTION

In the 1950's, the governments of many industrialised countries viewed the
development of nuclear power as a possibly limitless source of indigenously produced energy
that would enable their economies to develop rapidly and then usher in a new era of prosperity.
However, fears of financially devastating liability claims in the event of an accident were
inhibiting investments by potential nuclear operators and were causing suppliers and
construction companies to refuse to accept contracts. For, under the ordinary law, both
operators and suppliers would be subject to unlimited liability in the case of an accident.

Above all, governments were concerned to protect operators from massive liability
claims that could destroy their enterprise and put them into bankruptcy. Yet, at the same time,
governments were also conscious of their responsibility towards the welfare of their citizens
and of the need to ensure that they would be properly protected in the case of an accident. In
the case of a catastrophe, thousands of people could be injured and their property
contaminated. Some means had to be found to compensate the victims, without destroying the
enterprise.

These conflicting interests, the benefits to the economy that might accrue from the
development of nuclear power, the avoidance of ruinous claims for damages, and the need to
protect the population, all had to be reconciled. Governments sought a solution that would
encourage the development of the nuclear industry by removing the legal and financial
impediments at the same time as providing adequate compensation for any damage.

n . CONCEPTS UNDERLYING THE INTERNATIONAL REGIME OF NUCLEAR
LIABILITY

Strict Liability

From the beginning, there was no doubt that the nuclear industry was a perfect
example of the sort of activity in which the concept of strict liability for risk should be applied.
Due to the unusual hazards posed by nuclear activities, it was acknowledged that permission to
operate nuclear installations could not be granted unless the operator agreed to accept full
responsibility for any injurious consequences. For, despite the utmost precautions, an accident
could always occur and it was only just that the cost should be borne by the person who
created the risk and not by the innocent victim.

Therefore, in all nuclear liability legislation (except that of the United States), the
basis of liability is not fault, but strict liability for risk. Strict liability relieves the victim of the

*.This paper covers exclusively the principles of nuclear liability as embodied in the International Conventions currently
in application. It does not therefore cover the changes resulting from the 1997 Protocol amending the Vienna Convention
or the 1997 Convention on the Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage, which are not yet in force.
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burden of proving fault or negligence, requiring the payment of compensation on mere proof of
a causal link between the damage and the nuclear accident in issue. Since it would be virtually
impossible for any victim to have detailed knowledge of what had taken place in the nuclear
installation or in the course of the carriage when the accident occurred, strict liability is
necessary for justice.

Furthermore, the exonerations of liability would be limited to cases of damage caused
directly by war or other hostilities, by an irresistible and unforeseeable natural disaster, or by
the fault of the claimant.

Exclusive Liability of the Operator

At the initial stages of the development of the nuclear industry, the operators,
suppliers and construction companies were afraid that excessive liability claims would ruin
their business. For, under the common law, the suppliers would be liable if an accident resulted
from their fault or negligence. As a consequence, to encourage them to become operative in
the nuclear field, governments introduced into their legislation the concept of "channelling" all
liability to the operator. That is, the operator would be liable regardless of whose acts or
omissions were the actual cause of the accident. In addition to sparing suppliers and other
contractors the trouble and expense of defending a complicated and expensive liability suit,
another reason for channelling all liability to the operator was the cost of insurance. For, if
anyone involved in the construction of a nuclear power plant or in supplying components could
be held liable, then all those parties would have to purchase very expensive third party liability
insurance, even if nuclear activities constituted only a very small proportion of their business.

For the victim, as a corollary benefit, the exclusive liability of the operator obviates
the need to identify and to pursue the person who actually caused the accident. Due to the
difficulty of obtaining the necessary evidence, this would be virtually impossible. Thus, with
channelling, the victim would be able to avoid possibly fruitless and certainly expensive
investigations and cross-actions.

In relation to the carriage of nuclear substances, there is also a derogation from the
general rules on liability. Under the common law, a carrier is liable for damage caused during
the course of carriage. However, this rule was considered inappropriate to the nuclear field as
the carrier would also have to purchase expensive nuclear liability insurance, and because, in
any event, he would not have been responsible for the packaging of the nuclear material and
would lack the specialised knowledge of how to handle it. Therefore, in relation to the carriage
of radioactive substances, it was considered both unfair and economically unfeasible to retain
the liability of the carrier. Instead, liability would lie with the operator sending the substances,
until responsibility were transferred to the operator receiving them or until the latter took
charge of the shipment.

Scope of the Liability

The special liability regime for nuclear activities outlined above applies only to nuclear
installations in which highly dangerous processes are carried on, such as reactors used in
nuclear power plants, research reactors, factories for the manufacturing or processing of
nuclear substances, factories for the separation of isotopes of nuclear fuel, and factories for the
reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel. These processes are complex and hazardous in
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themselves, as well as involving nuclear materials which may react in such a way as to cause a
major catastrophe. Also covered under national legislation and the international conventions
are the transport and the storage of nuclear substances and waste.

In the case of other uses of nuclear materials, such as radioisotopes used in medicine
and industry, the risk is much lower and can be easily accommodated within the regular civil
liability system. Similarly, uranium mining and milling is not covered by the special regime, as
there is no danger of "criticality" or a sudden accident and the level of radioactivity is fairly
low.

Compulsory Financial Security

In order to ensure that funds would actually be available to pay the claims, the
provision of some kind of financial security was made compulsory. Usually, this security would
be furnished in the form of third party liability insurance, but it could also be a bank guarantee
or a form of self-insurance. In some countries a guarantee or indemnity is provided by the
state.

The desire to protect the nuclear industry and the necessity of relying on insurance
required both monetary and temporal limits on compensation. Although capacity for nuclear
insurance has expanded greatly since the earliest times when insurers were uncertain of the
risk, it still remains limited. Governments have generally been careful to stipulate a financial
guarantee that does not exceed the capacity of the insurance industry, and for which the
premiums would not be beyond the means of the operators to pay.

Limits on Liability

In the general law on liability there is no limit on the amount of compensation payable
for damage caused by an accident: the person liable will have to pay the full amount, albeit
within certain parameters related to the proximity of the causation. However, in the nuclear
field, for the reasons outlined above - the desire to encourage the nuclear industry and to
relieve operators of the burden of ruinous liability claims - most laws on nuclear liability
provide for a limit on liability, which means a limit on the compensation payable in the case of
an accident.

The limit usually coincides with the amount of financial security required. In other
words, after a nuclear accident, even if the claims for compensation exceed the liability limit,
the operator will only be required to provide funding up to that limit. Without a limit on
liability, the operator would have to pay the balance from his assets. Yet, unlimited liability
does not mean unlimited compensation, as no one has unlimited assets. If his assets all had to
be disposed of in order to meet the claims, the operator would eventually be forced into
bankruptcy, and out of business. Still, the victims might not receive much more than what was
available under the insurance, as a serious accident might destroy the installation that was the
operator's major asset.

Because it is recognised that in the case of a major accident, the operator's insurance and even
his assets may not be sufficient to cover all the claims, in most countries, the state will provide
compensation beyond the operator's liability limit.
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Time Limits

Insurance companies have also limited their coverage in time, to not more than ten
years from the date of the accident. Neither the insurance companies nor the operators could
tolerate the prospect of remaining liable to pay compensation for an extended period of time,
never knowing when a claim might suddenly arise. Hence, in some national legislation and in
the existing conventions, the time limit for submission of claims is the same ten years. In
addition, in most laws, there is a "discovery rule" requiring that claims be filed within two or
three years of the discovery of the damage and the identity of the operator.

Role of the State

Even before an accident occurs, the state has an important role to play in setting the
conditions of the holding of financial security by the operator and in ensuring that the security
is maintained. In some states, the security is a state guarantee or is backed by a state guarantee,
meaning that if the security fails (for example, through the bankruptcy of the insurance
company), the state will provide the funds required. In addition, this is required under some of
the international conventions.

In many national legislation, the state is required to compensate the victims if the
claims exceed the limit of the operator's liability. Furthermore, in many national laws, the state
will pay for the damage if the operator is exonerated, and in some, it will pay compensation for
claims arising beyond the limitation period. Such intervention is only to be expected, due to the
state's responsibility for the welfare of its citizens and the principle of national solidarity.

III. THE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS

Introduction

In the late 1950's, countries wishing to promote a nuclear power industry adopted
legislation providing for third party liability in the field of nuclear energy. At the same time, the
liability issue was being discussed at the various international organisations responsible for the
peaceful uses of nuclear energy: first, at the Organisation for European Economic Co-
operation (later to become the OECD), but also at the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) and the European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom). Since a nuclear accident
might have transboundary consequences, states with nuclear power programmes recognised
the need to conclude an international agreement that would govern compensation for damage
both domestically and transnationally.

An international agreement was required to harmonise national laws in certain
respects and to establish rules for cross-border legal actions against the nuclear operator by
victims in other countries. Harmonisation would create legal certainty, eliminate the possibility
of discrimination, and ensure that claimants in states party to the convention would have their
actions adjudged by similar laws irrespective of the location of the accident or the damage. An
international agreement was also needed to govern questions of liability when nuclear materials
were transported across international boundaries, from one country to another and through a
third country.
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For potential victims, it was also extremely important to devise a special regime
derogating from the general rules of private international law, as these would be inadequate or
inappropriate for claiming compensation for transboundary nuclear damage. Under the general
law, issues such as which courts have jurisdiction (which court should hear the case) and which
law should apply can be extremely difficult to resolve.

Within a few years, two main conventions were adopted on civil liability in the nuclear
field. On 29 July I960, the Paris Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear
Energy was adopted under the auspices of the then OEEC (later OECD). Three years later, the
Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage was adopted under the auspices of
the International Atomic Energy Agency. Also in 1963, most of the signatories of the Paris
Convention adopted the Brussels Convention Supplementary to the Paris Convention to
provide state funding for compensation above the liability of the operator.

The Paris Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy

As noted above, the Paris Convention was adopted on 29 July 1960 under the
auspices of the OECD-NEA. In 1964 a Protocol was adopted that partly harmonised its
provisions with those of the Vienna Convention. In 1982, yet another Protocol made a number
of technical improvements. The Convention entered into force in 1968.

The Paris Convention is open to all member countries of the OECD by simple
accession and to any other state by the unanimous consent of all states parties. At the present,
it is essentially a European agreement, as the non-European members of the NEA, ie.
Australia, Canada, Japan, Korea and the United States are not parties. Of the original 15
signatories, 13 have ratified the Convention, with Finland acceding in 1969, a year after it came
into force. The 14 states parties are: Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,
Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Turkey and the United Kingdom.

Scope

The scope of the Convention is established by the definitions and the provisions on
geographic coverage. For the purposes of the Convention, a "nuclear incident" is any
occurrence or series of occurrences having the same origin which causes damage arising either
from the radioactive properties or a combination of radioactive properties with toxic,
explosive, or other hazardous properties of nuclear fuel or radioactive products or waste, or
from ionising radiations emitted by any source of radiation inside a nuclear installation. Not
covered are certain substances with a low level of radioactivity bearing only a minor risk.

"Nuclear installation" means reactors other than those comprised in any means of
transport; factories for the manufacture or processing of nuclear substances; factories for the
separation of isotopes of nuclear fuel; factories for the reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel;
facilities for the storage of nuclear substances other than storage incidental to the carriage of
such substances; and such other installations in which there are radioactive products or waste
as determined by the Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy (the OECD/NEA Governing
body).
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The Convention does not apply to nuclear incidents occurring in the territory of
non-contracting states or to damage suffered in such territory unless otherwise provided by the
legislation of the installation state. However, in 1971 the Steering Committee recommended
that the scope of the Paris Convention be extended in national legislation to damage suffered in
a contracting state, or on the high seas on board a ship registered in the territory of a
contracting state even if the nuclear incident causing the damage has occurred in a
noncontracting state.

Nature of Liability

First, "strict" and "exclusive" liability is channelled to the operator of the nuclear
installation where are held, or whence have come, or where are destined, the nuclear
substances that caused the damage. As explained in the previous chapter, "strict" liability
means that no fault or negligence on the part of the operator need be proven by the claimant
and that there are few exonerations. Accordingly, under the Convention, the operator is liable
for the damage indicated "upon proof that such damage or loss... was caused by a nuclear
incident in such installation or involving nuclear substances coming from such installation..." In
other words, the claimant need simply prove that he has suffered damage or injury and that the
damage or injury was caused by the specific nuclear incident. This is a considerable advantage
for the victim, as fault or negligence may be very difficult to prove.

Nuclear Damage

The operator is liable only for damage to or loss of life of any person, and damage to
or loss of any property other than property on the site of the accident. The text of the Paris
Convention does not refer specifically to compensation for preventive or protective measures
or for damage to the environment.

Person Liable

For the purposes of the Convention, the "operator" of a nuclear installation is the
person recognised or designated as the operator by the competent public authority. If the
substances are in an installation at the time of an accident, then the operator of that installation
is liable to compensate the damage thereby caused. If the accident has occurred during the
course of carriage, then the operator responsible is the sender, until the receiver has assumed
responsibility in accordance with the express terms of a written contract or has taken charge of
the substances. Where nuclear substances are being sent to a person in a state not party to the
Convention, then the sender is liable until the substances are unloaded from the means of
transport. Conversely, where substances are being sent from a person in a state not party to the
Convention, to an operator in a state party with his written consent, the latter will be liable
from the time the substances are loaded onto the means of transport.

The liability of the operator is "exclusive". This means that no one else may be held
responsible. A supplier or contractor may not be held liable, even if he has been negligent or is
at fault, except if he has accepted liability by contract, in which case the operator has a right of
recourse. The operator also has a right of recourse against an individual acting with intent to
cause damage, who has caused the nuclear incident in question. Even in these cases, the
operator remains exclusively liable vis-a-vis the victims. The Convention does not affect any
rights under public health insurance, social security or workmen's compensation, or any system
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relating to occupational diseases under national law. If a victim is compensated under other
legislation or is cared for under public health insurance, then the body that has expended the
funds may, under some national legislation, have a right of recourse against the operator.

Exonerations of liability

Regarding exonerations, under the Convention, the operator is not liable for damage
caused by a nuclear incident directly due to an act of armed conflict, hostilities, civil war,
insurrection or, except in so far as the legislation of the installation state may provide to the
contrary, a grave natural disaster of an exceptional character. A large number of states have
taken advantage of the exception to hold the operator liable in the case of an accident due to a
natural disaster, as they believe that the operator should foresee the possibility of such events
and take the appropriate precautions.

Limitation in Amount of Liability

Liability is limited both in amount and in time. Pursuant to the Paris Convention, the
maximum liability may not be greater than 15 million SDRs* and not less than 5 million SDRs,
although national legislation may fix a higher ceiling if financial cover is available. A
contracting party may set a lower limit for less dangerous installations, of no less than 5 million
SDRs, but must then provide public funds to cover liability up to the usual limit. If more than
one operator is liable, then they are all jointly and severally liable.

In most contracting parties, the operator's liability is in fact far higher than 15 million
SDRs and in one, it is unlimited. In 1990, in order to promote harmonisation among the
various national laws, the NEA Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy recommended that
states parties raise their liability limits to at least 150 million SDRs, a sum that is well within
the average available insurance capacity.

Limitation in Time

Because insurance is normally not available for more than ten years, the time limit for
making claims is ten years from the date of the incident, with a possible exception under
national law if measures have been taken by the installation state to cover the liability of the
operator for actions instituted after the ten year limit. Further, the Convention permits states to
establish in their national legislation a "discovery rule" providing that any claim must be made
within a period of not less than two years from the time the victim discovered the damage and
the identity of the operator. This latter period must still be within the general limit often years
from the date of the accident.

In the case of damage caused by a nuclear accident involving nuclear substances that
had been lost, jettisoned or abandoned, and not recovered, the time limit for making claims is
20 years from the date of the accident.

* The SDR is the unit of account used by the International Monetary Fund and is based upon a basked of weighted
currencies. Because the original unit of account was based upon the official price of gold, which has since been abolished,
the Special Drawing Right 5SDR) was adopted to serve as the new unit to determine amounts of compensation. For the
purpose of compensation, the amounts applicable in national legislation under the Paris and the Brussels Conventions are
to be converted into national currency in accordance with the value established at the date of the incident.
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Financial Security

In order to ensure that funds will be available to pay compensation, the Convention
states that the operator shall be required to have and maintain insurance or other financial
security approved by the installation state for the amount of his liability established in
accordance with the Convention. Although insurance is the most common form of financial
security, it is possible also to furnish a bank guarantee, to pledge liquid assets, to establish a
mutual fund or to benefit from a state guarantee or a form of indemnity or insurance provided
by the state. The state will determine the terms and conditions for the financial security, which
must be used only to compensate claims for damage under the convention.

In the case of the international carriage of nuclear materials, the operator must
provide the carrier with a certificate bearing the required information about his financial
security.

Competent Court

The Convention provides that the right to compensation for damage caused by a
nuclear incident may be exercised only against an operator liable in accordance with the
Convention, or if such a right is provided under national law, against the insurer or other
provider of a financial guarantee. The courts having jurisdiction are those where the nuclear
incident occurred, except if the place of the incident cannot be determined or if the incident
occurred outside the jurisdiction of any party.

Although the Convention provides for jurisdiction to lie with the courts of the
installation state, it does not require that only one court have such jurisdiction. To facilitate
consistency of decisions and the equitable distribution of compensation, the Steering
Committee recommended in 1990 that parties designate a single court as the competent court.

Applicable Law and non-discrimination

The courts will apply the terms of the Convention as well as their own law in all
matters not specifically covered by the Convention. Both the Convention and the national law
must be applied without discrimination on the grounds of nationality, domicile or residence.

Compensation

The nature, form, and extent of the compensation, as well as the equitable distribution
thereof are governed by national law. The Convention provides that insurance premiums and
monetary compensation are to be freely transferable between the parties, while judgements are
to be enforceable in the territory of any contracting party. Costs and interest are additional to
the liability amount.

Additional Compensation

A state party may take any measures that it considers necessary to provide for an
increase in the amount of the compensation specified in the Convention. Clearly, this refers to
the possibility of providing public funds above the limitation of the liability of the operator, as
is done in most states. It would also permit a system of operator pools to furnish additional
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compensation. In relation to the provision of public funds in excess of the minimum 5 million
SDRs, states are entitled to apply any such measure in any form under conditions that may
derogate from the provisions of the Convention. The Brussels Convention is an example of a
collective use of this latter provision.

The Brussels Convention Supplementary to the Paris Convention

Even before its adoption, states were aware that due to the limits on the operator's
liability in the Paris Convention, not all of the damage from a nuclear accident could be
compensated under its terms. Therefore, the six original members of the European Atomic
Energy Community explored the possibility of concluding another convention supplementary
to the Paris Convention to provide additional funding by the states parties. After a draft was
produced in 1962, the initiative passed to the NEA. Eventually, thirteen of the states which had
signed the Paris Convention also signed the Brussels Convention on 31st January 1963. It
entered into force in 1974. At present, there are 11 parties, including all the parties to the Paris
Convention, except Greece, Portugal and Turkey.

Like the Paris Convention, the Brussels Convention was also amended by Protocols
adopted in 1964 and 1982. In addition to changing the unit of account to the SDR, the 1982
Protocol also raised the amount of compensation available. Since the cumulative effect of
inflation over two decades had seriously eroded the original amounts, they were increased by a
factor of 2.5, so the total amount of compensation under Paris plus Brussels went from 120
million units of account to 300 million SDRs.

The scope of the Brussels Convention is limited to damage caused by nuclear
accidents other than those occurring entirely in the territory of a non-contracting state. The
incident must be one for which an operator would be liable under the Paris Convention and the
courts of a contracting party must have jurisdiction.

The Brussels Convention establishes a three-tiered compensation system. At the first
level, compensation is provided by the insurance or other financial security of the operator up
to the maximum of liability set by national law in accordance with the provisions of the Paris
Convention. In the second tier, the balance between this amount and 175 million SDRs is then
provided by the government in which the nuclear installation of the operator liable is situated
(the installation state). The remaining amount, if any, between 175 million and 300 million
SDRs is contributed jointly by all the states parties according to a special formula derived from
the gross national product (GNP) and the thermal nuclear power capacity of the reactors
situated in each state.

To implement the convention, parties may provide in their national law, either that the
operator is liable up to 300 million SDRs, or that the maximum is some other amount, not less
than 5 million SDRs, and that the balance between that amount and 300 million SDRs shall be
provided by some other means. If there is a nuclear accident in a state party to the Brussels
Convention and the damage exceeds the limit of the operator's liability, then the installation
state would contribute funds to the compensation of the victims for any amount between the
liability limit and the equivalent of 175 million SDRs. If some damage still remains
uncompensated, the rest of the states parties to the Convention will contribute funds
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proportionately, in accordance with their pre-determined share, up to the maximum limit of
300 million SDRs.

Under the terms of the Brussels Convention, victims are entitled to full compensation
for the damage suffered under national law, except that if the aggregate amount of liability
exceeds the 300 million SDR limit, any party may establish equitable criteria for
apportionment. The court having jurisdiction will decide upon the system of disbursements. In
calculating the public funds to be made available under the Convention, account will be taken
only of claims made within the basic ten year limitation period.

The Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage

At the same time as the OECD-NEA was beginning work on the Paris Convention,
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) had decided to prepare its own convention on
the same topic. In May 1963, the members of the IAEA adopted the Vienna Convention on
Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage. It came into force in 1977. Unlike the Paris Convention, its
Vienna counterpart is potentially universal in scope. Up to the time of the accident at
Chernobyl, the Convention had attracted only ten adherents, only two of which harboured
functioning nuclear reactors. However, during the revision exercise concluded in 1997, the
number of states parties has more than doubled. In March 1998, the state parties were
Argentina, Armenia, Belarus, Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Cameroon, Chile, Croatia, Cuba, Czech
Republic, Egypt, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lebanon, Lithuania, Mexico, Niger, Peru,
Philippines, Poland, Romania, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Macedonia, Trinidad, Tobago,
Ukraine and Yugoslavia.

In its current text, the Vienna Convention is quite similar to the Paris Convention.
Embodied are most of the same basic principles: private actions in the national courts; strict or
absolute liability of the operator; channelling exclusive liability to the operator; compulsory
financial security; minimum liability; limitation in time for the submission of claims; special
rules for transport cases; unity of jurisdiction; and reciprocal enforcement of judgements.

Yet, there are also differences between the two conventions, some of them significant.
In general, the Vienna Convention contains fewer restrictions than the Paris Convention and is
therefore more flexible. For example, in relation to the limitation of liability, the Vienna
Convention stipulates only a minimum of 5 million dollars, with a maximum being permitted, if
desired, in national legislation. Consequently, states are free to set whatever maximum they
wish in their national legislation, or even to provide for unlimited liability. Furthermore, the
amount of financial security to be provided by the operator is left to the discretion of the
contracting party. In addition, Vienna is in certain respects more specific. For example,
"nuclear damage" is defined and the operator's liability is explicitly stated to be absolute. It
also provides, explicitly for the state, guarantee of payment of compensation in case of failure
of the operators' financial security.

Unlike the Paris Convention, the Vienna Convention was not until recently
supplemented by another instrument providing for state funding in addition to the
compensation paid by the operator. Now, States parties to the Vienna Convention can adhere
to the Convention on the Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage, open to
signature in September 1997 together with a Protocol amending the Vienna Convention.
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The Joint Protocol Relating to the Application of the Paris Convention and the Vienna
Convention

The inadequacy of the existing regime for international liability became apparent when
the Soviet Union refused to accept responsibility for the damage in other states caused by the
radioactive fallout from the accident at Chernobyl. The USSR maintained that it was not
responsible for transboundary harm since it was a party to an internationally binding agreement
in which it had expressly accepted such liability such as the Vienna Convention. Therefore,
after the accident at Chernobyl, many states wished immediately to begin negotiations for the
revision of the Vienna Convention. These states believed that if the deficiencies of the civil
liability regime were remedied by a careful and comprehensive reworking of the Vienna
Convention, more states, could be induced to become parties.

However, another problem was that at the time of Chernobyl, the Paris and Vienna
Conventions existed in complete isolation to each other. As a consequence, victims in a party
to one convention could not claim compensation under either convention for damage arising
from an accident in a state party to the other convention.

It appeared therefore that creating a link between the Paris and Vienna Conventions,
coupled with a revision of the latter, would induce the Central and Eastern European states to
join the Vienna Convention, thereby extending the benefits of the international civil liability
regime throughout the continent. The IAEA and the NEA established a joint Group of Experts
to engage in negotiations that culminated in the adoption, at a diplomatic conference in
September 1988, of the Joint Protocol Relating to the Application of the Vienna Convention
and the Paris Convention.

The Joint Protocol deals with the civil liability of the operators of nuclear installations
governed by both the Paris and the Vienna Conventions. Hence, it applies to nuclear damage
caused by accidents occurring in land-based nuclear installations and during the transport of
nuclear materials thereto and therefrom. The Joint Protocol fulfils two functions. First, by
abolishing the status of non-contracting state as between the parties to the Paris and Vienna
Conventions, it permits victims in states party to either of the Conventions to obtain
compensation for an accident occurring in a state party to the other.

Secondly, in addition to creating this system of mutual benefits, the Joint Protocol
also prevents conflicts of jurisdiction by ensuring that only one convention is applied to any
one nuclear accident.

The Joint Protocol came into force in 1992. The state parties are the following:
Bulgaria, Cameroon, Chile, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Egypt, Estonia, Finland,
Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia,
Sweden.

o

o o

This paper will be supplemented by a brief review of the changes brought by the 1997 Protocol to
amend the Vienna Convention and by the Convention on the Supplementary Compensation for
Nuclear Damage.
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Abstract

This paper gives basic information about the history and present situation of nuclear
insurance pools in the republics of Croatia and Slovenia, on the legal basis of their
establishment and their organisation.

Furthermore, it gives a brief description on the kinds of insurances provided by the Croatian
and the Slovenian pools in the past and present, as well as about their participation in the
world-wide reinsurance exchange in this field as a partner to nuclear insurance pools abroad.

1. Introduction

Even though it may seem more appropriate to prepare two separate national reports (one for
each country) discussing the subject matter, there were some very obvious reasons that led to
the decision to produce this joint paper. The most important reason is to avoid repetition of
facts and data referring to the Croatian and the Slovenian Nuclear Insurance and Reinsurance
Pool and in respect to the insurance of nuclear risks for the Nuclear Power Plant Krsko
(located near the Slovenian town of Krsko).

2. Historical Background

The project to build the Krsko Plant, the first and only nuclear power plant to be built in the
SFRY, was initiated back in the 1970s when Croatia and Slovenia were still two of the
republics of the former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia ("SFRY"). Pursuant to the
Constitutional Act, the responsible Federal bodies were authorised to sign and ratify relevant
international conventions and treaties, and to adopt the necessary federal acts, in particular
nuclear legislation. The federal bodies acted merely as "an umbrella" since the entire project
was planned, controlled and financed by the Croatian and Slovenian Electricity Utilities (50%
each), supported by their governments and parliaments.
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The importance of this project speeded up the former state administration to fulfil some
preconditions for the acquisition of nuclear technology to be used for peaceful purposes.
Beside the non-proliferation treaty, the system of nuclear liability had to be implemented and
financial security had to be provided to the public in case of a nuclear incident resulting in
nuclear damage. The Parliament ratified the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear
Damage (of May 1963) on 27th July, 1977 while the Act on Liability for Nuclear Damage
was adopted in 1978 (with a minor revision exercise in 1979).

After the split-up in 1991, Croatia and Slovenia became, according to the principle of
succession, parties to the Vienna Convention. Both republics adopted the above mentioned
Act on Liability, implementing it temporarily in their legal systems as from the end of 1991.
At the same time, the new Nuclear Liability Acts were drafted. Based on this Act, the
Slovenian Parliament adopted the Act on Insurance of Liability for Nuclear Damage (in 1980)
and revised it in 1990. This Act established the amounts of financial guarantee or insurance
cover required to be provided by any operator of a nuclear installation for nuclear third-party
liability.

Croatia had no need to adopt a similar act because there were no nuclear installations located
on its territory. A more detailed presentation of the Slovenian and Croatian nuclear legislation
can be found in the corresponding national reports.

3. The Insurance of Nuclear Risks

3.1. The Global Market

Nuclear risks have been traditionally excluded from conventional insurance covers, such as
fire, property, liability and marine insurance. On the other hand, the nuclear energy industry
was rapidly expanding, so from the 1950s onwards, specific measures needed to be taken. As
traditional insurance and reinsurance mechanisms were not suited to cover such risks, the
insurance industries of the world responded to this phenomenon by the formation of market-
wide nuclear insurance and reinsurance pools in order to provide insurance and reinsurance
capacities for nuclear risks. There are now more than 30 pools in the world, two of them
being the Croatian and the Slovenian Pool.

3.2. Nuclear Insurance and Reinsurance Pools

In order to provide insurance cover for third-party liability risks and material damage
insurances for operators of nuclear installations, the insurance companies within the former
state established a Yugoslav Nuclear Insurance Pool by signing the Pool Agreement in May
1977. The Pool was located in Zagreb, the capital of Croatia, and was registered by the
Commercial Court of Zagreb at the end of 1979. This is a rear example of a federal body
located outside Belgrade, the capital of the former Federation. The founders of the Pool were
all licensed insurance and reinsurance companies registered at that time in the former
Federation (altogether twelve members). It should be noted that the insurance and
reinsurance companies from Croatia and Slovenia gave the major incentive and had the
leading role in the creation, organisation and the activity of this Pool.

The Yugoslav Pool followed the same basic principles as pools abroad founded in the
western, developed countries from the 1950s onwards. Beside the Pool Agreement, the
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members adopted the Articles of Association and various by-laws regulating among others
the purpose of the foundation of the Pool, the rights and obligations arising therefrom with
the members, the organisational structure of the Pool and procedures for its operation. The
Pool acted in the name and on behalf of its members. The members' liability for the risks
assumed by the Pool was joint and several. The technical support for its administration was
provided by the reinsurance company Slavia Lloyd (now Croatia Lloyd) - Zagreb since its
foundation.

The Pool was established as a specialised organisation through which insurance cover for
domestic and reinsurance for foreign nuclear risks used for peaceful purposes should be
performed. The Pool was authorised to provide all kinds of insurances and reinsurances
relating to property damage to nuclear installations as such and to third-party liability losses
pertaining to the operations of nuclear installations as well as transit and storage of nuclear
materials. All these covers included nuclear and conventional perils, within each single
insurance policy.

In accordance with the general practice adopted by nuclear pools world-wide, the Pool
members offered their capacities to the Pool for domestic and foreign acceptances. This
constituted the basis for establishing the total capacity available for each underwriting year.
The Pool then split up the capacity to provide for property and liability insurances and
reinsurances. Upon issuing the insurance covers to domestic policy holders, the Pool
established its net retention and ceded to foreign reinsuring pools amounts in excess of the
retention up to the limits of cover provided by the insurance policy. When reinsuring foreign
risks, the Pool acceptances were not permitted to exceed the capacity available. The members
participation in each single domestic and/or foreign risk depended upon their share in the
total Pool capacity, based on which the premium income and the liabilities assumed by the
Pool was shared among the members.

The split-up of the former Yugoslav Federation beginning in 1991 was the reason for several
members to withdraw from the common Pool in Zagreb. At the end of 1993, the two
remaining members from Croatia and Slovenia created two separate pools, one for each
country.

The Croatian Nuclear Insurance and Reinsurance Pool - Zagreb, added some amendments to
its Pool Agreement and was registered by the Commercial Court in Zagreb in January 1994.
In accordance with the Croatian Commercial Companies Act and Insurance Companies Act,
the Pool was established as a limited company. It obtained the status of a legal entity and
operated in its own name and for the account of its members. The bodies of the Pool
remained the same, i.e. the members' Assembly, the Supervisory Board and the Manager of
the Pool.

After the withdrawal from the Nuclear Pool Zagreb in 1993, the Slovenian members decided
to establish together with other Slovenian insurance companies a new independent Slovenian
Nuclear Insurance and Reinsurance Pool. The Slovenian Pool is located in Ljubljana, the
capital of Slovenia. Technical support and personnel (the Pool employs four people on a part-
time basis) is provided by the leading Slovenian reinsurer - the Reinsurance Company Sava
Ltd. The bodies of the Pool are the members' Assembly, the Supervisory Board and the
Manager of the Pool. The Pool has been operating since April 1994 in accordance with the
fundamental principles common to all pools (e.g. the net retention of each member without
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recourse to individual reinsurance protection). The Pool Agreement, the Articles of
Association and other by-laws are basically the same as those adopted by the Croatian Pool.
The legal status of the Pool is governed by Article 49 of the Insurance Companies Act (Off.
Gaz. RS, Nos. 64/94 and 35/95), providing that the Pool is a non-profit commercial
association of interest ( Slo. gospodarsko interesno zdruzenje - "GIZ") which operates in its
own name and on behalf of its members. In accordance with Article 935 of the former
Yugoslav Obligations Act (Off. Gaz. SFRY, Nos. 29/78, 39/85 and 57/89) which is
temporarily in force in Slovenia regulating inter alia insurance contracts. Co-insurers (e.g.
members of the Pool) are jointly and severally liable for insured losses.

The actual member companies of the Croatian and the Slovenian pool, their shares and the
capacity of each pool for domestic and foreign business acceptances as from 1st January 1998
are shown in the sheets attached to this report. While the Slovenian Pool member companies
represent almost 100% of the Slovenian insurance market, the Croatian Pool member
companies represent close to 90% of the Croatian market. Both pools split their capacity in
different kinds of insurance and reinsurance covers allocating: to third-party liability 10-20%,
to business interruption/ consequential loss/loss of profit 10-20%, and up to 15% to
machinery breakdown. There are minor differences between the two pools in how they use
their capacity for foreign acceptances (from case to case) but, basically, they apply the same
technique. When reinsuring property (material damage) only, the total capacity of both pools
may be used.

3.3. Nuclear insurances

As mentioned before, the main reason for establishing the Zagreb Pool was to provide
adequate insurance cover needed for the N.P.P. Krsko project. During the construction and
erection period, lasting from July 1975 to August 1983, the co-insurance policy covering this
risk, was provided by two major insurance companies from Croatia (Croatia Insurance
Company) and Slovenia (Triglav Insurance Company). The reinsurance in turn was provided
by their respective reinsurers (Slavia Lloyd, Zagreb and Sava Re, Ljubljana), which
retroceded amounts in excess of their retention to reinsurers abroad. The policyholder was
Westinghouse Electric Corporation as a major supplier. It covered the conventional risks and
damages to property at the site while nuclear risks had been excluded. During this period the
above-mentioned insurers provided general third-party liability insurance cover to the same
policy holder, excluding nuclear liability risks.

The first nuclear insurance cover issued by the Zagreb Pool to the N.P.P. Krsko was
provided at the end of 1979 for the transit of fuel elements. The insurance covered third-party
liability losses (Transport Liability Policy) from the moment the shipment left the territorial
waters of the USA to the time of storage at the Krsko site. This cover was many times
renewed.

The second cover to be issued related to the Risk of Decontamination Costs (for the
property on site belonging to the suppliers, contractors and subcontractors), which might be
caused by the nuclear fuel elements during the time of their storage at the Krsko site until the
first loading of the fuel elements into the reactor on 5th May 1981.

The first Third-Party Liability Policy ("TPL") was issued by the same Pool to N.P.P.
Krsko on the first loading of the fuel elements into the reactor vessel on 6th May 1981. This
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cover has been renewed every year for a 12-month period ever since and is based on the same
policy conditions, some minor changes having been included merely in liability limits and
insurance premiums. The insurance covers nuclear liability of the operator, its suppliers,
contractors and subcontractors towards third parties and employees on site. The TPL Policy
provides the cover for nuclear damage (Part I) according to the above-mentioned Law on
Liability for Nuclear Damage and Law on Insurance for Nuclear Damage, as well as civil
liability of the insured (Part II). The General Conditions are provided in Part III and Part IV,
which outlines the main points of the Policy. The aggregate liability of the Pool in respect of
all damages, interests, costs and expenses cannot exceed the amount of US$5,812,500. The
basic provision of Part I is to the effect that the Pool will pay for any nuclear damage caused
by a nuclear incident occurring on the territory of the Republic of Slovenia during the period
of insurance for which the insured is liable by virtue of the aforementioned legislation. The
indemnity limit for nuclear liability amounts to US$5 million plus additional US$500,000 in
respect of costs, interests and expenses. According to Part n , the Pool is also liable to pay
any duly established claim which may be made against the insured for damage caused by a
non-nuclear accident followed by death, illness or bodily injury or loss of or damage to the
property of any person. The TPL insurance also covers the legal liability arising from the
insured's operations or possessions of property if the damage is caused by an accident
occurring at the nuclear installation during the period of insurance. Finally, the cover extends
to the legal liability of any employee of the insured for damage caused to a third party during
the performance of his duties. The indemnity limit for civil liability shall not exceed
US$312,000.

As from 6th May 1994, renewals of this Policy are in the competence of the Slovenian Pool
as direct insurer while the Croatian Pool participates in this cover as any other foreign
reinsurer.

A similar TPL Policy was issued to the Institute Jozef Stefan from Ljubljana as from 1st
January 1981 in accordance with the before mentioned acts. The Policy was regularly
renewed by the Zagreb Pool until 31st December 1993. Afterwards, this Policy has been
issued by the leading Slovenian insurance company.

The first Material Damage Insurance Policy was issued to N.P.P. Krsko by the Zagreb
Pool in May 1981 and it has been regularly renewed for 12-month periods every since. The
Policy covers property damages from nuclear, fire and allied perils, as well as property
damages to suppliers, contractors and subcontractors. The insurance conditions for the MD
Policy have been kept the same since their first inception, except for some minor
modifications: the sums insured and the aggregate insurance limits have been increased
substantially compared to the insurers maximum financial commitment per event from those
in 1981. In 1981 the aggregate limit was US$450 million while in 1987 this limit was
established at US$800 million. The sum insured was also increased together with the above-
mentioned insurance limits to US$1.1 billion in 1987 and has been kept up at this amount
ever since.

In addition to this MD Policy as from May 1989, the Pool issued a Machinery Breakdown
Insurance cover and applied Special Policy Conditions for it. The MBD cover is
supplementary to the basic MD Policy. Within the aggregate limit of the MD Policy, a special
sublimit of US$150 million applies for MBD losses pertaining to the listed equipment insured
under this cover up to its individually defined values. A special deductible applies to each
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listed item. Hence, in case of catastrophic loss to the Plant, the financial commitment of the
insurers based on these covers should never exceed the aggregate basic Policy limit of
US$800 million.

As from the renewals of the MD/MBD insurances in May 1994 the Croatian and the
Slovenian pool act as co-insuring pools. Each pool covers 50% of the MD/MBD Policy and
cedes to foreign pools the excess over their overall retention. Each pool is responsible to
collect its 50% of the insurance premium and to pay to foreign reinsurers its proportional part
of the reinsurance premium as well as to settle losses to the insured and to collect the
proportional part from the participating reinsurers.

Apart from these covers, the Croatian and the Slovenian pool, based on their Pool's
Agreements, are authorised to provide other kinds of insurance cover to their clients, such as:
Business Interruption/ Consequential Loss/ Loss of Profit insurance. They also provide
Transport (Transit) Liability Insurance when requested by the client.

3.4. Reinsurance Exchange

The Croatian and the Slovenian Pool participate in the world-wide reinsurance exchange
related to nuclear risks insurance. Regarding the MD/MBD and the TPL policies issued to
N.P.P. Krsko, the risk has been reinsured with more then 20 foreign pools since the first
inception of these various covers. It should be noted that the leading reinsurance pools (from
Great Britain, Germany and others) were involved in preparing the first drafts of the above-
mentioned insurance policy conditions and shared their expertise, knowledge and experience
as well as their reinsurance support in these covers. We are grateful to them because without
their support and the participation of other insurance pools world-wide, it would not be
possible to provide adequate insurance covers to our clients, such the N.P.P. Krsko is.

In return, both pools (the Croatian from 1983, and the Slovenian from 1994) participate in
foreign risks, placing their capacity at disposal to other pools and contributing towards
meeting the insurance needs of their clients.
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CROATIAN NUCLEAR INSURANCE NAD REINSURANCE POOL

CAPACITY FOR 1998 U/Y

No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MEMBER

CROATIA, Ins. Co.
CROATIA LLYOD, Reins. Co.
HELIOS, Ins. Co.
S AVA - RIJEKA, Ins. Co.
ADRIATIC - ZAGREB, Ins. Co.
T O T A L

DOMESTIC
RISKS

4.500.000,00
1.000.000,00

500.000,00
300.000,00
270.000,00

6.570.000,00

SHARE

68,49
15,22
7,61
4,57
4,11

100,00

FOREIGN
RISKS

4.500.000,00
1.000.000,00

400.000,00
300.000,00
150.000,00

6.350.000,00

SHARE

70,87
15,75
6,30
4,72
2,36

100,00

NUCLEAR INSURANCE AND REINSURANCE POOL LJUBLJANA

CAPACITY FOR 1998 U/Y

-:?.-M*»:-:-:-

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Ill;

ll»lii»M8ia^«iiiliii
Triglav Ins. Co.
Sava Reins. Co.
Maribor Ins. Co.
Adriatic Ins. Co.
Tilia Ins. Co.
Slovenica Ins. Co.
Mercator Ins. Co.
Merkur Ins. Co.

54.06
12.08
9.68
8.47
6.40
6.34
1.98
0.99

illPiWiPiil
2,730,000

610,000
489,000
428,000
323,000
320,000
100,000

50,000

iiiMaiilillli

i»ippil»ii
2,459,730

549,640
440,440
385,385
291,200
288,470

90,090
45,045

liiliiiiiiiiii
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Abstract

This paper contain a basic data about the legislation referring to third party liability for nuclear
damage in Croatia. It also, gives some drafting provisions in the Croatian Nuclear Liability
Act, but only those which implements a substantial changes compared to the Act currently in
force.

1. Croatian Nuclear Liability Legislation

1.1. Introduction

The Republic of Croatia has no nuclear installation on its territory, to which the system of the
operator's nuclear liability, based on the Act on Liability for Nuclear Damage (in force), would
apply. The Croatian Electricity Utility (i.e. the Croatian State) shares the joint ownership of
N.P.P. Krsko with the Slovenian State (50% each). But, as the plant is located in Slovenia, its
legislation is applicable to the operator's nuclear third party liability, together with the
provisions of the Slovenian Act on Insurance for Nuclear Damage (from 1980) referring to it.

In the actual Croatian energy programmes the nuclear option is not mentioned, but neither
strictly excluded. The public acceptance for the nuclear energy application is not yet in favour.
While the needs for electricity production are growing, up and as there are no sufficient energy
resources, it may be expected that it will be taken in serious consideration in the Croatian
energy programmes, for the years to come.

1.2. The international nuclear liability treaties applied in the Croatian legislation

Croatia is a party to the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage (of May
1963) and to the Joint Protocol Relating to the Application of the Vienna Convention and the
Paris Convention (on the Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy -of July 1960).
The former Yugoslavia (SFRY) was a signatory to the Vienna Convention and ratified it in
July 1977. After the split of the former Federation, the Croatian Government notified the
International Atomic Energy Agency of its succession to treaties for which the Agency is a
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depository. Among others, it referred in particular to the a.m. Vienna Convention. Therefore,
Croatia became party to this Convention as from the 8th October 1991 (when a formal
declaration on independence has been adopted by the Croatian Parliament). The
aforementioned Joint Protocol has been ratified by the Act of the Croatian Parliament on 30th

September 1993 (Croatian Official Gazzeta No. 12/93).

1.3. Nuclear third party liability legislation

Croatia adopted (provisionally) in its legal system the Act on Liability for Nuclear Damage of
the former Federation (accepted by the Federal Parliament in 1978 and revised in 1979 - COG
No 53/91). By doing this, it provided the system of protection and indemnification to the
potential victims of a nuclear incident, which causes nuclear damage on its territory. It is
applicable irrespective whether a nuclear damage has been caused by the operator of nuclear
installation located in Croatia or in the neighbouring countries. The provisions of this (federal)
Act has been adopted in the Slovenian legal system, as well. Therefore, the provisions of the
Croatian Act referring to the definition and the scope of nuclear damage, operator's strict
liability, the limits of operator's liability, right of recours and all others, are corresponding to
those contained in the Slovenian Act on Liability for Nuclear Damage. As they are reported in
the paper concerning the nuclear liability legislation in Slovenia, we refer to this report, in
order to avoid the unnecessary repetitions about the nuclear liability system (currently in force)
in Croatia.

2. The Croatian Draft Act on Liability for Nuclear Damage

The Draft of this Act has been prepared by the Ministry of Economy and passed through the
Government to the Croatian Parliament in December 1997. The first hearing (at the
Parliament) was held in January 1998, while the second one is expected in May/June 1998.
During this process there were no major (substantial) objections concerning the structure and
the content of this Draft.

The Draft is based on the Vienna Convention (of May 1963) and represents a step forward in
implementing its provisions in the Croatian nuclear liability system. The draft is divided in VII
sections, which are then elaborated in 30 articles. Each section and Article has its own tittle.
By doing this a better transparency of the Act has been achieved.

The General provisions (Section I.) are splited in five articles. Article 1 defines the scope of the
Act and its application to matters/relating to the liability for nuclear damage resulting from the
peaceful uses of nuclear energy, the insurance for this liability or other financial guarantee to
cover such liability.

Article 2. contains definitions, which are corresponding to those in Art. I. of the V.C. The
option offered by V.C. to exclude the small reactors and small quantities by national legislation
has not been used and therefore the Act applies to them, as well.

Several nuclear installations of one operator located at the same site are considered as a single
nuclear installation (by Article 3.).

Article 4. defines the matter of reciprocity in a case of a cross border damages. When the
operator of a nuclear installation situated in the Croatian territory is liable for a nuclear damage
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occurring in another states territory, the provisions of this Act will be applicable in the same
manner as the Act of this state will be applicable to nuclear damage occurring on the Croatian
territory, for which the operator situated on its territory is liable. The reciprocity may, also, be
settleed by multilateral or bilateral international treaty, by which the state in question and the
Republic of Croatia undertake mutual liabilities.

Section II., deals with the matter of operator's liability, introducing the provisions of Article II
of the V.C., correspondingly.

If refers in particular to the questions: of operator's liability for nuclear damage caused by a
nuclear incident in his nuclear installation and involving nuclear material in transit (Article 5);
the transfer of liability from the operator to the carrier of nuclear material (Article 6); the
operators joint and several liability, when a nuclear damage engages the liability of more than
one operator (Article 7). Compared to the amounts of operator's liability (per incident)
currently in force (up to 5 millions US$) the Draft (Article 8) establishes a higher amount (320
millions Croatian kuna i.e. about 50 millions US$), which is applicable to all kinds of nuclear
installations and to the operator's or carrier's liability in connection with the transit of nuclear
material. This amount doesn't include the interest or costs awarded by a court in action for
compensation of nuclear damage.

The provisions referring to operator's strict and absolute liability are also contained (in Article
10 and 11).

Section III is dealing with the exclusion and limitation of operator's liability (Articles 12 - 15)
which corresponds to those contained in Art. IV of V.C.

Section IV. contain the provisions referring to insurance or financial security (guarantee)
covering the operator's liability for nuclear damage which can not be lower than the amount
established in Article 8 (around 50 M US$) of this Draft. The subsequent Articles deals with
cancellation of insurance or financial guarantee (Art. 17), certificate of the insurer or financial
guarantor (Art. 18) which corresponds to V.C. (Art. Ill and VII).

In a case of transit of nuclear material within a Croatian territory the carrier has to present a
certificate on insurance or a financial guarantee, which proves that the liability for nuclear
damage is covered up to the amounts established in Articles 8 and 16.

The most important changes in this Draft, compared to the provisions of the Act in force, are
those concerning the Croatian State intervention. By Article 20. "the Republic of Croatia will
provide the means to compensate the nuclear damage up to the amount established in Article 8
of this Act, when:

1. the operator fails to provide or obtain the insurance or a financial security in force in
accordance with Art 16 of this Act; or
2. the insurer or a financial guarantor are not liable to compensate a nuclear damage, based on
the insurance contract or guarantee; or
3. the insurer or a provider of a financial security is not able to fulfil its contractual obligations
due to his insolvency."
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There is also a provision referring to the right of recourse of the state against the insurer or a
financial guarantor or operator, if they were acting negligent.

The matters relating to compensation of nuclear damage and right of recourse in Section V of
the Draft, such as:

the competent court (Art 21), direct action againt the insurer (Art 22) are corresponding to the
Act in force and to V.C. provisions (Art VI and Art H.7.), as well as those relating to
prescription periods (Art. 24) and right of recourse of the operator (Art. 25) and against him
(Art. 25).

Finally, the Draft implements some penalty provisions against the operator, the insurer or a
financial guarantor or any individual who failed to fulfil its obligation, established by Articles
16. and 17. of this Act. This provisions can not be found in the Act currently in force.

Beside this, the Croatian Government is in the process of examining the provisions of the
Protocol to Amend the Vienna, and the Convention on Supplementary Compensation for
Nuclear Damage (adopted at the Diplomatic Conference in Vienna on 12th September 1997).
Depending upon the timing of this process the Draft Act, currently in the parlamentary
proceedure, may be returned back to the Government for further changes and improvements.

A step forward in implementing the Protocol and its provisions referring to: the definition of a
nuclear damage, higher amounts of operator's liability, longer prescription periods e.t.c,
compared to those in the Draft, in the Croatian nuclear liability legislation may be expected in
the years to come. It will depend upon the ratification of this Protocol and C.S.C. but, also,
about the future attitude toward a nuclear option, as an alternative solution in Croatian long
term energy programmes.

Due to the a.m. circumstances, a more detailed presentation of this Draft provisions would be
too risky.
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A bstract

flu's paper reviews Slovenian national legislation in the field of third party liability for
nuclear damage, applicability of the international nuclear liability treaties in Slovenian legal
system and outlines some main provisions of national legislation.

!i is worth mentioning that legal instruments covering third party liability and compulsory
insurance of such liability exist in Slovenia for almost 20 years and that our nuclear facilities
.ire covered by relevant international treaties and conventions in this field, among them also
by (he Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage (from 1977) and the Joint
Protocol Relating to the Application of the Vienna Convention and the Paris Convention
dorm 1994).

t. SLOVENIAN NUCLEAR LEGISLATION

1.1. Nuclear Installations

The Krsko Nuclear Power Plant is the only NPP in Slovenia.

The Krsko NPP is situated on the Sava river in the southern part of Slovenia, it has a
Westinghouse two-loop pressurized water reactor, rated at 1976 Mwth and 632 Mwe. Gilbert
was the architect engineer. Basic safety features of the Krsko plant arc typical of a two loop
Westinghouse plant. It was constructed during 1974 and 1981 when the first fuel loading was
accomplished in May and the plant was synchronized to the grid in October the same year.
A Her an authorized trial operation, full power was reached in August 1982. A special permit
lor ihe beginning of a commercial operation was granted to the Krsko NPP in February
1984 by the Slovenian Committee for Energy, which was, at that lime, responsible for
licensing of nuclear facilities. Licensing was done on the basis of preliminary and final safety
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report, following vendor country regulations, with the assistance of several missions from the
IAEA.

The research reactor TRIGA is placed in the vicinity of Ljubljana and has a 250 kW
General Atomic pool reactor, which was licensed more than 25 years ago and relicensed
some years ago for steady state and pulse operation.

1.2. Applicability of International Nuclear Liability Treaties in Slovenian
Legal System

Slovenia is a party to the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage
and to the Joint Protocol Relating to the Application of the Vienna Convention and the Paris
c Convention, but it is not a party to the Paris Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field
of Nuclear Energy (neither to the Brussels Convention Supplementary to the Paris
Convention).

The signatory of the Vienna Convention was the former Yugoslavia; but in 1992,
after independence being declared, Slovenia notified the International Atomic Energy
Agency of a succession to treaties to which the Agency is a depositary. Among others, which
were succeeded, there was also the Vienna Convention, which became effective for Slovenia
on 25 June 1991 (declaration of the Slovenian Independence).

The Constitution of the Republic of Slovenia provides that all acts, laws and other
insulations must be in accordance with universally acknowledged principles of international
laws and international treaties which are binding for Slovenia. All notified and announced
international treaties shall be applied directly.

1.3. Domestic Third Party Nuclear Liability Legislation

A third party liability for nuclear damage is covered by two acts:

• Act on Liability for Nuclear Damage (the 1978 Act), published in the Official
Gazette of the SFRY No. 22/78 and amended in the Official Gazette of the SFRY
No. 34/79

• Act on Insurance for Liability for Nuclear Damage (the 1980 Act) published in the
Official Gazette of the SRS, No. 12/80.

Both Acts entered into force eight days after being published in the Official Gazette.

1.3.1. Main Provisions

1 )e fin it ion and scope of nuclear damage

• damage caused by death, personal injury or any other damage to a person's health,
any loss of, or damage to, property or a contamination of the environment, which
arises out of or results from the radioactive properties or a combination of
radioactive properties with toxic, explosive or other hazardous properties of
nuclear fuel or radioactive products or waste in, or of nuclear material coming
from, processed in or sent to a nuclear installation;
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damage caused by death, personal injury or any other damage to a person's health,
any loss of, or damage to, property or a contamination of the environment which
arises out of or results from other ionizing radiation emitted by any other source
of radiation inside a nuclear installation;

The main provisions are as follows:

the operator of a nuclear installation shall be liable for nuclear damage regardless of fault;

* the operator of a nuclear installation shall be liable for nuclear damage if such damage
has been caused by a nuclear accident in his nuclear installation.

• except as otherwise provided in international agreements on liability for nuclear damage,
ratified by Slovenia, no person other than the operator of the nuclear installation shall be
liable for nuclear damage, caused by a nuclear accident in the nuclear installation.

Small reactors

Basically small reactors (as for example research reactors) are treated equally as
nuclear power plants with respect to liability amount, since the definition of a nuclear
installation covers both. But with respect to the insurance to cover liability for nuclear
ilamage the amounts are significantly lower than those for the NPP's Pursuant to the 1980 Act
ihc amounts are dependent on thermal power of such nuclear reactors operating for research
purposes.

insurance amounts

Liability coverage

Nuclear installation

"research reactors"
- thermal power bellow 10 KW
- thermal power between 10 KW and 1 MW

thermal power between 1 MW and 25 MW

('arriagc of nuclear material

liability
amount

US$ 5 million

US$ 5 million

US$ 5 million

insurance amount

US$ 5 million

US$ 0,22 million
US$ 0,33 million
US$0,55 million

US$ 1,66 million

Slate liability

State intervention is foreseen only in case when the financial means provided for by
ilie insurer are insufficient to compensate for nuclear damage. In this case the Republic of
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Slovenia guarantees to cover the difference up to the amount of US$ 5 million. Since the
operator of the nuclear power plant is liable for the amount of US $ 5 million and has to have
an active insurance on the same amount the state intervention enters only in case of a research
reactor accident or in case the accident took place during the transportation of nuclear
material.

Amount of liability

The operator of a nuclear installation is liable for nuclear damage up to a certain
amount of Tolars (Slovenian currency), equivalent to US$ 5 million for each nuclear incident.
This amount does not include any interests of costs awarded by a court.

The operator of a nuclear installation is required to take out and maintain insurance to
over his liability for nuclear damage.e

Since the parity of former Yugoslav currency (Dinar) was constantly changing and
often rapidly, several decrees were passed to define new amount of liability limits and
insurance amounts. But finally, in 1991, the Slovenian Government passed the decree which
fixed the liability limit of the operator of a nuclear installation on US$ 5 million in the
equivalent sum of Slovenian currency (Tolar). Also insurance amounts were fixed on US$ 5
million in the equivalent sum of Tolars.

Mlusions of operators liability

The operator of a nuclear installation is not liable for nuclear damage if such damage
is caused by:

a nuclear accident due to an aggression, war or an act of armed conflict;
•> a nuclear accident directly due to an earthquake, floods, fire or any other grave natural

disaster upon proof that such damage could not have been anticipated or avoided.

The operator of a nuclear installation is not liable for nuclear damage suffered by a
• KTson upon proof that such person has caused the damage intentionally.

The operator of a nuclear installation is not liable for nuclear damage caused:

* to a nuclear installation or to property on the site of that installation which is used or to be
used in connection with that installation;

• lo the means of transport where which the nuclear material was at the time of the nuclear
accident.

"iniirietent cou r t

Jurisdiction for compensation for nuclear damage lies only with the local court within
ilie territory where the nuclear installation is located.
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If the nuclear damage occurs during the transportation of nuclear material, jurisdiction
over compensation lies with the local court of the territory where the nuclear accident took
place or the court of the territory in which the operator liable has his residence.

Direct action

Actions for compensation for nuclear damage may be brought directly against the
insurer.

Distribution of funds

There are no provisions on distribution of funds in the Slovenian third party liability
Acts. The reference is made to the Act on Maintain and Inland Navigation, where the
provisions are established with respect to such a procedure.

Prescription periods

An action for compensation for nuclear damage must be brought within 10 years from
i lie date of a nuclear accident or 20 years from the date of theft, loss, jettison or abandonment
if nuclear damage is caused by a nuclear accident involving nuclear material which, at the
lime of nuclear accident, was stolen, lost, jettisoned or abandoned.

A claim for compensation may be brought within the period of 3 years from the date
••in which the person suffering nuclear damage had knowledge of the damage and of the
-ipcralor liable for the damage.

Ritrht of recourse

The operator of a nuclear installation has a right of recourse only against

an individual who has acted or omitted to act intentionally to cause nuclear damage, so
(hat nuclear damage results from that act or omission;

a contracting party if this is explicitly provided for in writing.

If any undertaking or enteiprise pays a part of compensation for the damage caused by
a nuclear accident and the operator of a nuclear installation is liable therefore, such an
undertaking or enterprise has a right of recourse against the operator liable up to the amount
paid.
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Abstract

After Chernobyl, the perception of common interest in modernization of the international regime that regulate
various aspects of nuclear energy, has been evident among states with nuclear power plants as well as those likely
to be involved in or affected by a nuclear incident. The adoption of the Protocol Amending the Vienna Convention
on Civil liability for Nuclear Damage, 1963 and the Convention on Supplementary Compensation for nuclear
damage in September 1997, represents important part of the entire result that has been achieved from the 1986.
This article gives a brief survey on the background of the process of modernization of the international regime
of liability for nuclear damage and examines solutions contained in the provisions of the two conventions.

1. Introduction

The nuclear incident at Three Mile Island in 1979 and even more convincing experience of
Chernobyl incident in 1986 contributed to the formation of particularly sensitive public opinion
towards the use of nuclear energy and created a climate in which the modernization of the
international regime that regulate various aspects of nuclear energy became unavoidable. The
Chernobyl incident particularly contributed to opening of an era of a major legislative challenge
with a final goal to create a comprehensive and global legal regime which should encompass
prevention, mitigation but also compensation of damage resulting from nuclear accidents.
Namely, international conventions on civil liability for nuclear damages may have been
considered as rather innovative legal solutions at the beginning of the 60', but for many
reasons these conventional solutions ceased to be considered acceptable. The Paris Convention
on Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy of 1960 (hereafter: P.C.) has been
opened to member states of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. The
Vienna Convention on Civil Lability for Nuclear Damage of 1963 (hereafter: V.C.), intended
to have a worldwide application, but only few states having nuclear installations on their
territory adhered to this Convention.

Two conventions, which apply to damage caused by a nuclear incident in nuclear installations
and during transport of nuclear materials thereto and therefrom, are based on the same basic
principles: 1. the liability is channelled to the operator of nuclear installation who is exclusively
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liable for nuclear damage, regardless of fault of other persons; 2. the operator of a nuclear
installation is absolutely liable for the damage caused by an accident occurring in his
installation or involving nuclear material coming from or originating in his nuclear installation,
i.e. the operator is liable for nuclear damage regardless of his fault; 3. the liability is limited
in amount; 4. the liability of operator is also limited in time; 5. the operator is obliged to
maintain insurance or other financial security covering his liability; 6. jurisdiction over actions
for compensation of nuclear damage lies exclusively on the courts of the Contracting Party
within whose territory the nuclear incident occurred; in a case where the nuclear incident
occurred outside the territory of any contracting party, the exclusive jurisdiction lies on the
courts of the state party in whose territory the nuclear installation of the operator liable is
situated; 7. any discrimination with respect to victims of a nuclear incident, based on
nationality, domicile or residence, is forbidden.

The experience of the Chernobyl incident made a great impact on the attempts to establish a
globally and efficient international liability regime for compensation of a nuclear damage. As
the V.C. initially aimed to become a worldwide system, it was normal to concentrate the
efforts to modernise this Convention.

2. Approach to Modernization of Vienna Convention

In 1989 the IAEA Board of Governors established the Working Group to study the relationship
between a civil nuclear liability system and the system of the state liability. At the end of it's
second session, the Group submitted a Report recommending to revise the mandate of the
Standing Committee on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage by entrusting it to study both
international civil and state nuclear liability issues. On February 1990 an open-ended Standing
Committee on Liability for Nuclear Damage was established with mandate to: 1. consider the
international liability for nuclear damage, including international civil liability, international
State liability, and the relationship between international civil and State liability; 2. keep under
review problems related to the V.C. and advise States Party to this Convention on any such
problems; and 3. make the necessary substantive preparations and administrative arrangements
for a revision conference to be convened in accordance with Article XXVI of the V.C.

After several years of negotiation within the Standing Committee the Board of Governors of
the IAEA, at its meeting in 11 June 1997, authorized the Director General to convene a
Diplomatic Conference to adopt two conventions: Protocol to Amend the Vienna Convention
on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage and Convention on Supplementary Compensation for
Nuclear Damage. The Diplomatic Conference, held on 8-12 September 1997 in Vienna, based
its work on the drafts of mentioned conventions prepared by the Standing Committee. On 12th
September both conventions were adopted.

3. Protocol to Amend the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage

The negotiations within the Standing Committee on revision of the V.C. accompanied by
drafting of a supplementary compensation for nuclear damage convention lasted seven years.
They where characterized by complexity of issues and different position of states on how to
improve the existing regime. From the very beginning it was clear that the revision of the V.C.
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would not undermine its basic principles, but innovations emerged in the final text of the
Protocol to Amend the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for nuclear Damage (hereafter:
Protocol) submitted to adoption at the diplomatic conference made it substantially different
from the solutions contained in the 1963 V.C.

3.1. Key Innovations Contained in the Revised Vienna Convention

The solutions contained in the Protocol represent a result of a compromise achieved after long
and patient efforts to harmonize different interests of states with nuclear installations on their
territory and those which do not use nuclear source of energy, and finally between developed
and developing countries.

3.1.1. Definition of "nuclear damage"

One of the most significant features of the 1963 V.C. is that it contains a relatively narrow
definition of "damage". More precisely, the 1963 V.C. defines "nuclear damage" as "loss of
life, any personal injury or any loss of, or damage to, property...", but also "any other loss
or damage... to the extent that the law of the competent court so provides". Therefore, the
question whether damage other than stated explicitly is left to the applicable national law.
According to the prevailing opinion of the doctrine the 1963 V.C. does not encompass damage
to the environment because the civil liability regime established by the convention which does
not explicitly refer to environmental damage may not apply to goods such as water, soil or air
which belong to res communis omnium.

Having in mind that the damage to the environment and the costs of preventive measures may
constitute prevailing portions of the total damage following nuclear incident, from the outset
of negotiation it was clear that a question of definition of nuclear damage has paramount
importance for the development of nuclear civil liability regime. Therefore, the inclusion of
environmental damage was a sensitive question as the coverage of such damage would have
a significant impact on the amount of funds available for compensation relating to personal
injury, death and damage or loss of property. Opponents underlined that environment does not
have a market value as such and that there are no international guidelines on specific maximum
permissible contamination. Moreover, the problem was intensified by the uncertainty on
insurability of such damage. This question was considered also in the context of the significant
progress which has been achieved in other conventions which regulate compensation for
damage.1

The result of grave disagreement in discussions within the Standing Committee is the
compromise solution. Protocol defines "nuclear damage" as "loss of life or personal injury and
loss of or damage to property" resulting from the nuclear incident. Definition also includes,
but only to the extent determined by the law of the competent court:

The Protocol of 1992 to Amend the International Convention on Civil
Liability for Oil Pollution Damage, 1969 and the 1993 Council of Europe
Convention on Civil Liability for Damage Resulting from Activities Dangerous
to the Environment included the environmental damage "to cost of reasonable
measures of reinstatement actually undertaken or to be undertaken" and "the
cost of preventive measures and further loss or damage caused by preventive
measures".
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1. economic loss arising from death, personal injury or damage to property (if incurred
by a person entitled to claim in respect of such loss of damage);

2. the costs of measures of reinstatement of impaired environment, unless such impairment
is insignificant, if such measures are actually taken or to be taken;

3. loss of income deriving from an economic interest in any use or enjoyment of the
environment, incurred as a result of significant impairment of the environment;

4. the cost of preventive measures, and further loss or damage caused by such measures;2

and
5. any other economic loss, other than any caused by the impairment of the environment.

3.1.2. Geographical scope of Application

The 1963 V.C. contains no provision regarding geographical scope of its application. Due to
the general rules of the international law that treaty applies only to its parties,3 it implies that
the benefit of provisions of the 1963 V.C. are not extended to claimants who suffer damage
in the territory of a non-contracting state.

The major argument against allowing non-party claims is that such extension does not
encourage states to ratify the Convention. Also, the limited amount of the operator's liability
and limited capacity of insurance prevent the acceptability of such solution because more
claimants would reduce the available share in compensation funds for claimants from
Contracting States, without reciprocal benefits. On the other hand, following the experience
which evidenced possible consequences of the catastrophic nuclear incident, limitation of the
geographical scope and application only to victims from contracting states where considered
as unjustly solution and one of the major drawback of the 1963 V.C.

Therefore, the Protocol amended the 1963 V.C. by extending its application to the nuclear
damage wherever suffered. The Contracting State may exclude from application the damage
suffered in the territory of a non-Contracting State including its maritime zones but the
possibility of such exclusion applies only in respect of a non-Contracting State which at the
time of the accident has a nuclear installation in its territory or in any maritime zones
established in accordance with the international law of the sea, and does not afford equivalent
reciprocal benefits.

2"Preventive measures" means reasonable measures taken after a nuclear
incident has occurred to prevent or minimize nuclear damage. Such measures can
be taken by any person but subject to approval of competent authorities of the
state where the measures are taken. New definition of nuclear damage led to
the new concept of the "nuclear incident". It is defined as "any occurrence
or series of occurrences having the same origin which causes nuclear damage
or, but only with respect to preventive measures, creates a grave and imminent
threat of causing such damage",

3 According to the Art. 34 of the V.C. on the Law of Treaties of 23 May
1969, international treaty may not impose obligations or confer rights on
third parties without their consent.
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3.1.3. Minimum Liability Limit

Apart from other deficiencies of the 1963 V.C, the primary aim of its revision was to increase
the minimum amount of the operator's liability. The limitation of liability of the operator
constitutes a certain counterbalance to the application of absolute lability principle. Such
established system was considered as a kind of equilibrium between interest of the nuclear
industry and interest of potential victims. The principle of absolute liability was primarily
introduced to relieve courts from the difficulty of setting appropriate standards of reasonable
care, and plaintiffs of the difficulty of proving breach of those standards, in a relatively new,
complex and highly technical industrial process. Also, the limitation of the amount of liability
was intended to make possible to operators to obtain insurance, as otherwise insurers would
be reluctant to cover unmeasurably enormous risks.

However, such equilibrium was distorted from the very beginning by adoption of absurdly low
minimum level of liability. The 1963 V.C. provides as a minimum operator's liability US $
5 million.4 Besides that, low level of liability do not serve as a tool to ensure efficiency of the
nuclear safety system and to maintain confidence among the general public. Moreover, today
the possibilities of insurance cover offered by the market are considerably increased.

Having in mind that the credibility of a conventional nuclear liability regimes depend primarily
on the assets provided for compensation the Protocol increased substantially the minimum level
of operator's liability. This liability may be limited by Installation State to not less than 300
million Special Drawing Rights (hereafter SDRs).5 Nevertheless, the Installation State may
establish a limitation of the operator's liability to not less than 150 million SDRs, provided that
in excess of that amount and up to at least 300 million SDRs is made available by that state
out of public funds.

For those Contracting Parties which may face difficulties in immediate application of the
above-mentioned amount of liability because the insurance market is not capable or ready to
provide insurance, or because of other reasons, Protocol made a so called "phasing-in"
provision, which enables states, for a maximum of 15 years from the date of entry into force
of Protocol, to adopt a transitional amount of liability not less than 100 million SDRs in
respect of a nuclear incident occurring within that period. Also, an amount lower than 100
million SDRs may be established, provided that public funds are made available up to the
difference.

The Protocol also enables the Contracting Parties to establish a lower amount of liability for
nuclear installation which, due to their nature, or having regard to nuclear substances involved
in its operation and the likelihood of consequences of an incident originating therefrom, involve
lower risks. The lower amount of operator's liability may not be less than 5 million SDRs, but
if the actual damage exceeds such diminished amount of liability, the Installation State ensures

It should be taken into account that US dollar in this Convention
denotes unit of account equivalent to the value of the United States dollar
in terms of gold on 29 April 1963, that is to say US $ 35 per one troy ounce
of fine gold.

5 The amounts of liability of operator, established by the Installation
State applies wherever the nuclear incident occurs.
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the availability of public funds up to the general liability amount, i.e., at least 300 million
SDRs.

In case that the national legislation of the Contracting Party provides unlimited liability of the
operator, the limit of the financial security of the operator liable may not be lower than 300
million SDRs. The Installation State ensures the payment of claims for compensation for
nuclear damage which have been established against the operator to the extent that the yield
of the financial security is inadequate to satisfy such claims, but not in excess of the amount
of 300 million SDRs.

3.1.4. Change in Prescription Periods

The 1963 V.C. established that the action for compensation must be brought within ten years
from the date of a nuclear incident. The national legislation may establish a period of not less
than three years for the extinction of the right either from the date when the person suffering
damage has knowledge of or from the date on which he ought reasonably to have known of
both damage and the operator liable, provided that this period does not exceed the period of
ten years form the date of the nuclear incident.

The fact that the damage which results in loss of life or personal injury may be revealed long
time after the nuclear incident occurs, urged for extending of time limit for bringing of claim.
On the other hand, it was argued that such solution would prevent insurers to estimate the total
amount of their obligation within reasonable time and that it would intensify the problem of
proving a causal link between nuclear incident and the damage in cases of personal damage.

The Protocol amended the 1963 V.C. prescribing that claims with respect to loss of life and
personal injury may be brought within a thirty-year period from the date of the nuclear
incident. For all other claims the period of extinction is ten years from the date of the nuclear
incident. Also, actions must be brought within three years from the date on which the person
suffering damage had knowledge or ought reasonably to have had the knowledge of the damage
and of the operator liable for the damage.

3.1.5. Priorities in Settlement of Claims

In cases were the available funds where insufficient to cover the total damage resulting from
the nuclear incident, all legitimate claims would be compensated proportionally. However, the
Protocol contains a provision intended to provide additional protection to victims of the nuclear
accident. In cases were, in respect of claims brought against the operator, the damage to be
compensated under the Protocol exceeds or is likely to exceed the established amount of
liability of the operator, priority in the distribution of the compensation is to be given to claims
in respect of loss of life or personal injury. The application of such solution, motivated
primarily by ethical reasons, may appear as extremely difficult, particularly in connection with
the provision which extend the prescription period. Namely, this provision does not ensure the
availability of funds for claims that may be submitted many years after the nuclear incident.
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3.1.6. Other Important Amendments

Protocol explicitly excludes from its scope of application the nuclear installations used for non-
peaceful purposes. Military installations where not included for two reasons. First, it would
raise conceptual problem that results from covering an important part of the public sector by
the private law liability regime. Second, the prevailing view in the Standing Committee and
the Diplomatic Conference was that such inclusion would discourage the ratification of the
Protocol by those states which posses such nuclear installations.

The 1963 V.C. provides for a few specific exceptions to the application of the principle
of absolute liability. Namely, the operator may not be held liable in cases where the occurrence
of a nuclear incident is directly due to an act of armed conflict, hostilities, civil war or
insurrection. Besides that, unless the Installation State provides otherwise, the operator may
not be held liable for nuclear damage caused by a nuclear incident directly due to a grave
natural disaster of an exceptional character. The Protocol removed the last exoneration as it
was considered that technological progress enables construction of such nuclear installations
which should withstand earthquakes.

The Protocol provides for that the compensation for nuclear damage to the means of transport
upon which the nuclear material involved was at the time of the nuclear incident should not
reduce the operator's liability in respect of other damage to an amount less than either 150
million SDRs, or any higher amount established by the legislation of a Contracting Party, or
an amount established in conformity with a so-called phasing-in mechanism.6

The general rule regarding jurisdiction remained unchanged. Jurisdiction over actions for
compensation of nuclear damage lies only with the courts of the Contracting Party on the
territory of whom the nuclear incident occurred. Where the nuclear incident occurred outside
the territory of any Contracting Party, or where its place could not be determined with
certainty, jurisdiction over such actions lies with the courts of the installation State of the
operator liable. The Protocol contains an addition to these rules. Namely, where a nuclear
incident occurs within the area of the exclusive economic zone of a Contracting Party or, if
such a zone has not been established, in an area not exceeding the limits of an exclusive
economic zone, were one to be established, jurisdiction over actions concerning nuclear
damage lies only with the courts of that Party.

4. Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage

The experience of the Three Mile Island and the Chernobyl incidents demonstrated that the
scale of potential damage caused by a nuclear accident is likely to be well beyond the liability

The 1963 V.C. also excludes from the coverage of the operator's
liability damage to the means of transport unless the Installation State
provides otherwise. In any case, the liability of the operator in respect of
nuclear damage other than means of transport may not be reduced to less than
US $ 5 million for any one nuclear incident.
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of the operator, even with a substantially increased liability limit under the revised V.C.7

Therefore, the question of finding some mechanism to provide additional funds for
compensation, such as the 1963 Brussels Convention which supplements the P.C, was included
at the beginning of the negotiations in the Standing Committee.

The need to provide an increased amount of compensation for nuclear damage became more
evident because the negotiations on the revision of the 1963 V.C. pointed very early to the
extension of the geographical scope of the Convention, a more elaborate scope of nuclear
damage and longer period of extinction.

Early negotiations in the Standing Committee dealt with a proposal that the new supplementary
funding mechanism should be based on compulsory contributions of nuclear industry ("levy"
draft). Another suggestion was based on a scheme which establishes considerably higher
amount of liability of the operator, who would be expected to cover such liability through
insurance, membership in a risk-pool and other forms of financial security ("pool" draft).
These two proposals were followed by numerous other draft texts presented and negotiated in
the Standing Committee as possible bases for worldwide supplementary funding regime.
Several years of negotiations did not brought agreement on the broad basis on which
contributions of nuclear industry should be made and it become evident that the system of
supplementary funding should rely solely on contributions of the state's public funds.

The main efforts in these negotiations consisted in finding a scheme based on such distribution
of risk and economic burden that would reflect the principle "polluter pays" and which would
serve as additional impulse for states and operators to run their nuclear installations according
to the highest nuclear safety standards.

The final text proposed by the Standing Committee and adopted at the Diplomatic Conference
established a system of two-tier state funding system which ensures compensation primarily by
the intervention of the Installation State and, as a second tear necessary in cases of extensive
damage, by intervention of all Contracting Parties.

The concept of "state intervention" is different from the concept of international state liability,
as it does not imply any obligation of the state to provide full compensation for damage in case
of a nuclear incident. Nevertheless, primary obligation of an Installation State to bear economic
burden is introduced as a preferable one for two reasons. At first, the Installation State has
primary obligation to undertake all measures to prevent the occurrence of an nuclear incident
and to minimize the consequences that may derive from such an incident. Secondly, even in
case of an nuclear incident with wide transboundary consequences, the Installation State is
expected to be the most victimized state.

The second tear, which involves intervention of all State Parties, reflect the introduction of
international solidarity of states in mitigating the consequences of nuclear damage and is
completely in line with the aim to provide to the victims of nuclear incident a full

7 According to certain estimations, the Three Mile Island accident, which
caused no off-site releases of radioactivity, is thought to have cost US $ l
billion (US $ 52 million was paid out by insurers) and the Chernobyl accident
may have caused damage in the USSR totalling US $ 3 billion.
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compensation. Such an established funding system for providing compensation represents a
departure from the "polluter pays" principle and a recognition of the states' environmental
interdependency.

4.1. The Main Features of the Convention on Supplementary Compensation for nuclear
Damage

The Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage (hereafter: C.S.C.) is
a free-standing instrument whose aim was to establish a worldwide liability regime to
supplement and enhance measures provided in the V.C. and P.C. as well as in national
legislation on compensation for nuclear damage consistent with the principles of these
Conventions. The C.S.C. may be adhered to by all states parties to the V.C. or P.C, but also
states whose national legislation complies with the provisions of the Annex of the C.S.C.
which are based on the same principles as those conventions.8

The C.S.C. applies to the nuclear damage, defined in the same way as under the Protocol, for
which an operator of a nuclear installation used for peaceful purposes situated in the territory
of a Contracting Party is liable under either of the two basic conventions or under national law
which complies with the provisions of the Annex.

4.1.1. Undertaking of Contracting Parties to Provide Funds and Allocation of Funds

Supplementary compensation in respect of the nuclear damage is provided through a fixed
contribution by States Parties, divided in two tiers. The first tier of compensation, in amount
not less than 300 million SDRs, is to be provided by the Installation State.9 This amount is
to be distributed equitably without discrimination on the basis of nationality, domicile or
residence, but the Installation State may exclude by its legislation a nuclear damage suffered
in a non-Contracting State.

The second tier of compensation, e.g. the amount beyond those made available by first tier is
to be ensured by all Contracting Parties according to a specified formula. Such provided funds
for compensation are to be distributed also without discrimination on the basis of nationality,
domicile or residence, but only for the damage suffered in the territory of Contracting Parties.

8 More precisely, the Annex, which is an integral part of the C.S.C,
declare that national legislation is deemed to be in conformity with its
provisions if it contained on 1 January 1995 and continues to contains
provisions that provides strict liability for substantial nuclear damage off
the site of the nuclear installation where the incident occurs, require
indemnification of any person other than the operator liable for nuclear
damage to the extent that person is legally liable to provide compensation (so
called "grandfather clause" which recognize the economic channelling of
liability), and ensure availability of at least 1000 million SDRs in respect
of civil nuclear power plant and at least 3 00 million SDRs in respect of other
civil nuclear installations for such indemnification.

9 A Contracting Party may establish, for the maximum of 10 years from the
date of opening for signature of C.S.C, a transitional amounts of at least 150
million SDRs in respect of a nuclear incident occurring within that period.
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In addition, the funds contributed by the Contracting States are to be distributed in such a way
that 50% of the funds are allocated for the compensation of claims suffered in or outside the
Installation State, and other 50% to compensation of claims suffered exclusively outside the
territory of the Installation State, but to the extent that such claims are uncompensated by the
first half of fund.10 This solution, particularly important for states which have no nuclear
installations on their territory, was motivated by an endeavour to avoid that the total amount
which States Parties contribute on the basis of the principle of international solidarity is
consumed for compensation of damage suffered exclusively on the territory of Installation
State.

However, this division of funds does not apply to cases where a Contracting Party ensures the
availability without discrimination of amount not less than 600 million SDRs under the first
tier for compensation on a non-discriminatory basis for damage suffered in and outside of the
Installation State.

4.1.2. Geographical Scope

The C.S.C. contains a detailed provision on its geographical scope. The provision relates to
the second tier of funds provided by all State Parties of the C.S.C. However, it may apply also
to the first tier of funds which are provided by the Installation State in cases where the national
legislation of this state excludes compensation of damage suffered in a non-Contracting
State.11

The funds provided for by all Contractmg Parties of the C.S.C. are devoted to the
compensation of a nuclear damage which is suffered: (a) in the territory of a Contracting party;
or (b) in or above maritime areas beyond the territorial sea of a Contracting Party (i) on board
or by a ship flying the flag of a Contracting Party, or on board or by an aircraft registered in
the territory of a Contracting Party, or on or by an artificial island, installation or structure
under the jurisdiction of a Contracting Party; or (ii) by a national of a Contracting Party,
excluding damage suffered in or above the territorial sea of a State not Party to C.S.C; or (c)
in or above the exclusive economic zone of a Contracting Party or on the continental shelf of
a Contracting Party in connection with the exploitation or the exploration of the natural
resources of that exclusive economic zone or continental shelf. The above is subject to the
requirement that the courts of a Contracting Party have jurisdiction pursuant to provisions of
the C.S.C.

10 In the event ant to the extent that the national compensation amount
of the Installation State is less than 300 million SDRs, the amount for
compensation of both domestic and transboundary damage have to be reduced
proportionally and the other part of the supplementary funds, devoted
exclusively for transboundary damage, have to be increased accordingly.

11 The provision on geographical scope does not express explicitly its
application to the funds provided by the Installation State, but it may be
concluded from the provision contained in Art. Ill par. 2 (a) . Namely, the
C.S.C. presumes that national legislation applies to the damage wherever
suffered. On the other hand, it recognizes that state may, but subject to
obligations of that state under other conventions on nuclear liability,
exclude nuclear damage suffered in a non-Contracting State. Certainly, such
approach came as a consequence of the extended geographical scope of the
revised 1963 V.C. (Art. 3. of the Protocol).
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4.1.3. Calculation of Contributions

As distinct from the first tear of compensation which is determined in a fixed amount of 300
million SDRs, the second tear of compensation which is to be ensured by the contributions of
all State Parties is made dependent on the result of calculation made by application of a
specified formula. This formula implies a combination of two factors: the installed nuclear
capacity of nuclear reactors and the United Nations rate of assessment of State Parties to the
Convention.

The amount of the contribution of each Contracting Party is established as a sum of the amount
which is the product of the installed nuclear capacity of that Contracting Party multiplied by
300 SDRs per unit of the installed capacity12 and the amount determined by applying the ratio
between the United Nations rate of assessment for that Contracting Party and the total of such
rates for all Contracting Parties to 10% of the sum of the amounts calculated for all
Contracting Parties under the first factor.13

The application of such an formula ensures that the main economic burden of providing of
funds to the second tear are shared by states having nuclear installation on their territory,
depending on the rate of installed nuclear capacity. The second factor in calculation constitutes
only 10% of the first factor and it is shared by all State Parties, nuclear and non-nuclear states.

In order to find the appropriate balance and to avoid a situation where the Contracting Party
having a large nuclear power capacity would have to contribute a too amount part of the
contribution, especially at the initial period with a small number of State Parties, a percentage
limitation for the contribution of an individual Contracting Party has been introduced. The
maximum contribution which may be charged per nuclear incident to any Contracting Party,
other than the Installation State, may not exceed a certain percentage of total contributions of
all Contracting Parties. For a particular Contracting Party such percentage corresponds to its
United Nations rate of assessment expressed as a percentage plus eight percentage points.
However, this percentage shall be increased by one percentage point when the total installed
capacity by the States Parties exceeds a level of 625,000 units and shall be increased by one
additional percentage point with each further increment of 70,000 units.

4.1.4. Jurisdiction

The C.S.C. regulates the jurisdiction over actions for compensation of nuclear damage in the
same manner as it is regulated by the revised V.C. The only difference resulted from the
establishment of the jurisdiction over actions for compensation in cases where the nuclear
incident occurred within the area of the exclusive economic zone of a Contracting Party. In
cases where the exercise of such jurisdiction in the framework of the C.S.C. would be
inconsistent with the obligation of that Contracting Party under the system of V.C. or P.C. in

12 The formula for establishing installed nuclear capacity of nuclear
reactors situated in the territory of the Contracting Party is, for each
nuclear reactor, 1 unit for each MW of thermal power.

13 However, Contracting Parties on the minimum United Nations rate of
assessment with no nuclear reactors are not required to make any contribution.
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relation to the state which is not party to the C.S.C, the obligations within the framework of
V.C. or P.C. shall prevail.

4.1.5. Entry Into Force

The C.S.C. enters into force on the ninetieth day following the date on which at least five
States with a minimum of 400,000 units of the installed nuclear capacity have deposited an
instrument of ratification, acceptance or approval. However, the mentioned instruments may
be accepted only from states which are parties to either the V.C. or the P.C, or a state which
declares that its national law complies with the provision of the Annex. In addition, the C.S.C.
underlines the importance of the safety aspect of the established nuclear liability and the state
intervention system. Therefore, those states which have on their territory a nuclear installation
as defined in the Convention on Nuclear Safety of 17 June 1994, should also be a parties to
that Convention.

5. Conclusion

The solutions contained in the Protocol may be considered as important improvement, but at
the same time does not represent dramatic change in the approach to regulate liability for
nuclear damage. The Protocol provides more clarity and legal certainty for victims, but also
reconfirms the basic principles on which the 1963 V.C. as well as the P.C. are based, such
as absolute liability, channelling and limited liability. The extension of geographical scope of
revised V.C. reveal a considerable moral dimension of nuclear liability law and problem of
environmental interdependence of states. The substantial increase of the amount of minimum
liability of the operator and introduction of the state intervention in the system of liability not
only provides more appropriate compensation for victims, but also strengthen preventive
function of liability, stimulating the state and the operator to use the best endeavour to
eliminate the sources of possible damage and undertake maximally effective measures of
nuclear safety.

On the other hand, the negotiation and adoption of the C.S.C. came as a result of early
comprehension that the efforts to introduce the elements of the state liability in the civil
liability regime may not lead to viable results, not only for conceptual inadequacies of such
approach, but also because of a clear and strong opposition of many states to accept such
liability. However, the results of the C.S.C. are not to be neglected. The solution contained
in this Convention are based on the principle of solidarity of states, but also on the principle
that the main economic burden that arise as consequence of a nuclear incident should be borne
by the Installation State. Such established scheme of contribution do not respect the principle
"polluter pays" to the full extent, but in the international climate which do not recognize with
certainty the liability of state for nuclear damage, may be considered as appropriate approach
in achieving the most important aim to compensate the victims in a cases where the available
financial resources provided by the operator are insufficient to remunerate the entire amount
of nuclear damage.
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Abstract:

This paper contains some facts about the Swedish nuclear energy production
system and about the nuclear operators liability with the important issues.

The nuclear insurance of Sweden is also explained in short terms
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I. Nuclear Energy Production System

Sweden started discussions about nuclear power production already in the 1950:s. In 1965 the
first nuclear plant for commercial use was ordered to be built in Oskarshamn on the east coast
of Sweden and it was connected to the grid in 1972. Before that two research reactors had
been built and one, some 80 knrs south of Stockholm, is still in use.

At present there are 12 reactors in operation. Of these 9 has been constructed by ABB (former
ASEA) and 3 by Westinghouse. There are two main operators of nuclear power plants in
Sweden, Vattenfall AB, state owned, and Sydkraft AB, privatly owned. They respectivly own
7 and 5 reactors. All 12 reactors were built between 1969 and 1985

The below chart will show the Swedish Reactors

Name Built by/year Thermal effect MW Net generated power MW

615/600
615/600

1006/968
1006/969
1200/1158

465/445
630/605
1198/1160

860/830
917/875
960/915
960/915

The Nuclear Power Industry of Sweden generate about 47% of all electricity produced in the
country. Hydro-power is the other important source for power production with slightly less
than 50% of the production.

As may already be known the Swedish Government is planing for a phase-out of the Nuclear
Power Industry. They have passed a new law that makes it possible for the Government to
withdraw the licence for any reactor in Sweden. There is now a decision to close the
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Barseback 2

Forsmark 1
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Forsmark 3
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Oskarshamn
Oskarshamn

Ringhals 1
Ringhals 2
Ringhals 3
Ringhals 4
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ABB/1985
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2 ABB/1975
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ABB/1976
Westinghouse/1975
Westinghouse/1981
Westinghouse/1983
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2928
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2783
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nuclear plant Barseback 1 as per the first of July 1998. This has of course disturbed the owners
of the nuclear plant. The owners has filed a number of law suits against the Government in
order to find out if their acting is in conformaty with Swedish and European Law and of course
for the possiblity to inhibit the closure of the plant. It will be interesting to see the outcome of
this struggle. One conclusion, at least, can be drawn at this stage and that is that there will be
no more nuclear plants built in Sweden for the foreseeable future.

n. Nuclear Liability System

In order to faciliate the planing and pave the way for nuclear power plants, among other things,
the first nuclear liability act of Sweden was passed in 1960 and the Swedish Atomic Insurance
Pool was founded in 1956. Since then Sweden has signed and ratified the Paris-Convention of
1960 and the Supplementary Convention of 1963 and the existing Nuclear Liability Act of
Sweden is from 1968. The act has been slightly altered during the years. The most significant
changes are concerning the liability amount which has increased considerably since 1968. As
indicated above the Swedish Nuclear Liability Act went into force on the first of January 1968.
It is built on the principles of the Paris Convention and the Supplementary Convention and the
four corner-stones of the Nuclear Liability Act are:

*The operators shall be strictly liable for all damages outside the site, i.e. to all third-parties.
*The liability shall be channeled to the operator alone.
*The liability shall be limited both in amount and time.
T h e operator shall cover his liabilty by insurance or by financial guarantee.

The liability amount is at present SDR 175 million and the time bar for claims is ten years.
The Swedish Government are investigating the possibilties of increasing the liability amount for
1999. The amount that is suggested is SDR 300 million and the Government wish to impose an
unlimited liability on the operator.

To the operators insured amount of SDR 175 million/accident there will be added another 125
million due to the provisions of the Supplementary Convention. Further there is a provision in
the Swedish Nuclear Liability Act that makes it possible for the Government to increase the
amount even further in a situation of a nuclear accident.

Concerning non-irradiated fuels or other non-irradiated substances the liability of the operator
is limited SDR 10 million and that amount is also applicable for transport of same subtances.

A nuclear damage is defined according to the Nuclear Liability Act as: "damage caused by
nuclear fuels or substances or irradiation from other nuclear sources".
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A nuclear accident is defined as: "such event or succession of events with the same origin that
causes nuclear damage".

Excluded from the Swedish legislation are so called "small quantities" of radioactive
substances and the operator is not liable for war, riots and natural disasters.

All reactors falls under the provisions of the Swedish Nuclear Liabilty Act. This means that the
first reactor built in Sweden, Agesta, also has to be insured although it is closed since many
years. All reactors are not insured as one research-reactor is enjoying a governmental
guarantee, but that guarantee will probably be withdrawn by the Government by the end of
June 1998.

Any dispute for compensation for nuclear damages can be brought before a court in Sweden,
and any court-decision from a country being party to the Paris Convention and the Lugano
Convention will most likely be recognized here.

Compensation for a nuclear damage will be paid both for personal and property losses. The
time bar for claims are ten years, above that the Government guarantees another 20 years. That
means that a claimant in reality is allowed 30 years before he loses his rights to get
compensation. As the operator is strictly and alone liable for claims the question of recourse
actions falls unless entities or persons have acted with gross negligence or delibratly

III. Insurance of Nuclear Risks

The Swedish Atomic Insurance Pool was founded 1956 and that makes the Pool one of the
first within the Pooling System.

Member companies are nine mayor non-life insurance companies in Sweden. The Pool is
governed by a board with persons coming from the biggest members. The board meets at least
four times a year, and it is of course the board that gives the pooloffice its authorization.

The administration of the Pool is taken care of by the pooloffice which is handling the
underwriting, riskassesment and accounting. To the help of the Pool there are four committees.

*The technical committee
*The Liability committee
*The Finance Committee
*The Transport Committee.
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The committees are employed with people coming from the member companies. The
members of the technical committee are surveying the nuclear plants on a regular basis. They
are paid by the Pool for that service. The other members of the committees are not taking part
in the work other when needed, which is on an irregular basis. That situation would of course
change dramatically, anyway for the liability committee, in case of a nuclear accident

The capacity provided by the members of the Pool is SEK 1,6 billion for domestic risks and for
foreign reinsurance risks the capacity is 80% of the full capacity.

The insured amount for third-party risk is SDR 210 million, which is a 20 % increase of SDR
175 million stipulated by the Nuclear Liability Act, due to the limited capacity in the market.
The amounts for material-damage and business-interruption insurances are pending between
SEK 9-13 billion depending on the individual reactor.

The Pool offers cover for material damage, business interruption, third-party liability and
transport risks. Upon request the Pool can offer EAR- and CAR-Coverage.

The Third-party Liability coverage offered by the Pool does not include Work-mans
Compensation or any onsite-property.Costs for investigations are limited to 10 % of the
insured amount. Intentional emissions are limited to SEK 15 million over the lifetime for each
individual nuclear plant.

Stockholm 1998 03 09
SVENSKA ATOMFORSAKRINGSPOOLEN
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ABSTRACT

The paper gives a short introduction to the past and present situation of operation

and construction of nuclear power plants in the Czech Republic, including some

basic technical data and background information.

It then continues in providing up to date information on the Czech nuclear

legislation and consideration of various questions and problems in the light of the

respective legal clauses (e.g. minimum insurance requirements, treatment of small

reactors and small quantities of nuclear material, state guarantees etc.).

The paper gives more detailed information about practical application of the

insurance clauses of the Atomic Act, including some time related questions.

A considerable part of the paper is dedicated to the past history and present

functions and activities of the Czech Nuclear Insurance Pool which was officially

founded in 1995 and is without doubt one of the most active and successful

national nuclear insurance pools of the former East European countries.
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1. NUCLEAR ENERGY AND NUCLEAR POWER STATIONS

When speaking about nuclear energy in the Czech Republic we have to really start many years

ago when the Czech Republic was still part of Czechoslovakia. At that time not only did

Czechoslovakia decide to become one of the countries generating electric power with the use

of nuclear power plants but also started construction of the first two (one in the Czech

Republic - at Dukovany and one in the Slovak Republic - at Jaslovske Bohunice) and planned

and eventually started construction of further two nuclear power plants, out of which one (at

Temelin) is situated in the Czech Republic. Due to this development, after 1st January 1993

when Czechoslovakia ceased to exist and independent Czech and Slovak Republics were

founded, each country had one nuclear power plant in operation and one under construction.

In the Czech Republic the nuclear power plant in operation is situated at Dukovany (South

Moravia) and it was put into operation in the years 1985 - 1987. The construction of this

nuclear power plant began in 1978 and its four reactors W E R 440 (2nd generation) type

V213 have a total installed power of 1760 MWe and thermal power of 1375 MWt (each

reactor). The operating power plant generated around 20% of all electric power in the Czech

Republic in 1997 and represents a permanent and reliable source of electric power for the

country.

The power plant under construction is situated at Temelin (South Bohemia). Its construction

was started in 1986 and is expected to be put into operation during the years 1999 - 2000. This

second nuclear power plant will have two reactors VVER 1000, total installed power of 1962

MWe and thermal power of 3000 MWt (each reactor). When finished and put into full

operation it is anticipated that the two nuclear power plants together will be generating nearly

31% of all electric power in the Czech Republic.

There are many discussions in the country (and also especially in Austria) on the subject of

nuclear energy, nuclear safety and future sources of generating electric power to meet the

increasing demand of the industry and general public. A relatively large part of the population

in the Czech Republic was against completion of the Temelin nuclear power plant but without

suggesting any realistic alternative source of energy. The increasing demand for electric power

in the country (1993 - 48000 GWh, 1996 - 54000 GWh) has led to a government decision to

finish the second nuclear power plant in the Czech Republic but at the same time to even more

concentrate on safety features and other related questions. A recent public inquiry into this
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rather delicate matter showed a nearly 65% support of the population for completing the

Temelin project.

2. THE CZECH ATOMIC ACT

Nuclear related legislation and special acts on nuclear safety and other connected subjects were

first introduced in the Czech legal system in 1976 (shortly before NPP Dukovany started to be

built) and over the years represent a complex group of legal documents.

The Czech Republic signed and ratified the Vienna Convention in 1993 together with the Joint

Protocol to the Vienna and Paris Conventions. Immediately after that new legislation was

being prepared.

The new Czech nuclear law entered into force on 1st July 1997. The Atomic Act (No.

18/1997) refers to the Vienna Convention when dealing with nuclear liability (Part 5 of the

Act) but also covers many other nuclear related subjects such as licencing, storage of nuclear

material and waste and State supervision. The Act became a new basis for nuclear related

legislation in the Czech Republic and is being followed by a number of detailed legal provisions

covering the main scope of the Atomic Act. The basic principles established by the new Act

fully correspond with the Vienna Convention. It should be mentioned, however, that in

accordance with a special provision of the Act, Part 5 (liability for nuclear damage) entered

into force already on 26th February 1997 (i.e. on the date of official publication of the Atomic

Act).

The Atomic Act has not given an independent and specific definition of nuclear damage and

refers in this respect to various general provisions and definitions in e.g. the Czech Civil Code.

In its § 34 it also states that costs connected with preventive measures and aimed at minimizing

the final loss are considered as part of the total nuclear damage. On the other hand the Act

counts with a more detailed definition of certain activities and quantities of nuclear material

which will not be governed by the Act. These detailed definitions and rules have not yet been

published and as far as we are informed work on this subject has only started.

In view of the above it may be said that in the present state of the Czech legislation even small

reactors and small quantities of nuclear material are included in the scope and application of

the Atomic Act but this may be changed with the additional rules and definitions as called for

by the Act. The same question arises when considering liability and insurance related matters of

various small operators (e.g. University research reactors, hospital X-rays etc.). When trying to
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find answers to these practical questions we usually have to be satisfied with an ad hoc

decision of the Czech Nuclear Safety Supervisory Authority (SUJB) which is given in respect

of individual licence applications.

The nuclear liability provisions of the Atomic Act can be found in Part 5 (§ 32 - § 38). The

total limit of liability of the operator is CZK 6.000.000.000 (approx. USD 176.000.000) any

one nuclear event in case of nuclear installations for energy generating purposes, spent fuel

storage facilities and nuclear material storage facilities (originating from spent fuel) and CZK

1.500.000.000 (approx. USD 44.000.000) for all other nuclear installations and transportation

of nuclear material. These limits of liability include State liability which is then only above the

obligatory minimum limits of insurance coverage (or other financial guarantee of the operator

as defined by the Ministry of Finance). The State liability in the form of a guarantee together

with the minimum insured amount arranged (and paid) for by the operator make up the total

liability of the operator as mentioned above. There are no specific or additional exclusion

clauses in the Atomic Act which would exclude operators liability other than standard

exclusions already set by the Vienna Convention.

3. LEGAL LIABILITY INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS

Specific provisions concerning insurance coverage and other financial guarantees can be found

in § 36 of the Atomic Act. There are basically two categories of nuclear installations to which

correspond two minimum amounts of insurance coverage or other financial guarantees.

The first category includes nuclear installations generating electric power and all storage

facilities of these installations for spent fuel and/or nuclear material originating from spent fuel

(as defined in § 35, para a). There is a minimum limit of CZK 1.500.000.000 (approx. USD

44.000.000) set for insurance coverage or other financial guarantee in the Act (§ 36, para 3).

The second category includes all other nuclear installations and transportation of nuclear

material (as defined in § 35, para b). There is a lower minimum limit of CZK 200.000.000

(approx. USD 6.000.000) prescribed for insurance coverage or other financial guarantee (see

also § 36, para 3).

The obligation to insure applies to all licenceholders as defined by the Atomic Act (Part 2, 3

and 4 respectively) and the minimum insurance requirements have to be fulfilled unless the

licenceholder has either other financial guarantees (as defined by the Ministry of Finance) or

had applied for and has been granted an exception from the legal obligations (this possibility is
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given by § 36, para 2). It has to be underlined, however, that this exception is generally

intended only for state owned operators (licenceholders) to ensure economical management of

state money.

Compensation of nuclear damage is generally regulated by the same clauses as compensation

of any other general liability claim. The Czech Civil Code fully applies with the exception of §

38, para 1 of the Atomic Act, which defines the subjective (three years from the date when the

victim finds out, or should have found out, who is liable for the loss/damage) and objective

period (ten years from the date of the nuclear event) for claims presentation. In case of the

insurance period being longer than the ten years objective period then the end of the insurance

period is the end of the ten year period. The same rules apply to both personal and property

losses. The channelling of liability to the operator of the nuclear installation (or licenceholder)

as a basic principle of the Vienna Convention is fully transformed into the Czech Atomic Act

(with only such possibilities of recourse as are assumed by the Vienna Convention).

4. INSURANCE OF NUCLEAR RISKS

First discussions about the foundation of a Czech (Czechoslovak) nuclear insurance pool

started in the early 1990s under the organisational umbrella of the Czechoslovak Insurance

Association. These discussions continued after the foundation of the Czech Republic in 1993

within the Czech Insurance Association. During this time the organisers received extensive

help and support from many national nuclear insurance pools, but mainly from the British and

German pools. Nearly fifteen non-life insurance companies with an operational licence in the

Czech Republic took part in the preparatory discussions during the pre-foundation period.

Early in 1995 a decision to create the Czech Nuclear Insurance Pool was taken by twelve non-

life insurance companies and on 20th July 1995 a coinsurance cooperation agreement to cover

liability risks was signed. The twelve member companies (founding members) represented the

top insurance companies of the Czech insurance market with a total market share of over 90%.

A year later a coinsurance cooperation agreement to cover material damage (and business

interruption) was signed. At the same time one of the original founding members ceased to

operate in the Czech Republic and, therefore, also terminated participation in the nuclear

insurance pool.

Today the Czech Nuclear Insurance Pool has thirteen member companies. The pool is

organised as an insurance pool with Ceska pojist'ovna as. Prague being the leading insurer in
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the pool (at the same time Ceska pojist'ovna a.s. is the leading insurer in the Czech Republic

with a market share of over 60%). The total insurance capacity of the Czech Nuclear Insurance

Pool is CZK 390.000.000 (approx. USD 11.500.000) for domestic liability risks and nearly

CZK 900.000.000 (approx. USD 26.000.000) for domestic material damage and business

interruption risks.

On the reinsurance side the Czech Nuclear Insurance Pool can offer aprox. 50% of the above

mentioned figures to its friends - other national insurance pools. The pool is managed by the

Office of the Czech Nuclear Insurance Pool which has three experts handling all business of the

pool. The year 1998 is only the third full business year of the pool but already it has achieved

some successes both at home and abroad.

The most important insurance cover offered by the Czech Nuclear Insurance Pool to its

clients is a nuclear liability policy based on the minimum requirements described in more detail

above in connection with the provisions of the Atomic Act. The liability policy is now based on

special general insurance conditions which had to be approved by the Ministry of Finance (this

is a legal requirement). The presently valid general insurance conditions have been approved by

the Ministry of Finance on the 26th January, 1998.

The Czech Atomic Act, when setting down the insurance requirements, had also given the

existing operators (licenceholders) a one year ,,waiting" period to comply with the legal

insurance obligations. Due to the fact that Part 5 of the Act came into force already on 26th

February 1997 it is generally thought that all liability insurances had to be in place on the same

day in 1998 at the latest. Some lawyers, however, have interpreted the Act in such a way that

the one year ,,waiting" period will end only on 1st July, 1998 (i.e. one year after the date when

the whole Act came into force).

In this connection it should be also underlined that new licenceholders (including all renewed

licences and licences for transportation of nuclear material) have to have a valid insurance

cover from the very first day of their operation or from the date of commencement of transit of

nuclear material (and very often already from the date of applying for a licence).

The Czech Nuclear Insurance Pool also offers nuclear material damage insurance policies (with

an option for business interruption) which are not required by law. The general insurance

conditions for these types of risks also had to be approved by the Ministry of Finance (the

present version has been approved on 26th January, 1998). They are not covering all risks but

could easily be endorsed or extended to cover not only named perils.
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In addition to the two main insurance covers potential clients of the Czech Nuclear Insurance

Pool can receive coverage of liability risks in connection with transportation of nuclear material

and also special risks (e.g. in connection with the construction of nuclear power plants and/or

other nuclear installations).

The Czech Nuclear Insurance Pool has till now issued 8 domestic liability insurance policies.

Domestic material damage policies have as yet not been concluded even that discussions with

potential clients are well under way. On the reinsurance side the Czech pool is participating on

foreign risks (both liability and material damage risks) from ten national pools around the

world.

The Czech Nuclear Insurance Pool has offered its experience and specific know-how to other

national insurance pools or to countries where national nuclear insurance pools have not yet

been established. Such assistance and support led to foundation of national pools in Hungary

and the Slovak Republic and also the Czech pool took part in a special seminar organised in

the Russian Federation with an aim to form a national nuclear insurance pool in Russia.

We may say that it is a traditional custom among the members of the international family of

national nuclear insurance pools to pass on experience and knowledge received during

foundation and period of growth and, therefore, contribute to further development of the

nuclear pooling system in the world. The Czech Nuclear Insurance Pool is proud to be part of

this family and is always prepared to offer assistance to those who are just starting. It is one

way of returning what has in the past been given to the Czech pool.
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ABSTRACT

This paper summarises part of our on-going investigations on the possible introduction of
nuclear energy in developing countries or countries with low capacity electrical grids. These
investigations are principally concerned with future PWR developments and basically try to
search for plausible and economic answers to the three difficult questions that each nuclear
technology exporting country faces today: 1)- how to compensate the apparent icss of
economic competitiveness, related to the scaling effect, of a small or medium sized reactor ?
2)- how to reconcile the introduction of nuclear energy on a large scale with the two majcr pre-
occupations of nuclear safety and nuclear proliferation ? 3)- how to demonstrate that the
proposed concept(s) can effectively meet the safety objectives of the requirements for future
reactors in Europe and in other countries ?

One of the possible concepts which might provide answers to these questions could be ihat of
a 300-600 MWe PWR, largely derived, and integrating the feedback of experience, from 56
operating evolutionary PWRs in France. This PWR incorporates novel features such as low
primary circuit pressure and temperature (respectively, 7.6 MPa and 259"C, compared to 15.5
MPa and 305°C for a standard 900 MWe PWR).

This change of the operating point directly leads to possibilities for enhanced safety tnrough
simplifications of reactor components and circuits such as the Reactor Vessel, the Steam
Generator and a number of auxiliary circuits, in particular the Safety Injection System
Furthermore, because of the increased moderator density, there is an inherent reduction of the
fuel enrichment for a given cycle length as compared to a standard PWR. The occu^auona.
radiation exposure, related to the increased solubility, could also be reduced by factor of 2 or 3

Preliminary economic estimations and comparisons with a 900 MWe standard PWR she: that
without fully exploiting the possible simplifications due to lower temperatures and pressures.
the costs of major electricity producing components and circuits would already be abou: 20%
less. The fuel cycle cost would be 27% lower. The total specific cost (Currency Unit/k.Vh) of
the concept would thus be only 5 to 10% higher instead of the 30% increase that one migh;
have expected from a simple scaling law.
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1- INTRODUCTION

Economic previsions concerning world energy utilisation in the medium term and in the
long term, have often been found to be quite erroneous since they can but reflect the
opinions and models prevailing among the experts at a given time. The level of uncertainties
appears to be higher for developing countries where the diversity of local conditions makes
any cost evaluations of the various energy sources, conventional and nuclear, particularly
difficult. It is nonetheless generally acknowledged that world energy demands would not only
continue to increase in the future decades but that the rate of energy consumption in
developing countries (referred to hereafter as "DCs) would be sensibly higher than in the
present day industrialised countries (referred to hereafter as "IC"s). This would be due
principally to the much stronger population growth in the DCs and because most of the
actual DCs would have already reached the threshold of industrialisation.

Of course, concerted and sustained energy conservation measures, principally in the
ICs, could limit this demand to a certain extent. However, estimations would lead to believe
that, compared to the present level of consumption, world's energy needs would be almost
doubled around the time horizon 2020-2030 to meet the demands of some 8 billion people.

Energy in all its forms would be required to meet this demand: fossil energies,
hydroelectricity, renewable energies and nuclear energy.

Numerous comparisons (e.g. IAEA, 1992) of electricity producing systems with and
without nuclear power plants show that nuclear energy, in spite of actual public anxieties
about its back-end fuel cycle, would appear to be a non-polluting and economic source and
could thus be a quick answer to the considerable energy needs of a large number of DCs.

However, most DCs have in general too widely different characteristics and local
conditions to permit a unique mode of introduction of the nuclear energy. Indeed, the various
factors which govern any transfer of nuclear technology to a DC are : its geographic and
demographic situation; the national (or regional) energetic resources and the cost at which
they are available; the size and the potential for interconnection of the local (regional)
electrical grids; the scientific and industrial capacity of the DC to absorb advanced
technology; its financial solvency; the existence of the necessary transport infrastructures
and, above all, its willingness to accept bilateral and international controls.

The second part of the paper deals with these problems in terms of the requisite
features regarding the safety and the economic competitiveness of future generation
reactors.

With a few possible exceptions, the necessary know-how and the associated nuclear
technology for the development of suitable reactors is still confined to a limited number of
"nuclear" ICs . After the discovery of the nuclear (military) ambitions of several countries,
these ICs are now justifiably most reluctant to export any nuclear technology.

Notwithstanding these fears of nuclear proliferation, the DCs, immediately point out the
two inherent contradictions of such a restricted policy : 1)- so far, with the possible exception
of India, no other country is known to have developed any nuclear device out of its civil
nuclear power programmes, and 2)- whether one likes it or not, the knowledge of nuclear
energy and of its associated technology have already been acquired by a large number of
DCs through the installations of research reactors and/or through the training of nuclear
specialists in the ICs. « One cannot make people forget what they have learned ».

The third part of this paper (initially discussed in Nisan, 1993) describes some of the
reflections and propositions as possible solutions to resolve the above dilemma, basically
through the implementation of a limited number of generic technical and institutional
measures.

Finally, in the last part, we describe our preliminary studies on a low pressure, medium
sized PWR, baptised in French as the « REP/BP », as one of the possible solutions which
could be developed to satisfy the above conditions.



2- GENERAL REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS

The detailed functional specifications of medium sized PWRs such as the REP/BP are
at the moment in the process of elaboration in our laboratories. Preliminary reflections on the
subject can be summarised as follows :

2.1- Overall requirements
As a general rule, any future generation reactor from France (or the EU) would obey

the same fundamental safety principles and objectives such as those currently under
discussion between the French and German safety authorities, and in the context of the
European Utilities Requirements (EUR, 1995).

A reactor for the DCs would be specific only with respect to the means that it would
employ to achieve the above objectives while taking into account the particular conditions of
the DC which might have a negative effect on reactor safety e.g. weak or unstable electrical
grids, lack of safety culture etc.

In fact, one of the weakest points for most DCs is the relatively incomplete training and
experience of their operating personnel. This might then be a potential cause of accident
initiators and late or erroneous reactions in real accidental situations.

Reactors for the DCs should thus be designed to possess increased capacity to
tolerate inaction, or an erroneous action, by the operator. These reactors should at least
have the provisions to support the loss of at least one safety system.

EUR recommendation to realise these forgiving features is the use of inherent
characteristics (e.g. increased Doppler effect) or the integration of systems which augment
safety margins and/or the grace period i.e. the time during which the plant, after initiation of
an incidental or accidental sequence, remains in a safe or stable operating condition without
necessitating operator intervention.

2.2- Simplification
Recent probabilistic safety assessments (PSA) have clearly established that more than

50 % of accidental sequences in operating reactors are triggered by human errors or
misinterpretations. The well recognised complexity of present nuclear reactor systems is
considered to be one of the most important causes of this effect. Any simplification of these
systems as a means to improve plant safety (and economy) is a desirable characteristic for
all reactor systems but it should be particularly so for reactors for the introduction of nuclear
energy in the DCs.

If one were to retain the same safety objectives for these reactors as those currently
being considered for the next generation of nuclear reactors, then a possible method for
achieving such simplicity could be a redistribution of the efficiencies of the various lines of
defence. This could be realised in particular through the introduction of passive systems but
it has to be demonstrated first that, for a given safety objective, such passive systems lead
to the same efficiency and reliability as those obtained by the use of the corresponding
active systems.

2.3-Passivitv
In the context of developing countries, it is indeed difficult to arrive at clear quantitative

advantages of passive systems as opposed to the active systems. It should be recalled that
the systematic introduction of passive systems may have negative effects (reduced thermal
hydraulic efficiency of a low-pressure safety injection system as compared to an active, high-
pressure system, for example). By definition, it is not possible for an operator to intervene on
a passive system once it is triggered. The choice of passive or active systems should be
accompanied by a detailed PSA. The determining factor in this case would be governed by
the possibilities that an operator would have to recover, and eventually improve, a given
situation



Passive systems are often proposed to increase the plant autonomy in accidental
situations. It has, however, to be verified that this autonomy has effectively increased in all
accidental situations. The AP-600 concept, for example, provides for a gravity driven re-
flooding system following a primary circuit de-pressurisation. Any operator action in such a
situation would not effectively be required before 72 hours. A short term operator action is
nevertheless necessary, subsequent to certain accidents such as steam generator tube
rupture or an ATWS. • . '

2.4- Automation and human behaviour
Increased automation appears to be attractive in both normal operation and accidental

situations. In normal operation, computer assisted documentation, and operating and
maintenance procedures can lead to a considerable minimisation of human errors. For
reactor operation under accidental conditions, automation could be either complete or partial
(realised through the introduction of certain passive systems).

The degree to which exportable reactors should be automated is an open question
today.

3-SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

3.1-The nuclear fuel cycle and non-proliferation
A nuclear reactor would not be a priori proliferating if the problems concerning the fuel

cycle and associated services were adequately resolved beforehand.
There are unfortunately no safeguards systems which could give an absolute

guarantee that a determined country would not succeed - or at least attempt to do so - in
developing some sort of nuclear weapon or device.

It is nonetheless possible to adopt a certain number of technical measures with a view
to to create as many barriers as is reasonably possible towards any diversion of nuclear
materials (and/or technology). One can, for example :
• Require that the irradiated or spent fuel be returned back to the exporting country or to an

international storage or reprocessing centre (which may be located in the exporting
country itself).

• Adopt fabrication techniques which would render fresh fuel highly unsuitable for
reprocessing (e.g. minimisation of the solubility). Fuel claddings in ceramics and coated
fuel particles (such as those in HTGRs) are two examples of this type of fuel.

• Conceive reactor cores in which all the fresh fuel assemblies would be sealed together
and therefore would be difficult to separate without attracting attention.

• Conceive fuel management schemes which would favour the production of even
numbered plutonium isotopes (Pu238, Pu240..), a small number of which fission
spontaneously and produce enough neutrons to make it difficult to reassemble critical
masses of significant yields.

It has, however, to be demonstrated that these measures are indeed effective and that
they do not unreasonably augment fuel cycle costs.

Institutional measures, whose principal aim is to permit timely detection by international
authorities, such as the IAEA, have in the past considerably reduced the probability of any
detectable diversion in a given DC. There is still need for further improvements in the
techniques of control at the disposal of the IAEA. There is above all need to act politically:
the role of the IAEA should be enlarged and its surveillance capacities reinforced to include
all fissile and fertile nuclear materials.



With an eventual generalisation of the nuclear power, DCs possessing only one or two
nuclear reactors (Lithuania, Philippines, Slovenia..) could be quite numerous. It is clear that
such limited programmes would increase the costs of storage of spent fuel and waste
products in both, surface and underground facilities One possible solution, having the
advantages of size effect economics and complete transparency of operation, could be the
advent of international fuel cycle centres.

3.2- Technical specifications for reactor operation
The basic aim of the technical specifications would be to define the domain of safe

operation of the reactor. In most DCs, the required information (which should be obligatory at
any reactor site) is contained in documents dealing with the operating procedures, thus
rendering the ensemble difficult to use.

As a general rule, the available information is incomplete as regards, for example,
routine tests and the procedures to be adopted in case of the non availability of components
and materials. As a result, the risk of arriving at important deviations from the safe operating
domain of the reactor is considerably increased.

It thus appears extremely important that any contract for sale of a nuclear reactor to a
DC must contain provisions for the supply of these documents and their subsequent revised
versions.

3.3-Training of qualified personnel
Although a formal system of training of personnel, including qualifying examinations,

has been introduced in most DCs, it would appear that the training practices are still quite
deficient. A possible solution to this difficulty, due principally to the lack of resources in the
DCs, could be the training of personnel in the supplier country. This training should cover
aspects ranging from the capacity to correctly use the technical documents to more
advanced courses and practice around a representative simulator. The entire training
programme should be an integral part of the sales contract.

3.4- Technical capacity to ensure correct maintenance
By its very nature, nuclear industry represents advanced technology which requires

specific materials, sophisticated means for in service inspection and well qualified methods
for the analysis of certain time dependent phenomena (corrosion problems, for example). It
may often be necessary to call upon heavy engineering when certain modifications of the
nuclear installation are required.

It is obvious that in most DCs, the industrial environment would not permit to undertake
any of these operations. This very difficult question of the transfer of sophisticated
technology has been the subject of intense international discussions. The solutions proposed
vary from simple technical assistance to internationally operated maintenance companies.
Once again, it would appear advisable that the sale of a nuclear reactor be accepted only
after a detailed examination of this problem.

4- THE LOW PRESSURE, MEDIUM SIZED PWR (REP/BP)

Parallel to the elaboration of the above requirements and functional specifications for
exportable reactors, the DER/SIS is actively pursuing the development of a 300 to 600 MWe,
medium sized PWR, known as the REP/BP, designed to satisfy these specifications.

The PWR appears to us as the obvious choice since world wide feed back of
experience from this type of reactor is already of the order of 2000 reactor years of which
nearly 600 reactor-years are by the French nuclear industry, in addition to the experience
gained through the construction and operation of several small experimental reactors and
the reactors for nuclear propulsion.

From the safety standpoint, the reactor size is only relevant if it allows one to realise
safety functions through innovative conception of the diverse systems e.g. residual heat
removal, reactivity control or the confinement of fission products.



The main reasons leading to the choice of a medium sized PWR in the 300-600 MWe
range, as opposed to the current tendency in France of building large reactors, are thus
principally the economic considerations prevailing in the DCs and the fact these countries
have in general relatively weak and non interconnected electrical grids. Furthermore, it is
shown in (§4.6) that in some cases, smaller reactor sizes can, in principle, permit certain
specific simplifications which then could offset the size effect on the over all specific
(currency unit/kWh) costs. - . '

Yet another reason for our choice would be the preliminary results of a recent CEA
study (Nisan, 1993), according to which the potential market for medium sized reactors
(< 600 MWe) in countries outside the OECD could be of the order of 50 reactors in the high
estimate for the time horizon 2001-2010.

4 . 1 - General characteristics
Conceptual studies of the REP/BP have only just begun and many important design

options are, and will continue to be, still under discussion. We can thus only present here the
actual « point design » characteristics, presented in Table 1, of a 600 MWe version largely
derived from the existing standard French 900 MWe reactor and used for preliminary safety
and economic assessments discussed below.

By definition, the most salient feature of the REP/BP is its low primary circuit pressure
and mean temperature, respectively 7.6 MPa and 259°C, compared to 15.5 MPa and 305°C
for PWRs

The corresponding secondary circuit (turbine inlet) vapour pressures are 3.2 MPa for
the REP/BP and 7.0 MPa for the standard PWRs.

This change of the operating point of a PWR is made possible today because of the
development of low pressure high efficiency turbines. A certain number of technical
advantages such as circuit and component simplification, reduction of volumes of
components and buildings etc. can thus be envisaged, allowing novel reactor architecture
and increased safety. Furthermore, because of the increased moderator density, there is an
inherent reduction of the fuel enrichment for a given cycle length as compared to a standard
PWR. The occupational radiation exposure, related to the increased solubility at lower
temperatures, would also seem to be reduced by a factor of 2 or 3.

Since a direct economic consequence of these factors is a possible reduction of the
construction and investment costs (see §4.5), we retained the REP/BP as one of the
eventual candidate concepts for the introduction of nuclear energy in the DCs.

4.2- Neutronics
The reactor core retained for preliminary feasibility studies was that of a standard

French 900 MWe PWR comprising 157 fuel assemblies with 264 fuel pins arranged in a 17 X
17 array with 24 water holes for guide tubes and the central hole for instrumentation.

Assembly and core calculations were made with the well known CEA code system,
SAPHYR. (Bergeron, 1994).

As an essential first step for feasibility studies, a fuel management strategy with 3
batch loading and 43 GWd/t discharge Burnup was considered.

At equilibrium, the fuel enrichment is 3.6 % (4.04 % for 900 MWe PWR),
corresponding to a cycle length of 522 equivalent full power days (EFPD), compared to 376
EFPD for the 900 MWe PWR.

Reactor control and transient studies were made using 53 standard PWR control rods
and 6% natural Gd poison distributed in 12 fuel-pins/ fresh assembly. Results show that the
REP/BP has more than satisfactory margins in all accidental and incidental situations. Some
optimisation of the Gd poisoning would however be required to compensate for the effect of
trie lower (absolute value) moderator temperature coefficient (-30 pcm/°C instead of -40 to
-50 pcm/°C for the standard PWR).



4.3- Thermal hydraulics
At this preliminary stage, the basic aim of thermal hydraulics studies, made with the

FLICA code of the SAPHYR system was to confirm that the change of operating point does
not lead to a degradation of the protection of the fuel cladding. In fact the results obtained
with the W3 correlation show that the minimum DNBR value for the REP BP is 25 % higher
(2.55) than the corresponding value for the 900 MWe PWR (2.04) in a transient situation with
18% over-power. This is primarily due to the choice of design parameters leading to a higher
critical heat flux and 27 % less linear rated power.

4.4- Safety studies
The over-all reactor systems configuration is shown in Figure 1. Basically these

systems are provided for the two essential functions :
a)- Residual heat removal: this is ensured by a group of systems comprising the

Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFS), the Turbine Bypass System, (TBS), the main Residual
heat removal System, (RHRS) and the intermediate Component Cooling System, (CCS).

AFS and TBS are the usual systems used in current PWRs. In the particular case of
the REP/BP, we have provisionally retained (by analogy from the standard PWR) an
indicative value of 3.5 MPa as the relief valve set pressure limit.

The RHRS and the CCS are normally not used in standard PWRs as safeguard
systems. Our choice is determined by the fact that, in the REP/BP, studies of a number of
transients lead to pressure values which are very close to the limiting pressures of the relief
valves in these systems. One could thus eventually use these systems to deal with
transients such as the small diameter LOCAs, or the Steam Generator Pipe Break.

Results of the Black-out transient study, using only the thermal inertia of the Steam
Generators as the heat sink, have indeed confirmed that either group of the above systems
will adequately evacuate residual power, without sensibly changing the pressure level from
its operating value.

(b)- Core cooling by safety injection: One of the most important consequences of low
pressure operation of the REP/BP is the simplification of the safety Injection System, (SIS).
Our studies show that necessary water inventories for safety requirements can be
maintained by conserving only a low pressure SIS, operating at 2 to 3.0 MPa.

We are also studying the feasibility of using steam injection at 3.0 MPa. The Steam
Injection System, (VIS) thus developed is at the moment in the process of experimental
testing. (Dumaz, 1997)

Large break LOCA studies, made with the CATHARE code, have shown that a safety
injection at 2.0 MPa in the cold leg would be more than sufficient to maintain the cladding
temperature within the allowed limits. (Figure 3).

Safety analysis of all the relevant systems is still in progress and is being examined in
detail for the verification of compliance with EUR recommendations.

4.4- Occupational Radiation Exposure (ORE)
The relatively lower operating temperature of the REP/BP increases the solubility of

metallic ions such as Fe and Ni. For a standard PWR type water chemistry, there is thus a
significant increase of the released radioactive corrosion products which may then be re-
deposited in high temperature zones such as the reactor core and the coolant outlet plenum.
The net result is a reduction of dose rates in maintenance zones such as the Steam
Generator. For varying water chemistries, preliminary calculations indicate dose rate
reductions by a factor of 2-3.

The potential risk of the higher release in the hotter zones during refuelling is currently
being examined in the context of the water chemistry optimisation and an eventual boron
free operation.



4.5- Economic assessment
An immediate consequence of the lower primary (and secondary) circuit pressures and

temperatures is the reduction of the net electrical efficiency, r\, (defined as the ratio of the
net electrical power produced to the total neutronic power). Figure 2 shows that in the case
of the REP/BP, the choice of 3.0 MPa as the turbine inlet pressure corresponds to r\ of about
0.3, compared to 0.34 for a standard PWR. This defines in fact the lowest limit of pressures
for any reasonable electrical power production level.

It was thus an absolute necessity to check whether the low power of the REP/BP,
(< 600 MWe), in part related to this effect, could be compensated by the simplifications
mentioned above.

This economic assessment was carried out with the new Economic Evaluation and
Modelisation System of codes, SEMER, actually being developed at DER/SIS for
comparative studies of all conventional and nuclear reactor types and for detailed design
optimisation studies of future nuclear reactors.

Cost estimations were first made for the equipment which is directly influenced by the
change of the operating point in REP/BP relative to the standard 900MWe French PWR.
These were principally the civil engineering, mechanical engineering items in the turbo-
generator (e.g. Feedwater, circulation and let down pumps, heaters and piping etc.), and the
vapour production equipment such as the primary circuit pumps, steam generators,
pressuriser and primary, secondary and auxiliary circuits and piping.

These estimates (Table 2) were then used to evaluate levelized investment and
operating costs. Table 3 shows a comparison of the fuel cycle costs. The derived specific
costs, with the corresponding costs of the standard PWR, are compared in Table 4.

The effect of important parameters such as the lead construction time, discount rates,
dimensions of major components etc. was also studied in order to reorient future designs.

The principal conclusions of these studies are as follows :
• For discount rates ^ 8 %, the average levelized cost per KWh from a nuclear reactor

would remain competitive to conventional electricity production even when the nuclear
investment cost is increased by 10 %.

• For discount rates > 12 %, nuclear energy would be competitive with coal if the nuclear
investment costs are reduced by only 10 %.

• Large or medium sized nuclear reactors (> 600 MWe) would be more economic than
the equivalent fossil fired stations if the cost (in constant currency units) of coal is
increased by 1 % or that of oil by 2 %.

• The most important cost differences between the REP/BP and the standard PWR arise
essentially from the differences on the costs of major components (and civil
engineering) such as the reactor buildings, steam generators, circuits etc. The change
of the operating point thus leads to about 14% lesser costs for the REP/BP.

• The fuel cycle costs for the REP/BP are reduced by 27 to 29% (without or with a heavy
metallic reflector for vessel protection) as compared to those of the standard PWR.
This reduction is due principally to the reactivity gain ensuing from the lower fuel
temperature of the REP/BP and the increased water to fuel ratio (2.2 instead of 1.96).

• The specific cost of the REP/BP would be about 10% higher than the corresponding
cost of the standard PWR. This cost could be considerably reduced further with shorter
construction times ( e.g. 48 months) and circuit simplifications.



4.6- Future outlook
The above estimations do not take into account the various possibilities of circuits and

systems simplification that the lower pressures and temperatures in the REP/BP could
potentially offer. Some of the possible safety and economic improvements being studied
are:

• Reduced core instrumentation.

• Canned pumps as used in the first French-Belgian 300 MWe reactor, SENA, and now
retained for the AP-600.

• Suppression of soluble boron, if proved compatible with the fuel cycle economy.

• Unitised construction and complete suppression of primary pumps as in the ESBWR.

• Corresponding simplifications of the SIS and the steam generators (50 % reduction of
the unit costs).

• Reductions in the specific costs through : increased plant availability from the current
84% to 90% (-11% operating costs), increased Burnup from 45 to 60 GWd/t (-20 %
fuel cycle costs), reduced construction time (-5 % investment costs), increased plant
life from 30 to 40 years (-16 % investment costs), increased factory fabrication
(-0.5 to 5 % investment costs) and reduced building volumes (0.2 % reduction of the
construction cost per meter reduction of the reactor building diameter).

5- CONCLUSIONS

This paper summarises our on-going investigations designed to meet a double objective :

• Establish the requirements and functional specifications of nuclear reactors, particularly
adapted for the specific conditions prevailing in most developing countries.

• Propose possible reactor concepts designed to satisfy these requirements and
specifications

Although still in the exploratory phase, our preliminary safety and economic
assessments would indicate that one of the possible concepts which would appear to
already satisfy most of the proposed requirements could be that of a 300-600 MWe PWR,
largely derived, and integrating the feedback of experience, from 56 operating evolutionary
PWRs in France but incorporating novel features such as low primary circuit pressure and
temperature (respectively, 7.6 MPa and 259°C, compared to 15.5 MPa and 305°C for a
standard 900 MWe PWR).

This change of the operating point directly leads to possibilities for enhanced safety
through simplifications of reactor components and circuits such as the Reactor Vessel, the
Steam Generator and a number of auxiliary circuits, in particular the Safety Injection System.
Furthermore, because of the increased moderator density, there is an inherent reduction of
the fuel enrichment for a given cycle length as compared to a standard PWR. The
occupational radiation exposure, related to the increased solubility, is also reduced by a
factor of 2 or 3.

Preliminary economic estimations and comparisons with a 900 MWe standard PWR
show that the costs of major electricity producing components and circuits would already be
about 20% less. The fuel cycle cost would be 27% lower. The total specific cost of the
concept would thus be only 5 to 10% higher instead of the 30% increase that one might have
expected from a simple scaling law. This cost could be further reduced after incorporation of
some of the proposed simplifications currently under investigation.
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Figure-1 : REP/BP safety systems schematic diagram
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Note : All costs are in millions of Arbitrary Currency Units (ACU), unless otherwise specified

Table 1 : Some characteristics of the REP/BP

Characteristics

Power (MWth)

Power (MWe)

No. of loops

Outlet temp. (°C)

inlet temp. (°C)

Pressure (MPa)

Mass flow rate (t/h)

Steam Generator. SG

Outlet Temp. (°C)

Inlet Temp. (°C)

Pressure (MPa)

Total No. of tubes

Tube length (m)

Ext. Tube diam. (mm)

Tube thickness (mm)

Vapour flowrate/SG (kg/s

PWR900

2775

920

3

324

286.5

15.5

45530

271

211

5.7

9990

20.42

22.22

1.27

504

REP/BP

2000

600

3

277

242.5

7.6

41817

237.5

190

3.2

14343

17.20

19.05

0.8

334

Table 3 : Fuel cycle costs comparison

ITEM

Power (GWth)

Masse (mt)

Equilibrium Fuel

Enrichment (%)

Cycle Length (EFPD)

Mean discharge

Burnup (GWd/t)

Cost(ACU/kWh.)

Difference (%)

PWR900

2.775

72.487

4.04

376

43.460

0.0061

-

REP/BP

2.0

72.487

3.5

522

43.460

0.0045

Table 2 : Differential cost comparison

ITEMS
1-Vessel
2-SG
3- Prim, pump
4- Pressurizer
5- Circuits
Total (1+5)
Civil engineering
Diverse

TOTAL
Difference (%)

PWR900
54.5
40
22
2.2
96

214.7
37.8
44.3
296.8

-

REP/BP
47.2
39.5
15
1.2

88.9
191.8
29.7
34

252.7
-14

Table 4 : Specific costs comparison.

Costs

Direct

Indirect

Construction

Investissement

Total ACU/kWh

Specific Inv.

Specific Cons.

Spec. F.Cycle

(%)

PWR900

1062

164

1380

1600

0.03

0.015

0.009

0.006

REP/BP

830

146

1110

1225

0.033

0.018

0.010

0.005

+10
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